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A MESSAGE FROM THE
1984 TECHNICAL PROGRAM CHAIRMAN

LEON H. GLASS
Technical Program Chairman

Conference Theme: “20 Years of Service to Government, Industry and Education”

This year’s conference marks the twentieth consecutive year of service to the
telemetering community. In each of these years, the ITC has served as the forum for new
ideas, new requirements, accomplishments and challenges by and to the dedicated people
involved in the field of telemetering. Since our first conference in 1964, the objective of
providing a technical program of the highest order and current with the latest advances in
telemetering has remained unchanged. Then as now we have attempted to encourage the
open exchange of technical ideas to satisfy the needs of both users and suppliers. While
the ideas have changed with the much greater diversity of applications and technology
growth, our primary purpose has remained to encourage the participation of the men and
women who establish the needs for telemetering products and services, and those who
specify, build, and buy them.

These proceedings contain theoretical and applied papers on analysis, design and
application of telemetry and instrumentation systems. Included also are sessions on related
technologies of interest to the telemetering community such as Soft Recovery Systems and
Test Range Capabilities. There was greater international participation than ever before and
it is sincerely hoped that it will be further expanded in future Conferences. Further, in
accordance with an agreement between the German Society for Telemetering and the IFT
to publish the best papers from the European Telemetry Conference (ETC) and the ITC in
each other’s proceedings, the 1984 ETC best papers are contained herein and the ITC
1984 best papers will be published in the 1985 ETC proceedings. Our best papers will be
selected by a panel and announced at the Conference. The Telemetry Group of the Range
Commanders Council sponsored a session on latest developments in IRIG 106 Telemetry
Standards and 118 Test Procedures and a discussion workshop on proposed variable
format PCM standards.



This program was, I feel, one of our most diverse and exciting in celebration of our
20th year. Its success was due to the hard work and enthusiasm of many dedicated
individuals. I would like to thank the session chairmen and authors for maintaining a high
level of excellence and professionalism in all the Technical Sessions. Special thanks are
extended to Darryl Gable, Vice Technical Program Chairman, and Rita Jackson, Program
Coordinator, for their assistance in editing the proceedings and coordinating the technical
program, and to the members of the ITC 1984 Staff for their help in developing the
program. I would also like to thank the Staff of ISA for their valuable advice and
assistance in compiling these proceedings. We trust that these proceedings will provide a
valuable technical reference. Thank you for attending and supporting ITC/USA/84. We are
looking forward to seeing you at ITC/USA/85 in Las Vegas.

Leon H. Glass, Technical Program Chairman ITC/USA/84

Mr. Glass received his BSEE degree from Northeastern University in 1955.

He is currently Chief of the Telemetry Branch of the Technical Support Directorate at
the US Army Armament Research and Development Center (ARDC), Armament,
Munitions and Chemical Command, Dover, New Jersey. Prior assignments included
various supervisory positions involving the development of warhead section systems for
Army missiles, including LANCE and SPARTAN, and direction of joint vulnerability
studies of various Army systems.

He currently represents the ARDC on the Telemetry Group, Range Commanders
Council.



FOREWORD TO THE 1984 PROCEEDINGS

Robert G. Clabaugh
General Chairman ITC/USA/84

As General Chairman of the 1984 Conference, I am especially pleased to present to
you the twentieth volume of the Proceedings.

This 1984 Proceedings chronicles one of the Conference’s most significant events, the
technical paper sessions. This year’s technical program may be our finest and about which
the conference staff is very proud.

As my Technical Program Chairman, Leon Glass has labored effectively and with
dedication to bring together a well-balanced and timely series of technical papers.
However, his program is much more extensive than the papers printed here.

For example, it includes an opening address by MGEN A.H. Anderson, Commander,
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command; a keynote address by Dr. J.R. Sculley,
Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research Development and Acquisition; a Blue
Ribbon Panel headed by John P. Tyler III, Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Dr.
Sculley; and an Educational Panel consisting of Mr. Bernard Schwartz, Chairman and
CEO of the LORAL Corporation, Dr. Harold M. Agnew, President, GA Technologies and
former director of Los Alamos Laboratories, Dr. Frank Cardin, Chairman, Dept. of
Electrical & Computer Engineering, New Mexico State University, Mr. R.H. Gablehouse,
President, Ball Aerospace Systems Division, Dr. John V. Guarrera, Director, Center of
Research Services, University of California and former President I.E.E.E., Mr. Henry E.
Hockeimer, President, Ford-Aerospace and Communciations Corporation, and Dr. Spencer
Rochefort, Professor and Chairman, Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Northeastern
University; and many others.

This volume, then, is the record of only the most significant elementof our 1984
Technical Program. From its obvious quality, I know that it will serve as a frequent and
useful reference in the future.



Read it with pleasure and thank you for helping to make our 20th Anniversary
Conference a success.

Robert G. Clabaugh, General Chairman ITC/USA/84

Mr. Clabaugh started his career in the design and development of digital
communication hardware at Collins Radio Company. In 1963, he joined the Aerospace
Corporation where he is currently a senior staff assistant in the Electronics an Optics
Division.

Mr. Clabaugh served as Technical Program Chairman of the 1981 International
Telemetering Conference. He is a member of Eta Kappa Nu and Tau Beta Pi.



OPENING SESSION SPEAKER

Andrew H. Anderson
Major General, U.S. Army

With this year’s spotlight being on the U.S. Army, ITC/USA/84 is privileged to present
Major General Andrew H. Anderson as our opening speaker. He became Commanding
General of the U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command in April, 1984. A prestigious
record of 31 years in the U.S. Army has provided him with a comprehensive experience in
the needs of our country’s defense.

Major General Anderson was born September 8,1928, in Brooklyn, New York. He
holds a bachelor of science degree from Park College, Parkville, MO, and a masters
degree from George Washington University, Washington, DC. He was commissioned a
lieutenant in Armor through the Army National Guard in October, 1953.

Anderson’s more recent assignments included five tours for the U.S. Army Europe. In
1970, he served as Commander, 4th Battalion, 35th Armor, 1st Armored Division. He
became Chief of the Weapons Branch in the Doctrine and Weapons Systems Division
Office, Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, in February, 1972, and was appointed
Commander of the 1st Armored Division Support Command in May, 1973. He held the
position of Chief of Staff for the 1st Armored Division from December, 1974 through
June, 1976.

He returned to the United States to assume duties as Director for Combat Systems,
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Combat Development at the U.S. Army Training
and Doctrine Command, Ft. Monroe, VA, in August, 1976.

Anderson was promoted to brigadier general in August, 1977, and was stationed in
Warren, MI. He was the Deputy Commanding General, U.S. Army Tank-Automotive
Material Readiness Command from September, 1977, through May, 1979. He served as
Commanding General for the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research and Development
Command through May, 1979, to November, 1980.



His next assignment, from November, 1980, through August, 1981, was Deputy the
Inspector General (inspections and Compliance), U.S. Army, Washington, DC. He was
promoted to major general in July, 1981.

Anderson served as Deputy Commanding General, VII Corps, United States Army
from September, 1981, through April, 1984.

Anderson has attended the Armor Advanced Course, the Infantry Advanced Course,
the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, the Armed Forces Staff College and
the U.S. Army War College.

His awards and decorations include Silver Star, Legion of Merit with two oak leaf
clusters, Distinguished Flying Cross, Purple Heart, Army Commendation Medal with V
Device, Air Medal with V Device, and the Bronze Star with two V Devices.

Anderson and his wife, Lee, have three sons: James, Glenn, and Steven.

Andrew H. Anderson, Opening Session Speaker ITC/USA/84



KEYNOTE LUNCHEON SPEAKER

DR. J.R. SCULLEY

ITC/USA/84 is proud to present Dr. J.R. Sculley as our guest speaker for the Keynote
Luncheon. As one who has actively contributed to this year’s theme, “. . . . . Service to
Industry, Education, and Country”, Dr. Sculley has been serving as Assistant Secretary of
the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition since October, 1981, served as
design engineer at Dupont Company, and General Manager of Corrugated Services, Inc.,
taught at Virginia Military Institute, and served 33 months in the U.S. Air Force.

As Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition, Dr.
Sculley is the Scientific Advisor to the Secretary of the Army and is responsible for Army
wide policy development, promulgation and oversight of research, development test and
evaluation (RDTE); materiel acquisition management and acquisition policies and
procedures. He is also responsible for implementation of worldwide security assistance
policies and international programs.

Dr. Sculley was born in Englewood, New Jersey, on August 6, 1940. Upon graduation
from Annandale (VA) High School, he entered the Virginia Military Institute where he
received a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering in 1962. Following graduation
from VMI, he spent 33 months as an officer in the U.S. Air Force and later was a design
engineer with the Dupont Company before entering graduate school at the Johns Hopkins
University. He earned the M.S.E. degree in environmental engineering at Johns Hopkins in
1970 and was awarded the Ph.D. degree in 1974, also in environmental engineering.

In 1970, Dr. Sculley joined the VMI faculty and served four years as an assistant
professor of civil engineering before electing in 1974 to leave teaching and enter industry.
He was general manager of Corrugated Services, Inc., a Texas paper recycling company,
for one year before returning to VMI and the classroom in 1975. He was appointed
associate professor in 1975and was promoted to professor in 1979. During his faculty
years at VMI, he was actively involved in engineering research through the VMI Research



Laboratories, Inc. He is the author of numerous papers and has been elected to Who’s
Who in Engineering.

At age 38, Dr. Sculley headed VMI’s largest degree-granting academic department. In
addition to his administrative duties, he taught courses in computer science, operations
research and traffic flow theory. Dr. Sculley was also the Superintendent’s representative
to the VMI Honor Court and was coach of the VMI soccer team on which he played and
captained during his own cadet days at the Institute.

Dr. Sculley is married to the former Peggy Lee Winkel of Baltimore. They have one
daughter, Rebecca Lee.

Dr. J.R. Sculley, Keynote Luncheon Speaker ITC/USA/84



CONTENTS
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Panel Chairman – John P. Tyler III, Department of the Army Research
Development and Acquisition

84-01-1 This Session Is a Panel Discussion on the following Topic:
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Thomas Alexander, White Sands Missile Range
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(Abstract Only)
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(Abstract Only)
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84-03-2 Air Force Flight Test Instrumentation System
Michael F. Lamy, SCI Systems, Inc.
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(Abstract Only)
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(Abstract Only)

SESSION V – SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS
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84-05-1 Software for the Flight Data Acquisition and Processing System (FDAPS)
Michael P. Hutchinson, Fairchild-Weston Systems, Inc.



84-05-2 Sinc- and Spline Curves Smooth Data for Plotters
James L. Rieger and Kent N. Birch, Naval Weapons Center
(Abstract Only)
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James L. Rieger and Kent N. Birch, Naval Weapons Center
(Abstract Only)
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Session Chairman – Thomas Hancock, USAF Armaments Division

84-07-1 The RAJPO GPS Range Equipment Family
Dennis L. Holeman and Earl G. Blackwell, SRI International



84-07-2 Data Link for GPS Range Applications Program
Richard G. Baldwin and Thomas J. Macdonald, The Analytic Sciences
Corporation
(Abstract Only)

84-07-3 Field Test Accuracy Results of the Differential Navigation Technique with
NAVSTAR/GLOBAL Positioning System
Ernest T. Fickas and Isobel M. Wadsworth, SRI International
(Abstract Only)

84-07-4 An Overview of the GPS Demonstration Program for Range Applications
Gene F. Knoernschild, Rockwell International
(Abstract Only)

84-07-5 Correlation of GPS Receiver Channel Track Continuity with Aircraft
Structural Masking
Earl G. Blackwell, Ernest T. Fickas and David Y. Richardson, SRI
International

SESSION VIII – GERMAN TELEMETRY AND REMOTE CONTROL
Session Chairmen – Dr. Gerhard Mayer, German Society for Telemetering
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84-08-1 Trends In German Telemetry Since the 50’s
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GERMANY)
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84-10-4 Development of a Wideband High “G” Telemetry System for the
SADARM 8" Projectile
Salvatore Longo, David E. Anderson and Hildi S. Naber, US Army Armament
Research and Development Center
(Abstract Only)
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BLUE RIBBON PANEL
RECENT ARMY TEST RANGE DEVELOPMENTS

CHAIRMAN: Mr. John P. Tyler III; Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Research,
Development and Acquisition, Department of the Army, Washington, DC.
Mr. Tyler will give a short overview briefing on Army test and evaluation
procedures, organizations and instrumentation planning, programing and
budgeting.

MEMBERS: Mr. Thomas Alexander, White Sands Missile Range (WSMR), will
present a videotape on WSMR capabilities and then brief on the
RADAR 85, telemetry and drone formation control system.

Mr. Robert Gonzalez; Headquarters, US Army Test and Evaluation
Command, Aberdeen, MD, will present the Army’s Implementation
Program for the protection of weapon system design test data.

Mr. John Phelps; Headquarters, US Army Test and Evaluation Command,
Aberdeen, MD, will discuss Test and Evaluation Command’s
instrumentation requirements, planning, major thrusts, technology trends
and development and procurement of instrumentation.

Mr. Donald Reich will discuss the US Army Training and Doctrine
Command’s instrumentation programs in support of operational testing
and force development testing and experimentation. Emphasis will be on
the Mobile Automated Field Instrumentation System (MAFIS) being
procured for tests at Fort Hood, TX.

Mr. Gene Wooden, Kwajalein Missile Range Directorate, will brief on
Kwajalein Missile Range’s major instrumentation programs emphasizing
optical and radar tracking, telemetry and broad ocean area test
instrumentation.

Mr. James Wymer, Yuma Proving Ground, will brief on Yuma’s
instrumentation capabilities emphazing laser optical tracking and near real
time test data processing.



RANGE STANDARDS PANEL DISCUSSION

CARL G. ASHLEY
PACIFIC MISSILE TEST CENTER

POINT MUGU, CA

The Telemetry Group (TG) of the Range Commanders Council is the primary means of
exchanging telemetry technical and operational information and coordinating and
standardizing systems, techniques, methods, and procedures. The TG is concerned with
such telemetry gathering instrumentation as airborne sensing devices and modulation and
multiplexing equipment. In addition, the group monitors developments in telemetry
processing and storage systems and special display devices. The group is also responsible
for writing and updating the Telemetry Standards Document and a series of five volumes
on Text Methods for Telemetry Systems and Subsystems.



A MISSILE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM DESIGN APPROACH

Chuck Davis David Penharlow
Consultant West Coast Engineering Manager
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7172 Enders Avenue P.O. Box 3033
San Diego, CA 92122 Vista, CA 92083

ABSTRACT

Requirements and design constraints of a missile instrumentation system are identified.
These considerations were applied and a programmable master/slave PCM encoder with
integral signal conditioning was selected for a major classified missile program. The
engineering philosophy and hardware selected for this application are presented in this
paper.

INTRODUCTION

The missile instrumentation engineer is faced with unique challenges which guide his
selection of airborne hardware. Major requirements imposed on the engineer are used to
determine the desired capabilities and performance of the instrumentation equipment. The
engineer selects an architecture which satisfies the program needs and offers additional
felxibility for changes and growth.

The best hardware solution for the application is chosen. Innovative technology may be
required to achieve significant advantages in size, power and cost. Performance is ensured
by the proper integration of the selected components and testing.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS, CONSTRAINTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

One of the more challenging tasks in the design and development of an instrumentation
system is the identification of the requirements and constraints. Requirements can be found
in documents such as a Prime Item Development (PID) Specification, IRIG 106, Program
Measurement List, etc. It is guaranteed that some of these requirements will change during
the life of the program. The measurement list is a prime example of this. Historically, the
measurement list is in a constant state of flux right up until launch.



A system concept is established early in the program which provides the basis for cost and
schedule. In many cases it may be just the opposite. A schedule may be mandated which in
turn can significantly influence the hardware configuration. In either case, it is very
important to carefully consider the various requirements and limitations imposed on the
program to enable a detailed definition of the hardware. If this is not accomplished there is
a considerable risk that one of those limitations will force a hardware change which may
cause an increase in cost and create a slip in the schedule.

In some cases, vehicles are designed with little consideration for test instrumentation. This
is justifiable since size and weight significantly affect vehicle performance. Electrical
power is at a premium since the power required can be associated with added vehicle size
and weight. With this in mind, it can be stated that most applications require
instrumentation that is small, lightweight, and consumes little power. In this application
there was not enough room for the instrumentation wiring to allow a single PCM Encoder
therefore it was necessary to use a master/slave arrangement.

Flexibility is an important consideration. The equipment should be capable of
accommodating a frequently changing measurement list. One way to satisfy the flexibility
requirement is to provide a signal conditioner which is designed and manufactured within
the company. This allows changes to be made easily throughout the program. Another
approach, that has only recently become available, is to buy a programmable PCM
Encoder with integral signal conditioning. Signal conditioners of this type are available for
resistive temperature devices (RTDs), strain gages, and thermocouples. Attenuators, pulse
counters, filters, AC/DC converters, serial and parallel digital interfaces are also available.
The use of in-house hardware probably provides greater flexibility and control; however,
the cost of a signal conditioner produced by a large aerospace company is considerable.
To achieve the required flexibility the signal conditioner is most likely to be constructed
with discrete components at a penalty of size and weight. In the Convair application, space
was critical. Additionally, since a master/slave PCM encoder configuration was chosen, it
would be necessary to build two separate signal conditioner units, one located at the
master and one at the slave. This would mean additional space and cost. As a result, the
selected design approach incorporates the signal conditioning in the PCM encoder.

A HARDWARE SOLUTION

An Aydin Vector MMP-900 Master/Slave PCM System with integral signal conditioning
was chosen for this application. The MMP-900 and its predecessor the MMP-600 have an
impressive flight qualification history with over 1000 units used on aircraft, missiles, RPVs
and other vehicles. This hardware provides a modular approach to signal conditioning and
encoding which offers significant size advantages over other units. The Master MMP-900
contains a UV EPROM with all of the programming information for gain, offset, single



ended/differential mode selection, and formatting. The Master and Slave units each contain
a programmable gain amplifier and integral signal conditioning for high voltage signals,
RTDs, and frequency inputs in addition to the unconditioned analog and differential bi-
level inputs. Low pass filtering and an RMS/DC converter are provided. The capacity of
each unit as configured for this application is listed in Table I. Expansion can be achieved
by adding modules for either multiplexing or signal conditioning. Custom modules can be
created to satisfy unique requirements.

TABLE I

MASTER SLAVE

32 Attenuated Analog Inputs
64 Analog Single Ended Inputs
32 RTD Inputs
6 Words of Bi-Level Input
4 Counter Inputs
1 6-Pole Butterworth Filter
1 RMS/DC Converter
1 Computer Interface

32 Attenuated Analog Inputs
32 Analog Single Ended Inputs
48 RTD Inputs
3 Words of Bi-Level Input
2 Counter Inputs

INPUT MULTIPLEXING AND SIGNAL CONDITIONING MODULES

High voltage analog inputs are signal conditioned by the AM-951 Attenuation Analog
Multiplexer. This module incorporates precision resistive attenuators for scaling voltage up
to ±50 volts (single ended or differential). Sixteen (16) single ended inputs (8 differential)
are attenuated and multiplexed per module.

Analog inputs to ±10 volts (single ended or differential) are accepted through the MP-901
Analog Multiplexer. Thirty-two (32) single ended inputs or 16 differential inputs are
accommodated per module; a mixture of single ended or differential channels can be used
through the same module.

RTDs are signal conditioned with the BR-963 module which uses a half-bridge
configuration with constant current multiplexed excitation. This technique excites the
device only during the PCM sampling period. Significant savings in power are achieved
and RTD self-heating is eliminated since a low duty cycle is used for excitation. This
multiplexer is available in two versions (see Figure 1). A single active arm configuration
can be used with a completion resistor inside the module to minimize the number of wires
per measurement. A half-bridge configuration can be used with a second element at the
sensing location. This element can be a passive resistor to cancel lead resistances or an



active element to provide a very accurate measurement of differential temperature. Shunt
calibration is included to verify proper operation of each transducer channel. Sixteen (16)
resistance temperature devices are signal conditioned per module.

Differential bi-level inputs are accepted through the DB-968 Differential Bi-Level
Multiplexer. Three (3) bi-level words are accommodated per module. All bits of each word
are sampled simultaneously.

The CM-967 Counter Module accepts two frequency inputs. Amplification and Schmitt
triggering is provided to ensure the proper count with low amplitude, poor quality signals
typical of turbine flowmeters. Counter resolution to 20 bits/channel can be achieved with
reset on sample, overflow, or external command.

OTHER MODULES

The interface between the master and slave units is accomplished through the use of the
IR-961 module in the master unit and the IR-962 module in the remote unit (see Figure 2).
Four pairs of wires are required. Line driver/line receiver pairs are used on all interfaces to
ensure operation with long lines in a noisy environment. The interface is as follows:

• Serial Digital Address from Master
• Serial Digital Data to Master
• 4 x Bit Clock
• Word Clock

In addition to the above modules the following overhead modules are provided in each
unit.

LA-926 Programmable Gain Amplifier provides 8 gains and 8 offsets.

AD-906 Sample/Hold; A/D Converter contains a fast sample and hold device followed by
a 10 bit successive approximation Analog to Digital Converter.

PX-928 Synchronous Power Supply is a crystal controlled DC/DC converter providing
isolated synchronous voltages for the signal conditioning and encoding circuitry from raw
28V missile power.

FM-918 Formatter interleaves the digitized analog data and conditioned digital data from
the counter and bi-level modules into a single NRZ-L data stream. The formatter in the
master unit also interleaves the computer data, remote unit data and synchronization words
into the primary NRZ-L data stream.



The master unit contains additional modules not found in the remote unit. These moudles
are described below.

PR-914 Programmer - controls all system activity through an 8-bit parallel address bus.
This bus is structured with two 8 bit bytes for each PCM word.

TM-915 Timer - accepts the serial digital output of the formatter and provides parity, code
conversion, output buffering, and a six-pole Bessel filter. This module also creates all of
the timing signals required. Buffered diagnostics are also provided.

CI-942 Computer Interface - accepts a serial digital input with the appropriate handshakes.

PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The Aydin Vector MMP-900 offers significant savings in size, weight, and power over
less innovative approaches. Physical parameters of the selected units are listed below
(excluding mounting plate):

MASTER SLAVE

Length: 6.127 in 4.877 in
Width: 1.524 in 1.524 in
Height: 1.774 in 1.774 in
Volume: 16.56 cu in 13.18 cu in
Weight: 0.77 lbs 0.60 lbs
Power: 15 w 14 w

CONCLUSIONS

Programmable PCM encoders with integral signal conditioning are now available in either
stand alone units or in master/slave configurations which proivde characteristics such as
small size, light weight, low power and a high degree of flexibility. Utilization of this
technology can trim a substanital amount from the instrumentation budget by eliminating
the high cost of designing and manufacturing signal conditioninbg by a large aerospace
company.

REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT

In January, 1983 SCI Systems, Inc. initiated design under a contract with the U.S. Air
Force for the development of the Air Force Flight Test Instrumentation System (AFFTIS).
This system is being developed to provide for the flight test instrumentation needs of the
Air Force through the 1990s.

The requirements specification was derived from the results of a survey conducted by the
Air Force approximately two (2) years prior to contract award. The results of this survey
were that the new system should provide more channels and higher frequencies, all in
smaller size. In addition, the system should be modular and easily expandable to
accommodate testing of yet undefined future aircraft systems. This paper describes the
AFFTIS System as it is presently designed and some of the unique concepts used to meet
the specified design goals.

AIRBORNE SYSTEM DESIGN

The Airborne PCM System utilizes a remote multiplex approach with a central control unit
and some number of distributed data acquisition units. The central unit or AFFTIS System
Controller (ASC) orchestrates the function of the PCM System via a high speed serial
command/response data bus. Each of the remote data acquisition units (DAUs) includes a
memory which contains format information. The command from the central controller
(ASC) simply “points” to the correct format instruction location within the DAU.

AFFTIS BUS

The distributed nature of the AFFTIS system is depicted in Figure 1. The
command/response bus, which carries commands from the ASC to the DAUs and the
DAU data response to the ASC for PCM output is the AFFTIS bus.



FIGURE 1

The AFFTIS bus is a 10 Megabit, full duplex serial bus. The bus consists of a command
bus and a separate reply bus. All units are transformer coupled and connected in a “daisy
chain” sequence. The command bus operates continuously at 10 Mbits/sec utilizing Bi-
Phase-Space modulation. Each ASC to DAU command contains 20 bit times and occurs in
synchronism with each PCM output word time. Any time on the command bus which
exists between the end of a command and the beginning of the next PCM output word time
is filled with filler bits.

This overall scheme offers several unique design advantages. First, the use of Bi-Phase-
Space modulation simplifies the generation and recovery of data. This is due in large part,
to the fact that, as shown in Figure 2, each bit period begins and ends with a transition. As
well as other advantages, this insures that, unlike 1553, the second sync waveform will



always be 1.5 bit times wide. (The reader should recall that a MIL-STD-1553 bus uses Bi-
Phase L modulation and that the first bit after sync can be a “0” thereby making the second
sync waveform “appear” to be 2 bit times long.) Secondly, the command bus transmits
continuously thereby allowing all of the remote units to “lock on” and synchronize with the
ASC. As a result, all activities of the DAUs are synchronous and are supplied with a clock
of the same accuracy as the ASC’s master oscillator.

FIGURE 2

AFFTIS SYSTEM CONTROLLER

The ASC is the heart of the Airborne System and has been designed with a variety of
features to provide the needed flexibility and capability to meet mission goals for the next
15 years.

All of the PCM format structure is user definable and programmable. The format
commands are stored in a non-volatile EEPROM memory which can be altered electrically
by the AFFTIS Ground Support Equipment. The characteristics of the ASC are:

Processor Type - AMD 29116
Output Bit Rate - Class I - 10K to 5M Bits

Class II - 100K to 40M Bits
PCM Word Length - 10/12/14/16 Bits, Programmable
Number of Formats - 8 Separately Programmable
Number of Words/Frame - 2-256/Format
Subcommutation Rates - 2-256/Format
Number of Subcoms - All Data Words
Number of Remote Units - 64
Operating Temperature - -54EC to +71EC



ASC INTEGRAL DATA PROCESSOR

The ASC includes the ability to perform real time data conversion to engineering units
(EU). The EU conversion routines are user programmable with complete programming
support provided via AFFTIS Ground Support Equipment. The resulting EU conversion
may be displayed in flight as well as routed to PCM for output.

ASC INTEGRAL TIME CODE GENERATOR

A high performance IRIG Time Code Generator which may be externally synchronized is
included as a part of the ASC. All functions are processor controlled with all outputs
synthesized for maximum performance.

ASC PROGRAMMABLE SECONDARY

Secondary PCM outputs are provided for those applications where the tape recorder or
telemetry transmitter does not have the bandwidth necessary to accommodate the primary
PCM bit rate, or where the user wishes to partition the data into separate secondary
outputs. There are two types of secondary PCM outputs provided:

Dedicated (max. of 8 outputs)
Programmable (2 independent outputs)

With the dedicated outputs, the primary PCM data is divided evenly at a correspondingly
lower bit rate among the active secondary outputs. With the programmable outputs, the
user is free to choose any of the primary PCM words to appear in each programmable
secondary PCM output.

DATA ACQUISITION UNITS

The Data Acquisition Units (DAU) consist of two major types; the avionics data bus
monitors and the Analog-Discrete Unit. The avionics bus monitor DAU allows the user to
selectively capture data which may appear on an aircraft’s avionics bus. The avionics bus
DAUs under development include the MIL-STD-1553 DAU, (F-15) H009 DAU and
ARINC DAU.

In each case, the DAU offers the user two methods of decommutating avionics bus data
traffic. The first method utilizes standard techniques of capturing selected traffic and
storing it in specified memory locations for later retrieval by the ASC. The second method
utilizes a “ring buffer” mode. In this mode each specified item of avionics data traffic is
stored in the next available “ring buffer”. The result is that the message data integrity is



maintained since all contiguous data is retrieved in proper temporal order. The
characteristics of the Avionics Bus DAU are:

Processor Type -  AMD 29116
Interfaces -  MIL-STD-1553/H009/ARINC 429
Decom Mem Size -  1020 Words
Time Tag -  Tag all Words 20 Microsecond
Status -  Bus ID/Stale/Overflow
Operating -  -54EC to +71EC

ANALOG-DISCRETE DAU

The Analog-Discrete DAU or ADAU consiste of an “overhead” section as well as a signal
conditioning section. The overhead section contains a 32 channel direct input analog
multiplexer, a programmable gain amplifier, a 12 bit A/D converter and interface, a format
memory and control circuitry. The signal conditioning area consists of six (6) general
purpose signal conditioning card slots. These are designed to provide maximum user
flexibility in signal conditioning selection by allowing any of the signal conditioning cards
to operate in any slot.

 The most difficult challenge of the ADAU design is to provide high sample rates (over
400K) while maintaining flexibility in channel and gain selection without undo sacrifice of
accuracy. In order to accomplish this several unique design techniques are utilized.

The first problem to be overcome is the settling time of the input multiplexer. This problem
is solved by utilizing a “pre-charge” technique. As shown below, a unity gain
instrumentation amplifier is used to settle the mux to within a few percent of its final value.
Prior to sample capture, the “pre-charge” amp is disconnected and the mux allowed to
complete accurate settling using the precision matched passive multiplexer.

The second problem to overcome is the programmable gain amplifier. The major task is to
design an amplifier which will slew and settle quickly while maintaining the offset
performance characteristics usually found in lower speed precision instrumentation
amplifiers. The solution applied here is the use of a “composite” amplifier. This solution,
as depicted below, utilizes a low offset/low drift amplifier to set the offset compensation of
the high speed amplifier.



PRECHARGE MUX

COMPOSITE AMPLIFIER

The last major hurdle is to allow sufficient time for the conversion of the analog data to
digital form. This is accomplished by the utilization of dual track and hold circuits. While
one circuit is holding data for A/D conversion, the second is connected to the composite
amplifier output taking a sample for the next digital conversion. The general performance
characteristics of the ADAU are:



Processor - N/A
Direct Input MUX - 32 Differential Channels
Sample Rate - 400K Samples/Second
Input Range - ±10 Volts
Digital Conversion - 12 Bit
Accuracy - .2 to .5% depending on range)
Gain - 1 to 1000 Programmable
Operating Temperature - -54E to +85EC

SIGNAL CONDITIONING

As discussed previously, the AFFTIS signal conditioning has been designed to provide
maximum flexibility. The signal conditioning cards go into one of six slots within the
ADAU housing. Listed below are the Signal Conditioners currently being developed:

Resistance Thermometer - Programmable Constant Current
.2 to 5MA - 8 Channels

Synchro/Resolver - 11.8V & 90V - 2 Channels
Frequency Converter - 5Hz to 50Hz/5Mv to 100v

4 Channels
Pulse Accumulator - 5Hz to 50Hz/5Mv to 100v
Elapsed Time Counter - .01 Msec Resolution

6 Channels
Serial Digital - 4 to 30 Bits - 4 Channels
Parallel Digital - 16 Bit/Isolated Input

1 Channel
Analog Attenuator - 1 to 1/32 - 8 Channels
Control Signal Generator - 4 Outputs/TTL & Relay Closure
Presample Data Filters - 2Hz to 2KHz - 4 Channels
Linear Variable/ - 400Hz to 2.5KHz/2VRMS to 10VRMS
Differential Transformer 3 Channels
Transducer Ref. Supply - ±2.5/5/10V - 4(+) & 4(-) Channels

The Signal Conditioners are designed with many user definable options. Virtually all of
these options can be programmed via the AFFTIS Ground Support Equipment without
removal from the aircraft.

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

In order to provide the user the support necessary to easily handle the programmability and
checkout of the airborne hardware, the AFFTIS system includes a full spectrum of Ground



Support Equipment. This equipment ranges from a multi-user Laboratory Support System
with a complement of automatic test equipment to a hand-held Portable Flightline Unit
(PFU) used for a singlechannel decom.

The AFFTIS GSE includes both general purpose and specific equipment. The general
purpose GSE includes:

Unit ID Usage

Laboratory Support System LSS Laboratory
Ground Support Unit GSU Tow Cart
Remote Site Unit RSU Hand Carry

The general purpose GSE is designed utilizing standard equipment and software which
enhances its ability to be tailored to each user’s specific requirements.

Hardware Software

Motorola 68000 UNIX (tm)
VNE Bus ADA (tm)
3-10 MByte Disks Relational DBMS

This complement of hardware and software is maintained throughout the general purpose
GSE thereby enhancing the ease of use and maintainability.

LABORATORY SUPPORT SYSTEM

The Laboratory Support System is a computer-based set of equipment that provides
complete support of the airborne system to include (1) conduct of Acceptance Test
Procedures; (2) generation of airborne formats; (3) PCM quicklook display and (4)
engineering unit conversion. As a multi-user station, the LSS will conduct several different
activities simultaneously. Designed as a “user-friendly” system, the LSS will automatically
account for formatting requirements, evaluation of test results, and performance of PCM
data limit checking. Automatic test of the airborne equipment is facilitated by a set of
IEEE-488 standard lab test gear.

The LSS also serves as a software development facility for the GSE. Based on the UNIX
(trademark Bell Labs) operating system, the GSE provides an ADA language compiler and
a relational data base management system. The AFFTIS system user may develop and add
his own software to the standard package.



GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

The Ground Support Unit (GSU) is a mobile subset of the LSS functionality. Enclosed in a
wheeled tow cart, the GSU provides the complete capability of the LSS except that it
cannot perform airborne unit acceptance tests, or shop-level diagnostics. The GSU cart
may be transported by air if necessary. Since the GSU is used in a wide variety of
environmental extremes, a special terminal based upon a plasma display device is used
instead of a traditional CRT. Extra rack space is available for the installation of mission-
specific customer equipment. The GSU may be powered either from a standard aircraft
power cart or commercial power.

REMOTE SITE UNIT

Where it is inconvenient to use a GSU, the Remote Site Unit will perform the equivalent
functions of a GSU. Instead of a cart, the RSU is packaged in a man portable container.
Like the GSU; the RSU uses a plasma terminal for its operator interface. The RSU may be
powered from 110 volts from 47Hz to 440Hz.

The characteristics of the General Purpose GSE are shown in Table 1.

SPECIFIC GSE

Other ancillary ground equipment comprises the Specific Category. This includes:

Party Line Decom - PLD AFFTIS Bus Decom and Test
Time Code Head - TCH Time Code Generator Display and Set
Portable Memory Loader - PML Load, verify and dump of airborne

memories without using LSS, GSU, RSU
Portable Flightline Unit - PFU Single-channel raw data decom in a

hand-held unit.

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Shown below is the overall development program schedule. As can be seen, the
conceptual design phase is essentially complete and the Engineering Model development is
underway. The System is scheduled to be ready for operational application by the end of
CY 1986.



TABLE 1



AFFTIS PROGRAM SCHEDULE

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the AFFTIS development is very ambitious and has demanded a lot of
innovative design to accomplish. Any design which is meant to serve many applications
must have built in a high degree of flexibility to allow the tailoring needed to meet specific
applications.

The AFFTIS design is meeting these goals.
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ABSTRACT

The modern pulse code modulated (PCM) telemetry or data transmission system should
have its input data rates synchronized by its own, or an external clock. Either arrangement
allows all pulsed input data to arrive in a known clocked time sequence. Data transmission
is orderly, and all input and output gating occurs at required time intervals. Events in
nature do not always follow an ordered sequence, but data transmission requires the
pattern and order found in a synchronous system. Today’s missiles and aircraft do not
always have the nicety of synchronous systems.

In many systems today, the PCM will run at one clock rate, while the navigational
computer will be set to a second rate, the autopilot processor at a third and the weapons
handling system at a forth. In the slower data use systems such as “1553", data can be
stored, deleted, refreshed, and data buffers or memory used. Output data loss is not too
important, since output data use rates are well below input data rates. However, research
and development aircraft and missile test flight applications require real time or at least
time-tagged data. Transient responses cannot be lost because of clock skips or phase
differences between clocks.

This paper will review and explain data loss through clock skips or phase differences. The
paper will show causes and effects with real time flight systems that have flown recently.
Solutions such as direct synchronization, phase locked loops between separate clocked
systems, and sample and hold first-in, first-out buffers, will be discussed. The applications
and limitations of these solutions will be described. A development nonsynchronous
system for a flight missile will be reviewed, showing block diagrams, component
utilization, circuit schematics, and command application interfaces and software.

The intent of this paper is not to give ultimate solutions to the clock synchronization
problem, but to alert the telemetry system designer to this data problem. The paper will 



help define his solutions before he finds his data lost, missing or scrambled on flight test
records.

INTRODUCTION

Since computers carry most of the electronics systems work load, it becomes imperative
that telemetry and instrumentation systems interface easily and correctly with the host
computer. It is almost a computer-to-computer interface in most cases. Many of the
modern, sophisticated, telemetry or cable-transmitted data systems use a digital
microprocessor-based pulse code modulation system. Analog to digital interfaces are
already in place between measuring instruments and PCM encoders. In the ideal situation,
as a large system is designed, data, instrumentation, and telemetry requirements are
considered and a master clocking generator is installed. This generator will be used to
synchronize the on-board computer and the telemetry or data system, and provide a real-
time link between all on-board systems. Time and phase correlation are now ensured
between such systems as guidance, control, propulsion, and power systems.

If the incorporation of a master clock is impossible because of system idiosyncrasies or
requirements, a phase lock loop could be designed into the telemetry or data system to
capture the master clock repetition rate. System synchronization would be ensured by this
means. A third method uses a crystal clock as the synchronizer. The latter method is also a
workable system, but has the possibility of losing short bursts of encoder subframe data.
This loss can occur when clock phases shift into a phase region where subframe counts get
confused, causing the telemetry ground station to abort the lock. A subframe of data may
be lost in these cases.

The telemetry designer should use clock signals from the host computer in places where
the signals are available. If clock signals are not available, a first-in, first-out (FIFO) shift-
register or random access memory may be used. These devices will intake time-tagged
data and store it to be output into an existing PCM-bit stream at a later time. The
contribution of computer measurements to analog instrument measurements is a function of
system measurement requirements. With proper planning, all telemetry and computer
requirements can be met. This paper will describe a representative nonsynchronous
system. The telemetry system will be described, as well as the host computer’s output. A
description of one type of computer-to-telemetry interface board will be detailed. The
board’s design, components, and cost information will be discussed.

TELEMETRY SYSTEM

The telemetry system used as an example for this discussion is a state-of-the-art PCM
system. It is expandable by use of remote multiplexers. The basic non-remote multiplex



system will be discussed in this paper. This system uses one PCM multiplex running at a
rate of 544 kilobits per second. The host computer inputs 112 words of data into the
telemetry encoder, as shown in Table 1. The telemetry data format is described in
Figure 1. The frame length is 68 8-bit, words, with a 16-frames-deep subcomutation.
Although each telemetry word is only 8 bits long, the 16- and 32-bit computer words are
accepted by concatenating the 8-bit telemetry words. A double precision 32-bit computer
word will require four adjacent 8-bit telemetry words. An example explaining this
requirement is the computer word 4 taking telemetry words 11, 12, 13, 14, as shown in
Figure 1.

The standard Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) 24-bit sync word and a 8-bit
frame identification word are used. The word format and sample rates for the computer
words were shown because information on computer words was available. No information
was available for the analog measurement words at this time. Some possibilities for an
analog measurement format are shown in Table 2. Sample rates and number of
measurements vary as an inverse function, and one trys for the best balance.

In Figure 1, the blank spaces under the computer words indicate a repeat of the
information above. Computer word 1 will appear in frames 1, 5, 9, and 13. Both Table 2
and Figure 1 indicate two 8-bit bi-level words as telemetry words 35 and 36. These are
event channels. Each bit is a separate measurement with less than one volt indicating a
zero. Any voltage greater than one to thirty-five volts indicates a one output. In the bi-level
words, a sample rate can also be traded for number of measurements. The analog and
computer words have been divided into two sections to allow supercommutation if
required. Supercommutation would extend sample rates to greater than 1000 samples per
second.

The remote multiplex philosophy is used to develop a modular concept for missile or
vehicle application. Figure 2 shows the remote multiplex concept for analog and computer
measurements. In Figure 2a, the present conventional single multiplex system is shown.
Computer and instrument interface from all stages are cabled separately into the single
system. This may present a wire or cable problem for highly instrumented systems. With
the multiple remote multiplex of Figure 2b, instruments are interfaced to a separate
multiplex in each section. A single-wire, combined measurement bit stream is routed back
to the main multiplexer. Inter-section cabling is cut markedly in highly instrumented
programs.

COMPUTER

The computer format as shown in Figure 1 outputs 112 telemetry-tagged data words onto
the main data bus. This output is done in 44 word segments, with each segment taking 66



microseconds for the complete transmission. In Figure 1, only 20 sixteen-bit words are
used in the first frame. So with 44 words in the FIFO, it takes a refresh once every two
milliseconds. This is shown by the timing diagram of Figure 3, which relates computer
output to telemetry clocking signals of the minor frame and telemetry word clocks. The
computer also outputs two clocking signals from the central processing unit (CPU). These
signals are the CPU enable and the transfer clock. It should be noted that the computer
data output bus is open to all peripherals. Accordingly, all addresses and address decoding
on all terminals are required.

TELEMETRY INTERFACE CARD:

The block diagram of Figure 4 is a good illustration of the interface card design
philosophy. The computer data bus is shown interfaced to the card in the upper left hand
corner of the drawing. All of the parallel sixteen-bit bus output is received by the card
driver amplifiers. Signals from the transfer clock, CPU enable and address decoder allow
only telemetry data into the buffers by enabling them at the proper time and code. The
FIFOs are also enabled at this time, and information is received and held there.

The central timer sequencer for the telemetry interface card is an PROM programmer and
counter. The PROM device receives bit clock, minor frame, and telemetry enable signals
from the pulse code modulation encoder. The sequencer, with its own clock generator,
establishes the timing sequence to clock out data from the FIFO synchronizer with the
encoder timing circuits. The FIFO is a parallel device, so the shift register is used to
convert the parallel format to a telemetry-usable serial form. The interface card does no
data word alignment. The computer is required to output the telemetry words in proper
sequence to align with the telemetry format, as shown in Figure 1.

An added feature of the interface card is a forbidden code generator. This circuit does not
allow the interface card to output all ones or all zeros to the PCM encoder, even if it is
receiving this information from the computer. There are times during system test when the
computer may be off while the telemetry is required to run. In the off state, the output of
the computer may appear as all zeros. If the PCM output this signal to some ground
stations, the decomutator of the ground station would assume it had lost lock and would
start an open loop search routine to re-establish lock. In order to stop this occurrence, the
forbidden code generator senses the false lost lock condition. Then the generator inserts
every other pulse of the encoder bit clock in the computer output wave form from the
telemetry interface card.



The host computer outputs three signals to the telemetry interface card. They are:

1 A burst of 44 data words with telemetry addresses

2 A transfer clock

3 An enable pulse.

The enable pulse is negative, going on the transfer clocks rise, as show in Figure 5.

The functional sequence of the interface card is outlined in Figure 6. The sequence listing
shown is for a single 68-word frame. Figure 6 also describes the functions of the counter
EPROM combination. A complete major frame would require the sequence to be repeated
sixteen times.

HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS

The system described in Figure 6 used the same hardware as its host computer because
most of the parts were readily available at the time of fabrication. A list of parts used in the
interface card is shown in Table 3. Fairchild Fast Logic was used for this system in
Figure 6 because of its availability and other requirements imposed by the host computer.
Any functional generic logic may be substituted, as long as it is compatible with the
computer and the associated telemetry system. Using prices listed in Table 3, the interface
cards cost was approximately $525.00, with 56 percent of this cost in the FIFO register. If
one would substitute a random access memory for the FIFO, it may cause some redesign
and programming changes, but it may cut costs. A trade study should be instituted to
determine if a memory unit should replace the FIFO.

CONCLUSIONS

The ideal situation in a telemetry computer interface requires the use of a single master
closk for synchronizing the complete system. If this is not possible for any reason, there
are viable alternatives. One such alternative is the system described in this paper. It is
simple to build, reliable, and uses the same technology and hardware of the host computer
and telemetry system it is interfacing. It is costly in its present form, however. With usage
and design optimization, the system cost should be reduced. The alternative system could
be easily incorporated as an additional board of a PCM encoder.
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TABLE 1

Host Computer Word Input into
Telemetry Encoder

Number
of

Words

Samples per
Second
(SPS) Bits

8
8

64
32

250
500
125
125

16
16
16
32

Total

  112

Figure 1.  Telemetry Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) Format



TABLE 2

Multiplex Measurement Mix

Remote Telemetric Measurement

Number of
Measurements Description

Sample Rate
(samples

per second) Input Voltage

16
16
17
34
68

136

Low level words
Discrete words (bits)
High level words (or)
High level words (or)
High level words (or)
High level words (or)
A mix as needed

At 62.5
At 1000
At 1000
At 500
At 250
At 125

30 mVdc
5    Vdc
5    Vdc
5    Vdc
5    Vdc
5    Vdc

Figure 2.  Remote Multiplex Concept for Analog and Computer Measurements



Figure 3. Timing Relationships from Computer Output to Telemetry Clocking Signals

Figure 3.  (Continued)



Figure 4.  Block Diagram of Telemetry Interface



Figure 5.  Computer Timing Signals

Figure 6.  Sequence for Telemetry Interface Card



 TABLE 3

Parts List for Telemetry Interface Card

Part Number
Quantity
Required

Price
(Each Item)

Total
Item
Price

Reference
Designation Description

 54F00
 54F02
 54F04
 74F240

 54F374

I74F521S

 54FI09
IC57401AJS*

 74F161
 54F194

 93Z511
 54F244

IM55342/4-M1001FRR

IM55342/4-M1000FRR

ICWR06JAI55KR

 Subtotal
 Misc. hardware

 Total Cost

3
1
1
2

3

3
2
4

3
4

1
1

4

1

1

2.85
2.85
2.85
9.95

11.40

4.62
3.20

73.29

5.35
5.70

39.20
9.95

0.30

0.30

2.00

8.55
2.85
2.85

19.90

34.20

13.86
6.40

293.16

16.05
22.80

39.20
9.95

1.20

0.30

2.00

  ______
473.27
50.00

_______
$523.27

U1,U3,U5
U2
U4
U6,U7

U8,U11,U12

U9,U10,U13
U14,U15
U16,U17,U18,
    U19
 U20,U21,U27

   U25
U26
U28

R1,R2,R3,R4

R5

C1

Quad Nand Gate
Quad Nor Gate
Hex Inverter
Oct. Inv. Line
   Driver
Oct. D. Flip
    Flop
Oct. Comparator
J-K Flip Flop
FIFO (MMI)

Counter
Shift Register

PROM 2K
Oct. Non-Inv.Line
   Driver
Resistor, Fixed,
   Film, Chip
Resistor, Fixed,
   Film, Chip
CAPAC, Chip,
   Fixed, Tantalux

I Was ordered
* Will be substituted by FAST (74F413)



TELEMETRY FOR ASALM-PTV MISSILE

Leo Drescher
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ABSTRACT

The telemetry and instrumentation used during the propulsion technology validation (PTV)
flights of the Advanced Strategic Air Launched Missile (ASALM) is described in this
paper. ASALM-PTV was a test vehicle that demonstrated the concept of the integral
rocket/ramjet engine.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the telemetry and instrumentation used during the PTV flights of the
ASALM vehicle. ASALM-PTV was a test vehicle that demonstrated the concept of the
integral rocket/ramjet engine (Figure 1). This concept was proven through many successful
test flights. The propulsion system performance and vehicle maneuverability that was
shown is representative of what is expected from a supersonic cruise missile.

One of the ASALM test program flight objectives was to demonstrate supersonic cruise
missile performance at high and low level trajectories. Another major objective was to
prove structural and component durability, along with subsystem performance, during
engine transition and maneuvers. More than two hundred inflight measurements were
made through the telemetry system. Measurements were taken of acceleration, acoustics,
vibration, temperature, pressure (fuel, combustion, and aerodynamic), strain, angle of
attack and sideslip, electrical parameters of inertial guidance, missile voltages, and control
signals and commands.

The basic telemetry system used two radio frequency (RF) links. One frequency
modulation (FM) link was used for wide-band vibration and acoustic measurements. The
second link, a 10-bit pulse code modulation (PCM) FM link was used for the remainder of
the measurements. The basic design parameters of the telemetry links and the signal
conditioning and sensors used will be discussed. Measurement programs and data
correlation and calibration will also be discussed.



RF SYSTEM

The FM multiplex signal was fed to one 5-watt band transmitter, while the PCM multiplex
signal was fed to an identical 5-watt band transmitter. Each of the signals was tuned to a
different S-band frequency. The outputs from the FM and PCM transmitters were each fed
to a frequency diplexer. The diplexer mixed the two separate RF signals onto one coaxial
cable. The output of the diplexer was fed to a three-port power divider that separated the
two combined RF signals into three equal RF outputs. The divided signals were then
routed to three separate S-band antennas placed around the periphery of the nose section.
This antenna arrangement provided an omnidirectional antenna array.

The antennas were flush-mounted and cavity-backed. Quartz was used for window
elements. Extensive testing at temperature and vibration plus antenna pattern plots were
performed to ensure performance at high temperatures. Signal strength levels obtained
during the flight tests verified the mechanical integrity and electrical function of the RF
system during boost and supersonic cruise.

PCM SYSTEM

The PCM system consisted of two elements, the main PCM encoder located in the
avionics section, and the remote multiplexer mounted in the aft control section.
Characteristics of the PCM system are described in Table 1.

 The PCM encoder consisted of a modular package built up using standard PCM modules
to accomplish the desired quantity and format of signals. The encoder design consisted of
a power supply, analog-to-digital converter, high-level multiplexers (O to 5 volts), low-
level multiplexers (O to 50 millivolts), a flow meter totalizer, discrete or bi-level channels,
a serial computer word interface, clock and timing formatter, and programmed read only
memory (PROM). The parameters of the PCM were:

1 10 bits per word

2 96 words per minor frame

3 32 minor frames per major frame

4 12.5 major frames per second

5 Bit rate: 384,000 bits per second.



By using PROM, various sample rates were available through a mixture of super
commutation and sub-commutation. The basic sample rate of one word per minor frame
was 400 samples per second (SPS). Super-commutation provided sample rates of 800 and
1200 SPS. Sub-commutation provided sampling rates of 200, 100, 50, 25, and 12.5 SPS.

The purpose of the remote multiplexer was to sample and condition low-level signals
located behind the interstage compartment. The multiplexer also provided low-level signals
on one pair of wires, since no space existed to channel the 56 pairs of wires required to
send the measurements from devices in the aft section. The remote multiplexer was located
in the control ring around the booster nozzle. The remote multiplexer required 10 control
wires from the main multiplexer to carry clock signals, address codes and gain change,
plus sample rate change commands and two output wires.

If the remote multiplexer had not been used, 112 wires would have been required. So the
space required for running 102 wires was saved. The inputs to the remote multiplexer were
all low level differential, with some inputs sampled at 12.5, 25, 50 and 200 SPS. The “O”
signals were scaled to provide 5 volts with an input of 25 millivolts. The other signals,
“L”, “M”, and “N”, were scaled to provide 5 volts with an input of 50 millivolts. The
25-millivolt signals were obtained from strain gauges. The 50-millivolt signals were
generated by pressure transducers and thermocouples located in the aft compartment.

The output signal of the remote multiplexer was a 5-volt pulse-amplitude modulator
(PAM) signal at 38.4 kilobytes per second (KBS), the word rate of the main multiplexer.
The output of the remote multiplexer was fed to the main multiplexer in a synchronous
burst to merge it with the main forebody signals. The PAM output was fed to one of the
high-level multiplexer inputs, where it was converted to a 10-bit digital word. Since the
ramjet could heat the aft compartment to extremely high temperatures. The entire remote
multiplexer was encased in a thermal blanket of min-K insulating material.

The remote multiplexer itself was designed and tested to withstand temperatures of 230EF.
The internal printed circuit was soldered, using silver solder with a melting temperature of
596EF. The copper wires entering the remote multiplexer were also insulated.

The basic accuracy of the PCM was 0.2 percent for high-level and 1 percent for low-level
channels. The PCM encoder and remote multiplexer proved to work very well during
flight, with no failures. Complete electrical testing of the units was performed in
conjunction with the RF systems to verify operation. Each unit was 100 percent tested at
specification level temperature and vibration.



COMPUTER INTERFACE

An inertial navigation unit (INU) was the basic navigational system used on ASALM. The
INU consisted of inertial grade sensors, gyros and accelerometers, and a flight data
processor (FDP). By means of a digital computer, the FDP provided continual readouts of
flight coordinates in latitude, longtitude and altitude. The FDP was also programmed to
issue steering orders to maintain the flight program. Elements of the flight program
included various timing commands and sequences such as nozzle deployment, fuel-to-air
ratio control, and other functions. The output of the digital computer was fed into a first-in,
first-out (FIFO) storage register.

The serial data computer module, a part of the PCM telemetry system, sent PCM clock
pulses and an enable pulse when it was ready to accept computer data. The output of the
FIFO, which was 30 bits, was then clocked out at the PCM bit rate directly on the PCM
serial output bus. This data formed 30 bits, or three consecutive 10-bit words.

Since the computer and the PCM were not synchronized, the data could not be decoded
directly with the normal PCM ground station. The 30-bit computer word used actually
contained a 6-bit address or designator and three pieces of 8-bit data. A simple ground-
based computer program then extracted the data from the apparent random data appearing
on the PCM decommutator by means of the 6-bit address. Although the nonsynchronized
computer and PCM interface caused a ground reduction problem, the problem was not
serious. Obtaining data was not a problem. In order to make the PCM data readout
directly, two schemes could have been implemented:

1 Devise a system so that the computer and PCM have a common clock and are
synchronous.

2 Devise a random access memory (RAM) array so that the computer can write into
memory at one speed, while the PCM can read out the memory locations at another
speed.

FM MULTIPLEXER (FM MUX)

The FM-FM system was a standard Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG)
configuration using constant bandwidth and proportional bandwidth subcarrier oscillators.
The system consisted of 13 subcarrier oscillators (SCO) and a mixer amplifier. A built-in
automatic calibrator was included in the amount to provide a zero, half-scale and full-scale
calibration signal on command. Nine of the SCO’s provided wide band response by using
constant bandwidth channels with 0 to 1000, 0 to 2000, and 0 to 4000 hertz responses.
The other four SCO’s provided medium response of 0 to 59, 0 to 81, 0 to 110 and 0 to 160



hertz response by using proportional bandwidth channels. The FM multiplexer
performance data is summarized in Table 2.

The basic accuracy for the constant bandwidth channels varied from 5 to 10 percent, while
the proportional bandwidth approached 2 percent with calibration. The FM-MUX
performed well on all flights, and the vibration data correlated well with predictions in
regard to amplitude and frequency.

INSTRUMENTATION

The telemetry instrumentation used consisted of various transducers located throughout the
missile. Over 200 inflight measurements, including acceleration, acoustic, vibration,
temperature, pressure (fuel, combustion, and aerodynamic), strain, angle of attack and
sideslip, plus electrical parameters of inertial guidance, missile voltage, control signals and
commands were made. Table 3 summarizes the number of telemetric measurements taken
during seven ASALM test flights.

PRESSURE

The pressure measuring devices were all strain gauge-type transducers. These transducers
were low-level signal devices and required low level amplifiers to amplify the signal. The
devices were accurate between 0EF and 250EF. The transducers and their associated
tubing were mapped in an insulating cocoon to protect the unit from high heat that could be
experienced in the ASALM missile. Other units, such as the chamber pressure
measurements, were grease-filled to protect the diaphragm from hot burning gases.

TEMPERATURE

Various types of temperature measuring devices were used to monitor temperature
throughout the missile. Thermocouple devices were used where temperatures could have
reached greater than 700EF. Figure 2 shows the ASALM temperature measuring system,
with connections to the pulse code modulator. Platinum temperature sensors were used to
monitor temperature where the maximum temperature did not exceed 700EF. Platinum
temperature sensors plus electronic signal conditioning provided better accuracy than
thermocouples in the 0 to 300EF temperature range. Thermistors were used to provide the
temperature readings for the thermocouple reference junctions.

FUEL FLOW TOTALIZER

An impeller-type of flowmeter was used to provide a highly accurate measurement of fuel
flow. The output of the flow meter was a series of pulses indicating revolutions of the



impeller and the rate of fuel flow. Previously used techniques integrated these pulses to
form an analog signal which represented flow. This analog signal would then be digitalized
by the telemetry system.

In ASALM, however, these pulses were amplified and conditioned. Then the pulses were
applied directly to the totalizer module of the PCM. Figure 3 shows how flow meter
information was relayed to the PCM. This module produced an encoded number
representing the total number of pulses received. The flowmeter was calibrated to indicate
pounds of fuel per pulse. The technique used in ASALM started with a digital signal and
was processed digitally all the way to the printout. This technique provided excellent
measurement accuracy of fuel flow.

MISCELLANEOUS

Vibration and acoustic measurements were made using piezoelectric transducers and
charge amplifiers calibrated by the vendor. Drag acceleration was measured using a sero-
controlled accelerometer. Mechanical strain, bending and hinge moments were measured
using strain gauges.

VOLTAGE AND TIMING

Various guidance, control, and other electrical parameters, including discrete events such
as motor ignition, arming, nozzle release, etc., were also measured.

AERODYNAMIC DATA

An air data probe and matching transducer system were used to monitor angle of attack
("), and angle of sideslip ($). Figure 4 shows the ASALM air data probe system. The air
data sensor was attached to the nose of the missile. The sensor contained five ports which
fed the air pressure through tubing to a set of transducers located inside the missile. One
pair of tubes measured the differential pressure in the yaw plane (which is proportional to
angle of sideslip), while another pair measured the differential pressure in the pitch plane
(which is proportional to angle of attack). The center hole measured pitot pressure, which
is proportional to velocity. The actual angle of attack (") and angle of sideslip ($) must be
calculated from the formula.



STRAIN GAUGE

Figure 5 shows the ASALM strain gauge system. Strain gauge measurements were made
on the vanes to provide hinge moments and vane panel bending moments. Good data was
obtained on the bending moments, but good hinge moment data was not obtained because
square cross section vane shafts were used. The torque readings on the strain gauges were
quite low in comparison to these obtained with circular cross section vane shafts.

MEASUREMENT CONTROL

The measurement program was computer-controlled and printed. An IBM card system was
used. Two cards were required for each measurement. A complete deck could then be fed
into the computer for printout. Cards could be added or deleted either manually or by a
special program. The printout was reduced to an 8 by 11 format and released directly as a
controlled drawing. As additions or deletions were made, a new card was added to the
deck with the appropriate revision number.

DATA REDUCTION AND CALIBRATION

All transducers were individually calibrated at the incoming inspection, and calibration
curves were prepared by serial and flight number. This data was then programmed into the
computer so that the raw magnetic tapes could be fed into a PCM decommutator. The
output binary count was read by the computer. Corrections and conversion to engineering
units were made, and data printed out at one second intervals. The reference temperature
was added to give the corrected reading for temperature data involving thermocouples.

CONCLUSIONS

The telemetry and instrumentation system used on the ASALM-PTV flight program was
considered very successful. A data recovery of over 95 percent was obtained on the seven
flight tests. Although all of the flights were considered successful, based on the flight
missions planned, certain problems in flight control did occur. The telemetry system was
instrumental in pinpointing the failure modes. Examples of problems were high missile spin
rates which safed the safe-and-armed device, dirt in the fuel system which caused an early



shutdown, premature loss of hydraulic pressure on one flight, and others. The computer
interface provided excellent data on the INU and its output. The fuel flow totalizer
provided a very good correlation on fuel expended and rates of consumption. The remote
multiplexer had no problems in flight and returned good data on all flights. The use of the
PCM, which permitted the use of computerized printouts, made rapid data reduction
possible. Typically, a flight was made in the morning at White Sands Missile Range. The
following morning, two sets of oscillograph data (35 records each) were available to the
design engineers.

SUMMARY

The telemetry and instrumentation system for ASALM-PTV was used to provide monitor
data on the state of the ASALM missile subsystem throughout captive carry and free flight.
The telemetry and instrumentation was also used as a monitor system for providing an
in-plant acceptance test and final verification of various missile systems. The systems were
used in this fashion during factory build-up and final acceptance tests prior to shipment to
White Sands Missile Range.

The telemetry system consisted of two S-band RF links, one PCM and the other FM. The
PCM system provided over 250 channels of data with varying sample rates. The FM
system provided 13 channels of wide-band data, such as vibration and acoustic sound
levels.

The PCM and FM systems used individual RF carriers combined into one set of S-band
antennas. The instrumentation consisted of transducers to measure pressure, temperature,
fuel flow, vibration, acoustic sound pressure, linear acceleration, aerodynamic angles,
mechanical strain, and timing events.

Additionally, voltage monitors from the various subsystems, such as battery voltages,
guidance commands and responses, autopilot signals, status of one-shot devices, voltage
regulator outputs and launch sequence status were encoded and displayed. The 30-bit
word from the in-flight data processor computer was also monitored. Five complete sets of
digital data in engineering units also were made available. The FM vibration data was
displayed on high frequency oscillographs using conventional techniques. Power spectral
density plots were made from the original magnetic tapes and were computer printed one
day later. The rapid presentation of final data permitted two sequential flights to be made
within nine days of each other.



Figure 1.  The Advanced Strategic Air Launched Missile (ASALM)
Rocket/Ramjet Concept



TABLE 1
Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) System Characteristics

Code Words
Samples per

Se cond
Input
Level Type

Main Pulse
Code

Modulation

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K

  6
18
  8
16
  8
16
20
64
  2 (20 bits)
  3 (30 ch)
  3 (30 bits)

1200
800
400
200
100
50
25
12.5

100
100
400

0-5V
0-5V
0-5V
0-5V
0-5V
50-mV
0-5V
50-mV
0-5V
35-V
0-5V

Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog
Digital Totalizer
Bi-Level
Digital Computer

Remote
Multiplexer

L
M
N
O

32
  8
  4
12

12.5
25

200
200

50-mV
50-mV
50-mV
50-mV

Analog
Analog
Analog
Analog

Sync
Frame ID

  3
  1

400
400

0.5V
0.5V

PCM Bit Rate; 384,000 bits per second
PCM Output: NRZ-L
Word Length: 10 bits
Major Frame Length: 32 minor frames
Minor Frame Length: 96 words
Minor Frame Rate: 400 words per second
Major Frame Rate: 12.5 per second



TABLE 2
FM Multiplexer Performance Data

Channel
(IRIG)

Frequency
(kHz) Deviation

Modulator
Index

Frequency
Response

(Hz)

9   
10   

111   
12   

1A
2A
3A
5B
7B
9B

11B
15C
19C

3.9
5.4
7.35

10.5
16
24
32
48
64
80
96

128
160

±7.5%
±7.5%
±7.5%
±7.5%
±2 kHz
±2 kHz
±2 kHz
±4 kHz
±4 kHz
±4 kHz
±4 kHz
±8 kHz
±8 kHz

5
5
5
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

59
81

110
160

2000
2000
2000
4000
4000
4000
4000
8000
8000

TABLE 3
Summary of Measurements Taken During

Seven ASALM Test Flights

Measurement

Number of Measurements Per Missile
Tested (Seven Missiles)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total

Pressure
Temperature
Strain
Vibration
Acoustic
Other (end)
Guidance
Discrete
Telemetry Cal

48
90

8
8
1
6

61
29

7

48
92
14

8
1
6

61
29

7

48
88
2
6
2
6

61
29
7

48
92
14
6
2
6

61
29
7

48
88
2
6
2
6

61
29
7

48
88
2
6
2
6

61
29
7

48
88
2
8
1
6

61
29
7

336
625

44
48
11
42

427
203

49

Total 258 266 249 265 249 249 250 1786



Figure 2.  ASALM Temperature Measuring System, Showing
Connections to the Pulse Code Modulator (PCM) Encoder.

Figure 3.  ASALM Impeller-Type Flowmeter System



Figure 4.  The ASALM Air Data Measurement Probe System

Figure 5.  ASALM Strain Gauge Measurement System



SELF BALANCING STRAIN GAGE SIGNAL CONDITIONING
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ABSTRACT

Strain gage signal conditioning requirements of the Trident II (D-5) Missile offer the
instrumentation designer some unusual challenges. Large quantities of strain gages are
installed in inaccessible locations of the missile. These strain gage signals require balance
adjustment a few seconds after application of power. Traditional strain gage balance
techniques were rejected due to the inaccessibility of the units and the time requried for the
adjustment.

This paper discusses the selected solution to this problem – the Aydin Vector BCA-916
Self Balancing Bridge Conditioning Amplifier. The amplifier assembly achieves high
performance in a small package through the use of thick film hybrid technology. The
amplifier uses a digital autobalance technique to offset the strain gage unbalance on
application of power. The unique design of this signal conditioner fulfills the requriements
of the Trident II Missile.

INTRODUCTION

Airborne strain gage signal conditioning has traditionally taken a very conservative
approach. Unfortunately the airborne technology is well behind the state-of-the-art of
equipment used in laboratory environments.

Typical airborne signal conditioners consist of strain gage excitation, bridge completion
resistors, a passive bridge balance network, amplification, and antialiasing filters. Bridge
balance has typically been performed using a balance potentiometer or fixed resistor
networks in high vibration environments.

Todays flight test programs may require up to several thousand strain-gages on a single
large vehicle. Bridge balance adjustment, usually performed on preflight, can be time
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consumming even if computerised monitoring techniques are used to identify the out of
balance channels. Manual balance techniques with potentiometers are subject to errors of
misadjustment and inadvertent adjustment of the wrong channel.

The strain gages on board the Trident II Missile are subject to stress from gage installation,
missile assembly, and vehicle attitude. These stresses will change with time because of the
inherent instability of the missile motor case and strain gage bonding compounds. The
instrumentation system may be unused up to 10 years but accurate data is required 5
seconds after application of power. The missile, mounted in a launch tube, is inaccessible
for manual adjustments.

The Trident II(D-5) Missile instrumentation design team selected the BCA-916 with its
unique digital automatic balancing feature for all strain gages and strain gage type
transducers.

BCA-916 BRIDGE CONDITIONING AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY

The BCA-916 is a microminiature signal conditioning assembly offering 16 plug in
modules (see Figure 1). Each 900,000 series module offers bridge completion, strain gage
excitation, digital auto-balance, instrumentation amplifier, and six-pole Butterworth filter.

900,000 SERIES BRIDGE CONDITIONING MODULES

The 900,000 series module is constructed using thick film hybrid technology. This
approach provides a very small module which meets the stringent environmental
requirements of aircraft, and missiles. The module is packaged in a standard non-hermetic
sealed unit containing two substrates. The module and its outline drawing are shown in
Figures 2 and 3. The modules plug into a motherboard in the Bridge Conditioning
Amplifier Assembly.

BRIDGE COMPLETION

Each module is factory configured for a 1, 2 or 4 arm strain gage. The completion network
consists of precision resistors which offer a very low temperature coefficient and excellent
tracking performance. Typical gage resistances range from 120 ohms to several thousand
ohms.



STRAIN GAGE EXCITATION

Each module accepts a preconditioned excitation voltage from the BCA power supply.
Each module contains an independent voltage regulator capable of exciting a strain-gage
with 5 volts at up to 50 ma. The regulator is foldback current protected.

DIGITAL AUTO-BALANCING

A block diagram of the digital auto-balance circuit is shown in Figure 4. Each module
contains all of the circuitry shown in the diagram. The oscillator is gated on by the
application of the reset command from the power supply. The counter/digital storage
circuit accepts the oscillator input and provides a parallel digital input to the D/A
converter. The converter output is applied to the offset input of the instrumentation
amplifier. When the amplifier output agrees with the factory set channel offset the
oscillator is gated off. Bridge balance has been achieved.

INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER

The Instrumentation Amplifier is a high performance device capable of gains from 1 to
1000. The standard design has fixed gain but, user selectable gain resistors can be
provided on terminals in the assembly as an option.

LOW PASS FILTER

A 6-pole Butterworth filter is provided at the output of the instrumentation amplifier. This
filter has a fixed frequency with a cutoff between 10 Hz to 10,000 Hz. The filter provides a
flat (±0.5 db) response within the passband and a rolloff of 36 db per octave. Unfiltered
data can be provided as an option.

OUTPUT OFFSET

The balance point of each module is factory preset. Typical offset values are 0.5, 2.5 and
4.5; however, any value between 0 and 5 volts can be specified. The BCA will accept
bridge unbalance to ±200% of the full scale input range.

SHUNT CALIBRATION

Shunt calibration is available as an option with user selectable resistors mounted on
terminals in the assembly.



BCA-916 CHASSIS AND POWER SUPPLY

The BCA is packaged in a machined aluminum housing with overall dimensions of 9" x
2.2" X 2.0" including mounting fasteners. The housing contains a power supply which
provides all power for the unit.

The BCA-916 power supply is designed to accept 28 ±6 Vdc from a missile or aircraft
power source. The unit complies with the EMI constraints of MIL-STD-461B and will
accept over-voltage to 40 volts and reverse application of power without damage. The
supply provides ±15 volts to each module and +8 volts to the regulator in each module for
the strain gage excitation. The automatic balance command is created in the power supply
and applied to all modules. An external command can also be accepted to rebalance the
module. A block diagram of the power supply can be found in Figure 5.

CONCLUSIONS

Innovative technology has been applied to the traditional world of airborne signal
conditioning. A high performance bridge conditioning amplifier assembly by Aydin Vector
offers the instrumentation user laboratory performance in a small airborne package. The
technique was selected for the Trident II to solve the problems of balancing inaccessible
strain gages with long term drift.



FIGURE 1
RESISTIVE TEMPERATURE DEVICE SIGNAL CONDITIONER



FIGURE 2
AYDIN VECTOR MMP-900 MASTER SLAVE SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

This paper will present the concept of a general purpose pulse code modulation (PCM)
encoding system which has all the major operating parameters under stored program
control. This type of encoder can be used in a large variety of scientific/engineering data
gathering applications by simply programming an onboard EPROM to tailor the encoder to
the specific mission requirements. Key words:  Pulse Code Modulation (PCM), Encoder,
Data Acquisition, Parity, Programmable Filter, Multiplexer.

INTRODUCTION

The modulation methods for the transmission of data from sounding rockets and high
altitude balloons has gradually progressed from FM/FM to almost exclusively pulse code
modulation over the last 20 years. This is due in part to the more flexible formatting,
increased overall accuracy capability and efficient transmission and recording of the PCM
signals. As a direct consequence of this flexibility in formatting, a particular PCM
encoding system can be closely matched to specific experimental requirements to give the
desired accuracy, frequency response, and number of channels while still conserving
transmission bandwidth.

The PCM encoder system presented in this paper provides a method of selecting the
operational parameters by stored program without any hardware changes.

OVERVIEW

PCM encoders, in general, have many operating parameters which must be specified to
meet the requirements of a particular application. These include number and types of
inputs, sampling rate of each input, accuracy of encoding, parity requirements, type of
output code, type of synchronization codes, bit rates, and output filter requirements. Often



the requirement of a particular application will change as the mission becomes better
defined. This results in a decision to either specify a new encoder or relax the requirements
to allow the existing encoder to be used.

A study was initiated to lead to the development of an encoder which would incorporate a
single microcomputer chip and be software controlled. It was felt that with such an
encoder it would merely be necessary to write the necessary program for storage in an
EPROM in order to adapt to the changing requirements of an individual program.
Furthermore, as new missions with changed requirements arose, the same basic encoder
could be used without the need to redesign or modify the hard wired logic.

The resulting encoder can accept a number of analog and digital signals and multiplex
them into a serial digital data stream for subsequent transmission. It is totally controlled by
an on board single component 8-bit microcomputer. By programming the memory (an
EPROM contained within the microcomputer), all the operating parameters can be set to
meet a specific application. This program memory is large enough to contain several
completely different formats which could, if so desired, be changed by activating a single
interrupt line. This feature would allow format changes in flight. This programming feature
also allows complete changes in format at any point in a program by simply inserting a
new preprogrammed microcomputer into the encoder or reprogramming the existing one.
A block diagram of the entire system is shown in Figure 1. and a complete schematic
drawing is available.

The following is a tabulation of the various parameters available to the user:

Analog Inputs - Up to 158 analog inputs can be serviced with full scale input levels from
78 mV to 10 volts. Each channel can have different full scale input levels and the channels
can be selected in any order. The analog channel frequency response is limited only by the
rate at which a particular channel is sampled. For differential input capability, up to 8
different signal returns may be selected.

Digital Inputs - Up to 64 direct digital entry channels are available. Each channel may
contain up to 12 bits per word. All digital channels are connected to a single 12 bit bus and
the user must present his data through a tristate gate which is enabled by the encoder. The
encoder will accept signals which are compatible with low power Schottky TTL levels.

Word Length and Parity - Word length from 8 to 12 bits plus a parity bit can be
accommodated. Parity can be even or odd and is located in the MSB position if used.

Bit Rate - The bit rate can be programmed from 2 bits/sec. to 700 k bits/sec. All bit rates
are digitally synthesized from a single crystal controlled oscillator.



FIGURE 1.  SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM



Output Code - The following codes are available. NRZ-L, NRZ-M, NRZ-S, BiN-L,
BiN-M, BiN-S, DM-M and DM-S. (See Reference 1. for definition of codes.)

Premodulation Filter - The output filter is a 6 pole (36 dB/octave rolloff) linear phase low
pass active filter with a 3 dB cutoff range of 640 Hz to 700 kHz.

Output Signals - Besides the PCM output, two output synchronization clocks are available.
They are a PCM bit rate and word rate clocks. Also outputted are the signals to
synchronize. the entry of the direct digital entry signals. Address lines are also outputted
and can be decoded for synchronization purposes (major frame sync., minor from sync.) or
a particular data word.

Frame Formats - Any channel may be supercommutated and any channel may be
subcommutated. The maximum number of minor frames to major frames is 256. The major
frame cynchronization may be accomplished by either ID mode, pattern mode or
complimentary frame sync. mode. Maximum word rate is 61.1 kilowords per second and is
limited by the microcomputer cycle time.

Physical - Electrical - Power required for the encoder is approximately +15 V at 96 mA,
-15 V at 96 mA, and -5 V at 750 mA. The physical dimensions are 8.5 x 5.75 x 3 inches or
21.59 x 14.61 x 7.62 cm and weights 3.25 lbs. or 1.48 kg. Flight models flown in Brazil on
the BIME (Brazil Ionospheric Modification Experiment) program and those built for the
SES (Sensor Ejection System) program had different aspect ratios, but approximately the
same volume.

DETAILED CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

a)  Data Input Circuitry. Figure 2. is a block diagram of the data input circuits. Both analog
and digital data sources may be accessed by the encoder and may be acquired in any
sequence as they are under control of the program stored within the microcomputer.

Analog signals pass through a bank of analog multiplexers, which are protected to
withstand input voltages exceeding the supply voltages by 10 volts and can withstand brief
input transient spikes of several hundred volts. After selection, the desired signal goes to a
programmable gain differential amplifier (PGDA) and is amplified such that the net result
is a full scale voltage of 10 volts. The range of full scale input voltages is from 78
millivolts to 10 volts. The voltage range from each source can be different since the gain of
the PGDA is under program control. The differential feature of the PGDA allow selection
of the appropriate signal return such that ground loops and ground induced noise can be
minimized.



FIGURE 2. DATA INPUT CIRCUITRY

All analog signals pass through a sample and hold circuit, and then encoded to 12 bits. The
actual number of bits transmitted is under software -control and is determined during the
initialization routine. After encoding, the data (now in digital form) is placed on to a data
bus from which it will be converted to a serial pulse train at the proper time and bit rate.

The direct digital input signals are organized such that each user inputs his signals on a
common 12 bit digital input bus through a tristate gate. These gates are under control of
the PCM encoder microcomputer. Gating control signals are available to the user such that
data will be ready for access at the proper time. The direct digital bus passes through a
buffer before it enters the data bus for serial conversion.

b) Parity Generating Circuit. Figure 3. is a functional diagram of the parity generating
circuit. This circuit generates an odd or even parity bit. The most significant 7 data bits
from the data bus are applied to the parity generator directly. The least significant 5 data
bits are applied to the 5 AND gates. These AND gates allow the masking of the data if the
data length is less than 12 bits. The ODD/EVEN control adds an additional 1 or 0 to the
parity generator to change the parity from odd to even. The parity bit is sent to the parallel
to serial conversion circuit where, if selected, it is added to the serial data stream in the
most significant bit position. The masking bits, odd/even control bit, and parity select bit
are controlled by the byte code latched into port 7 during the initialization routine which
occurs during power up.



FIGURE 3.  PARITY GENERATING CIRCUIT

c)  Bit Rate Frequency Synthesis. A block diagram of the basic phase-locked-loop bit rate
generator is shown in Figure 4. The elements of the system are a phase comparator, loop
filter, a voltage controlled oscillator, and three 16-bit divide-by-N binary counters. The
division ratio of each counter is set during the initialization routine. The voltage controlled
oscillator, or VCO, is an oscillator whose frequency is proportional to an externally
applied voltage. [When the loop is locked, the VCO frequency is exactly equal to the
output of counter 0, which is derived from the TO output of the microcomputer times the
division factor of counter 1 which is driven by the VCO.] The phase detector produces a
dc or low-frequency signal proportional to the phase difference between the outputs of
counter 0 and counter 1. This phase sensitive signal is passed through the loop filter and is
applied to the control input of the VCO. The output of the VCO also drives the input to
counter 2. The output of counter 2 is then buffered and inverted to become the bit rate
clocks, PCM CK and P&C&M&&C&K&. The frequency generated by this process has the same
long term stability as the microcomputer clock crystal.

The bit rate can be calculated from the counter division factors and the TO clock as shown



FIGURE 4.  BIT PATE FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS

[When the loop is locked the VCO frequency is exactly equal to N1 times the output of
counter 0, thus both inputs to the phase comparitor are equal in frequency.] where

f PCM = Resultant bit rate

fTO = Microcomputer clock frequency (3.667 MHz)

N0 = Division rate of counter 0

N1 = Division rate of counter 1

N2 = Division rate of counter 2 (Counter 2 must be an even number
for asymmetric output).

Including the constraints of other circuits in the encoder, bit rates from 2 Hz to 700 kHz
are possible, with a maximum frequency error of 0.015%.



d)  Output Code Generation and Selection. Figure 5. is excerpted from the master drawing.
It includes the logic circuits which produce all the standard IRIG PCM codes. All basic
codes are continuously generated from the NRZ-L input and the PCM clocks (N and N&).
The specific code to be outputted is selected by a digital data selector, which is controlled
by the code latched into Port 9 during the initialization routine. The selected code is then
routed to a six pole active filter.

FIGURE 5.  OUTPUT CODE GENERATION AND SELECTION

e)  Premodulation Filter and Output Drives. The premodulation filter, shown in abbreviated
block form in Figure 6 is a 6-pole linear-phase low-pass active filter. The cutoff range can
be varied from 640 Hz to 700 KHz. Selection of cutoff frequency is accomplished by
selecting appropriate resistors and capacitors with digitally controlled analog gates. This
active filter was designed using the unity gain Sallen-Key approach.

Each of the three filter sections provides a pair of complex poles which when properly
positioned yield the desired linear-phase response. Programming of the cuttoff frequency is
accomplished during the initialization routine with the digital result being latched into port
10, a programmable peripheral interface. This 6 bit digital word drives analog gates in the
R and C block of the diagram. Preceeding the filter is a unity gain buffer, which provides
isolation and DC offset adjustment. This offset adjustment is necessary because the
transmitters are DC coupled and a DC component in the wave train would offset the center
frequency of the radiated signal, possibly out of range of the crystal controlled receivers.

Following the active filter are two drive circuits. The first is the transmitter modulation
driver. Its main function is to provide variable gain for setting of the transmitter deviation.
This is accomplished by driving a potentiometer followed by a unity gain amplifier.



FIGURE 6.  PREMODULATION FILTER AND OUTPUT DRIVES

The second drive circuit is a video line driver which drives a 50 ohm coaxial cable from
the vehicle to the blockhouse. This allows full PCM monitoring without requiring that the
RF system be activated. This feature is important in areas where RF radiation clearance is
limited to short periods of time due to other programs in progress on the same range.

f)  Timing Circuits. The timing circuits shown in block diagram form in Figure 7. provide
all essential timing functions required for proper encoder operation. A timing diagram
displaying these timing functions is shown in Figure 8. and an explanation of their
operation is given below.

During the initialization routine the number of bits per word is outputted to PORT 8, a
programmable peripheral interface. This binary number is applied to the data inputs on a
synchronous binary down counter. When this counter reaches its terminal count, its output
R&C&O& goes low for one bit period. This brings S/L& low on the parallel to serial converter
which permits the data on the data bus to be parallel loaded on the next leading edge of the
PCM CK.  R&C&O& is also applied to a D type flip-flop where it is delayed by one-half bit
period and inverted. The Q& output of this flip-flop designated T1 in Figure 1. accomplishes
the following task on its lead edge: (1) it clocks out the next data bus control word which
determines whether an analog, digital, or sync word is to be placed on the bus, (2) it starts
a 5 microsecond delay in the A/D control, (3) and it sets the TEST 1 flip-flop which causes
a program branch within the microcomputer. After the 5 microseconds has elapsed the
sample control goes high which places the sample and hold circuit into the hold mode as 



FIGURE 7.  TIMING CIRCUIT BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIGURE 8.  TIMING DIAGRAM



indicated in Figure 8. One microsecond later the start conversion pulse goes low initiating
an analog to digital conversion with a conversion time of 8 microseconds.

As an illustration a typical analog channel X is followed from an analog signal input to a
serial digital signal out. As mentioned earlier the leading edge of T1 sets the TEST 1 flip-
flop which causes a program branch within the microcomputer. The analog channel X
selection code and bus control word will appear at PORT 1 of the microcomputer within
6.0 to 9.82 microseconds. The selection code is applied to the data input circuits where
analog channel X and its return are selected and allowed to settle. The bus control word is
applied to the bus control buffer/latch until it is clocked out by the next T1 pulse. At this
time the bus control word is decoded and enables the analog data buffer placing the
outputs of the A/D converter onto the data bus. The same T1 pulse also starts a 5
microsecond delay in the A/D control circuit. This delay allows the maximum settling time
in the analog circuits before going into the hold mode. One microsecond later the analog to
digital conversion starts and is complete in 8 microseconds. The valid parallel data signal
is placed onto the data bus through the already enabled analog data buffers. The next
parallel load signal loads the data into the parallel to serial converter. Now the data is
clocked out one bit at a time in NRZ-L format to the code generator.

As a second illustration, the outputting of a SYNC or ID word will be examined. Again the
sequence begins with the setting of the TEST 1 flip-flop. A program branch is initiated
within the microcomputer and as before a bus contol word appears at PORT 1. Also a
SYNC or ID word is outputted to PORT 5 and PORT 6. The bus control word is applied
to the bus control buffer/latch and the SYNC or ID word is applied to the frame sync. and
ID buffer/latch. At the next T1 pulse the bus control word is clocked out and decoded
which enables the sync. and ID buffer/latch placing this data on the data bus. The next
parallel load signal loads the data into the parallel to serial converter where it is now
clocked out in serial form.

APPLICATIONS

Programmable encoders developed under this Air Force contract have been successfully
utilized in sounding rocket programs at Natal, Brazil, Wallops Island, Virginia and White
Sands Missile Range (WSMR) in New Mexico. They are currently being employed in the
Polar Ionospheric Irregularities Experiment (PIIE) scheduled for January 1985 from
Greenland and the Beam Emission Rocket Technology (BERT) program scheduled for
spring of 1985 from WSMR. Application in shuttle experiments are now at the proposal
stage.



FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The following areas of circuitry and packaging are now being investigated to improve
performance and expand application:

1.  Power Consumption - The present encoder consumes approximately 7 watts of power
which in most applications presents no difficulties, but in certain long term applications
this would overburden the available capacity of the system batteries. A direct replacement
CMOS version of the 8748 microcomputer has become available, which along with a
CMOS analog to digital converter (ADC) and the replacement of the low power Schottky
logic with their equivalent CMOS logic would reduce the power consumption to less than
0.5 watts. The CMOS ADC would result in a lower maximum bit rate, but this is not a
limitation in most applications.

2.  The encoders, up to the present time, have used wire wrap construction techniques.
While this method of construction is reliable and allows for easy changes in circuitry, it is
very labor intensive and produces a relatively high volume package. Because of these
deficiencies a printed circuit version of this encoder is being developed for future
applications.

3.  Several circuitry changes are under consideration which would reduce the size and/or
complexity of the encoder. Incorporation of programmable logic arrays for code generation
and design of a synthesized response output filter are some of these areas. Also being
investigated is the possibility of using electrically erasable programmable read only
memories (EEPROM) which would allow a PCM format to be changed without physically
opening the package. This would have application on shuttle borne experiments where
physical access to equipment is restricted long before flight.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

EPROM:  An acronym for erasable programmable read only memory - A semiconductor
integrated circuit into which digital information can be stored indefinitely without being
powered, but can be erased for reprogramming by exposure to ultraviolet light.

EEPROM:  Same function as the EPROM above except that it is electrically erasable.

MICROCOMPUTER:  (As used in this text) A single silicon chip integrated circuit
containing a central processor, read only memory, random access memory, instruction
decoder and input/output ports.

MULTIPLEXER:  (MUX) An analog or digital device for selecting one of a number of
inputs and switching this information to its output.

OUTPUT PCM CODES:  A family of binary codes usually derived from a basic code
where a “1” level is represented by a certain voltage or current level and a “0” level is
represented by another. The different codes have characteristics which can improve
transmission and recording, depending on the particular application. (See Reference 2)

PARITY: A system of error detection where an additional bit of information is added to
each digital data word such as to make the number of “ones” either even or odd. This is
done to verify the accuracy of transmission.

PULSE CODE MODULATION:  (PCM) A process of data acquisition where analog
signals are sequentially sampled and converted to a series of binary digits which represent
the magnitude of the analog signal.
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ABSTRACT

In the past, traveling wave tubes have dominated the power amplifier field in space flight
transmitter applications. TWTAs however, are expensive, and high-power TWTAs may be
relatively unreliable when considering end-of-mission operating requirements of up to
10 years and longer.

Recent improvements in reliable solid-state designs including Gallium Arsenide FETs have
resulted in efficient X-band devices which operate at multi-watt levels. A number of these
devices would be combined in parallel to achieve the power output desired.

This paper discusses the development of an efficient 20 watt X-band solid-state power
amplifier to be used as a TWTA replacement for space flight applications.

The 20-watt assembly shown in Figure 1 consists of two stand-alone, 8-channel, 11-watt
assemblies operating in parallel through a 2-way switched power combiner. Particular
emphasis is placed on the power amplifiers and a one-step, 8-way power divider/combiner
pair. Each power amplifier channel has 3 stages of gain and develops 1.6 watts of RF
output with 18 dB of compressed gain. A driver amplifier module provides additional
system gain and a 0.5-watt drive level for the high power sections.

The GaAs FET devices utilized are from the output of a device improvement program
which has a goal of a minimum power added efficiency of 40%. The one-step combiner
utilizes a novel technique to achieve a combining efficiency of 90%. The full system,
including the DC-DC power converter, yields an overall system efficiency of 25%.

A thermal sensor in the power conditioner is used to hold amplitude variations to ±0.3 dB
from 0 to 50EC and phase variations to ±10E over the same range.
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The assembly also operates in a low power mode producing 9 watts of RF when only one
11-watt assembly is powered and the switched combiner open circuits the off channel.

FIGURE 1 - 20 WATT ASSEMBLY
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ABSTRACT

Intolerably high failure rates were experienced on a number of 1.8 G4z solid state
amplifiers used in high power transmitters. Investigations revealed the existence of
dangerously high transients on the DC power bus which extends from the power converter
in the antenna pedestal to the amplifier located under the feed. Current and voltage
requirements were such as to render commercially available transient suppressors,
including zener diodes, ineffective. The problem was solved with a shunt regulator which
normally draws no current, but effectively clips the transients.

INTRODUCTION

The use of solid state high power amplifiers near 2 GHz has become possible in recent
years. Their advantages are reduced weight and size, greater efficiency, and increased
reliability. The latter characteristic has proved to be quite elusive in the case of several
high power amplifiers. MTBF goals of 20,000 hours could not be achieved as catastrophic
transistor failures occurred in rapid succession, sometimes only 200 hours apart.

PROBLEM 1:  THE HIGH POWER AMPLIFIER.

The power module of the HPA is a class C amplifier (figure 1). Consequently its current
demand from its power supply is variable, depending on the signal level (figure 2).

Ground terminal operating procedure is to power-down the transmitter by removing the
carrier signal from the amplifier input. This causes the almost instantaneous reduction of
the power supply load from approximately 25 to 2 amperes.

For high frequency bipolar devices collector-to-emitter breakdown voltage is limited
because with increasing frequency of operation the base region of a transistor must
become narrower to reduce electron transit time. Devices with narrower bases are less



capable of withstanding high collector to emitter voltages. However, to achieve the
required high power levels, substantial collector voltages are indispensable. Consequently,
high frequency, high power stages are typically operated with adequate, but not generous
voltage margins. Note that the instantaneous collector voltage can rise to almost twice the
value of the DC supply voltage. Therefore it is very important to control the DC supply
carefully and prevent the existence of transients which could exceed the maximum voltage
limits.

PROBLEM 2:  THE POWER SUPPLY.

To control losses at S-band frequencies the power amplifier is located within the antenna.
The power supply is located in the antenna pedestal; it is connected to the amplifier with
power and sense lines, each approximately 30 meters long (figure 3).

The power supply is a commercial, rack mounted unit whose outout voltage is adjustable
up to 30 volts; it is set to deliver 28 volts to the amplifier. The remote sense lines meter the
voltage at the amplifier terminals. The performance specifications of the supply require the
output voltage to return to within tolerance in 50 or less microseconds after a 15 ampere
load has been turned on or off. Since the removal of the carrier signal from the amplifier
causes a load reduction of about 20 amperers, a voltage transient of unspecified amplitude
and up to 50 microseconds duration is generated. The 200 nanosecond delay within the
voltage sensing feedback loop caused by the power and sense lines further increases the
transient, as does the inductance of the power line. Transients of 12 volts amplitude were
observed. However, since the tests at the antenna were conducted under difficult physical
conditions, it is likely that even greater transients existed but were not observed.

THE SOLUTION

It was evident that the transients had to be suppressed if the required reliability (MTBF)
was to be achieved. Commercially available transient suppressors, i.e., Zener diodes or
non-linear resistance devices proved to be unsuitable because of high resistance and
because their clipping voltage is too far above their operating voltage.

A series regulator is a circuit found in most regulated power supplies. In its simplest form
it consists of a reference voltage, an error amplifier which compares a fixed fraction of the
bus voltage with the reference, and a series element which controls the bus voltage.

A shunt regulator (figure 4) is quite similar. The control element shunts the supply bus
which is coupled to the rectifier/filter with a resistor (Rs) to permit the shunt element to
control the output voltage. It is characteristic of this device to draw zero current (except
for the control circuits) up to the set bus voltage and draw as much current as it is capable



of within a millivolt above the set voltage. Depending on the tolerance and temperature
characteristic of the reference, the circuit must be set higher than the maximum bus voltage
by a margin, to prevent its ever turning on at bus voltage. It must only respond to transient
above the bus voltage. The coupling resistor (Rs) is deleted because the steady state DC
voltage is not regulated by this circuit.

Figure 5 shows the schematic of the transient suppressor which was installed. For schedule
reasons component selection was largely influenced by availability. Parts were required to
be adequate and readily available, rather than optimum. The clipping level was set two
volts above the (+28V) bus to allow for the temperature sensitivity of the voltage
reference. The remaining 2 volt transients constitute no hazard for the amplifier.

Figure 6 is a set of oscilloscope photos showing the unsuppressed and suppressed
transients observed in the laboratory test simulation.

CONCLUSION

The transient suppressor serves to protect the amplifier against transients on the DC line
caused by turn-on, RF load reduction, or electromagnetic induction. It is a negligible
current drain on the power supply and can be incorporated into the amplifier without
adding significantly to either size or weight.



FIGURE 1. HIGH POWER AMPLIFIER

FIGURE 2. CLASS C AMPLIFIER



FIGURE 3. UPLINK

FIGURE 4. SHUNT REGULATOR

FIGURE 5. TRANSIENT SUPPRESSOR



FIGURE 6. SCOPE DISPLAYS 



HIGH-POWER, SOLID-STATE AMPLIFIER

H. Hom, R. McMaster, B. Sanders
ITT Gilfillan

7821 Orion Ave.
Van Nuys, CA 91409

ABSTRACT

Because of recent advances in both bipolar and divider/combiner technologies, solid-state
amplifiers can now be configured to operate at high power levels through L-, S- and C-
band frequencies. This paper describes both module and divider/combiner technology
developments that are required to achieve amplifier peak powers of 200 kW at L-band, 70
kW at S-band, and 30 kW at C-band. The feasibility of this performance throughout these
frequency ranges has been demonstrated in the Antenna/Microwave Lab at ITT Gilfillan.

INTRODUCTION

Advances in high-power RF transistor technology are ushering in a new era of high-power,
solid-state transmitters which offer higher reliability, ruggedness, and provide high average
power over broad instantaneous bandwidths with higher efficiencies than tube-type
counterparts. Availability is improved because of the inherent fail-soft operation and the
ease of added redundancy associated with multiple module usage. Further, personnel
hazards, high maintenance costs, and larger sizes associated with the tube-type, high-
voltage power supplies and modulators are eliminated.

The performance advantages of microwave solid-state transmitters over tube counterparts
have long since been recognized, but earlier high acquisition costs discouraged widespread
usage of this technology. During the last several years, the technology has advanced to a
point where completely solid-state, high-power transmitters are practical at a lower overall
cost than tube counterparts. The basic reasons for this are threefold. First, evolving
technology has increased the output power of microwave transistors by roughly a factor of
eight in the last five years; second, the cost of producing this power has concurrently
decreased by a factor of six; and third, significant advances in RF combiner technology
have helped to increase overall transmitter efficiency to a point that is acceptable to the
majority of users. These factors are particularly true for pulse applications in the 400-MHz
to 6,000-MHz region. Since this band covers many of the prime search radar frequencies, 



much of the development effort in pulsed microwave solid-state source development has
been concentrated on radar transmitters.

While the technology discussed herein is applicable throughout the microwave frequency
region where fundamental solid-state sources are available, this paper will address those
accomplishments made (1) on L-band high-power solid-state transmitter for MAR
(Minimally Attended Radar) applications, (2) an S-band first-stage for a Military Air
Defense shipboard radar, and (3) a C-band developmental module.

L-BAND MODULE TECHNOLOGY

One-kilowatt, L-band solid-state modules have been a reality here at ITT Giffillan for
several years, and have demonstrated excellent performance in a 20-kW scaled-model
demonstrational transmitter. Each basic module used in this application consists of 15 100-
watt transistors of which 12 are used in the output section to produce the required power
output, and the remaining three are used as drivers (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. 1-kilowatt L-band configuration



L-BAND MICROWAVE TRANSISTOR

A typical silicon multicell, high-power microwave transistor is shown in Figure 2. These
transistors feature internal impedance matching, gold metallization, and diffused ballast
resistors for added reliability, as well as high and efficiency over broad signal bandwidths.
Other features that add to long life and high performance include a design optimized to
minimize thermal stresses and current densities, high integrity silicon and junction
passivation, a rugged metallization that prevents electrochemical corrosion, silicon
dissolution oxide reduction and electromigration effects, and a package design that
provides a hermetic, low parasitic, and maximum heat dissipation environment. Extensive
vendor surveys, in-house evaluation efforts, and company-funded transistor developments
have ensured that microwave transistors used in these modules are the finest that are
available in the industry.

Figure 2. Cutaway view of a typical solid-state power transistor

At the outset of module development in late 1977, an 85-watt, 125-µsec transistor with 50-
percent efficiency represented the state of the art. One year later, reliable, high
performance, 110-watt devices were available from several sources, and shortly thereafter,
new breakthroughs in technology began to produce 250-watt, pulsed L-band transistors.
This new development is a direct result of company-funded transistor development
contract awards to two of the leading transistor manufacturers in the industry to develop
high-performance, 300-watt, L-band transistors. The overall impact of this remarkable



progress over the past several years is to significantly lower the cost of the L-band pulsed
power, while improving both the performance and reliability.

DESCRIPTION OF L-BAND AMPLIFIER MODULE

The solid-state amplifier module that was developed for MAR transmitter systems is
shown in Figure 3. This module consists basically of an RF section, a rectifier/regulator
assembly, a fault-monitor/BITE assembly, and a chassis assembly designed to transfer heat
from the microwave transistors efficiently.

The RF section, configured in a high-dielectric, microstrip transmission medium to
minimize area, weight and costs, consists of three submodule assemblies and two 3-way
divider/combiner networks to produce the rated output power. A typical submodule
assembly is shown in Figure 4. The submodule circuitry is mounted on a single substrate of
flexible laminate that is preattached to a metal baseplate. Transistor flanges are deleted to
reduce the junction-to-baseplate thermal resistance, and the transistors are soldered
directly to the baseplate. During the development, some of the transistors were constructed
with sapphire lids to permit direct measurement of junction temperature under actual
operating conditions. Four RF transistors provide 

Figure 3. 1 kilowatt RF power amplifier module



Figure 4. 400-Watt L-bank, solid-state submodule assembly

the rated submodule power, while the fifth serves as a driver. When the submodule outputs
are combined with the three-way divider/combiner network and directed through the
circulator, a module output power in excess of 1,100-watts peak is obtained. Table I
shows a summary of the measured RF performance of the module.

Table I. Comparison of Measured Performance of
L-Band Solid-State Amplifier Module

with Design Goals

Parameter Measured Performance

Frequency 1200 MHz - 1400 MHz
Peak Power Out 1130 Watts
Pulsewidth 122 µsec
Duty Factor 6%
VSWR (Load) ":1
Gain 12 dB
Efficiency 38%
Pulse Droop 0.3 dB
Amplitude Stability 0.25 dB/V
Phase Stability 3 deg/V
Operating Temperature -54EC-+70EC



In addition to the RF section, each power amplifier module contains a power supply series
regulator and BITE circuitry mounted in a separate compartment. These designs provide
ripple-free collector voltage to the RF transistors, as well as continuous fault monitoring
and status indication. Large storage capacitors are used to provide nearly constant energy
to the RF transistors during pulse time, thereby preventing excessive pulse droop. The
voltage regulation is better than ±0.01 volt to maintain good phase and amplitude stability.
The BITE (Built-in Test and Evaluation) circuitry automatically detects faults within the
module and relays this information to a centralized fault-monitor network. It also activates
lights on the module status panel to allow the operator, with only a cursory glance, to
determine whether a given module is functioning correctly or incorrectly.

The module chassis has been designed as a plug-in unit to facilitate rapid maintenance, as
this feature is vital in arctic regions where the environment is normally severe. The module
is cooled by blowing air across the fin structure located on the rear of the chassis. All
calculated temperature gradients in the module were verified with measurements, and the
heat-exchange mechanisms designed accordingly. This ensures that heat generated by the
RF transistors is efficiently removed from the unit and undesired heat buildups that would
compromise the integrity of the transistors are avoided. Thirty RF amplifier modules were
built and tested to satisfy MAR feasibility equipment requirements.

S-BAND MODULE DEVELOPMENT

At S-band, the development of a 610-watt module was successfully completed in 1983. A
number of these modules have now been fabricated and combined to form a 4-kW first-
stage amplifier for use in a multistage transmitter presently under development here at ITT
Gilfillan. Figure 5 shows the first stage amplifier hardware and the attendant Table II
shows the measured performance. Phase 2 of this activity will be to fully solid-state both
the first- and second-stage S-band amplifiers and achieve a peak-power output of 64 kW.

The present 610-watt S-band module is configured using 16 60-watt transistors and, as
similar in the case of the L-band unit, 12 devices are used to generate the module output
power. A picture and diagram of the prototype are shown in Figures 6 and 7. ITT Gilfillan
is presently engaged in codevelopment efforts with two of the leading microwave
transistor manufacturers to produce 120-watt S-band devices. The successful completion
of this development will reduce the transistor cost by a factor of two. Another significant
achievement that evolved from this S-band exercise was the development of ATE
(Automatic Test Equipment) that has been tailored to evaluate high-power amplifiers.
This reduces test time by a conservative factor of six. At least 15 modules have been
tested using ATE and the test results are repeating with good accuracy. A sample of the
module test data is shown in Table III.



Figure 5. 4-kilowatt amplifier

Table II. 4-Kilowatt Amplifier Measured Performance

Parameter Performance

Frequency 2900 MHz to 3100 MHz
Peak Power Output 4.6 kW
Duty Factor 4%
Gain 40 dB
Efficiency 20%
VSWR Full mismatch, any phase
Pulsewidth 40 µsec
MTI Stability -58 dB



Figure 6. 610-Watt module amplifier

Figure 7. 610-Watt RF amplifier configuration

C-BAND MODULE

A 300-watt C-band module was configured in 1983, and much of the subcomponent
development was also accomplished. Because of the nonavailability of fundamental
frequency devices at C-band, the selected approach here is to generate fundamental
frequency power at S-band, then use varactor multipliers to increase the frequency to
C-band. The S-band amplifier work has been completed and the C-band multiplier is
approximately 80 percent complete.

A configuration of the 300-watt module is shown in Figure 8. Six sets of multipliers are
combined at the output to obtain 300 watts. Each multiplier set is driven by a pair of
S-band amplifiers. This amplifier circuit design has been optimized for high efficiency,
50 percent, and medium output of 50 watts. A photograph of a completed S-band pair-
amplifier is shown in Figure 9, and the measured performance is shown in Table IV.



Table III. ITT Gilfillan Test Report - 610-Watt Amplifier, P/N 168215

Figure 8. 300-Watt C-band configuration



Figure 9. 100-Watt, S-band, high efficiency amplifier

Table IV. High-Efficiency S-Band Amplifier

Part No. - AMS2731-45
Mfr - MSC (Microwave Semiconductor Corp)

Serial
  No.  Frequency

Peak
Power Out
     (W)     

Pulsewidth
    (µsec)    

Gain
 (dB) 

Efficiency
(Peak)

     (%)     

Efficiency
(Average)
     (%)     

424 F1 111.3 307 6.7 49.8

F2 109.4 307 6.6 48.2 48.83

F3 104.5 307 6.4 48.4

Divider/Combiner Technology

Our divider/combiner technology over the past several years is highlighted by the
successful development of a 110-way, parallel-plate divider/combiner network that is
particularly well suited for combining modules of high-power levels in excess of 500 kW,
and provides a phenomenally low loss of 0.23 dB. Conventional networks with



comparable combining ratios would typically have insertion losses on the order of 2 to
3 dB. A photograph of the construction is shown in Figure 10, and the performance is
shown in Table V.

 Figure10. 110-way parallel-plate divider/combiner network

Table V. Measured Performance of 110-way
RF Divider/Combiner

Parameter Measured Performance

Frequency 1200 MHz - 1400 MHz
Average Coupling -20.64 dB
Average Insertion Loss 0.23 dB
Interport Isolation

Adjacent Port 15.1 dB
All Others 22 dB

Peak Phase Error ±4.45 degrees
rms Phase Error 2.31 degrees
VSWR 1.35:1
Peak Power 200 kW (Limit of Test)
Average Power 13 kW (Limit of Test)

A new linear waveguide divider/combiner network was developed in 1983 to
accommodate the form-factor requirements of a Navy solid-state transmitter development.
A 20-way network was successfully developed that demonstrated an insertion loss of
0.25 dB and a peak-power handling capability of 70 kW.



The development of planar stripline and microstrip divider/combiner networks continued
to advance with the realization of a high-power (10 kW), 7-way network at S-band and a
moderate-power, 6-way network at C-band. These planar networks are best suited for
combining transistors within a module, but can also be used to combine modules in low-
power transmitter applications.

CONCLUSION

The technology has advanced to a point where high-power, solid-state transmitters have
been reduced to state-of-the-art practices at frequencies ranging from UHF through
C-band. ITT Gilfillan has demonstrated capabilities from L-band through C-band for
developing solid-state transmitters with peak-power outputs from 30 kW to 200 kW



High Performance S-Band Transistors
for Radar and Communications
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ABSTRACT

Recent technoligical improvements have let to increased performance in prototype silicon
bipolar transistors for S-band operation. These transistors may find application in both
long and short pulse radars and CW communications links. Over 30 watts long pulse has
been obtained with greater than 10 dB gain and 43% collector efficiency in the 3.1 to 3.5
GHz radar band and over 50 watts has been obtained at 2.7 GHZ with short pulse
operation. More than 10 watts has been obtained under CW conditions at 4 Ghz with
greater than 8 dB gain and 40% efficiency. The pulse device has significantly greater
performance than the best reported GaAs devices in this band.

INTRODUCTION

Silicon has been proven to be a technically viable material with which to fabricate high
performance semiconductor power amplifier devices through 4 GHz. There is a sufficiently
advanced manufacturing and material technology associated with silicon to assure cost
effective, high volume device production to support radar and communications system
requirements of large numbers of essentially identical devices.

SILICON VS. GaAs

Considerable attention has been given to GaAs devices in recent years and it has been
assumed that GaAs devices will replace silicon devices in microwave amplifiers. This may
be true for the upper reaches of C-band and above, but in S-band, silicon devices still
provide significantly improved performance as pulsed amplifiers compared to the best
reported GaAs devices (1) developed at TI. The best GaAs device reported is a two chip
device which produced 31.6 watts at 7 dB gain and 35% efficiency at 3.3 GHz at a 2us
pulse in a narrowband circuit. Broadband power is about 25 watts with 8 dB gain and 25%
efficiency.



Typical silicon devices now being produced, Figure 1, will develop 35 to 45 watts at 11 to
12 db gain and 42 to 45% efficiency in a 2.9 to 3.5 GHz broadband circuit with a long
pulse of 100uS and a supply voltage of 24 volts. These are also 2 chip devices. The overall
thermal resistance of the devices under pulse conditions is 2.1 degrees C/watt. Each silicon
chip has about 75% of the area of the reported GaAs chip. Further improvements in the
process used to fabricate the silicon device are expected to increase the efficiency of the
device to above 50%.

This device and its associated technology has been developed under a number of contracts
with ERADCOM (2,3,4,5,6) and NRL (7,8).

ADVANCED PROCESS TECHNIQUES

This level of performance is obtained with advanced process techniques which also
enhance the reliability, reproducibility and yield of the devices as compared to
conventional processing techniques used for silicon devices.

A low temperature process sequence is key to the enhanced performance of this new
device. Oxide films are deposited with a plasma assisted low pressure deposition system
instead of being grown from the silicon itself. This system avoids the oxidation induced
stacking faults which cause a major portion of device failures in manufacturing. The oxide
films are etched with plasma assisted reactive ion-etching equipment to provide consistent
and reproducable window openings in the oxide films. Typical window openings are in the
range of 1 to 1.5 microns. The reactive ion-etching process allows these dimensions to be
maintained during subsequent etches.

Dopants are applied by ion-implantation to allow precise control of dopant concentration
and depth. Special de-channeling techniques are used to allow the formation of the base at
a junction depth of less than 2500 Angstroms while still maintaining a low base sheet
resistance to reduce base spreading resistance. The emitter is implanted with arsenic to a
depth of about 1200 Angstroms. The emitter region is capped with a protective polysilicon
film which is subsequently doped by ion-implantation before any of the previous
implantations are annealed. The anneal process is a very short cycle which activates the
dopant in place, without significant displacement of the dopant from its position as
implanted. These extremely shallow junctions allow very high Ft’s, 6 GHz and above. This
is very high for a device which is designed to operate at 2 amps of average collector
current per chip with peak collector voltages exceeding 60 volts.

The metalization system of the device is a two-layer gold over gold system. A portion of
an S-band cell with two layer metal is shown in Figure 2. The 721 fingers which contact
the base and emitter regions of each cell are electroplated gold with at width of



1.5 microns and a thickness of 1 micron. There is a 1.5 micron space between adjacent
fingers. These fingers are then covered with 20,000 Angstroms of plasma deposited
phosphorus doped oxide. Bonding pads, large enough to allow automatic wire bonding, are
formed in 4 micron thick electroplated gold on top of this thick oxide layer. Vias etched in
the oxide allow the upper layer gold to contact the lower layer gold. The upper layer gold
may overlay lower layer gold without connection so true MOM construction is allowed
and used. The extra thick oxide reduces the parasitic capacitance of the bonding pads to
allow increased performance.

RELIABILITY

This structure allows excellent reliability. The immediate predecessor of this advanced
device (it used some high temperature processes and a diffused arsenic emitter) has been
undergoing an extended operating life test. Four 30 watt (rated power) devices have been
operating at 100 uSec and 10% duty factor at 50 watts of output power for 25,000 hours
(100,000 device hours). The test is being done at elevated ambient temperature
(64 degrees heat sink) and elevated power output (2 dB above ratings) to cause the
junction temperature to exceed 220 degrees during the pulse. No degradation of RF
performance or significant change of DC characteristics have been observed. This test
illustrates the stability and reliability of the basic design of the device.

APPLICATIONS

To aid the user of these devices and to provide the best possible performance, the devices
incorporate internal matching circuits. The output of the 30 watt S-band radar device is
matched directly to 50 ohms and is tested over the full rated band with no external circuit
elements save the collector bias choke. The input is matched to about 3 ohms. A simple pi
section microstrip type transformer matches the input to 50 ohms with better than 15 dB
return loss. The internal collector circuit incorporates a “direct return shunt inductor” (2).

A prototype amplifier module has been built with the 30 watt S-band devices. This module
used four transistors and power combiners to produce 120 to 160 watts of output power
with 38% minimum power added efficiency and 10 dB gain over the full 3.1 to 3.5 GHz
band. The power combining efficiency exceeds 93% for the worst case. No tuning or
special device selection is required to achieve this performance.

The same S-band transistor chip has been applied to the 2.0 to 2.5 GHz communications
band. A two chip device will produce a minimum of 25 watts under CW conditions with in
excess of 10 dB gain at 20 volts. Collector efficiency is in excess of 40% under these
conditions. The thermal resistance of this device under CW conditions is 3.3 degrees
C/watt for the peak hot spot.



CONCLUSION

Reliable, high performance silicon microwave amplifier transistors are available for use in
S-band and below. Typical devices exceed the best reported lab performance of GaAs
FETS in this band.
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FIGURE 1.  PHOTO OF 30 WATT S-BAND
RADAR DEVICE

FIGURE 2.  SEM PHOTO OF S-BAND DEVICE
WITH TWO-LAYER METAL
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ABSTRACT

Recent developments at LNR have demonstrated practical solid state power amplifier
(SSPA) configurations capable of generating 20 watts pf CW RF power with a 5%
bandwidth at 20 GHz. The driving force behind these developments is the need for a
reliable, cost effective SSPA deployment on spacecraft, consistent with a ten year and
greater mission life. The operational life of the SSPA will be described in terms of (1)
minimum acceptable output power, (2) system redundancy and (3) SSPA active device
lifetime.

The singular and combined effects of the defined categories on the SSPA operational
life are examined. More specifically, the various aspects of a power backoff capability of
the modular power amplifier design as they relate to system reliability are discussed and
graphically demonstrated.

The availability of gallium arsenide impact ionization avalanche transit time (IMPATT)
diodes with proven performance and reliability has been responsible for the development
and manufacture of high power, reliable solid state amplifiers from X-band to Q-band.

Based on preliminary accelerated life test data of unscreened devices and a 1dB power
reduction, an IMPATT diode reliability of < 50 FITs is projected, substantially exceeding
a ten year mission life.

IMPATT diode characteristics, and reliability design considerations and performance
of power amplifiers at 20 GHz will be described.

ITC '84
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SOFTWARE FOR THE FLIGHT DATA ACQUISITION
AND PROCESSING SYSTEM

(FDAPS)

Michael P. Hutchinson
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Since the advent of the DEC VAX 11/780 in the late 1970’s, the trend in telemetry
computer systems is to do more processing of data on the data acquisition system. This
trend has led to more and more functions being performed on these systems. In addition,
multi-user features of VAX/VMS are being used in these newer systems to enhance review
and processing of the data. Lastly, a trend to systems that can be operated by users less
familiar with the computer has led to changes in the interaction of software and user (for
example, menu driven systems). The FDAPS system was designed as a total system with
hardware and software tradeoffs made to provide a high speed, “user friendly”, multi-user
system.

INTRODUCTION

During the fall of 1983 the U.S. Air Force let a contract to FWSI for a complete end to end
system to support the F-111 program at McClellan AFB, California. A number of
significant points were important to the Air Force. First, the complete system from
airborne to post processing system would be purchased from a single contractor to provide
a coordinated approach to the design of the complete system. Second, the system must be
user friendly to personnel that use the system only infrequently. Third, the system must be
able to acquire the data in one pass of an analog tape while providing quick look capability
to users of the system. Fourth, data must be quickly and easily available for analysis after
it has been acquired. Last, the Air Force required a feature called Auto Trouble Shooting
which would do an automatic end to end test of the system from the analog tape thru the
VAX 11/780 and software.

Fairchild Weston designed the system to meet the Air Force’s requirements by identifying
the major problem areas and then solving the problem in the portion of the system that
allowed the best overall design. In some cases this meant moving hardware proposed for
the ground system to the airborne system. The FDAPS system is unique in that most of the
data to be processed is some type of computer data formatted into PCM. Once the PCM
synchronizers synchronized the data, one of three 715 Multiplex Processors was to convert



the computer data into a format usable internally to the 715. The data could then be
compressed, EU converted, etc. The function to re-format these various data formats into a
common format was moved from microcode that would run in the 715 Multiplex Processor
to dedicated hardware cards in front of the 715. This allowed standard algorithms to
compress data and convert data to engineering units for all the different data streams; 1553
bus data, MARK II data, SRAM data, PAVETACK data, PCM data and FM data.

Approximately ten man years of software development went into building the FDAPS
system. Therefore, only a high level overview of the software can reasonably he covered in
this paper. This results in some areas being skipped over while others will only be lightly
touched. A user interface was designed using menus that would allow complete control of
the system while automatically handling the more complex features of the system.

This approach is called a Main Menu since it allows the user to start at one menu and then
select options from this menu to go to any desired function or to a lower level menu. By
looking at Figure 1 you can see that twenty-five options were put on the Main Menu in six
different categories. In effect this allowed the user to look at one menu and see what
logically could have been broken down into seven separate menus. Using this approach on
lower menus and by putting items less frequently used on lower menus, the system
provides quick and easy access to all options. All portions of the system can he reached
without going down more than four levels in the menus. The Main Menu categories are
logically broken down into the different functions required to setup a system, acquire data,
and analyze the data.

Logically the File Maintenance section is used first in preparing the system for processing.
The key areas here are providing the setup required by the telemetry front end and the
information required by the Parameter Data Base to identify each parameter and how that
parameter is to be processed by the system.

By making the appropriate selection on the Main Menu (14 thru 21) the user can select the
setup menu for one of the telemetry front end units. Figure 2 is an example of a menu for
the frame synchronizer. The user can easily move to the desired field by using the arrow
keys and only change the item desired. Selections for some setup parameters require actual
inputs. For instance SEARCH ERRORS or WORDS PER FRAME require the user to
type in the value desired for that parameter. The field FRAME SYNC PATTERN works a
little differently. In this case the user is allowed to edit the frame sync pattern by using the
< and > keys. The field PATTERN TYPE has a limited number of valid choices and has a
interface technique to ease the user’s inputs. Each time the user strikes the TAB key one of
the valid choices is displayed at the bottom of the screen. When the appropriate choice is
displayed the user strikes the carriage return to select that choice which is entered into the
screen menu.



Entering a ten (10) to the Main Menu results in the display of the Parameter Data Base
menu. The user types in the name of the a parameter to be reviewed, updated, or changed.
This file is a centralized repository for all the information that the user may wish to access
for the selected parameter. The information stored for each parameter includes; name,
type, EU label, compression requirements, coefficients, display requirements, and the
stream associated with the parameter. Once the user provides the parameter information to
the Parameter Data Base the other software in the system will automatically pick up the
information appropriate to its function when the user selects the parameter to be
processed. All inputs to the Parameter Data Base were designed to simplify user inputs.
The arrow keys on the terminal are used to move about the menu displayed. The TAB and
carriage return keys are used to select a desired option from a list of options. The user is
not required to type in the name of the option desired. Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 are
examples of the Parameter Data Base menus for an analog parameter. Other parameter
types have a menu tailored for the requirements of that parameter type.

After using the FILE MAINTENANCE section of the Main Menu to store the setup of the
telemetry front end and to store the information for each parameter to be processed, the
next step is to acquire data. Selecting a three (3) on the Main Menu begins loading of the
setup to the telemetry front end; bit sync, frame syncs, time code, etc. In addition, the
715’s are loaded from the Parameter Data Base. Much of the housekeeping required to
prepare the system to acquire data is done at this time. Once the telemetry equipment is
loaded, acquisition can be started by selecting a four (4) on the Main Menu. If a data time
slice is to be acquired from analog tape the software will automatically program the tape
search unit to find the time slice and start the acquisition at the appropriate time. Selecting
a five (5) on the Main Menu allows monitoring of the data acquisition to disk; any errors,
number of buffers received from the telemetry front end, etc. During acquisition, data from
the three 715’s, in addition to being stored on disk, is automatically ,merged by the
hardware into a single buffer. The datum for each parameter is immediately stored in the
same location in the buffer by the Fairchild Weston 760 Suffered Data Channel. Since the
same VAX memory cell always contains the latest data value for each parameter whenever
accessed, this scheme is called a Current Value Table (CVT). This allows programs to
provide quick look of data without sorting thru buffers of data which are designed for disk
storage. Selecting a seven (7) on the Main Menu brings up the menu for the alphanumeric
display if the user is at one of the VT100 terminals or the graphic display if the user is at
one of the Megatek displays.

Any of the VT100 terminals maybe used to bring up the alphanumeric display. The only
limitation on the number of simultaneous displays is VAX CPU time available. Figure 6
shows the menu used to select parameters for the alphanumeric four parameter display.
The display format (decimal, hex, octal, binary, etc.) is picked up from the Parameter Data
Base. Figure 7 is an example of the display. The parameters being displayed need not be



selected prior to starting of acquisition and may be changed interactively without leaving
the data display. The data is scrolled up the screen, at the rate selected, allowing the user
to look at the last 15 samples of data.

The graphic display software brings up a menu similar to the alphanumeric menu if the
user is logged on to one of the Megatek displays. This menu contains six parameters and
space for the plot scaling. As analog parameters are selected, the plot scaling is
automatically picked up from the Parameter Data Base and displayed. Like the
alphanumeric display the update rate is user selectable and parameters being displayed can
be changed interactively while displaying data. Figure 8 shows a sample of the graphic
display during data acquisition. Up to three simultaneous Megatek displays maybe be
brought up.

If the tape search is controlling the time slice acquired, acquisition is automatically
shutdown by the time code equipment and software. If the time slice is to be terminated
early or if the operator is controlling acquiring the time slice then selecting item 6 on the
Main Menu will stop data acquisition and do the necessary housekeeping.

Immediately after stopping acquisition the terminal users can bring up the alphanumeric or
graphic analysis software. Any number of users can access the data simultaneously. The
data received from the three 715s is available to all of the users as if it had been
multiplexed together into a single file. The alphanumeric CRT receives the menu shown in
Figure 9. Note that the user can select any parameter to be displayed without specifying
the source. The users have the option of searching for events in the data; value greater
than, equal to, etc. In addition the user can select the time slice to be displayed. Once these
actions have been taken, typing a control G starts display of the data. Figure 10 is an
example of the alphanumeric display.

If analysis is selected at a Megatek terminal the graphic analysis will present a menu
similar to the alphanumeric menu where the user can search for events and select the time
slice to he displayed. Typing a control G will result in the software plotting the time slice
requested by the user. Figure 11 is an example of a graphic analysis display. Exiting back
to the menu allows interactive changing of the time slice, parameters, or plot scales. Plots
can be against time or against other data parameters.

A significant feature of both the alphanumeric and graphic analysis packages is the ability
to display derived parameters. The Parameter Data Base allows the specification of
parameters that are made up of multiple parameters or complex mathematical equations.
Each derived parameter can consist of up to eight lines of FORTRAN code. This allows
the analysis software to produce any parameter required by McClellan when analyzing the
data.



The last feature of the system to be covered is called AUTOTROUBLE SHOOTING.
Figure 12 shows the AUTOTROUBLE menu. This menu allows the user to select different
tests to checkout different portions of the telemetry front end. Using the various tests in
one combination or another allows cross checking of the different units and therefore
isolation of a problem to the unit level. The first fourteen tests use data simulated by the
429 Multiplex Encoder. Each of the tests can be run with or without the bit synchronizer.
Selecting the /LOOP switch allows the user to specify to the test that the acquisition and
verification portions of the test should be run a number of times. Test thirteen (13) runs
three of the simulation tests as one test. Test fourteen (14) runs test one (1) thru (13)
automatically with no operator intervention. The Analog Tape test (15) consists of three
sub-tests. The first sub-test checks the data using the analog tape as a source for
PAVETACK, PCM, MARK II, and 1553 busses one and two. The second sub-test
substitutes SRAM data for the PAVETACK of sub-test one and then processes the time.
slice from the analog tape again. The last sub-test acquires FM data from three tracks of
the analog tape. In each subtest the data is checked against predetermined values. The
menu also allows running of the 715 diagnostic on any of the 715s. The user can select
memory testing or testing of the 715 instructions. Selection twenty-two (22) on the
AUTOTROUBLE menu allows the user to change the disk assignments of the data
acquisition. This allows the user to still check out the system if a particular disk is not
available.

CONCLUSION

The software delivered with the FDAPS system provides the infrequent user an easy to use
interface and still provides quick access for the more frequent user. The software and
system allows the Air Force to acquire the data in a single pass of the analog tape while
doing quick look of the data at multiple terminals, both alphanumeric and graphic. In fact
the data rates that can be handled by the system are extremely high. During the pass of the
analog tape the VAX processes over two million bytes per second in and out of memory.
Over 800,000 bytes per second are formatted to disk during the acquisition and quick look.
Once EU data is stored on disk up to eight users can simultaneously analyze the data. Plots
of EU data from all or any of the diverse data formats can be analyzed seconds after the
data acquisition has been completed. All of these features provided the Air Force with the
capability to reduce the turn around time between a flight and the evaluation of the data
while increasing user productivity at the same time.



Figure 1 - FDAPS MAIN MENU

Figure 2 - FRAME SYNCHRONIZER SETUP MENU



Figure 3 - ANALOG PARAMETER DATA BASE MENU

Figure 4 - ANALOG PARAMETER DATA BASE COMPRESSION MENU



Figure 5 - ANALOG PARAMETER DATA BASE COEFFICIENT MENU

Figure 6 - ACQUISITION ALPHA DISPLAY MENU



Figure 7 - ACQUISITION ALPHA DISPLAY

Figure 8 - ACQUISITION GRAPHIC DISPLAY



Figure 9 - ANALYSIS ALPHA DISPLAY MENU

Figure 10 - ANALYSIS ALPHA DISPLAY



Figure 11 - ANALYSIS GRAPHIC DISPLAY

Figure 12 - AUTOTROUBLE SHOOTING MENU
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ABSTRACT

Computer programs in BASIC are shown which smooth curves from sampled data for
display on a plotter by calculation of interstitial values using spline and truncated sinc
functions. A program is shown for reconstruction of frequency-translated sampled data.
Accuracy and computational speed of the two algorithms are compared.
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ABSTRACT

The root-mean-square (RMS) of the amplitude of a waveform is defined for continuous
data. When sampled data is used, the signal may be converted to a continuous analog
signal, filtered, and the RMS value measured by traditional means; if, however, the data
exists already in sampled digital form, the RMS value can be calculated on the sampled
data itself. By so doing, moreover, the lower integration limit and the integration interval
can be varied to provide better frequency response and/or accuracy. A computer program
in BASIC is shown for demonstration purposes which may be spliced into a larger data
analysis program.
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ABSTRACT

Software for real-time (time critical) control applications has been shown in military and
industry studies to be a very expensive type of software effort. This type of software is not
typically addressed in discussions of software architecture design methods and techniques,
therefore the software engineer is usually left with a sparse design “tool kit” when
confronted with overall system design involving time critical and/or control problems. This
paper outlines the successful application of data flow and transaction analysis design
methods to achieve a structured yet flexible software architecture for a fairly complex
antenna controller used in automatic tracking antenna systems. Interesting adaptations of,
and variations on, techniques described in the literature are discussed; as are issues of
modularity, coupling, morphology, global data handling, and evolution (maintenance).
Both positive and negative aspects of this choice of design method are outlined, and the
importance of a capable real-time executive and conditional compilation and assembly is
stressed.

Keywords:  Transaction Analysis, Data Flow Design, Structured Software Design
Methods, Real-time/control Applications

INTRODUCTION

The ACU-6 is an extremely flexible microprocessor based antenna control unit capable of
intelligent control of single and dual axis pedestals, antennas and receivers in telemetry
automatic tracking systems [1]. The system configuration and behavior is almost entirely
software driven. The sometimes complex (and operator-friendly) or automatic behaviors of



this system are primarily a result of careful and thoughtful design that exploits the software
architecture [2]. This software architecture was developed primarily using ideas and
techniques of data flow and transaction analysis design as developed by Yourdan &
Constantine [3]. A very useful and practical guide to these design techniques has been
achieved by Page-Jones [4]. The reader is referred to these authors for detailed discussion
of the principal ideas contained herein.

This paper deals primarily with the design of a software SYSTEM, and only briefly
touches on some detailed design issues. The software detailed design may involve the
methods discussed herein and many others such as state machines, Warnier-Orr diagrams,
Nassi-Shneiderman Charts, Petri Nets, etc. No matter what techniques and coding
languages are selected, the use of a Program Design Language (PDL) with a competent
analyzer is strongly recommended.

SOME SOFTWARE SYSTEM DESIGN METHODS

Transaction analysis seems a natural structured design method for real-time control
applications, especially those that are response oriented. Before discussing this approach,
some other approaches that seem inadequate or inappropriate are briefly described. It
should be understood that all these methods are useful tools and most can and are used in
conjunction with transaction analysis and data flow design.

Structured Decomposition vs. Structured Design

Structured decomposition is often mentioned as a structured design method. I have found it
more a goal than a method, with the Parnas Decomposition Criteria [5] as a good example.
I have also noted that many writers in the current journals do not make this distinction, and
I have worked directly with programmers who do not make this distinction and are
somewhat confounded when asked to explain why they favor a particular decomposition,
or worse yet, how they arrived at it. The analysis of any moderately sized problem or
requirement, and the proposal of a candidate solution almost ALWAYS involve
decomposition of some sort; our limited mental capacities usually dictate that we work
with a very small number of concepts, procedures, representations or what-have-you at a
time. Most individuals will readily agree that structure is good, but cannot explain the
what, why, or how of achieving that structure. To decompose the problem into a structured
solution is the goal - how to go about this is still somewhat the sorcery aspect of software
engineering.



Data-structure Design: The Jackson Method

The Jackson Structured Programming/Design (JSP and JSD) [4], also called data-structure
design, has been received favorably in the industry. Many have found it to represent an
effective strategy for implementing small, distinct modules; but not for overall design. This
is because data-structure design is founded on understanding and defining the data
structures involved in order to eliminate structure and boundary clashes, and also because
of the method’s emphasis on defining the task to be performed in terms of the elementary
operations available, allocating each of those operations to suitable components of the
program structure. One of the most obvious problems here is the difficulty of resolving the
clashes that almost invariably arise when confronted with several, probably unrelated sets
of data - a frequent occurence in the design of even moderately complex applications. For
real-time applications where data pooling is a common practice, this problem is
compounded by the fact that the individual data items are usually interrelated but not
necessarily structured. This will be dealt with below in the discussion of information
clusters. The other problem with the method arises from the elementary operations referred
to above - typically implied to be a high level language (COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal)
statements. This tends to support multiple levels of abstraction - (expressing the
implementation of a large system in terms of smaller, interrelated systems) - only when the
entire problem is small. If faced with an assembly language implementation, this problem
is compounded considerably.

Programming Calculus

Another design method referred to occasionally in the literature is Dijkstra’s Programming
Calculus. My very limited encounters with this method left me with the distinct impression
that it was exceptionally rigorous, emphasizing precision in the formulation of algorithms,
and offering inherent proof of correctness of a chosen algorithm. It also seemed to me that
it offered no help in the decomposition of the problem or selection of the algorithm/design
being implemented. Being based on Dijkstra’s well known predicate transformers, it was
also difficult (at least for me) to grasp, and seemed that application to anything but very
small problems would be very difficult.

Object Oriented Systems

Object oriented programming is one of the newest concepts in the field, and is one of the
basic foundations of ADA. I am not personally experienced with any object oriented
system; but my casual reading leaves me with the impression that this is a programming
system - a virtual machine construct - and, as such, is not truly a design method but an
implementation vehicle.



State Machine Design

This approach is a very useful design technique, but is typically difficult to use when
dealing with a large system design because of the unmanageably large single system states
that result. This technique is very effective when dealing with small subsystems that are
hardware interactive, or designed to simulate hardware logic.

Petri Nets [5] are a form of state machine very useful in the design of concurrent processes
and, since they are not based on any concept of a central system state, do not suffer the
same limitations as finite state machines.

MEASURES OF QUALITY IN A SOFTWARE SYSTEM DESIGN

Probably the most useful concepts developed by Yourdan/Constantine [3] are the ideas of
coupling and cohesion. These are measures of the independence of modules and therefore
a form of assessment as to the individual degrees of modularity. This paper cannot go into
deep discussions of these ideas, but a very brief description is required.

Coupling is simply the degree to which modules are interconnected; it represents the
strength of these interconnections in an attempt to answer the question: How much must
we know about module B in order to understand module A?

Cohesion is a term used in sociology and engineering to represent very similar concepts.
Cohesion in software modules has the same connotation, and is an assessment of the
characteristics of the relational associations of processing elements within a module. It
represents the strength of these associations in an attempt to answer the question: Why are
elements X, Y, and Z in module A?

Various levels and types of coupling and cohesion are defined and used to measure the
quality of a design. These levels are referred to in Table 1 and Table 2. Also shown are
assessments of the ACU-6 characteristics. The reader should know that these assessments
were made by the principle system designer (the author), and may therefore feel that some
bias is present. It probably is, but is also probably a critical bias; it seems that the creator
is always the first to become disenchanted with his creation.



DATA FLOW, TRANSACTION ANALYSIS, AND INFORMATION CLUSTERS
IN REAL-TIME SYSTEM DESIGN

Data Flow Design

Data flow design views problems from a perspective that is not usually taken in control
applications - that of data flow through a series of transformations. This can be an
exceptionally useful perspective, especially for achieving higher levels of cohesion than
typically result from thinking in terms of procedures, flow-charts, state machines, or other
forms of control flow (flow chart thinking typically yields cohesion no higher than
procedural).

Data flow also seems to describe very naturally some of the central control problems in
this application. As an example, consider the data flow diagram for the position loop of the
azimuth pedestal axis. Figure 1 shows the normal position mode flow graph from raw axis
encoder data to position error, which is the input stream for a transform bubble called “Do
Position Loop” which is detailed in Figure 3. In Figure 2 we see the autotrack data flow
from raw demodulator data (from an A to D converter) to the development of commanded
angle and position error, which again feeds the data flow graph of Figure 3. Note that the
development of present position is identical in both flow graphs and represents a common
transform, as does the transform bubble detailed in Figure 3. Selection of the data flow
used is a control decision based on servo mode (see below). Figure 3 shows the data flow
once the position error is known, no matter what the source.

As can be seen (Fig. 2), in track mode the commanded position is developed from tracking
error and present position. In one of the normal position modes (Fig. 1) position error is
developed from commanded position and present position, with commanded position
sourced from another process.

The design features that result from effective factoring of the data flow are typically very
useful. In this example, the development of position error from an original source of a
demodulator voltage allows the divorce of the demodulator scaling, offset, and crosstalk
factors from the servo loop transfer function and its coefficients, and also allows display
and reporting of the tracking error in degrees.

In addition to this, since in track mode commanded angle is actually developed from the
track (position) error and the present position, this angle may be reported as the target
position - dynamic pedestal lag is automatically accounted for (within practical limits of
demodulator linearity, dynamic range, instrumentation precisions, etc.).



The consideration of the position loop as a separate entity is not a contrivance to create an
example. The position loop task is a fairly independent process, albeit environmentally
coupled via the machine state information cluster (more on this shortly). The important
consideration here is that this system (like most interactive, real-time automatic control
systems) is homologous, i.e., it is by design somewhat non-hierarchical. Functionally
distinct modules are assumed to be running simultaneously, i.e., concurrently. This is
achieved by an executive discussed later.

Transaction Analysis

Transaction analysis, as a design method, is a subset or supplementary strategy of data
flow design. It usually results from data flow graphs resembling Figure 4 where an input
stream is split into many output streams. The method simply recognizes that data flows of
this type may be mapped into a particular modular structure. This structure is known as a
transaction center.

A transaction may mean many things in software engineering, and especially tends to
imply something that is processed in a business-oriented, data processing application. In
the most general sense:

A transaction is any element of data, control, signal, event or change of state
that causes, triggers, or initiates some action or sequence of actions. [3]

According to this definition, a large number of real-time control situations may be analyzed
in terms of transactions. This is in fact how the ACU-6 control problems were stated and
analyzed.

In this system, a primary transaction source is the front panel. Transactions are also
sourced from any remote control link, and from concurrently running processes. One of the
techniques used in this system that I have not seen developed anywhere else is the use of
transaction feedback. This occurs when a subordinate routine, perhaps many levels deep in
the transaction processing chain, sends a transaction code back through the transaction
source channel to effect some new or additional action or sequence. This mechanism
obviates response flags having to be sent back up many levels of hierarchy (a form of
coupling known as tramp data [4]). It may at first seem to be a software shaman’s trick to
hide a control coupling, but since any processing that takes place as a result of the request
is completely determined by the transaction dispatching logic in charge of the requester, it
is more akin to recursion or incremental execution.

This technique is one of the variations on the basic transaction analysis that copes with
what is probably the fundamental defect in the design method:



... state dependent decision procedures run counter to the basic requirement
that each transaction-level subsystem independently complete the processing
of a given transaction so that the transaction processor (dispatch) remains
simple. [3]

This defect in the method has been dealt with in the ACU-6 by using a hierarchy of
transaction centers to which transactions are routed in a mode dependent manner as shown
in Figure 7. The method has drawbacks, most of which are manifested in the form of
complexity. Some of the complexity may only be a reflection of the application. The
desired behavior of the ACU-6 is at times surprisingly complex.

Information Clusters

Many real-time systems utilize what can easily become a fatal design flaw: Some form or
another of global data pool. In fact, the global data pool is technically a pathological data
coupling, and most pathological couplings of any kind are just as bad as the name implies.
The reason for using a pool is simple. When concurrent processes that must interact with
each other are assumed, the global data pool represents a static, easily understood (?)
collection of control and value items. While parameter passing is the first choice in terms
of minimal coupling, it is sometimes hard to imagine how one relatively independent
process running at an undetermined time would most effectively communicate with
another. We again turn to the example of the software position loop task. In the ACU-6
this task runs every 20 milliseconds. The process that is sourcing the commanded angle is
unknown to the position loop, yet it must have a valid commanded angle every time it runs.
While this could be easily implemented with a mailbox, it is only one of the dozen or so
data items required by the position loop. Other system and hardware design considerations
may also come into play.

 The ACU-6 was intended from conception to provide unattended, remote operation. This
required the machine state have two additional properties:

1.  It should be a contiguous block of memory allowing it to exist in, or be easily copied to,
battery-backed RAM, and containing all necessary data items to allow the system to
tolerate momentary power failures or fades.

2.  It should somehow effect automatic change reports to a front panel report process so
that the front panel display is always a true representation of the internal state. Mutual
exclusion was required because of concurrent processing. On top of all of this, I had
decided that in the remote control network master version of the ACU-6, it would be very
convenient to distribute processing, and had in mind machine state accesses indexed 



according to the currently selected slave. The structure that allows all this is an information
cluster.

An information cluster is a pool of data that is globally accessible, but only via access
mechanisms. The data itself can be accessed only by the access mechanisms. Processes
using the mechanisms to alter or retrieve data are aware only of the interface requirements
- the actual data representation is completely hidden. A binary entity may be a software
flag, or it may be a bit packed in a pedestal control byte. Although I typically avoid the
practice, actual data processing may also be imbedded. This has proven useful in one or
two instances. Indexed quantities, both explicit (i.e. the user supplies the index) and
implicit, are used. For example, a process may request selected signal strength and get the
signal strength value for the currently selected receiver without having any knowledge of
the selected receiver, the number of receivers, or the selection method.

THE ACU-6 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Most of the following discussion focuses on the standalone system. Remote control slave
versions are very similar to standalone systems. On the input side, remote control
interactions are kept to a minimum by sourcing transactions into the main system, and, in a
few cases, by directly altering the machine state. Since most remote control reports are
generated automatically by changes in the machine state, output interactions are also
minimal.

Real-Time Executive Capabilities

The system is built around a real-time, multitasking executive, and many of the
design/structure characteristics are dependent on the capabilities of the executive. While
this may seem a confluence of two temporally distinct design stages, structure design and
packaging, the benefits of assuming concurrent processes and considering them as
functionally distinct are considerable. The real-time exec has the property of creating a
virtual machine, with instructions for task control and prioritization, time delays, intertask
communication, mutual exclusion, declaration of internal and external events, etc. In the
ACU-6, this virtual machine capability is used to achieve a homologous morphology
instead of more interdependent incremental modules such as coroutines. This is more a
matter of preference than anything else. Even if incremental modules were used to
decouple some modules from the information clusters, it would be difficult to implement
the features and intelligent behavior of the system without a good executive.



 Logical vs. Physical Entities

A very useful distinction, again arising from factored data flow graphs, is that of logical to
physical mappings. Keypresses (both on and off) are mapped to transaction codes and
appropriately tagged before being shipped off to the transaction processor.

On the output end, several logical to physical mappings are used for various hardware
interfaces. One of the most useful is that of the logical indicator, an entity that remains
constant regardless of the actual display hardware used. A single logical indicator may be
mapped to any number (including zero), of incandescent lamps on any panel, or to any
number of LED indicators. This, along with the ability to command any combination of
three flash rates for all indicators, makes for a very flexible front panel.

Major System Processing Flow

For the most part, the reader will want to refer to Figure 6 through Figure 8 during this
discussion. As mentioned above, several transaction sources can be active at any time. The
primary distinction in the remote control transaction sourcing is the possibility of data
items also being transferred. Two remote control versions exist, a universal slave that
communicates using an ASCII command language, and a network slave that uses a
protocol that rather tightly couples it with the master. This is purely an efficiency issue, but
of some importance in minimizing communications overhead in networks with many (up to
6) slaves linked with only voice grade lines.

The input channel to the transaction centers is shown as a deque (double-ended queue) [7].
Specifically, this is an output-restricted deque that allows data to enter from either end, but
allows emptying from only one end. This capability is used only by internal transaction
sources (e.g., a control task) that requires the transaction center to take immediate action,
prior to processing requests from other sources.

The channels may be seen to temporally decouple the transaction sourcing input processes
from the main transaction processing, and the machine state access mechanisms from the
output reporting processes. This temporal decoupling is not a design figure-of-merit, but
simply a way to isolate the various subsystems, allowing them to run at different priorities,
and, in the case of the output channel, to minimize the machine state access time by
deferring the reporting of changes.

The report channels are referred to in the figures as execution channels. This is simply to
highlight a design technique that smacks of incremental execution. Data passed to the
report tasks are simply pointers to (addresses of) report functions to be executed. The
receiving task really performs no imbedded processing of its own.



Mode Dependent Transaction Processing

As mentioned above, transactions are processed in a mode (state) dependent manner by a
hierarchy of transaction centers (Figure 7). These transaction centers are also called mode
processors. The mode hierarchy of the ACU-6 from highest to lowest is: System Mode,
Auxiliary Mode, Axis Control Mode and Servo Mode. Azimuth and Elevation axis and
servo modes are independent. The modeling of the system mode hierarchy has proven to
be a critical element in the system design.

The system mode may take values of operate, test, or program. These three cases are quite
different, and three top level transaction processors are used, one for each mode.

The auxiliary mode is typically used when control of both axes must be seized, or when
front panel control normally affecting axis control must be used for some other purpose.
The values of the auxiliary mode that represent the first case are immediate designate,
pre-programmed designate, joystick, plunge, and keyhole. The only value (so far) that
represents the second case is threshold adjust. Additionally, the mode value of null results
in transfer to axis mode control.

Some explanations will clarify what these auxiliary modes do. The designate modes allow
the operator to command the pedestal to a discrete position (instead of incrementally
moving it). The immediate designate mode allows him to enter the angles at the front
panel. The pre-programmed designate mode allows him to select one of sixteen positions
entered in the program mode. Both of these modes provide cable unwrap as required. The
joystick mode is a form of dummy mode, since the joystick is hardwired to the pedestal
velocity command output when its button is pushed. The reason for this mode is to allow
for proper axis mode shutdown and startup, and commanded position following. The
plunge and keyhole modes are used to handle overhead passes.

Threshold adjust allows the acquire threshold to be adjusted, but requires the use of
switches that are also used in some axis modes.

The axis control mode is a familiar concept to most experienced with positioners and
tracking systems. It may take on the values of Manual, Handwheel Position, Handwheel
Rate, Search, Slave, or Autotrack.

The Search mode is implemented with one mode processor (transaction center) that is
interactive with both Azimuth and Elevation in dual axis systems. This is because of the
highly axis-interactive behavior of the search mode in two areas: Front panel switches for
increasing/decreasing the search sectors must be shared, and the major sweep axis of the 



raster performed when in a dual axis search is automatically selected to be the largest of
the two sectors.

Rate and Position Memory Active conditions are declared as flags (binaries) in the
machine state, but since the autotrack processor does not alter the axis mode until given
the command to do so by the rate/position memory task, the effect is that of submodes.

The servo mode has already been mentioned above in the position loop design examples. It
may take values of velocity, type 1, type 2M, track, or rate emory. Type 2 will probably be
added by the time this is published. The astute reader will have noticed that both the axis
mode and the servo mode can take values of track. This may seem redundant, but it has
proven very useful for implementing the rate and position memory functions. In these
autotrack submodes, the axis remains in the track mode while the servo mode is
commanded to rate memory and/or position (more on mode hierarchy later).

Machine State Access/Alteration

The various items found in the machine state information cluster are far too numerous to
list here. Each item is defined with a macro that declares the desired data storage, the
several access mechanisms associated with that item, and any reporting activity desired.

The access mechanisms currently defined are Gets (for all), Puts (for value cells), Sets,
Resets, and Toggles (for binaries), and Front Panel Reports (for all) which does nothing
except force a report for that item. This is made available because the automatic reports
occur only when an item is changed. The report-on-change mechanism allows periodic
tasks to repeatedly make the same Set, Reset, or Put with no external effect or unnecessary
reporting overhead.

Control and Monitoring Tasks

These are the tasks that represent functional parallelism. Included in this group is the
position loop task, the signal strength and acquire task, the pedestal status task, the
receiver tuning task, and so on. They are internal, typically periodic concurrent processes
that are not normally in the data and/or control flow dealt with by the transactions centers.
This is mostly dependent on the system mode, as the program and test mode processors
exercise start/stop control over these as required. They are always active when in the
operate mode.



Display Tasks

The dynamic display tasks run at a relatively low priority, and have the functions of
displaying dynamic data such as signal strength. The separation of the display functions
into different tasks is primarily driven by efficiency considerations, but also by the
functional independence of output display as an operation. The efficiency considerations
are simply to relieve high frequency, high priority tasks of the burden of display formatting
and I/O. Since these tasks run at low frequencies (5 to 10 times per second) and request
display access via monitor calls, they can be usurped easily by other tasks or processes
wishing to use the displays.

NEGATIVE ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN

Pancaked Central Transaction Center

This module is large, and is pancaked; i.e., has a very high fanout. Both the size of the
module and the morphology may be improved by increasing the number of types (tags) of
transactions. This would allow further factoring of the center into more subordinate
transaction centers based on transaction type, but this module will probably always remain
large.

Major Areas of Control Interaction and Coupling

One of the major areas of control interaction in the system is found in the test mode. This
mode must control the antenna, pedestal axes, and front panel in ways that are very unlike
the operate mode control. Since the tasks performed by the test mode may require
overriding normal system processes and/or exerting more direct control over lower levels
in the hierarchy (even direct control of hardware), this will probably remain a weak area in
the design. This may be improved in certain areas by additional factoring of subroutines.

In the operate mode, most control interactions involve the signal strength and acquire task.
This task may directly or indirectly cause antenna selection, side lobe lock comparison
and/or prevention, and transitions to autotrack in either axis. While this interaction has
caused no maintenance or other problems, ways to reduce the coupling between this and
other modules are being investigated.

Major Areas of Low Cohesion

Most of the low cohesion found in the design results from initialization modules (temporal
cohesion). Some of this lack of low cohesion is dictated by hardware considerations; e.g.,
start-up is done in two phases - device programming and diagnostics are performed before



the real time clock is programmed and enabled to interrupt the system. The second phase
of startup is primarily dictated by the requirement to start concurrent processes in a
controlled order, and to insure that all front panel reports are generated regardless of the
contents of the machine state. There seems little that can be done about this.

Binding Time

In addition to the primary measures of goodness of design - coupling and cohesion - a
second-order measure of design goodness is the binding time when most or all of the
system is configured to the application and/or environment. The ACU-6 is intentionally
designed for low binding time characteristics to eliminate dead code, improve code
efficiency and minimize memory consumption while supporting a very wide variety of
versions and customizations.

The current design requires reassembly of 70% to 80% of the system for each application.
This assembly is directed by a series of definition files. The software configurer is required
to create only five modules for a standalone system that requires no new/custom features:
The master definition file which declares all system level configuration controls; the
keyboard mapping table; the indicator mapping table; and the linker command file, which
lists the files that are to be linked. For a universal slave, one additional definition file must
be created, and three additional modules compiled and assembled. Note that creation of
the configuration file(s) is most often the result of the alteration of an existing file from a
similar application and, given a competent editor, usually goes very quickly. This process
of configuration, compilation, assembly, linking and printing of complete listings typically
takes less than 10 hours, of which 4 to 5 hours are print time (assuming a 200 cps printer).

System Testing

This system is not easy to test for two reasons:

1.  The conditional compilation and assembly mean that new capabilities added may not be
tested in all configurations. A processing element may be successfully tested on several
systems then fail when used with certain other options conditioned in.

2.  The complexity of the application and the sheer amount of code are intimidating. This is
compounded by the requirement to test and debug concurrent processes and their
interactions - never an easy job.



System Maintenance

This system is not easy for most programmers to understand because of three factors:

1.  Most programmers are not familiar with transaction analysis based designs.

2.  Homologous, multitasking systems require the understanding of several distinct
concurrent processes in order to comprehend the system at large. It is not easily described
in a top-down manner, even though it may have been designed using top down techniques.

3.  The application itself is complex. If the software expert is not also a subject matter
expert, i.e., understands automatic tracking system problems, he must learn both the
problem and the solution.

Needless to say, attempts at maintenance without adequate comprehension of the
application result in side effects, kludges, and lots of frustration. Those programmers that
have overcome the above factors find the system relatively easy to modify.

POSITIVE ASPECTS OF THE DESIGN

The positive aspects of the design are easily stated: It is structured, easily understood at
the conceptual level (once the ideas of data flow and transaction analysis are assimilated),
flexible, intelligent in it’s behavior and operator interactions, can implement a powerful
remote control capability (with minimum overall system impact) and in general
accomplishes a remarkable amount of work with the rather limited resources of Z80A
processor. The ACU-6 has been characterized as a chameleon because of the very large
number of options available. In addition, almost every one of the dozen or so systems
delivered to date has incorporated new features or customer-requested modifications. The
software architecture has generally accommodated these design extensions and
customizations in a straightforward and relatively painless manner.

The cost effectiveness of the design may be demonstrated by considering the following.
The TRW Wolverton software cost study surveyed relatively large scale, near real-time
command and control software projects implemented in the late 1950’s and early 1970’s.
The resulting cost model was stated in terms of cost per object instruction (oi) as a
function of relative degree of difficulty, novelty of application and type of project [8]. The
costs range from $15/oi for easy, old algorithms to $85/oi for time critical code of any
kind. Most of the ACU-6 software was new, control oriented of probably 60% difficulty,
to which the study would assign around $42/oi. Since much of the ACU-6 software is also
time critical and 80%-100% implemented in assembly language, one might more
reasonably expect an average cost of $60/oi or even $70/oi. If a 100% increase in software



productivity has occurred in the last ten years, and another 200% reduction in cost is
allowed for the difference in project sizes (this is not likely), the expected cost of the
ACU-6 object instructions could be as low as $10. The current, worst-case estimate of
ACU-6 software costs yields approximately $5 per object instruction.

CONCLUSION

The design methods discussed have proven to be valuable tools in the design and
implementation of a real-time, multitasking control application. These methods provide the
system designer with meaningful measures of quality of design and effective approaches to
modeling and decomposing complex processing problems.
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Table 1
Coupling Types

Coupling type Goodness Degree found in ACU-6
input-output highest (10) moderate to low
data structure high (9) high
environment moderate (7) high
content moderate (5) moderate
control

(activation) moderate (4) moderate to low
(coordination) low (2) low to none

hybrid lowest (0) none

Table 2
Cohesion Types

Cohesion  Goodness Degree found in ACU-6
functional highest (10) low
sequential high (9) moderate to high
communicational moderate (7) high
procedural moderate (5) low
temporal low (3) low
logical low (1) none
coincidental lowest (0) none



Table 3
Binding Times

Binding Time Goodness Degree found in ACU-6
Dynamic highest none
Run time high low to none
Linking/loading moderate moderate to low
Compilation/
Assembly low high
Coding lowest low to none

FIGURE 1.
POSITION LOOP DATA FLOW GRAPH

POSITION MODE



FIGURE 2.
POSITION LOOP DATA FLOW GRAPH



FIGURE 3.
POSITION LOOP DATA FLOW GRAPH “DO POSITION LOOP” NODE

FIGURE 4.
AN EXAMPLE OF A TRANSACTION CENTER IN A DATA FLOW GRAPH



FIGURE 5.
ACU-6 STANDALONE PRINCIPAL DATA FLOW





FIGURE 7.
MAIN TRANSACTION PROCESSING

HIERARCHY (PARTIAL)



FIGURE 8.
ACU-6 UNIVERSAL (ASCII COMMAND LINE) SLAVE
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ABSTRACT

With the incorporation of microprocessors providing dynamic control capability in flight
test data acquisition and telemetry systems, software is now becoming a critical part of the
airborne data system. Software importance generally appears to be underestimated by
many users of the airborne systems, as until now they have only had to worry about
programming a PCM data cycle map into EPROMs and plugging them into the airborne
hardware. With newer programmable systems using microcomputers with E2PROM and
RAM to provide a realtime EU display and control capability, airborne software can
become a critical link in scheduling. Programming requirements for realtime data display
and control in these data acquisition systems now makes it essential that there be software
configuration control and a software (firmware) link between the data reduction software
residing in the ground station and the data acquisition software in the aircraft. This paper
addresses one solution to this new class of problem in flight test.

INTRODUCTION

Most current airborne PCM systems are stored program units offering the user the option
of prestoring in EPROM one or more PCM data cycle maps, selectable dynamically during
a flight. Most ground station data processing software however is presently not flexible
enough to use this capability of dynamic reconfiguration of the airborne data cycle map.
Because EPROMs are physically bothersome to reprogram, little effort has been expended
to use the programmability features of the airborne hardware on a day to day basis. Most
software links to the airborne system are limited to programming the EPROMs via a
PROM programmer connected to the PCM ground station or by a large GSE cart. Since
changes in a given test aircraft’s sampling program are seldom made (except GPA
gain/scale factor changes early in a test program), software configuration control has not
been a big concern. Until recently airborne systems typically did not have integral



computers and realtime processing/control and EU data display capability so company
organizational lines also divide flight hardware responsibilities (with no software except
data cycle maps) from ground data processing responsibilities.

Newly developed PCM systems have integral microcomputers and in conjunction with on-
board computer controlled display units and download control capability offer much more
PCM system flexibility and usefulness. They also however require software support to
successfully use this capability, and this invokes a need for integration (both functionally
and organizationally) of the airborne software with the ground station software. The ability
for several people (instead of one or two) to change and update the software to match
changing test requirements and conditions brings forth the need for software configuration
control which must be as rigidly enforced as it is in hardware configuration changes. The
emergence of software as a key dynamic element of the airborne flight test system, until
just recently limited to large transport type aircraft testing, will cause re-thinking of both
processes and organizational responsibilities. This paper will only attempt to address the
former.

IMPACT OF NEW PCM SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The advent of E2PROM memory and low cost/low power microcomputers have changed
the architecture of current PCM system design, providing smart systems with realtime
display/control capability and the attendant need for software support. This change in
system architecture is complimented by the fact flight test efficiency has proven to be
increased (with attendant lowering of test costs), when test pilots can be given derived
parameter energy management profiles in realtime1 and pilots and test engineers can have
access to realtime EU data displays of basic or derived parameters in the cockpit.

The use of “smart” modules in the airborne data acquisition system provides several new
flight test capabilities:

1. The ability to quickly and easily load and test different sampling maps into the PCM
system during aircraft preflight test opens up new techniques for sensor calibrations
and the handling of PCM tapes.

2. The ability to dynamically modify the memory contents of selected time slot
locations in the data cycle map permits the addition of analog and discrete/digital
command output cards to the data acquisition system so realtime control functions
can be implemented.

3. The download capabilities between the on-board Computer Controlled Display Unit
[CCDU] and the Remote/Multiplexer Demultiplexer Unit [RMDU] also permit



on-board EU converted realtime display parameters to be inserted dynamically into
preassigned dummy time slot locations in the data cycle map so the same data
presented to the flight crew can be displayed on the ground (through the telemetry
link) in realtime as well as being recorded on the PCM tape.

The command output capability of the smart airborne data acquisition system can be used
to drive special test instruments in the cockpit with derived parameters, while insertion of
realtime display data into the PCM stream lets more people have concurrent access to
critical data so there is less of a chance for human misinterpretation.

AU of these new features and capabilities however require the creation of software and
planning to implement the functions. The advent of significant software in the airborne
system and the flexibility of the smart airborne hardware opens up new opportunities to
improve test procedures by greater integration of the airborne and ground station software.
Figure 1 is a functional block diagram showing the software programs which must flow
between the PCM ground station computer system and major elements of the flight test
activity.

Figure 1.  Software Program Flow Throughout The Test Activity



Sensor calibration is one area where software integration speeds up the test process. This
is achieved by using an airborne multiplexor (a subset of the airborne system) in the sensor
calibration laboratory so that calibration data is sent via the PCM stream to the ground
station and the processed data is presented in realtime to the operator’s remote CRT in the
cal lab. In this manner, the same procedures and software can be used for in-situ
calibrations of sensors in the aircraft as are used in the cal lab. With precision internal
calibration channels the airborne multiplexer with a 12-bit accuracy can be a secondary
standard. Therefore, using the same hardware for all sensor calibrations will reduce error
uncertainties from the calibration processes, and the semiautomatic calibration process will
tend to minimize errors introduced by manual entry of cal data into the computer.

Another application where software integration can simplify data processing procedures is
the use of tape headers on airborne PCM tapes. E2PROM memory in the airborne PCM
system permits loading of a PCM tape header map prior to loading the flight test map. The
tape header map is a constant size data cycle map containing all characteristics of the flight
test map for that flight. The tape header format is recorded for a few seconds on the PCM
flight tape before the flight test map is loaded into the RMDU system and tested. In this
manner a default program on the ground with a special function key to “Read PCM Tape”
will automatically configure the ground station to read the PCM header (all headers have
the same word length, sync pattern, frame length, etc) which in-turn reconfigures the
ground station by setting up the decomm, calling appropriate sensor cal files and setting up
flight scenarios for realtime processing of test data from the remainder of flight PCM tape
(following the header).

In summary, the use of smart data systems generates several categories of airborne softare
where there was none before. These include, data acquisition software, PCM tape header
software, sensor calibration software, control software and display software. The best
solution to controlling this new software, and minimizing its effect on the flight test activity
is to integrate it with the ground station software and generate all flight test programs from
the same database. For example, in many instances the algorithms used to generate
on-board data displays are the same as those used in ground station realtime displays (true
Mach, true, center of gravity, gross weight, stall speed, etc). Also, the same sensor
calibration files or thermocouple lookup tables must be used for the on-board processing
as are used in the ground station. In order to eliminate errors and minimize programming
costs, the integrated approach should be taken so that only one set of algorithms are
developed and in a high level language in the ground station. This high level programming
capability is supported by cross assemblers, compilers and debuggers in the ground station
for assembly and checkout of the airborne microcomputer software plus a simple non-
volatile transfer media for program migration from the ground station to the airborne data
acquisition/ display system.



TECHNIQUES FOR INTEGRATING THE SOFTWARE

There are several techniques which can be used to link the airborne PCM system and the
sensor calibration laboratory to the PCM ground station where the common data base for
all flight test activities must be maintained. The main need is to have a non-volatile media
for the physical transfer media between the ground station and the flight test aircraft (the
sensor cal lab, the static test airframe and the mainframe computer can be interconnected
via hardware/software networks). The three generally accepted media are disks, tape,
E2PROMs. The former two have been used up to now where any link existed because
E2PROMs only became multisource available recently. They do however represent a
compact, nonvolatile media which by use of an airborne computer/display unit at the
ground station means there is no special load hardware required at or on the test aircraft.
This eliminates the need for a large mobile PCM test unit for preflight/postflight testing as
the small on-board Computer Control/Display Unit [CCDU] can function both as the
ground test unit and the airborne test computer system.

Figure 2 is a functional block diagram of one configuration of a distributed airborne data
acquisition and processing system depicting how programs and data flow between the test
aircraft, the ground station and the sensor calibration laboratory. The CCDU in this
application is the common (hardware) interface for software transfers between the test
aircraft and the ground station with its small, pluggable E2PROM Program Load Module
being the non-volatile physical transfer media. Since the different PLM programs for the
aircraft; sensor calibration, PCM tape header, flight data cycle and realtime application
displays are used at different times during the test process the CCDU can be used as the
MMIF for loading/testing and using each program. In-situ sensor calibrations are
performed inbetween flights, the PCM tape header is generated as the first part of the pre-
flight activity followed by PCM system checkout (of the flight data cycle map). Finally the
realtime application display program is loaded and tested as the final part of the pre-flight
test.

AIRBORNE COMPUTER CONTRO/DISPLAY UNIT [CCDU]

The CCDU is a multifunction microcomputer system that interfaces with the serial PCM
stream (with clocks) of an airborne PCM system and provides realtime decommutation,
processing and data display capabilities. It is an airborne unit that can be mounted in either
a 19" rack panel for ground station applications, its own portable carrying case with
handle, or in an ARINC standard 4.75 inch wide avionics control panel mount located in a
cockpit. A photograph of the CCDU is presented in Figure 3. The pluggable Program Load
Module (PLM] of the CCDU functions as the non-volatile transportable load media to
carry programs from the PCM ground station or data processing system to the aircraft. The
CCDU is also used as a PCM system tester in either the aircraft or in the laboratory as 



Figure 2.  Program and Data Flow Within and Between Test
Aircraft and Ground Facilities

Figure 3.  Computer Control Display Unit [CCDU]



well as an in-light data display unit. In summary, the CCDU provides the following basic
flight test system functions:

1. Ground computer to aircraft interfaces

2. Portable memory load unit for the PCM system

3. A portable PCM system test unit

4. A documentary data entry unit for each test flight

5. A preflight or pretakeoff go/no-go tester of system performance

The CCDU can be remotely located with only a data display panel in the cockpit or if it is
installed in the cockpit (or at the test engineers console or larger aircraft) it provides an
interactive man-machine interface to the flight test data acquisition/control systems.
Figure 4 is a simplified functional block diagram of the CCDU. Software to support the
CCDU and the airborne multiplexer (RMDU) system is divided into two major areas:

1. Software resident in the host computer (PCM ground station or data reduction
computer) which interfaces with the CCDU.

2. Standalone software which resides in PLMs located in the CCDU to permit it to
perform its various functions.

One host resident software package for the CCDU is a Fortran program identified as an
RMDU compiler. Its task is to interface with files in the host computer defining each time
slot of the data cycle map. The files consist of an ASCII string of characters divided into a
header and a data cycle map definition. The compiler identifies the header string which
specifies the aircraft type, serial number, flight number, test number date and
characteristics of the data cycle map (frame length, subframe [cycle] depth, word size,
sync pattern, etc.). The ASCII string of data cycle map time slot identifiers defines the
characteristics of each parameter (RMDU no., card no., chan no., gain, offset, etc.). The
compiler converts these ASCII strings into the binaries for loading into the RMDU
sampling map memories of the airborne system. The top level data cycle map is divided
into pages for loading into the up to eight different RMDU module memories Master
RMDU (SAT-M), Slave RMDU (S-PDP-M), I/O Module (1553B MBDI) which can be
included in a given system configuration. These pages are downloaded to the CCDU and
the CCDU in turn loads them into the PLM E2PROMs and performs a memory verify.



Figure 4.  CCDU Simplified Functional Block Diagram

The CCDU download and RMDU system test software package provides the following
functions:

1. Reads PLM memories and downloads sampling map contents to RCA1805 CPUs in
SAT-M, S-DDP-M and MBDI modules

2. Verifies RMDU system downloaded program accuracy

3. Calls up and displays any RMDU system memory address contents (up to 8 D/L
modules per system)

4. Permits (via password) modification of any RMDU system memory location with
automatic incrementation of the configuration control word value in master data
cycle map

5. Static display which acquires any six parameters from a data cycle map and displays
the data in sign-magnitude or binary raw format (updating the display 2 times/
second)

6. A dynamic display which accepts complete frames (or data cycles) up to 2048
words and presents raw data in scrolling format six parameters at a time

7. Outputs complete frames (or data cycles) through its RS-422 serial port to a printer
or CRT terminal



Because the CCDU can write directly to SAT-M memory, documentary data such as
aircraft serial number, flight number, pilot, date, etc. can be written into the data cycle map
as an overhead words(s) the same as frame synchronization patterns. This eliminates the
need for conventional thumbwheel switches, hardwire in parallel to a discrete multiplexer
card.
Standalone software resident in the CCDU is divided into the following categories:

1. Receipt and storage in PLMs of download programs for the test aircraft from the
host CPU in the ground station

2. Uploading of aircraft test program changes made by an operator in the test aircraft
(from the PLM)

3. Downloading and verification of PCM tape header and sampling map programs
from the CCDU (PLM) to the loadable modules in the airborne RMDU system

4. Configuration control/monitoring of the flight test program during on-board
modifications or changes

5. Preflight testing and hardcopy output of the flight test program

6. Checkout and execution of the realtime display/control programs

The bootstrap program in the CCDU and the download, modify and test programs are the
only permanent programs. Application programs for realtime control/display are entered
from PLMs generated in the PCM ground station.

PCM TAPE HEADERS

Another CCDU program developed in the ground station but used in the aircraft is the
PCM tape header program. This program is a special PCM data cycle map which is
compiled from the completed ground station realtime processing program produced for
each test flight of a given aircraft. The PCM tape header program is a simple main frame
only PCM map which always has the same sync pattern and contains the same information
in each word (or group of words in the frame). This data defines the data cycle map
characteristics of the flight test map, which sensor cal files are to be pulled from the data
base for realtime processing and which Scenarios are to be used to process the data. This
map is down loaded to the CCDU for loading into a PLM in the same manner as the flight
data cycle map.



If there is an RMDU in the PCM ground station for realtime processing of dynamic data
from an FM multiplex or in the sensor calibration laboratory, then PCM tape headers can
be generated in the ground station and the blank flight tape with its pre-recorded tape
header which is generated on the ground stations PCM tape recorder is carried to the
aircraft and installed in the airborne recorder.

The choice of selecting which location it is best for recording of the PCM header on the
flight tape is a function of many things many of which may be unique to a given test
facility. One solution is to generate the tape header in the ground station before the blank
tape is installed in the airborne tape recorder. Probably the safest place is to write the
header in the aircraft after the blank tape is installed on the airborne recorder. In this
manner the proper header (aircraft serial no., flight no and date) can be verified on the
CCDU in the aircraft before it is recorded on the flight tape. This procedure should
minimize the possibility of human error, however no system or procedure is totally
impervious to human errors.

REALTIME DISPLAY/CONTROL PROGRAMS

Realtime EU data displays and control output programs for in-flight execution by the
CCDU are generated in the PCM ground station. The software package to generate the
realtime application programs is identified as the EU conversion package and it resides in
the ground station.

The EU conversion package for the CCDU is composed of two software packages. The
first is a set of services within the CCDU which allows the users to write general purpose
algorithms in the ground station in the TI 9995 assembler language and have them execute
in the CCDU. The services allow for extraction of any of up to 2048 PCM words from the
serial PCM stream and presentation of results by using the CCDU displays. The second
package is a simple compiler (which is written in ANSI 77 Fortran for portability) which
allows the user to define data from the PCM stream, manipulate the data using the four
arithmetic operations (+, !, x, ÷) and present the results on the CCDUs display.

Both the TI 9995 assembler and the Teledyne compiler allow the user to enter his own EU
conversion polynomial coefficients or lookup tables, as well as derived parameter
algorithms. The resident CCDU EU software has the following services:

- Software Floating Point
24-bit fraction, 8-bit exponent

- Hardware Integer
16-bit two’s complement



- Raw Data Extraction
Mainframe word number and subframe word number and the bit length of the PCM
word (10-, 11- or 12-bit) must be input to this service

- Mask, Shift and Word Assembly operations to allow extraction of discretes and
assembly of multi-word parameters

- Data Display
The value and its format - fixed or floating must be provided

- Insert a derived parameter in the PCM Stream
If a Teledyne RMDU is used in the airborne system a derived parameter may be
inserted into the PCM stream. The user must define the SAT-M map location of the
derived parameter

Programs which are produced by the EU conversion software packages are transmitted
from the host CPU to the CCDU by an asynchronous RS-232-C communication link using
printable ASCII characters. The CCDU buffers the program and then loads it into the
E2PROM in its Program Load Module [PLM].

In addition to the normal flight test data system support functions, application programs
generated for the CCDU could provide the test pilot with unique EU data that must
normally be extracted from the Pilot’s Flight Manual or manually computed during flight.
Applications of the CCDU in this area include; pre-takeoff go/no-go testing of the data
acquisition system, display interactively the pilot’s takeoff check list, aircraft acceleration
(go/no-go indications) on takeoff, calculate V1 (line speed), V2 (rotation speed), V10 versus
gross weight/altitude/ OAT, calculate/display dynamic gross weight and/or center of
gravity (as a % of mean aerodynamic chord), display climb speed versus flap position,
display approach, flare and stall speeds (versus flap position, gross weight and altitude),
display surface flutter onset, calculate/display true thrust of engine, display system
operating times of flaps, landing gear, spoilers, trim tabs, calculate and display engine
acceleration/deceleration times and display roll/pitch/yaw response rates.

Other application programs for the CCDU include using the realtime computational
capability to generate derived parameters which can be downloaded to the RMDU and
outputted as analog and/or digital command signals for closed loop control functions.
These can include generation of the servo control signal for a flutter vane operation. The
realtime control program can monitor the amplitude of key accelerometers and reduce the
amplitude of the servo signal (or stop it) when the structural accelerations reach
predetermined levels. Other analog output functions could include the display of special
flight test parameters on analog instruments mounted in the cockpit (other than normal



flight instrumental). These instruments, driven by an analog output card in the RMDU can
present test data such as true angle of attack, sideslip angle, control surface position, etc.
Discrete outputs from the RMDU could be used to drive alarm lamps in the cockpit as a
function of analog limit exceedances of test parameters such as airspeed, flap position,
g-loads, vibration amplitudes etc.

Open or closed loop control programs use both the CCDU computer and the
microcomputer of the Down-loadable Standalone, Timing Module (D/L SAT-M) in the
master RMDU. The data sources for the control algorithms executed in the CCDU are any
of the analog or discrete inputs (or 1553B mux bus parameters) sampled by the PCM
system’s data cycle map during the test flight. Since the 1553B Mux Bus Data Interface
[MBDI] module can extract any word or message from the bus in realtime and buffer it for
sampling by the PCM map, it is possible to present comparisons in realtime of data from
any of the avionics systems (sensors) with data from separate flight test sensors.

Figure 5 is a simplified block diagram showing the CCDU/RMDU and the data flow paths
for both data acquisition and open/closed loop command functions in realtime. The power
on bootstrap program in the SAT-M computer inspects the E2PROM steering memory
contents and offloads the card select address of those channels representing control
channels (output cards) into RAM memory (up to 16-channels control can be processed at
one time). The hardware starts stepping through the MF/SF contents of the E2PROM PCM
map memory. Whenever a control channel address is next, the address generator reads
from the proper location in RAM instead of E2PROM. By storing command channel
addresses in RAM instead of E2PROM the control byte (LSB) of the address can be
dynamically notified by the CCDU.

The PCM stream is decommutated by the programmable decomm and buffer in the CCDU
and the PCM words selected for the realtime control program are passed from the two
2048x16 ping pong buffers in the decomm section to the CCDU computer for processing.
Command words computed by the realtime control program are downloaded via the
19.2 kbps serial download link to the SAT-M computer which loads them into the proper
RAM locations) representing the output channel locations in the data cycle map.

The command word represents the LSB 12-bits of the RMDU address (the first four bits
are the card select bits which are programmed in the data cycle map to represent the
RMDU card slot in which the output card is located in the chassis). The four bits after the
card select bits are for channel demultiplexing on the output card. The least significant
eight bits are the output command word value. Since two bytes are required for each
analog output command, up to 12-bit DACs may be used on the AOC for conversion to
analog outputs. In realtime operation, the SAT-M computer only has to accept command
words from the CCDU and route them into the proper RAM destinations. The address 



Figure 5.  Open/Closed Loop Control Data Flow



generator permits a sampling format memory location to be routed through a two word
shift register to the output PCM formatter as well as being decoded and applied to the
RMDU I/O bus. In this manner overhead words such as frame sync patterns and computed
parameters downloaded from the CCDU can be inserted in the PCM stream in the same
manner as analog or digital data sampled from input cards. Since there is no input data
from an output card when it is addressed in the format, the same channel/data value field
that is sent to the output card is automatically inserted in that time slot of the data cycle
map. In this manner all command channels executed by output cards in the RMDU to drive
on-board instruments or lamps are also sent to the ground station via the telemetry link.

Each command parameter downloaded to the RMDU can also be displayed in A-N format
on one line of the CCDU display surface concurrent with its execution as an output
command by the RMDU. Here however, the realtime A-N display is limited to the 6-line
capacity of the CCDU display panel (as opposed to the 16-channel realtime control
capacity of the SAT-M in the RMDU).

SENSOR CALIBRATIONS

Sensor calibrations fall into three categories; (1) sensors which must be calibrated in the
test aircraft (such as position sensors, pitot/static sensors, etc.), (2) sensors calibrated in
the calibration laboratory and (3) sensors which must be calibrated by the sensor
manufacturer with the cal data entered manually into the ground station data base. Each
sensor in the test facilities inventory must be identified by a Descriptor whose contents
include:

- Sensor Log Identifier [ID]
- Sensor Mnemonic
- Sensor Type
- Serial Number
- Manufacturer
- Range [EU]
- EU Measurement Units (i.e., psi, ft, lbs, degrees)
- Full scale voltage
- Calibration ID
- Calibration Number

In order to minimize calibration accuracy uncertainties and speed up the calibration
procedures, software for sensor calibrations has been designed so the calibrations can be
run end-to-end through the PCM system.



For sensor calibrations in the cal lab it is only necessary to have an RMDU system with a
DC bridge multiplexer card, a discrete multiplexer card and a presample filter card plus a
CRT terminal and keyboard connected to the ground station (the serial PCM data lines and
the download control line of the SAT-M in the RMDU are connected respectively to the
PCM decomm and the CCDU in the computer system). The sensor is connected with
temporary clip leads to the signal conditioner card in the RMDU to provide it with
excitation power and a signal load in the same manner it is connected in the test aircraft
(i.e. for non-filtered channels use a low level multiplexer input and filtered channels use a
presample filter input with appropriate GPA gains). A sensor calibration data entry panel
unit (see Figure 6) is connected to the discrete multiplexer in the RMDU. This panel
permits the operator to dial in on thumbwheel switches the physical data value (± XXXXX
x 10 to X) of each calibration point. The three sensor number switches define which
parameter (sensor) in the data cycle map is being calibrated. The data valid discrete is
depressed by the operator when a stable physical value of the calibration point is obtained.

Figure 6.  Sensor Calibration Data Entry Panel Unit

The data processing software downloads via the CCDU the flight sampling map to the
RMDU. With the proper thumbwheel settings, when stable data is achieved, the data
switch is depressed. The ground station reads the discrete words from the sensor
calibration data entry panel and determines which sensor is being calibrated. The limit
exceedance software monitors the data valid status and when it goes “high” the computer
takes 100 samples of the analog PCM word representing the sensor being calibrated. It
discards any wild points (the wild point window is user selectable) and averages the
remaining samples and downloads the average to the CRT terminal in the cal lab for



display along with the absolute data value and the error value. The average is displayed in
both counts and volts (mV).

When the operator has stepped through each of the physical calibration points he can ask
for any of three curves; (1) a plot of physical value vs volts (Figure 7), (2) a plot of
physical value vs counts (Figure 8) and. (3) as shown in Figure 9 a plot of actual vs ideal
physical quantities ()PQ). These plots can be reduced to hard copy along with a tabular
presentation of the data (Figure (10) providing four “A” size sheets representing each
sensor’s calibration. The error curves will assist the test engineer in deciding which degree
of polynomial to use for realtime data processing. When all data has been reviewed and
verified by the calibration engineer the data can be automatically entered into the ground
station data base.

Figure 7.  Acceleratometer Output vs Acceleration Input



Figure 8.  Accelerometer Input vs Counts Output

Figure 9.  Accelerometer Error vs Input



Figure 10.  Transducer Calibration Tabular Data

Since all test data systems have at least one discrete multiplexer connector where the
discrete signals are normally connected. The test unit can be located where the operator is
calibrating the sensor. The same procedures previously described are used for each
calibration point. However, since there is no CRT terminal at the test aircraft (unless it is
within reasonable cable distance from the ground station) either the ground station to test
aircraft radio voice link must be used or the test must be run with no realtime feedback to
the operator (assuming the telemetry link is the realtime link into the ground station). If
there is no telemetry link then the procedure is to record a few seconds on the PCM tape at
each valid calibration point and then process the “cal” tape later in the ground station.

In any case, the same procedures, hardware and software are used for calibrations of
sensors in the test aircraft as are used for sensor calibrations in the cal laboratory. Data is
automatically recorded on PCM tape for a backup until the data is determined to be
acceptable and via operator request is automatically entered into the data base. By running
the RMDU recorder at low data rates (approx. 1 7/8 ips) a one hour sensor calibration run
even if recorded continuously (instead of in snapshots as earlier described) could be played
back through the ground station in less than 2 minutes (at 60 ips or 32 times record speed)
so as not to tie up the decomm long for sensor calibrations.

AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF DATA CYCLE MAPS

With software control of most features of the flight test program there are still some areas
that are best left to manual implementation. One of these, and certainly one to be
considered controversial is design of the flight test data cycle map itself. Automatic data
cycle map designs can be done by the computer but the physical restrictions become
significant, especially when the data processing software is flexible and can handle any
size of data cycle map within IRIG limits.



It is easy enough for the computer to count the number of channels at each defined
sampling rate so as to determine how many subframe columns to generate when the
highest sampling rate is picked as the mainframe rate and all other parameters are
subcommutated (the first restriction). If there is a 4:1 to 10:1 or higher ratio between the
second highest sampling rate and the highest sampling rate then the decisions become
more complex and it is usually better to use supercommutation. However if the number of
channels at the highest rate is a large number (typically more than 5% to 10% of the
number of channels at the next highest sampling rate) then the main frame becomes long
and complex. Here again to keep the auto-format program reasonable in size and
complexity another limitation must be invoked as supercommutation can produce lower
total word rates but usually at the expense of fewer spare time slots (channels).

As depicted in Figure 11 a simple data cycle map using supercommutation and Figure 12
the same map without supercommutation each solution has its own advantages and
disadvantages. The supercommutated map has the lowest PCM word rate (25% lower than
without supercommutation) but it only has two spare mainframe slots for system growth.
The map without supercommutation has 31 spare time slots for system growth (44% more
channel capacity for only 25% more PCM bandwith). This simple example is complicated
enough when the highest to next highest sampling rate ratio is only two to one. If it is three
to one or higher the problem is more complicated for at 3:1 another 12 words must be
added to the frame length (seven words for the supercomm interval plus the 5 supercomm
channels). Under these conditions (3:1 ratios) supercommutation would generate a PCM
word rate of 36 kwps with no more spare time slots while the non-supercommutated map
could be shortened to a 13 word frame but made 96 frames deep to provide the 125 sps
and 62.5 sps rates. This would produce 39 kwps, a slightly higher word rate (approx. 8%)
but it would increase the spare channel capacity to 225% (158-chan). If the highest to next
highest sampling rate ratios were 4:1 (4000 sps vs 1000 sps) the frame length could be
shortened to 12 words (48 kwps) for non-supercommutation while still achieving the same
word rate as the map with 4X supercommutation of the 5-chan at 4000 sps/chan.

The main point to be made is that reasonable tests for automatic use of supercommutation
can be made but there are many restrictions and the best tradeoff of spare channel capacity
vs PCM word rate cannot be automated. Suffice it to say that several years ago three smart
programmers spent about 18 man months developing an automatic data cycle map design
software program for NASA-DFRC under a 6 man month fixed price contract. When it
was completed there were so many restrictions that NASA has not used the program for
the design of data cycle maps for day to day flight tests. The format generation software
has been restricted to automatic generation of sample map codes from data cycle maps
designed by the test engineer and entered into the computer manually.



Figure 11.  70-Chan Data Cycle Map with 5-Chan of Supercommutation

Figure 12.  70-Chan Data Cycle Map Without Supercommutation

CONFIGURATION CONTROL

With more hardware under software control and with realtime processing in the test
aircraft, software configuration control becomes a critical item. In order to reduce test
costs by not having to go back to the PCM ground station to make a minor change in a
data cycle map between flights (such a changing the GPA gain on one or two analog
channels) it is necessary to permit the operator to inspect and modify sampling map
memory contents from the CCDU in the aricraft.



A password precludes the possibility of anyone but authorized personnel to make these
changes, but there still is always the possibility that the flight test engineer may make a
change in the aircraft and for some reason not carry that change back to the ground station
(via a PLM or manually). To raise a configuration control flag at the ground station, the
CCDU modify software has been designed so that a software configuration control word
must be located in the last time slot of a data cycle map before a modification can be made
to any memory location in any downloadable module. This time slot is an overhead word
and when sampled by normal data cycle map execution the memory contents go directly
via the dual shift registers to the PCM formatter in the same manner as frame sync codes
and other documentary data words.

Before any memory location is modified by an operator download change from the CCDU
keyboard, the software reads the memory contents of the configuration (last) timeslot,
ensures that it is a configuration word (no card slot address) and increments the stored
number represented by that memory address by one, and downloads the revised
configuration control number at the same time any other memory locations are changed.

The data reduction software which automatically generated the airborne data cycle map
from the data reduction image of the map, also generated the original configuration control
number for that program. When the realtime data reduction process starts, the software
inspects the configuration control number in the airborne data cycle map and compares it
with the number originally generated for that flight. If the numbers are not the same, an
alarm is generated and displayed on all of the ground station CRT terminals and logged on
the printer.

This configuration control technique cannot prevent problems of this nature but when the
test is made as part of the airborne system end-to-end preflight test (via the telemetry link
to the ground station) the problem will be detected and with only a few people having
access to the CCDU password it should be possible to quickly close the loop and correct
the problem.
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ABSTRACT

The Physical Science Laboratory has developed a process for digitizing analog data using
state-of-the-art equipment and software techniques. The problems encountered have been
resolved using off-the-shelf computer equipment, a PSL interface unit, and systems
application software to meet the specific needs of high-speed, analog data collection
through digitization. The authors relate the problems encountered in collecting the raw
data, processing it through the analog-to-digital converter and host computer, and
recording the data on digital medium. The reader is taken through the design of a system to
digitize analog data and log it on a high-speed computer disk system. The design is backed
by actual test results showing the capabilities and limitations of the system. The paper
illustrates the techniques used to collect the analog data through the system and the means
used in the recovery process of the data in the post-collection period.

INTRODUCTION

If high-speed analog data is to be successfully digitized, time must be carefully accounted
for in the data storage and retrieval process. System components must be chosen carefully
to ensure their functional ability and to achieve an effective cost for the data collection
system. To effect these benefits, a means must be found to include the definition of time
with the data when it is stored. This may be accomplished by incorporating time into the
data frame while the data is being collected. This requires the introduction of the real time
at event and storage of the time element within the data records. Time is stored in the same
format as the data but is still distinguishable within the data structure. This “locking
together” of time and data reduces the efforts in storage, retrieval, and reduction of data.



This method of incorporating time into the data frame allows the data to be retrieved at a
later date with standard computer equipment that the operator uses to retrieve the data.
Time correlation is present and available to any system capable of reading the data and
producing results for analysis.

THE SYSTEM DIGITIZATION SOLUTION

An effective means exists to digitize high-speed analog signals derived from frequency
modulated data and store it on a computer disk system. The method uses many readily
available, off-the-shelf system components. The solution includes a system interface unit
that coordinates the subsystem components into an integrated digitization data collection
package.

The system includes

• a time code generator/translator that produces a digital time output from serial IRIG
time input,

• an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter that digitizes the raw data (an FMDF module),
• the host computer with DMA interface components to execute the applications and

setup software,
• a digital disk system for storage of the data, and
• an FM digitization formatter (which includes the A/D) that interfaces the subsystem

components.

The FM Digitization Formatter (FMDF) provides for protocol translation of the
input/output signals from all subsystem devices into a common language for system
operation. The system is managed by the software programs that coordinate the
components during setup and operation.

The time code generator/translator provides a digital time source for the system, but
requires no special input or output buffers to interface, store, or format the time words. All
that is required is a parallel time output port with resolution to the degree required for
system timing accuracy. Timing accuracy (such as milliseconds) may be derived from
IRIG “B” and is satisfactory for many systems. Where more precise time correlation is
required, IRIG “A” can provide time increments of 100 microseconds. However, if
extreme time correlation is required, the FMDF is equipped with a micro-time encoder that
will provide time in microseconds from either IRIG “A” or “B” time code. Time
formatting and buffering is accomplished in the FMDF, where time protocol is formatted to
correspond with the DMA computer interface requirements. Only IRIG serial time input
and digital parallel time output are required for the time system.



The FMDF analog-to-digital converter is a multi-channel unit that operates over a broad
range of digitization rates. The standard configuration includes a single sample-and-hold
unit for multiple input channels. The analog channels are routed through the analog
multiplexers, the sample-and-hold unit, and the analog-to-digital converter. This
configuration provides for a time domain correlation of the data samples. When
simultaneous sample times are required, multiple sample-and-hold units are included to
support simultaneous data sampling periods for multiple channels.

To achieve data quality, the A/D operates at higher rates than the data frequency being
sampled. The rate must be at least two times the data frequency, as specified by the
sampling theorem, and is often a multiple of up to five times or more the base data
frequency to prevent signal aliasing. For example, a 50 KHz signal might be sampled at a
multiple of five times its base frequency, which would require the digitizer to operate at a
frequency of 250 KHz on that single channel. The conversion time is the inverse of the 250
KHz digitization rate--a period of four microseconds. During the conversion process, the
A/D must accomplish many tasks, including

• receipt of the conversion request signal, which starts the digitization process of the
A/D converter by switching its analog multiplexers to the designated channel,

• acquisition of the input signal by the sample-and-hold unit,
• digitization of the analog data by the A/D converter,
• buffering of the output conversion word, and
• issuance of the “conversion complete” flag to the system

The A/D converter has an interface that provides conversion-start and end-of-conversion
signals, channel designation, and parallel or serial data output lines.

The FMDF performs many tasks that allow the system components to interface properly.
Among these tasks are the buffering and translation of time from the time code
generator/translator. The time value is input-buffered, stabilized, and translated, and micro-
time is generated as required for coordination into the data stream for output to the
computer DMA interface. The FMDF hosts the analog-to-digital converter, specifying its
mode of operation, the digitization rate, and the channels to be digitized, and providing
buffering for the A/D output data values. Data from the A/D is stored in FIFO memory to
achieve steady and continuous buffering in a form that will not impede the conversion time
base. The FMDF further controls the number of words per frame for the insertion of
digitized data and time words in their proper sequence. The coordination of the data and
time words into a cognizant stream is performed under specification of the computer
operator through the host computer and its DMA setup interface. This is performed under
control of setup files for increased speed and ease of operation. The setup functions may 



be accomplished through the front panel of the FMDF by the system operator, also.
Additional system devices may receive time and setup inputs through the FMDF.

The host computer communicates with the system through its DMA interface, which it
uses to communicate with the system under handshake control. A transfer request signal is
sent and acknowledged each time a data word is transferred. The handshake sequence is
repeated for each data word in the frame. Data is formatted, transferred, and received as
16-bit words. The host computer DMA interface provides for setup functions that facilitate
the operator in automating the pre-mission equipment settings. This portion of the DMA
interface outputs digital information in a 16-bit format to the devices connected to its
output bus. The information is composed in word format with the address of the device
being set up composing one byte and the setup information for the device composing the
other. Communications between the DMA interface and the FMDF follow these
parameters.

Software programs provide for the orderly setup of the data collection equipment, which
saves time and effort in preparing the equipment for operation in standard formats that are
repeated on a regular basis. The setup program routes data through the system by
specifying channel, digitization rate, and frame size to the FMDF. This is accomplished
through a database file that is maintained for this purpose. Output from the file is sent to
the computer DMA interface for distribution to the FMDF.

The software driver maintains the efficient operation of the digitization process by
controlling the computer and its DMA interface. FMDF parameters are responsive to the
computer DMA interface. This includes the rate of digitization, frame size, and channel
selection or scan. Parameters are selected to obtain the highest data throughput for the
individual test circumstances. Frames are organized into efficiently sized blocks within the
computer memory to enhance the speed of data transfer to the disk drive.

The Telemetry Operating System (TMOS) provides the necessary operational features to
interface the hardware functions with the computer and the human operator interface. The
software in divided into two main programs: the setup program and the processing
program. The first program operates to set up the telemetry system and performs the
function quickly and accurately with a few key strokes. The setup program needs only to
be entered once for each subsystem in the telemetry station. Changes need to be made only
when and if the hardware configuration is changed. The second program will operate the
telemetry station during data collection and translation. The program will automate the
data collection to facilitate the display of data on the CRT screen or printer. Data may be
logged to disk drive or digital tape. Plotting may be conducted on Tektronix displays and
plotters. Processing parameters include telemetry stream definitions for words per frame
and frames per buffer. Times for data collection are specified to TMOS for automation of



the data collection period. The data will be logged during the duration specified and
controlled relative to the parameters entered.

Both of the programs maintain databases to archive the data entered for each subsystem.
These are available to the system operator for prompt and accurate setup and operation of
the telemetry system.

Software Environment

Although the design and implementation of the software portion of the high-speed
digitization package is largely independent of the hardware environment, no system runs in
a vacuum. I/O driver interfaces, operating system scheduling and memory allocation
procedures, inter-task communication capabilities, peripheral device storage, and speed
capabilities all must be accounted for in any real consideration of this system’s abilities
and limitations.

The current system has been implemented and tested in PDP-11/RSX-11M and
VAX/VMS environments. The majority of the code is FORTRAN 77. A few Macro
subroutines are used to make certain esoteric system features accessible. There are no
inherent design features, however, that would prevent this system being transferred to
another manufacturer’s mini- or mainframe computer. Conversion to another high-level
language is also possible; in fact, PSL plans to convert the current package to Ada as soon
as an efficient, certified compiler becomes available for the VAX.

There are two environmental features that are important but are not always available. The
operating system should be realtime; it should respond immediately and directly to
specified hardware interrupts. RSX-11M and VMS both meet this criterion. Also, the
controller that interfaces the FM digitizer to the computer should operate in a cyclic mode.
This means that the controller will continue to deliver fresh data to the specified memory
buffer once the transfer has been initiated by software. No further software instructions are
required until it is desired to terminate data aquisition. This feature greatly reduces the
CPU load and ensures uninterrupted data transfers.

A previously published ITC article (“The Man-Machine Interface in Computerized
Telemetry Systems,” ITC Proceedings, Volume XVIII, pages 527-531) describes the basic
software package that was used for this project. Setup of the FM digitizer and high-speed
logging to large capacity disk packs are features that have been added since that article
was written. Readers interested in the details of the operation and the design concepts of
this package may read the 1982 article. For the purpose of this paper, a short summary will
suffice.



The software package, called the Telemetry Operating System (TMOS), is a menu-driven,
disk-resident, database system. The user is led through formatted menu pages and is
prompted for setup and processing information; the input is limit checked. The user’s input
is stored in a large data file. This file, which may be copied, modified, renamed, deleted,
printed, or added to, contains information in the setup file for each device in the telemetry
station hardware configuration. Multiple configurations may be defined and stored for later
use. Once defined, setup configurations can be brought into play at any time by only a
couple of key strokes. Data aquisition and processing are performed in exactly the same
manner as device setup. The only difference is that the user defines data processing
operations to be performed rather than devices to be set up.

TMOS is a file- and table-driven group of software routines. For the most part, the
addition of a new telemetry device requires only the creation of new table files for that
device. These tables are then used to display the menu pages and to decode the
information placed in them. In the case of the PSL FM digitizer, it took only two hours to
include the setup capability for that device to the list of those devices already supported by
TMOS. All of the possible functions of the FM digitizer may be controlled remotely by the
computer.

Format Considerations

Several factors contributed to the selection of the formatting used for the FM data. Since
the FM group would generally be only a part of a telemetry station that could also include
PAM, PDM, and PCM, it was desirable to use a flexible format and one that could be used
with all data types. This approach greatly reduced the complexity and number of sub-
programs that would be required to handle all of the data types. Data transfer, file storage,
and updating and parameter processing could all be handled the same way for all data
types.

In accordance with this approach, the FMDF was built to break the continuous FM stream
into user-specified pieces, each of which was tagged with three words of time and one
word of status. These pieces could then be thought of and treated much the same as a
PCM frame. In this paper these are referred to as “pseudo frames.” In the sweep mode,
one to thirty-two channels can be digitized. At the end of each sweep, time and status are
inserted into the stream and these pieces are treated as frames. Digitization, incidentally, is
never interrupted during time and status merge. The samples are merely stored in a FIFO
during this period. In the single-channel mode, the digitizer brings in n samples (n being
selected by the user) of the data and then merges time and data. In this case, because each
sample is not uniquely time-tagged, time interpolation may be performed later on the data.
Also, the time of any given sample can be computed easily by using the starting time of the
pseudo frame and the known, highly accurate, sampling interval of the FMDF clock.



Software then allows these user-defined FM frames to be combined into user-defined
blocks or records up to 16K words in size. In this way, it is possible to produce tape or
disk data files that closely match those required by already existing software at many data
reduction sites.

Speed Considerations

While allowing for a very flexible data format, it is nevertheless desirable to have the
format amenable to high-speed data transfers. Although data acquisition and logging speed
are largely a function of the hardware’s capabilities, software does play an important part
in maximizing that potential. In disk transfers, the maximum rate, as specified by the
manufacturer, will be reduced by

• write head seek operations;
• a controller which may be used to control disks other than the data disk;
• end-of-record interrupt processing;
• any required applications program processing between records;
• the file control services used with virtual I/O; and
• any external demands made upon the processor in a multiprogramming environment.

The TMOS software minimizes all but one of these problems in its data aquisition scheme.

The decision was made to accept the overhead cost of using file services to do virtual I/O
rather than doing logical or physical I/O. By doing this, a small cost in CPU overhead is
traded for a great deal of convenience in the handling of the data files. The write
algorithms are simpler since the track and sector write computations are done by the file
service routines. The resulting files can be accessed by all of the computer manufacturer’s
utilities. This makes any subsequent copy, read, or edit operations much simpler. In
addition, housekeeping operations on the disk can be maintained by the operating system.

Disk head seek operations are reduced by forcing the allocation of contiguous disk space
before any logging is begun. The user may also help by making transfer record sizes
divisible by the disk sector sizes.

End-of-block interrupt processing can obviously be reduced by decreasing the number of
end-of-block interrupts. This is accomplished by tailoring the input of the data stream so
that it uses the most of the 16K word transfer buffers that are available. In the FM setup,
for example, the user may choose a 512-word pseudo frame size, then specify 32 frames
per buffer to achieve the best transfer rate. NOTE:  This is only important if one wishes to
use the maximum capacity of a very fast system.



While high-speed data logging is in progress, it is essential to keep the functions of the
applications code write loop to a minimum. Any computations or initializations that can be
done outside the write loop should be moved there. In the TMOS disk write loop, only five
simple functions are performed:

• Initiate a virtual block transfer.
• Monitor transfer status.
• Increment the virtual block counter.
• Check the counter for end of transfer.
• Swap data source addresses (all input data is double-buffered).

Monitoring of the starting time for a logging operation is done before the write loop. The
termination time is not monitored. The difference between start and stop time is used,
along with the data rate, to compute the number of records that must be transferred for the
user-specified time interval. Checking a counter is much quicker than doing time decodes
and comparisons during data aquisition.

Lastly, by running at realtime priorities and by elevating the hardware priority of the data
disk controller and the FMDF interface controller, there is little problem with running in a
multiprogramming environment. Realtime tasks are always run to completion or to an I/O
wait condition before any other tasks are allocated CPU time. Realtime priorities,
however, are a feature of VMS that are not supported by all operating systems. But some
priority system is usually present and adequate.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Having considered the operational pros and cons of the software design, it may be
worthwhile to go back and take a “working” look at the system. The FMDF is typically
configured by the software using information contained in a stored disk database. The user
interfaces with the software by filling pre-defined menu fields. After configuring the
digitizer with the TMOS setup software, the user will activate the processing software (to
define what will happen to the FM data) and specify (depending on the scope of the work)
some or all of the following:

• The formatting of the data as it is brought into memory.
• The processing of any desired parameters (EU conversion, normalization,

compression).
• The formatting and distribution of data to be logged from memory to disk or tape.
• The definition of final output products, which may include printed listings, CRT

displays, graphs, and outputs to a D/A converter.



The above procedures are applicable to all data sources: PCM, PAM, FM, and PDM. Two
additional features have been added to make high-speed FM digitization more useful.

Because it was decided to use a pseudo PCM format for high-speed FM logging, there are
far more samples in a frame than there are time tags. This helps increase the potential
logging speed, since time-tagging every sample can almost double the data rate; but
usually the final output products must be time-tagged. Therefore, a process was added to
TMOS to produce time-tagged files completely from the pseudo PCM format in the post-
realtime mode.

Because the digitization rate of the FM system is spread across all the channels selected
for any pass, the maximum digitization rate per channel is achieved by digitizing only one
channel per pass. This presents difficulties in situations where more than one channel is
required by the algorithms that produce the final processed output data. In response, a
facility was added to TMOS whereby files created on several digitization passes could be
time correlated and combined into single data files covering the time interval of user
interest. By implementing a sample density algorithm with the time correlation procedure,
a correlation accuracy of ten microseconds was achieved using only IRIG-A as a time
source.

CONCLUSION

Analog data may be effectively digitized while retaining the time element of the data
within the data structure. The method has been tried and has been proven to meet the
design criteria imposed in different test environments and under differing circumstances.
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ABSTRACT

The NASA/Grumman X-29 forward swept wing research aircraft was designed and built
at the Grumman Aerospace Corporation facility at Bethpage, New York. Flight testing of
the aircraft will be conducted at Edwards Air Force Base with Grumman and NASA pilots.
This paper explores the methods used to allow real-time flight testing with Flight Test
Analysts and Design Engineers in New York and the test aircraft in California.

INTRODUCTION

Beginning in 1970, with installation of the Automated Telemetry System (ATS), and
evolving over the following several years, flight testing at Grumman has become a highly
interactive process. Aircraft and pilot safety have always been the top priority, but with the
capabilities provided by Real-Time computer processing, additional elements are available
in the decision-making process.

During aircraft test flights (especially envelope expansion flights) enough analysis of test
results are performed, in real time, to provide information about critical aircraft
characteristics. By gathering this information (i.e., answers in real time) from his
associates, the test conductor can make on-the-spot decisions as to the proper course of
action. He can proceed to the next planned test point, advance part way to the next test
point or go to an alternate set of test points. This testing philosophy has become the
accepted mode of operation at Grumman and has resulted in a very successful series of test
programs over the last several years.

With one-of-a-kind experimental aircraft one wants to be particularly concerned with
safety because loss of this aircraft would have drastic effects on the research program and
on the Grumman Corporation plans for future developments.



ATS REAL-TIME ANSWERS

Flight testing is further defined as disciplines of:  stability, propulsion, systems, etc. all of
which describe and are influenced by the characteristics of the aircraft design.

Telemetry data from the test aircraft is received by tracking antennas and sent to the ATS
by way of microwave links. Data flow (Figure 1) is through the RF section for monitoring
and distribution to tape recorders and to front-end hardware. The Pre-processor controls
PCM decommutation, provides DAC outputs, buffers data by rate, and sends computer
compatible data words to the central computer.

The central computer does various types of analyses, generates plot files and sends plot
outputs to the display system. Cross plots, time variable plots, table listings, and plots
showing the results of analysis are presented to the test analysts on CRT consoles
(Figure 2). Each facet of a discipline or combined disciplines can select plots that provide
the best answers as to what is happening with the test aircraft. Emphasis is on providing
answers (instead of data points) in real time and then giving the analysts the ability to call
supporting plots or do further analysis on other parameters from the test maneuver time
slice.

Analysis of structural damping, response mode identification, mode coupling and others
are all available to the analyst on command. Most of these analyses are done in real time
or “delayed” real time (within seconds of the event) and are part of the interactive
capability of the Grumman ATS.

X-29 REQUIREMENTS

The X-29 is an experimental aircraft with several innovations which complicate testing
because the effects of each cannot be isolated and dealt with on an individual basis. Some
of the more important interrelated innovations are:

• Forward swept wing - requires constant monitoring and analysis of the wing
structure. It is a carbon filament composite structure with greater strength at
predicted stress areas.

• Close coupled canards - requires monitoring of the canard structure and the forces
acting on them.

• Unstable aerodynamic configuration - requires constant calculations of CG location,
control surface motion and aircraft response to pilot inputs. Incremental data points
are collected to facilitate generating plots of aircraft flying qualities, etc.



• Fly-by-wire - the utilization of redundant computers to link the pilot’s controls to the
aircraft control surfaces. Requires monitoring of system functions as well as system
health.

It is obvious that with all of the new systems operating on this aircraft, real-time analysis
of aircraft performance and health is a definite requirement. With flight testing scheduled
to take place at EAFB, the problem confronted was how to have real-time answers
available to aircraft designers and test analysts in time to make critical decisions about the
flight.

DATA LINK DESCRIPTION

X-29 aircraft telemetry data consists of PCM at 500 kb/sec. Pilot’s ICS (hot mike) and
some FM channels. This data stream is received at the EAFB tracking antenna and passed
to the ground station. At the ground station data is demodulated and decommutated to
provide “quick look” (i.e., quality of maneuver) type of data records, the hot mike channel
is made available locally and the PCM portion of the stream is passed to an Earth Station
(ES) modem.

This modem modulates a transmitter in an ES beamed at a geosynchronous satellite (F-5)
positioned at 143 deg longitude. A transponder channel receives this beam and retransmits
it on an antenna that covers most of the U.S. An earth station system (with a 5 meter dish
antenna) at Calverton, New York (CT) receives this signal and through a modem,
regenerates the aircraft PCM signal.

This signal is fed to the ATS on one of the signal lines used for local telemetry flight tests.
The signal easily meets all quality requirements including signal-to-noise ratio, rise time
and bit error rate (better than 1 in 10exp7). No alterations of the normal ATS configuration
are required.

An interactive terminal with hard copy capability is at EAFB and is connected via a dial-up
line to the Calverton computers before, during, and after flight tests. This facility provides
the field personnel with immediate access to plot files and computer configurations as well
as the ability to produce hardcopy of important results within seconds.

Typically, expected results and the outputs of simulations are transferred to the field site
during the pre-test period. Summaries and trend plots are copied to the field site during the
post test period. Any limit conditions or marginal points are flagged and would become the
topic of discussions between analysts at EAFB and CTO.



VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

Communications normally consist of local intercom, hot mike, and UHF radio mixed onto
dual earphone headsets. A single headset microphone is utilized for local communications
and radio transmissions (from certain locations). Local intercom traffic consists of limited
conversation between the Test Conductor and Flight Test Analysts (generally
question/answer type comments). Hot mike is a continuously open channel that brings all
pilot comments to the ground. It is used so that in emergency conditions the pilot would
not have to key a transmitter to let the ground-based people know what was going on.
UHF radio is used for all normal air/ground communications, typically test instructions and
synopsis of results are transmitted to the pilot.

For X-29, hot mike is shipped from EAFB to CTO over a dial-up telephone line. It is then
introduced into the ATS sound system and is on each headset. The EAFB ground
personnel are connected as extensions of the ATS Intercom System (ICS) by two dial-up
telephone lines electrically connected to the ATS ICS. One line connects to the input side
and effectively handles EAFB to CTO communications, the other line is connected to the
output side and handles CTO to EAFB communications. No direct UHF radio receive or
transmit capability is available at Calverton, but the UHF radio aircraft-to-ground
communications are transferred on the EAFB CTO link.

MODES OF OPERATION

There are three phases in a normal flight test operation: pre-flight, flight and post-flight.

During the pre-flight phase, all communication paths are established, the data signal
transmission path is verified, computer files are loaded and verified for all planned and
alternate maneuvers and ramp calibrations are performed.

For X-29 testing, during this phase telephone connections are made and checked for noise
levels and distortion. A PCM data signal is transmitted over the satellite link, the signal is
preferably from the test aircraft but can also be from a simulator in an instrumentation
rack. The ATS computer configuration and files are checked by analysts via menu displays
and simulations. Ramp calibrations and control sweeps add confidence in the system
integrity and are normally performed immediately prior to engine start.

The Flight Test phase begins with the test pilot manning the aircraft. The major portion of
this phase is the actual test flight. A schedule of desired test points and objectives for the
flight have been previously discussed by the flight test analysts, pilots and test
coordinators. Alternate test points are planned for circumstances which prevent completion
of all primary test points.



As the pilot performs the first test point, data is transmitted to the telemetry receiver
system where it is simultaneously sent to the EAFB Quick Look facility and to the ATS at
Calverton, New York. Analysts at EAFB and at ATS first verify that the intended test
conditions were actually performed. Within seconds the results of computer processing is
available to the Calverton analysts. Based on these results, on developing trends, and on
safety assessments, decisions are made and coordinated with the EAFB analysts. The pilot
will be asked to go to the next primary test point, to a planned alternate test point or to a
new test point possibly part way between the last and the next planned test point. Test
control is performed by the Test Conductor at Calverton where real-time answers are
available for study. Radio communication with test aircraft is done from the EAFB site in
coordination with directions from Calverton.

Post-flight activity consists of more detailed analysis of telemetered data and overnight
shipment of the EAFB Ground Station magnetic tape to Calverton. All telemetered data
parameters (which includes PCM plus many supporting parameters on FM multiplexes) are
recorded on the Ground Station tape. The additional parameters include certain aircraft
system data and high frequency FM channels. Typically, analyses consist of refinements in
the accuracy of results, trend tracking and prediction as well as more details than were
necessary during the flight. Occasionally, in the case of unexpected results, intermediate
parameters might be further processed to get a clearer picture of the situation.

Post-flight analyses are done early the morning following a flight and because of the time
differential the results are generally ready before the aircraft is ready to fly again. The
Ground Station tape cannot be sent to Calverton via the satellite link because the ES
modem bandwidth is 500 kb/sec ± 0.01%. Most instrumentation quality tape transports
have tape speed errors several times this number.

SYSTEM TESTS

Several months before the X-29 was scheduled to fly, Grumman leased two earth stations
(at EAFB and at Calverton) and one transponder channel on satellite F-5. Tests were
conducted with simulated PCM data signals and with voice communications.

A short series of flight tests with an F-14 aircraft had previously been scheduled to take
place at EAFB. These flights were performed as planned and they also served as a dress
rehearsal of the X-29 flight test data links. The F-14 PCM rate is 307.2 kb/sec and
contains information types similar to the X-29. A converter was built to increase the PCM
rate from 307.2 kb/sec to 500 kb/sec and was installed between the EAFB ground station
and the satellite earth station. On the receiving end a similar converter decreased the bit
rate from 500 kb/sec to 307.2 kb/sec. This unit was installed at the output of the Calverton 



earth station and produced a PCM signal that entered the ATS as though it were from a
local flight.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The series of F-14 test flights was performed utilizing this system with good results and
with some experience gained in the coordination of tests. No problems were encountered
with any of the data transmission links, actually the PCM data signal at Calverton had a
better signal-to-noise-ratio than from local flights (due to the narrow bandwidth modems).
The PCM bit error rate was calculated to be better than one in 10exp7.

Dial-up telephone communication channels are a little precarious, especially if they go
through a switchboard. Future consideration will be given to implementing satellite channel
voice communications to eliminate the telephone quality problems.

Coordination of flight test control was worked out with pre-flight planning and cooperation
of all parties. Although no emergency conditions developed during the F-14 flight test
series it was felt that any situation could be handled with the procedures developed.

Data answers available in real time provided a necessary insight into the developing
situation. Use of this information during test flights is felt to be necessary in any flight test
program. Post test transmittal of plots and answers to EAFB (via the interactive terminal)
provided insight for the EAFB crew and kept them current on the test status.

It is felt that the X-29 flight test program can be successfully conducted utilizing this
system. The only changes necessary (from the F-14 series) are removal of the PCM rate
converters, reprogramming the ATS to accept the X-29 PCM rate and loading of the X-29
files.
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GRUMMAN’S AUTOMATED TEST SYSTEMS

C. Schiano,
Grumman Data Systems

Calverton, NY

INTRODUCTION

Since the late 60’s, the Grumman Automated Test System (ATS) has supported test data
processing on almost all of Grumman’s test programs. Derivatives have been adapted to
other DoD programs and installed at Air Force and Navy test installations. This technical
paper will briefly describe the original system (1969-1983), the present configuration
(1983-1986) and the future configuration (1986-1990’s) of the ATS. The ATS at
Grumman, is one of the industry’s longest lasting operational system for real-time aircraft
testing, and will continue to be operational through the 1990’s.

The ATS consists of a complement of hardware and software subsystems, which when
combined with a central processor, form the integrated system capability required to
perform real-time/on-line test analysis. The prime objective of the ATS is to provide real-
time answers to test questions through interactive data processing of telemetered, range
acquired, and data base generated test data. Utilizing extensive computer control and
sophisticated interfaces between subsystems, the system provides data services in real-
time, which, in the past, were not available until sometime after a test. The proven
hardware and software characteristics of this facility promotes the successful and timely
completion of the test program by:

a. display of engineering computations in a readily understandable form
b. on-line modification of test plans
c. optimizing batch processing

The ATS consists of the following:

a. A computer for system control, real-time analysis and other functions.

b. A preprocessor for in-flight formatting, processing, limit checking, and conversion
to engineering units of FM and PCM formats.



c. An extensive CRT display subsystem for real-time monitoring, man-machine
interface to hardware and software and devices.

d. Telemetry ground station equipment which provides for recording, demodulation,
signal conditioning, conversion, and formatting of telemetry data.

e. Special purpose software system including statistical analysis, interactive telemetry
input, control and data analysis language and complete hardware diagnostics.

ATS PAST (1970-1983)

Hardware Configuration

The ATS integrates a telemetry formatting subsystem, a telemetry preprocessor subsystem,
a central computer subsystem, and a display subsystem into a real-time test analysis
capability. From the Data Analysis Station (DAS) a Test Engineer can direct the system to
acquire, condition, format and display the particular data parameters for real-time analysis.
(Figure 1.0)

Telemetry Formatting Subsystem (TFS)

The TFS is modular and expandable telemetry data acquisition equipment that operates as
a special purpose peripheral to the preprocessor system. Its purpose is to acquire and
record the raw data from the telemetry receivers. The data is reformatted and synchronized
before it is passed on to the preprocessor. Both analog and digital inputs are
accommodated. The basic TFS was designed to accept telemetry data streams composed
of PCM, FM and range time code signals. This subsystem, operating in conjunction with
the preprocessor subsystem, performed all of the data handling functions necessary to
permit real-time analysis and display of telemetry data.

Telemetry Preprocessor Subsystem (TMP)

The TMP provided the capability to process and display data from the TFS. The
demodulated analog and digital data can be displayed for quick-look analysis on analog
chart recorders. A multiplexer/A-D converter quantitizes the analog data which along with
the PCM data, will be input to the preprocessor for formatting, engineering units
conversion, limit checking, data buffering and magnetic tape recording; simultaneously,
and the transfer of selected data to the Central Processing Subsystem. Special peripheral
devices perform the data handling tasks. They are:



a. Set-up and control functions and is a time input port.
b. Accepts, synchronized, and decommutates the PCM data input.
c. Stores programs, limit values, data sensitivity values and processing codes.
d. Performs required engineering units conversion, limit checking and assigns addresses.
e. Data transfer and interchange system.
f. Routes data destined for central computer transfer, 100% tape, or D/A output.

Display Subsystem

The display subsystem is the analyst’s communications link with the system. It contains a
Data Analysis Station (DAS), an equipment status monitor section, and a hardcopy device.
The analyst makes requests of the central computer to initiate a maneuver, set up
parameters, or display data on the display console, brush records or hardcopy. The
subsystem will consist of the following elements:

a. Data Analysis Station (DAS) - consists of an integrated unit containing:

1.  physical CRT size of 16 x 16 5.  microfilm/hardcopy page print
2.  plotting area of 11.3" x 11.3" 6.  alphanumeric keyboard
3.  light pen 7.  function keyboard
4.  1024 x 1024 addressable raster positions

b. Analog display unit

1.  8 traces, 60 HZ response  2.  2 edge pens (i.e., time code event)

c. Hardcopy unit services the DAS areas with a one print/second output. Functions from
buffered input such that simultaneous selection from the DAS areas will not cause a
lockout.

d. Digital time display - provides time in days, hours, minutes, milliseconds. Capability to
select either aircraft generated time or system generated time.

e. Small repeater CRT which displays the DAS image for review by the test conductor.
Allows the Test Conductor to monitor critical manuevers as well as limit violations.

Central Processor Subsystem

The Central Processor Subsystem, which consists of the present CDC configuration,
controls the entire realtime operation. The computer provides data analysis, and other
subsystem services.



Software Configuration

Little attempt will be made in this section to provide an indepth definition of the various
software routines, rather a presentation of their functional properties will be addressed.
The basic of the central computer system software is the Grumman Tele-SCOPE 340
Operating System with extensive multiprogramming and multiprocessing capabilities. The
Grumman Tele-SCOPE 340 operating system consists almost entirely of Peripheral
Processor (PP) routines. All system overhead, such as servicing interrupts, scheduling
facilities, providing operator communication, and driving peripheral equipment, if
performed in the PPU’s without burdening the Central Processor Units (CPU’s). Tele-
SCOPE 340 is a superset of the standard CDC Operating System. Among the
modifications made were a software interrupt system, priority disk accesses for the writing
of recall and plot files and a change to the job priority scheduler to assure proper allocation
of resources for real-time execution. In addition Grumman Tele-SCOPE 340 includes:

a.  Telemetry Compiler c.  Display and Control
b.  Real-Time Supervisor d.  Preprocessor Software

Capabilities

The ATS gave Grumman many capabilities required for real-time testing and include:

a. User Software - The system would allow for 10 application routines to be initialized
and ready for execution. These programs would read/write data files, while merging it
with real-time data. Software was controlled via keyboard, light pen and function keys.

b. Data Files - Several data files are generated through the test. Based upon pre-test
planning these files could be defined such that data collected could be further processed
in batch mode. Files generated included:

-  100% raw data file -  Plot files
-  E.U. converted file -  Re-call files

c. CRT Displays - Various displays, ¼ to full screen could be presented a CRT. Each
real-time program would call 10 unique plot formats. Plot formats were defined at the
DAS or predefined via a Plot Compiler. Plots were modified via keyboard or light pen
inputs.

d. Intermanuever Mode - Between test points the analyst could direct data to batch online
software. This gave the capability to do other processing while the test was still active.



ATS PRESENT (1983-1986)

As new requirements were defined by our Test and Instrumentation departments it became
evident that the original ATS would have to be upgraded. This upgrade took place
between 1979 and 1982 and was operational in 1983. This major reconfiguration of the
ATS centered around a new Advanced Telemetry Preprocessor (ATP). Replacement
criteria for the preprocessor function included a baseline of the capabilities of the current
system and expansion capacity to meet future requirements based upon predicted testing
and instrumentation systems. Among the future requirements were increased processing
speed from 50,000 to 100,000 samples/second, capability for the preprocessor to be a
standalone system, having both calculation and display capabilities. A critical goal for the
ATP is the ability to handle formats from systems test aircraft which in the future are seen
to be the bulk of the test work at Grumman. The ATP must be able to handle word lengths
from 1 to 64 bits, intermixed word lengths within a format and programmability of EU
conversion algorithms. A further set of goals was added over the required objectives of the
ATP and included:

a. Provide as much excess machine power as possible (the design goal was 50%).
b. Strive for modularity in hardware and software for product growth.
c. Develop the nucleus of a design which would be used to satisfy other needs.

With this background, a preliminary design was conceived including tradeoff analysis
between telemetry equipment and computer hardware and software. In a market search it
became apparent that there was no product on the market at that time which fully satisfied
Grumman’s needs. It was decided that for PCM inputs a unique ID rather than frame and
subframe addresses would facilitate a table lookup scheme for data elements. Thus the
Aydin-Monitor 1126B decommutator was chosen since it offered the ID tagging
ccapability in a single piece of the equipment as well as the other necessary format
handling abilities. The ability to process up to 50,000 5th order polynomials per second
“on-the-fly” pointed to a choice between streaming data through an array processor,
building some special purpose dedicated hardware or utilizing multiple mini-computers. It
had been decided to build hardware where it was felt to be necessary to meet the overall
design criteria rather than possibly sacrifice speed or cost to make use of off-the-shelf
equipment. That decision coupled with the functional requirements of the preprocessor
pointed to a blend of off-the-shelf and special purpose hardware to satisfy the architectural
requirements as well as the goals set by Grumman.

Hardware Overview

A block diagram of the ATP is presented in Figure 2.0. To provide simultaneous testing of
two projects, there are two identical ATP’s which share common peripheral not utilized in



support of tests. Data f lows in f rom the left and has already been conditioned by an IRIG
compatible front end which includes telemetry reception and demodulation equipment,
wideband tape recorders/reproducers, bit synchronizers, analog discriminators, cross-
connection facilities and various calibrators, simulators and monitoring equipment for
setup and checkout. The PCM and Analog stage processors differ in the first stage but
have identical second stages. Stage I of the PCM receives data/ID pairs from the
decommutator which is programmed to pass only the data of interest. Under software
control the ID is used as a vector into a list which points to the addresses of previously
linked list of algorithms to be used for each measurement.

Data then is converted to engineering units (up to a 5th degree polynomial), or passed raw,
then DAC’d out before passing to Stage II. The second stage performs limit checking and
fills various buffers (real-time, tape, out-of-limits, critical). Time is tagged to each full
buffer through an interface to a time code generator/translator.

Software Overview

An overview of the ATP software is presented in below. The software is divided into four
areas:

1. Micro-computer programs (Plessey).
2. Real-time Operating System supervisor in the mini computer (SEL).
3. Modifications made to the existing software excuting on the central process.
4. Telemetry compiler/utilities.

All software with the exception of the modifications made to TeleSCOPETM 340 were built
to run and be supported on the SEL computer to facilitate the standalone capacity of the
preprocessor and the move toward a new distributed architecture at the ATS.

Descriptive Telemetry Acquisition and Input Language (DETAIL) is a compiler which
interfaces to the system user in terms familiar to test analysts and telemetry users. It
produces a set-up file which consists of groups of object codes to load each of the boxes
and computers with the format information, parameter lists, algorithms, coefficients data
descriptors, etc. required for specific tests. Written in FORTRAN the compiler accepts
format descriptions and lists of active measurements from an instrumentation file as well as
lists of desired outputs (real-time, tape, DAC, etc.). Using keywork directed, free-format
style, input is syntax checked and divided into tables. Patching lists, decommutator
programs, MUX/ADC sampling programs, measurement algorithm processing lists, DAC
assignments and data descriptions are all produced automatically by DETAIL. Included is
the capability to support concurrent analog and digital processing, multi-syllable words,
multiple asynchronous subcoms, supercommutation, in support of IRIG formats. Several



utilities are also included such as a translator which coverts source statements. The
translator permits all old test to be played through the ATP using only those resources of
DETAIL and the ATP which are pertinent.

The Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) is an executive program which resides beneath
the Operating System and which directs the operation of the preprocessor in real-time
mode where directives are received from and data transferred to the central computer. In
standalone mode the same software is used except that directives are input directly and
data is output to local computer compatible tapes. Upon request, RTOS supervises
peripheral connection, downloads the decoms and micro with the specified setup files, and
in real-time mode uploads the central computer with descriptions of all parameters which
are to be transferred. The present command set allows such operations as loading boxes,
dumping boxes, turning data on and off, turning computer tapes on and off changing the
assignment of DAC’s and coefficient values while data is being transferred.

Programming in the micros is supported by a cross-assembler written on the SEL. All
supervisory programming, drivers and algorithms were developed by Grumman to
specifically support the ATP. The overriding consideration was speed of execution, thus
programming at the assembly level was indicated. Programs and algorithms are
modularized permitting changes and additions.

Modifications to Tele-SCOPETM 340 on the central computer were necessary mainly to
accommodate the HYPERchannel interface which was not used on the old system. Since
the same buffering strategy was used as in the older system, the changes required were at
the I/O driver level and did not propogate very far in the system. Several other areas were
changed in the initialization of the system but these were not time critical. Because of a
difference in philosophy of the system, where the central processor now requests loading
from the ATP, rather than downloading to the preprocessor, changes were necessary in the
commands given and ability to receive data descriptors from another machine. With the
philosophical change of removing the central computer from the role of master in its
relationship with the ATP a further step was taken away from emulation. Although the
ATP still puts out data in formats compatible to the central processor, the command
preprocessor, file system and compiler were all moved to the preprocessor machine.

ATS FUTURE 1987-1990’s

Background

It was recognized in the later part of the 1970’s that major ATS subsystems would need to
be upgraded and or replaced in the 1980’s. It was a management decision based on
technical advice to deal with the preprocessing subsystem as first priority. But the display



and control subsystem was by no means ignored. Scores of meetings, at every level, were
held to agree on general broad requirements that the replacement/upgrade had to address.
Included were:

a. One DAS per telemetry stream. In effect only one flight test discipline could be “on-
line”.

b. The complexity of the applications software verus the available compute power.

c. Limited data base display capabilities. This was not a problem earlier as storage
media was expensive and our test groups were consentrating on developing their
processing algorithms. Today we see two things, first storage media costs are
dropping, and second, there are requirements that call for plotting answers against a
grid that already shows such things as: contract envelopes, tunnel predicted
envelope, math-model predicted envelopes as well the actual built-up points
collected from earlier flights.

d. It was and is difficult to rapidly support applications software changes while
supporting a heavy test schedule. All of us have seen the effects of “one card
changes” on a system. Changes are done off shift or on weekends but not at the
expense of the test schedule. A goal of the subsystem is to alleviate this constraint.

Systems Requirements

To correct shortcomings is never sufficient reason to embark on a costly improvement
plan. Indeed the ATS changes are and will include upgrades other than simple
replacements. The mission of the ATS in the mid to late 1980’s bear little resemblance to
the mission addressed in the late 1960’s. The chart below clearly shows the differences.

Item Late 60’s Late 80’s

Test Object Vehicle Flight Testing Vehicle plus extensive on-board
system flight testing (avionics)

CRT Displays
Display Subsystem

1 Per Telemetry Stream
Shared Computer

Multiple CRT displays
Dedicated computer per DAS

Simulation Not Required Extensive simulation requirements
in support of real-time testing

Data Telemetry - Telemetry, Range Sensors
- Engineering Dev’l. Centers,
- Data Bases



Discipline 1 Per Telemetry
Data Stream

Up to 8 stream in parallel

On-Line dbms Not Required Extensive requirements in support
of real-time tessting

Test Conductor UHF, VHF, Intercom RF links plus a requirement for a
standalone DAS

DoD Security Unclassified Mixed including secret

System Configuration

The architecture has been selected and is currently being designed. Final design is still
several months away, however we will briefly discuss the candidate architecture shown in
Figure 3.0. The solution is a distributed architecture, centered around a local area network
(LAN), that will meet growth in both a horizontal and vertical direction.

Ease of expandability can be seen by noting the possible vertical movement in the DAS
hosts. Without changing the system software one can progress upward through the
extensive VAX product line. Horizontal growth can be accommodated by simply adding
DAS stations to the LAN. The final design will allow for up to 24. Yet another growth
dimension is possible by adding communications trunks, additional preprocessors, other
vector processors, additional mass memories and other special devices to the LAN. The
LAN (HYPERchannel) allows us to “integrate” several different computers (CDC, SEL,
VAX) into one system. The LAN and its interface hardware allow us to select the right
machine for the right job. By carefully planning the network, the traumas associated with a
multi-vendor system are easily eliminated. These growths are not at the sacrifice of
reliability. In fact single-points of failure are minimized and even with the sudden loss of
an asset, the system may be rapidly reconfigured with minimal risk as each asset may be
independently and rapidly re-assigned from one stream to another.

Test data enters one of two data streams and is passed to the telemetry preprocessor for
engineering unit conversion. Selected parameters are passed to the central computer for
further processing. Data also is passed directly from the preprocessor to the strip chart
recorders and to a magnetic tape for recording. The single data stream allowed only one
CRT display per stream and relies on the main frame computer for all complex problem
solving. The new system, channels data from the preprocessor through a communications
bus supporting up to four separate data analysis stations per data stream. Each data
anslysis stations uses a minicomputer for most of its computations, allowing the central
computer to be located off the main data stream. The layout eliminates several possible
single-point failure areas associated with the current system. The new system will be able



to handle the increase number of discrete parameters and bit checks associated with the
digital flight controls of the X-29A forward-swept wing aircraft, while also being capable
of supporting the diverse aircraft being tested at Grumman.

SUMMARY

Grumman has kept their computerized telemetry ground station operational for 15 years
and intends to extend this to 25 years. Careful planning and coordination between various
departments supporting testing was critical and time consuming. This prevented us from
“starting from scratch” whenever new requirements or test programs appeared at
Calverton. The system is modularized and will now easily accommodate expandability and
technology insertion without any significant architectural changes.

FIGURE 1.0
ATS CONFIGURATION

1970-1983



ATP BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ABSTRACT

In 1985 the new Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft System ATTAS will be operable
at DFVLR Braunschweig. For this research aircraft a flexible, highly accurate and testable
data acquisition system was developed. It consists of a modular and distributed
microprocessor system with signal conditioning units situated near the sensors. It is
controlled by a master unit with an integrated PCM encoder. The flexible signal
conditioning featuring software-controlled parameters and adaptable signal inputs, can be
tested automatically via the analog calibration bus using switchable signal paths. The
system will be presented in detail and its performance will be shown by typical examples
of application within ATTAS.

1.  INTRODUCTION

The data acquisition system introduced in this paper is used in the new DFVLR In-Flight
Simulator, the Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft System ATTAS. ATTAS (Fig. 1)
is a modified VFW 614 aircraft equipped with a computer-controlled Fly-By-Wire System
and extensive instrumentation to perform very varied flight tests, particularly for In-Flight-
Simulation [1, 2].

In order to capture the aircraft state data during a flight test, the sensor signals from the
aircraft must be conditioned and fed to the onboard computer system. In addition, a PCM
data stream has to be generated from the sensor signals for telemetry and recording
purposes. These form the two main tasks of the data acquisition system, which are
explained in more detail in the following.



2.  REQUIREMENTS ON THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Owing to the broad application spectrum of ATTAS, the varied nature of the flight tests
and the high quality requirements on the flight test results, exacting demand are imposed
on the data acquisition system [3].

• The signal conditioning must be adaptable to various types of sensors.

• The signal conditioning parameters must be easily and precisely adjustable over a wide
range.

• The generation of the PCM frame must be adaptable to the varying requirements of
many different users.

• To allow checking of its accuracy, the system must have both static and dynamic test
and calibration facilities. It must be possible to include the sensors in the tests.

The DFVLR, in cooperation with HENTSCHEL SYSTEM GMBH [4], has developed a
software-controlled data acquisition system with a universal, high-performance structure
that meets the above requirements. A detailed description of this is given in the following.

3.  STRUCTURE OF THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the ATTAS measurement system. It consists of two
subsystems, the data acquisition system with signal conditioning and PCM generation in
the upper half of the diagram and the test and calibration system in the lower half.

The data acquisition system has a modular and distributed structure; the Signal
Conditioning Units (SC Units) in 1/1 ARINC ATR housings are situated near the sensors;
in this case in the cockpit and tailplane areas of the aircraft. They are controlled via the
Signal Conditioning Control Bus (SSC BUS) by the Signal Conditioning Master Unit, to
which they return their digitized data via the PCM BUS. The conditioned data are then
passed on in parallel form to the Computer System. Certain signals from the tailplane area
initially pass through the Special Signal Conditioning Unit (SSC Unit). In this unit, the
signals of those sensors are conditioned which cannot be dealt with by the standardized
components in the SC boxes. These are the signals from the base aircraft itself, which have
to be galvanically decoupled and/or whose voltage level lies outside the signal level range
of the standard signal conditioning.

The Calibration Bus (CAL BUS) forms the external access path to the integrated test and
calibration facilities of the data acquisition system. Excitation signals from the test and



calibration system can be fed into each SC Unit via this analog bus and system responses
can be measured. The control of these measurements is performed in the ATTAS
measurement system via the Calibration Control Computer. Owing to its integrated system
software, the data acquisition system remains operable with all facilities even without the
host computer. In this case a standard CRT terminal may be connected to the Signal
Conditioning Unit to allow communication with the user.

3.1.  Signal Conditioning Unit

Fig. 3 shows the structure of a SC Unit. In each box there is a section of slots for double
sized Euro Card signal conditioning boards, which are connected via a standardized bus
structure to the further subsystems of the SC Unit. A maximum of 48 analog sensor signals
may be conditioned in one box. Groups of 4 analog signal conditioning channels SC,
together with the voltage regulators for the power supply of the connected sensors, are
located on one standard analog signal conditioning board. There are further additional
conditioning boards for

• parallel and/or serial digital signals in various formats

• ARINC 429 bus signals

• MIL Bus 1553 a/b bus signals

• synchro/resolver/carrier frequency signals.

The conditioned sensor signals are passed internally to the integrated PCM system.
Parallel to this, they are also available at the output for further processing in the I/O units
of the Fly-By-Wire Computer System.

A part of the SC unit essential to the integrated test- and calibration facilities is the built-in
central calibration unit CAL. Within each SC box there is a local version of the CAL BUS
which leads to the signal conditioning channels of the SC Unit. Each SC box contains its
own microprocessor (central processing unit CPU) which has access via the local control
bus to the signal channels SC and the calibration centre CAL.

In order to avoid ground loops in the spatially widely distributed system, the bus interfaces
of each SC Unit are galvanically decoupled.



3.1.1.  Standard Analog Signal Conditioning Channel

Fig. 4 shows the most important components and signal paths of an analog signal
conditioning channel in the form of a functional diagram. The channels are charaterized by

• software-controlled gain adjustable in binary steps from 1 to 1024

• software-controlled offset compensation of sensor output offset with 12 bit resolution

• adaptation to different types of sensors via plug-in modules

• low pass filter cut-off frequency selectable via plug-in module

• overall error smaller than 0.5% FS over the temperature range - 25EC to + 65EC

• versatile integrated test and calibration facilities via switchable signal paths.

Through corresponding layout of the adaption module, a SC channel can be adapted to
sensors such as
• potentiometers

• strain-gauge bridges

• thermocouples

• voltage sources

Three different voltages are available to supply the sensors. The adapted sensor signal is
conditioned via a programmable instrumentation amplifier and a three-pole Butterworth
filter and is buffered at the output. Each channel has a DAC, in order to compensate sensor
output dc offset. The relays A, B and C offer multiple facilities for test and calibration of
each channel:

• A calibration signal from the LOCAL CAL BUS proceeds via relay A to the input of
the conditioning channel. The corresponding ouput signal is passed via relay C to the
receive line of the LOCAL CAL BUS. In this way the transfer function of the
conditioning channel can be determined.



• The calibration voltage is fed via relay B into the adaptation module. The response
received via relay C depends on both the connected sensor and the SC channel. The
sensor is included into this test because normally the sensor completes the network of
the adaptation module in a bridge configuration.

• As the adaptation module is a purely passive network, the raw sensor signal can be
extracted via relay B. The transfer direction on the transmit line of the LOCAL CAL
BUS is then reversed.

Fig. 5 shows an analog signal conditioning board with 4 channels. As an example of the
lay out of an adaptation module, the adaptation of a 5 kS potentiometer sensor to the
signal conditioning channel is shown in Fig. 6.

3.1.2.  Calibration Centre

An essential part of the Programmable Data Acquistion System is the local, calibration
centre corresponding to Fig. 7, which is included in each SC Unit. It features:

• galvanic decoupling of the calibration signal from and to the CAL BUS to avoid ground
loops

• attenuation of high level calibration voltages to test high amplification signal channels

• generation of internal calibration voltages in the stand-alone mode of the SC Unit using
a 16 bit DAC

• monitoring of housekeeping signals

Fig. 7 shows the block diagram of the local calibration centre. A calibration signal from the
CAL BUS is passed via an isolation amplifier to the transmit line of the LOCAL CAL
BUS. A precise, programmable attenuator is inserted into this signal path. It is thus
possible to generate the necessarily small input voltages for high amplification signal
conditioning channels and whilst also sending high level, relatively noise-immune
calibration voltages via the CAL BUS running throughout the whole aircraft. The response
of the tested SC channel passes via the relay G, the isolation amplifier and the relay H
back to the CAL BUS. Before calibration of a SC channel, the calibration signal path itself
will be calibrated via the relays E, D, F, G and H. The local calibration centre contains in
addition a precise calibration DAC whose output can be used instead of external
calibration voltages. Using this, a SC Unit can be tested and calibrated completely in the
stand-alone mode. With aid of the housekeeping multiplexer, dedicated internal status
information of the SC Unit, such as temperatures, supply and reference voltages and



currents can be measured. The overall error of the calibration path in the local calibration
centre is less than 0.15% FS over the temperature range from -25EC to +65EC.

3.1.3.  PCM Subsystem

Corresponding to Fig. 3 each SC Unit contains an integrated subunit, which can be
controlled by the Signal Conditioning Master Unit via the bidirectional PCM BUS. It is
used for the following purposes:

• fast and accurate 12 bit digitization of a maximum of 48 analog signals

• formatting of the digital SC input signals, the A/D-converted analog signals and transfer
to the PCM BUS.

If a digital SC board is inserted instead of an analog SC board all control and output ports
are connected via an address bus and a 16 bit data bus with the optically decoupled PCM
BUS interface.

The digitization of the analog data is controlled by the PCM word clock from the Signal
Conditioning Master Unit. During the first half of a clock period the analog channel is
selected and during the second half the digitized result of the previously selected channel is
transferred to the PCM encoder. The use of this “pipelining procedure” avoids
unnecessary waiting times. The PCM can work at a maximum rate of 160 kwords/sec with
12 bit resolution.

3.1.4.  Central Processor Unit (CPU)

The CPU in each SC Unit fulfils various important tasks:

• communication with the SC master unit via the signal conditioning control bus for
command input and status response

• control of parameters and signal paths of the SC channels and the local calibration
centre

• self-test

• control in the stand-alone operation mode of the SC Unit

Each SC Unit has a further interface for a standard terminal, whereby the unit can be
operated in the laboratory in stand-alone mode.



3.2.  Signal Conditioning Master Unit

3.2.1.  Signal Conditioning Control

Up to 15 Signal Conditioning Units can be controlled by the Signal Conditioning Master
Unit (SCMU) - see Fig. 2. This unit is used for the following tasks:

• control of the signal conditioning and calibration functions in the SC Units

• control of the PCM subsystems in the SC Units and generation of the programmed
PCM frame

• quicklook of dedicated PCM-data on the terminal display

• storage of signal conditioning and PCM-system parameters in a non-volatile memory
during power off

• self test

In order to fulfil these tasks, all SC Units are connected via two digital bus systems

• the signal conditioning control bus (SSC BUS) and

• the PCM BUS

to the SCMU. The SCC BUS is based on RS-232-C interface standard. With the help of
this bus the parameters of the conditioning channels are set within the SC boxes and the
diverse test and calibration functions of the system are controlled.

There are basically three different operation modes for the SCMU:

• All functions of the SCMU can be controlled by a host computer - the Calibration
Control Computer in Fig. 2, which is connected via a RS-232-C interface. This also
includes the transfer of quick-look data to the host computer.

• A standard CRT terminal can be connected to the SCMU via a further RS-232-C
interface. This allows the user to access to the different subsystems. The integrated
system software allows user-oriented man-machine communication.

• The data acquisition system is operational even without the host computer or a
terminal. After power on, the SCMU carries out self tests, loads the SC Units with



parameters from its battery-buffered memory and starts with generating the PCM
signal. The loading of SC Units with parameters from the SCMU is repeated as a cyclic
process. If the contents of the SC Unit’s parameter registers are falsified due to an error
then this is corrected automatically by the cyclic refresh.

3.2.2.  PCM System

In setting up the PCM frame, the conditioned and digitized analog data together with the
digital data are fed from the SC Units via the PCM BUS to the Signal Conditioning Master
Unit. In addition, the SCMU can receive bit-parallel word-serial 16 bit digital data from a
connected computer via a DMA interface. In ATTAS this connected computer is the
Central Communication Computer (Fig. 2) of the Fly-By-Wire System. These data can also
be fed into records of the PCM frame, each with a max. size of 256 words.

Fig. 8 shows the PCM frame. Each main frame MF with a maximum len4th of 999 words
is starting with a synchronization word. A maximum of 14 subframes can be programmed.
Each subframe can be up to 999 words deep. The subframe identifier word ID serves as a
subframe count. Fig. 8 shows as an example subframe p located at word n-1. The update
word containes the same command as that is passed by the SCMU to the SC Units during
the cyclic refresh. This has the advantage that the current values of the signal conditioning
channel parameters are embedded in the PCM signal and can be used for control purposes.

 The PCM encoder can be programmed very flexibly:

bit rate 1...1.999  C 106   bit/sec

word length 8...16 bit

parity, bit format various possibilities

Each data word slot can be occupied by any analog, digital or DMA word. The word
length is individually programmable for each word.

4.  SYSTEM SOFTWARE

PROM-stored software is localized in different subsystems of the data acquisition system:

• in the Signal Conditioning Master Unit SCMU, for remote control via the host
computer, local control via a CRT terminal and system stand-alone operation.



• in the individual Signal Conditioning Units for SCMU-controlled operation and for the
laboratory test stand-alone operation controlled via a terminal.

The programs in the SCMU are 24 kbytes in size and those of the SC Units 4 kbytes.

The user is guided by menus during communication with the system. Numerous editing
support simplifies the parameter input. The user has direct access to all test and calibration
functions, signal conditioning parameters and PCM parameters via menu expansion into
the various application areas. Additional control functions such as automatic zero
adjustment of all analog channels or input/output of all stored parameters from/to external
storage facilitates operation.

Fig. 9 shows as an example a screen page for control of the analog channels. After the
channel number (CHN) in the most left-hand column the computer automatically repeats
the position (M/S and WNR) of the channel in the programmed PCM frame. The
subsequent two columns allow to input the SC parameters offset (ZERO) and gain (G).
The output levels of the channels are displayed on the right-hand half of the screen, using
bar graphs. In addition to this graphic presentation, also a decimal indication with 12 bit
resolution is selectable, using a special CHECK/MODIFY-Line at the top of the table.
With help of this line also the reaction of the selected channel to the input of a calibration
voltage can be monitored.

5.  APPLICATION OF THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM IN ATTAS

The application of the data acquisition system in ATTAS shows its flexibility and the
advantages of its integrated test and calibration facilities. This shall be demonstrated by
Fig. 2.

During the certification flight tests, it is used as a simplex system (1 SSC Unit, 2 SC Units,
1 SC Master Unit) without the Test and Calibration System. The operator controls the data
acquisition system via the CRT terminal connected to the SC Master Unit. After these tests
the sensor configuration changes completely. Because of its flexible structure, the data
acquisition system will be adapted to the new configuration in a very short time.

At the beginning of the operation phase of ATTAS as a research aircraft at DFVLR
Braunschweig, the Test and Calibration System is integrated and the SSC Unit and SC
Units are duplicated. This is part of the redundancy concept of ATTAS with its Fly-By-
Wire Duplex System. The data acquisition system is now controlled by the Calibration
Control Computer of the Test and Calibration System. This allows the Test and Calibration
System to access to various analog and digital signals not only in the data acquisition
system, but also in the Fly-By-Wire System. Various automatic test routines are possible:



• calibration of all SC channels. The channel inputs are connected via CAL BUS and
relay scanner to the precision digital to analog converter and the channel outputs to the
precision digital multimeter. Test results are stored on a floppy disk of the Calibration
Control Computer and displayed e.g. as calibration diagrams on the graphic display.
This procedure will be incorporated in pre-flight and post-flight checks of ATTAS.

• measuring of dynamic characteristics of the SC channels. For this purpose the Test and
Calibration System is expanded e.g. by an IEEE-488 bus controlled Frequency
Response Analyzer, which is connected via the relay scanner and the CAL BUS to the
selected SC channel.

• dynamic In-Flight Calibration [3] of the Fly-By-Wire System including the
electrohydraulic actuators, sensors and signal conditioning. The calibration signal, e.g.
from a noise source, is connected via relay scanner, CAL BUS and SC Unit to the
tailplane terminal computer of the Fly-By-Wire System, where it is added to the control
signal of a dedicated electrohydraulic actuator. The corresponding sensor signal is
passed via the SC Unit back to the Test and Calibration System for analysis. Test
results may be displayed on the graphic display.

• quick look representation of PCM data on the graphic display, selected via the
Calibration Control Computer and on-line analog recording of selected PCM channels
using the PCM word selector.

• automatic monitoring of housekeeping data from the SC Units by the Calibration
Control Computer.

The components of the Test and Calibration are concentrated at the operator panel
(Fig. 10) for the measuring system operator. The touch sensitive display of the Calibration
Control Computer, a Fluke 1720 A, eases operation: the operator is guided via menus.
Command input is achieved by touching the corresponding menu point (softkey). Setting
up the data aquisition system with different SC channel and PCM parameters for different
flight test conditions is simplified using floppy disks.

Fig. 11 shows the components of the simplex data acquisition system and the Calibration
Control Computer. The components meet the requirements of an operational temperature
range from -25EC to +65EC as expected during flight operation.

6.  CONCLUSION

The data acquisition system presented here represents a powerful instrument for the
ATTAS In-Flight Simulator. Due to its modular structure with distributed intelligent



subsystems, its programmability and application flexibility it is a very helpful tool for all
measurement and calibration requirements on board of ATTAS. Its integrated test and
calibration facilities lead to high reliable and accurate measurement data needed for high
quality flight test results.
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FIG.1 - EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT ATTAS



FIG. 2 - ATTAS MEASURING SYSTEM



FIG. 3 - SIGNAL CONDITIONING UNIT BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIG. 4 - STANDARD ANALOG SIGNAL CONDITIONING CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM



FIG. 5 - STANDARD ANALOG SIGNAL CONDITIONING BOARD (4 CHANNELS)



FIG. 6 - APAPTATION MODULE FOR 5K POTENTIOMETER SENSOR



FIG. 7 - LOCAL CALIBRATION CENTRE BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIG. 8 - PCM FRAME: BLOCK OF M MAINFRAMES WITH N WORDS EACH,
MAX. 14 SUBFRAME COLUMNS



FIG. 9 - MENUE PAGE OF ANALOG CHANNELS WITH QUICK LOOK



FIG. 10 - TEST AND CALIBRATION SYSTEM OPERATOR PANEL



FIG. 11 - ATTAS MEASURING SYSTEM
FRONT (FROM LEFT): SC-UNIT, SC-MASTER UNIT, SSC-UNIT, SC-UNIT

BACK: CALIBRATION CONTROL COMPUTER
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes equipment to be developed by the GPS Range Applications Joint
Program Office (RAJPO) for use on test and training ranges. The equipment is to be
modular; the various modules may be assembled in range-specific configurations by the
individual range development organizations to perform measurement and communications
functions.
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TSPI, differential GPS, differential/relative GPS, transdigitizer, instrumentation pod, data
link system, GPS Range System, GPS Range Equipment, High Dynamics Instrumentation
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the tri-service Global Positioning System (GPS) Range Applications Joint
Program Office (RAJPO) GPS Range Equipment Program is to develop a family of
modules that can be assembled to provide GPS time-space position-information (TSPI)
determination functions on test and training ranges. RAJPO GPS Range Equipment is not
intended to stand alone but to be integrated with existing and new equipment by individual
range development organizations to perform the overall functions of their ranges.

In addition to the generic functional modules, the RAJPO is sponsoring development of
specific configurations of the GPS Range Equipment to demonstrate GPS integration
concepts on several existing and planned range systems, including the Army Mobile
Automated Field Instrumentation System (MAFIS) at Fort Hood, the Air Force Gulf Range
Drone Control Upgrade System (GRDCUS) at Tyndall Air Force Base, the Navy
Extended Area Test System (EATS) at the Pacific Missile Test Center, the Air Force



Advanced Range Data System (ARDS) at Edwards Air Force Base, and the Navy/Air
Force Tactical Aircrew Combat Training System/Air Combat Maneuvering
Instrumentation (TACTS/ACMI) at a location to be determined.

FAMILY OF EQUIPMENT TO BE DEVELOPED BY THE RAJPO

The basic equipment elements to be developed through the RAJPO GPS program are:
(1)  A generic GPS High-Dynamics Instrumentation Set (HDIS), based on a GPS

receiver able to track four satellites concurrently. The HDIS system includes a generic
Range Flexible Modular Interface (RFMI) and an optional generic strapdown Inertial
Reference Unit (IRU) interfaced to the basic HDIS GPS receiver.

(2)  A generic GPS Low-Dynamics Instrumentation Set (LDIS), based on a GPS
receiver able to track two satellites concurrently. The LDIS also includes an RFMI. A
special, minimum-cost version of the LDIS, the Position Location Module (PLM), is to be
developed for MAFIS. The PLM does not include an RFMI; instead, it has a direct
interface with other MAFIS modules.

(3)  A generic C/A code GPS Transdigitizer participant set.

(4)  A generic GPS Transdigitizer Receiver/Processor (TR/P) system, which includes a
Transdigitizer Down Link Receiver (TDLR) or down link converter and a GPS
Transdigitizer Receiver (TR). The TR is to be based on a GPS receiver able to track eight
satellites concurrently.

(5)  A generic differential GPS Reference Receiver/Processor (RR/P) system to support
differential/relative GPS functions and transdigitizer system operations. The RR/P system
includes a Reference Receiver (RR), a Navigation Correction Processor (NCP), a
Pseudorange Correction Generator (PRCG), a Meteorological Sensor System (MSS), and
a Control/Display Subsystem (C/DS). The RR is to be based on a GPS receiver able to
track eight satellites concurrently.

(6)  A generic RAJPO GPS Data Link System (DLS), which includes two segments: a
Participant Segment, consisting of the participant transceiver, and a Range Segment,
consisting of a Master Station, multiple Remote Stations, and a Data Link Controller.

(7)  A RAJPO GPS Range System, which is an integrated system capable of
functioning as the TSPI measurement instrumentation facility for a range with aircraft
participants. Primary components of the Range System are: (a) an instrumentation pod
using a version of the HDIS and containing a GPS DLS Participant Segment transceiver, 



(b) a specific configuration of the GPS DLS Range Segment, and a specific configuration
of the differential GPS RR/P system.

(8)  A set of specific user configurations of the generic RAJPO GPS program elements
for the range systems listed previously.

(9)  A Control/Display Unit (CDU) that can be plugged into a RAJPO GPS receiver for
initialization and checkout purposes.

(10)  A suite of Support and Test Equipment to perform test, checkout, and
maintenance operations for all the equipment procured by the RAJPO contracts.

Figure 1 illustrates the RAJPO GPS Range Equipment configuration item tree. The
Transdigitizer and the Transdigitizer Down Link Receiver have been deferred to a later
procurement and hence are not covered in Phase I of the RAJPO program.

SPECTRUM OF CONFIGURATIONS

GPS Range Equipment modules are intended to be configured in a wide spectrum of forms
to suit the needs of individual range applications. Not all these configurations can be
defined in advance. The participant equipment is intended to be able to be used on all
types of participants that operate on U.S. test and training ranges, including, but not
limited to, high-dynamics aircraft (such as fighters and attack aircraft), medium-dynamics
aircraft (such as helicopters and tankers), aerial targets (drones), missiles, seaborne targets,
ships, tanks and other land vehicles, and infantrymen.

Different applications require GPS Range Equipment modules to be packaged with
different form factors. The modules are to be designed to be interoperable, with
configurability through plug-in hardware and/or software elements. Table I describes
characteristics of the five basic GPS receiver types to be developed through the RAJPO
GPS Range Equipment Program. The RAJPO expects that a common set of submodules
will be developed that can be assembled as required to form the five major types of Range
Equipment GPS receivers. The submodules also are expected to allow assembly of a given
type of GPS receiver into different form factor configurations, as illustrated conceptually in
Figure 2.

THE GPS RANGE SYSTEM

The GPS Range System is an integrated system for use by a range that does not already
have a TSPI measurement system and/or a range data communication system. Major 



elements of the GPS Range System are the Range Pod System (RPS), the DLS, and the
RR/P. The GPS Range System is illustrated in Figure 3.

Range Pod System

The RPS is to be an AIM-9-style pod capable of being mounted at any aircraft station that
can carry an AIM-9 missile or a TACTS/ACMI P-4 pod. It will consist of the following
subsystems:

HDIS module, including the RFMI and the RAJPO IRU assembly; GPS antenna
assembly; RAJPO Data Link participant transceiver, including an optional encryption
unit; RAJPO Data Link participant antenna; RAJPO Data Recording Unit (installation
optional–may be in place of the Data Link Participant Segment); and other pod
equipment such as power conditioning units.

RAJPO Data Link System

The RAJPO GPS DLS consists of two segments: a Participant Segment and a Range
Segment (Figures and 4). The Participant Segment consists of a transceiver assembly and
its associated antenna modules. It interfaces with an optional encryption unit using a
government-furnished KG-66 encryption device.

 Table I

COMPARISON OF RECEIVER TYPES

Parameter
Receiver Type

HDIS LDIS PLM TR RR

Number of concurrent
satellite tracks

4 2 2 8 8

GPS signals handled L1 and L2 L1 and L2 L1 only L1 only L1 and L2

GPS codes handled C/A and P C/A and P C/A only C/A only C/A and P

Able to use IRU aiding Yes No No Yes Yes*

Usage/Vehicles Aircraft
Helicopters
Large missiles
Large drones

Land vehicles
Ships

(MAFIS only)
Manpacks
Land vehicles

Ground centers
Range support
aircraft and
ships

Ground centers
Range support
aircraft and
ships



Form factor alternatives
for receiver, IRU,
power supply, and
interface

• <5-in.-dia.
cylinder

• ATR box
• Rack mount
• Others

• <10-in.-dia.,
14-in.-long
cylinder

• Others

MAFIS
packaging
only

Rack mount Rack mount

Max. (goal) component
volume 
• Receiver with interface

and power conditioner
• IRU
• CDU

400 (300)in.3

300 in.3

150 in.3

350 in.3

N/A
150 in.3

250 in.3

N/A
150 in.3

Not specified

Not specified
150 in.3

Not specified

N/A
150 in.3

Max. (goal) component
weight:
• Receiver with interface

and power conditioner
• Antenna subsystem
• IRU

20 (15) lb

1.5 lb
12 lb

15 (10) lb

1.1 lb
N/A

6.6 lb

1.1 lb
N/A

Not specified

Not specified
Not specified

Not specified

Not specified
N/A

Position accuracy (rms),
static conditions

• Absolute
- C/A code

--Horizontal
--Vertical

- P code
--Horizontal
--Vertical

• Differential
- C/A code

--Horizontal
--Vertical

- P code
--Horizontal
--Vertical

40 ft
68 ft

21 ft
35 ft

17 ft
28 ft

  6 ft
10 ft

40 ft
68 ft

38 ft
63 ft

17 ft
28 ft

  6 ft
10 ft

40 ft
68 ft

N/A
N/A

17 ft
28 ft

N/A
N/A

40 ft
68 ft

N/A
N/A

17 ft
28 ft

N/A
N/A

40 ft
68 ft

21 ft
3 5 ft

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

* For mobile platform applications (e.g., ship as a reference location).

The Range Segment consists of three primary subsystems: Remote Stations, the Master
Station, and the Data Link Controller. In general, physical links between these subsystems
will be provided by the range on which the equipment is installed (e.g., via landlines or
expansion of existing microwave links), as shown in Figure 4. The elements of the Data
Link Controller include the Data Link Controller/Processor (DLC/P), the Encryption
System (optional), the DLC/P Control/Display Console, and the DLC/P Recording Unit.



Some key characteristics of the RAJPO DLS are listed in Table II.

Table II

Characteristics of RAJPO DLS

• Time-division multiple access approach
• Multiple slot-access modes

- Polled
- Periodic

--Reporting time defined pre-exercise
--Reporting time defined in prior command message

• Relay capabilities
- Participant to participant
- Remote station to remote station

• Data link frequency selectable by swapping RF front ends
• KG-66 compatibility for encryption of downlink
• Capability to trade off number of participants, message length, and message repetition

rate (Typical resource allocation: 25 participants communicating 400-bit messages
each at 10 messages per second per participant).

Reference Receiver/Processor

The primary hardware units of the RR/P are the RR, the PRCG, the NCP, the MSS (for
tropospherical correction model calibration), and the Control/Display Console (C/DC).
The functional operation of the RR/P is discussed in the following section.

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Inertial Aiding

Certain RAJPO GPS sets (particularly the HDIS) are to be able to use inertial data from an
IRU to augment the GPS solution. The inertial data can provide additional state vector
data (i.e., acceleration, attitude, and attitude rate information), provide “coast-through”
capabilities when the GPS solution is lost or degraded (e.g., due to satellite signal loss
caused by antenna blockage), increase the rate at which the navigation solution is
computed, and aid in code and carrier loop tracking to assist in GPS solution reacquisition.



Differential/Relative GPS Processing

The RAJPO GPS Range Equipment is to be designed to use differential/relative GPS
processing where the necessary facilities are available. Differential/relative GPS
processing allows increased GPS accuracy by eliminating common-mode satellite and
propagation errors. Four generic methods for differential/relative GPS processing for the
RAJPO architectures have been defined, called Methods 1, 2, 3, and 4. However, the
characteristics of Method 2 were judged to be undesirable for the identified RAJPO
applications and thus are not required to be supported for the deliverable equipment on the
initial RAJPO contract.

Differential GPS Method 1 involves uplinking pseudorange corrections and their rate of
change for all visible satellites to the participant receivers, which select the appropriate
satellite data sets to correct the navigation solution in the GPS receiver. The Reference
Receiver must be at a fixed, known location.

Differential GPS Method 3 is similar to Method 1 except that the differential corrected
navigation solutions are obtained on the ground in the host range computer. Method 3 thus
requires that the participant receiver downlink all GPS raw measurement data (and inertial
data if used). Method 3 offers potential for more elaborate post-test processing than the
other methods.

Method 4 performs differential/relative GPS corrections to uncorrected participant position
data in a NCP that is part of the RR/P on the ground. The participant must downlink its
uncorrected navigation solution and the satellites used. The NCP differences the RR/P-
measured position with the participant’s measured position to produce the corrected
participant position relative to the RR/P. Method 4 allows the determination of relative
positions when the surveyed location of the RR/P in GPS coordinates is not known.

Interfacing

GPS Range Equipment modules are intended to interface to a variety of existing range and
platform systems to allow integration into existing ranges. Flexible interface hardware
therefore has been included in the system architecture (such as the RFMIs of the various
GPS receiver systems and the Flexible Digital Interface Unit [FDIU] in the DLS) to
accommodate these interfaces. The selected RAJPO contractor is to establish associate
contracts with the vendors of the various range system and platform equipment with which
the GPS Range Equipment modules must interface to design the specific customized
interface hardware units.



Transdigitizer Systems

In place of a GPS receiver (such as the HDIS or the LDIS) on the participant, a
transdigitizer unit may be installed that receives raw GPS signals, digitizes them,
modulates the resulting signal on another frequency, and downlinks this signal to a remote
unit. The remote unit downlink receiver reconstructs the GPS information and provides it
to a GPS receiver, which computes the GPS navigation solution for the participant. The
advantage of using the transdigitizer on the platform is that it is smaller, lighter, uses less
power, and costs less than the receiver and thus is more suitable for use on participants
that suffer attrition, such as missiles or small target drones.

SUMMARY

The RAJPO GPS Range Equipment program will develop a set of flexible building blocks
to allow exploitation of the GPS for determining TSPI data on test and training ranges. It is
likely that many future range systems will incorporate these modules or their derivatives in
the post-1988 time frame.
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Figure 1 - GPS Range Equipment Configuration Item Tree (Phase I)



Figure 2 - Common Elements for the HDIS Configurations



Figure 3 - GPS Range System Functional Diagram (major systems shown)



Figure 4 - GPS Range Equipment Data Link System



DATA LINK FOR GPS RANGE APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
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ABSTRACT

The Range Applications Joint Program Office (RAJPO) was formed to develop a family of
NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) range equipment for the Tri-Service national
test range community. TASC has supported the RAJPO in analyzing the potential use of
GPS-derived Time Space and Position Information (TPSI) in test and training range
activities, developing functional and performance parameters for a family of GPS range
equipment, and aiding in the resolution of technical issues. This paper describes the Data
Link System (DLS) which will be an integral part of the proposed GPS range
instrumentation system. The DLS provides a means to transfer GPS-derived TSPI data
from multiple vehicles to a central location. The major focus of the paper is on defining the
DLS performance requirements to the detailed parameter level. A description of the data
link operations is also included to provide insight into the functions of each of the US
components.
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FIELD TEST ACCURACY RESULTS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL
NAVIGATION TECHNIQUE WITH NAVSTAR/GLOBAL
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ABSTRACT

The Global Positioning (GPS), which is being developed by the DoD to support the
operational forces, is a navigation aid that provides the user with precise position, velocity,
and time information anywhere within line-of-sight of four satellite transmitters. It also
holds potential benefits for use by the civilian community and the DoD test and training
ranges. The differential navigation technique consists of using measurements from
reference user equipment at a precisely known location to provide correction data to
improve the navigation solution of a user equipment at an unknown location. The
correction data consist of errors in position estimates derived from reference receiver
output using the known true location coordinates. These data are applied to the output of
the user equipment (at the unknown location) to remove common-mode errors due mainly
to ionospheric propagation delays and satellite clock and ephemeris errors. Data were
collected for user-to-reference separation distances of from zero to 280 nmi at night.
Accuracies achieved do not confirm predictions of a degradation in efficacy of differential
corrections with increasing separation distance; however, local disturbances at either GPS
receiver cause considerable dispersion in the data.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a program to evaluate the use of an integrated GPS/INS system as the
source of Time/Space/Position for participant tracking in range applications.
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ABSTRACT

A GPS receiver with antennas located in an aircraft-mounted pod will be subject to signal
blockage due to masking of the GPS satellite constellation by the aircraft structure.
Analysis of aircraft flight test data involving a wing-mounted GPS antenna has shown that
most of the receiver’s loss-of-lock occurrences can be correlated with the optical shadow
of the aircraft. Shadow regions of various tactical aircraft are used to estimate the extent of
tracking outages for GPS pod antennas with the full 18-satellite constellation.

INTRODUCTION

Test and evaluation applications of the Global Positioning System (GPS) involving aircraft
participants will entail the use of equipment configurations that must be attached to the
vehicle as are normal stores. For tactical/strategic aircraft, these attachments must not
compromise the operational configuration. Thus, small AIM-9-sized pods containing GPS
receiver-processor and associated interface units are being developed by the Range
Applications Joint Program office (RAJPO), AD/YIR, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida. The
GPS instrumentation packages will provide both a source of vehicle position/state vector
data and a means of transmitting these data to a remote collection facility for processing,
control, and display.

Although the use of wing-station pylons for GPS pod mounting avoids aircraft
modifications, it does not always afford the GPS pod antennna an unobstructed view of the
sky for multiple satellite signal reception. Since signals from four satellites must be
received for a three-dimensional navigation solution, the extent of aircraft structural
blockage of the GPS satellite constellation was the subject of a recent GPS pod antenna
masking test conducted by the Air Force at the U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground,



* Work performed for USAF AD/PMY-I under contract DAEA18-81-G-0062.

Arizona. The purpose of this test was: (1) to evaluate the performance and volumetric
coverage of a GPS pod antenna designed by Cubic Defense Systems to operate mounted
on an AIM-9-sized instrumentation pod and (2) to gather information on the ability of the
five-channel GPS X-set receiver (developed by Magnavox under the GPS Phase I
program) to maintain signal track on the satellite constellation when using various GPS
antenna locations on the vehicle. This paper addresses the wing-station pod antenna
results, correlating receiver channel tracking outages with the attitude and heading of the
aircraft during a series of maneuvers.* These findings then permit the development of a
methodology for predicting conditions under which satellite signal outages may occur for
other aircraft configurations when the 18-satellite constellation is deployed.

TEST DESCRIPTION

The GPS equipment was provided by the USAF Space Division and consisted of a
Magnavox 5-channel X-set integrated with a Litton P-1000 gimballed inertial navigation
system (INS), a digital magnetic tape-recording system, an engineering display unit
(EDU), a receiver control display unit (CDU), and a GPS antenna/preamplifier assembly,
the latter installed in an AIM-9 sized pod. The aircraft used was an F4-J. As shown in
Figure 1, the X-set, INS, and recorder were installed in a 300-gallon fuel-tank-type pod
that was carried on the aircraft centerline (belly position). The EDU and CDU were
located in the back seat of the test-bed aircraft for X-set monitoring and operation during
the mission. The pod antenna was mounted on the outboard side of the left wing’s inboard
pylon (the test aircraft had no outboard pylon), with a temporary cable routed to the
receiver antenna switch. The test flight profiles used consisted of barrel rolls and circular
turns 360E (flown left and right) at constant bank angles of 15E, 30E, 45E, and 60E.

The data recorded by the belly-pod recording system included: aircraft roll, pitch, and
heading, and GPS receiver track status for each of four channels (i.e., Costas [carrier loop]
track, code loop track, search for signal, and AGC level). These data, along with the GPS
satellite positions (transformed post-test to local elevation and azimuth angles), permitted
analysis of the angular regions about the antenna in which satellite signal lock was
interrupted due to masking.

DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS

The data tapes were analyzed using a data reduction program on the VAX 11/780
computer that monitored the track status of each of the four X-set channels (each of which
tracked a preassigned satellite), transforming the satellite positions (in earth-centered,
earth-fixed coordinates) into an aircraft elevation and azimuth coordinate system for each



occurrence of a loss-of-lock (Costas loop) event. Using a polar coordinate system centered
at the aircraft wing-pod antenna location, these points were then plotted and oriented so
that the plane of the wings was parallel to the zero elevation plane; i.e., an azimuth angle
of zero was aligned in the aircraft’s nose direction. During the maneuvers of a 40-min
sortie, approximately 120 loss-of-lock events were found and thus plotted (Figure 2).

The outline of the F-4J “optical shadow” is included on Figure 2 to correlate satellite loss-
of-lock locations with a simple aircraft masking profile. This shadow may be thought of as
being cast by a point source of light at the wing-pod antenna location. In practice, the
“shadowgram” was obtained in the laboratory, using an accurately detailed scale model of
the aircraft. In this procedure, the aircraft model was mounted on an elevation-over-
azimuth gimbal support provided with angular readout mechanisms. The whitened tip of
the model’s antenna pod was illuminated by a low-power Helium-Argon laser (for
convenience) and the model rotated until the illuminated “antenna” was obscured from the
fixed laser line of sight. The angles corresponding to observation extinctions were
recorded, then plotted in Figure 2. The accuracy of this procedure is estimated to be 
about 1E.

Although RF diffraction phenomena are complex and difficult to predict in detail, the
shadow method was investigated as a gross tool to predict vehicle masking of satellite
signal reception. As seen in Figure 2, the occurrence of satellite loss-of-lock events
correlates well with the shadow projection. The several spurious loss-of-lock points
“randomly” distributed in angular regions outside the shadow are thought to be due partly
to the data reporting mode of the equipment, which reports a change in receiver channel
track status only every 4 s. These delays may also account for the distribution, of loss-of-
lock events within the central region of the shadow. Thus, the aircraft angular rates
experienced during maneuvers could easily result in decorrelation of aircraft attitude and
some loss-of-lock events due to the potential of data latency. It can also be seen that loss-
of-lock data are sparse in the shadow regions corresponding to the nose (upper right) and
left wing tip (lower left) projections. This was found to be due to the relative paucity of
satellite/vehicle attitude combinations that would result in the satellite being tracked
through these angular regions. The lack of these data is unfortunate, since they would have
added empirical information about the “softening” of the optical shadow by RF refraction
around these structural surfaces. Nonetheless, the relatively good correlation of loss-of-
lock events within the optical shadow suggests that it could be used as a mechanism to
forecast worst-case masking effects for other aircraft and other satellite constellation
positions.



MASKING PREDICTIONS

Shadowgrams were prepared for two additional representative tactical aircraft, the F-16
and F-14, based on using wing-station pod antennas on the outmost pylon locations. The
F-16 represented a benign shadowing case with the pod antenna on the left wing tip,
whereas the F-14 represented a stressing configuration due to the pod location being close
to the fuselage. Figure 3 shows these aircraft configurations and typical GPS pod
locations. The shadowgrams for the F-4J, the F-16, and the F-14 were used together with a
projected 18-satellite constellation to derive masking predictions for pod configurations in
various attitudes, especially wings-level flight.

A computer program was used to model the 18-satellite constellation configuration and
predict the satellite positions and the number of satellites that might be seen above the 5E
horizon at Yuma. The number of satellites visible over a 24-h period is plotted in Figure 4,
and it can be seen that the pattern is repetitive in 12-h cycles. In particular, Figure 4
indicates that only 5 satellites may be visible about 40% of the time. This condition
represents a typical situation with which a GPS pod-mounted receiver must cope. As an
illustrative example, the elevation and azimuth locations of five visible satellites at an
arbitrary 0600 hours were plotted in local tangent plane polar coordinates (Figure 5).
Using the shadowgram of the F-4J (seen in Figure 2), the number of satellites visible to the
pod antenna were plotted (Figure 6) as a function of aircraft heading by rotating the
shadow overlay. As can be seen, all five possible satellites are unmasked only for fairly
narrow heading angle regimes; more typically, only four are visible.

The aircraft shadow also was mathematically transformed in polar coordinates to represent
a 45E bank (Figure 7). This shadowgram was overlayed on the satellite position plot and
rotated to effect different headings, producing the satellite masking plot of Figure 8. In this
case, the masking is seen to be more severe in that several heading angles resulted in only
three (and sometimes two) satellites being visible to the pod antenna. In practice, an
aircraft would not maintain a constant bank angle for prolonged periods. Typically, an air
combat maneuver will occur in only a few seconds, resulting in momentary blanking of
multiple satellites.

In similar fashion, shadowgrams for the F-16 and F-14 aircraft were prepared in the wings-
level format (Figure 9a and b, respectively). The F-16 produces only a thin shadow that is
about 10E high (elevation) and 170E in length (azimuth). The F-14, on the other hand,
casts a shadow that extends about 60E in elevation (an additional 20E of shadow is below
the -10E horizon plotted in Figure 9) and wraps around about 205E in azimuth, when the
pivoted wings are extended for subsonic flight. Thus, the possibility of greater satellite
blockage is expected for this aircraft. Figure 10 plots the wings-level F-14 satellite
blockage as a function of heading angle for the example satellite positions used. Although



it does not seem that fewer satellites are visible for the F-14 (Figure 9) than for the F-4J
(Figure 6), the larger shadow of the F-14 suggests greater chances of satellite blockage
under various satellite geometries and aircraft attitudes. However, the F-14 blockage in
level flight may be less severe than its shadow would indicate, because much of the
fuselage shadow extends below the horizon; furthermore, the extended wing obstruction
may be sufficiently thin to preclude excessive RF masking.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

GPS satellite track continuity data from a recent GPS pod antenna flight test have provided
relatively good correlation with an optically projected aircraft shadowgram of the F-4J test
aircraft, although additional data are needed to verify this relationship at the wing-tip
extremities. Shadowgrams of the F-4J, the F-14, and the F-16 used in conjunction with a
projected computer “snapshot” of a representative worst case for the full 18-satellite
configuration (i.e., only 5 satellites visible above the 5E horizon) indicates that four
satellites should be available for the GPS navigation solution for most wings-level aircraft
headings. However, the F-14 may experience more transient signal outages during
maneuvers than the other aircraft considered due to its larger shadow. Consequently,
inertial aiding designs should be capable of propagating the navigation solutions when
fewer than four satellites are available. In addition, high-dynamic maneuvers such as those
used in air combat can cause significant masking. Although these satellite signal interrupts
should be transitory, lasting only a few seconds, they will necessitate fast satellite signal
reacquisition performance to maximize GPS measurement data availability for the
navigation solution.
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Figure 1 - F-4 Aircraft with GPS Equipment Locations

Figure 2 - Loss-of-Lock in Relation to F4-J Aircraft Optical Shadow
From AIM-9 Pod Mounted GPS Antenna (Mission 4075)



Figure 3a - F-16 Aircraft with Typical GPS Pod Location

Figure 3b - F-14 Aircraft



Figure 4 - Number of GPS Satellites Visible at Yuma in an 18-Satellite
Constellation of the Type Planned

Figure 5 - Azimuth and Elevation of Satellites at 0600 hrs (±15 min;
best four-satellite PDOP = 3.02)



Figure 6 - Number of Satellites Visible in Level Flight (F4-J with
pod antenna)

Figure 7 - Optical Shadow of F4-J Aircraft at 45EE Bank Angle
(left) From Pod Antenna on Left Wing



Figure 8 - Number of Satellites Visible in Counterclockwise Full
Circle at 45EE Constant Bank Angle

Figure 9a - Shadowgram for F-16 Aircraft with Wing-
Tip-Mounted GPS Antenna Pod



Figure 9b - Shadowgram for F-14 Aircraft with GPS Pod
Antenna Mounted as in Figure 3

Figure 10 - F-14 Wings-Level GPS Satellite Blockage
Estimations as a Function of Aircraft
Heading
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ABSTRACT

The paper gives a short history of the beginnings in tele-meteorology and missile telemetry
in Germany and describes the developments since the 50’s in these fields, and in remote
control systems up to the present day.

The activities of various organisations in the promotion of the use of telemetry are also
briefly mentioned.

1.  Historical Review

1.1  Telemeteorometry

The Netherland engineer Olland was the first to pioneer Telemeteorography. His
apparatus, constructed in 1875, allowed the common registration of more weather
elements on one recorder by electrical signal conversion in a Time-Division-Multiplex
mode through a 2-wire system (1).

It took more than 50 years until wireless transmission from weather balloons was
successfully tried, still using the same or similar kind of mechanical commutation, for the
transmission of weather parameters. First trials for remote wireless transmission from
captive balloons by keying a spark transmitter were reported as early as 1918, in France.
But the transmitted power was not enough to cover longer distances. When radio amateurs
discovered the surprising propagation properties of short waves in the 20’s, P. Duckert in
Germany began in 1926 with propagation tests from captive ballons over a distance of
8 km with an rf-power of 2 watts and an 8/4-vertical antenna on 60 meters wavelength. At
a weight of several kg’s his airborne apparatus was not able to further the use of
“Telemeteorometry”, as it was called in those days. Soon he found that much lower power
(0.2 to 0.5 Watts) was sufficient to cover ranges up to 200 km. He investigated lower



frequencies and saw that much more power was needed due to “atmospheric” attenuation
and low antenna efficiencies. On the other hand, wavelengths shorter than 10 meters were
not really useable due to the limitations of vacuum tubes of those days. His first free-flying
ballon in 1928 carried an instrument package with 585 grams of which 400 grams were the
batteries. By 1930 an improved version was available weighing 256 grams and using FM-
modulation of 6 MHz frequency; the system was now mature for industrial production.
The multiplexing technique was still not very different from Olland’s days. Each sensor
measuring in turn atmospheric pressure (Bourdon tube), temperature (bimetal strip) and
humidity (hair hygrometer) moved one needle, with a full scale deflection of 100 degrees.
The 3 sectors were separated by 2 fixed marks and a broad sync contact (2/3).

Three of those sondes were released during an arctic expedition in July 1931 onboard from
the famous airship “Graf Zeppelin”. They reached altitudes of more than 10 km and the
data recording was reported to be excellent.

DVL, an earlier part of DFVLR, showed in 1931 the first optical scanning system by use
of a rotating light beam and a selenium cell.

1.2  Missile Telemetry

Two independent developments in German missile telemetry that were made during World
War II were both initiated in 1942.

Professor Busch developed the 8-channel AM/AM telemetry system known as
MESSINA I (4 analogue and 4 digital channels) with 6 AM-subcarriers between 5 and 12
KHz and one AM-reference voltage channel. Chamber pressures, attitude parameters and
temperatures were typically measured when testing the A4 (“V-2") rocket. The transducer
signals were converted to an electrical signal from 1 to 6 Volts by potentiometers. An
8 Watt crystal-controlled transmitter was used on 62.5 MHz with supressor-grid
modulation. Two 8/4-rod-antennas were mounted on the fins of the missile (4).

With a sufficiently strong signal the accuracy was reported to be have been ±3%. Often
however the data were furthermore distored through vehicle spin caused amplitude
fluctuations. The signal attenuation through the exhaust flame led to insufficient signal-to-
noise ratios.

An improved system “MESSINA II” FM-AM, with 12 FM-subcarriers was developed by
Heinrich Hertz Institute. FM was obtained by changing the dc-magnetisation of the
subcarrier oscillator inductance as a function of the input voltage. The system became
operational in the closing days of Peenemünde, early 1945, but generally too late to aid in
critical stages of flight testing. For flight testing the subsonic missile “V-1", a 12 channel



PAM/FM telemetry “Stuttgart” was produced by the Research Institute Graf Zeppelin. The
commutator with 10 samples per second per channel was driven by a small electric motor.
A 50 Watt transmitter on 3.65 MHz was used, frequency-modulated by a reactance tube in
parallel to the oscillator. A 21.6 m long trailing wire was the antenna.

The receiving equipment was installed in an HE 111 aircraft, and with an identical trailing
wire antenna a distance of 50 km could be covered with a noise-free 500 µV signal at the
receiver input.

More than 40 telemetry instrumented flight tests have been performed.

2.  AEROSPACE- AND BALLISTIC TELEMETRY SINCE 1950

For almost 10 years after the end of World War II, no further developments in the field of
telemetry were reported; indeed,,the first post-war work was done in 1954 by a student A.
Becker of T.U. Braunschweig who reviewed all existing literature for a study on aircraft
TM systems (6). After graduating, Dr. Bekker joined the Deutsche Forschungsanstalt für
Luftfahrt (DFL) (today part of DFVLR) and was instrumental in the development of a DFL
system for aerospace-and ballistic telemetry which was in use until the PCM aerea,
following its break through around the 70’s.

The first system developed by DFL was a 5 channel (400 Hz ...1 KHz) AM/AM telemetry
transmitting on 27.12 MHz and used in the flight testing of a glider-aircraft Kranich III;
this 5 channel TM design was basically similar to Messina I, but with much improved
properties, by transmitting only differences of voltages to the reference channel, resulting
in a precision of ±1%. The transmitter range was 25 km (7).

Though MIL-qualified U.S. IRIG-FM/FM systems dominated such test applications in the
following years and the IRIG documents were accepted as standards here, too, we began
to develop along one own lines, stimulated by the increasing demand stemming from the
economical resurrection of the country and the reestablishment of German Army.

The further development of DFL led to a low-cost 10 channel AM/FM system with a
VHF-transmitter, and AM-subcarriers between 2.4 KHz and 19,2 KHz; frequ. response
was from 56 Hz to 452 Hz. This system was successfully used for rotor tests of a
Sykanore Helicopter (8).

Miniaturized TM systems for testing high-g ballistic vehicles, e.g. artillery rockets,
sounding rockets and shells down to 30 mm calibre were developed in the 60’s. First came
a derivative of the DFL-AM/FM system having 7 channels and 0.1 Watts RF power at 



224 MHz with a channel linearity better 1%. With the rapidly increasing progress in
technology the circuit simplicity of AM-subcarriers was no longer as important.

By 1968, the German-French research institute (ISL) had developed a low-cost modular
family of high-g components in ceramic-thick film technology for applications in
accelerations up to 100 000 g; the flexible system design, allowed for biomedical and
ergometrical applications too. PAM/FM/FM systems could now be produced with
rf-power up to 2 Watts in the UHF range. A later family addition was an 8-channel PDM-
module, followed by a move to L-band transmission, to increase the onboard antenna
efficiency (9/10).

The first space qualified PCM-airborne components became available by 1969 and were
flown on the German national satellites DIAL and AZUR, and on the AZUR sounding
rocket program; PCM-ground equipment was still imported mainly from the US.

With specially designed and fabricated spacecraft TM, as well as the dedicated around
equipment for the near-solar mission HELIOS, and the French-German communication
satellites “Symphonie” the German industry has reestablished its competence in remote
data transmission a fitting climax to this short history.

To support national and international space projects, DFVLR constructed the Weilheim
ground station which includes 15 meter and 30 meter dish antennas, the latter for deep
space missions.

Sounding rocket projects were also carried out, and continue to be undertaken, by the
DFVLR-Mobile Rocket Base in countries as far away as Australia or Greenland.

Additionally, Military test ranges and the aerospace industry have been equipped with the
latest ‘state of the art’ hardware for the flight testing of advanced missile systems and
aircraft.

3.  INDUSTRIAL TELEMETRY AND REMOTE CONTROL

3.1  Process oriented Telecontrol

Remote control of industrial processes, in manufacturing and energy generation and
distribution has been applied with increasing demand since 1928 (11), contributing much
to the optimisation of manufacturing processes and making them more reliable.

Technologically the industrial use of telemetry and remote control (after IEC terms
“Telecontrol”) grew along the lines of telefone circuitry. Later with the increasing



demands in the number of channels and speed of transmission FDM played an important
role in the “Analogue Age”. PDM has become very popular due to its insensistivity to
bundle noise. In the digital age asynchronous transmission of digital telegrams with error
correction capabilities for hamming distances of 4 to 6 are standard newadays.
Transmission speed from 300 to 9600 Band are most popular.

With the evolution of computer technology it is difficult today to identify telecontrol
specific hardware under the surfeit of computer hardware, and is visible possibly only at
the near-process interfaces or at the man-machine interfaces.

Some experts believe that telecontrol has lost its identity by introduction of computer and
digital networks and it is now only an integral part of it. A deeper analysis however, shows
that telecontrol data transmission differs in some very important points from the ordinary
computer-computer data transmission by the stringent requirements for a real-time
transmission and near-real-time data availability, and representation with high integrity.

Economically this part of telemetry and remote control application is the most important,
e.g. investments for 1984 are estimated to be in Western Europe 1100 Mio DM (Germany
500 Mio DM) for telecontrol systems inclusive control room equipment.

3.2  Test-Oriented Industrial Telemetry

Before 1970 most of the systems used were built around U.S. imported components and
equipment; the national market was not yet attractive enough to encourage indigenous
developments to a large extent.

With the trend within industry to minimize the turn around time needed for the design,
development and fabrication of its products, as well as the evaluation and feed-back of
corrections or design, or the implementation of safety - and environmental requirements,
an increasing number of test-oriented TM-systems were required. Due to the variety of
applications, reasonable priced equipment could be achieved through flexible, modular and
(almost) free programmable concepts, adaptable to various tasks, e.g. 8 to 16 bit resolution
of the individual data signal with frequency responses from, say, 1/10 Hz to 10 KHz and a
number of channels from 4 to perhaps 256, giving bit rates from 10 Bps to 10 MBps. The
evolution of microprocessor technology encouraged the development of such systems.

The wide range of application calls for low-cost products as well as high-reliability in
extreme environmental conditions in the case of some processes.



The German Bundespost - the local PTT-authority - allocated 10 different radio frequency
bands from HF to SHF, to cope with this variety of applications and the required wireless
links.

Presently industrial radio telemetry is done mostly in the S-band range 2400 to 2500 MHz,
providing 40 channels with 2,5 MHz and an allowed maximum rf-power output of 1 Watt.

C-band transmission at 5700 to 5900 MHz with 5 MHz channel spacing is gaining
importance and Ku-band from 24000 to 24300 MHz has been used for special
applications, allowing channel spacings of maximum 25 MHz.

Electrooptical systems with transmission in the visible and unvisible light-range have
gained popularity in some fields, e.g. at fast rotating parts, in an electromagnetic moise
environment or for high bandwidth requirements. The design of many of the available
systems is based on IRIG-telemetry standards. For the recording of PCM-signals we have
our own industrial standard, DIN 66224 which favours Delay Modulation (Miller Code)
and contributes much to the cross-support of industrial test facilities (12).

The spectrum of available hardware ranges from relatively bulky systems, for applications
where weight, volume and power are not so important, up to a PCM-encoder integrated
completely on one chip.

Presently nearly 40 different, most small to medium sized companies are competing in this
market.

4.  PROMOTION OF TELEMETRY

Industrial process-oriented Telemetry and Remote Control (Telecontrol) is promoted
within a joint-board “Process Data Transmission”, sponsored by the Gesellschaft für Meß-
und Regeltechnik (Society for measurement - and control techniques) of VDI and the
Nachrichtentechnische Gesellschaft (society for Communication Techniques) of VDE.

The 3 working groups concern themselves with the main scope of the board

- fiber-optic links for industrial applications

- networks for transmission of process data

- services (current and future) for transmission of process data.



Studies are presently under way on new or soon to be offered services such as TEMEX
(Telemetry Exchange), TELETEXT (Bildtext) and the Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN), their influence on the design of telecontrol equipment and their possibilites for
future applications. The board tries to represent the users-view point in a dialogue with the
PTT-authorities and it supports the national committee of the International Electrical
Commission (IEC) with studies and proposals.

National conferences and forum discussions on subjects of public interest in the telecontrol
community are organized, and any results or resolutions are usually published.

Aerospace, biomedical and test-oriented industrial telemetry is promoted by the
Arbeitskreis Telemetrie e.V. (German Society for Telemetering), which was founded in
1973 by Herbert Wutz, HMW Data Systems, Inc. Since a while in the past decade several
biennial Telemetry Conferences have been held, whilst the high degree of interest from
neighbouring countries encouraged the society to open the 1984 conference as a European
event.

Upgraded tutorial courses are offered on a regular basis on telemetry and telecontrol which
are sometimes highly specialized and application-oriented on microwave techniques or the
integration of microcomputers in telecontrol.

General studies in the interest of the TM-community are sponsored by the society, such as
propagation tests in S-band and Ku-band to support mobile terrestrial applications or the
use of “piped-light” for biomedical data transmission.

One group of the society looks after the Telemetry Board of Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Luft- und Raumfahrt (German Aerospace Society). The new CCSDS guidelines for Packet
Telemetry and -Command Systems and their impact on future airborne- and ground system
design is one of their current analysis tasks.
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TELEMETRY FOR EMC-TESTS
ON ELECTRO-EXPLOSIVE DEVICES (EED’S)

IN WEAPON SYSTEMS
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Munich/Ottobrunn, FRG

ABSTRACT

A data transmission system using fibre-optics data links has been developed to determine
the compatibility of weapon systems electro-explosive devices to radiated electromagnetic
environments. The EED’s are instrumented with temperature sensors which are as
sensitive to pulsed RF as to continuous wave RF. Significant progress has been made in
reducing the RF coupling of the sensors and in decreasing size, weight and power
consumption of the decentralized telemetry system. After the description of the system
some examples of measurements are reported. In coordination with the Military
Departments this specific data transmission system will become a Military Standard in the
near future.

INTRODUCTION

The response of electrically initiated explosive systems in weapon systems to
electromagnetic fields cannot be accurately predicted. These fields can fire the electro-
explosive devices or cause them to lose sensitivity. Therefore weapon systems have to be
tested during the development stage to determine whether their safety and reliability are
degraded by internal or external electromagnetic fields.

The electromagnetic environment of interest includes radio frequency and microwave
fields which cover a frequency range up to 18 (40) GHz and RF pulses with pulse width
down to 100 nanoseconds.

A data transmission system which can be used for such tests has to meet very high
electromagnetic compatibility requirements and it should be small enough to be assembled
inside the weapon without affecting the firing circuits.



A couple of years ago, after a careful review of the design criteria we decided to develop a
special data transmission system on the basis of a standard IRIG PCM Telemetry system
with fibre-optic data links and infrared temperature sensors. This “EED telemetry system”-
which is described below - has been successfully used for Safety Qualification Tests on
several missiles.

FIGURE 1 illustrates a typical EMC test configuration consisting of a weapon system
under test, a high power electromagnetic generator and the telemetry equipment.

SENSOR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

There are different philosophies for evaluating the susceptibility of bridgewire EED’s. We
have chosen a common method were the explosive charges of the EED’s are completely
removed and substituted by an infrared temperature sensor. When RF power is picked up
by the firing circuit and supplied to the EED the sensor will sense the temperature rise in
the bridgewire. The output voltage of the thermal sensor is proportional to the heat
radiated from the bridgewire.

Two types of instrumented EED’s are shown in FIGURE 2.

Each individual type of bridgewire EED has to be instrumented in this way. It is important
that the instrumented EED will not be larger than the original EED. Also electrical
conditions such as grounding and shielding should not be changed too much.

The instrumented EED includes a temperature transducer for drift compensation. The cable
connections from the sensor are shielded by semi-rigid copper tubes.

The distance between the bridgewire of the EED and the IR sensor can be mechanically
adjusted.

A schematic of an instrumented EED is shown in FIGURE 3. It can be seen that
bridgewire and IR sensor have to be very close together. If the radiated heat is low the
distance between bridgewire and effective sensor area can be smaller than 1 millimeter.

The sensor area is the most critical point of the whole telemetry system: where RF
coupling can occur. Therefore the necessary precautions have to be taken using special
shielding and grounding and it is important to make corresponding laboratory tests over the
whole frequency range from 100 MHz to 18 GHz. In this range the RF attenuation must
exceed 25 dB.



The bridgewire delivers a broadband-spectrum with a maximum of radiation at a
wavelength of about 10 µm which can be calculated by the following formula:

8T = b (1)

where: b = 2,898 10-3 (mK)
constant factor

T = bridgewire temperature (K)
8 = wavelength of maximum of radiated heat (m)

The total radiated heat is:

P = *AT4 (2)

where: A = radiating area (m2)
*= 5,667 C 10-8 W/m2K4)

constant factor

In order to detect the total radiated heat P, the IR-sensor’s spectrum of sensitivity has to be
larger than the radiation-spectrum of the bridgewire.

The IR sensor consists of a thinfilm thermopile with a continuous sensitivity in a
bandwidth from about 0,1 µm to 40 µm. Its dynamic range is from 0,1 µ watts to several
milliwatts and so it is possible to detect a bridgewire temperature variation of down to
0,1K.

Calibration of the Instrumented EED’s

The use of instrumented EED’s requires careful calibration. There are two basic
calibration requirements:

- DC calibration: Here the bridgewire is heated by means of a DC current and the
output of the sensor is measured.

- Pulse calibration: Here the bridgewire is heated by a pulse. As with DC calibration
the EED characteristics must be well known. Furthermore, FIGURE 4 shows the
relation between pulse height and pulse width required to give the same IR sensor
output. One curve is for a rectangular pulse, the other for an exponential pulse.



In order to calculate these calibration curves a first order differential equation is used. This
equation describes the temperature rise of the bridgewire.

(3)

where: Cth = heat capacitiy
Gth = heat loss factor
t = pulse duration
T = bridgewire temperature

When data corresponding to recangular and exponential pulses are inserted in equation (3),
equation (4) results.

 p(t) = u2(t)/RZ (4)

where: u(t) = Ui for rectangular pulse
u(t) = Uc exp (-t/tc) for an exponential pulse
Ui = peak voltage of pulse
ti = pulse duration
RZ = bridgewire resistance
Uc = firing capacitor voltage
CZ = capacitor of discharge
tc = firing circuit time constant

The deciding factor for the evaluation of a firing circuit in relation to external interference
is the maximum bridge temperature caused by that interference.

If it has been shown that the measuring system meets the requirements of linearity and
frequency response as regards the instantaneous temperature, then it can be used for any
kind of transient disturbance.

TELEMETRY SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Each weapon system is normally equipped with several EED’s which are distributed
throughout the system. In accordance with the distribution of the data sources we need a
decentralized telemetry system. The telemetry configuration is shown in FIGURE 5. It
consists of the data acquisition units, a central telemetry unit and a telemetry receiving
station.



Each data acquisition unit contains a sensor, an amplifier/filter, an encoder and a power
supply with a lithium battery. The electrical digital output signal is converted into a fiber-
optic signal for transmission to one of the eight fiber-optic input ports of the central
telemetry unit. On-off switching of the data acquisition system occurs by the central unit
via additional fiber-optic command links. By this telemetry configuration with non-metallic
cables between the single units the RF integrity of the weapon system can be preserved.

The central telemetry unit converts and decodes the data input signals. These signals are
then fed to a eight channel standard IRIG PCM-encoder which generates a biphase-L
serial data stream.

The data are brought out of the weapon system through a glass fiber optic cable to the
telemetry receiving station. This telemetry receiving station consists of fiber optic receiver,
bit and frame synchronizer, digital-to-analog converters and power supply. Three outputs
connect the decoded data to analog tape recorder for data storage, to a computer for data
analysis and to analog equipment for real time data monitoring.

The most important technical data of the telemetry system are the following:

Instrumented EED and one channel data acquisition:

- sensitivity at least 32 dB below EED DC-Nofire threshold
- parameter bandwidth 55 Hz
- amplification factor up to 10000
- accuracy ± 5% over all environments
- electromagnetic interference requirements 200 V/m
- performance time longer than 500 hours without changing the batterie

Eight channel telemetry:

- PCM format
8 data and 1 sync word per frame
8 information bits per word

- sampling rate 20KBPS
- word rate appr. 280 WPS
- fiber optic receiver sensitivity -40 Dbm
- fiber optic wavelength range 600 nm to 1000 nm
- performance time longer than 24 hours

without charging the battery
- temperature range -20 EC to +60 EC



APPLICATION

A weapon system consisting of a helicopter and anti-tank missiles is shown in FIGURE 6.
It is an example of a weapon system that has been tested with an “EED telemetry system”.
In this special case only one of the missiles was instrumented.

Two different kinds of interference tests have been performed. In one case an external RF
power was radiated to the weapon system. In the other case the interference was produced
by the internal electric and electronic equipment of the weapon system.

FIGURE 7 shows a schematic of the weapon system and the total instrumentation. The
distance between weapon system and telemetry receiving station can be up to one hundred
meters.

The RF power absorbed by one EED is shown in FIGURE 8. It is an example of a
telemetry plot where the RF frequency was swept up to 10 GHz. In this special test the
radiated power of the external field was kept constant as far as possible. But often the
radiated power is controlled by the output signals to avoid damage of the EED’s. In
addition to that individual test are performed at resonance points.

An example of an output signal caused by an external or system internal electromagnetic
pulse is shown in FIGURE 9. The peak value of this output signal is a measure of the heat
radiated by the bridgewire. The shape of this output pulse is almost independent on the
shape and on the duration of the input pulse when the pulse duration is smaller than the
time constant of the bridgewire. By this fact the sampling rate of the telemetry can be
relatively low.

All applications-where this telemetry has been used- have demonstrated that the main
advantages are given by the sensitivity to continuous wave RF and to pulsed RF and by the
possibility of a quantitative evaluation of the EED’s.

CONCLUSIONS

By using an infrared temperature sensor for bridge wire EED measurement in combination
with a decentralized low power PCM telemetry system with fiber optic cable connections
all requirements for EMC tests on EED’s in weapon systems could be met.

But these instrumentations can be very critical dependent on the mechanical complexity of
weapon systems and on sophisticated calibration procedures. To obtain comparable test
results standardization is necessary.



In the FRG the described system is in the planning stage for the military standard
“VG0095379 Elektromagnetische Verträglichkeit von Anzünd- und Zündkreisen mit EED
in Systemen” and it will become the German contribution to the NATO working group
AC310, sub group III as shown in FIGURE 10. This group requested all members who
work on this subject for their recommendations.
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Figure 1. Schematic of a General Test Configuration
for EMC Tests on EED’s in Weapon Systems



Figure 2. Examples of Instrumented EED’s
(1/4 inch and 3/8 inch diameters)

Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of a Hot Bridgewire EED
instrumented with an TR Temperature Sensor
(Diameter: 1/4 inch)



Figure 4. Pulse Energies for Calibration

Figure 5. “EED Telemetry System”
7 Instrumented EED’s, Cylindrical Transmitting Unit,
Fiber Optic Cable and Receiving Station



Figure 6. Electrical Environment Tests

Figure 7. Application Example: Weapon System with an
instrumented Anti-Tank Missile



Figure 8. Sensitivity of a Bridgewire EED in a Weapon System
to Radio Frequency CW Power (1000 Watts /m2 ) ;

Figure 9. Sensor Response to a 10 µs/1 Amp. DC Pulse
TM Output Voltage VS Time



Figure 10.  Responsible NATO SERVICES Group
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ABSTRACT

Measuring techniques in rescue and recovery systems are mainly applied to parachute and
ejection seat systems. Thereby, the measurements of special interest are: forces occuring in
the suspension lines of parachutes during inflation; accelerations acting on persons to be
rescued or on materials to be recovered; the progress of velocities during the retarding of
persons, ejection seats, test verhicles and so on; as well as measurements of the static
pressure and possibly the outside temperature for the determination of altitudes. Further,
the change of the projected area of a parachute during inflation will also be of interest.

The data values are transformed by the transducers to analogue electric signals and
telemetered to the ground station. To determine the projected area of the parachute during
inflation this event is filmed by a high speed film camera which is installed in the rear of
the test vehicle. Furthermore, the entire experiment is filmed from the ground by another
high speed camera. On request, a cinetheodolite and a tracking radar installation is used
additionally to get data concerning rate of descent and trajectory of the parachute-load
system. (1,2)

INTRODUCTION

In the years from 1962 - 1980 ample investigation in the field of rescue- and recovery
systems was done by the Department “Rescue- and Recovery Systems” of the Institute for
Flight Mechanics. The use of unmanned test-vehicles housing the measuring equipment
needed for parachute drop-tests made it necessary to use telemetry- and telecommand-
devices, which are described in the following.

TEST INSTALLATIONS

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the measuring and test installations which are necessary
for the execution of drop tests with parachute-load systems. These include a cinetheodolite
installation consisting of a master and a slave station, a high speed camera installed in a



van, a mobile telemetry ground station installed in a second van and a third truck to assist
the recovery group. A telecommand transmitter con be operated from the telemetry ground
station to give commands to the test vehicle. Frame mark pulses from the cine theodolite
equipment and from the high speed camera are fed to the telemetry ground station to be
recorded as reference marks. All ground installations are linked to each other and to the
dropping aircraft by telecommunication facilities.

Aerodynamic favorable shaped test vehicles as well as dummies are used in testing
parachute-load systems. For testing personnel parachutes by jumpers, a special
instrumentation package has been developed. Additionally, this package enables the
telemetering of biomedical data.(3,4)

INSTRUMENTED TEST VEHICLES

For drop tests with test vehicles at different airspeeds and loads a series of different test
vehicles has been built for loads of 6 kg up to 250 kg. These test vehicles are carried by
aircraft to the appropriate altitude for the experiment and dropped at the prescribed
airspeed.

Figure 2 shows a perspectivic view of a type “FB-1A” test-vehicle. Attached to the nose of
the vehicle is a pitot tube for measuring the pitot pressure which is used to obtain the
airspeed of the body. The tube in which the pitot tube is installed is simultaneously used as
an antenna for a telecommand receiver. The section located just behind the nose contains
the measuring and control plug-in unit with the airborne telemetry equipment, the
telecommand receiver, the timer and the batteries for the power supply. Two diametrically
opposed 8/4-antenna rods located outside of this section serves as telemetry transmitting
antennas. This arrangement is easy to construct at low expenses and shows an
isoradiogram which is very satisfactory for this application.

The section behind the telemetry equipment contains the recovery system for the vehicle.
This is a second parachute which can be used if a malfunction of the test parachute occurs.
The rear section of the vehicle contains the test parachute and a high speed camera which
films the deployment of the parachute. This camera, like the high speed camera on the
ground, has a frame rate of about 100/s. Releasing of the test parachute and, if necessay,
the recovery system is done by pyrotechnic actuators. At the end of the test phase of a
measure-drop, the pitot tube with its carrier tube is separated also by pyrotechnic actuators
and recovered by a separate small parachute. The pyrotechnic actuators are triggered by
the timer or the command receiver.

Referring to figure 3 which shows a block circuit diagram of the airborne instrumentation,
a brief description of the measuring and control installation shall be given. Transducers as



load cells, acceleration transducers, static pressure transducers, differential pressure
transducers, temperature transducers and others are used as required for measuring the
various data. The block diagram shows, for instance, how the differential pressure from the
pitot tube via connecting tubes and a magnetic operated valve is fed to a transducer for
measuring the pitot pressure. All transducers deliver DC-output signals which are fed to
VCO’s after preamplification. The outputs of all VCO’s are fed via a mixer amplifier to
modulate the telemetry transmitter. The transmitter transmits an RF-signal of 235,5 MHz
at an output power of about 2,5 W. The transmitter is adapted to the 8/4 antenna rods by a
balun half wave transformer. In addition to the transducer signals, a frame mark signal,
which is derived from the high speed camera and which consists of one pulse per frame,
and monitoring signals are telemetered to the ground. The block circuit diagram shows
further the power supply plant and the stabilizing circuits for the transducers. The power
supply consists of nickel-cadmium accumulators (Varta 5/900D) having a connector for
external power supply. Different installations, such as the telemetry unit, command
receiver, transducers, camera and pyrotechnic actuators, are powered from different
independent batteries. During the preflight-check, adjustment of the transducers balance on
the ground, and during the in-flight-phase until the vehicle is dropped, the entire electrical
installation of the test vehicle will be supplied via an external connector from the power
plant of the aircraft. Shortly before dropping, power supply is changed to the internal
batteries. At the dropping point, the timer is initiated by means of pull switches which are
attached to the aircraft by break threads. The timer controls the time-lapse of the high
speed camera, the magnetic operated valve and the pyrotechnic actuators.

The airborne telemetry unit uses an FM/FM-system with low level subcarrier-oscillators
(Vector TL 61B) and a transmitter with a power output of 2,7 W (Vector TR 2125).
However this is just an example and in other, similarly constructed plug-in units very
modern miniaturized telemetry components of various manufacturers as well as “home
made” telemetry components are used. Very common in use was an airborne telemetry unit
the components of which were manufactured by Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm, whereas
the mount with power supply and wiring was made by the Department for Rescue and
Recovery Systems.

The telecommand installation serves to command release of the recovery system when a
malfunction of the test parachute occurs. During a defined time-interval after dropping of
the test vehicle, a signal for the pyrotechnic actuators of the recovery system to be
activated is released by the timer. This activation is, however, disabled via telecommand
from the ground station so that the pyrotechnic actuators cannot operate. If a malfunction
of the parachute occurs, which can be observed by direct viewing or by telemetry-signal
displays, the disabling command can be cancelled so that the recovery parachute will be
released. This is a fail-safe system, because in case of malfunction of the telecommand
system the recovery parachute will be released automatically. Using this fail-safe type



system it may occur that due to unnecessary releasing of the recovery parachute an
experiment may become unusable; however, the test vehicle, which is of considerable
value, will be safely recovered in any case. If a malfunction occurs during a period when
the timer is not furnishing a signal to the actuators, an active command can be given to
release the recovery system. The telecommand receiving set is a modified remote control
set for models, consisting of a receiver and 4 relais switching stages each for two tone
frequency channels. The output signals of the relais switching stages are so interconnected,
that for one command two channels are used. In this way the system is sufficiently safe in
preventing acceptance of wrong commands given by modelflyers, walky-talky-users or
other RF-sources within the 27 MHz-band.

The interconnection of two telecommand channels also minimizes the possibility of wrong
commands originating from operation of one of the switching stage relays by signals from
random noise (experiments have shown that this may occur for a time up to 5 msec
duration). Wrong commands of this kind are entirely prevented by sequence controlled
relays which pulls up with a time delay of 100 ms and which serves as switches for the
actuators. A telecommand installation of this type is cheap, not very liable to interferences
and shows good safety against malfunctions. This safety can be further increased by
redundant operation of two receiving sets connected in parallel.

TELEMETRY TECHNIQUE

Due to the fact that flight test applications as in question in general require only a relatively
low number of signal channels (very often less than 10) which may have short signal rise
times so that sufficient bandwidth must be provided, an FM/FM-Telemetry System is used.
Another advantage of FM/FM is given by the possibility to reduce the airborne telemetry
installation by removal of components to the minimum which is needed if a drop test
seems to be high risk. This minimizes the danger of loosing valuable components. For RF-
transmission a frequency of 235,5 MHz (P-band range) was used. A helix antenna with a
gain of app. 11 dB and a beam width of 40 degrees served as receiving antenna.

For different reasons a change was made to transmission-frequencies in the L-band range
(1476,5 and 1479,5 MHz). Because antenna-tracking became then necessary at the ground
station, a Single Channel Monopulse Tracking System of the type “MONOTRAC” made
by MBB/Krupp was used. The MONOTRAC-System consists of five subsystems:
Parabolic reflector, Focusbox, Operation equipment, Servosystem and Pedestal. The
parabolic reflector has a diameter of 2 m and is suited for a frequency range of 1,4 - 14
GHz, the focusbox contains the complete RF-equipment and is interchangeable to fit to
different frequency ranges.



The “MONOTRAC” antenna system is mounted on a flat-bed-trailer which allows quick
transportation. Attached to the elevation portion of the antenna is fixed a jib for mounting a
TV-camera. This camera allows continuous observation of the target, here the test vehicle-
parachute system. The tracking antenna equipment has a gain of 27 dB at a beamwidth of
7E. Moreover the azimuth- and elevation-data of the antenna can be used in connection
with an electronic ranging-device and calculator for a continuous positioning of the test
vehicle or other target resp.

MOBILE TELEMETRY AND TELECOMMAND GROUND STATION

Figure 4 shows a block circuit diagram of the mobile ground station. The RF-Signals
received are fed to a telemetry receiver with P-band tuner (215 -260 MHz). The FM-
multiplex signal is fed to 14 subcarrier discriminators (EMR 4150, IRIG-proportional
channels 5 -18). The output signals of the discriminators and the frame mark signals from
the ground installed high-speed-camera and from the cine-theodolite installation are fed via
a distribution (patch panel) to the recording installations. These are a cathode ray
oscilloscope for monitoring signals, an ultra-violet light-recorder (Fischer AF 16 UV) for
quick look recordings and another recorder using photosensitive paper. The recordings of
the latter can be developed and stored for later data reduction. Further, the discriminator
signals as well as the FM-multiplex signal can be recorded on an analogue tape recorder
(Ampex PR 2200). A tape speed compensation is used with 100 kHz reference frequency
(oscillator EMR 4810, discriminator EMR 4130). The tape recordings can be used for
reproduction of paper recordings but are mainly used for Off-Line data reduction by a
process calculator.

The mobile ground station shows further a monitoring device which displays directly
altitude and airspeed of the test vehicle and the different events of actuations within the
vehicle. Moreover, a TV-monitor displays the pictures which are delivered by a TV-
camera outside of the van observing the test-vehicle and the parachute. The TV-camera is
mechanically ganged with the van-mounted high speed camera or with the
“MONOTRAC” tracking antenna system. The video-signals are recorded by a TV-
recorder.

The monitoring signals, derived from the different actuators installed in the test vehicle and
telemetered to the ground, are fed to event displays which shows the time of each event
(starting the camera, separation of rear cover lid, etc.). This time is referenced from the
time of dropping. Further, there are command programming switches by means of which
preprogramming of commands can be done. However, commands are mainly given,
according to the observation of the test vehicle-parachute system, by manually pressing the
button referred to on a control desk. The telecommand transmitter is amplitude-modulated
with the tone-frequencies related to the switching stages in the receiving set. A monitoring



receiver with frequency-selective relays gives a possiblity to check the transmisison of the
telecommand ground station. The antenna for the telecommand ground installation is a
8/4-ground plane antenna. It is obvious that other command codes, e.g. PCM-codes, can
be used for telecommand, if necessary. It is as well possible to install a crystal controlled
timer in the ground station which will be used in place of all the timers in the test vehicles
because these are not very convenient to adjust. Then all programs will be ground-
controlled via the telecommand-link. A redundant timer left in the vehicle operates in case
of carrier-failure of the telecommand link.

FURTHER APPLICATIONS

The test instrumentation system described was as well applied to ejection-seat testing(5)
and to parachutists testing personell parachutes of all kinds. These special applications
required different airborne instrumentation packages, whereas the ground station could be
used with minor modifications for all applications.

DATA REDUCTION BY PROCESS CALCULATOR

Data reduction using the paper recordings is a very long term work which needs a large
personell staff. To overcome this problem a process calculator (Digital Equipment
PDP-8E) has been installed for Off-Line data reduction. During calibration, the data are
fed via the complete measurement link (i.e. from the transducers via telemetry up to the
discriminator outputs in sequence to the calculator and stored there). For data reduction the
FM-multiplex signal of an actual experiment recorded on the tape recorder is fed via the
tape speed compensation equipment to the subcarrier discriminators. The outputs of the
discriminators are cable connected to the multiplexer and ADC at the input of the
calculator. According to the selected program, the calculator refers to the stored calibration
data, calculates and prints the data requested by means of a teletype simultaneously. A
scaled graph of data can be achieved by means of the additionally provided x-y-recorder.

THE FREE-FLIGHT TEST INSTALLATION

In order to investigate principles on which models work, tests were carried out using
model parachutes. For this purpose, a free-flight test installation was provided by DFVLR.
Flying test bodies (ca. 105 mm diameter) carrying the model parachute were brought to a
high velocity (a velocity of up to 200 metres per second is achievable) by means of an air-
pressure accelerator and the parachute made to open at a definite location by use of a cord.
The small flying test body, like the flying test vehicles for larger-scale tests, contained a
telemetry system and a force sensor for measurement of forces arising in the suspension
lines of the model parachute.



Figure 5 shows a block circuit diagram of the test equipment for the free-flight section of
the test. First of all, the initial velocity V0 with which the flying body leaves the accelerator
is measured by means of light barriers. When the parachute opens (deploys and inflates),
the test signals emitted by the force sensor, also other test signals if required, are
transmitted telemetrically. Here also an FM/FM-method is used. The transmitter thereby
transmits by way of a conical helical antenna cast into the polyamide tip of the flying test
body. The receiver constructed by DFVLR passes the frequency multiplex signal to
subcarrier discriminators whose output signals are fed by way of a distribution system to
an UV-recorder and to a tape recorder, so that here also the possibility of off-line
evaluation by a process computer arises.

The on-board telemetry system was equipped with an up to six-channel FM/FM-system
using miniature subcarrier oscilators of the MMO 11(Vector) type of construction, and an
MBB-transmitter of the Type 3415E. These components, however, have been found to be
insuffieciently shock-proof when the flying body crashed with high velocity into the
arresting wall at the end of the test section in the event of a parachute malfunction; in such
a case, shock accelerations of up to 10.000g may arise. Therefore a telemetry system,
constructed according to thick-film technology, such as that developed by the Institute
Saint-Louis in cooperation with AEG-Telefunken for balistic tests, was introduced. It
consists of all components required for an FM/FM system including transmitter and is able
to withstand shocks up to 100.000 g.

The course of the velocity of the overall parachute-load system was measured by means of
a Doppler radar system, the output signal of which is to be recorded. In order to obtain
important information, here also the whole test procedure must be filmed by high-speed
cameras. Since, for the case in which the flying test body leaves the accelerator at 100
metres per second, the process concerned is completed in about 50 ms, the high-speed
camera must film at a rate of about 1000-5000 frames per second if an adequate number of
photographs is to be obtained. Collimation point signals are derived from these cameras
and are then included in the recording.

SUMMARY

The paper gives a survey of the measuring technique applied in rescue- and recovery
systems, with special reference to the use of telemetry and telecommand equipment.
Measuring and test installations such as instrumented test vehicles and the essential ground
equipment are described. Reference is made to a test installation for testing model
parachutes in free flight using high-g-telemetry components.
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Figure 1. Blockdiagram of the test installations

Figure 2. Perspectivic view of a test-vehicle type FB-1A



Figure 3. Block circuit diagram of the measuring- and
control installation of a test-vehicle

Figure 4. Blockdiagram of the Mobile Telemetry- and
Telecommand Ground Station



Figure 5. Blockdiagram of the Free-Flight Test Installation



A ONE-WAY DATA LINK OPERATING WITH EXTREME
WEAK SIGNALS
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ABSTRACT

For maritime applications of distress communications via geostationary satellites a special
method of signal processing was developed, called superposition technique. The data
frame containing the alert message is transmitted from a distress equipment repeatedly.
After being relayed by the satellite the signal is detected and improved by superimposing
the frames. Around 14 dB is the actual processing gain. Thus a distress buoy is able to
transfer a message from all over the world with high reliability by only transmitting a
power of 50 mW omnidirectionally over a slant range of about 40 000 km.

The described system, called the Distress Radio Call System (DRCS) was tested in a
Coordinated Trials Program (CTP) of 6 nations. Both in a simulation phase and in a field
test under exactly the same environmental conditions the DRCS with its superposition
technique was able to detect signals with lowest signal-to-noise-density ratio without error.
In laboratory tests using GAUSS channel conditions, a system threshold of 13 dB-Hz
could be demonstrated. In a real environment (North Cape) 15 dB-Hz was the lower limit
for error-free reception.

CCIR approved a recommendation in June, 1984 for a system operating through
geostationary satellites at 1.6 GHz being a DRCS-type with very little modifications.

Keywords:  Superposition technique, message integration, signal processing. 

INTRODUCTION

Battery-operated radio equipments for distress alerts are subjected to limits in range
caused by natural conditions such as earth curvature or antenna efficiency problems due to
geometry, and in addition the low available DC power. Thus a successful transfer of an
alert depends on the distance from a coast station, a passing boat or airplane.



Geostationary satellites cover more than a third of the total earth (Figure 1). Three
satellites are able to cover all three oceans and only small areas around the poles are
excluded. The equipment for alerting could be similar to the present one: Distress buoys
which are energized automatically when floating in water.

The communication link, however, with regard to its link budget, is a problem area: The
distress message with identification and with position data which are updated from the ship
in regular time intervals, has to be transmitted over more than 40 000 km slant range with
an omnidirectional antenna. Furthermore deap muitipath fades of more than 10 dB exist by
reflections from the sea surface or total dropouts occur due to signal blockage caused be
high waves at low elevation angles to the satellite. At the allocated frequency band of
1.6 GHz doppler shifts of about 30 Hz are originated by the movement of the buoy upon
the waves at high sea states, which are the normal conditions of distress operation.

A conventional technique usually employed for satellite communication would not work
under such circumstances.

HOW TO COPE WITH AN UNSATISFACTORY LINK ?

First it will be demonstrated that the conventional approach would result in extremely low
bit rates even if an effective modulation such as PSK is selected, with additional error
correcting code. A transmit power of 1 Watt is assumed in the following simplified link
calculation:

Table I: Simplified link calculation “Buoy-Spacecraft”

EIRP of the buoy           0        dBW
space loss (-)  189,1     dB
G/T satellite (2nd generation INMARSAT)       - 12,5     dB/K
Boltzmann Constant (-) -228,6     dB(J/K)
multipath degradation (-)     10       dB
link margin (-)       2       dB       
C/No uplink          15,0    dB-Hz
required Eb/No          10       dB        
bitrate (log)            5,0    dB(Hz)

To obtain a sufficient signal level per symbol of about 10 dB (for PSK at bit error rate 10-5 
a bitrate of 3 B/s is the outcome of the calculation. Two reasons, however, exclude this
solution: First, the long time of frequency acquisition within a broad band of totally
200 kHz, even if this range would be subdivided in small slices. Second, the Doppler 



effect of typical 30 Hz at high sea state, which causes lock problems, especially if a
dropout due to multipath has occured.

THE SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM

The way out of this dilema led to the idea of using the time as the only factor with unused
margins, because the number of information bits (100) is small and also the required
message transfer time of some minutes is not extreme.

Following the present concept the message is transmitted with a higher bitrate in a
noncoherent FSK modulation to meet the condition of rapid acquisition. But the frame is
not transmitted once, but several times, up to hundred times, one after the other,
continuously.

After being relayed by the satellite the appropriate frequency band is down-converted to
audio frequencies (Figure 2). For acquisition And demodulation a filterbank is used with
identical bandwidth of each filter close to the bitrate. 30 Hz was selected for a bitrate of
32 B/s. Each filter has a rectifier function and an integration circuit of adjustable time
constant. By integration of several seconds the noise is smoothed to a DC level, thus a
very low signal is able to be detected in the form of a slight increase of the output level
which is permanently scanned electronically. For a FSK signal of high modulation index
two filters respond, which have a frequency separation equal to the transmitted deviation
of the signal.

If this deviation check is positive both filters are combined resulting in a rectified on-line
signal, without the smoothing circuit, of course, mentioned above. The signal is now
sampled, analog-digital-converted and put in a memory. Each message is superimposed
upon the previous. The law of physics says that the noise is added with the square root of
the number of frames while the signal is linearly added. Thus for every factor of 2 in the
number of frames an improvement of 3 dB in signal-to-noise-density ratio is theoretically
obtainable, in practice, the improvement is 2 dB.

This time diversity technique has two additional benefits: One is a way of using battery
power more efficiently, because of a lower DC-current load. The other is the extreme
favourable characteristic that the fluctuations of a faded signal are totally levelled. Even
complete dropouts are compensated by integrating the received fractions of a message like
a puzzle. The fast acquisition of the noncoherent FSK is a good help. To put it in a more
scientific language: A communication link of Rayleigh characteristic has become a
GAUSS-distribution after a few superpositions. That means the margin normally set as
being equal to the strongest fading depths, is reduced to a very small link degradation of
1-2 dB only.



HOW TO SYNCHRONIZE THE FRAMES

One question is left open, that is the method of superimposing coherently, that means all
frames have to be added with their related bits or samples. This has to be arranged at a
state where no bit sync and no frame sync is known yet.

The solution is easy and it is the key to the entire system (Figure 3): The integration can
start on any sample of the frame not knowing the bitchange or the starting point of the
frame, if the framelength is known a priori and very exactly. Since the integration
procedure in the memory returns to the begin just after having filled one framelength, the
short-time-synchronism is automatically given. The only condition is that the clock-
frequencies of the transmitter and the receiver are identical - or close to identical. The
formula for this relationship is

where Tmax  is the maximum time of quasi-synchronism, A is the permitted sync-error in
fractions of a bit, R is the bitrate and S1, S2 are the clock frequency accuracies of the
transmitter and the receiver, respectively. For A = 10 % and a 2·10-6 accuracy of a
temperature compensated crystal oscillator (TCXO) the maximum time of quasi-
synchronism is 13 minutes. Having a total framelength of 160 bits a total of 156 data
frames could be superimposed.

THE REALIZED SYSTEM

Two kinds of distress transmitters have been developed: A distress buoy (Figure 4) which
was first tested in 1975 with the US-satellite ATS-6 and which is capable to transmit the
ship identification, its position, and additional information. The second equipment is a
keyboard sender (Figure 5), a floatable waterproof typewriter, which is able to transmit
also an individual message, i.e. type of assistance requested, in addition to the standard
message of the buoy.

More recently a Coordinated Trials Program (CTP) has been performed to compare
systems of six different nations, those of Japan, Norway, UK, USA, USSR and F.R.
Germany [1]. For the trials a new detection and processing equipment was built by
German industry (Figure 6) with most functions in software on a PDP11/44 computer.
Also the filterbank was digital in form of a very fast microprocessor. The tests were
conducted first by simulation at the ESA tracking station Villa Franca near Madrid, second
in a field test using the German Research Vessel GAUSS with a routing from Edinburgh to
the North Cape, in both cases equivalent environmental conditions were guaranteed. The



German Distress Radio Call System (DRCS) demonstrated the lowest system threshold of
signal-to-noise-density ratio. From the North Cape with 2.5 m waves and an elevation
angle to the INMARSAT-satellite MARECS-A a transmit power of 600 mW was applied.
At the earth station the signal was artifically degraded 11 dB by noise injection, which can
be regarded as an additional margin. Recalculated as a fictive transmitter power an EIRP
of 50 mW is the result.

In terms of signal-to-noise-density ratio tests with a GAUSS channel via satellite allowed
an operation at 13 dB-Hz, at North Cape conditions at 15 dB-Hz.

THE SPECIFICATION OF THE CCIR-RECOMMENDED SYSTEM

In June 1984, CCIR in Geneva has adopted a recommendation for a satellite EPIRB
system operating through geostationary satellites at 1.6 GHz which defines transmission
characteristics very close to the DRCS:

Table II: Brief System Specifications [2]

transmit frequency within the bands 1644.3-1644.5 MHz+ 
1645.5-1646.5 MHz++

transmit power 1 Watt nominal
antenna gain 0 dBi
modulation FSK
deviation ± 120 Hz+++

frame length - Data 100 bits
- Sync   20 bits
- FEC   40 bits (BCH code)

code NRZ-L
modulation rate 32 baud
transmission duration 4 x 10 min
   +    INMARSAT first generation space segment
   ++   INMARSAT second generation space segment
+++ in agreement with CCIR and IMO requirements; position data derived and

updated via interface from navigational instruments on the ship

In the CCIR recommendation the necessity to carry out preoperational demonstrations in
the near future has been mentioned. The international effort to compare systems before
standardizing a technique seemed to be unique and an excellent example of an
international cooperation.



CONCLUSIONS

In cases of extremely poor communication links with strong signal fluctuations and
occasional dropouts the superposition signal processing technique is able to offer a reliable
method of message transfer. The system works at signal-to-noise ratios down to -5 dB
which would be far below the Shannon-limit if the incoming signal would be without
processing. The method works without reference to a special transmission technique, i.e.
long or short wave radio frequencies or infrared or ultrasound as a transmitting medium.
The actual application however, is presently a maritime and humanitarian one, to transfer a
distress message instantaneously and with high reliabiliy for safety at sea (Figure 7).
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Figure 2 - Block Diagram of the Receiver Processor



Figure 3 - Superposition Technique Demonstrated for a 10 - bit - Frame



Figure 4 - Distress Buoy Figure 5 - Keyboard Sender

Figure 6 - Latest Generation of the Reciever Processor



Figure 7 - Deployment near the North Cape



RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT OF COMMUNICATION
NETWORKS BY TELEMETRY AND REMOTE CONTROL
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1.  INTRODUCTION

Communications is one of the most important markets all over the world for investment as
well as for services in this area. Round about half of all employees of modern industrial
societies are engaged in transmitting or processing informations.

In 1980 the following values had been found out:

- Worldmarket of communications technology 120 billion $
- Thereof 60 % for distribution communications (radio, TV)

             40 % for dialog communications (telephone)
- 500 million telephone stations
- 600 billion calls per year
- 6 % per year call increasing

In addition, there are other important communication possibilities like

- telex
- data transmission
- facsimile transmission

For the Federal Republic of Germany it can be supposed, that these informations will be
transmitted

- 50 % by cable
- 50 % by radio systems

Therefore 480 stations (towers) are installed, in which the technical equipments for
information transmission are concentrated. In future, satellite communication will be more
and more important.



Independent from short or long distance transmission each user demands a secure, reliable
and every time disposable connection.

Transmission services must economically meet these demands. Therefore,
telecommunication networks with very high reliability are needed.

A detailed investigation of failures in a transmission network, leased by a pipeline
company from the German Bundespost, shows:

Failures

Network size cables technical
equipment

other

2.500 km
7.000 km

54,1 %
61,3 %

32,2 %
28,4 %

13,7 %
10,3 %

One of the most important results is, that by increasing network size more and more
failures result from the cable network.
Another important experience is the accumulation of failures in the middle of the week and
during the main working time between 8 am to 4 pm.

During weekend, public holidays and by night, nearly no failures are registrated. This
allows the following statements

- transmission equipments are of remarkable quality especially if automatic standby
equipments are installed

- failures occur obviously when the systems are under service
- most failures occur in the cable networks when mounted or digging work is being

carried out. This affects remote control connections, too.

The requirements for remote control systems to improve reliability are less to supervise the
function of transmission equipment than rather to locate failures in the transmission
system. Especially the operator or service staff need exact instructions immediately, such
as
- where is the failure to be located (primary failure identification)
- is the recognized failure or failure combination important or unimportant
- what is defective
- which spare parts are necessary
- which controls are necessary to minimize the failure result.



These informations are obviously not only important for the system to be supervised, they
are also important in shape of self supervisory of the remote control system.
The most important task of a remote control system in transmission networks is to locate
failures quickly and exactly, to clearly evidence all informations in detail, to guide the
operator in a quick, simple and secure manner and to be well protected against own system
failures.

2.  TYPICAL STRUCTURES OF TRANSMISSION NETWORKS

With regard to remote control conditions figure 1 shows two typical different network
configurations.

Dependent from demanded reaction time of maintenance personal, master stations have to
be arranged under the following conditions

- simple testability of defectiv RTU’s
- easy failure localisation for equipment or transmission path
- short ways to the failure location
- quick access to a maintenance centre and spare-parts

These conditions require, that elementary network configurations, as shown in figure 1,
have to be partitioned into subsystems with more than one master station.
This applies especially to large and long distance transmission networks.
Because most failures happen during working days, it is well possible to operate parts of
of the master stations unmanned during night, weekends and public holidays.
During this time all relevant remote and system informations have to be transmitted to at
least one manned master- or central station.

Figure 2 shows the principle of a hierarchical remote control network. In addition to the
distributed master functions it is possible, if failures occur in transmission lines, in
submaster- or in the master station, to partially manage the remote control system.

An additional possibility to improve the system reliability is given by line arrangements
and equipment configurations.

3.  PRINCIPLES OF LINE ARRANGEMENTS

Failures in elementary line configurations occuring in unfavourable areas, see figure 3, can
cause a breakdown of the whole remote control system.
Even if this failure can be located quickly and reliably, a double failure can be identified
after the first failure has been repaired.



An important improvement for localizing failures in multipoint-partyline configurations, as
often used in radio link systems, is to extend this partyline to an open ring configuration. In
figure 4 the dotted line shows the extension.

The most important demand for a protect line is its geographical indenpendence from the
mainline.
There is no necessity for permanent operation of this protecting line, so that dialling call
set-ups or other interconnections are possible. A cyclic function check-up should be done
in convenient time intervals.
With this line arrangement, full system operation and exact failure localisation is possible.
In case of two failures a narrow system operation is possible and both failures can be
localized.
Another possibility, especially applicable to congested regions, is shown in figure 5. In
addition to failure localization in the transmission lines, this arrangement enables detailed
statements on failures in the RTU equipment or in the transmission lines leading to the
station.

4.  DESIGN OF MASTER STATIONS

Different designs of master stations warrent different reliability to remote control systems.
Each design has to meet the specific system requirements. The following chapters will
show how to stepwise improve the reliability of the system.

4.1  Single computer design

Figure 6 shows the main components of a single computer master station.
These main parts are sufficient to carry out all functions of a remote control system e.g.

- information input/output
- self-check by on-line testprograms
- long time storage
- special customer programs

Since all components can only be used once, this configuration has certain disadvantages
- for reprogramming or running statistical and failure localization programs; no realtime

operation is possible
- in case of failure of only one part, the whole system breaks down.



4.2  Back-up computer design

Figure 7 shows a master station consisting of a computer system with back-up computer
including mass memory, operator terminal and single transmission equipment.
The back-up computer runs in hot stand-by mode. This configuration has the following
advantages

- reprogramming can be done at the back-up computer
- statistical- and test programs can be run on the back-up computer
- if the main computer fails, all functions are still running on the back-up computer. The

operator terminal consists of mostly more than one CRT and can be switched by hand
or automatically

- during computer maintenance the system is still in operation

The disadvantage is:

- If the transmission equipment or the transmission line fails, there is no possibility of
supervising the remote control network and the substations.

4.3  Complete back-up design

Figure 8 shows a master station designed as a complete hot stand-by system. Both
computers can selectivly handle the network and execute all functions of the remote
control system. The operator terminals can be connected to both computers by a manual or
automatic switch. Both computers can serve crosswise the network via transmission
equipment I or II.
The transmission lines have different ways to the network, as shown in figure 4 or 5.

Advantage:

- If one computer and one transmission equipment or -line fail or are under service, the
system is still working without any interruption.

4.4  Multi-master station design

Figure 9 shows the highest level of remote control system improvement, especially when
each master station is designed in complete back-up or hot stand-by version as described
in chapters 4.2 or 4.3.
These back-up configurations are not absolutely necessary, if each master station has the
same status. In this case, all master stations can receive any and all system information, but
only one master station is authorized to transmit commands to the substations. Internal



system procedures provide each master station to get this authorization. Therefore, and in
case of updating a master station after breakdown or as special protection against line-
interrupt in a substation network, a seperate updating line can be recommended.

5.  DESIGN OF SUBMASTER STATIONS

In large communication networks or in case of increased reliability demands the
installation of submaster stations in the maintenance centres or in their neighbourhood is
favourable. The maintenance staff should have a quick overview and a short reaction time
in case of network and substation failures. The following chapters will show, how to
design different submaster stations to comply with the specific system requirements.
Starting from the principles of distributed intelligence a set of microcomputer-controlled
modules allow a flexible system configuration. The several tasks are realized by software
running on standard hardware modules, thus enabling distributed functions of a process
computer in the lower level of a remote control system. For each function a related module
is available in the submaster station. The adaptions to the peripheral requirements are
realized with software on the I/O-modules. A central controlling computer (CCC) controls
all I/O-modules with a serial bus system and a special internal protocol. Moreover the
CCC polls the remote terminal units (RTU) and distributes the informations in the
submaster station.

5.1  Simple submaster station with record printer

Figure 10 shows a simple submaster design. The submaster station handles all kind of
remote control- and system internal information, which is necessary in the network. A
record printer prints out all data from the network and gives a total overview of the status
of the network to the maintenance staff. All informations are also transmitted to the master
station. Control- and command functions can only be carried out by the master station.

5.2  Submaster station with complete operator terminal

Figure 11 shows a submaster station design in support of all functions for monitoring and
controlling the network. It can handle any and all kind of information, defined in the
system and having reprogramming modules to insert user-defined data into the system.
The submaster station has a fully equipped operator terminal, so that the operator, who is
normally established in a maintenance centre, can monitor and control his section of the
network. All information from the network are also transmitted to the master station. The
submaster station has also functions to test itself and its network section.
To reduce the printer actions, it is possible to minimize the information output by the
reprogramming module. In this case only such informations are printed out, which are
especially important for the maintenance staff.



5.3  Redundant submaster station

The submaster station design in figure 12 shows a redundancy way for the important parts
of the station. All functions of this way are the same as described in chapter 5.2. Cyclic
test routines, generated by the master station, will guaranty the reliability of the main- and
back up submaster processor system. In case of failures in the regular modules, it is
possible to stop running the main way by the master station and to shift to the secondary
submaster modules. Then, all remote- and system informations can only be observed by
the master station.
The master station tries to operate with the defective parts of the submaster station in
intervals. If this is possible again, the master station will automatically switch back to the
main way.

6.  DESIGN OF REMOTE TERMINAL UNITS (RTU)

The RTU (figure 13) is the lowest hierarchical system part, which is directly connected to
the monitored network. It is necessary to design RTU’s, which have the same reliability as
the whole system.

Important functions of the RTU’s are:

- Storing and preprocessing the network data to minimize the communication in the
system.

- Enabling communication with the master station about several transmission networks
(leased lines, telephone network, satellite links, etc.)

- Testability by the master stations
- Test programs for maintenance staff
- Automatic disconnection from the line in case of a fatal error in the RTU
- Automatic start up procedures after power up
- Remote reprogramming procedures
- Automatic I/O-module insertion without power down mode.

The RTU’s are designed as a multi-microcomputer system with distributed intelligence.
Each I/O-card has its own microcomputer, which can handle the specific I/O-jobs. These
I/O-cards, shown in figure 14, are designed with a basic part, which is standard on each
card in hard- and software and a specific I/O-part, which can handle the different I/O
procedures and requirements.

One CPU controls all I/O-cards. Communication between the CPU and the I/O-cards is
organized by a fast serial bus system with a serial protocol. The CPU has also to handle 



the communication with the submaster. User defined data are stored in E2PROM. This
system concept allows adaption to appliers requirements and applications.

7.  CONCLUSION

It is very difficult to describe all possibilities of reliability improvements on only a few
pages. The fundamental idea is, to locate failures in an observed system as quickly and
exactly as possible. Therefore different network solutions and master station locations
have been discussed.
In general distributed remote control systems should be installed in order to reduce
operator- and maintenance staff to a minimum.

Another objective should be, to repair failures in the supervised or in the supervisory
system immediately in case of a system breakdown. Therefore, distributed master- and
submaster solutions have been described. For special security cases it has been shown how
to double critical system parts, to achieve that the system operates in any case of failures.

All these ideas and solutions are based on a modulized, adaptable remote control system.

Figure 1  Different network configurations



Figure 2  Hierarchical remote control network

Figure 3  Interruption in elementary line configuration

Figure 4  Interruptions in protected line configuration



Figure 5  Variation of protected line configuration

Figure 6  Master station with single computer



Figure 7  Master station with back-up computer

Figure 8  Master station in complete back-up configuration



Figure 9  Multi master stations configurations

Figure 10  Simple submaster



Figure 11  Complete submaster



Figure 12  Redundant submaster

Figure 13  Remote terminal unit



Figure 14  I/0-Module
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ABSTRACT

The requirements for data acquisition systems grow rapidly with the progress of
technology. Increasingly complex test instruments become available. Integration of
instruments and computers into an operational measurement system, however, is more
difficult and expensive as requirements increase.

A family of instruments was developed which can perform complex measurement tasks
without a large integration effort since it provides a large number of compatible hardware
and software modules for conditioning and conversion of signals into digital form, for data
storage, data transmission, and data pre-processing.

Key words:  Signal conditioning, data acquisition, data storage, data transmission.

INTRODUCTION

The data acquisition system for industrial applications described in this paper is the second
generation of a type of instruments which was developed in Europe.

About 10 years ago a few manufacturers developed small Pulso-Code-Modulation (PCM)
systems for storage of analog data on instrumentation tape recorders. These PCM
encoding/decoding systems were intended to replace FM or direct recording on tape. They
were primarily directed towards the industrial, i.e. automotive industry, and the medical
market.

Figure 1 shows an example of a 16 channel system. Other units had as few as 3 or up to
128 channels. These PCM systems are small and inexpensive compared to the large PCM
systems used in aerospace ground stations.



FIGURE 1   16 Channel PCM System

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of a typical PCM system. Data are acquired in an
encoder and converted into a serial data stream, which can be stored on a tape recorder or
transmitted via a RF link or cable to a decoder. The decoder provides analog or digital
outputs. Some decoders are also equipped with a parallel digital interface for connection to
a computer.

FIGURE 2   PCM System Configurations

Since data were already available in digital form, these small PCM systems were soon
used as front end to computers, with or without storage on tape.

INTEGRATED APPROACH

The integrated measurement system was developed by Kayser on the basis of the
experience gained with these small PCM systems. This system allows to configure two
types of systems shown on the next page.



FIGURE 3   Encoder as Computer Front End

Figure 4 shows a centralized measurement system where all analog and digital data
channels are available at one location.

FIGURE 4   Centralized Measurement System

In some applications this is not possible, since it would result in very long cables carrying
low level signals.

Data, therefore, have to be acquired at different remote locations and have to be
transmitted to a central control room for further processing via a serial data link (Figure 5).
Quick look and control may be required at the remote station (top) or at the control room
only.



FIGURE 5   Distributed System

The integrated measurement system can be configured both as a centralized or a
distributed system and includes all building blocks shown above, except for the computer.
It provides, however, intelligent computer interfaces and transfer software for most
popular computers.

SYSTEM LAYOUT

The layout of the system is completely modular. This provides flexibility required for
custom made systems, and for future modifications, and growth.

It consists of an intelligent mainframe with a control bus and a data bus and a variety of
printed circuit boards with associated software modules. The boards can be plugged into
any slot of the mainframe.

The same mainframe, therefore, can be configured as a signal conditioner unit, a data
acquisition front end, a PCM encoder or a PCM decoder.

MAINFRAME

A block diagram of the mainframe is shown below.

The mainframe contains a core unit and 14 plug-in slots for function boards:

- a microprocessor with keyboard and CRT for communication with the operator

- an interface for connection of up to 12 expansion chassis



FIGURE 6   Mainframe Block Diagram

- a RS 232 interface for connection to the host computer or a terminal by which the
mainframe can be remotely programmed and monitored

- a second RS 232 interface for a printer to document system parameters

- a control bus to detect the configuration of the system and to set-up all parameters on
the plug-in boards, i.e. amplifier or filter settings

- a fast data bus which is under control of a microprogrammed sequencer inserted into
the slots adjacent to the interface.

The mainframe is shown in Figure 7. It is only 4 panel units high and fits into a 19" rack.

SIGNAL CONDITIONING

Signal conditioning plug-in modules are available for most types of sensors:

- isolation amplifiers
- thermocouple amplifiers
- thermoresistor amplifiers
- strain gauge amplifiers
- carrier frequency amplifiers.



FIGURE 7   K2000 Mainframe

All inputs are completely isolated against all other inputs and the output. Some boards
have built-in filters with fixed or switchable cut-off frequency. For high level analog
signals, filter boards with switchable input voltage range are provided.

Excitation voltage, gain, offset compensation, calibration and filter cut-off frequency are
programmable via the mainframe key-board or remotely by the host computer or a
terminal.

The operator is guided by a menu, similar to popular software packages for personal
computers. This makes operation very simple. In addition, up to four different set-ups can
be stored in a non-volatile memory, which permits rapid switching between various
operating modes.

Since up to four signal channels are contained on one board, one mainframe can
accommodate up to 56 signal conditioners.

ANALOG AND DIGITAL INPUTS

For data acquisition a multiplexer and A/D converter board are provided. Data rates of up
to 213.000 samples can be achieved with one A/D converter only. Data rates up to 2.56
million samples require one A/D converter per channel.

Data acquisition is controlled by sequencers which are programmed via the front-panel or
a host computer. A menu driven software permits easy setting of wordlength, frame/block
length, word rate, and sampling rate per channel. The software automatically generates the
data frame format on the basis of these parameters.



In addition to the analog input modules, multiplexer for digital inputs and for the insertion
of time information are available.

In the standard version, up to 255 data channels can be multiplexed. If subcommutation is
employed, the capacity of the system can be increased to 8000 channels.

DATA OUTPUT

The data acquired from the various input modules are transferred to the output modules
under control of the sequencer. A large choice of output modules are available:

- computer interfaces for DMA data transfer

- digital tape recorder interface with or without buffers

- PCM output for storage of data on an analog tape recorder or for transmission via
cable or optical fibres (up to 2.56 Mbit)

- parallel PCM output for storage of data parallel tracks of an instrumentation tape
recorder (up to 2.56 million data words)

- analog output modules for quick-look on strip-chart recorders

- printer interfaces for data logging.

In addition, an external semiconductor memory with up to 16 Megawords capacity can be
connected to the data acquisition system. This is particularly useful for short-term storage
of high-speed data.

COMPUTER INTERFACES

The computer interfaces and corresponding software modules are designed for data
transfer into computers at a high speed (50 k - 150 k words/sec to disc). No modifications
of the computer are necessary because the interfaces can be directly connected to standard
DMA interface with flat-ribbon cables.

In order to allow realtime monitoring of data and to reduce the amount of storage required,
the interfaces can be programmed to transfer only part of the data stream to the computer.



Two modes of operation are possible:

- selection of one or a few data channels

- trigger operation: i.e. selection of data acquired during events.

Data transfer is furthermore simplified by a buffer contained in the interface (Figure 8).

FIGURE 8   Programmable DMA Interface

DECODERS

Distributed measurement systems and systems which use analog tape recorders as mass
memory require input boards which regenerate the data from the incoming serial bit
stream. For parallel multitrack recording descrewing buffers can be provided.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

Because of its flexibility the system can be adapted to most user requirements.

For measurements with long duration the system will probably include an instrumentation
recorder as mass storage. As shown in Figure 9 it may consist of an encoder for 64
channels and two expansion chassis with signal conditioning amplifiers for 12 strain
gauges and 48 thermocouplers.

Data are recorded on one or more tracks of an instrumentation recorder or a small portable
tape recorder.

The decoder provides analog outputs for quick-look on strip-chart recorders or a scope. It
is connected to a computer via a DMA interface.



FIGURE 9   Tape Based System

For application with low data rates or where tests are of short duration the encoder can be
connected directly to the DMA interface of a computer.

In this case the data rate is limited by the transfer of data to the disc for storage.
Depending on the computer the maximum rate will be 50 k to 150 k words per second.

If a higher throughput is required, data can be stored in a semiconductor mass memory
which is connected to the encoder.

All system parameters can be controlled at the encoder during system set-up and
calibration and from the computer during operation.

FIGURE 10   Computer Oriented System
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ABSTRACT

The Full Scale Controlled Impact Demonstration (CID) program is a joint NASA/FAA
effort to test improvements in aircraft crashworthiness. Specifically, a transport aircraft
was modified to be remotely piloted by telemetry control and flown into a “survivable”
crash. On board was a fuel cargo of anti-misting kerosene (AMK) to inhibit post crash
fires. Also, various measurements were made to examine crash structural response, and
improvements in new seat and restraint design using instrumented anthropomorphic
dummies. Mechanization of the remote uplink telemetry command system and the
downlink data systems is described.
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ABSTRACT

As part of an effort to reduce a projectile’s spin, a telemetry system was developed in
order to measure spin rate and position of a given point on a round during flight. The
telemetry system consisted of twelve special sensors (sensitive to sun light) which were
installed on the shell’s perimeter and an electronic system, that converted the sensors’
analog output into a conventional PCM stream that was transmitted, received, and decoded
into position and spin rate.

The telemetry system although exposed to very severe environmental conditions such as
high G’s, vibration and temperature, operated successfully.

INTRODUCTION

Cannon launched projectiles are not merely composed of metal and explosive, rather they
contain within themselves the ability to be guided.

In order to control the motion of the projectile, it is necessary to reduce its roll rate as a
first step.

A unique tool for measuring roll rate and position was, therefore, developed in order to
enable the telemetry link to track the above mentioned parameters’ status during a flight.



FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The system block diagram is described in FIGURE 1.

Twelve sensors were placed around the shell on its radial cross section as shown in
FIGURE 2.

The sensors are built and positioned in such a way that only one sensor at a time could
sense the sun.

The current output from each sensor is a function of both wave length and the area
exposed. This current is converted into voltage for the following reasons:

1.  To enable implementation with conventional components.
2.  To increase/decrease the signal strength in relation to the time of year (sunlight
intensity varies with the seasons).
3.  To overcome within sensor standard deviation limits (tolerances).

In order to differentiate between signal (sun) and noise (reflections, other light sources) ,
every signal conditioner (current to voltage converter) output is compared to a settable
reference voltage.

The comparator’s output is decoded into a four bit code which indicates the sensor
exposed to the sun at each moment.

The codes are shown in TABLE 1.

As can be seen each sensor has its code, and there are two additional codes, one for the
condition of no sensors activated, and the other code for the case where two or more
sensors are active. In normal operation it is not possible to have more than one sensor
exposed to the sun at any given time. If decimal output 14 appears, it is an indication that
one or more of the sensors are working incorrectly.

In case, only one sensor’s output happens to be fixed (logic hi or lo), it is still possible to
identify position and roll rate.

When more than one sensor is “stuck” it is possible to identify only the roll rate. The
coded output is available in two different forms.



In the first configuration two consecutive four bit code streams are stuffed into an eight bit
register. This eight bit output then enters a multichannel encoded (PCM encoder or
equivalent) and is transmitted out to a receiving station.

The second configuration combines the four bit code parallel output together with an eight
bit sync word to create a serial PCM stream that meets the IRIG STD. and may be used as
a stand alone system.

PERFORMANCE

Sensors : Wave length response: 350 - 1100 nm
Effective exposed area: 0.42 cm2

Beam width in roll axis: 4E
Beam width in yaw axis: 140E

System : Bit rate: 18 KHZ
Bits per word: 4
Words per frame: 32
Frames per major frame: 1
Sync. word: 10 11 10 00 (words no. 31, 32)

Environmental specification:
Temperature: -10 to + 70EC
Thermal shock: change from +20 to +70EC in 45 seconds. 10 times in one
hour.
Altitude: 20000 feet
Humidity: 90% relative humidity at temp up to 25EC
Vibration: random: MIL-810C curve AF Fig. 514.2-5 proc. V part 2

sine:       MIL-810C curve P Fig. 514.2-5 proc. V part 1
Survivability:
Longitudinal direction - 1 pulse 9000g amplitude, 20 msec

duration half sune wave positive direction followed by 1 pulse
1500 g amplitude 2 msec duration, half sine wave negative
direction.

Laternal direction - 1 pulse 3750 g amplitude, 3 msec duration half sine wave.



RESULTS

Position and rate of each sensor can be seen in FIGURE 3.

FIGURE 4 and FIGURE 5 describe roll rate as function of time, extracted from the above
mentioned system.

FIGURES 6 up to FIGURE 9 describe the system’s structure.

SENSOR NUMBER SENSOR CODE REMARKS

BINARY DECIMAL

none
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

   any two or more

0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14 error code



FIGURE 1 :  SPIN AND POSITION MEASUREMENT - BLOCK DI ABRAM.



 FIGURE 2 :  RADIAL CROSS - SECTION - SENSOR LAYOUT.
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ABSTRACT

Torsional impulse is a phenomenon recently recognized by the artillery projectile
community as an important design criteria for large caliber weapon systems. In 1976, an
investigation on the in-bore motion of gun launched projectiles was initiated after the
failure of a threaded joint in an 8 in. rocket assisted projectile. The failure prompted
various attempts by projectile designers to characterize the torsional environment that
caused the mechanical failure of the joint. Experiments were conducted using the wire-in-
bore technique to provide transmission between the instruments on board the projectile and
data acquisition ground station. Due to the high set-back and lateral forces, extraneous
responses contained in the recorded signals made analysis of the data extremely difficult.
Subsequently, the Technical Support Directorate and Large Caliber Weapons Systems
Laboratory of the Armament Research and Development Center developed a telemetry
projectile system (presented at the 1983 ITC Conference) capable of measuring torsional
impulse phenomenon in a gun launch environment.

This paper will correlate test data obtained from the first firing with the TM projectile
to the response of the projectile in the tube. The accuracy of the data will be independently
verified by external measurements and compared with experiments performed by Sandia
Laboratories (Fig. 1). Finally, weapon design parameters that could affect the magnitude of
torsional impulse and recommendations on how to minimize the potential hazard of this
environment will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Torsional impulse is the result of rapid engagement of the projectile rotating band with
the gun tube rifling. This is due to a short distance of axial travel by the projectile with



insufficient or no engagement with the rifling to impart spin to the projectile. The amount
of axial travel permitted before spin-up, commonly referred to as “free run”, is determined
by the rotating band and obturator geometry, gun tube forcing cone geometry, and the gun
tube wear profile in the vicinity of the origin of rifling. This “free-run” allows the projectile
to accelerate axially with little or no angular acceleration due to insufficient engagement of
the rotating band and the tube. Once the rotating band is fully engraved, the projectile is
forced to rotate at a rate, proportional to the axial velocity determined by the twist of the
rifling.

When the projectile is fired, it accelerates axially and impacts the rifling with a
moderate axial velocity. During the rotating band engraving process the projectile acquires
limited angular acceleration from lack of band material engaged. Once the rotating band is
fully engraved in the rifling, the projectile must undergo an abnormally high angular
acceleration period to maintain the fixed, proportional relationship with the axial velocity.
This peak of angular acceleration is referred to as torsional impulse (Fig 1).

It is, therefore, of interest to know the worst case magnitude of torsional impulse so
that projectiles can be designed with this high angular acceleration environment as a design
criteria. This paper describes the measurement of torsional impulse and the interior
ballistics of a 155MM projectile fired from a NATO gun tube with a charge utilizing stick
propellant.

BACKGROUND

The assumption that torsional impulse increases with tube wear was validated during
the wear test of FH-70 tube no. PT-08. A total of over 1000rds were fired during the wear
test with torsional impulse measurements taken at 250 round increments by Sandia
National laboratory. The severity of the torsional impulse level measured and its possible
effect on projectile components prompted the development of an instrumented projectile
system and R-F telemetry system by ARDC. This report describes the theoretical
considerations leding to the development of the data collecting system and addresses the
results of the first test firing.

A major parameter in the consideration of torsional impulse is the amount of wear and
the profile of the wear. Since NATO weapons are allowed greater amounts of wear before
condemnation, it has been theorized that firing from a worn NATO weapon would yield
higher levels of torsional impulse. For the first test series, NATO barrel PT-09 was
selected to test two projectiles and charge combinations, standard granular type proof
charge with a rocket assisted projectile and a NATO stick propellant with a cargo round.
These two combinations cover a very severe pressure condtion with the proof charge and
the effect of a fast rise time propellant on a cargo projectile. The packaging of the



instrumentation is different due to the differences in the projectile configurations but are
similar so as to give comparable results. Only results from Rnd #4 are discussed (stick
charge/cargo round), since the data from the other rounds, which used a different brand of
acceelerometer, failed validation.

TEST HARDWARE

Detail description of test projectile instrumentation, calibration of accelerometer,
telemeter electrical and mechanical design and qualification test criteria were thoroughly
discussed in reference 1.

TEST PROJECTILE DESIGN

The mechanical arrangement of parts and structure of the test projectile is shown in
Fig 2. The rear instrument package is located as close to the rotating band as practical to
negate structural damping effects while the forward instrument package is located near the
ogive for measuring lateral forces (balloting) in the front of the projectile. The main body
of the projectile that houses the telemeter was designed to duplicate the actual artillery
shell so that torque transmission to the instrument package of the test projectile would
approximate the torque transmission to internal compents in the actual projectiles. The
antenna used for transmitting the telemetry signal is mounted on the ogive section with a
protective covering. The rotating band has the same basic shape as the actual projectile,
but different from NATO projectiles, obturators are used on US rounds.

At the nose of the projectile, replacing the forward part of the ogive is the nose
deployed parachute recovery module, which is used to soft recover the complete projectile
body section minus the parachute module wind-shield. In application, the test projectile is
fired nearly vertically and the parachute is deployed by a time fuze shortly after the
projectile has reached apogee and started its decent back to earth, base first. The projectile
will remain in that orientation due to its gyroscopic stability. The projectile will impact the
ground with reduced forces and recovered for post fire examination with the aid of
tracking radars.

DATA VALIDATION

The primary measurements made were the axial and rotational accelerations
experienced by 155MM projectiles fired from a tube worn past the US standard of
condemnation. It was expected that projectiles fired from this tube would experience an
impulse in angular acceleration during the time that the rotating band is becoming engraved
by the tube rifling. It was also expected that this impulse could be greater in magnitude
than the peak angular acceleration produced by the axial motion and the rifling.



The measurement of axial acceleration is relatively straight forward, and is done
regularly and reliably using linear single axis accelerometers. The cross axial response of
the commercially available devices is sufficiently low so as to produce insignificant
response if the device is mounted on or near the projectile spin axis. The measurement of
the angular acceleration does, however, present a problem. None of the currently available
angular accelerometers are sufficiently rugged for use in as severe an environment as gun
launching.

The tangential acceleration can be measured using linear devices, however the
accelerometer would then be subjected to two significant sources of cross axis excitation.
These are the axial acceleration, and the centripedal acceleration due to spin. It is
important therefore, that the accelerometer used for this measurement have low response
to accelerations which are orthogonal to its primary axis, and that the sensitivity along
these axes be calibrated so that it may be accounted for in the reduction of the data. The
method of testing and screening the accelerometers was described in Ref. 1. Based on the
results of these tests, two candidate accelerometers were identified. These will be referred
to as Brand-X and Brand-Y below. Both of these accelerometers have been used
successfully in the past to measure axial acceleration. Both of them exhibited cross axis
sensitivities that were approximately 3% of the primary axis sensitivities during the
laboratory tests. The Brand-X devices however, seemed to be much more readily driven to
a natural response in the form of high level oscillations.

The laboratory equipment used could not realistically simulate the rotational
environment of gun launching, and it was therefore deemed necessary to conduct actual
firing tests and then compare the dynamic performance of each in order to make a final
selection.

The following discussion will identify the criteria by which a qualitative performance
comparison can be made.

The shape of the axial acceleration time history in projectile tubes is well known, and
can be roughly approximated by a halfsine pulse. Since the tangential motion of a point on
the skin of the projectile is proportional to the axial motion when the rotating band is
completely engaged, the tangential accelometer should also follow a half-sine profile
following the torsional impulse. After errors due to cross axis response are accounted for,
visual inspection of the data will reveal whether or not the tangentially oriented
accelerometers have behaved linearly in the severe rotational environment.

This type of analysis was sufficient to discard most of the data obtained with the
Brand-X accelerometers. The data from the Brand-Y accelerometers followed these
general patterns, and therefore quantitative analysis based on the equations shown in



Figure 3 was conducted. These equations form the basis of the data reduction algorithms,
and theoretically allow the determination of three axes of rotational and translational
motion. One of the test projectiles, round #4, was instrumented only with this type of
accelerometer, and will be the basis for the remainder of this report.

Before the analysis was conducted, the data was validated. The basis for validation was
throroughly discussed in reference 1. Essentially, the data was checked against
independently measured boundary conditions such as peak axial acceleration, muzzle exit
velocity and projectile displacement in the gun tube.

The peak axial acceleration measured was 11,100g’s compared to 11,600 g’s indicated
by chamber pressure measurement. The axial acceleration data was integrated twice. The
velocity at muzzle exit obtained from the first integral was 652.9 m/sec. (2142 ft/sec), and
agrees very closely with the 652.3 m/sec. (2140 ft/sec) measured by doppler radar. The
length of projectile travel until muzzle exit obtained from the second integral was 5.029m
(198 inches), and agrees very closely with the 5.067m (199.5 inch) travel based on the
length of the tube used. The axial acceleration, velocity, and displacement are shown in
Figures 4 through 6. In addition, the shape and magnitude of the angular acceleration data
shown in figure 7 agree with that expected based on the projectile geometry and the tube
rifling.

For a tube with a rifling twist of 1:20, the ratio of the tangential motion at the skin of
the projectile and the axial motion is /20 (0.157). The ratio of the tangential measurement
to the axial measurement will differ from this ratio due to two factors. The first is the cross
axis response. This response is accounted for to reduce its effect. The second factor is the
placement of the transducer. It cannot be installed on the skin, and therefore the
measurement ratio is reduced by the ratio of the installed radius to the projectile skin
radius. The accelerometers were installed at a radius of 44.45mm (1.75 inches), and the
projectile skin radius is 77.47MM (3.05 inches). The proper ratio of the measurements is
therefore 0.0908. A plot of tangential motion versus axial motion derived from the
measurement agrees with this expected value after the torsional impulse.

With the data validated, confidence in the torsional impulse measurement is
established.

DATA REDUCTION AND RESULTS

Before the anlaysis of the data is discussed, some general comments are in order.

An RF blackout was experienced during the interval 0.0205 to 0.0235 seconds on the
data plots. This blackout has been attributed to the presence of ionized gas in the tube



forward of the rotating band. The blackout occurred well after peak pressure, and therefore
both the peak angular acceleration associated with torsional impulse and the peak
associated with the tube rifling were measured.

The equations of figure 3 theoretically allow the determination of all projectile motions.
In practice, several of these equations could not be executed. Specifically, equations 4e
through 4h require that a difference be calculated between various combinations of the
axially oriented accelerometers in order to derive the angular accelerations associated with
ballotting. These channels had a dynamic range of +20,000 g’s/ -1,000g with a resolution
of 200 g’s. The accelerations calculated via equations 4e through 4h were of the same
magnitude as the channel resolution, and therefore no meaningful information could be
derived from them. The lack of meaningful results from these equations precluded the
evaluation of equations 3d and 3f. In addition, the accelerometer identified as a3d failed,
preventing the execution of equation 4d.

Table 1 identifies the projectile motions which could be determined by the appropriate
equations, and the figure in which the resulting plot appears.

Table 1

Parameter Equation Figure #

Ax 3a, 3b 3
Ay 3c 8
Az 3e 9
"xr 4a, 4b 7, 10
"xf 4c -

An alternative method to equations 4e through 4h for determining the ballotting
accelerations was devised. A plane along the x and z axes is defined by the points
corresponding to the locations of accelerometers a2a, a2b, a2c, and a2d.

Equating equations 3c and 3d and solving for az results in:

Similiarily combining equations 3e and 3f yields:



As shown in Table 1, the axial acceleration and the angular acceleration at the rotating
band was evaluated twice using different accelerometer pairs. Excellent correllation
between the two axial and the two angular derivations was obtained, lending further
credence to all results.

Figure 4 shows the axial acceleration experienced by the projectile. The peak indicated
is about 11,000 g’s, and agrees with the calculation based on breech pressure.

Figures 8 and 9 show the lateral translational accelerations experienced by the rotating
band section of the projectile. These plots show that, prior to the engraving of the rotating
band, the aft end of the round was “bouncing” from side to side in the tube. Once
engraving is achieved, these lateral motions are significantly reduced.

Figures 7 and 10 Shows the angular acceleration about the x axis (the primary spin
axis). The plot was developed from separate pairs of accelerometers. They are in close
agreement with each other and indicate a peak associated with torsional impulse of
approximately 350 KRad/sec2 and a “normal” peak of 250 KRad/sec2. The normal peak
calculated based on axial acceleration is 230 KRad/sec2.

Reference 2 is a report of a previous torsional impulse study conducted by Sandia
National Laboratories (Livermore). The report summarizes the results of tests done using
three NATO FH70 155MM tubes at various levels of wear. One of these, serial number
PT08, is the same tube used in the test on which this report is based.

In reference 2, Waye identifies two useful ratios for analyzing torsional impulse. The
first ratio is the peak angular acceleration associated with the torsional impulse (At)
divided by the angular acceleration which would be produced by the rifling in the absence
of torsional impulse (Aa). Waye found that in PT08, this ratio was roughly 1.95, and
varied little over a span of wear levels ranging from 60 to 80%.

The second ratio defined in reference 2 is the peak angular acceleration due to torsional
impulse divided by the peak angular acceleration produced by the axial motion and the
tube rifling (AP). This ratio was found to increase with tube wear.

Table 2 contains the data points relevent to the calculation of these ratios.



Table 2

Aa 181 KRADS/sec2

EQ. #4A (Fig. 7) EQ. #4B (Fig. 10)

At 340 KRAD/sec2 365 KRAD/sec2

Ap 240 KRAD/sec2 265 KRAD/sec2

Ratio 1 (At/Ap) 1.42 1.38
Ratio 2 (At/Aa) 1.88 2.02

Average Ratio 1 1.40
Average Ratio 2 1.95

One serious implication of ratio 2 is in the design of projectile interfaces which rely on
friction to transfer inertial torque, such as threaded joints or HE payloads. The coefficient
of friction required at these interfaces is proportional to the ratio of the angular and axial
accelerations [Ref 3]. If these interfaces are designed based on the angular accelerations
produced by the rifling, and ignoring the existence of torsional impulse, then a potential
failure hazard exists. This situation can readily occur due to the different tube
condemnation standards of the US and our NATO allies. It was, in fact, just this situation
which resulted in the “discovery” of torsional impulse in 1976. [Ref. 3]

CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions drawn from previous studies of torsional impulse have been
verified by the results of this test:

1. The torsional impulse will occur later in worn tubes, when greater axial velocity has
been attained before full engagement and therefore will be greater in magnitude.

2. A consequence of 1 above is that the ratio of the peak angular acceleration produced
by torsional impulse to the peak produced by the rifling will increase with tube
wear.

3. The various parameters that affect the level of torsional impulse such as rotating
band profile which influence the amount of free-run, and propellant rise time
characteristics could be considered in the overall weapon system design to minimize
the potentially harmful effect of torsional impulse.



The short duration and high magnitude of torsional impulse will be a major concern in
current and future weapon development utilizing electronic devices. These devices
typically have mechanical resonant frequencies well above those of a projectile. The
angular acceleration due to torsional impulse may drive these devices to resonance,
causing physical damage and therefore, electrical failure. From this point of view, future
efforts at characterization of this phenomenon should focus on both magnitude and spectral
distribution.
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FIGURE 4
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ABSTRACT

A definite need existed for a high frequency, wideband, modular telemeter. This challenge
was met with the development of two state-of-the-art projectile telemeters proven in
support of the SADARM program. With the employment of existing gun proven designs,
components, and software, two unique modular telemeters were designed. The modular
design greatly facilitated testing and repair of these telemeters. Rail gun qualifying tests
prepared these telemeters for use in high G environments. These gun rugged telemeters can
withstand setback accelerations in excess of 12K G’s. Salient features of these telemeters
include the use of numerous non-standard high frequency VCO’s, and a state-of-the-art
transmitter with large deviation and data transmission capabilities. Emphasis is also given
to design and application of a dual-van signal acquisition scheme. Deep nulls in the
transmission antenna pattern were minimized with the employment of two receiving vans
and an RF RERAD link between the vans which thereby enhanced transmission reliability.
The scope of this paper includes an RF link analysis of the telemetry field test
configuration. The facets elaborated upon include modular design, support software, and
an in-depth electrical subsystem analysis. The major advantages of these telemeters is the
employment of high frequency VCO’s with multi-channel capability for numerous
simultaneous high frequency measurements.
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This CD-ROM duplicates the published proceedings in that only an abstract of this paper was published.



APPLYING TELEMETRY THEORY TO THE REAL-WORLD

EUGENE L. LAW
Pacific Missile Test Center

Pt. Mugu, California

The purpose of this tutorial is to relate telemetry theory to the real-world of range
telemetry. Topics addressed include:

1. Premodulation filtering

2. RF deviation and its effects on data quality and RF spectral occupancy

3. Modulation types: FM, PM, PSK; FM/FM, PAM, PCM

4. Receiver settings and their affect on data quality for various modulation types

5. Diversity reception and combining (Pre-D and Post-D)

6. Magnetic Tape Recording: Pre-D, Post-D direct and FM, HDDR, tape signatures

7. PAM and PCM synchronizers and decommutators

8. Receiving System Testing:  G/T, NPR, BER

9. Receiving Subsystem Testing:  Receivers, recorders, combiners, synchronizers

10. Data quality estimation

The goal of this tutorial will be to give the attendee a better understanding of telemetry
theory and how to apply it to his applications.

ITC '84
This CD-ROM duplicates the published proceedings in that only an abstract of this paper was published.
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ABSTRACT

A system has been developed to simultaneously sample and transmit digital data from five
remote geophysical data receiver stations to a control station that processes, displays, and
stores the data. A microprocessor in each remote station receives commands from the
control station over a single telemetry channel. The commands adjust the sensing
amplifier’s input voltage range (1 microvolt to 2 volts peak-to-peak), the number of
samples (128 to 30,000), the sampling rate (256 to 32,768 samples/sec), and the number of
signals (1 to 16) to average at the remote stations. A 12 bit analog-to-digital converter
samples data with bandwidths of 100 Hz to 10 kHz for time periods selected from 100
seconds to 1 second, respectively. Each remote station begins sampling geophysical
signals when it receives a synchronizing pulse relayed from the control station. Digitized
geophysical data is transmitted to the control station over broadband (100 kHz bandwidth)
UHF telemetry channels using standard asynchronous serial (19.2 kbaud) techniques and
hardware dropout detection and recovery. The amount of data (480 kbits) and the
maximum time to transmit data (30 secs) dictate using broadband telemetry (even though
most geophysical telemetry is less than 10kHz in bandwidth). Header information
(transmitted before the data) contains station number, digital sampling parameters,
transmission block size, and checksum. This information is used by a computer program
(in a PDP-11/23 (***) minicomputer) to maintain up to 5 simultaneous Direct Memory
Access (DMA) transfers from the remote stations into 5 separate data buffers. Filled
buffers are transfered (via an IEEE-488 bus) to an interactive analysis and display system
(HP9845C (***)) for selecting data to be stored on magnetic media for subsequent
laboratory analysis.



INTRODUCTION

With a few noteable exceptions (LANDSAT multispectral scanning, seismic and
seismological telemetry), telemetry has not been used for geophysical data collection.
While biomedical engineers have built small, low-power telemetry systems for mobile data
collection and other engineers have developed wide bandwidth and high power telemetry
systems for satellites, geophysical data collection has been accomplished primarily without
use of telemetry. Usually, geophysical variables (gravity, magnetics, induced polarization
(IP), self potential (SP), seismic, and many kinds of electromagnetic field measurements)
are collected using handheld analog instruments or hard wired systems.

The data rate needed to collect most geophysical data is low and in most cases does not
justify the expediture for telemetry. Typically, only a few values are measured or a single
curve is generated for a given geographic location (station). For example, as recently as
1981 Ma Qing-Yun (1) reported developing a compatible “high density” binary code used
with multiple-channel digital seismic telemetry for signals having a bandwidth of only
20 Hz. Yamazaki(2) described (in 1980) a system for continuously transmitting apparent
resistivity from the Aburatsubo Crustal Movement Observatory (60 km) to the Earthquake
Research Institute in Tokyo over a low speed (50 bits/sec) D1 telephone line. Telemetry is
in part justified for other scientific instrumentation in order to transfer data with greater
bandwidth. For instance, Klein and Davis (3) used (in 1976) a 4 channel hetrodyned
biotelemetry system with 10 kHz bandwidth and unknown dynamic range. In 1979 Seeley,
et al (4) reported a seven channel multiplexed biotelemetry system which FM modulated a
carrier in the commercial FM band (88 to 108 MHz). Because each channel had 150 Hz
bandwidth and greater than 46 dR of dynamic range, this system had a transmission rate
equivalent to more than (150 * 2 samples/cycle * 8 bits/sample * 7 channels =) 16,800 bits
per second. Oceanographic telemetry has also evolved to meet the demand for higher data
transfer rates. In 1979 Morgera (5) proposed using parametric acoustics to obtain “high”
data rate acoustic telemetry and in 1980 Ryerson (6) demonstrated transmission of 2400
bits per second through 200 meters of water using a high data rate underwater acoustic
telemetry system. In 1979 Divis (7) reported transmission of oceanographic data at a bit
rate of 32 kHz using airborne telemetry from spar buoys. Recently, some geophysical data
measurement requirements have justified the use of telemetry systems. By 1977 Roger, et
el (8) developed a multi-channel digital telemetry system for the USGS Digital Seismic
(earthquake) Telemetry Network. In 1981 Bisztricsany, et el (9) proposed a similar digital
seismological telemetry network in Hungary using a VHF radio telephone system that
transmits 3000 bits per sec.

This telemetry system (Figure 1) was developed to simultaneously measure the transient
voltage potentials sensed at five remote stations when electricity is injected at some source
location in the earth. Measurements of this kind had previously been limited to determining



a single value for the steady state DC voltage gradient at each intersection on a 10 meter
grid and required as many as 400 measurements for each source location. Computerized
modeling programs display the differences (anomalies) between the measured voltage
array and the potential field predicted for each source configuration. The sampling rate and
number of samples determines if the response measured is the steady state electric field or
the transient response, known as the time domain electromagnetic (TDEM) response.
According to theory, TDEM signals provide the most information about anomalies, but
require wideband (100 kHz) telemetry to transmit enough data in a reasonable period of
time. Telemetry also provides command and control functions to automate the calibration,
the input gain and filter adjustment, the sampling parameter selection, and the number of
signals averaged at the remote stations.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

As shown in Figure 1, the “broadband digital geophysical telemetry system” has been
designed to collect and transmit TDEM data from as many as 5 remote field stations when
commanded by the control station and includes more than just a telemetry link. This
system also includes many computers and computer interfaces programmed to maintain the
proper data collection sequence for each of the independent remote stations, to relay
synchronizing (sync) pulses generated at the source, and to receive, analyze, and store the
digitized results. Each remote station can collect up to 30,000 samples (16 bits each) and
in order to transmit these 480,000 bits in a reasonable period of time (30 seconds), each
telemetry channel must transfer at least 16,000 bits per second. Adding format and signal
dropout detection and recovery bits increases the data rate to nearly 19.2 kbaud which was
obtained using commercially available “broadband” (100 kHz bandwidth) UHF
(412 MHz) telemetry links. A single telemetry channel is used to synchronize the start of
sampling at the remote stations with the start of the source signal and to transmit
commands from the control station to the remote stations. The control station operator uses
an interactive program to select the sampling parameters (gain, anti-alias filter frequency,
number of samples per signal, and number of signals stacked per average) for each remote
station. Because each remote station can digitize voltages (1 microvolt to 2 volts peak-to-
peak) sensed at electrodes, or across fixed resistors or coils of known impedance, this
system can measure electric or magnetic fields along any desired axis as well as the
source’s current or voltage. As a result, one can measure nearly any broadband
geophysical signal that is synchronized to a source and that has a bandwidth of less than
10 kHz.



Figure 1. - Broadband Digital Geophysical Telemetry System Block Diagram

TELEMETRY PROTOCOL AND TIMING

An important feature of this system is its telemetry protocol which was designed to
minimize routine interactions between operators at the control and remote stations. This
protocol is the orderly exchange of commands and sync pulses from the control station to
the remote stations and of status and data from the remote stations to the control station.
Each remote station operator sets switches that indicate that station’s location and sensor
orientation, turns on the power switch, and then stands back while data is collected. The
control station operator selects operational parameters from a menu on a computer



(HP9845C) and views incoming data from each of the five remote stations on a graphics
screen, determining which data is to be stored, discarded, or used in a real time analysis
program. Although data from each of the five remote stations is transmitted over a separate
broadband (100 kHz) telemetry channel, only one narrow band (10 kHz) telemetry channel
is used to transmit control and sampling sync pulses from the control station to the remote
stations. Each remote station is assigned an identification (ID) number and executes only
those commands preceeded by its ID number. The control computer keeps track of time
and transmits commands only when the remote stations are not digitizing data. Sync pulses
are detected at the remote stations using maskable interrupts so that sync pulses can be
ignored when a station is not in the sampling phase of protocol and so that digitization can
begin with minimum time jitter when sampling is to be performed. Timekeeping and
hardware masking prevent data loss by not interrupting critical software (such as high
speed sampling or data transmission routines).

The transmission of a sync pulse does not guarantee the synchronization of sampled
signals at remote stations relative to the source signal. A different period of time (delay) is
required between the transmission of the sync pulse and the start of the first sample of data
at each remote station. This delay is dependent upon fixed variables such as 1.) range
between a transmitter and a receiver, 2.) transmitter modulation and receiver demodulation
times, 3.) sync pulse decode time, and 4.) microprocessor instruction cycle time.
Transmitting the sync pulse before the source signal actually starts can compensate for
these fixed delays. But one can not compensate for the variations (jitter) in these fixed
delays and for variable delays caused by decoder and microprocessor clocks (and
dependent software) that run asynchronously relative to each other. The total jitter of this
system has been maintained at less than 15 microseconds so that the time resolution will
be within one half of a sampling period (about 30 microseconds) at the highest sampling
rate of 32,768 samples per second.

Note that one of the remote stations accepts (from the source generator) and transmits (to
the control station) the sync pulse used to start digitization, 100 milliseconds before the
start of the source. Using a remote station as a sync pulse relay station enables the system
to sample the source voltage or current. These digitized data can be compared with
previous or expected values and used to warn the control operator when malfunctions or
irregular source levels occur. Statistical data can be collected and used to inform the
control operator when queried or when the source deviates from the mean by preset limits.
Perhaps the most important reason for sampling the source is to get a replica for
deconvolving data received at the other remote stations. The replica can be taken during
each individual “shot” or it can be an average of source signals taken during successive
shots according to parameters set up by the control operator. The opportunities available
for digitally filtering data or correcting data for changes in source amplitude or frequency
content easily justify dedicating a remote station for source monitoring.



CONTROL STATION PROCESSING

Because the remote stations operate independently of each other, they are usually
performing different parts in the above described protocol. Therefore the control station
must maintain five asynchronous “conversations” with the remote stations: communicating
control data and accepting preprocessed data according to protocol. The control station
also displays the results from the last data set received, calculates and displays analysis
results, and saves data in mass storage (for processing at a later date). These overlapping
requirements place severe demands on the control station’s processing and display
capabilities. Needed functions include: 1.) high-speed data transfers (eg. direct memory
access, or DMA) to memory, 2.) interactive graphics display and control for data
presentation, 3.) sufficient memory and matrix mathematics to satisfy analysis
requirements, and 4.) high speed data output (again DMA) to record data or computational
results on a mass storage device. In addition to these requirements, the control processor
must survive severe environmental conditions (vibration, dust, and temperature extremes)
and run on imperfect power supplies (portable generators). The selected processor
(HP9845) has been used under similar environmental conditions with other systems, but
this processor cannot control more than one DMA at a time. An intermediate data
buffer/processor(LSI-11/23) is used between the control telemetry and the control
processor to collect data into five separate and complete data sets before sending the data
to the control processor over an IEEE-488 I/O channel Although the buffer unit is
programmable, its main virtue is being able to process the data from six (5 from telemetry
and 1 from the control processor) uncoordinated inputs quickly enough to avoid data loss,
and having enough memory (256 kwords) to temporarily hold 5 or more data sets.
Additional interfaces in the buffer computer include 5 separate timers that manage the
timekeeping mentioned above and a DMA disk interface for storing processed data sent
from the control processor (via the IEEE-488 interface) in mass storage (a 15 megabyte
Winchester disk).

CONCLUSION

A system has been developed that enables the simultaneous collection of field data from 5
different locations. The number of data points(as many as 30,000) and the transmission
time limitations (30 seconds maximum) dictated the use of broadband UHF telemetry
channels. Although this system was developed for high frequency (up to 10 kHz) transient
response applications, its input amplifier can be programmed with sufficient gain to
measure either voltage potentials or loop currents (through a fixed resistance). Using lower
sampling rates (selectable in factors of two from 256 to 32,768 samples per second), this
system can be programmed to make nearly any geophysical measurement. Using computer
controlled variable gain (1 to 256 in binary steps) amplifiers increased the amplitude
resolution of data by more then 40 dB over analog recording techniques and decreased



data collection time by automatically (instead of manually) adjusting the gain. When
several stations collect data based on the same source signal, then time dependent
variations in the source and the environment are eliminated and noise can be reduced by
adaptive filtering and common mode signal subtaction.

The advantages of this system include: 1.) ability to measure transient responses
(eg.TDEM); 2.) faster data acquisition due to simultaneous sampling at several remote
stations and automated control of operation; 3.) improved time and amplitude resolution of
data due to selectable sampling rates and signal averaging at the remote stations; 4.)
adaptability to a variety of geophysical measurements (resistivity, IP, SP, TDFM, seismic,
etc.) due to high sampling rates and programmable gain amplifiers; 5.) real-time data
reduction so that subsequent stations can be chosen for optimum geologic definition; 6.)
noise reduction of data generated by exactly the same source signal and sampled at several
locations: and 7.) retention of preprocessed data for further analysis in large computer
analysis programs.
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ABSTRACT

The Digital Voice Network project is a 1984 IR&D program within the Microelectronic
Systems Division of the Hughes Aircraft Company. The project is intended to advance the
state-of-the-art in digital voice technology and demonstrate digital voice transmission using
advanced microprocessor technology and token passing bus network architecture. This
paper discusses the Digital Voice Network design architecture, voice terminal design and
implementation, and finally future plans to satisfy digital voice requirements in a military
environment.

Key words:  Digital Voice, Distributed Processing, Token Passing Bus

INTRODUCTION

The field of communications continues to grow faster than any other field of technology.
Future avionics systems will employ distributed processing in a move away from central
computing systems; this will offer greatly improved reliability and increased fault-tolerant
performance. With distributed processing, the microprocessor will permit merging
computing and information transmission to allow dissimilar devices to communicate over a
common transmission medium. Additionally, the microprocessor will be able to interrupt
its current task to perform tasks left undone by other microprocessors. Distributed
processing will also enable improved reliability in communication and control, a priority
for tomorrow’s military communication systems. Today, systems merge data with voice.
When the bandwidth is available, video data surely will be added. This growth produces
new system design problems in accessing networks and in efficiently processing data and
voice.

One significant area affected by the move to distributed processing is that of digital audio
distribution systems. This type of system offers significant technical advantage over the
current analog centrally-switched intercommunications system. The distributed control



tolerates single-point failures and permits smaller and lighter packages, an extremely
important requirement within the military. Operator workload is reduced by software
control of the communication plan. Digital systems will take advantage of the new
technology such as VLSI and VHSIC to decrease size and improve performance.
Improvements in audio intelligibility and reduced ambient noise penetration can be
achieved. Finally, a greater degree of security can be incorporated, both to thwart the
interception of exterior communications by hostile forces and to isolate communications
between terminals, ensuring the privacy of the commander’s communication channel.

The microprocessor-based distributed Digital Voice Network (DVN) IR&D project, the
subject of this paper, aims to address and satisfy some of the topics mentioned above.

DIGITAL VOICE NETWORK OBJECTIVES

There will be many challenges facing military voice communications in the coming years.
The present and future efforts at Hughes are aimed at addressing some of the issues.
Present Digital Voice Network IR&D efforts include the following:

1. Demonstration of digital voice transmission over a high-speed token passing bus. This
includes both point-to-point communication and voice conferencing.

2. Development of an economical voice network, one that can be shown to be affordable
and can achieve low life cycle costs.

3. Development of a test bed for future voice network enhancements that include:
A. Noise reduction to improve audio intelligibility.

B. Voice command recognition and voice synthesis to reduce operator workload.

C. Network redundancy to improve system reliability.

D. Network security to protect against undetected access.

NETWORK DESIGN

The network is configured as shown in Figure 1. Each of the three terminals is capable of
sampling audio from four sources and providing two audio outputs. The input samples are
digitized and assembled into packets which are then burst out onto a 10 MBps serial
coaxial bus. A bus structure using a token passing protocol was selected for this
application since it is highly deterministic, inherently collision free, and immune to
centralized failures. In this protocol, a message token is passed from node to node on the



bus. Only that node whose unique address matches the token can transmit its message
along with an incremented token. Thus, token passing provides a predictable network;
guaranteed maximum access times can be calculated.

TERMINAL DESIGN

A.  Hardware Implementation

The DVN Terminal block diagram is shown in Figure 2. The Bus Multiplexer (BMUX)
provides the interface to the fast bus, satisfying all protocol requirements. It contains an
internal 8086 microprocessor and sufficient memory to buffer large incoming and outgoing
messages and is capable of accepting incoming messages at the full bus rate. The BMUX
has been designed to be compatible with the Intel Multibus standard.

The Processor provides control of the terminal. It stores messages from the BMUX,
performing all required processing such as conferencing and volume control, and sends the
data to the Audio board when requested. In addition, it accepts digitized audio data from
the Audio board when available and sends it to the BMUX. Finally, the Processor is
responsible for the control and monitoring of the Entry/Display Terminal. The Processor
consists of an 80286 microprocessor, memory and associated circuitry on a single
Multibus compatible card. Two serial RS232 ports are supported by the card, one of which
is dedicated to the Entry/Display Terminal.

The Entry/Display Terminal allows for operator control and monitoring of the Digital
Voice Terminal and the Network. Connectivity and volume control can be accomplished,
and terminal/network status can be monitored.

The function of the Audio board is to digitize samples of four audio inputs which are then
transferred to the Processor or the BMUX via the Multibus interface. In addition, the
board accepts digital data from the Multibus, converts it to analog and provides two audio
outputs. The board is capable of operating at selectable sample rates, with all channels
operating simultaneously. The four audio inputs are filtered, then applied to sample and
hold circuits and multiplexed into a single analog to digital converter. The output of the
converter is loaded into an onboard RAM and, after a selectable number of samples have
been written, the contents are read by the Processor via the Multibus. Simultaneously,
digital data from the Multibus is loaded into another onboard RAM, then sequentially
converted to analog, demultiplexed and filtered to provide two audio outputs.



B.  Software Implementation

The software for the Digital Voice Network terminal has been written in PL/M and
compiled into 80286 object code for execution. The software is modular, with each
module’s entry and exit conditions being defined at the top level to ensure compatibility
and expandability. The DVN top level software implementation, shown in Figure 3,
illustrates the major modules and their relationships. The Kernel provides flow control and
interrupt handling routines. Error reporting and exception handling modules reside within
the Kernel. During power up, reset or restart, this module provides initialization
sequencing and creates a table of resident Audio boards. The Kernel controls all system
timers and timer interrupt vectors. Finally, the Kernel is responsible for periodically
transmitting the connectivity data and other status of the terminal to the other terminals on
the fast bus for local display.

BMUX Control handles the initialization of the BMUX and any commands directed to
buffer creation and deletion, generation of Input Control Blocks and Output Control
Blocks, and any required commands for processing data.

The Voice Processing Module controls the interface to the Audio board and handles all
functions related to packet switching overhead, such as bits/sample adjustment, volume
control, and channel conferencing.

The Operator Interface Module provides Control and monitoring of the Entry/Display
Terminal. This allows operator inputs to control the communication paths, volume control,
and the BMUX through the command screen. The terminal’s monitor displays the system
screen upon power up, which allows the operator to configure the terminal. The tables
generated from this information are used by the other software modules.

SYSTEM EVALUATION

System evaluation is being conducted to verify expected performance of the Digital Voice
Network to demonstrate both point-to-point communication and voice conferencing. First,
two terminals will be configured as a two-way communications network. Performance will
be evaluated in the area of microprocessor utilization to determine how much of the
processor’s capacity is being used for the tasks required. Voice intelligibility will be
assessed using signal-to-noise measurements and Modified Rhyme tests.

Once two-terminal communications have been established, a third terminal will be added
to evaluate voice conferencing performance. This third terminal will differ from the other
two in that it will simulate up to 30 terminals with respect to bus loading. Channel capacity
performance evaluation will be demonstrated in two ways. First, the system’s performance



under a worst-case frame time will be evaluated by simulating a large number of terminals
on the bus. Second, the system’s performance under conditions of a worst-case terminal
workload will be evaluated by directing additional messages to one of the two terminals.
Network performance and audio intelligibility under this fully-loaded condition will be
assessed.

CONCLUSION

This IR&D effort is being performed with two major goals in mind: 1) to demonstrate the
transmission of digital voice over a high-speed token passing bus and 2) to provide the
ability to research key voice technology areas crucial to satisfying the future voice
requirements of the military.

The test bed that we have developed will allow for implementing enhancements in the
voice terminal. Audio inputs will be pre-processed with a noise reduction algorithm by
means of a dedicated processor. Algorithms will be generated for voice command
recognition. These will be incorporated into the terminal to provide operator control of
terminal functions. A dual-redundant bus structure will provide fault-tolerant, graceful
degradation of network functions in the event of bus failure. Finally, hardware and
software will be implemented to isolate secure from clear voice/data on a shared bus.
These and other enhancements will be researched and then incorporated into the terminal
in an attempt to satisfy digital voice requirements in a military environment.

NETWORK CONFIGURATION
FIGURE 1



DVN TERMINAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIGURE 2

DVN TOP LEVEL SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
FIGURE 3
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ABSTRACT

Designing and constructing a real time telemetry system for unique applications can
involve considerable time to evaluate, choose, acquire, and interface the necessary
elements. The use of a highly versatile single chassis telemetry acquisition system can
reduce or obviate the need for external pre- or post-processors as well as the potentially
difficult hardware and software interfacing. It also results in an easily upgradable and
generally modifiable system from the development phase, through delivery, and on site by
both the designer and user. The basis of the system described here is a parallel/serial
multiprocessor whose architecture is programmable.

INTRODUCTION

A survey of the functions commonly performed by telemetry systems and other external
requirements can be used to characterize the nature of the equipment which might serve
the largest set of applications. These functions often conflict requiring compromises in
equipment or capability. This is particularly true when new equipment is to be integrated
into existing systems. When more of the total function can be integrated, physically and
electronically, fewer compromises must be made, the system requires less time to manage
and configure and new requirements, whether anticipated or not, are more easily
accommodated.

The result of reviewing these functions has led to construction of a single chassis
multiprocessor for both real time and other telemetry applications.

TELEMETRY FUNCTIONS

The functions may be represented in three broad categories which are usually executed in
approximately serial order. The character of each, and its relationship to other functions in 



the system define implementation. The functions include input processing, intermediate
processing and reprocessing, and destination processing.

Input Sources

The first category is concerned with the acquiring of information from a variety of sources
of generally well defined form. The form may or may not require extensive processing to
extract its intelligence. Sources commonly include direct analog data, digital data whose
original source is PAM, digital PCM data whose original source may be analog, and other
digital data sources. One source of data, time, requires special mention. Time often
governs all processing of telemetry information. It may constitute a separate source or may
be implicit in one of the other sources. In the latter instance it may be separated at an
earlier stage thus effectively constituting a separate source with its own characteristics.

The PCM certainly requires the most complex initial processing and likely the highest
bandwidth. Its processing is also the most difficult to specify in a sufficiently general
fashion so that its programming is not intolerably burdensome. Two additional difficulties
are variation of the overall PCM bandwidth and the variation of the rate of delivery of data
from each original source in the stream. The latter has implications not only for the PCM
decommutation but the processing of the PCM output as well. Other digital sources will
require little initial processing.

The initial processing of analog data will consist mainly of amplification and filtering.
Depending upon what use is to be made of this data further conversion to digital form may
be required.

General Processing

The foregoing suggests the requirement for several input processors each designed to
convert its incoming source to a common form. Once the data have been assigned some
suitable common form it is ready to have analytical or form conversion procedures applied
to it. This second category is then the general processing of data from the various sources.
The nature of the transformations applied to the data clearly depends upon both what use
is to be made with the information and what information is actually available in the source.
It is not uncommon for portions of the incoming data to describe what is currently
available. For example, PCM data often incorporates information about what data are
being provided at the moment.

Although the decisions as to what procedures are to be applied to the data are normally
made prior to beginning its acquisition an even more sophisticated system would allow 



analysis of certain of the data to define or modify what procedures are applied. This type
of analysis implies the necessity for temporary storage of intermediate results.

Among the procedures which may be applied are filtering (including such processes as
data compression), Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), scaling and data type conversion, and
packing and unpacking of data from several channels within a source. It is also commonly
desirable to apply more than one procedure to a given information channel, perhaps to
ultimately present it in more than one form. This may be done immediately or may require
delay until more information is available. This implies the necessity for temporary
information storage. If the further processing is substantially different in character, or if the
total procedure requires very different methods it may be desirable to pass information to a
completely different type of processor.

In order to accommodate this range of processes and time constraints in a real time system
it is necessary to have several processors each with the ability to handle certain types of
procedures. General purpose processors as a rule will not be as fast as one with a more
specific purpose. Also, the ability for these processors to operate in parallel will augment
the volume of data which can be processed.

Output and Interface

The final dispersion of the data comprises the last category. Typically the data is formatted
and recorded, processed or unprocessed, on temporary or permanent media. Video
displays, strip chart recorders, various types of plotters, magnetic tape, and various
magnetic disks are common. It may be desirable for some of these devices to be an integral
part of the system. In addition, there may be a requirement to directly pass data to a large
mainframe computer.

A REAL TIME TELEMETRY DATA PROCESSOR

The 2110 series Telemetry Data Processors (TDP) combines all of the above abilities into
a single 7 inch high chassis, including its own power supply. A variety of configurations
are available most of which are comprised of plug in PC card sets.

Unique data source identification is the central property around which the system is
designed. As will become evident, it provides for complete specification of processing of
the source data until its delivery to a destination.



Input Processors

PCM DECOMMUTATOR.  The PCM decommutation computer consists of 5 to 8 cards
with the capability to support mainframe plus 1 to 6 subframes. Up to two streams may be
included. The computer has a unique instruction set oriented to the task of PCM
decommutation with up to 8096 words of program memory. The processor can
accommodate input bit rates up to 11 MHz. The mainframe sync may consist of up to 64
individually maskable bits. The mainframe processor also supports alternate complement
sync, correlation and sync strategy thresholds, odd/even parity, msb/lsb, autopolarity, 3 bit
sync window, and input source selection. Subframes sync includes recycle sync and ID
sync in binary, bcd, count up, count down, and jam modes.

A unique feature is that the input data is treated as a serial bit stream allowing the stream
to be broken into words 1 to 32 bits in length. When both clock and data are provided the
data rate may vary from 0 to the maximum rate. Both TTL and differential inputs may be
supported. The decommutated data is output as uniquely ID tagged data. ID’s are
programmablely defined in the range 0 to 8095 with data words of 1 to 32 bits. ID’s may
be reassigned under program control.

ANALOG SECTION.  This input processor directly accepts up to 32 channels of analog
data. Each ADC (up to 12 bits) is individually programmable for rates to 200 kHz and
delivers its data with a unique ID.

TIME PROCESSOR.  Although time may be a part of the PCM stream it may also be
accepted separately. Both serial and parallel time are accepted and ID tagged for delivery.
The time may be inserted into the data stream resolved to tenths of milliseconds.

DIGITAL PORTS.  Digital input ports are provided which will deliver data with fixed ID
tags in settable blocks or input already tagged data. The latter may be used to acquire
multiple PCM streams decommutated in another chassis. Programmable Format
Synchronizers (a variation of the TDP) using the PCM computer described above,
supporting two PCM streams, each can be used for this purpose. Another common data
source for the digital port is decommutated PAM data. A Programmable Analog
Synchronizer is available for extracting PAM data and delivery of tagged data to the TDP
digital port.

FEEDBACK PORT.  This input does no processing but rather provides a data path for
data partially processed by any downstream processor and information initiated by any
processor other than one of the input processors.



Distribution Section

DISTRIBUTION PROCESSOR.  All of the input processors and the Feedback Port
present their tagged data to the distribution section. The function of this section is to
accept the information and pass it to downstream processors. This is accomplished using a
programmable memory. The program defines, by ID, what type of data is associated with
the ID, what processor is to receive it, what procedure is to be performed upon the data,
constants and pointers to intermediate data storage, and where the processed data is to be
delivered. The memory may also provide temporary data storage. The memory is sufficient
to accommodate all 8095 ID’s.

This processor and existence of data paths between processors provide the flexibility of
the machine. Since any tagged datum can be returned to distribution with a new ID (tag),
the eventual output data stream can carry differently processed data with separated tags
from the same input source. Consider the following example. Suppose that some word in a
PCM stream, of arbitrary length, has meaning both as a word and as groups of bits within
the word. The PCM decommutator could be programmed to extract the entire word and
send it to the distribution with some tag. The word could then be passed to one of the
general processors which might send it to the output stream with the same tag. At the same
time the general processor could extract the relevant groups of bits and deliver them to the
distribution with new tags for which other processing could be specified. This process
could be inverted with the PCM decommutator breaking up the word into separately
tagged words and the general processor used to reconstruct and retag desired groups. The
choice would depend on the PCM input rate and what processing was required. Where
very high input rates and extensive processing are involved, the multiprocessor structure
and the reprocessing capability allows the machine to be configured to adjust the
processing workload.

General Processors

The general processors perform the bulk of data analysis and formatting. They are
generally programmable and accept their data from and under control of the distribution
section. Results may delivered directly to destination (output) devices, directly to other
processors, or back to the distribution section via the Feedback Port.

HIGH SPEED ARITHMETIC PROCESSOR.  One or two of these programmable bit
slice processors, each occupying three PC cards may be inserted in the chassis. The
program consisted of 64 bit microcoded instruction with an instruction time of 180
nanoseconds. A subsequent version of this processor is expected to have local data
memory and substantially faster execution time.



The program memory is divided into fusible ROM and RAM. The ROM may contain a
standard set of 42 algorithms or specially developed algorithms. The RAM portion is
available for the additional special algorithms which may be provided or may be developed
by the user. Execution time is the same for both types of memory. This processor is
commonly provided with an output formatting algorithm which may be made to replicate a
format already in use. This facility is ideally suited when the TDP is being used to replace
older equipment as it minimizes or eliminates the need to modify existing equipment. Also,
since the formatting algorithm may reside in RAM, future changes are easily
accommodated. Multiple formats can also be supported.

Because of the time input processor the output format can include time annotated, tagged
data with tenth millisecond resolution. Also major time of day data can be inserted into the
output stream at intervals. Data recorded in this form is appropriate for further processing
and latter reconstruction on various plotting equipment.

FFT PROCESSOR.  A Fast Fourier Transform (Butterfly) processor can also be
provided which resides on a three PC card set. This processor is microprogrammable for
any transform size from 2 to 2048. It normally is preprogrammed for 32 point self test
operation and 1024 point normal operation.

MICROCOMPUTER.  A sixteen bit microcomputer which provides the interface
between the operator and the front panel controls and all other devices in the TDP. It is
also provides the interface between a host system and the TDP and between the TDP and
such upstream input devices as the Programmable Format Synchronizer or Programmable
Analog Synchronizer. The microcomputer is given the ability to program and control all of
the devices in the TDP. The latter is the basis for integral self test procedures. The tests
are conducted by operator command from the front panel controls.

The microcomputer can also be used as a general processor. As such the processor is
particularly suited to low rate applications such as final formatting and control of visual
displays. All of the data paths available to the other general processors are also available
to it. Hence, in addition to basic control and interface software, this device may contain
substantial custom software. To fulfill these functions, the microcomputer is fitted with
128k bytes of RAM and EPROM.

Output and Interface

The TDP is designed to operate independently as a stand alone device or in an integrated
system under the control of a host. The latter is most likely a computer which may control
the setup of a complete ground station facility. Communication with a host can be
implemented on a variety of standard interfaces or specially designed for unique existing



facilities. Specifically, the digital output data stream may be directed on the digital output
bus to any of 3 channels each of which supports 4 port addresses. The data stream may be
under DMA control. The digital data may also be directed to a DAC bus whose address
field may be unique or may address all DAC’s simultaneously. The latter is principally for
execution of calibration functions. In addition to the digital input ports, other
communication is provided via the microcomputer. Implicitly supported are both parallel
and serial interfaces for communication with such devices as a system host, micro-floppy,
and terminals, and a parallel interface for both upstream and downstream devices under the
control of the TDP. The channels may also be operated under DMA control.

PROGRAMMING

While it is possible to completely program all elements of the TDP from the front panel, in
practice the complexity and size of the necessary programs to do all but the simplest data
acquisition makes such a task impractical. Moreover it requires considerable knowledge of
each of the processors and their interfaces. Even a sophisticated user would not care to
occupy himself with this task which while complex is fixed and well defined. The burden
is therefore placed upon a System Setup Compiler which is based upon a language natural
to the way information is processed in the TDP.

The compiler is source device independent and can be communicated with over any type
of interface supported by the TDP. It accepts ASCII text input which it converts to the
required operational programs and optionally provides program listings and symbol tables.
It also supports setup of upstream devices such as the Programmable Format Synchronizer
and Programmable Analog Synchronizer. The most common interface for the compiler has
been RS232 from both terminal and a host computer and micro-floppy disk (the TDP can
include a floppy controller). In the latter case a binary image of the of the memories can be
transferred to the disk creating a library of setup files.

All aspects of the TDP capabilities are within the control of the System Setup Compiler
and hence the user. PCM decommutation, the data processing and data path (including
output bus and device selection), and setup of upstream and downstream devices are all
accessible. Programming of the data processing extends to devising and specifying
algorithms for the High Speed Arithmetic Processor. The user is no longer limited to a
preselected list of processes but may use his own talents to meet changing situations and
requirements.

Where the acquisition tasks are few and not likely to change, their specification can be
imaged in the microcomputer memory and loaded from the front panel. Setup may also be
imaged in electrically alterable ROM’s. This technique is used in one particular application
noted below.



INTEGRATION OF THE TDP IN A PARTICULAR SYSTEM

As an example of the versatility of this processor, a brief description of its incorporation
into a system with a unique application will be described. This system, the Bar Chart
Monitor, was developed under contract to the NASA AMES research facility at Moffet
Field. The application requires driving a real time display of various functions of the input
data and passing data to DAC’s for recording equipment. Figure 1 is a photograph of the
system prior to installation showing the display during acquisition. Figure 2 is a block
diagram of the system showing those data and control paths actually used in this
implementation. This is effectively a selection of the architecture which will vary from
system to system.

The input sources are 2 PCM streams and 64 analog channels. Each PCM had to
accommodate variable word lengths at rates to 125 kilowords per second and a maximum
bit rate of 2 Mbits per second. No subframes were required but supercommutation was
included. Each PCM source also had a flag incorporated into the data which described
whether or not the data was valid. Each frame was either entirely valid or invalid. Data in
an invalid frame was to be rejected. The analog sources and DAC outputs are provided
with programmable filter/amplifiers. The display is a color coded bar graph for functions of
up to 50 sources. The bars can be individually programmed to change color at two
preselected values to reflect critcal transitions. Each bar is labeled with a source color
coded 3 digit number below the bar. Each source in the PCM streams and analog input had
to be selectable for processing by five arithmetic functions, scaled, and presented to an
arbitrarily selected position in the display at 2 possible update rates. All five functions
were to be simultaneously selectable for any source. In addition, the programming of the
analog filter/amplifiers and passing of PCM data to the DAC’s was required.

An appropriate color graphics terminal and keyboard was selected and interfaced via the
TDP’s RS232 port and DMA. The filter/amplifiers and ADC’s were housed in a separate
chassis with integral power supply connected to the TDP by control and data busses. An
8096 word Electrically Alterable memory was included sufficient to retain 16 complete
system setups.

Software for the microcomputer was generated to provide a menu driven setup
programming environment including program storage and retrieval and setup error
checking. Some menus provided status summaries of the setup. Where possible all
parameters, including menu selection, were made selectable via single key strokes. The
arithmetic functions involved a number of unique processes including calculation of the
RMS value over a 10 second window. The major burden for the arithmetic processing and
data rejection was given to the High Speed Arithmetic processor. It was designed to
provide tabular data for each required function and source channel at 1/2 second intervals,



the data being stored in the distribution memory. The microcomputer then read the tables
at each 1/2 second boundary, executed the window processing, and formatted and
transferred the results to the display.

SUMMARY

The diversity of functions necessary to convert telemetry input to useful output and the
time constraints of a real time system lead immediately to consideration of a
multiprocessor architecture. A multiprocessor not only permits parallel processing but
allows each processor’s design to be limited to a small set of similar functions. This
generally reduces the complexity and increases the speed of each processor. Moreover the
interfacing of what may have been several pieces of equipment is now implicit and need
not considered by the system designer. In this particular machine the unique ability to
effectively adjust the architecture to suit the processing workload leads to considerable
versatility and power. The physical arrangement in a single chassis with an integral power
supply results in a portable system suitable for range safety applications.

 





FIGURE 2  BAR CHART MONITOR SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ABSTRACT

The processing power afforded by embedded microcomputers in state-of-the-art control
applications offers the design engineer greatly expanded opportunities for improved
ergonomic design, even without the use of “soft” actuator and/or display devices (which
are sometimes undesirable and/or unacceptable). Especially important is the exploitation of
software to simplify the hardware design while simultaneously implementing
decision/mode logic that would be prohibitively expensive if done in hardware alone. The
designer is often confronted with an ocean of possibilisties, and must make intelligent
decisions in order to satisfy increasingly demanding applications and sophisticated users.
The design decisions and resulting features and behaviors of an automatic antenna control
unit are discussed from the operators point of view (black box), but also with the intention
to detail some of the logic necessary to implement these features. This is prefaced by a
discussion of the characteristics of the primary operator interface, the front panel, and the
factors that influenced its design. Areas for future improvement of the design are also
mentioned.

Keywords:  Operator Interface, Physical Ergonomics, Intelligent Control

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the operator interface and automatic behaviors of the ACU-6 Antenna
Controller, manufactured by EMP, Inc. The design was influenced by the opinions of
operators experienced with telemetry range operations and tracking systems, and
implemented by designers and engineers with many years experience in building telemetry
tracking systems. In order to achieve the best operator interface under given design



constraints, the front panel was designed “from the outside in”. Considerable thought and
effort went into the system concepts to support the desired operations.

The factors that drove the front panel design are presented first. This is followed by a
description of the resulting front panel and the various display and control techniques
available - this serves as a context for the discussion of some intelligent behaviors
incorporated into the system design. The two areas selected for discussion, positioning
logic and acquisition/antenna control logic, are very important in the actual operation of
the tracking system. The program and test modes of the controller also incorporate very
complex operator interface behaviors and automatic calibrations, but space does not allow
elaboration of these modes.

In addition, areas for improvement are noted accompanied by brief discussion as
appropriate. The improvements mentioned are desirable in terms of the operator interface
and are currently being considered for future design upgrades. Other aspects of these
improvements, such as reliability, cost, and complexity, are not addressed.

DESIGN GOALS, CONSTRAINTS AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR ACU-6
FRONT PANEL

The ACU-6 has been characterized as a chameleon. It was designed in an environment of
nearly continuously changing requirements. At times, it seemed that a new application
requirement was being generated daily. Some of the design goals and constraints that
drove the design are:

1.  It must provide sure, positive control actuation that is easily used in time-critical,
stressful situations.

2.  It should be small enough in the largest implementations to be packaged in less than 30
vertical inches of a standard 19 inch RETMA rack, and small enough in the smallest
implementations to occupy only 5.25 vertical inches of a slant-rack cabinet.

3.  Operations should be as nearly self-evident and self-teaching as possible.

4.  Operator errors should be clearly indicated, but not abrasively so.

5.  Equipment alarms, exceptions and failures should be clearly indicated, and easily
differentiated.

6.  The system controls should be readable from a distance of at least three feet. An
experienced operator should be able to discern the major operational modes of the system



from a distance of at least 10 feet. The position and signal strength displays should be
readable from a distance of at least 20 feet.

7.  The standard front panel should be configurable to support a very wide variety of
system requirements.

8.  The front panel should be built using printed circuit boards. This fixes an upper limit on
the number of controls and displays and their location.

9.  The front panel should support the following control and display functions:

• single or dual axis pedestals featuring a variety of control modes.
• pedestal power controls for servo and scanner.
• antenna control for manual and automatic hi/low gain selection or manual and

automatic side lobe comparison.
• interactive control of search sector width and sector center.
• interactive adjustment of acquire threshold.
• manual selection of, and power and frequency control for up to 4 receivers, or

automatic/manual selection of 2 receivers.
• programming (data entry) - this capability should not clutter the panel, but should be

available only in a program mode.
• self-test and calibration with the same restriction as programming it should not impact

the operational layout.
• provide as much slack as possible for additional custom controls.

10.  To the degree possible, maximize the use of color to highlight and differentiate control
indications.

11.  An iterative ordering of functions in horizontal-vertical arrangement. For example, the
panel should have major functional groups in a horizontal row. Within an axis major
group, function groups are ordered vertically - e.g., commanded displays over present
position displays over manual/search control group, over the standby/slave/autotrack
group, over the handwheel group. Within function groups, switches are again ordered
horizontally. Displays are always above controls so that they may be seen while the
operators hands are on the controls.

12.  Panel clutter must be kept to a minimum. To the degree possible, indicators should not
be seen unless active (deadfront). This is especially true of fault and warning indicators.

13.  The front panel should be extendable.



Why Soft Display and Control Devices Were Rejected

A control or display device is considered soft if its functionality can be changed or
redefined as the host device changes modes or states. A good example of a combination of
soft display and control is a CRT or plasma display screen with an X-Y touch grid
mounted on the screen. This allows complete flexiblity in the creation of “screen buttons”
and display areas, and if the screen is large enough, this can be a very powerful operator
interface (especially if the screen is a color CRT). It is also extremely expensive, difficult
to ruggedize, and large. The size requirement is dictated by the time-critical nature of
tracking operations. Small instruments and personal computers do not usually involve
attempting to find, acquire, and track supersonic targets and therefore can usually force the
operator to squint, hunt, peck, miss and peck again.

A consideration that some designers overlook is that in some instances a soft
display/control interface takes longer to learn because of the variabilty of the device. The
typical system designer may protest, offering as a defense the ability to prompt, cajole,
prod and otherwise guide the user into making correct decisions and away from errors.
What he does not account for is that many operators have partially (and maybe totally)
memorized their hard panel controls and display locations. If the operator is faced with
several different display/control layouts (because the screen isn’t large enough to hold
everything it should), this memorization process may be hindered. This memorization is a
key element in operator time-critical performance under stress. For these reasons and the
generally negative response from users to suggestions along these lines, soft devices on the
front panel were rejected. It was decided that these capabilities, if desired by the user,
would be implemented on a separate device (e.g., a screen-mapped CRT display).

THE RESULTING FRONT PANEL DESIGN

The front panel design that evolved from these goals, constraints and considerations is
shown in Figure 1. This is an engineering drawing that shows all the main switchs, LED
digit display and discreet LED displays. Rectangular switches can be split or single legend.

This design (like most ), represents a compromise arrived at within design goals and
constraints. The panel is completely reliant on software for functionality - there is no
imbedded logic in the design outside what is needed to sense switch closures and
openings, and drive the lamps and LED displays.

The crux of the issue for the system designer is how this compromise design can best be
exploited. Specifically, given discreet switches with back-lighted legends (some split),
discreet LED indicators and 7-segment displays, how can we achieve the best use of these
resources?



GENERAL METHODS USED FOR INDICATION AND CONTROL

Layout and Lighted Switch Colors

Typical examples of configured front panels are shown in Figures 2 and 3. These layouts
satisfy most of the design goals for functional grouping.

Colors used in the back-lighted switches are: White, yellow, red, green and blue. A typical
layout might use the following color assignments:

Yellow - Slave Axis Mode, Manual Receiver Select, Manual Antenna Select
Green - Autotrack, Auto Antenna Select, Auto Receiver Select
Red - Automatic Side Lobe Comparison Disable
Blue - Immediate Designate, Preprogrammed Designate
White - all others

Legends are black-filled etch with good contrast.

Normally, red and blue are never used in close proximity if both might be simultaneously
lighted. This is because the human eye cannot focus on these two colors simultaneously.
This effect does not seem to occur with our switches because the color is behind the
legend. The practice is nevertheless avoided.

Deadfront Indicators

The LED indicators are all deadfront by virtue of the filter bezel. In addition, in the current
design they must all be red. This restricts their use to fault and warning indicators. The bar
arrays allow the arrangement of legends that group vertically and horizontally. The soft-
ware is designed to take advantage of this by allowing any logical indicator to map to any
number of physical LED or lamp indicators. Currently, LED and lamp combining (for one
logical indicator) cannot be done.

In addition, indicator legends may be overlapped as required since the logical to physical
mapping is an unrestricted one-to-many function.

The switch indicators (lamps) may also be deadfront. This is done wherever the switch
function is only valid in certain modes or where a split legend switch is used as a
multifunction switch (see below).

An obvious area for improvement here is to use a neutral (gray) filter bezel, allowing for
the used of multicolored LED indicators. This would remove the restriction of



warning/error indicators only. Also, green or yellow digit displays are generally considered
to cause less eye strain than red, especially over long periods of time. Design tradeoffs
arise in the difficulty of matching the intensity of different colored LED’s, and with
maintaining good contrast without severely attenuating the luminosity of the indicators.

Indicator Flashing

In addition to commanding any logical indicator on or off, the designer may elect to flash
any logical indicator at any of three flash rates These rates are approximately 1 flash/sec.,
2 flashes/sec., and 4 flashes/sec. These flash rates are used in a variety of ways to effect
confirmation of a keypress, association of shared switch functions, differentiation of
conditions indicated using only one indicator, and error notification. Examples of these
uses are given below. The flash state of an indicator may be altered without affecting the
static state (on/off).

Digit Display Capabilities

The 7-segment displays are also mapped from logical to physical assignments. In addition,
most characters in the ASCII set may be commanded, although the result may not be
immediately recognizable and only a few such characters are used in practice. Each digit
may have a static value and up to three alternate values. The alternate values are
alternatively displayed at the same rates as the indicator flash rates and the on/off
transitions are synchronized so that indicator flash may be associated with digit alternation.
Digit flash is achieved by writing a blank alternating character. The alternate digits may be
nulled without affecting the static digit.

In this area, the design could be significantly improved by incorporation of an
alphanumeric display.

Data Entry

One of the most challenging design requirements was that of being able to enter data. The
use of thumbwheel switches was considered and rejected because the inherent inflexibility
and incompatibility with the desired PCB design. The use of a keypad required large
amounts of panel area. A scheme was devised that only required the use of 4 switch
functions and the displays. When data is to be entered, the data is displayed with a cursor
indicated by a flashing digit. At the same time the deadfront switch indicators LEFT,
RIGHT, INC, and DEC are lighted (in some cases flashed). The operator may alter the
cursor digit or move the cursor left or right to another digit. Current data entry situations
may involve the entry of a single angle, a set of angles, or a single decimal quantity of 1 to
7 digits. Other situations such as the entry of hexadecimal data or even certain alphabetical



codes can be supported. In all data entry procedures cursor wraparound is used, range
checking is applied if appropriate, and the operator may escape without actually altering
any data.

Multifunction Switches

Mode controlled multifunction switches are switches that serve more than one function
depending on a mode or state. This has been done in two instances: 1) The combination of
the pedestal steering functions (CW, CCW) and the cursor steering functions (LEFT,
RIGHT); 2) The Side Lobe Comparison control discussed below. This is done on a split-
legend, deadfront switch. Extension of this technique to more than two functions per split-
legend switch or to single legend switches would lead to confusion and/or, reliance on an
operation guide or memory. It might be justifiable in special circumstances for non-operate
modes.

Operator Error Reduction and Indication

Two steps are taken to help prevent operator error caused by accidental switch actuation.
All switches feature full guard bezels which helps prevent playing in the cracks. In
addition, mode dependent confirmation cycles are used where the effect of an actuation
may have serious effects. This includes almost any change if the system is autotracking.
The assumption is that if autotrack has been achieved, we make sure the operator wants to
break lock or risk breaking lock. The confirmation cycle is a simple technique - if a switch
actuation is to be confirmed, its associated indicator is flashed for three seconds. If the
switch is pressed again within the three seconds (while the indicator is flashing), then the
commanded action is taken. If the switch is not pressed again, then the indicator flash is
canceled and no other action is taken. The confirmation time may vary from 1 to 3 seconds
depending on the action being confirmed.

The fast flash rate is used almost exclusively for errors and warnings. The operator is
notified of invalid or illegal switch actuation using a 1 second fast flash. However, the
offending switch indicator is seldom the one flashed. The system logic will attempt to
signify why the switch press was not accepted.

An example of an invalid switch press: If the operator presses the INC, DEC, CW, or
CCW switches when the azimuth axis is in slave mode, the slave mode indicator is flashed
signifying that the switch press is not valid in the slave mode. An example of an illegal
switch press: If the operator attempts to change receivers while auto-receiver select is
enabled, the auto-receiver enable indicator is flashed signifying that the operation is illegal.



INTELLIGENT POSITIONING LOGIC

Handwheel Capability

The incorporation of handwheels into the design was driven entirely by operator
preference for this type of control. The handwheel hardware design consists of a very
simple scheme of one incremental encoder and an 8 bit counter per wheel. The
interpretation of the count developed as the handwheel is turned is left up to the system
software.

The software allows for a position mode in which the handwheels very closely simulate the
behavior of synchro position handwheels, and for an aided rate mode in which handwheel
changes affect pedestal velocity. This second mode is extremely valuable in operations
where a low altitude target cannot be autotracked due to multipath interference. If the
tracking system is equipped with a video system, the operator can switch to aided rate
manual track whenever the target would normally be lost and track the target manually.

The handwheel mode switches are placed for convenient actuation by the operator’s
thumbs without his fingers leaving the wheel. This allows for the easiest and fastest mode
switching which can be important if the pedestal is to be rapidly halted by going to
position mode from aided rate mode.

Two improvements are desirable here:

1.  The current software will always enter the manual slew mode whenever the axis mode
is first set to manual. This means that if an auxiliary mode is entered from a handwheel
mode (e.g., immediate designate) the system will not return to handwheel mode when the
aux mode is cancelled. Correction of this would make axis mode control consistent.

2.  It is probably more useful to the operator to enter handwheel rate instead of handwheel
position on the first depression of the handwheel mode switch.

Cable Wrap Systems

Cable wrap systems may have azimuth travel ranges of 180 to 710 degrees. The Immediate
Designate, Pre-programmed Designate and Axis Slave modes will always attempt to arrive
at a position that offers the most subsequent azimuth travel; i.e., the positioning modes will
unwrap the cable wrap, if required. The logic will perform correctly even when the
designate position is the current position. This allows the operator to unwrap the cable and
come back to the same azimuth by executing an Immediate Designate without altering the
angles.



When the Slave Mode is invoked, cable unwrap is performed. It will not be performed
again, even if the slave source causes the system to hit a travel limit.

Search Mode Behavior and Control

The Search Mode requires some of the most complex positioning behavior in order to keep
the operator involvement simple. The width of a search sector is altered in increments of
the system main antenna beamwidth using the INCrement and DECrement switches. The
search center is altered in increments of the current sector width using the CCW, CW or
UP and DN switches. The effect is to alter and/or move the search sector in a logical
manner, and to eliminate the possibility of skipping over a sector of space.

Each time the sector is altered or moved by a switch press, the new value of sector width
(in degrees) or sector center is displayed until the switch is released.

If the edge of a sector is at a travel limit and the operator increases the search sector, the
sector center is automatically recalculated so that the new (larger) sector may be fully
swept. Additionally, attempts to move the sector toward a limit are ignored if an edge of
the sector is against a travel limit.

Dual axis search is a raster. The major axis of the raster is the axis that has the largest
sector width, and this is the axis that moves most frequently in order to cover the search
area in the least amount of time. The selection of major axis is automatic, and reevaluation
occurs each time either axis sector is altered.

The dual axis search presents one other interesting problem. The INC and DEC switches
must be shared between the two axes. To make this obvious, whenever a dual axis search
is invoked a “selected” axis is indicated by flashing that axis’ search indicator
synchronously with the INC and DEC indicators. This provides a clear indication of which
axis sector can be altered. This selection is changed by simply pressing the non-selected
axis search switch, causing it to become the selected axis.

INTELLIGENT TARGET ACQUISITION AND ANTENNA CONTROL

Auto-Acquire Logic - A Three State Switch

A good example of the use of software to extend the logic normally seen in a switch
function is the acquire/autotrack switch. When this switch is first pressed, acquire logic is
enabled which will automatically place the axis in autotrack when acquire conditions are
met. If the operator desires to force autotrack, he presses the switch again: Autotrack
mode is commanded and the acquire logic is disabled. Subsequent presses will simply



toggle the acquire enable. This has a very useful operational impact: The operator may
force autotrack on a weak signal (e.g., an inbound target). At this point he may adjust the
acquire threshold without affecting the system. When the target signal strength has
increased such that acquire conditions are met, he may enable auto-acquire so that system
automatic responses to signal fade (such as rate memory) will be enabled.

Automatic Side Lobe Comparison

A side lobe comparison antenna allows the system to determine if the main beam of the
tracking antenna is on target. In a manual system this is done by the operator pressing a
Side Lobe Compare switch and comparing the resulting signal strength to the signal
strength he observed when the main antenna was enabled. On the ACU-6 this manual
capability has been retained and an automatic comparison added. Both manual and auto
comparison enable/disable are controlled from one switch. The switch features a one-way
disable confirmation; i.e., if the operator is enabling the auto compare, no confirmation is
requested. When the auto compare is enabled, pressing the switch engages the side lobe
comparison antenna for as long as the switch is depressed, allowing manual comparison.
When the switch is released, the Disable lamp flashes indicating that the disable
confirmation timing has started.

The automatic comparison occurs whenever the auto acquire conditions are met:

1.  An axis auto acquire must be enabled.
2.  The signal strength exceeds the acquire threshold.

The actual comparison is performed in two steps;

1.  The comparison is set-up by measuring the signal strength from the tracking antenna,
commanding the side lobe antenna on, commanding rate limiting to slow the pedestal, and
then delaying for 100-300 milliseconds to allow the receiver AGC to follow the gain
change.

2.  After the delay is completed, signal strength from the side lobe comparison antenna is
measured and the main antenna is commanded on. If this signal strength is at least 16 dB
less than the signal from the main antenna, the comparison is succeessful, and the
command to enter to autotrack is issued. If the comparison fails, then the system enables
the use of an “adjusted” threshold and sets the value of this threshold to the value of the
side lobe signal strength plus 18 dB. Finally, the rate limit is released and another delay is
executed to allow the receiver AGC to follow (this delay is to hold-off subsequent
comparisons).



This comparison is made as often as the acquire conditions are met, but typically only two
comparisons are required with transition to autotrack on the second comparison.

The fact that the system has adjusted the acquire threshold is indicated by the adjusted
value being displayed on the acquire threshold display with the decimal points lighted.

Automatic Control of Dual Gain Tracking Antennas (Multimode Antenna)

The multimode antenna (MMA) is primarily used as an acquisition aid, but may also serve
to improve system performance in maintaining track on high speed targets close to the
tracking system and in insuring that the receiver and tracking circuits are not saturated by
excessive signal strength.

Automatic control of the antenna selection is based on two criteria: Signal strength and
track error. It is simpler to assume a single axis system first; dual axis considerations will
follow.

Anytime acquire conditions are met the low gain antenna is selected. Selection of the high
gain antenna is made when the track error falls below a certain value IF this transition will
not cause signal strength saturation. If the signal strength becomes saturated, or if the track
error exceeds a certain value, the low gain antenna is selected. Delays are incorporated
after each transition to allow for receiver AGC time constants.

Two thresholds are used for acquire comparisons, but only one is displayed at a time and
corresponds to the selected antenna. If the operator adjusts the threshold value, the
alternate value is automatically adjusted such that if acquire is achieved using the currently
selected antenna (and the corresponding threshold value), the acquire condition will still
exist when the antennas are switched. For example, assume the gain difference between
the two antennas is 20 dB, and the low gain antenna is selected. If the operator adjusts the
displayed (low gain) threshold to 40, the high gain threshold will be set to 40 + 13, or 53.
This allows a 6 dB margin for variation in the expected gain difference due to multipath,
component aging, etc. If the system now enters autotrack via auto-acquire, the acquire
conditions should still exist when the high gain antenna is selected. Conversely, if the high
gain threshold is adjusted, the low gain threshold is adjusted to be 26 dB below the new
high gain value.

Operator control of the MMA when auto antenna select is enabled is slightly unorthodox:
Manual control of antenna selection is retained up to the point of auto-acquire, at which
time the system will select the low gain antenna. After the system has selected the high
gain antenna, the operator may still force a transition to low gain, but the system will
always reselect high gain when the conditions described above are met. This allows the



operator to force side lobe comparison and is also a useful testing technique. The operator
may also completely disable auto antenna selection at any time.

On dual axis systems the auto select logic is altered slightly: When either axis enters
autotrack, the low gain antenna is commanded. High gain will not be selected until the
other axis also enters autotrack, and the select conditions described above are met for both
axes. This prevents successfully locking one axis but having the other axis go into a side
lobe lock. This logic has proven especially effective in achieving sure, rapid lock from the
dual axis raster search pattern.

One other point deserves mention. The test mode demodulator (autotrack) calibration step
determines the angular difference between the high gain and low gain track points. Any
time the system is tracking on the low gain antenna, this factor is used to correct the
position of the antenna so that the peak of the main (high gain) antenna beam is pointed at
the target before selecting the high gain antenna. This also allows relatively accurate angle
readout of the target even though the low gain antenna is being used for tracking.

CONCLUSIONS

The incorporation of a microprocessor into an automatic tracking antenna controller offers
many possibilities for improving the operator interface and for exploiting even relatively
simple controls and displays. In addition, the designer can sometimes greatly simplify
operator tasks by incorporating automation into control and/or decision processes. This
will only occur if the designer is both imaginative and sensitive to the needs and problems
of the user/operator.

The success of the ACU-6 operator interface was proven on the first system delivered.
This system was a dual axis tracker with a side lobe comparison antenna delivered to the
Yuma Army Proving Grounds. The system arrived with no accompanying documentation
of any kind (a situation that was shortly corrected). The YAPG technicians installed the
control unit, mastered most of its features, and autotracked targets the same day without
ever being able to refer to a manual. The technicians were very pleased with the system
performance and ease of operation.
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ABSTRACT

An Over the Horizon Command/Data Link is fraught with unforeseen design problems.
Multipath, ducting, holding aircraft position and altitude, as well as base-band signal
processing equipment interface anomalies contribute to link degradation beyond predicted
quality. This paper describes a three channel link, L-band, MDI-band, and S-band, over
which command, video, and telemetry respectively are transmitted. Successful operation is
currently achieved over a 100 mile range.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 is an artist’s rendition of the physical elements employed in the over horizon link.
The shore station is installed in a Government furnished van that is located on the bluff
893 feet above sea level. The portable airborne repeater station is located in the bomb bay
area of one of three P3C type aircraft which fly a race track pattern ranging 10 to 20 miles
from the ship station at an altitude of 25,000 to 30,000 feet. Six omni-directional antennas
are permanently mounted to the bomb bay door of each aircraft. The ship station is located
in the aft gunners quarters of a decommissioned vessel. The antennas are located 70 feet
above the water line within 8 feet of the transmitters and receivers. The actual system was
designed to work line-of-sight (40 NM) between the ship and shore station as well as over
the horizon.

Figure 2 is the block diagram of the microwave link showing the location and frequency of
the transmitters and receivers. The shore station transmits command data either directly to
the ship’s station or indirectly through the aircraft relay station. Telemetry and television
signals from the ship are either transmitted directly from the ship’s station back to the
shore station or alternatively relayed through the aircraft relay station. The aircraft relay
station consists of three microwave receivers and three RF transmitters, one set being used
for the command link, and two sets being used for the return links, telemetry and
television.



Shore Station

The Shore Station antenna is a four foot diameter single axis tracking antenna having three
independent RF channels; two receive (RHCP) channels and one transmit (LHCP)
channel. As shown in Figure 3, this station performs the following:

a. The command up-link channel is transmitted at either F1 or F2 in low L-band at a bit
rate of 250 kHz (bi-phase-L).

b. The down-link TV signal is received at either F3 or F4 in MDI-band.
c. The telemetry signal is received at either F5 or F6 in S-band.

Aircraft Repeater Station

The Aircraft Station shown in Figure 4, is comprised of three independent repeater
channels which allows the simultaneous reception and retransmission of the CMD, TV and
TLM signals to relay these signals between the ship and shore stations. Each repeater
channel utilizes one omni-directional stub antenna for receiving and one stub antenna for
transmitting. A transmit to receive antenna separation distance of 9.5 feet was obtained,
therefore, diplexers were not required. The three receive/transmit channels are:

a. Command Channel; Receive at F2, Transmit at F1 ()F = 70 MHz).
b. Television Channel; Receive at F4, Transmit at F3 ()F 87 MHz).
c. Telemetry Channel; Receive at F5, Transmit at F6 ()F 45 MHz).

Ship’s Station

The Ship’s Station shown in Figure 5, consists of three independent channels, one receive
channel and two transmit channels using either three separate vertically polarized omni-
directional antennas or a remotely positioned three antenna directional array. The
directional antenna consists of a 4 inch by 60 inch ground plane on which three two-
element stripline dipole arrays were mounted. An elevation beamwidth of 31 degrees and
an azimuth beamwidth of 120 degrees is provided. The one receive and two transmit
channels are:

a. Receive the command signal at F1.
b. Transmit the television video at F4.
c. Transmit the telemetry signal at F5 at a bit rate of 250 kHz (bi-phase-L) .



OVER THE HORIZON LINK ANALYSIS

Figures 6 and 7 are range altitude coverage profiles for the shore station and ship’s station
respectively. The computer generated plots show the nominal range coverage of each
antenna and also show the in-range and out-range limit envelopes of multipath fluctuations.
(See 1980 ITC Proceedings for article by Charles W. Chandler entitled “Terrain Reflection
Effects on Data Reception from Airborne Vehicles.”) Figure 6 shows that in order to
preclude multipath degradation, the aircraft must fly at an altitude greater than 25,000 feet
when 100 nautical miles from the shore station.

The plot of Figure 7 indicates that the aircraft altitude must be greater than 10,000 feet, or
at an elevation angle greater than 4 degrees, to avoid multipath phenomena when
communicating with the ship’s station.

Figure 8 is the antenna pattern of aircraft’s omni antenna. Clearly, the aircraft must be
located at an elevation angle of less than 60 degrees to have adequate antenna gain. Since
the aircraft can be no closer than 10 nautical miles and no further than 20 miles from the
ship, and at an altitude greater than 25,000 feet, the elevation angle from the ship will be
11.6 to 22.4 degrees indicating that the ship’s 31 degree beam antenna should be elevated
at a 15 degree angle. The elevation angle from the shore station will be 2.0 to 2.5 degrees
assuming level flight. The appropriate omni antenna gain can now be selected for the ship-
to-aircraft and the aircraft-to-shore links.

The link transmitter power and system noise figure are selected to achieve a carrier-to-
noise ratio 12 dB or greater. Since PSK (bi-phase-L) modulation was selected for the
command and telemetry links, a 14 dB S/N is required to limit the bit error rate to one in
10 million. The FM improvement is given as S/N = 3 ()F/fm)2 C/N. For a )F of 450 kHz
and a fm of 250 kHz, S/N = 9.7 C/N or 10 dB. The required IF bandwidth is 2()F + fm) or
1.4 MHz.

A 12 dB carrier-to-noise ratio for the TV signal is adequate to assure good quality pictures
if a proper pre-emphasis/de-emphasis filter pair and high deviation are employed. The pre-
emphasis filter increases video power in the higher frequency portion of the spectrum
before noise is introduced, and de-emphasis filter restores the higher frequency
components to their original relative amplitudes while simultaneously reducing the higher
frequency components of noise. An improvement ratio of over 20 dB is achieved. This is
possible because normally the power contained in the high-frequency components of the
modulating signal is generally relatively low and, as a consequence, amplitudes of the
higher frequency components are seldom of sufficient magnitude to cause full deviation of
the carrier. Although the FM signal does not occupy the full allocated bandwidth, the noise
spectrum does.



The expression for video S/N, in terms of the modulating frequency, deviation, pre-
emphasis improvement, and C/N is;

S/N = 3 Pfm ()f/fm)2 C/N

Where Pfm = 109.6 (20.38 dB) for the selected pre-emphasis filter.

The IF bandwidth required for a given video bandwidth (modulating frequency) and peak
deviation is given by Carson’s Rule as;

BIF = (2 )f + 2fm)

Examination of the foregoing equation shows that, whereas video S/N increases linearly
with C/N, it increases as the square of the peak deviation ()f). Accordingly, since a
20 MHz bandwidth is authorized, and the modulation frequency band (fm ) for NTSC
525-line TV is 4.5 MHz, a )f of 5.5 MHz is selected. The resulting S/N ratio for a C/N of
12 dB is 38.9 dB, which provides “good” to “very good” TV pictures.

The link budgets for the two paths of the over-the-horizon relay link are provided in
Table 1 and Table 2. The listed antenna gains, LNA noise figures, as well as cable and
filter insertion losses are from measured data. A noise temperature of 110, 150 and 220
degrees K were used for the shore, ship and aircraft antennas respectively. Attenuation
loss due to reflection or refraction at atmospheric inversion layers is not listed because it
cannot be accurately predicted.

When computing the down-link C/N ratio, it was assumed that a noiseless signal was
transmitted by the aircraft relay station. However, the link does not employ signal
processing equipment at the repeater to reconstitute the base-band signals; the FM
demodulated signal from each receiver is simply scaled to properly deviate the following
transmitter. Therefore, the down-link data of Table 1 and Table 2 do not accurately
characterize the overall link. The competing noise from both the up-link and down-link
portion of each channel must be combined to predict the final C/N and S/N ratios. The
classic equation for cascaded noise sources is not applicable in this case because the net
gain of the up-link is not precisely known. However, the composite noise can be calculated
in the following manner provided the up-link receiver is operated above limiter saturation
(full quieting condition).

The signal-to-noise ratio of the signal that modulates each airborne transmitter (S/Nt) is
known, as is the received signal power at each end of the link (Pr). The transmitted noise
power (Pt) of each down-link in dBm units is therefore Pr - S/Nt. This noise power in 



milliwatts is then summed with the noise power generated by the down-link receiver to
determine the composite noise power.

Table 3 lists the parameters and their values required for computing the overall link C/N
and S/N ratios. The link C/N ratio is simply the difference between the received signal
power (pure signal) and the composite noise power. The link S/N ratio for the command
and telemetry links is 10 dB greater than the C/N ratio since the C/N is greater than 12 dB
(full quieting for FM/FM system). The S/N ratio for the TV channel is calculated using the
equation previously discussed. Note that the TV channel has a 4 dB link margin for good
quality picture. Therefore, the aircraft can fly at an altitude as low as 20,000 feet. This
analysis shows the importance of having a high signal-to-noise ratio at the output of each
up-link. Less than a 2 dB improvement in S/N can be gleaned for the command and
telemetry links by reconstituting the base band signal before retransmission of the relay
station.

OVER THE HORIZON LINK DESIGN TIPS

The following is a list of practical suggestions for guiding the systems engineer in
designing an over the horizon microwave link.

1. Start the design with the airborne repeater station because this is the most critical link
in the communication chain, has the largest number of receiver/transmitter pairs, and
because one faces the most constraints in modifying the airframe and controlling
aircraft flight.

a. Avoid using a diplexer on the aircraft. (Dielectric breakdown that occurs at low air
pressure generates wide band noise that is difficult to isolate as a contaminating
noise source.)

b. Physically separate the transmit and receive antennas as much as possible.
(Isolation from space attenuation is less expensive to achieve compared to narrow
band filtering.)

c. Get 50 MHz or more separation between the transmitter and receiver frequency of
a repeater channel, and avoid locating the transmitter on or near the receiver image
frequency.

d. Install a circulator at the output of each transmitter to isolate it from other
transmitters, thus precluding mixing of the signals and harmonic generation in the
final amplifier stage.



e. Check with the receiver manufacturer for the level of transmit power that starts to
affect receive sensitivity. Use this power level, and the space attenuation between
antennas to determine the filter stop band requirements. (The required filter
attenuation is typically -85 dB with an in-band insertion loss of less than 0.8 dB.)

f. Make provision for matching the receiver output impedance with transmitter input
impedance. Special care must be taken so as not to under or over deviate the relay
transmitter with the receiver output signal.

g. Make sure that the omni stub antenna ground plane is the skin of the aircraft. (If
the antenna image is visible, deep nulls will appear in the elevation gain pattern.)

h. Make provision for either continuously monitoring the received signal strength or
knowing that the threshold of full quieting has been exceeded.

i. Be aware that when the aircraft banks at the extreme ends of its race track pattern,
the fuselage may block the RF path to the shore station if the bank is more than
2 degrees.

2. The same design philosophy can be used for the two end terminals.

a. Avoid using low gain omni type antennas at the link terminous at all cost. Budget
for a single axis remotely pointed or autotracking directional antenna to reduce
antenna noise temperature, multipath effects and enhance link covertness.

b. If PSK modulation is selected for the command and TM link, filter the base band
signal at twice the bit rate to preclude transmission of harmonics.

c. Make sure that you do not over deviate the up-link transmitters.

d. Keep all coaxial cable runs as short as possible and properly terminated to
preclude excessive attenuation and skew of the base band frequency response.

e. Use a phase linear low pass filter at the output of the FM demodulator with a cut-
off of 1.4 times the bit rate. (A 3 dB improvement in signal-to-noise ratio improves
the bit error rate by a factor of 1000.)

f. Transmitter diplexer filters must be designed to handle 50 Watts of continuous
power to preclude dielectric breakdown in a humid environment.



g. Finally, if PSK modulation is selected, be wary of possible mismatch between the
receiver and bit synchronizer. (Brand A receiver may work well with Brand A and
Brand B bit synchronizers, but not with Brand C. Brand M receiver may interface
with Brand B and C bit synchronizers, but not with Brand A. Note that not all bit
synchronizers use the same technique for locking up and selecting proper phase of
the bit stream data. These techniques affect acquisition time.)

CONCLUSION

A great deal of planning aod coordination is required when designing and implementing an
Over the Horizon Link. The airborne relay platform requires most critical attention because
of the wide variation of operating temperature and altitude, payload weight limitations and
primary power availability, and because of airframe modification constraints. The selection
of the base band modulation scheme severely impacts many elements of the system. When
the link is required to work line-of-sight, as well as over the horizon, several compromises
in antenna selection and location must be made. Because of brevity these parameters were
not discussed in this paper.
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FIGURE 2.
MICROWAVE LINK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 3.
SHORE STATION BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 4.
AIRCRAFT RELAY BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 5.
SHIP’S STATION BLOCK DIAGRAM
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ABSTRACT

The topic of this paper is the history of ARIA from its beginning during the Apollo
program to its current use as an airborne telemetry platform for orbital, ballistic, and cruise
missile testing.

The evolution of ARIA telemetry equipment from 1968 to the present will be discussed, as
well as plans for future modernization and improved capability.

Specific areas to he covered include:  real-time data relay, pseudomonopulse tracking,
onboard data processing, computer controlled tracking, new receivers, new recorders, and
planned modifications to meet future requirements.

BACKGROUND

In the early 1960’s the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA.) identified
the need for a worldwide network of tracking and telemetry stations to support the lunar
missions of the Apollo program. The Department of Defense (DOD) had a similar need for
its unmanned orbital and Ballistic missile programs.

A network of land based stations was ruled out due to geographical constraints since much
of the required support would be in broad ocean areas. A fleet of tracking ships was
considered too costly and not flexible enough because of their relatively low speeds.
Finally, a fleet of high speed aircraft was chosen to provide maximum flexibility at a
relatively low cost for modification and operation.

To implement the airborne station concept, NASA and DOD jointly funded the
modification of eight C-135A jet transport/cargo aircraft. This fleet, designated EC-135N
Apollo range instrumentation aircraft (ARIA), became operational in January 1968, at a



cost of $4.5 million per aircraft. The Air Force Eastern Test Range at Patrick AFB, Florida
waS selected to operate and maintain the ARIA fleet in support of the space and missile
community.

in December 1975, the ARIA fleet (redesignated the advanced range instrumentation
aircraft after the completion of the Apollo program) was transferred to the 4950th Test
Wing at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

THE ARIA MISSION

The mission of the ARIA is to track and obtain telemetry data in support of NASA and
DOD space and missile programs. The types of programs that ARIA supports can be
broken down into three basic categories - orbital vehicles (Figure 1), ballistic -missiles
(Figure 2), and cruise missiles (Figure 3). This includes telemetry coverage of launches
conducted at Cape Canaveral AFS, Vandenberg AFB, Hill AFB, Edwards AFB, and from
submarines deployed worldwide.

The types of ARIA coverage can be broken down into two basic categories.

1.  Nonreal-time coverage. A nonreal-time mission is one in which the ARIA receives and
records telemetry data for later evaluation by the launching agency. Most ballistic missile
and several orbital vehicle launches are nonreal-time missions.

2.  Real-time coverage. A real-time -mission is one in which the ARIA receives and
records telemetry data as well as transmits the data, or selected portions of the data, to the
launching agency. That agency can then evaluate the data in real time and take corrective
actions for any launch anomalies. All cruise missile, most orbital vehicles, and several
ballistic missile launches are real-time missions.

In addition, ARIA can provide onboard data evaluation during either type of coverage
described above. During these missions, ARIA crewmembers evaluate the incoming data
for critical events, known as “mark events,” and report their occurrence via HF radio to the
launching agency. A “mark event” could be any significant event, ranging from a rocket
engine igniting or cutting off to the solar array deployment of a new satellite.

THE ARIA SYSTEM

Each ARIA has undergone extensive external and internal modification. The most obvious
difference from a standard C-135 aircraft is the large bulbous nose. This nose is actually a
ten-foot radome that houses a seven-foot steerable dish antenna used for telemetry
reception. Other external modifications include probe antennas on each wing tip and a



trailing wire antenna mounted on the bottom of the fuselage, all used for high frequency
(HF) radio transmission and reception. There are also antennas mounted on the top of the
fuselage used for data transmission via satellite.

The internal modification to the cargo compartment is in the form of a 30,000-pound
modular package of instrumentation subsystems (Figure 4) called prime mission electronic
equipment (PMEE). There are also facilities for the crewmembers who operate the PMEE
and for the aircraft maintenance personnel who deploy with the ARIA.

PRIME MISSION ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Six instrumentation subsystems and a master control console comprise the PMEE. These
subsystems are as follows:

Antenna Subsystem

The antenna subsystem initially acquires and then tracks the target using the seven-foot
dish antenna. The operator has three tracking options - manual, automatic, and computer
controlled. The manual mode of operation is used primarily to position the antenna for
initial acquisition and as a backup if automatic and/or computer controlled modes should
fail. Automatic tracking is used if adequate signal strength is present. The automatic
tracking system uses a monopulse system combined with conical scanning techniques
known as a pseudomonopulse tracking system. The computer controlled mode uses the
vehicle’s theoretical trajectory and the actual aircraft position to determine antenna
positioning. The antenna can be modified with feeds and amplifiers for the P, L, and S
frequency bands as well as 136 MHz, 400 MHz, and 1702.5 MHz.

Radio Frequency (RF) Subsystem

The RF subsystem consists of the data and tracking receivers which demodulate the
telemetry data from its carrier signal. The data baseband is then routed to the record
subsystem for recording; to the communication subsystem for retransmission; and/or to the
data separation subsystem for subcarrier demodulation, reformatting, and evaluation. The
RF subsystem in conjunction with the antenna subsystem provides signals for automatic
tracking. The receivers have the capability to demodulate phase modulated, frequency
modulated, and phase shift key modulated carriers. In addition to the receivers, the RF
subsystem contains much of the test equipment used for total PMEE calibration.



Record Subsystem

The record subsystem consists of two recorders, two multiplexers, and various calibration
equipment. The recorders are Inter-Range Instrumentation Group (IRIG) standard 14-track
wideband magnetic tape recorders. Each unit is capable of recording signals from dc to
2.0 MHz. The multiplexers are used to mix up to 18 low frequency signals for recording
on one track.

Timing Subsystem

The timing subsystem is the central timing facility for the ARIA electronic system. Its
primary function is to generate time codes and precision pulse repetition rates which are
subsequently recorded to provide time correlation of the data. The system uses a rubidium
frequency standard as the primary signal source. It is capable of providing accuracy within
five milliseconds when referenced to National Bureau of Standards timing broadcasts on
HF radio. Accuracy within 10 microseconds can be achieved when the system is
synchronized to the onboard portable clock. In addition, the subsystem provides each
equipment operator with displays of universal coordinated time and mission
countdown/elapsed time.

Communications Subsystem

The communications subsystem consists of three 1000-watt HF radios and a 1000-watt
UHF satellite terminal. The HF radios are used primarily for air-to-ground launch network
communications, but can be used for transmission of low bit rate digital data and analog
data of up to 3.0 kilobits per second (kbps). The UHF satellite terminal is used for real-
time transmission of data at rates of up to 256 kbps. Due to the limited availability of
satellite bandwidth, 65 kbps is generally the highest bit rate that may be transmitted. These
radios operate using the Air Force satellite communication (AFSATCOM) network.

Data Separation Subsystem

The data separation subsystem or data processing subsystem consists of signal
conditioning and demodulation equipment used to improve, demodulate, decommutate,
and/or reformat the incoming telemetry data. This subsystem allows the data to be
“stripped out” for onboard evaluation of “mark events.” One of the main features of this
system is a minicomputer that can be used to reformat high bit rate digital data into low bit
rate digital data by selecting only critical parameters. This program, known as the data
separation and storage buffer (DSSB), is used when sufficient satellite bandwidth is not
available to transmit the entire bit rate.



Master Control Console

The master control console in the instrumentation area is manned by the mission
coordinator (MC). Here, the MC provides onboard supervision of the instrumentation crew
during a telemetry gathering mission. The master control console has status indicators used
to monitor the equipment during a mission. It also serves as the communications center for
interplane and HF radio communications. The MC is the point of contact between the
flight crew and the instrumentation crew as well as between the ARIA and the launch
network.

IMPROVEMENT AND MODERNIZATION

The ARIA has undergone a series of modifications to improve. and upgrade its
capabilities. Some of the modifications were done to meet new requirements, while others
were done to upgrade an existing capability. These improvements and modernizations
began as soon as the fleet became operational.

Addition of the data separation subsystem and the real-time satellite relay subsystem are
examples of PMEE system modifications that have been used extensively. Examples of
more recent ARIA upgrades include:

1.  Improvements to the antenna tracking system. The new pseudomonopulse tracking
system became operational in 1979. It eliminated phasing problems encountered with the
previous system and allows ARIA to track accurately for longer periods of time.

2.  Cruise missile modification. Four ARIA have been modified to support air-launched
and ground-launched cruise missile (ALCM/GLCM) testing. During ALCM/GLCM tests,
ARIA serves as the prime data link between the missile and ground stations. Modifications
for cruise missile testing include the following: (1) three L-band transmitters for real-time
relay of data, (2) a remote command and control system for ARIA control of the missile
during special tests, (3) a special computer/inertial navigation system (INS) interface to
provide real-time antenna positioning capability for missile tracking, and (4) displays in the
cockpit to provide the pilot with aircraft ground speed and the navigator with aircraft
distance and azimuth from the ALCM.

3.  New antenna control system. This modification included the addition of an onboard
trajectory processing unit (TPU). The TPU consists of a Rolm 1602B mini-computer with
flexible disk drives and a plasma display. The theoretical trajectory of the target vehicle is
stored on the flexible disk and compared to the aircraft INS to develop antenna look
angles. This system adds great flexibility for ARIA in case of bad weather at the planned
test support position (TSP). A clear area can be picked by the navigator using a weather



radar and the new TSP can be evaluated onboard to determine its validity for good data
reception.

4.  Data separation subsystem update. New equipment was added and the racks were
redesigned for ease of operation. The new system can process two PSK subcarriers for
simultaneous decommutation and mark event reporting. At the same time, it can process
one link of FM data with up to twenty IRIG subcarriers.

5.  New recorders, new time code generators (TCGs), and incorporation of the two
subsystems into one. This modification included the installation of dual Bell and Howell
AN/USH-30 recorders. The new recorders are 14-track IRIG units with 2.0 MHz
bandwidth capability (versus 1.5 MHz for the previous recorders). Also included is a
microprocessor-controlled calibration system. The new TCGs are capable of both
modulated and unmodulated time codes compatible with the latest IRIG standards. The
two subsystems were incorporated into the same rack to allow easier operation by One
technician.

6.  Pershing II modification. Four ARIA have been modified to accept contractor-owned
equipment needed to support Pershing II missile re-entry tests. This modification includes
the wiring and racks needed to accept a special receiver and wideband video recorder for
unique telemetry requirements.

7.  Receiver replacement. New Hartman Systems receivers with combined data and
tracking functions are replacing the old ARIA receivers. The new receivers have increased
bandwidth (20 MHz), better sensitivity, phase-locked loop (PLL) circuitry for faster
locking to a signal, and surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters for better filtering
characteristics. Further improvements include synthesized signal tuning to reduce drift and
phase noise, PSK demodulation and tracking capability, and increased reliability,
maintainability, and operability.

AIRFRAME IMPROVEMENT AND MODERNIZATION

The ARIA fleet has undergone several airframe updates since it first became operational.
The airframe modifications include:

1.  Conversion of two aircraft to EC-135B ARIA. This modification was accomplished by
removing the entire PMEE system from an EC-135N and reinstalling it in a C-135B
aircraft already modified with the bulbous nose radome. The EC-135B, equipped with
turbofan engines, provided longer time on station and reduced operating cost due to better
fuel economy.



2.  Re-engining of three EC-135N ARIA with turbofan engines. This modification was
accomplished by removing the old J-57 turbojet engines and replacing them with JT-3D
turbofan engines from used Boeing 707 aircraft. This model is called the EC-135E and has
fuel consumption and range characteristics similar to the EC-135B.

FUTURE ARIA IMPROVEMENT AND MODERNIZATION

The ARIA fleet will continue to be updated as requirements change. Future modifications
include:

1.  EC-18B ARIA. Newly acquired airframes, designated the C-18, are being converted to
ARIA to replace some of the EC-135 airframes. The C-18s are actually used Boeing 707
aircraft. These aircraft are larger and thus can hold more equipment. They also can operate
from shorter runways than the EC-135s. The two EC-135B aircraft have been taken out of
service as ARIA and their equipment is being reinstalled in the first two C-18 airframes.
The first converted C-18, designated EC-18B ARIA, will be operational in 1985.

2.  Cruise missile mission control aircraft (CMMCA). This program involves installing
redundant real-time telemetry display systems and redundant remote command and
control/flight termination systems on one ARIA. This aircraft is projected to support cruise
missile tests in FY 85.

3.  Advanced medium-range air-to-air missile (AMRAAM). ARIA support for the
AMRAAM program will signal ARIA’s first use in air-to-air missile testing. No special
ARIA upgrades are required, but only cruise missile capable aircraft will be used because
L-band real-time data retransmission is required. The first ARIA support of AMRAAM is
projected for 1985.

4.  Incorporation of a sonobuoy missile impact location system (SMILS), optics system,
and meteorological sampling system on the EC-18B ARIA. This advanced SMILS will
utilize global positioning system (GPS) satellites and/or deep ocean transponders (DOT) to
provide re-entry body scoring of ballistic missile tests. The optics portion will provide
motion picture and still photographic coverage to verify survival of the re-entry bodies and
document their flight performance prior to impact. The meteorological sampling system
will use dropsondes to determine pertinent weather conditions in the impact area. The
EC-18B ARIA/SMILS/optics/meteorology system will begin operation in FY 87.

CONCLUSION

The final ARIA fleet will consist of four EC-18B and three EC-135E aircraft with varying
configuration for mission support. The present capabilities of the ARIA coupled with an



ongoing improvement and modernization program make it a truly unique and versatile
airborne telemetry platform.
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ABSTRACT

An integrated airborne/ground data acquisition and processing system is being
implemented for McClellan AFB. This Flight Data Acquisition and Processing System is
capable of gathering large amounts of varied types of instrumentation data during F-111
test flights and providing general purpose computer processing of the test data results. A
programmable PCM data acquisition system was developed along with companion
acquisition systems for monitoring the F-111 SRAM, MARK II, PAVETACK, ad
MIL-STD-1553 on board computer busses. The information is stored on an IRIG
instrumentation recorder for subsequent processing and display by a DEC VAX 11/780
computer in the ground station. The VAX in the ground station is supported by multiple
programmable preprocessors for data compression/engineering unit conversion and a
specially developed software system provides a unique integration of the airborne/ground
system capabilities via a parameter data base. A special capability of the system is the
ability to process a typical flight tape utilizing a single playback of the instrumentation tape
at the recorded speed.

INTRODUCTION

FDAPS, an acrynonym for Flight Data Acquisition and Processing System, is a powerful
new telemetry system developed for McClellan AFB to aid in their F-111 flight test
program. The system includes on board airborne equipments to condition and store
measurement information on the F-111 and a DEC VAX computer based ground telemetry
station which provides for rapid an efficient analysis of the stored airborne information.
The FDAPS program was a two year effort from its inception and involved more than
twenty four man years of engineering manpower in development and implementation of the
system. The initial application of the FDAPS is planned for support of the F-111 Avionics
Modernization Program (AMP), a billion dollar program for upgrade of F-111 avionics
systems. Following and in conjunction with AMP flight tests, FDAPS is to support an 



ongoing McClellan AFB test program to enhance reliability of avionics systems aboard the
various models of the F-111.

Performance requirements of the FDAPS at the time of contract award in October of 1982,
presented formidable challenges to the FDAPS program team in a number of areas. The
system was required to interface a large number of different measurement sensors on board
the F-111 as well as a large number of high speed asynchronous serial digital data signals
and record all available measurement information on a standard magnetic tape recorder.
Additionally, as the FDAPS package would not be a permanent installation on the F-111,
the airborne system was required to be capable of being easily installed in or removed
from a specified compartment area in the aircraft. The specified compartment area was an
area normally occupied by ECM equipment and did not provide sufficient space to allow a
system to be configured using currently available equipment. FDAPS was also to provide a
computer ground station compatible with he airborne system and capable of supporting
data analysis of the stored measurement information utilizing a single pass of the airborne
tape. The single pass requirement necessitated the use of multiple sets of Telemetry Front
Equipment (TFE), including decommutation and preprocessor hardware, due to the high
aggregate system data rates encountered during this playback. Software to be provided in
support of the FDAPS requirement was to include a menu oriented user interface which
would allow the normal telemetry user without a software background to set up and use
the ground station. A fundamental challenge of the software task was the requirement to
manipulate and display measurement data from the various data sources together and in a
consistent manner. even though the data sources presented widely varying formats and
data identification techniques.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Although not an all inclusive list, the following are highlights of the capability
requirements for FDAPS.

Airborne Subsystem

• Provide flexible programmable data acquisition system for acquisition of up to 300
traditional flight test data measurements.

• Provide control and display of selected PCM data measurements in the F-111 cockpit
in an engineering unit format.

• Provide conditioning and recording to capture all data fro twenty serial digital data
busses, including MIL-STD-1553, MARK II, and SRAM data types.



• Provide 90 minutes of data recording time while utilizing a standard IRIG airborne
instrumentation recorder.

• Provide ground support equipment capable of downloading format setups to the flight
hardware and monitoring flight readiness status of the flight hardware under preflight
conditions.

Ground Station Subsystem

• Provide computer controlled ground data processing station capable of processing an
entire airborne tape with a single playback pass of the airborne tape.

• Provide parameter data base oriented software system which enhances user
friendliness via use of operator assignable aircraft ID names and parameter
measurement names.

• Provide sufficient microcodable preprocessing capability to allow data compression
algorithms and floating point engineering unit conversions to be performed on all data
parameters during tape playback while storing data on computer disk at 300 KB
simultaneously for each of three disks.

• Provide quick look displays in alphanumeric and graphic format during transfer of
measurement data from instrumentation tape to disk storage.

• Provide event, limit, and parity reporting options at the conclusion of a data run for the
purpose of supporting quick look and subsequent disk data analysis.

• Provide alphanumeric and graphic data analysis of data parameters stored on disk.
Crossplots as well as time history plots are provided by the graphic display.

FDAPS OVERVIEW

FDAPS includes an Airborne Subsystem and a Ground Station Subsystem. Ground
Support Equipment (GSE), in addition to the Ground Station, is described as a part of the
Airborne Subsystem along with the Flight Hardware. The FDAPS Flight Hardware is a set
of specially developed acquisition equipment to be mounted on board test F-111 aircraft
and used for recording in flight conditions. Inputs to the Flight Hardware are derived from
F-111 avionics data busses, such as MIL-STD-1553 and Mark II, as well as a large
number of individual data measurement sensors. The large number of individual
measurement inputs provide the capability for monitoring a varying array of typical
telemetry information such as voltage levels, temperature conditions, vibration, etc. Each



individual measurement is conditioned as required for that sensor and digitized for
recording along with the conditioned avionics data signals. Displays are available in the
cockpit of PCM data channels in engineering unit format along with the current time. The
Flight Hardware produces a fourteen track instrumentation tape which contains all
available measurement data along with a header record. The header record identifies the
setup of the Flight Hardware formats during the recorded flight test and is furnished as one
of the functions of the GSE.

The GSE is a single rack of equipment designed to be mounted in a Van and used near the
aircraft in support of pre-flight checkout activities. A basic function of the GSE is also to
provide the facility for creating a telemetry setup format for the Flight Hardware data
acquisition system and to then download the setup format into non-volatile memory in the
acquisition system. The GSE also provides the capability for ‘quick look’ displays of the
data streams being recorded on the flight tape by the Flight Hardware. This function is to
be used during pre-flight operations to provide assurance of proper operation by the Flight
Hardware. Another feature of the Flight Hardware is the ability to record calibration
sequences on the airborne tape which may be analyzed by the Ground Station to detect
gain and offset shifts in the PCM data acquisition system. The calibration functions are
controlled from the cockpit control panel along with selection of run ID and event markers
for merging with the PCM data stream.

The FDAPS Ground Station is a DEC VAX 11/780 controlled subsystem which is capable
of processing large amounts of high speed telemetry data. The Ground Station utilizes a
new specially developed software system to simplify the user interface and minimize the
risk of incorrect system setups. Inputs to the Ground Station include off-line operator
setups of the parameter data base and telemetry equipment setup files. After the airborne
tape is mounted on the instrumentation recorder, playback of the tape may be
accomplished under control of an operator from any VAX CRT terminal. Playback of a
header on the airborne tape is used by the Ground Station to compare the actual setup
format of the airborne system to the current data base to be used for tape processing.
Differences are identified to the system operator via a printer report output. This eliminates
the necessity to maintain a documentation record identifying the contents with each
airborne tape. Calibration records on the airborne tape may be utilized by the Ground
Station software to detect first order inaccuracies in the PCM data. Automatic correction
of this data during processing is accomplished by adjusting engineering unit coefficients to
compensate for the detected error. All measurement data is subjected to selected
compression algorithms via a system of EMR 715 preprocessors whereby redundant data
or data types/ranges not pertinent to the test are eliminated. Compression algorithms are
performed individually on each measurement in each data stream as selected by off-line
operator inputs to the parameter data base.



The preprocessors also perform engineering unit conversions on each data point as the
data points are provided to the VAX CRT’s for display and to the VAX 300MB disk
system for storage and subsequent analysis processing. FDAPS analysis software retrieves
measurement data from the 300MB disk system and presents alphanumeric and graphic
displays of selected time slices. The analysis displays reference the current parameter data
base along with the stored disk data to simplify the process of data retrieval for the
operator. The operator typically needs only to be aware of the aircraft ID mnemonic and
the names of the desired measurements for display. Also, the Ground Station utilizes
cassette tape to transmit a copy of the current parameter base and telemetry equipment
setup file for PCM to the Ground Support Equipment. This feature minimizes the
requirement for operator input of the Ground Support Equipment setup for the airborne
system and thereby reduces the possibility for errors.

AIRBORNE SUBSYSTEM DESIGN

Block Diagram

A block diagram of the Airborne Subsystem is shown in Figure 1. Signals to be monitored
by FDAPS are interfaced to conditioning and data acquisition circuits mounted on the left
side compartment of the F-111. After preparation by the FDAPS conditioning equipments,
the resultant synchronous data streams are recorded on a 14 track instrumentation recorder
mounted in a right side compartment. Units mounted in the F-111 cockpit provide control
over the airborne system and feature displays of PCM measurement channels in
engineering units as well as a display of the current test time. The Ground Support
Equipment includes PCM decommutation and MIL-STD-1553 simulation equipment
supported by a microprocessor system. A unique binary bus data display unit allows a
quick look by the GSE at words from the conditioned serial digital data bus streams prior
to recording on tape.

PCM Data Acquisition System

FDAPS provided the impetus for development of a new PCM airborne data acquisition
system. The new PCM system was conceived with the design goal of eventually producing
a set of airborne products which would compete in the general marketplace for a small,
high performance distributed PCM system. In the FDAPS package this new 5000 Series
design is incorporated in two chassis assemblies in the instrumentation case located on the
left hand side of the aircraft. The system is a flexible, general purpose data system for
handling analog, digital and synchro signals. The system was designed to support a
distributed signal conditioning capability and utilizes an intelligent controller in support of
that function. The controller stores downloaded setups from the GSE in its internal
Electrically Erasable Read Only Memory, a non-volatile storage medium. Programmable



format parameters include format word assignments, word length on an individual word
basis, frame/subframe rate, channel gain/offset setting, and engineering unit conversion
information for cockpit display. The system includes flexible signal conditioning to allow
interface to a variety of measurement sensors such as resistive bridges, temperature
devices, voltage sources and synchros. The output of the PCM system is a randomized
NRZ-L data stream to be recorded on a single tape track.

MIL-STD-1553 Conditioning System

In order to satisfy the requirements for recording data from F-111 MIL-STD-1553 data
busses, a new technique was required. Most conventional PCM monitoring schemes for
this data bus utilize a technique of capturing only selected words and merging these words
into a PCM stream produced by a standard data acquisition system. This approach requires
prior knowledge of the content of the data on the bus to allow proper setup of the
monitoring system. FDAPS required a system which would capture all information
appearing on the bus without requiring any knowledge of bus activity. Additionally, the
requirement existed to record this information on no more than two tracks of the recorder
while operating at a tape speed which produced 250khz response per track. The concept
devised and implemented for FDAPS performs this monitoring function for two
independent MIL-STD-1553 data busses. Each FDAPS 1553 conditioner is a passive
monitoring device on the MIL-STD-1553 data bus and creates two synchronous 400KHz
data streams. The conditioners each perform functions of insertion of filler/sync words for
creation of synchronous data streams, resolution of command/status word ambiguity,
selection between primary and secondary bus connections and data randomizing. Each
FDAPS conditioner spreads alternate bus data words across two tape tracks, thereby
providing a total bandwidth of approximately 800KHz for a single bus. The MIL-STD-
1553 data bus, although operating at a 1 MHz bit rate, is asynchronous and seldom
experiences activity levels in excess of 80% duty cycles for long periods. The conditioner
relies on this fact and utilizes a First In-First Out buffer in the conditioner to provide a
smoothing effect across periods of peak bus activity. The conditioner also provides error
messages in the data stream which indicate received bus parity error, invalid received bus
message sequence, or overflow of the input buffer.

MARK II Conditioning System

The conditioning system designed to handle MARK II serial digital data bus formats was
similar to the system developed for MIL-STD-1553. The concept of using FI-FO circuits
and fill words to create synchronous serial data output streams containing all data words
from the incoming asynchronous data streams was again employed. However, each
MARK II data stream was a 100 KHz bit rate signal and sixteen total MARK II streams
were to be recorded. In order to optimize use of recorder bandwidth, the MARK II



conditioner was designed to merge four incoming signals into a single synchronous output
for recording on a single tape track. Therefore the total of 16 serial MARK II signals
require 4 total tape tracks of storage space, each providing bandwidth for a 400KHz
randomized NRZ-L signal. The conditioned MARK II data streams, like the conditioned
MIL-STD-1553 data streams, are each synchronous signals with standard telemetry
formats and frame synchronization patterns to allow playback of the recorded tape by a
ground station utilizing standard PCM decommutator front end equipment.

SRAM Conditioning System

The SRAM data handling system required another unique design to handle this unusual
data stream. F-111 SRAM data is presented to the FDAPS conditioner along with data
gate and data clock signals. The format utilizes 25 bit words and provides for multiple
unique formats on the same input line. This 50 KHz asynchronous data stream is
conditioned by the FDAPS conditioner to also provide a synchronous output data stream
for recording. This data stream contains fill words when no data is present and inserts
periodic frame synchronization patterns to enable data retrieval by the Ground Station.

PAVETACK Conditioning System

PAVETACK data is received by FDAPS as a 100 KHz serial NRZ-L PCM signal. FDAPS
conditioning for this stream consists of converting the signal to a BI0/-L code to provide the
most reliable means of recording. The Ground Station may also process this signal using a
standard PCM decommutator.

Ground Support Equipment

The GSE is designed to support the Flight Hardware during setup and checkout operations.
Included in the GSE is a standard PCM decommutation and display system along with a
binary bus data display unit. The bus data display provides a ‘logic analyzer’ like
capability for binary display of captured blocks of data from the various conditioned data
streams being recorded on tape by the Flight Hardware. The PCM decommutator selected
for use in the GSE was the EMR EXPRT series, a unit which contains an LSI-11/2
microprocessor. The microprocessor was upgraded to an LSI-11/23 with 256 KB of
memory and two additional functions were added to its list of responsibilities. The first
function was support of a plug-in MIL-STD-1553 bus tester system. The bus tester allows
the GSE to be used as a bus controller, remote terminal or simply as a bus monitor. The
second additional function was support of the program format download for the 5000
series data acquisition system in the Flight Hardware. A new software package was
necessarily developed to enable this setup to be accomplished on the GSE microprocessor.
The setup software presents a menu interface to the user and utilizes a data base approach



for storage of format and parameter information. The GSE setup software is capable of
reading a format and parameter data base setup previously stored on cassette tape by the
Ground Station and automatically preparing the necessary setup for download of the Flight
Hardware based on this information. The GSE also generates a tape header record, via an
RS-232C modulated FM VCO, to be recorded on a tape track providing feedback to the
Ground Station of the final Flight Hardware setup configuration.

GROUND STATION SUBSYSTEM

Block Diagram

A block diagram of the FDAPS Ground Station functional layout is shown in Figure 2. The
primary purpose for the Ground Station is one of engineering support for flight test
activities by providing data manipulation and display of flight test data measurements
stored on instrumentation tape. The system provides acquisition, engineering unit
conversion, processing, display and hard copy outputs of data retrieved during playback of
the tapes. The system is capable of performing all of its operations under control of a
single operator, or multiple operators may call up and display multiple sets of data
simultaneously. Referring to the block diagram maximum use was made of readily
available standard telemetry and computer products in the system design. The Ground
Station front end design is relatively conventional, featuring standard PCM and FM
telemetry front end equipment for processing the various tap tracks. Sufficient hardware is
included in the system design to support playback of all 14 tracks of an instrumentation
tape simultaneously. A set of three EMR 715 preprocessors is utilized to perform data
compression/engineering unit conversions on the data as it is prepared for entry into the
VAX 11/780 computer system via multiple sets of EMR computer interface units. The
VAX computer system is supported by a full complement of standard peripherals, such as
disk, tape, and CRT subsystems. Processed data is stored on the UNIBUS 300 MB disk
drives while simultaneously being displayed on the alphanumeric or graphic display
system. After storage on a 300 MB disk, selected time slices of the data may be retrieved
and analyzed in detail by analysis software, which also provides CRT displays in
alphanumeric and graphic format.

Telemetry Front End Equipment Design

The telemetry front end (TFE) equipment in the Ground Station consists of a Sabre X
instrumentation recorder, a set of 10 EMR EXPRT PCM decommutators, an EMR 287
FM subsystem with 3 companion EMR 429 multiplexer/encoders, an EMR 741/743 time
system, a set of 3 EMR 715 Multiplex preprocessors and a set of special interface designs
to off-load dedicated tasks from the processing system. All of the TFE, with the exception
of the special interfaces (SRAM, PAVETACK, MARK II, MIL-STD-1553) are controlled



from the VAX 11/780 UNIBUS system via EMR 760 computer interface channels. Digital
playback data from the instrumentation recorder is accepted in serial form by each of the
EXPRT decom systems where bit synchronization, frame synchronization and word
alignment functions are performed. Parallel 16 bit outputs from the decom systems are then
routed to the three 715 preprocessors. PCM system data is the only recorded digital data
provided directly to the preprocessor. All other digital data streams in the system require
special interfaces. These interfaces perform repetitive bit manipulations and data
organization tasks to provide relatively uniform data formats to the three 715
preprocessors. This approach allows the preprocessors to operate with essentially identical
microcode and concentrate on tasks they are particularly suited for, such as high speed
data compression, floating point engineering unit conversions and limit checking. FM
playback data in the system is supported by the set of EMR 287 discriminators. The
discriminator outputs are multiplexed and digitized by three EMR 429 units. The digitized
data is provided in parallel form to inputs of the three preprocessors for merging with other
measurement data into the VAX system for display and analysis. The EMR 429
multiplexer encoders are also utilized as system simulators to allow automatic diagnostic
tests to be performed on the overall Ground Station. The ability of the unit to output
programmed octal patterns is a feature used in this application to facilitate implementation
of an extensive system self test diagnostic program. A serial output from the EMR 429
simulators is connected to an auxilary input of each PCM decom in the system to facilitate
this test.

VAX Computer System

The DEC VAX 11/780 selected for use in the Ground Station is a powerful 32 bit machine
manufactured by Digital Equipment Corporation and the VAX/VMS operating system,
included with the VAX, provides a flexible virtual memory addressing, multi user
environment for support of the FDAPS software. The VAX system also includes 3 MB of
interleaved main memory and is equipped with three UNIBUS interface systems. Each
UNIBUS is used to interface an EMR 715 preprocessor and one of the 300 MB disk
drives. The preprocessor and disk systems are evenly distributed across the three
Unibusses to allow the system to achieve optimum aggregate throughput data rates to the
disk drives. In this configuration the system will achieve a rate of approximately 30 KB to
each of the three 300 MB disks simultaneously. Other computer peripherals such as the
CRT and magnetic tape drive systems are also distributed among the UNIBUS systems. A
300 MB RM05 system disk drive is provided utilizing a separate MASSBUS to maintain
separation between the system device and the high speed telemetry data disks.



FDAPS Software

A unique new software system was developed and implemented on the FDAPS Ground
Station. This software system represents the culmination of more than a decade of
experience in the field of computer controlled telemetry data acquisition and data
processing systems. A functional overview of the software is illustrated in Figure 3. During
the design and development phase of this program particular emphasis was placed on the
requirement for simplifying the user interface and minimizing the amount of operator input
required for system operation. As shown in the referenced figure, the operator will
interface the system in one of the following ways. These include the file maintenance
tasks, analog tape header tasks, acquisition tasks, and analysis tasks. The analog tape
header tasks consists of reading and analyzing the information stored in the tape header
record on the airborne tape. Also included in this category is the function of reading the
calibration sequences stored on the airborne tape and performing adjustments to
processing coefficients for the active calibration channels. The second major operator
interface area is that of file maintenance. In this mode the operator is provided with the
ability to readily alter the disk files that identify setup configurations for the front end
hardware as well as the parameter data base which contains all information describing the
individual data parameters. The setup files for each hardware setup configuration as well
as each unique parameter data base are stored in disk files segregated according to an
operator assignable alphanumeric identifier (typically an aircraft ID). Operator interface
during input of this file maintenance information is simplified by a structure of well
organized system menus with supplemental support from an extensive set of help
messages. Once the necessary setup information has been entered via the file maintenance
tasks the system operator interface will shift to the acquisition tasks. The acquisition tasks
allow the operator to initiate a download sequence to transfer setup information, stored in
disk files under the operator ‘alphanumeric identifier’, into the telemetry font end
hardware. Also under acquisition, the operator is then provided the options of starting and
stopping the flow of telemetry data into the VAX UNIBUS system and into the 300 MB
disk system. Data streams to be active during this acquisition task are automatically
selected by an active/inactive stream list previously set up during the file maintenance
tasks. Additionally, during the acquisition tasks the system operators may obtain graphic
and alphanumeric displays of selected parameters from the processed data streams. At the
end of each acquisition data cycle the operator is presented with a set of reports describing
the conditions during the run. These reports include a report of out of limit violations, a
report of system events, and a report of parity error rates on each of the digital data bus
tape tracks. The analysis task is utilized after an acquisition pass has written processed
data to the disk storage system. The analysis task accesses information in the parameter
data base to minimize operator input during the analysis process and allows the operator to
display selected time slices in time history or crossplot formats on a graphic CRT.
Alphanumeric displays during analysis feature a variable speed scrolling function which is



capable of reversing directions. Hard copy outputs of both acquisition and analysis
displays are available.

CONCLUSION

A documentary of significant portions of the eventual design configuration for FDAPS is
offered in the system photographs included as Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7. A program such as
FDAPS has many side benefits to the performing organization in areas of new product
developments as well as assimilation of new techniques for handling unique system
problems. The FDAPS program was a highly successful program in this respect as well as
providing very effective solutions to the overall FDAPS program requirements. New
product developments spawned during FDAPS development included significant
enhancements to the EMR EXPRT PCM decommutator system, a new 5000 series of high
performance programmable airborne data acquisition equipment, and a powerful new
parameter data base oriented software system which greatly simplifies the user interface in
a large telemetry data processing system environment. Technologies were also advanced
with development of reliable techniques for storage and subsequent processing of various
types of digital bus data.



FIGURE 1.  FDAPS AIRBORNE SUBSYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 2.  FDAPS GROUND STATION BLOCK DIAGRAM



 FIGURE 3.  FDAPS SOFTWARE



FIGURE 4.  FDAPS FLIGHT HARDWARE



FIGURE 5.  FDAPS GROUND STATION TFE



FIGURE 6.  FDAPS GROUND STATION COMPUTER SYSTEM



FIGURE 7.  FDAPS ANALYSIS DISPLAY (TYPICAL)



AN EXTENDED PHASE -LOCK TECHNIQUE FOR
AIDED ACQUISITION

Susan Barbour
Hartman Systems Division of Figgie International Inc.

360 Wolf Hill Road, Huntington Station, NY 11746

ABSTRACT

In a phase-locked PM demodulator, the input signal is modulated by a periodic waveform,
particularly when the loop bandwidth is less than the sideband to carrier spacing, and thus
discrete sidebands are apt to appear about the carrier frequency. This frequently results in
a sideband locking instead of phase-locking to a selected carrier and aided-acquisition is
then required. Conventional techniques such as discriminator-aided-acquisition have been
implemented by Mostrom1 and Victor et al.2 to correct this problem, however, this
approach necessitates a large carrier to noise ratio (CNR) in the bandwidth of the
discriminator. The current study describes a novel approach to extend the threshold for a
phase-locked loop designed for Hartman Systems’ telemetry receiver. By phase
remodulating the error signal, the network reduces the phase swing of the signal and
restores the carrier power so as to provide anti-sideband properties for biphase and PM
modulation up to 1.3 radians deviation at all modulation frequencies and at a signal level
where CNR is greater than 5 dB above PM threshold.

INTRODUCTION

A conventional phase locked loop consists of a phase detector (PD), a loop filter and a
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). In this loop (illustrated in Figure 1), the input
intermediate frequency (IF) signal with a phase of 1i(t) is transmitted into a phase detector
of which the gain factor is Kd (in volts per radian). A typical Kd for a double balanced
mixer used as a phase detector is approximately 0.5 v/radian. The VCO outputs a signal
with a phase of 1o(t), which is compared against 1i by the phase detector. The output
voltage from the PD, Vd, is then filtered by the loop filter. When the loop is locked, the PD
is linear and Vd can be expressed as Vd=Kd(1i - 1o), i.e., the PD output voltage is
proportional to the phase difference between the IF input and VCO output signals.
Frequency of the VCO is determined by the controlling voltage, Vc, generated by the error
sensing intergrating amplifier embedded in the loop filter. The level of this controlling
voltage is linearly proportional to the frequency deviation, )T from the center frequency
with a gain factor Ko.



Using the above type of circuitry for phase demodulator applications, a short coming
encountered is that false lock on a sideband rather than carrier frequency is possible due to
modulation, particularly when the loop bandwidth is less than the sideband to carrier
frequency difference. Mostrom1 and Victor et al.2 have attempted to correct this problem
using a discriminator-aided acquisition, however this approach necessitates a large carrier
to noise ratio (CNR) in the bandwidth of the discriminator.

An Extended Range Phase Locked Loop (ERPLL) is designed to achieve acquisition
function in PM demodulator application for the Advanced Range Instrumental Aircraft
(ARIA) receiver AN/AKR-4, developed under airforce contract. By adding a phase
modulator and an inverting amplifier to a conventional phase locked loop, the ERPLL is
realized.

ERPLL Theory of Operation

In the ERPLL currently described, the overall gain factor Kd of the phase detector is
modified due to the addition of a phase modulator and insertion of an inverting gain
amplifier in the control insertion loop, as illustrated in Figure 2. In this design, the output
of the phase detector ( a double balanced mixer) is amplified, phase reversed and fed back
to the linear phase modulator, which is in turn connected to the mixer. The phase detector
outputs a new voltage, Vd', which can be expressed as Vd'=Ko(1s - 1o), where 1o=KmVc +
1i or KmA Vd', when 1i used as a reference is set to 0E. One can rewrite the Vd' as
Vd'=Ko1s - KoKmAVd' or

The transfer function, F(s), for a conventional integrator is



The modified transfunction, F(s), for Figure 5(b) becomes

Using such an active filter, the strong signal tracking rate is defined by )T # Tn 
2. For a

5kHz loop bandwidth, maximum sweep rate yielded by this loop is 14 MHz/sec. For a
200kHz step change in input frequency and a loop gain of 7.2 x 106, the velocity error is
approximately 0.174E, which ensures optimum bit error rate performance in PM mode.

PM Demodulator Application

Also designed as part of the above ARIA receiver circuitry is a wide band, Extended
Range, Phase locked detection loop for PM demodulation. Similar to that stated above,
this loop incorporates a phase modulator circuit, an inverting amplifier and a double
balanced mixer. Additional circuitry included are phase adjustor for phase matching the
reference signal to the IF signal and an amplifier that provides amplification for the
demodualted PM data output from the phase detector. A similar type of analysis to that
described above is applicable to the PM detector.

By using the extended range PLL technique, demodulation of signals up to 120E deviation
can be achieved. The linear portion of a conventional PLL phase detector is ±60E.
However, for the ERPLL, the linear region can be extended as a function of inverting
amplifier gain.

The PM demodulator is phase locked by virtue of the APC loop. Therefore acquisition,
tracking and anti-sideband capabilities are directly related to the APC loop parameters
described above. Listed in the following table are the loop parameters designed for the
ARIA receiver.



Table I

Strong Maximum
Signal Minimum Strong Minimum
 BL Tracking Signal Automatic Maximum
Loop Rate at Phase Acquisition Acquisition
BW 0 dB in IF Noise  Range        Time         

10 Hz 5 Hz/sec 10E rms - -
30 Hz 50 Hz/sec 3E rms - -
100 Hz 550 Hz/sec 2E rms ±25 kHz 0.6 sec
300 Hz 5 kHz/sec 2E rms ±75 kHz 0.5 sec
1000 Hz 55 kHz/sec 1E rms ±200 kHz 0.3 sec
5000 Hz 500 kHz/sec 1E rms ±200 kHz 0.2 sec

A) Strong Signal Bandwidth:

The PM loop bandwidths are front panel selectable in 6 steps. These steps are: 10 Hz,
30 Hz, 100 Hz, 300 Hz, 1000 Hz and 5000 Hz. For each bandwidth, a Type II, second
order control loop is employed. Automatic search is included for all but the narrowest two
bandwidths. The 10 Hz and 30 Hz loops will be manual acquisition, only due to the
extremely long acquisition time required. In the automatic mode, search is carried out in
the 5000 Hz bandwidth. This will allow for a fast acquisition time. After the signal is
acquired, a TRI-STATE switch network switches the necessary loop constants into the
loop filter allowing “TRACK” in the selected front panel bandwidth. Precision
components are used as the filter constants which would allow for a tolerance of better
than 20% for loop parameters.

B) Tracking Rate:

For a Second Order PLL with a damping factor of 0.707, the natural frequency

Analysis by Viterbi has shown the following limit: )Tmax # Tn
2 where )Tmax is the

maximum permissible rate of change of input frequency. The limit states that the sweep
can never exceed the square of the natural frequency or the loop will fall out of phase lock.
Using this analysis for the above Table I yields:



B1) 10 Hz BW (wn 31.4 rad/sec)

)w = 6.28 x 5 Hz/sec = 31.4 rad/sec/sec

)w # w2
n

31.4 # 31.42

B2) 30 Hz BW ( wn = 94.2 rad/sec)

)w = 50 x 2B = 314 rad/sec/sec

)w # w2
n

314 # 8.8 x 103

B3) 100 Hz BW (wn 314 rad/sec)

)w = 550 x 2B = 3.45 x 103 rad/sec/sec

)w # w2
n

3.45 x 103 # 3142

B4) 300 Hz BW (wn = 942 rad/sec)

)w = 5 x 103 x 2B = 31.4 x 103 rad/sec/sec

31.4 x 103 9422

B5) 1 kHz BW (wn = 31.4 x 103 rad/sec

)w = 55 x 103 x 2B = 345.4 x 103 rad/sec/sec

345.4 x 103 # (314 x 103)2

B6) 5 kHz BW ( wn = 15.7 x 103 rad/sec)

)w = 500 x 103 x 2B = 3140 x 103 red/sec/sec

3140 x 103 # (15.7 x 103)2



C) Strong Signal Phase Noise:

The worst case requirement for phase noise is the one for the narrowest PLL bandwidth,
10 Hz. The phase noise specified is 10 rms ( 20 peak assuming Gaussian noise). This is
0.33 radians peak deviation over noise. Referenced to a 10 Hz bandwidth, this would
translate to a noise component being approximately 16 dB below the carrier at 10 Hz
offset. Since phase noise is budgeted as slow noise in a 1 Hz bandwidth, this would
correspond to a phase noise component equal to -26dBc at 10 Hz offset. The synthesizer
and the VCO used for the ARIA Receiver have phase noise budgets of 20 to 25 dB better
than that required.

D) Minimum Acquisition Range

The sweep to acquire circuit contains a ramp waveform which is summed into the Loop
Filter. Weighting resistors are switched into the ramp circuit and allow sweep ranges as
specified in the table. These resistors will be automatically switched upon loop bandwidth
selection.

E) Maximum Acquisition Time

The rate of the search sweep will be 5 Hz which will permit acquisition of less than 0.2
seconds for all of the automatic bandwidths.

The receiver circuitry is designed so as to be phase-locked to the input signal in any of the
coherent modes. The loop tracks Doppler and transmitter uncertainties within the
constraints up to )f of  ± 250 kHz.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The above study describes the operation theory and applications of an Extended Range
PLL circuitry. By using a double balanced mixer and phase modulator, the above Extended
Range Phase Locked Demodulator yields a bandwidth of greater than 2 MHz. The use of
phase remodulation reduces distortion to less than 2 % at phase deviations of 60 , and less
than 5% at deviations of 130E . Bandwidth improvement factor (ratio of loop bandwidth to
IF bandwidth) permits acquisition and tracking of signals of up to a -15 dB CNR in the
selected IF oir +6 dB SNR in the phase lock loop, whichever occurs first for manual
acquisition. An Extended Range Acquisition PLL employing phase remodulation also
discussed is field proven to prevent locking onto any sideband of any signal with up to
1.3 peak radian phase deviation.
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Figure 1  Conventional Phase Locked Loop, Block Dia ram

Figure 2  Typical Extended Range Phase Detector
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Figure 3
Typical Open-Loop Amplitude Response (a) Conventional

Second-Order, (b) ERPLD



Figure 4  ARIA Receiver Phase Locked Loop Simplified Block Diagram
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Figure 5
APC Loop Filter (a) Conventional (b) Modified ARIA Receiver Version



An Integrated Approach to Telemetry Ground Stations
Using Distributed Processing
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ABSTRACT

Telemetry data processing ground stations commonly unite dissimilar equipment into
what is often a large disjoint series of synchronizers, specialized front end processors, and
high performance back end data processors. With a few basic building blacks, small-to-
large uniform systems are being built that avoid this problem while hiding the task size
from the end user yet allowing flexibility in the data acquisition and processing. This
discussion focuses on the implementation of an integrated telemetry processing system
with varying levels of complexity. The discussion covers the full spectrum from the simple
processing element (single pc board) to the data processing substation (single instrument)
to a full load sharing, redundant, distributed system (network of substations). Each level
utilizes a different form of distributed processing yet adheres to an overall philosophy of
date flow as opposed to fixed instruction sequencing.

INTRODUCTION

A pipeline processor network is well suited for the handling of a serial data stream. But
a fixed pipeline architecture does not lend itself well to changes in the data stream or to
general changes in the actual application. In the case of a telemetry data stream, data item
frequency relative to each other can change due to super or sub decommutation. Even the
desire to continue processing of a data item could cease or change due to an earlier
calculation on the item. These factors lend themselves well to a data driven or data flow
application combined with a pipeline architecture.

In this discussion, a data driven machine is one which the execution sequence of the
machine, or processing element, depends upon the order of the data items it receives. The
action taken once a data item is input can vary from a simple calculation to a large process
which is itself a fixed sequence. Of course, one could argue that an interrupt driven
machine does this. But there is a difference, in the data driven machine, the actual content
of data and not the occurrence of a handful of events determines the resulting action.



A number of data driven processing elements connected to a broadcast type bus can be
easily coupled together to form a reconfigurable pipeline. Just as individual processing
elements determine their execution from the data, the configuration of the pipeline itself is
determined by the data present on the bus. Using a broadcast bus, several different
pipelines or data processing routes can occur. An address free bus also allows parallel
processing on the same data element. A method of identifying the data must be
implemented so that each processing element can distinguish interesting data and define
the action taken. An obvious solution is to attach an ID to every piece of data. In the
following discussion this data ID is called a “tag”. In the ADS 100 (Advanced
Decommutation System) built by Loral Instrumentation, a tag and 16 bits of data are
broadcast in parallel on a circular arbitrated bus called the MUXBUS, The ADS 100 is
made up of a number of either general or special purpose elements interconnected by a
MUXBUS. The ADS-100 can act as a completely independent data processing station or
as a substation within a larger network, depending upon the configuration of the unit.

The ADS-100 architecture, due to the parallel nature and arbitration scheme of the
MUXBUS, is a tightly coupled bus with a restriction to one box or one master chassis and
a small number of expansion chassis. The ADS can form a network by using a network
interface module which appears to the ADS as any other MUXBUS processing element
during its self configuring initialization. In actuality the ANI (ADS Network Interface)
module is a general purpose processing element (GPP) with I/O expansion that implements
an Ethernet connection. Networking allows loadsharing of large tasks (satellite telemetry
data streams) or division of specialized functions (plotters, large disk file servers, etc.).

1.  The ADS-100

The ADS-100 system can serve as a complete data processing station or as a real time
data acquisition and preprocessing sub station within some larger system. The system is
most often used as a decommutation unit processing a pcm telemetry data stream yet can
be configured for a number of different data sources. Quantizing of analog data channels or
monitoring of 1553 avionics buses are a few examples the unit’s capabilities.

1.1.  ADS Architecture

A single ADS-100 unit consists of a circular arbitrated broadcast data bus called the
MUXBUS with a number of processing elements (PE) present (Figure 1). In general, there
are three kinds of processing elements: a data source, a data sink, and a data source/sink.
Examples include, in relative order a PCM recovery sub-system, a recorder, and a data
processor. These processing elements are also connected by a conventional processor bus
controlled by a cpu acting as the system controller or host. The host processor and the
back end system bus are best viewed as non-real time and utilized for user interface and



setup of the real time processing elements. The host processor will actually determine
system configuration at coldstart initialization and allow the user full control of the
processing elements through the use of simplified commands and menu like displays. The
processing elements, called MUXBUS modules, carry with them the necessary software
for the host to interface and control each of them. At coldstart there is a “logging on”
process which every module will go through and describe itself to the host.

1.2.  ADS-100 Theory of Operation

Overall control of the ADS-100 lies in information blocks called “parameter blocks”
(Figure 2). These blocks are indirectly created by the user and maintained by a process
called the Parameter Block Manager (PBM). The term “parameter” is used to describe a
data item or operand that appears on the MUXBUS. All static information about a
parameter, such as tag number, format, and source, is contained in an associated parameter
block. The user creates a parameter using a menu like display page that formats a
parameter block held in the system database. At the command “SETUP SYSTEM” the
operating system will write the necessary data and commands to the individual modules so
they can begin processing data. Once setup the MUXBUS data source type modules will
receive data from a prime source, such as telemetry streams, and place selected data items
from the source with a tag attached onto the MUXBUS. Data source/sinks will receive
data from the bus, usually perform calculations on the data and place processed parameters
on the bus. Modules which only sink data are usually storage or transmission devices often
performing monitoring of selected parameters of any type. The real power of the ADS-100
lies in its MUXBUS processing elements such as the GPP which is described in the next
section.

2.  The General Purpose Processor Module (GPP)

The General Purpose Processor (GPP) is a module designed to fulfill the medium
speed. general purpose processing requirements of the MUXBUS system in which it
resides. Although the primary function of the GPP is to perform scientific data operations
on MUXBUS data, the module can be modified to handle specialized I/O. The hardware
configuration of the baseboard has two expansion connect points where modules are
attached which are transparent to the primary GPP circuitry but provide additional
functions. The expansion interface has a fixed definition yet will allow either permanent or
temporary placement of these specialized function modules. The GPP also has an interface
to the ADS system bus which allows the processor of the GPP to act as a master on the
microprocessor bus.
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Process activation within the module occurs by either a command from the control
processor or by the reception of an operand (or set of operands) over its MUXBUS
interface. A division of tasking between different processors on the module allows
operands to be received concurrently with the execution of processes. A complete operand
is sometimes broken down into separate (not necessarily contiguous) subwords where
several operands may be under collection at various stages of completion. This creates a
virtual extension of the MUXBUS’s width.

2.1.  Architecture of the GPP

The GPP consists of six basic sections as seen in Figure 3. The design of the GPP is
simple and straightforward. With the exception of the MUXBUS interface, the module is
typical of any microprocessor based system. The processor system consists of an 8086 cpu
with an 8087 numeric co-processor(NDP), an 8089 I/O processor(IOP) and an 8259A
Programmable interrupt controller(PIC). A dual ported memory allows the passing of data
between the system control processor and the GPP. The bus interface circuitry controlling
access to the shared memory also gives the GPP the capability to access the system bus.
The local memory of the GPP consists of a mixture of RAM and EPROM. The MUXBUS
interface utilizes a 64 word deep FIFO to queque the reception of tags and data during
heavy burst type bus traffic. Two I/O expansion connectors, with an industry standard
pinout, allow mounting of various function modules to the board. A few examples of the
functions available are: bubble memory, serial port, disk controller, and GPIB interface.

2.2.  GPP Theory of Operation

The GPP uses a message passing system to communicate with the host processor.
Certain areas of the shared memory are used by the host processor to send commands to
the GPP, In a similar fashion the GPP uses different areas to place either replies or status
messages.

Any command the board receives is just the execution of a process which is identified
by that command number and must have been loaded previously. There are a number of
ROM resident processes assumed to be loaded at initialization. To activate a process
within the GPP, a data block data, or transaction, is sent to a process called the
Transaction Manager(TRXMGR). When receiving transactions from the ADS host
processor as mentioned earlier, the transactions are built in the shared memory and the
transaction manager is activated by an attention signal. The manager checks that the
message is properly formatted and schedule the named process. The most common
command received from the host interface is to build “real time derived” process.



GENERAL PURPOSE PROCESSOR   FIGURE 3



Up to this point the discussion has defined what communication is utilized to activate
non real time or control type functions. The GPP’s true function is to perform calculations
or processes which are activated by the presence of data on the MUXBUS, when the
system is running under its data driven environment. Viewing the GPP’s task activation
system as a whole, there are only three data structures which are directly maintained by the
operating system (Figure 4.):

1.  Process ID directory.
2.  Task queue.
3.  Operand info directory.(tag vectors)

Besides these three operating system data structures there can be numerous other
structures which can best be described as “files”. From the exterior the operating system in
general cannot discern any difference in the attributes of these structures. Typically these
are processes that generate an output parameter resulting from a derived equation entered
by the user and uses input parameters for operands. There is a division of tasking within
the GPP related to the three different processors. The IOP performs a process called
“MUXIN” which handles the arrival of raw data and finds the operand information block
related to the received data. The operand information block contains all data relevant to a
particular operand or parameter, including bus format, bits per word, number of syllables,
tag values, three value fields, and a list of processes to be activated upon reception of a
complete operand. The received data is placed into the info block and depending upon the
actual operand format (i.e. 64 bit floating point), a number of syllables will arrive before
the complete operand is moved to a most current value field within the info block. The IOP
may be in the process of collecting any number of operands. When a complete operand is
present, the IOP places a copy of the info block’s process list into the task queue of the
CPU. The CPU’s task management executive will call all processes from the job queue in
strictly a first-come, first-served basis. These are typically calculations performed by the
CPU in conjunction with the numeric data processor (NDP). The result is broadcast on the
MUXBUS with a unique tag number. Through the use of the NDP, calculations of a wide
variety of operand formats is achieved including custom floating point formats.

3.  The ADS Network

Using an Ethernet interface a number of ADS units can be connected into a network.
These networks have specialized tasks divided among the individual units (Figure 5). The
interface of a network server ADS to its own hardware, such as plotters and large disk
system, are standard. The ADS Network Interface (ANI), when placed in an ADS
MUXBUS, appears as a GPP with I/O and makes available the network’s resources to its
host ADS. It also provides the network with the resources of its host. The logging on
process of modules within an ADS is expanded to a network scale to allow users or
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processes to access remote functions as if they were present in the local host.
Communicating on the network follows much the same broadcast theory of the MUXBUS
for real time data. The data is packetized with a time tag and ID similar to MUXBUS
tagging or telemetry frame ID. Control packets are sent to a unique address where data
packets are transmitted without a destination address and require the attention of the
receiving units to recognize and disassemble data packets.

CONCLUSION

After a very brief review of the ADS architeture and one of its processing elements, the
flexablity of the ADS system is quite apparent. Due to its data driven, parallel processing
nature and variety of processing elements the complete job of data acquisition and
processing in real time can often be handled by one standalone system. When necessary
the ADS-100 system can be connected to a large computer system as a front-end
processor. To maintain a uniform system a number of ADS can be interconnected through
a local area network.
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INTRODUCTION

In the early days of communications, broad band systems were commonplace and required
little specialized frequency management or timing. In those days the availability of
frequencies in the spectrum were plentiful and it no doubt seemed that the frequency
spectrum was infinitely large.

As the need for communications has grown over the years, more complex communications
systems have continuously been developed. These systems include both time domain and
frequency domain modulation techniques which require a variety of specialized frequency
management and timing. While the timing and frequency management requirements of
communication systems are usually transparent to the user, they represent a major concern
and require careful study on the part of the systems engineer in selecting the appropriate
technique for the system that he or she is designing.

SOURCES OF FREQUENCY AND TIME INFORMATION:

Quartz Oscillators

Quartz oscillators can be manufactured in a simple uncompensated fashion providing
frequency stabilities in the order of a few parts ten to the third or fourth. By incorporating
temperature compensation techniques, stabilities in the order of a few parts in ten to the
sixth can be achieved. TCXOs are commonly used in communication systems and until
very recently were the most sophisticated type of oscillators used in transmitters and
receivers. The best results can be achieved with quartz by enclosing the oscillator in an
oven. Using this technique, stabilities of parts in ten to the tenth can be accomplished
while providing good spectrally pure reference signals for the communication system.
Figure 1 shows some of the salient characteristics of the temperature compensated
oscillator and the oven controlled quartz crystal oscillator. The temperature compensated
crystal oscillator offers several major advantages to the system designer. The most



attractive characteristics are small size, low power consumption, and low cost. The
ovenized crystal oscillator on the other hand, is more expensive but can achieve several
orders of magnitude superior performance to the TCXO. The size is significantly larger
and the amount of power consumed is several watts. The advantages include superior
spectral purity, greatly improved long term stability, and a much more stable frequency
source over the designed range temperature. Most quartz crystal oscillators offer a good
MTBF typically approaching seven to ten years in ground benign environments.
Calibration intervals will normally extend from six months to one year.

 TYPICAL CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR DATA

TYPICAL DATA

TEMPERATURE
COMPENSATED
   OSCILLATOR   

OVENIZED
OSCILLATOR

OUTPUT FREQUENCY
AGING RATE

SHORT-TERM STABILITY
TEMPERATURE RANGE

TEMPERATURE STABILITY
OUTPUT SIGNAL

POWER
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED

SIZE
COST

10 kHz - 400 MHz
1 x 10-6/YEAR
1 SEC 5 x 10-10

0E-50EC
1 x 10-6

SINE OR SQUARE
<0.5 W

OPTIONAL
2" x 2" x 3/4"

$70-$400

1 MHz - 25 MHz
1 x 10-9/DA Y TO 1 x 10-10/ DAY

1 SEC 3 x 10-12

0E-50EC
5 x 10-10

SINE OR SQUARE
<3 W @ 25EC
OPTIONAL
2" x 2" x 4"
$200-$2000

FIGURE 1

Rubidium Oscillators

The Rubidium frequency standard offers the system engineer other unique characteristics
that will enhance overall system’s performance. Although larger and more expensive than
any of the quartz techniques, the Rubidium is the smallest of the available commercial
atomic standards. Figure 2 outlines its salient characteristics. The major benefits of the
Rubidium standard include its rapid warm-up, a long term stability of parts in ten to the
eleventh per month and excellent spectral purity. Calibration requirements for Rubidium
standards are equally as demanding as those of quartz. Rubidium as with all atomic
standards, will require overhaul approximately every three to five years.



TYPICAL ATOMIC STD. AND DISCIPLINED STD. DATA

TYPICAL DATA RUBIDIUM STD. CESIUM STD. DISCIPLINED STD.

OUTPUT FREQUENCY
LONG-TERM
STABILITY

SHORT-TERM
STABILITY

TEMP. STABILITY
(0E-50EC)

OUTPUT SIGNALS
POWER

SIZE

COST

1, 5, 10 MHz
± 1 x 10-11/
MONTH

1 SEC 5 x 10-12

<4 x 10-11

SINE OR SQUARE
18 TO 40 W

4" x 4" x 5"
$5K-$20K

1, 5, 10 MHz
± 5 x 1 0-12/
LIFE TUBE

1 SEC 5 x 10-11

<5 x 10-12

SINE OR SQUARE
40 W

19" RACK

$25K-$35K

1, 5, 10 MHz
LOCKED ± 1 x 10-12/

DAY
1 SEC 3 x 10-12

<5 x 10-11

SINE OR SQUARE
32 W

19" RACK

$8-$10K

FIGURE 2

Cesium Oscillators

In 1971 the General Conference of Weights and Measures elected the atomic time scale as
the International Standard. The Cesium beam is now the heart of all frequency and precise
timing systems around the world. The Cesium beam is generally too expensive and large
for all but the most sophisticated of communications systems. Cesium offers the utimate in
long term stability and autonomous frequency accuracy. The salient characteristics of this
device described in Figure 2 are representative of most commercial devices on the market.
Typically, the application of Cesiums in communication systems is restricted to satellite
ground stations and as a head-end clock for Stratum One frequency references such as
those generated by ATT Long Lines at Hillsboro for the Bell System.

A disciplined frequency standard technique used in communication systems can allow the
systems’ operator to capture the long term stability characteristics of a Cesium beam. The
technique of disciplining a good quality ovenized crystal oscillator to the reference signals
has been used for a number of years. The reference is provided by either a direct link to
the Cesium over the communication net itself, or through the utilization of a time and
frequency service such as Loran-C. The military was the first to use this technique. The
quartz crystal oscillator can be corrected for phase, frequency and aging rate over a
reasonable time interval. After the device has run for several days with the Loran reference
present, the disciplined standard servos can continue to apply the current correction rate
and normally maintain its accuracy to Stratum One clock levels for periods of several days
after loss of the reference input. This technique has proven valuable in secure voice
communication systems and digital synchronous communication links. The phase



relationship and frequency can be controlled at each end of the communication link,
although separated by thousands of miles, using the Loran-C approach.

MAJOR TIME AND FREQUENCY SYSTEMS

Figure 3 describes the major time and frequency dissemination systems’ operational
characteristics. The GPS system is not described here as it is not yet fully operational. This
system, when operational, will provide an excellent source of both accurate time and
frequency as all of the eighteen satellites will have atomic standards on board. A further
note is that the TV line-ten and color subcarrier are largely unused in the United States at
this time, due to technical changes in the operation of the television networks. However, it
is and will continue to be a very viable system in many other countries such as Japan. As
can be seen from the data presented in Figure 3, the accuracies and operational coverage
areas of the various systems vary greatly. Care must be taken in the selection of the system
that will best suit the user’s needs. With regard to synchronizing communication systems
and frequency management, the Loran-C system offers one of the most reasonable and
cost effective solutions. The Loran-C system is characterized by multiple transmitter sites
located over most of the Northern hemisphere of the world. In addition to the U.S.
Coastguard operated stations, the Saudis have a chain of five transmitters, the French
government is installing two transmitters, the Russians operate an independent system, and
the Chinese will soon be installing their first Loran-C chain. For the purposes of frequency
and timing, one transmitter is all that is required to successfully monitor the frequency and
thereby synchronize a communication system. Through the use of a Disciplined Frequency
Standard and the Loran-C signal, with typical accuracy of a few parts in ten to the twelfth
in any twenty-four hour period, one can achieve an accuracy that surpasses either the
quartz crystal oscillator or the Rubidium stand alone capabilities.

SUMMARY OF AVAILABLE SERVICES

TECHNIQUES
TRANSMITTER
FREQUENCY   

FREQUENCY
ACCURACY  

TIME
ACCURACY COVERAGE

EQUIP.
COST  

VLF OMEGA 10 TO 14 kHz
(MULTI

TRANSMITTERS)

1 x 10-11 1-10 ms NEARLY GLOBAL $10K

LF WWVB 60 kHz 1 x 10-11 1-10 ms USA $2-10K

LF LORAN-C 100 kHz
(MULTI

TRANSMITTERS)

1 x 10-12 1 µs N. HEMISPHERE $5-$10K

HF/MF WWV 2.5, 5,10,
15.20 MHz

1 x 10-7 1000 µs HEMISPHERE $40 UP

TELEVISION ALL BANDS
LINE-10

1 x 10-11 1 µs NETWORK AREA $2-$5K



TELEVISION ALL BANDS
COLOR

SUBCARRIER

1 x 10-11 N.A NETWORK AREA $2-$5K

UMF GOES
(2 SATELLITES)

468 MHz 3 x 10-10 30 µs W. HEMISPHERE $2-$6K

UHF TRANSIT
(5 SATELLITES)

400 MHz 3 x 10-10 30 µs GLOBAL $16K

PORTABLE
CLOCK

Cs STANDARD 3 x 10-10 100 ns UNLIMITED $30K

FIGURE 3

TYPICAL FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

In Figure 4 we show an example of how a Loran-C based frequency control system is
organized. The primary objective of this system is to provide a phase stable reference at
remotely located transmitter sites for controlling the frequency and timing of the
communication system. It is of course important that the system provide as much
redundancy as is possible. In this case, there are three sources of accurate time and
frequency. The first is the Loran receiver. It provides both accurate time and stable
frequency references. The frequency output of the Loran receiver is used to steer the
disciplined frequency standards, of which there are two in the system. Over time the Loran
signal teaches the crystal oscillators in the standards their aging rate and corrects their
frequency to agree with the Loran signal. The signals from all three devices, the Loran
receiver and the two disciplined standards, are then fed to a frequency multiplier and
synthesizer device. This unit will be used to synthesize special output frequencies, such as
a T1 carrier rate. The unit also sums and distributes the 1 and 5 MHz signals generated by
the system. It will vote on the correct operating signals and switch out defective signals
should any of the equipment fail. In this example, two linear phase recorders are provided
to keep a constant hard copy record of the performance of each individual standard as
compared to the Loran signal. If the system is to be used to clock a number of radio sets
and has a complicated frequency management scheme, a distribution amplifier and
clocking system can be incorporated. In this device we can synthesize additional
frequencies, accommodate other frequency conditioning requirements and provide
additional redundancy to the system.

There are over a thousand communication sites around the world equipped with basically
the same configuration system described here. In addition to the extensive use within the
military community, users of this equipment include such companies as MCI, RCA Global
Communications, CN/CP Telecommunication, Teleglobe, Alascom, Gulf Oil
Communications and ATT Long Lines.



FIGURE 4



CONCLUSIONS:

As can be seen from this material, there are many excellent solutions to the time and
frequency management problem. Due to the complexity and diversity of these requirements
there is no single solution that is best for every application. Individual system requirements
must be carefully considered in order to determine the best system for the individual task
at hand.



A SYNERGISTIC APPROACH TO THE DEVELOPMENT
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INTRODUCTION

The office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering recognized the
potential advantages of a range tracking system based on the Global Positioning System
(GPS). A tri-service committee was formed in the summer of 1981 under the chairmanship
of the Western Space and Missile Center (WSMC). After a 1-1/2 year study with
contractor assistance, the committee reported its findings. It was unanimously agreed that
the application of GPS to range tracking offered both cost and technical advantages over
existing range tracking techniques.

As a result of the study, the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense established a Range
Applications Joint Program Office (RAJPO). This RAJPO is managed by the Air Force at
Eglin Air Force Base in Florida and has deputy program managers from the Army and
Navy. The purpose of the RAJPO is to develop a family of GPS components required by
the range tracking community. It is anticipated that this family of GPS user equipment will
satisfy the unique requirements of the ranges for time, space, and position information
(TSPI).

The RAJPO is in an enviably unique position to develop this much needed family of GPS
user equipment for range applications. They will be able to take advantage of the
synergism derived from previous and ongoing DoD GPS development programs. Rather
than sponsoring a parallel development program, the RAJPO can take advantage of the
results of the Air Force, Navy, and the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency
(DARPA) programs already underway or completed. This approach will ensure that the
RAJPO will offer significant development cost benefits to the U.S. Government.



The previous DoD GPS development programs that could offer cost benefits to RAJPO
are the Phases I and II development programs performed by the U.S. Air Force Space
Division’s GPS Joint Program Office (JPO); the TRIDENT Program’s precision tracking
system developed by the U.S. Navy’s Strategic Systems Program Office (SSPO); and the
microminiature GPS receiver development sponsored by DARPA. Each of these programs
has unique technology to offer to the RAJPO.

JPO PROGRAM

The GPS JPO is located at the U.S. Air Force Space Division, Los Angeles Air Force
Station. The GPS development evolved from earlier satellite navigation programs within
the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Air Force. In 1973 the USAF was named the executive service
for GPS and directed to develop an operational system. This was potentially a multibillion
dollar project and consisted of three major development efforts. These were the
development of the space segment, consisting of the satellite constellation; the control
segment, consisting of ground-based master and remote control stations; and the user
equipment. DSARC II, which approved advancement to full-scale engineering
development, occurred in mid-1979. Phase II will run until early 1985.

The user equipment being developed by the JPO has been directed primarily toward
strategic and tactical military weapon systems applications. Specifically they are
developing hardware that will be tested as navigation systems on the following platforms;
tank (M-60), submarine (SSN700), aircraft (A-6E, F-16A, B-52G), aircraft carrier
(CV-63), helicopter (UH-60), and a manpack. Three classes of user equipment are
currently under development. These are a low-dynamic set, which is a single-channel unit;
a medium dynamic unit, which is a two-channel unit; and a five-channel, high-dynamics
unit. All of these units are currently undergoing tests. DSARC III, full production, is
expected to begin in mid-1985.

This user equipment is not the size and configuration of the equipment required by RAJPO
for the test ranges, and this equipment was designed utilizing technology that is five or
more years older than that currently available. It nonetheless is functionally similar. With
substantial repackaging and the insertion of newer, highly integrated circuitry and more
capable processors, the basic JPO designs may suffice for RAJPO’s needs. However,
those receiver designs were optimized for maximum antijam and nuclear hardening, two
requirements not present in the range application of GPS. In a sense the JPO receivers are
overkill for the RAJPO needs where accuracy under dynamics and shadowing is the most
challenging problem.

There are, however, significant advantages that can be gained from the JPO program.
Specifically, the space and control segments of the system are already in operation. Not



only has the system been thoroughly tested, but system operating characteristics have been
established. The total GPS concept has been developed and proven by the JPO program.
This provides the utmost confidence that GPS will work on the DoD ranges.

DARPA PROGRAM

This program was initiated in 1983 to apply the latest microelectronic capability to the
development of state-of-the-art GPS user equipment. Specifically the program is directed
toward the development of a microminiature (cigarette pack) receiver. One potential
design approach is to convert the incoming RF signal to baseband immediately and digitize
and then accomplish all signal processing in the digital domain. This approach has many
potential advantages. The analog RF circuitry, which is difficult to miniaturize, is kept to a
minimum, while the major portion of the receiver operates in the digital domain where
microminiaturization techniques are most applicable.

Some hybrid RF/LSI development effort has already begun toward implementing the front
end in monolithic gallium arsenide, making future microminiaturization practical that will
be available in time for the RAJPO program. In addition, because the major portion of the
receiver is digital, the latest very high-speed integrated circuit (VHSIC) technology can be
inserted. Of significance is the availability of technology developed by DARPA for
satisfying the requirements of the RAJPO program.

SSPO PROGRAM

The Strategic Systems Program Office (SSPO) recognized the potential advantages of
applying GPS to range tracking of the TRIDENT Weapon System. In fact the TRIDENT I
program was one of the first operational users of GPS, although it was used only to gather
TSPI data for postflight analysis. For the TRIDENT II program, however, a real-time GPS
missile tracking system is being developed for both range safety and metric tracking. This
program is leading the RAJPO program by about 2 years and is also developing a family of
GPS components for range tracking applications. Not only are state-of-the-art GPS
components being developed, but they are specifically being developed for range tracking
applications. The GPS-based TSPI system for the TRIDENT II program utilizes a
frequency translator in the missile that receives the L-band signals from the satellites and
retransmits them to the ground or to a ship at S-band. The position solution is performed at
the ground station or ship. This program, in addition to calling for the development of a
missileborne translator, also requires sophisticated ground equipment including precision
GPS reference and missile-tracking receivers for differential target position determination.



Many of the unique characteristics of range applications of GPS are being addressed by
the TRIDENT program, thus offering valuable technical inputs and lowering the risk of the
proposed RAJPO program.

The RAJPO is in a unique position to take advantage of related DoD-sponsored GPS
development work. The synergism and technology provided by these prior programs could
minimize the cost of the RAJPO program. Most important, however, is the ancillary
reduction of technical risk.

The overall GPS concept has been proven and the space and control segments put in place
by JPO at USAF Space Division. The necessary microminiature building blocks are being
developed by the DARPA program while the peculiarities of adapting GPS to the ranges
has already been addressed by the TRIDENT Program. The results of these previous
programs can assure the success of the RAJPO program.



HIGH DYNAMIC GPS UNAIDED PSEUDORANGE
TRACKING DEMONSTRATION

William J. Hurd and Joseph I. Statman
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ABSTRACT

A breadboard high dynamic GPS receiver capable of pseudorange tracking with
accelerations of 50 g or higher without inertial aiding is presented. The receiver uses cross
correlation followed by fast Fourier transformation to approximate maximum likelihood
estimation of pseudorange and range rate, with no phase or delay locked loops. The
breadboard system consists of a one channel receiver and a high dynamics signal
simulator. A planned demonstration of the receiver is described and anticipated results are
presented showing pseudorange lag errors of under 10 m with acceleration of 50 g.

Key-words: GPS, GPS Receiver, Global Positioning System Receiver, Pseudorange
Tracking, High Dynamic Tracking, Radio Navigation, Position Location.
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ABSTRACT

A method for determining position and velocity as a function of time is required in order to
test many systems involving moving platforms, such as missiles or sonobuoys. The Air
Force Global Positioning System (GPS) is ideally suited for providing this information.
Limitations exist, however, in currently available receivers. They are expensive to use in
expendable platforms, plus they require more volume and power than are typically
available. An alternative is to use either a translator or a transdigitizer in the vehicle under
test. The signals transmitted by the GPS satellites are received by antennas on the missile,
translated to a frequency in the telemetry band, amplified, and transmitted to a receiving
station. In addition, if a transdigitizer is used, the signal is digitized prior to transmission.
Specially designed receiving equipment on the ground processes the transmissions from
the translator/transdigitizer, tracks the transmissions from each satellite, and makes the
measurements necessary to allow the computation of the platform position and velocity.
These systems concepts will be discussed, and a system currently using a translator in a
missile and a system using a transdigitizer in a sonobuoy will be described in detail.

INTRODUCTION

Testing of many systems involving moving vehicles requires a means of determining their
position and velocity. These vehicles can range from a large missile to a small, slow
moving device, such as a sonobuoy. The Air Force Global Positioning System (GPS) is
well suited to provide this information. Each system to be tested has its own set of
requirements. For a ballistic missile it may be necessary to track up to 12 satellites
concurrently to provide the desired accuracy. This many satellites will often be in view at
the top of the missile trajectory. To eliminate the effects of ionospheric refraction, two
frequencies from each satellite must be tracked. This of course, would require an
extremely complex 24 channel receiver. On the other side of the coin, for a unit such as a
sonobuoy, which has low dynamics only, the receiver needs the capability to track just 4
satellites. The cost of the receiver must be low however, since the buoy is expendable.



There are, of course, many types of vehicles between these two extremes for which
positioning information is needed including small air-to-air missiles, slow moving drones
and balloons.

It is within the state of the art to provide special purpose receivers for all the applications
described above. The difficulty is that the cost of the receiver becomes high, particularly
when a special receiver must be developed for a low volume application. In addition, a
receiver, such as that for the missile that must track 12 satellites, would probably have a
prohibitive space and power requirement. A means exists however, to meet all these
requirements at a relatively low cost. This is by the use of a device known as a translator
that receives the transmissions from GPS, performs necessary filtering and amplification,
and shifts the frequency to an available band for transmission to a data collection site.
Typically, the S-band telemetry band is used for this transmission. The signals, when
received at the collection point, can be recorded or processed immediately by specialized
receivers. The cost of a receiver capable of tracking two frequencies from each of 12
satellites is more easily justified when the receiver is used in a processing facility. This is
because the equipment can be used over and over again so that cost is a less critical factor.
The same approach can readily apply for a small vehicle, such as a sonobuoy.

A related approach is to use a device within the vehicle called a transdigitizer. This device
is similar to a translator except that the received transmissions from CPS, following
filtering and amplification, are down converted to near baseband and one bit quantized at a
rate of up to 4 megabits per second. This digital data stream can then be combined with
other data, such as telemetry information if required, and transmitted to the receiving site.
Again the received data can either be recorded or immediately processed to provide real
time information.

In general, the use of either of the above techniques restricts the system to utilizing only
the clear acquisition (C/A) code transmissions from the GPS satellites. In the case of the
translator, the down link requires a bandwidth of at least 2 MHz plus a small additional
bandwidth for a pilot carrier. Typically 3 MHz are required. If one were to attempt to use
the GPS Protected (P) code transmission, a down link bandwidth of around 22 to 23 MHz
would be required. This is typically prohibitive not only due to spectrum space but also
because of the difficulty in establishing a down link with the required signal to noise ratio.
For the C/A code transdigitizer a bit rate of either 2 or 4 megabits per second is typical for
a single channel transdigitizer. To use the P code signal component, a bit rate of at least 20
megabits per second would be required, also typically prohibitive.



DESCRIPTION OF A TRANSLATOR

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a typical single channel translator. Single channel refers to
the fact that only one of the GPS frequencies is translated and retransmitted. This is the L1
frequency of 1575.42 MHz. Within the translator channel of course, will be signals from
all satellites that are in view. The input to the translator is received by an antenna located
on the vehicle containing the translator. Ideally this antenna should have a gain of at least
0 dB. Practically it is often necessary to operate with an antenna that has far less gain since
usually it is necessary that the antenna receive signals over the complete sphere. Systems
are currently operating with antenna gains of as low as -14 dBi. A preamp is typically
located as close as possible to the antenna to establish a system noise figure as low as
possible. In addition it is often necessary to place a filter between the antenna and the
amplifier to protect the preamplifier from other transmissions generated aboard the vehicle,
such as the output transmissions from the translator, or from telemetry transmitters.
Following the preamp, the signal is further amplified to a reasonable level and then
converted down to an IF frequency. The IFs shown on Figure 1 are typical frequencies and
are shown to aid in explanation of the circuit. The actual IF values can vary over a wide
range and are dependent on many factors in the design of the system.

Fig. 1  Block diagram of single channel translator.

The translator shown utilizes a hard limiter in the second IF. This not only provides
sufficient gain but also normalizes the output signal level. In place of the hard limiter an
AGC amplifier with an appropriate AGC circuit could also be used. The principal
advantage of the hard limiter is that in case of pulse interference, such as from a radar, the
system gain will not be reduced except during the actual reception of the pulse. Selection
of either a limiter or an AGC stage should be dependent on system requirements. The



principal function of either circuit is to compensate for the gain changes of the various
amplifiers. Because the received signal is typically 25 dB below the system noise, signal
level variations will cause no changes in effective gain.

At the output of the 75.4 MHz IF a second signal is summed in. Its frequency is several
MHz below that of the signal channel. This signal is obtained by direct frequency synthesis
from the master oscillator. Its function is to serve as a pilot carrier by which the receiving
equipment at the base station can compensate for any error in the frequency of the
translator oscillator. This signal and the signal channel are then converted by a series of
mixers to the desired output frequency.

The output signal is amplified to the required output power. Current units produce an
output power of 4 to 5 watts. There is a choice in the type of amplifier used in these final
stages. A class A amplifier can produce the required power with low distortion, however,
it will require a large amount of DC input power into the amplifier to provide the required
output power. Experiments have shown that it is possible to use a class C amplifier with
less than 1 dB degradation to the relayed GPS signals. There will be some degradation of
the pilot due to intermodulation distortion, but by using a sufficiently narrow bandwidth in
the pilot carrier tracking loop it is possible to operate successfully with this distortion. The
advantage of the class C stage is that it requires much less DC power for a given output
power than the class A stage. A disadvantage of the class C however, is that it tends to
spread the signal bandwidth. In many cases this will cause interference with other
telemetry signals, transmitted by either the vehicle in which the translator is located or by
signals from other sources. If the output frequency is a lower frequency within the VHF or
UHF range, it may be possible to provide adequate filtering of this signal without
significant cost impact. In the case of an S-band frequency output, available filters will be
quite wide and may, therefore, not be able to provide sufficient protection to keep from
jamming nearby signals.

PROCESSING OF TRANSMISSIONS FROM TRANSLATORS

There are many possible ways to process the transmissions from translators at the
receiving site. When the system is used on test ranges, it is typically desirable to record the
raw data in addition to processing the signals in real time. If the data is to be recorded on
tape, it is essential that the wow and flutter induced on the signal by the tape recorder be
only a few nanoseconds. This eliminates the use of typical range telemetry recorders
unless special techniques are used to reduce the effects of the tape wow and flutter by at
least 2 orders of magnitude. In the past these signals have been successfully recorded on
rotating head instrumentation machines with minimal degradation. Techniques are
available to allow the use of standard instrumentation recorders by using external wow and 



flutter correction circuits, although at this time these techniques have not been
experimentally validated.

There are two basic types of translator processing systems that can be used. In the first to
be described the signal received from the translator will be converted back to the original
signal frequency of 1575.42 MHz and applied to the input of a standard type receiver. The
pilot carrier will be tracked, and corrections will be made in the process to cancel the
effects of any drift in the master oscillator of the translator. The receiver that does the final
processing must however, be designed to cope with not only the doppler effect between te
satellite and the missile but also an added doppler effect caused by the down like. Due to
the way that the signal is corrected for drift in the master oscillator, the amount of doppler
effect caused by the relative motion between the receiving site will be scaled at the
frequency of 1575.42 MHz regardless of the actual frequency at which the signal is
transmitted. This can readily be shown mathematically but due to space limitations will not
be discussed further in this paper.

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the first type of translating processing system. The signal
received from the translator is amplified, filtered and further amplified and then mixed to a
convenient IF frequency for additional filtering and amplification. At the output of the last
IF section, filters are used to separate the pilot carrier from the signal channel. The
bandwidth of the pilot carrier filter need be only wide enough to allow for the doppler
effect caused by the relative velocity between the translator and the receiving unit and for
errors in the master oscillator frequency within the translator. The signal channel must
have adequate bandwidth to pass the C/A code modulation or about 2 MHz.

The output of the pilot carrier channel is used for two purposes. The amplitude of the
signal is measured in a detector and used to vary the IF gain to maintain a constant output
signal level. This cancels out the signal level changes due to variation of range between the
translator and the receiving equipment. The second output is fed into a phase comparator
in which the signal is compared to an output from the frequency synthesizer.

The output of this mixer is then used to control the frequency of the VCO which services
as the master oscillator for the reconverter unit. Assuming no doppler effect, the VCO will
be set to a frequency identical to that of the master oscillator in the translator. A local
oscillator signal is then synthesized from the master oscillator and used to hetrodyne the
signal channel of 1575.42 MHz. The output of the signal channel must be adjusted in
amplitude so that the final signal will not cause overloading of the receiving system used to
track these signals.



Fig. 2  Block diagram of translator reconverter unit.

The translated signal can then be fed into the antenna input of a standard receiver, such as
those under development by the GPS Joint Program Office. The receiver must be capable
of tracking the doppler frequency variation caused not only by the satellite motion but also
by missile dynamics. This latter effect may be multiplied by a factor of two due to relative
motion between the translator and the receiving site. Also, due to these effects initial
acquisition of the signal with a standard receiver may be slow.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the second form of translator processing system. The system
shown is similar to that currently used operationally in a Navy program. The signal
received from the translator is amplified and filtered as before. The signal is then down
converted by two mixers in cascade to an IF frequency of about 33 MHz. Independent
filters separate out the pilot carrier from the signal channel. One output of the pilot carrier
channel feeds a detector which operates an AGC circuit that compensates for variation in
the received signal level. The second output from the pilot filter is fed to an assembly in
which the signal is down converted to near base band, i.e., 100 kHz. In the conversion
process, separate conversions are used for in phase and quadraphase components.
Following the down conversion to base band, the signals are amplified, fed through a zero
crossing detector, and then latched under the control of a local clock at a 1 megasample
per second rate. The signal channel is similarly down converted but in this case typically to
a frequency of about 120 kHz. The signals are fed through zero crossing detectors into a
latch. Typically a frequency of 4 MHz is used for the sampling clock. The output of this
system is then fed to a recorder and, if real time tracking is being done, to a suitable
receiver for recovering the satellite signals from the digital data stream.



Fig. 3  Block diagram of translator down converter unit.

USE OF A TRANSDIGITIZER

As an alternative to the use of a translator, a second device known as a transdigitizer has
been developed. Figure 4 is a block diagram of a typical transdigitizer. The received signal
from the satellite is fed through a preamp where the noise figure is established and any
necessary filtering is accomplished. A signal is then fed into the main part of the
transdigitizer where it is down converted to an IF of around 75.4 MHz and further
amplified. The output of this IF is down converted to near base band. In this process an in
phase and quadrature component are generated by separate down converter assemblies.
These signals are filtered and then fed into a zero crossing detector which performs a 1 bit



Fig. 4  Block diagram of transdigitizer.

quantization on the signals. The signals are then latched, ideally at a 4 MHz rate, but
typically at a 2 MHz rate, and fed into a quadraphase modulator.

A carrier is generated within the frequency synthesizer at the desired output frequency.
This carrier is quadraphase modulated and amplified to the desired output power. The
quadraphase modulator currently used is actually a minimum staggered quadraphase key
unit. This device, rather than instantaneously moving the phase of the carrier, linearly
adjusts it during the bit period. This process significantly reduces the spreading of the
signal plus greatly improves the performance of a class C type amplifier, if it is used in the
output stages.

The output format generated by the equipment shown in Figure 4 is one of several that may
be used. The signals received at the transdigitizer input are at least 25 dB down into the
noise. As a result the output of the two sample signals will be principally composed of
noise, which should have a 50% duty cycle. An auto zero circuit is included for assuring
that the signal maintains this 50% duty cycle. As a result the carrier is almost totally
suppressed. This form of transmission would provide the best transfer of the data to the
tracking receiver located at the base station but requires a complex receiver to recover the
carrier and generate the necessary clocks. An alternate form of transmission can be
generated if an interrupter circuit is included in the transdigitizer. The interrupter interrupts
one phase approximately 50% of the time and forces it to a given state. As a result a
residual carrier of a known phase relationship to the signal will be generated. The
receiving equipment can then lock on to this residual carrier and use it in the signal



recovery process. This will result however, in some additional loss in the effective signal
strength of the signals received from the satellites.

Experience with transdigitizers in the past has shown that if the sampling rate is reduced
from 4 MHz to 2 MHz a loss of about 2 dB in the effective signal to noise will result. In
addition, if only one of the recovered signal phases is transmitted to the ground, an
additional loss of about 3 dB in signal to noise ratio will occur. If an antenna is available
with adequate gain these losses are acceptable.

USES OF TRANSLATOR AND TRANSDIGITIZER

Translators have been used operationally to aid in the evaluation of the Trident missile
system for over 5 years. The translators are located aboard Trident missiles during test
firings. When the signals generated by the translators are received at range telemetry sites
they are one bit quantized and recorded by using digital recording techniques on an analog
type recorder. The tapes are then shipped to the Applied Physics Laboratory of the Johns
Hopkins University where they are processed. The GPS signals are tracked by a 16
channel high dynamic receiver and the pseudo range and pseudo range rate data recovered.
This system has shown the capability of determining the position of the missile in flight to
better than 40 feet and the velocity to better than .04 feet per second.

Transdigitizers are currently being used in a program known as the GPS/SMILS program.
In this program it is necessary to determine the precise position of sonobuoys floating on
the ocean’s surface. A sonobuoy has been developed that houses a transdigitizer as well as
an acoustic subsystem. The signals from GPS are received by a collapsible antenna located
in a float assembly. The signals are digitized and then transmitted to an aircraft on a VHF
quadraphase carrier. In this unit the signals are sampled at a 2 megabit per second rate but
only one of the recovered phases is transmitted. The second phase of the uplink carrier is
used to transmit acoustic data received by hydrophones suspended below the buoy. This
system is still in the evaluation phase. One series of tests has been successfully completed
where the feasibility of the use of the translator has been proven. A second set of tests will
be performed shortly where the position of a whole community of buoys will be
determined by three buoys equipped with transdigitizers.

CONCLUSION

Experience with the use of translators and transdigitizers has shown that they can be used
effectively to provide accurate position information of moving vehicles in difficult
situations. Their principal advantage is in allowing the required data to be collected at
relatively low cost, although at this time they also have a size advantage. As the state of
the art advances their current advantages will be eroded as the size and cost of receivers
decreases.
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I.  Introduction

The commitment of the Global Positioning System (GPS) to use atomic clocks dates back
more than ten years ago when the first major contractual commitment was made with the
award of the first space vehicle procurement contract to Rockwell International in 1973.
The primary purpose of atomic clocks was, and still is, to provide autonomy of time and
frequency to the individual spacecraft. The objective of the atomic clock was, and still is,
the assurance of time accuracy to the nanosecond level. This implies a positioning
accuracy of the order of feet. We note that timing accuracy and positioning accuracy are
related via the speed of light; thus, 1 ns time accuracy translates to 1 foot positioning
accuracy. The role of the atomic clock is to preserve this accuracy autonomously out to
many days in case uploading should be impossible or undesirable. Thus, because 10 ns per
day equals 10-13 fractional frequency stability and 10 ns per week represents parts in 1014,
atomic clock stabilities of 10-13 and better for periods of days are needed for GPS.

Because of the state-of-the-art prevalent in the early seventies, rubidium devices were
chosen for the first GPS satellites (Navstar 1 thru Navstar 4). At the same time, FTS went
under contract to develop a space-qualified cesium device. Navstar 5 thru Navstar 12 will
carry a complement of three rubidium and one cesium clock. Starting with Navstar 13, the
Block II GPS Satellite Time/Frequency Subsystem will consist of two rubidium and two
cesium clocks. The rubidium devices are produced by the Autonetics Division of Rockwell
International using an Efratom physics package. The cesium clocks are produced by
Frequency and Time Systems, Inc. The need for a total of four clocks per satellite results
from the systems planner’s risk assessment focussing on the assurance of in excess of
7 1/2 years of “in-spec” life for this basic subsystem of the Navstar satellite.

II.  Historical Perspective

As was mentioned above, the rubidium devices were chosen for the early satellites because
of the more advanced state of development of rubidium technology back in 1973.
Nevertheless, cesium clocks offer superior performance for purposes of timekeeping and



frequency accuracy. Cesium clocks are characterized by being primary frequency
references. This means that their output frequency remains between very narrow bounds
throughout their operational service life. These bounds are less than ±10-11 of the absolute
standard of frequency. This feature makes updating or corrections of frequency virtually
unnecessary and permits nanosecond timekeeping in an autonomous fashion for the
duration of days. Rubidium clocks, in contrast, show frequency drift. That is, a change in
frequency with time by worse than 10-10 per year. Thus, rubidium clocks require frequency
updating and a certain degree of modeling of the drift of the frequency in order to achieve
the required long-term timing accuracy.

In order to realize the potential of cesium clocks for GPS applications, Frequency and
Time Systems, Inc. was awarded a contract in the early 1970s to develop a space-qualified
cesium clock. Figure 1 shows the cesium clock development history. A prototype (Flight
Candidate Model) was developed between 1973 and 1976. Figure 2 shows a photo of this
device developed by FTS. This device was actually flown on the developmental satellite
NTS-2 under the direction of the Naval Research Laboratory.

Subsequent developments at FTS led to the construction of eight engineering development
models which were also used not only for validation of the design, but also for
environmental testing, including nuclear radiation hardening. Between 1978 and 1980, six
pre-production models, FTS 4400, were built and delivered. One of these units was used in
an extensive qualification test program.

A production improvement of the Model 4400 led to the Model 4401 which featured
program-approved parts, full radiation screening, worst case circuit analysis, failure mode
effects analysis, parts stress analysis, and reliability prediction. Five cesium clocks of the
Model 4401 were delivered to Rockwell International in 1982. Figure 3 shows a photo of
the Model 4400. FTS is currently producing fifty-six (56) cesium clocks of an advanced
model, 4401A, to be used for the Block II Navstar GPS satellites. Two clocks each are
intended to be flown on Navstar 13 thru Navstar 40 satellites to be launched throughout
this decade. Table I gives a summary of the cesium clock applications and their actual
flight history.

III.  Design

Atomic clocks and frequency standards are based on a conceptually simple design
principle. A high-quality quartz crystal oscillator is controlled and stabilized by the
intrinsic resonance feature of the atom. The resonance feature has a very high Q which is
approximately 10-100 million. Figure 4 shows the simplified block diagram of the cesium
frequency standard for GPS. The crystal oscillator operates at the GPS frequency 5.115
MHz (VCXO in Figure 4). This frequency is modulated and multiplied to the 9.192 GHz



frequency of the cesium resonance and injected into the cesium beam tube containing the
cesium atoms. The resultant output frequency is the low frequency modulation of the
injected signal with the cesium beam tube acting as an FM demodulator. The signal is
processed in a phase detector, integrated, and used to control the VCXO. The output of the
VCXO provides the super-stable frequency reference to other spacecraft subsystems.

A particular feature of the cesium frequency standard for GPS is the radiation-hardened
digital servo integrator subsystem shown in Figure 5. Its principal element is an up-down
counter and latching-relay D-to-A-converter which allows the storage of the control
voltage with infinite time constant; thus, drift or aging of the quartz crystal oscillator will
have no effect on the performance of the GPS clock. The photo (Figure 6) depicts the
Model 4400 with the cover removed from the electronic circuit boards. In Figure 7, the
cover is removed on the opposite side of the Model 4400 allowing a view of the crystal
oscillator and the cesium beam tube itself as mounted inside the GPS cesium clock.

As part of the very extensive and rigid production and quality controls, the GPS time and
frequency standards receive a formal, 30-day acceptance test prior to delivery. This is an
extensive measurement program checking all parameters of the clock. As part of this
formal acceptance test, the clocks are measured in a thermal vacuum chamber for long-
term frequency stability or timekeeping. The results of the test data of five clocks of the
Model 4401, which were delivered in 1982, are summarized in Figure 8. Plotted is the
fractional frequency stability, *y(J), as a function of the measurement time J. Plotted are
the data of all five clocks. In addition, a data point is shown at nearly 106 seconds which
was obtained from in-orbit observations of a Model 4400 onboard Navstar 6 (reference
Figure 9). The data indicate that stabilities of the order of 10-12 for averaging times
between less than a second and approximately 100 seconds are achieved improving to the
10-14 range for time intervals in excess of 1 day.

These excellent data are confirmed by a long-term observation of in-orbit performance as
depicted in Figure 9. Figure 9 shows the fractional frequency stability as a function of
measurement time as observed aboard Navstar 6. These data are reproduced from the
paper “Separating the Variances of Noise Components in the Global Positioning System”
by David W. Allan and Mark Weiss (Proceedings of the 15th Annual Precise Time and
Time Interval Applications and Planning Meeting, December 1983). In order to give the
reader a perspective of the corresponding timekeeping performance of the clock, the data
of Figure 9 are translated into timekeeping performance data and depicted in Figure 10.
These data should be interpreted as that timekeeping accuracy which would be obtainable
from this particular clock after perfect synchronization. Actual timing accuracy from the
GPS system, of course, depends on the overall systems management and updating;
substantially better accuracy is possible if full advantage is taken of the large number of
independent clocks available to the user.



In summary, it is certain that nanosecond timekeeping and, with it, positioning accuracy to
the order of meters, are quite achievable from the clocks in the GPS satellites. The
potential of the GPS system is enormous. System performance has been demonstrated
which is sufficient for guiding cars on roadways, executing precision landing of aircraft
and, last but not least, providing nanosecond timing accuracy and 10-13 or better frequency
accuracy anywhere in the world.
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MODEL FTS MODEL APPLICATION

PROTOTYPE FCM TWO UNITS FLOWN ON NTS-2, JUNE 1977

ENGINEERING FTS 4200 INTENDED FOR TEST AND EVALUATION: SN 8 USED
AS RADIATION-HARDENING TEST BED.

PREPRODUCTION FTS 4400 UPGRADED AND QUALIFIED VERSION OF FTS 4200:
FLOWN ON NAVSTAR 5, AND NAVSTAR 6.

PRODUCTION FTS 4401 PRODUCTION VERSION OF FTS 4400:
FLOWN ON NAVSTAR 8 THROUGH 12.

BLOCK II PRODUCTION FTS 4401A BLOCK II IMPROVED VERSION OF FTS 4401:
GREATLY ENHANCED NUCLEAR HARDENING.

TO BE FLOWN ON NAVSTAR 13 THROUGH 40.

ADVANCED PREPRODUCTION FTS 4402 PERFORMANCE UPGRADE OF FTS 4401:
ENHANCED NUCLEAR HARDENING

TABLE 1: APPLICATIONS OF THE VARIOUS MODELS OF THE
CESIUM CLOCK FAMILY DEVELOPED AND BUILT BY FTS
FOR NAVSTAR/GPS.



FIG. 1:  CESIUM CLOCK DEVELOPMENT HISTORY



FIG. 2: THE FLIGHT CANDIDATE FIG 3: THE MODEL 4400 
MODEL (FCM) OF THE NAVSTAR/GPS CESIUM 
NAVSTAR/GPS CESIUM CLOCK. CLOCK

FIG. 4: CESIUM FREQUENCY STANDARD MODELS 4400 AND 4401
SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIG. 5: SERVO/INTEGRATOR SUBSYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM OF
THE MODELS 4400 AND 4401



FIG 6: THE MODEL 4400 WITH COVER REMOVED: CIRCUIT
BOARDS ARE VISIBLE.

FIG. 7: THE MODEL 4400 WITH COVER REMOVED: CESIUM BEAM
TUBE IS VISIBLE (BOTTOM HALF OF UNIT).



FIG. 8: FTS 4401 CESIUM BEAM FREQUENCY STANDARDS FREQUENCY
STABILITY SUMMARY FROM THE ACCEPTANCE TESTING OF FIVE
DEVICES. ALSO SHOWN IS ONE DATA POINT (TRIANGLE) FROM
LONG-TERM, IN-ORBIT OBSERVATIONS OF THE MODEL FTS 4400 (ON
BOARD OF NAVSTAR 6).



FIG. 9: IN-ORBIT FREQUENCY STABILITY AS MEASURED BY THE
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS, BOULDER, CO. DATA
ARE REPRODUCED FROM THE PAPER, “SEPARATING THE
VARIANCES OF NOISE COMPONENTS IN THE GLOBAL
POSITIONING SYSTEM” BY DAVID W. ALLAN AND MARC
WEISS (PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFTEENTH ANNUAL
PRECISE TIME AND TIME INTERVAL (PTTI) APPLICATIONS
AND PLANNING MEETING, DEC. 1983). THE CESIUM CLOCK
15 MODEL 4400, SERIAL NO. 11, ON BOARD NAVSTAR 6.



FIG. 10: TIME ERROR AS A FUNCTION OF TIME AFTER (PERFECT)
SYNCHRONIZATION; CALCULATED FROM THE DATA OF
FIG. 9. AT ONE DAY, THE TIME ERROR WINDOW IS LESS
THAN ±10ns; AT 10 DAYS IT IS STILL BELOW ±30ns.
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ABSTRACT

The paper will summarize the approach and considerations being given to the development
of a survivable Mission Control Segment. Satellites of the future need to be designed with
control needs in mind and provided with a high degree of autonomy and intelligence. Earth
based support must be designed around operators who are limited in skill and therefore
rely on sophisticated software and a degree of Artificial Intelligence. The total system
approach, progress, and findings for these future Space and Ground Systems will be
presented during the 20+ minute overview discussion.
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ABSTRACT

National defense strategies rely on force enhancement, space defense, space control and
space force application functions being provided by survivable space resources. The
ground command and control support for these functions must be at least equally
survivable. An approach to meeting these ground survivability requirements is presented in
this paper.

A highly mobile satellite control system is presented incorporating recent technology
advances into a modular design that satisfies a wide variety of user requirements in all
levels of conflict. Ground/Air Transportability is enhanced significantly by the
incorporation of monolithic phased arrays and miniaturized Tracking, telemetry and
command (TT&C) equipment and data processing hardware. Hardness is enhanced by the
incorporation of new materials and an advanced structural design that protects against
EMP, blast thermal effects and terrorist activities. A preliminary design is described that
indicates how modularity supports a spectrum of expected operating scenarios.

INTRODUCTION

National policy directs that space programs provide functional survivability and
endurability commensurate with their missions (Presidential Directives 37 & 42 and JCSM
142-83). Figure 1 shows the initial network architecture designed to meet the objectives of
this space policy.

For the ground support element, proliferation and mobility, supplemented with hardening
and other countermeasures, are the most feasible techniques for enhancing survivability.
For this reason, several transportable/mobile ground support systems are already under
development or planned for development to provide backup to critical functions. One of
the most capable, survivable satellite control systems being built is the Transportable,
Mobile Ground Station (T/MGS) that incorporates mobility and EMP protection with other
basic survivability measures.



The T/MGS (see Figure 2) being developed by Ford Aerospace under Air Force contract is
capable of providing survivable, enduring satellite health and status support through a well
defined set of threats.

T/MGS provides:

• Satellite acquisition and tracking
• Telemetry data reception and processing
• Command processing and transmission
• Data storage and routing
• Communications

T/MGS is transportable via C-141 or C-5A aircraft and can be driven over surfaced or
gravel roads at normal speeds. It carries its own environmental control unit (ECU) and can
be powered by two 60 kw mobile generators.

T/MGS survivabi1ity features are its EMP hardening and its mobility. It can be activated
for full operation in less than 4 hours and deactivated to a road transportable configuration
in less than 3 hours.

GROUND SUPPORT SURVIVABILITY ISSUES

In general there are many significant issues that need to be addressed during the design of
survivable ground support systems. These include:

• What information/capability must survive? What functions need to be provided?
• What is the accepted threat scenario? Operations concept?
• Need for air, land, sea mobility (embedded system)
• Air transportability (when and what type?)
• Dedicated vs. common user/operational incompatibility
• Survivable combination of satellite autonomy and ground station enhancements
• Integrated Logistics Support (ILS)/Life Cycle Cost (LCC) Considerations

There are inherent incompatibilities in addressing these issues. For example, as the number
of functions to be provided increases, the system development cost increases. Increased
survivability also usually results in increased costs. Often there is no accepted threat
scenario and associated operations concept. The desire for optimized dedicated systems
results in operational incompatibility and increased logistic support costs.

However, applying technology advances to existing mobile system designs, we can
address many of these issues in a balanced manner. New designs can be nuclear hardened



as well as highly mobile. New designs (both dedicated and common-user) can be based on
a common core unit that allows common Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) and thus
reduces Life Cycle Cost (LCC). The following sections indicate an evolutionary system
design that starts with the existing T/MGS and addresses the above issues with increasing
effectiveness.

INCREMENTAL IMPROVEMENT - PHASE 1

By applying new and existing technology to the existing T/MGS design, room can be made
available for additional functional capabilities. Examples of the capabilities that could be
added within the same overall configuration to form a modified T/MGS are:

• Remote operation of T/MGS as a telemetry and command bent pipe station. (No
operators required on site)

• Automated main beam acquisition of satellites
• Collect and forward wideband telemetry
• Automated update of data bases
• Jam resistant SHF communications
• Meteor Burst Communications
• Advanced communications techniques at HF and VLF
• EHF-Milstar capability
• User-Dedicated telemetry processing system in place of Data System

Modernization (DSM)-common user processing system

A modular design concept offers the opportunity to standardize on functional modules
without restricting the systems that can be built from these standard modules and without
restricting growth of the modules due to new technology application. Figure 3 is an
example of how modules that offer common logistics support can be put together in
different configurations to satisfy a diverse set of customers.

T/MGS is already modular to the extent that it contains a bent-pipe SGLS tracking station
and external communications as its core. To that core is currently added a DSM-based
common user processing system, but a user dedicated telemetry processing system could
be substituted. Figure 4 indicates the space available for telemetry processing equipment.

Modularity addresses the ILS issue and reduces LCC. It is conservatively estimated that
70% of the recurring and sustaining costs of a typical system involved in the support/
control of military space resources is for common core and associated support equipment.
This common core element is composed of the hardware/software that provides satellite
TT&C, communications to interfacing functions, and the van, tractor, ECU, generators,
etc. associated with providing these functions. (See Figure 5.)



The health and status telemetry processing equipment accounts for about 10% of the total
system recurring and support cost. This equipment could be added to the core T/MGS
system as an option.

Dedicated, unique mission processing equipment comprises about 20% of the total system
recurring and support cost. This equipment could be provided in another facility. Using the
same core system for all relevant applications allows for real cost savings during the
lifetime of these systems. A serious problem with any mobile system is its logistic support,
and for a survivable war-fighting system this is further complicated by the vagaries of
crises. The use of common logistics pipelines, support bases and, if necessary, caches as
shown in Figure 6, would greatly simplify and reduce costs from that of a multi-system,
multi-logistics support architecture.

Thus some of the operational issues are answered by the flexibility of a modular design, a
core unit and the capability of remote operations.

INCREMENTAL IMPROVEMENT - PHASE 2

For systems that require a high degree of hardness and/or additional mobility (15 min.
set-up or tear-down to/from operational state), other technologies need to be applied to
those already resident in the upgraded T/MGS. Modularity is still the key that allows the
user to choose the degree of endurance and the extent of functions to be provided. Those
modular systems that form the insides of an upgraded T/MGS can be put inside a new van.
This basic system is called a Modular Survivable Satellite Support (MS3) System.

The core MS3 system consists of a 40-foot hardened van with the same multimedia
communications subsystem as in the modified T/MGS, (see Figure 7) . Mobility is
provided by a hardened diesel tractor with self contained power and environmental control
sources for the core MS3 system, (see Figure 8 ) . Sufficient hardening is provided to
withstand expected overpressure, thermal blast, and electromagnetic pulse (EMP) levels.

Set-up and tear-down times are reduced significantly thru use of a planar array for SGLS
telemetry and a phased array for X-band communications. There is, as a consequence,
more space inside the van for optional processing equipment or for living quarters. The
equipment is miniaturized and more reliable thru use of VHSIC technology. Power
consumption is significantly reduced. Thus the future MS3 system brings increased
survivability thru hardening, reduced set-up/tear-down times and increased performance
thru use of VHSIC technology.



CONCLUSION

T/MGS is real and adaptable to a wide spectrum of operation scenarios involving common
user or dedicated support applications. However, by applying new & existing technology
to this mobile satellite control system, we can produce an evolutionary approach that is
increasingly effective in addressing the survivability issues that are being discussed today.
Thus, there is no need to commit today to many unique designs that only support one
associated program each. Instead, a committment to a modular core unit design that allows
the user to choose the degree of endurance and the extent of functions to be provided and
allows for new technology growth to be easily incorporated provides the flexibility and
low LCC needed to support uncertain future requirements and operating environments.



Figure 1.  Air Force Space Control Network



Figure 2.  T/MGS Deployed Configuration



Figure 3.   Modules Provide Flexibility



Figure 4.  T/MGS Van Layout



Figure 5.  Acquisition and Support Costs



Figure 6.  Common Logistics Support



Figure 7.  MS3 Modularity Options



Figure 8.  MS3 Modularity
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ABSTRACT

The increased United States dependency on space systems for military operations has
resulted in the need for major upgrades in the survivability of our space systems in both the
space and ground segments. Achievement of this survivability upgrade is in turn dependent
on the exploitation of new technologies across a broad spectrum of disciplines. This paper
will focus on the technologies which must be considered for enhancing the survivability of
the space mission ground segment. Technologies to be discussed will include nuclear
hardened mobile terminals, rapidly deployable multiple frequency antennas, ranging from
S-Band to EHF, A-J communications, standardization, application of VHSIC and VLSIC,
Artificial Intelligence, simulation and built-in test.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes operator interface design and implementation of control and monitor
display subsystems for satellite tracking, telemetry and commanding stations. It presents
an overview of station configuration, functions and operating modes. These are used as the
basis for a discussion of the human/machine interface characteristics required for effective
operation and maintenance of the station. This includes display techniques, operator
control mechanisms, methods for minimizing operator input requirements (and, hence,
sources of human error), and system adaptation to operator skill level. Finally, table-driven
display generation and control processing approaches and their inherent flexibility and
compactness are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The typical satellite support ground system network includes a central master control
station and several geographically dispersed Tracking, Telemetry and Commanding
(TT&C) stations. The TT&C station provides an interface between the ground based
system and the satellite for commanding and uploading (uplink), satellite tracking (for
refinement of orbital parameters), and vehicle health, status and payload telemetry retrieval
(downlink). The master control station and its TT&C stations communicate via wideband
satellite communications links, narrowband landlines, or both.

Figure 1 shows a typical configuration using wideband communications as the primary link
with a narrowband backup. The master control station performs planning, orbit
determination, command generation, network scheduling, and operational control and
vehicle status monitoring during vehicle support operations. It forwards tracking station
control and vehicle commanding data to the TT&C station. The TT&C station uses
acquisition data provided by the master control station to direct its antenna for satellite
acquisition. Once in contact with the satellite, the TT&C station relays commands to the



satellite, collects and sends tracking data to the master station for use in refining orbital
parameters, and relays satellite telemetry data to the master station. The TT&C station
may also record data for later transmission to the master station. Other deployment
configurations, including colocated master and TT&C stations are used. These deployment
variations may change the interconnection techniques between the master station and its
TT&C support equipment, and may combine the TT&C operator interface with master
station command and control functions; but do not materially alter the basic requirements
for the human interface with the control and status monitoring functions of TT&C station.

The focus of this paper is upon a remote TT&C station, specifically, the computer-aided
operational control and monitor (C&M), maintenance and test facilities and the operator
interaction techniques used. The design of these facilities is undergoing a major transition
in the direction of increased automation. Human involvement is being reduced, for normal
operations at least, to duties which can not yet be performed by machines (recording tape
mounting and dismounting, fault isolation and equipment maintenance, for example). In the
very near future, the major human role will be primarily that of maintenance.

As the level of automated control increases, the interactions with the remaining human
operators become ever more critical to effective operation and maintenance activities.
Since routine operations are performed without human intervention, only exceptional
conditions, those demanding quick and accurate responses under potentially stressful
conditions are left to the operator. This then, is the primary challenge facing designers and
implementors of the human/machine interface (HMI) in systems for control, status
monitoring and automated testing.

The remainder of this paper discusses the functional requirements, HMI design concepts,
and software design and implementation techniques which support these requirements and
concepts.

TT&C GROUND STATION MAJOR COMPONENTS AND FUNCTIONS

The major elements of a typical TT&C ground station are shown in Figure 2. Major
subsystems comprising a TT&C station are the C&M subsystem, the TT&C subsystem,
the satellite transmit/receive antenna subsystem (some systems include the antenna as an
element of the TT&C subsystem) and the communications subsystem.

The C&M subsystem issues station equipment configuration and antenna pointing
commands and forwards vehicle commanding data received from the master station. It
monitors station status, command echos, collects and time-tags tracking data (antenna
position, range and range rate) and sends this information to the master station. The C&M
subsystem extracts telemetry data (including command verification, vehicle health and



status, and payload data) from the received downlink signal and transmits it to the master
station. The C&M subsystem also monitors equipment status and reports it locally and to
the master station.

The C&M subsystem hardware includes a computer/peripheral network to provide the
basis for automated control and monitoring. The C&M software executes within this
network and provides the interface with the local operator through the C&M console. The
C&M console (usually a CRT terminal) is used to report status and alarms to the local
operator. It also provides a means for the operator to intervene for manual override, fault
isolation testing and repair verification testing. Other major C&M elements provide station
timing (using a highly accurate time standard, synchronized with the timing system used by
the master station), data and test signal switching equipment, and test equipment.

The TT&C subsystem is divided into uplink and downlink elements. The uplink elements
generate the uplink carrier signal, and combine command data and a ranging code with the
carrier. The resulting modulated signal is amplified and transmitted to the satellite via the
antenna. The downlink elements receive and detect the signal from the satellite, separate
any subcarriers used, perform signal processing for all downlink telemetry streams, and
process received ranging codes to determine range and range rate. The downlink
equipment also includes record and playback elements.

The local communications subsystem connects the TT&C station with its master station
facility. It may include an additional satellite antenna for use of wideband satellite links.
Narrowband landlines may be employed for low data rate satellites or for backup of the
wideband link.

Satellite Support Scenario – A satellite support scenario consists of prepass, pass and
post-pass operations. Pre-pass consists of readiness testing to assure the capability of the
station to support the operation. The pass phase begins with signal acquisition, proceeds to
command the vehicle and readout payload data, and ends upon a terminating command
sequence, when the signal is lost as the vehicle drops below the horizon (called fade), or
by prearranged schedule. Post-pass operations, when required, usually involve tape
playback (and may be delayed to accommodate the need for real time support of another
vehicle). These phases require rapid configuration of the station equipment and verification
of the data paths through all station equipment and between the TT&C station and its
controlling master stations.

Station Operating Modes –Two basic operating modes, with varying degrees of operator
involvement, may be implemented. In automatic mode the configuration commands and
antenna pointing angles are received from the control station and issued in real time. The
second mode, which might be called semi-automatic, allows the local operator to call up



prestored, vehicle specific station configurations from a local mass storage device. Once
configured (automatically or semi-automatically), the station receives vehicle command
data from the control station and relays it to the satellite. Responses from the satellite are
relayed back to the master station. Configuration changes during pass can occur in either
of these modes in response to change commands. In automatic mode these are received
from the master station. In semi-automatic mode the control and monitor display console
allows the local operator to make individual equipment changes as directed by the master
station site via voice coordination link. Note that prestored operational or test
configurations can also be used in automatic mode. The semi-automatic mode, using
prestored test configurations, is the mode used for testing under the control of the local
operator.

Critical Maintenance Functions – The operational C&M software includes the fault
detection functions as an integral part of status monitoring. Detected faults trigger alarm
generation at the C&M console to alert the local operator and present initial diagnostic
information. These alarms are also reported to the master station. Once a fault is detected,
fault isolation is accomplished by the local operator using automated test functions which
rapidly localize the fault to the line replaceable unit (LRU). These automated tests allow
the operator to perform collapsing loop tests and individual equipment diagnostics from the
C&M console. The selection of test signal insertion points, loop-back points, and signal
monitoring points is accomplished under the control of the C&M software as directed by
the test scenario or operator selections. The equipment level selected to define the LRUs is
high (PC board or even chassis) in order to expedite the isolation process and subsequent
replacement. This has the benefits of simplified test software, operator procedures, and
spares inventories; although individual spare LRUs may be more expensive than in
systems having lower level LRUs (component, chip, etc.). The primary motivation for the
high level LRU approach is high station availability which requires not only high
reliability, but minimum time to restore operations after a fault is isolated.

C&M OPERATOR CONTROL AND MONITOR DISPLAY DESIGN

As can be seen from the foregoing, the effectiveness of the station is strongly dependent
upon the ease of operation provided by the human/machine interface (HMI). In the
automatic mode of operation little if any need exists for a local operator interface, at least
as long as there are no anomalous conditions. But when the semi-automatic mode and fault
isolation testing are considered, the human/machine interface suddenly becomes a critical
system concern.

What, then, are the important features required of the HMI if we focus on the local
operator duties? First, the operator must have effective and flexible input mechanisms for
entering control information. Second, the system must provide effective displays of station



status and alarm conditions. Finally, the interaction of the operator with the displays and
input devices must be designed and implemented with operator effectiveness as the
primary goal. These three factors, input devices, displays, and interactive techniques are
discussed individually below. Valuable basic design guidelines are provided by Martin (5).

Operator Input Devices –The primary operator input device is an alphanumeric keyboard
augmented by fixed or variable function keys. Many system control functions can be
activated by function keys, but the additional capability of the keyboard allows input of
commentary for logging purposes and non-discrete information such as file names and
numeric data. Fixed function keys are those whose meaning do not change with the
operating state. However, they may not be enabled in all states. Under software control,
variable function keys take on meanings which are unique to a particular operational state.
Variable function keys provide the operator access to the currently relevant subset of
control actions, any one of which can be triggered by a single key depression.

Display Formats and Techniques –The operator relies upon information presented on the
console CRT to determine the status of the system. Decisions as to the next action required
are based upon this information. The fundamental requirements for displays are:

Clarity –
The uncluttered presentation of all needed (and only needed) information gives the
operator a clear representation of the current system or task status.

Organization –
Presentation of status and configuration data in a way which reflects system
functional data flow and operator task organization minimizes training and
operational confusion.

Focus – 
By focus, the ability of the display to direct the operators attention is intended. It is
necessary to direct attention to fields within the display which reflect exceptions or
anomalous conditions.

Clarity is the product of a thorough human factors effort during the system design phase.
This effort requires contributions from hardware and software engineers and the
operational analysts who will ultimately prepare training material and operational
procedures. This joint effort establishes the display hierarchy and the minimal data display
and input requirements for each display. Since the system definition evolves during the
development cycle, these display definitions must also evolve. This aspect will be
important to the discussion of software implementation below. For this purpose, the
procurement or creation of a display prototyping tool (2, 3) early in the development



process can greatly enhance the end product. Such a tool allows a representative set of
users to test the design team’s assumptions by exercising the proposed dialogue and
provides a means for evaluating simulated versions of the proposed displays.

Organization of the information presented in each display must model the operator
understanding of the functional organization of the system, its data flow, and the tasks that
the operator must perform based upon the information provided by the displays. System
organization is best represented on the display in the form of simplified block diagrams.
Overall system readiness can be seen at a glance in a top level system status display such
as is shown for a typical TT&C station in Figure 3. The menu shown in the display
window at the right hand side shows the operator choices of lower level displays which
correspond to the major blocks of the system block diagram. Status data at this level is
only “go/no-go” to provide the operator with a convenient summary of the system
readiness and any existing subsystem faults. Each block in the summary display is
associated with one or more detailed diagram and status displays for the associated
subsystem, for example, uplink, downlink or antenna. These can be arranged in a
hierarchical structure which lead the operator in an orderly fashion to the identification of a
failed LRU. Some lower level displays also aid fault isolation by providing graphic
information as to the current points of test signal insertion and signal monitoring. The test
selections available replace the display menu when test mode is entered. Figures 4 and 5
show examples of subsystem level test mode and detailed equipment level operational
mode displays.

Finally, focusing the operators attention on critical information is accomplished by two
means. First, a dedicated area of every display format is devoted to current alarm
conditions. Second, off-normal status indications within the main display can be
highlighted to attract the operators attention. Highlighting can be accomplished on
monochrome displays using effects such as blinking, reversed video, and varying intensity.
If a color display is used, color coding can be used to provide even better visual attention
focusing effects.

Interactive Techniques – The methods used within the software to combine display
techniques with the use of the available input devices determine the level of effectiveness
of the human/machine interface. The critical factors in providing an effective HMI are:

Control –
The operator must always perceive the system as a tool rather than the master. It is
important for the system to include logic which can condense status and
configuration information to identify a set of potential next actions in a situation, but
the choice is best left to the operator.



Economy of input –
Since the opportunity for error increases with the number of input keystrokes
required, interactions should make maximum use of single-keystroke techniques.
Fixed and variable function keys and menu selection are favored for reduction of
input keystroke requirements.

Adaptation to operator skill level –
Where forms fillin is required, the operator should have the option to include field
constraint displays with each field. For example, an inexperienced operator may
wish to be reminded of the valid entries in a field as shown below:

BIT RATE: __ K BPS (1,2 OR 10)

The more experienced operator may prefer a less cluttered display and wish the field
to be solicited as follows:

BIT RATE: __ K BPS

Default options –
Where defaults are defined, they should be filled in when a field is initially
displayed so that the operator need only signal acceptance by a single key entry.
The ability to change defaults as experience is gained with the system or on a
vehicle basis is very desirable.

Consistency –
Separate applications areas within the system should use the same human/machine
dialog techniques (4). The techniques used by configuration control and test
functions must not confront the operator with inconsistent responses or input
requirements.

Responsiveness –
Every operator input must be acknowledged in a timely manner. Studies have shown
that response delays exceeding two seconds degrade the operators effectiveness
perceptibly. If an input action requires significantly longer processing time, the
system must provide an interim response which lets the operator know that the input
has been accepted and is being processed. Responses to operator errors must be
messages which have meaning to the operator in the context of the operator skill
level and training received. For example, if the operator misspells a file name, a
message such as

UNRECOGNIZED FILE NAME



provides much more useful information than a more cryptic message such as

FILE SYSTEM ERROR CODE 0578.

On-line Tutorial Assistance –
One of the fixed function keys should be labeled “HELP” and the system should
provide at least one level of “HELP” message at each state of the operator dialogue.
These messages must not be cryptic message codes which the operator is required
to look up in some reference manual. The time critical nature of the operator’s tasks
require minimal dependence upon such reference material. In order to adapt
“HELP” features to variations in experience levels, operators can be provided with a
means of setting a “brevity” option in order to control the level of detail offered by
the “HELP” function. The ability to refine these messages without extensive
software changes is an important consideration in the design of the interactive
software.

SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUES

One principle which must be applied throughout the design of the operator interaction for
all system functions is best described as complexity management. This begins in the
system design phase with the selection of LRUs which allow the system functional
structure to be easily grasped and effectively displayed in block diagram form. The display
hierarchy which results will have a manageable number of levels and will reinforce the
operator’s understanding of the system functions and data flow (1).

The early stages of the TT&C control and display software design should involve a team
with members from human engineering, hardware and software engineering and the
operational organization. While the design process proceeds in a “top-down” fashion, its
goal is to identify a set of elemental functions or “primitives” which constitute the lower
level building blocks of the interactive display and test software to be developed. These
primitives can be defined to perform very distinct general functions in each of the
application categories required. The requirements of C&M for a TT&C station suggest the
following categories:

Display primitives –
Status display field conversions (internal binary to displayed numeric, numeric to
keyword conversion, etc.) and similar operations for displaying configuration
information can support either normal operations or interactive testing.



Operator input processing primitives –
The dialog with the operator can be defined in terms of input validation and
processing primitives which include syntactic checking, error and “HELP” message
generation, display selection, test initiation and equipment control actions.

Control and status conversion primitives –
The conversion of input control commands from the master station to the equivalent
station control commands, and the conversion and formatting of station status for
messages to be sent to the master station can be defined in terms of primitive
operations similar to display primitives.

Fault detection and alarm generation primitives –
This is the most difficult and the most critical area in the definition of interactive
software requirements. The problem is determining when a status indication or
combination of several indications is a transient condition which the system is
merely required to report to the operator (warning level), and when such indications
represent a fault condition (alarm level) and require immediate operator action to
return the system to proper operation. A set of primitives is needed which can
logically combine related status indications, and if required, measure durations of
the conditions to resolve the indications to the level of operator attention needed.

Test Primitives –
The sequence of steps which define a test scenario lead to definition of test
primitives. Test functions can use display, operator input processing and control
primitives mentioned above but testing may require special functions such as time
delays between control and monitor steps and the switching of test signal generation
and monitoring equipment.

Once the process of defining the primitives has been accomplished, configuration and
status displays, operator interactions, control and status conversions, and test scenarios can
be defined as sequences of these primitive operations. These sequences can be encoded as
data and stored in files which are read in when needed and interpreted in real time. This
table-driven approach offers the flexibility needed in the definition of the processes while
the development effort proceeds, and more importantly, during the operational phase. For
example, driver table changes which modify the form or content of a display are far less
likely to introduce software failures or unfortunate interactions than are corresponding
changes in more traditional in-line code implementations of display functions.

Another benefit of the table-driven approach is that the tabular representation of a
primitive sequence to perform a function generally consumes less memory space than
equivalent in-line code to invoke the same program functions. The corresponding saving in



memory is multiplied by the number of such invocations required in the processing
sequence. The overall result is smaller program size and correspondingly reduced software
complexity.

The table-driven approach has been used successfully for many years, but generally has
not attained the levels of flexibility and ease of modification which should result from the
technique. The challenge remains to develop tools for building driver tables for various
processes without substituting data base generation complexity for program complexity.
The likely candidate approaches include special dialogue specification languages, and
interactive definition techniques. Specification languages have been used with some
success (4), but share the disadvantage often associated with computer programming
languages, that is, the need for special expertise. Machine-guided interactive methods can
be implemented and tailored using application-specific menus and forms for soliciting
dialogue sequences and amplifying data from the designer with minimum requirement for
software expertise.

CONCLUSIONS

The progressive automation of TT&C stations requires increased care in the design and
implementation of the operator interfaces with the station control and monitoring
equipment. Effective systems must be designed from inception with critical operator tasks
and information needs as design drivers. Interactive techniques must help the operator in
learning the system, in determining subtasks to be performed, and must aid in the error-
free accomplishment of all subtasks. The evolution of the system design from the start of a
project to initial operation (and beyond) often requires many refinements and even major
changes in the operator interface. A table-driven approach can provide the needed
flexibility and extensibility. Development of interactive tools which help in the translation
of operator dialogue specification into data base tables for use by the operational software
are needed to enhance the cost effectiveness of table-driven techniques. Such tools, used in
conjunction with a supporting dialogue and display simulation or prototyping system, will
greatly improve the effectiveness of the human/machine interface design and
implementation process.
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Figure 1.  Typical Satellite TT&C Support Network



Figure 2.  Typical TT&C Station Configuration



Figure 3.  System Top Level Status Display



Figure 4.  Subsystem Level Display-Test Mode



Figure 5.  Detailed Equipment Display-Operations Mode
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ABSTRACT

Spacecraft autonomy is provided by placing control authority for functional operations on
board the spacecraft. A three-step control process utilizes sensed information to determine
and initiate appropriate control actions. A critical design feature is the selection of
appropriate sensory data and the means by which it is passed to the onboard control
resource. This paper summarizes some major steps in the evolution of autonomous design
features for planetary exploration spacecraft.

INTRODUCTION

In the past, command and telemetry subsystem design has been driven by a primary
requirement to support external control of the spacecraft system from the ground.
However, basic sensing and command capabilities of the subsystems have been used to
implement autonomous control features in several planetary programs. Experience with
these implementations has led to expanded autonomous control capabilities and produced
specialized requirements for command and telemetry functions. This paper discusses the
adaptation of command and telemetry capabilities to autonomous control and their impact
on requirements for telemetry and command functions.

AUTONOMY

A basic definition identifies autonomy as an attribute of a system or subsystem that allows
the system to operate within its specified performance requirements without external
intervention for a specified period of time [1]. Fault protection or fault-tolerant design
features are normally required to support autonomous operations by protecting the system
from the effects of many types of failures or transient faults.



Autonomous control processes can be viewed as requiring the sensing of the state of
internal or external quantities, directing the initiation of a response that meets appropriate
system objectives, and acting to implement the response. This generic three-step process
may be included as part of a closed loop, if required. The first and last steps of this process
are commonly supported as part of the telemetry and command functions of a spacecraft,
while the element often provided by ground control is the intermediate step of directing the
initiation of a response based upon the sensed state information. An extrapolation of
common design practice to provide for autonomous control is to supply a logical control
resource that can be programmed to select a desired response based upon an analysis of
the sensed state information. This control resource is most commonly implemented as a
digital computer or processor.

PLANETARY FLIGHT PROJECT APPLICATIONS

Mission requirements, coupled with project policies on acceptable risks to the data return,
have driven the implementation of features for autonomous control. There are several
details that have been particularly significant in the implementation of an increasing degree
of autonomous control.

Automation of functions and fault protection was initially designed into the hardware on a
function-by-function basis. Flight-qualified digital processors and components have been
incorporated into designs as their technological maturity and availability have permitted.
This has allowed software to play a larger part in the implementation of control functions,
with a corresponding increase in system design flexibility. Software implementation allows
for the modification or addition of control functions in a flight environment. System
performance can be enhanced by the redesign of control features after a better
understanding has been gained of the operational performance of the system. Additional
functions may be designed and implemented to accomodate new requirements, hardware
faults, and gradual performance degradation with the end-of-life.

The Viking Orbiter command and telemetry functions [2] were provided in the architecture
shown in Figure 1. The Computer Command Subsystem (CCS) consisted of redundant,
special-purpose digital processors, the only ones in the system. They issued commands to
the spacecraft subsystems from stored sequences or as received on the uplink from the
ground. The Flight Data System (FDS) formed engineering telemetry and science data into
a single digital stream for the downlink. It also had a direct output to the CCS that allowed
engineering telemetry data to be read into the CCS memory. During the extended Viking
mission, this feature, as well as the hard-wired failure sensor-driven interrupts, permitted
the CCS software to monitor the state of the spacecraft subsystems and issue stored
command sequences in response to the detection of predefined conditions. Nine system-
level fault-management algorithms, provided in the primary mission software, were



Figure 1.  Viking Control and Data Architecture

designed to support the spacecraft from launch through Mars orbital injection and the
initial 140 days of orbital operations in the primary mission. These algorithms are
described in Table 1. An extended mission that was defined required the spacecraft to
operate with greatly reduced tracking, telemetry, and ground staff support. This led to the
implementation of nine additional algorithms, described in Table 2, to provide fault
protection and maintenance on board. The critical design feature that allowed this degree
of flexibility was the software control of the spacecraft command sequences, which were
driven by state data in the telemetry monitored by the CCS.

Table 1.  Viking Orbiter Spacecraft Fault-Management
Algorithms–Primary Mission

Name Function

CCS Errors (ERROR) Responded to anomalous CCS hardware or software
conditions. Normally placed the CCS in a “wait” state
(except during the Mars orbit insertion maneuver).

Mars Orbit Insertion
Power Transient (MOIMAU)

Provided a means to continue CCS execution of the
Mars orbit insertion maneuver in the presence of a
spacecraft power transient or attitude control electronics
power changeover.

RF Power Loss (RFLOSS) Corrected a low power output of either the exciter or the
traveling wave tube (TWT) by cycling through all the
possible S-band exciter/TWT combinations until the
downlink was reestablished.



Command Loss (CMDLOS) Assumed a spacecraft failure if a command was not
processed in a specified number of hours. Systematically
switched redundant elements until a valid command was
received by the CCS.

Roll Reference Loss Responded to a loss of Canopus reference star by
commanding a flyback and sweep of the Canopus
tracker instantaneous field of view to search for the star
within the tracker’s field of view, followed by a roll of
the spacecraft to search for the star.

ACE Power Changeover Caused a switch to the redundant Attitude Control
Electronics (ACE) under specific fault conditions.

Battery Charger
Disconnect (BCHGDS)

Monitored the temperature of each of the two batteries
during charging. Disconnected a battery charger from its
respective battery if an over-temperature condition was
detected.

Share Mode (SHRMOD) Determined that the spacecraft was in a share mode and
shed preassigned loads to allow the boost converter to
boost the solar array voltage to the higher operating
point.

Pressurant Regulator
Failure (PRSREG)

Detected a propulsion regulator leak and isolated the
regulator from the high pressure helium supply before
the propellant tank relief valves could actuate.

Table 2.  Viking Orbiter Spacecraft Fault-Management
Algorithms–Extended Mission

Name Function

Battery Discharge
Monitor (BATMON)

Monitored discharge current of the two batteries during
occultation and configured the spacecraft to a safe state if
state-of-charge was below a safe level due to loss of one
battery.

Autonomous Battery
Charging (BATCHARGE)

Autonomously recharged the batteries after solar
occultation by monitoring battery temperature.

Science Power On
(SINPON)

Prevented damage to science instruments from power
transient at turn-on by monitoring current. The instrument
was turned off if an over-current was detected.



Receiver Switch
(RCVRSW)

Protected against a receiver failure during extended
occultation by monitoring oscillator current and switching
to the back-up receiver if current fell below a preset level.

Downlink Off (DLOFF) Insured that the spacecraft transmitter would be turned off
at end of mission in the event of loss of command
capability.

Accelerometer
Monitor (ACLMON)

Terminated the propulsion burn-to-depletion test performed
at the end of the mission by monitoring the accelerometer
count and commanding engine shutdown when spacecraft
acceleration dropped a preset amount.

Automatic Leak
Clearing (CORKER)

Monitored position error to detect gas jet leaks and caused
jets to actuate to attempt to clear the leak.

Stray Light (STRAY) Monitored the Canopus star tracker and initiated sequences
to prevent damage to the tracker and acquire or maintain
star reference after stray light exposure.

Low-Rate Engineering
Telemetry (DECOM)

Extracted selected data from the telemetry stream for use in
fault-protection algorithms.

The Voyager system architecture [3] is shown in Figure 2. In addition to the inherited
Viking CCS, this system architecture features a redundant, programmable digital processor
to implement the FDS functions and includes a third redundant, special-purpose digital
processor as the heart of the Attitude and Articulation Control Subsystem (AACS). A 40-
bits-per-second (bps) data link exists between the CCS and FDS that allows the CCS
access to telemetry in the same manner as in Viking. This link is not used in Voyager’s
fault-protection implementation, however. As in Viking, a series of individual fault
symptom indicators are instrumented with signals supplied directly to an interrupt handler
in the CCS. An interrupt triggers an appropriate software algorithm, which directs
resolution of the problem through command action. The AACS is responsible only for a
class of problems that fall in its functional area. A fault detected by the AACS may be
solved by commanding only hardware directly under AACS control, or it may also require
the AACS to issue a request for the CCS to command power or other resources outside the
scope of AACS control. A specific Voyager flight software baseline consists of eight CCS
fault-protection algorithms and ten AACS fault-protection algorithms. This baseline uses
26.5% of a single CCS memory and 19.4% of a single AACS memory for these fault-
protection functions. Jones [4] details the specific fault-protection algorithms and
mechanisms used for Voyager.



Figure 2.  Voyager Control and Data Architecture

The remainder of the memory resources are available for normal subsystem control logic
and sequences. The FDS does not participate directly in fault protection for Voyager, but
the telemetry link to the CCS could be used to implement control algorithms if a new
requirement were to arise.

The Galileo system design [5] shown in Figure 3 features the distribution of processors to
the major science payload instruments for the collection and formatting of downlink data.

Figure 3.  Galileo Control and Data Architecture



The reduced processing requirements that remain have been consolidated with the
command responsibilities that were provided by the CCS in Viking and Voyager into a
single redundant major processor, the Command and Data Subsystem (CDS). A data bus
connects distributed processors and user functions with the CDS. Engineering telemetry is
available to control algorithms via direct memory access and is the primary means of
triggering the fault-protection software implemented in the CDS [6]. Figure 4 summarizes
the distribution of fault protection between the CDS and the AACS. The AACS is
responsible for handling faults that are under its direct control, as in the Voyager design.

 Figure 4.  Galileo System Fault Protection Functional Overview



FUTURE CONCEPTS

The increasing interest in autonomous control and automation for spacecraft is a major
item affecting the design of data systems in future projects. The Space Station represents
one extreme of complexity which requires an integrated design of automated control with
command and telemetry functions. The concept of a functional hierarchy has been
advanced as an aid to analyzing the system-level design of autonomous control and the
distribution of control to subsystem-level processing resources [7]. The distribution of
processing, fault-protection, and maintenance functions that has been shown to be useful in
the Galileo system design will be critical to meeting the requirements of a vastly more
complex system with requirements of safety, long life, and evolvability while in flight.

The Autonomous Redundancy and Maintenance Management Subsystem (ARMMS)
represents a simpler, add-on approach to autonomous control [8]. The concept, illustrated
in Figure 5, utilizes the normal spacecraft telemetry stream as its sensory input. The
telemetry is decommutated and stored in ARMMS memory. Individual software algorithms
monitor stored values from telemetry and respond if appropriate conditions are detected.
Previously stored command sequences are selected from the ARMMS memory and are
transmitted to the normal spacecraft command system for execution. A demonstration of
the ARMMS concept, to be implemented in a breadboard of a fault-tolerant onboard
computer, is planned for 1986.

Figure 5.  The ARMMS Concept

CONCLUSIONS

Telemetry and command capabilities are fundamental features of spacecraft design that
have been successfully utilized for autonomous control. Table 3 summarizes some of the
implementation features used to initiate fault-protection features in autonomous control
designs. Telemetry data is a useful source of sensory information for software control



algorithms. These algorithms can utilize the spacecraft command capabilities to direct
appropriate control actions. This software approach to autonomous control provides for
modifications to the control process or the addition of new operating features during flight
operations.

Table 3.  Fault-Protection Implementation in Designs

Autonomous
Control Design

Interrupt-Driven
Fault Protection

Telemetry Input
Capability

Telemetry Used
by Fault Protection

Software

Viking X X

Viking Extended
Mission X X X

Voyager X X

Galileo X X

ARMMS Concept (Internal to
ARMMS)

X X
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ABSTRACT

Automated acquisition of a satellite’s downlink signal by the main beam of a ground
station’s tracking antenna is complicated by the presence of antenna pattern sidelobes and
potential large uncertainties in the spatial and/or frequency location of the signal. Sidelobe
acquisition prevents autotracking and telemetry reception, and large uncertainties require
time for coordinated antenna and receiver search. Use of an auxiliary antenna assists in
resolving the sidelobe intercept problem, and a high speed digital receiver alleviates the
problems associated with spatial and frequency uncertainty. The antenna and receiver,
under processor control, constitute a fully automated system. The associated processor
software controls the antenna motion during the search phase, selects the proper receiver
configuration for the expected signal environment, makes the main beam versus sidelobe
intercept decision and switches to autotrack mode upon successful signal acquisition.

INTRODUCTION

There is a continuing need to upgrade existing satellite ground stations to support new
mission requirements and also to reduce operation and maintenance costs. Future
unmanned operations of mobile, survivable ground terminals will require a fully automated
signal search and acquisition capability. Automation of the acquisition procedure is also
required to support operations with increased uncertainties in satellite orbital parameters,
transmitted frequency, Doppler shift, and signal amplitude due to either anomalous
conditions or deliberate actions. Recent developments in digital, high-speed search
receivers and microprocessor-based antenna control systems have facilitated a fully
automated acquisition capability. The approach described herein meets current and
anticipated future acquisition requirements for military telemetry, tracking, and command
(TT&C) satellite downlinks in the 2.2 - 2.3 GHz band. Application to other frequency
bands is also possible since the approach is insensitive to the frequency band of operation.



AUTOMATED ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS

Automated main beam signal acquisition requires application of automation technology to
four distinct phases of downlink signal acquisition:

• The search phase, involving signal search in spatial, frequency, and time domains
simultaneously, resulting in signal detection.

• The main beam versus sidelobe intercept discrimination phase, which occurs when
excessively large and/or uncertain received signal amplitudes cause acquisition
antenna sidelobe intercept detections that require ambiguity resolution.

• The main beam convergence phase, which follows detection and ambiguity resolution
and involves refinement of the satellite angle of arrival estimation within the main
beam region.

• The autotrack acquisition phase, in which off-boresight estimation errors are reduced
to small values by closed-loop monopulse tracking system feedback action.

The selection of a system configuration that can automatically accomplish these functions
successfully under a given set of acquisition conditions, or performance requirements, is
affected by many considerations, as summarized in Table 1. The degree of success is
measured by quantitative values associated with a set of performance criteria, e.g., the
probability of signal detection or the mean time to successful acquisition.

Table 2 summarizes typical S-band acquisition performance requirements for future
satellite tracking stations. The key requirements for 99.9% probability of spatial intercept
and 95% probability of successful acquisition and tracking lead to the following set of
conditional probabilities for successful completion of each acquisition phase:

Phase Probabilitv Function

1 0.999 Spatial illumination and intercept given signal presence
1 0.99 Signal detection given spatial intercept
2 0.99 Sidelobe dismissal given sidelobe intercept detect
2 0 .99 Mainlobe accept given mainlobe intercept detect
3,4 0.99 Mainlobe overshoot, recovery, convergence, and autotrack

given mainlobe accept
5 0.99 Mainlobe autotrack maintenance given mainlobe acquisition

0.9500 Net probability (of successful acquisition)



Highly reliable acquisition is required for a wide variety of satellites with varying orbits,
downlink effective radiated powers (ERPs), signal modulation types and bandwidths. The
most demanding acquisition scenario occurs for horizon acquisition of a very low orbiting
satellite soon after launch where large uncertainties may exist in the azimuth angle of
arrival, the transmitted downlink frequency and ERP, the Doppler frequency shift for the
uncertain orbit, and the time of arrival at the tracking station horizon. The uncertainties
associated with initial horizon acquisition of satellites injected into transfer orbits from a
non-visible point in a low altitude parking orbit must also be accommodated. Finally,
acquisition of weak signals from high altitude satellites (which are moving slowly relative
to the ground station) is required. The chosen system configuration uses multiple,
selectable acquisition receiver modes coupled with selectable antenna spatial scan
parameters to accommodate the wide dynamic range of conditions anticipated over all
acquisition scenarios.

ACQUISITION SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND PROCEDURES

The selected configuration for Automated Main Beam Acquisition (AMBA) is illustrated
in Figure 1. AMBA includes the major TT&C system elements, i.e., the main TT&C
antenna with single-channel monopulse tracking feed and associated antenna controller,
the low noise amplifier (LNA), and a telemetry tracking receiver. In addition, AMBA
includes the following elements specifically added for automatic acquisition:

• Wideband and narrowband signal acquisition modules under digital control in the
tracking receiver,

• A co-boresighted small auxiliary antenna which performs sidelobe intercept
discrimination via the classic sidelobe inhibit method of guard antenna amplitude
comparison,

• A simple feed for the auxiliary antenna with axial defocusing to broaden the mainlobe
region and remove near-sidelobe pattern nulls,

• A low noise amplifier (LNA) in the auxiliary antenna channel,

• An in-line, solid-state switch under digital control, which connects the main antenna to
the receiver during the signal search phase and after successful acquisition, and which
connects the auxiliary antenna to the receiver after signal detection by the main
antenna for amplitude comparison measurement,

• A microprocessor-based “digital excitation generator” in the main antenna controller
which accepts and implements antenna scan directives from the AMBA control and



data processor by generating a time sequence of pointing commands to which the
antenna servo control pointing system is slaved,

• A microprocessor-based AMBA control and data processor which directs the entire
acquisition sequence, including control of antenna, receiver, and switch, by processing
algorithms for prepass configuration and control parameter selections, sidelobe
intercept discrimination, main beam convergence and failure/contingency responses.

The wideband signal acquisition module in the tracking receiver consists of a noncoherent
amplitude detector with selectable predetection and post-detection filter bandwidths under
digital control, a digitally controlled receiver local oscillator for step-dwell type frequency
scanning, and digitally implemented AFC for wideband signal passband centering and
Doppler tracking.

The narrowband signal acquisition module, for signals with a residual carrier component,
is implemented with high-speed digital circuitry for improved acquisition performance.
Digital step scanning of the local oscillator is also employed for search; in addition, the
resulting IF output signal is downconverted to complex (quadrature) baseband signals, low
pass filtered, analog-to-digital converted and applied to an N-point Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) processing chip for signal detection processing. The FFT increases the frequency
search rate, ideally by a factor of N compared to an envelope detector with bandwidth
equal to the FT cell bandwidth, since all N cells are processed simultaneously in the same
FFT dwell interval. For detection of a very weak carrier signal the vector of squared
magnitudes of all FFT cell outputs are stored from one FFT dwell to the next and (vector)
summed to provide post-detection integration gain. The number of dwells summed is
selectable by digital control in accordance with prepass-supplied data on expected carrier
signal strength.

Figure 2 outlines the overall acquisition procedure. Upon signal detection the frequency
search is stopped and main beam incidence is tested by auxiliary antenna amplitude
comparison. Antenna scanning in azimuth is continued for sidelobe incidence decisions;
upon detecting main beam incidence the antenna is directed to stop. Following antenna
directional reversal and elevation angle updating for satellite motion, a return scan is
conducted in azimuth about the detection point during which signal amplitude versus
azimuth angle data is taken for azimuth centroid processing. The antenna is then directed
to the indicated azimuth centroid position with additional elevation position updating. As
the central portion of the main beam region is entered, the receiver is directed to AFC lock
on wideband signals or AFC/APC lock on narrowband residual carriers. Following
receiver lockup, the antenna autotrack mode is activated to complete the acquisition
process.



CONCLUSION

The goal of automated acquisition of satellite TT&C downlink signals under a variety of
operational conditions is considered achievable using current high-speed digital receiver
and antenna controller technology under microprocessor-based system control.

Figure 1.  AMBA S-Band Configuration



Figure 2.  AMBA Acquisition Procedure



Table 1.  Acquisition Performance Requirements Analysis Summary



Table 2.  Typical Acquisition Performance Requirements
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an architectural overview of the Air Force Satellite Control Facility
(AFSCF) with emphasis on the network’s Remote Tracking Stations (RTSs). The AFSCF
originated twenty-five years ago, and has evolved into a global satellite service network.
This worldwide network is composed of twelve RTSs, located at seven geographically
dispersed locations, and a Satellite Test Center (STC) at Sunnyvale, California. The
AFSCF provides real-time telemetry, tracking, and commanding (TT&C) service to
Department of Defense (DoD) spacecraft and launch vehicles. In response to changing
DoD space support requirements, the AFSCF and its RTSs have grown through expansion
and modernization of their tracking, data processing, and communication capabilities.
What follows is, then, a review of this network evolution; a description of today’s,
stations, their capabilities and limitations; an introduction of planned improvements; and a
view of what will be required for satellite service in the future.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the need for the modernization of the AFSCF RTSs. The system
design concept set forth features an automated RTS under remote control by an external
control center. The automated RTS objective is to achieve a common ground station
configuration for the AFSCF which facilitates interoperability, internetting, and future
growth; and to reduce ground station operations and support costs.
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1.  ABSTRACT

Modernizing labor intensive Remote Tracking Station (RTS), increasing individual station
capacity, and providing interoperable links between three separate Air Force satellite
networks are the objectives of the Automated RTS (ARTS) program.
(Viewgraph #1, Title/Logo)

2.  INTRODUCTION

The Air Force has operated a multisatellite control facility (AFSCF) for over twenty years.
In 1980, IBM was contracted to modernize the data systems of the AFSCF. The DSM
contract is due for completion in the 1987 time frame. This year the Air Force has
contracted with Ford Aerospace to modernize the AFSCF tracking stations to complement
the projected DSM capability and to make the RTS interoperable with the Global
Positioning System (GPS) and the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)
networks. The first phase of ARTS is due for completion in 1988. This paper provides a
technical description of ARTS and a current status of the project.
(Viewgraph #2, Organization)

The ARTS program has been assigned to Ford Aerospace’s Sunnyvale Operations (SVO).
The SVO was selected because of its knowledge of multiuser, multisatellite operations,
and its experience in servicing the current AFSCF network. SVO is basically a systems
engineering, integration, and services facility. Early on trade studies selected companies
with state-of-the-art, off-the-shelf products and technologies applicable to ARTS. The four
areas and selected team members are:

Antenna and Antenna Control Systems - Datron Systems, Inc.
SGLS Downlink & Unlink Systems - Stanford Telecommunications, Inc.
Solid State High Power Amplifier Systems - Loral Data Systems



Automation (Control & Status) Systems - HRB Singer
(Viewgraph #3, Ford Aerospace Team)

3.  BACKGROUND

ARTS is probably the last generation of ground stations as we recognize them today. It’s
projected life span (20 years) should see the perfection and implementation of intersatellite
relay services. This development will change the role and scope of a world wide tracking
network, perhaps obviating all but emergency use of overseas ground stations. In bridging
the current and future technologies ARTS automates a multiuser network and links
specialized networks. These are the precursor functions of future networks. The top level
systems requirements for ARTS may be summarized into Manning, Capability, Schedule
and (transparent) Interoperability.
(Viewgraph #4, Typical Station Manning)

A primary system requirement is to reduce the labor intensity at current SCF stations. At
the Vandenberg Tracking Station (VTS) the current staff for 24 hours per day, seven day
week manning is 121 people for all station functions: operations, maintenance, logistics,
communications, etc. This is a two-sided RTS, i.e., two separate satellite support
operations may run simultaneously. VTS currently has it’s own data processing capability.
If the data processing functions are moved to the STC, as will be the case in DSM, the
VTS manning is reduced to 77. (The net savings of such a move depends on DSM staffing
needed to pick up those DP functions.) VTS would thus become a “bent-pipe” station.
Under ARTS, the staffing is further reduced to a station need of approximately 30 people.
This is achieved through automation requiring no operator interface when the AFSCN is
controlling the station remotely. When ARTS is in local automatic mode, a single operator
console is all that is required to remotely configure the station for a pass. Once set-up, the
status tests itself and completes the pass under process control.
(Viewgraph #5, Readiness Times)

ARTS upgrades station capability by increasing commanding and telemetry data rates to
the DSM level, and by increasing station availability. Currently, RTS’s reconfigure a
station in approximately fifteen minutes. The ARTS will reduce turn around times between
passes to five minutes or less. As most passes are fifteen minutes or less in duration, this
represents an almost two-fold increase in station availability. The third requirement to
increase capacity involves two new stations (Colorado Springs (CTS), and the Northern
European Station (NES)), and upgrading the current Thule: Greenland station.
(Viewgraph #6, The AFSCN)

The AFSCN as seen from an ARTS perspective is scheduled for implementation in two
phases. The first comprises the CTS, NES, TTS-A and an ARTS Development and



Maintenance Facility (ADMF) in Sunnyvale, California. The three stations and the ADMF
are to be remotely controlled initially by the Satellite Test Center in Sunnyvale and
subsequenth by the CSOC in Colorado Springs, Ca. All four sites will be installed and
operational by June 1989. The second phase, also competitive, will start in 1987 with a
planned replacement of the remaining RTS’s. This should be completed in the early to mid
1990’s.

Interoperability between networks has long been a DoD goal. In Phase I of ARTS the CTS
will be automatically configured to look functionally like a GA station to the GPS control
center. Likewise the TTS-B station will be configurable to look functionally like a DMSP
remote station. In both cases it is incumbent on ARTS to require no special hardware or
software interface at the other networks control centers.

Partially due to interoperability requirements ARTS will operate in one of three modes:
Remote automatic, Local automatic or Manual. Remote means the MCC is sending
configuration commands from STC, CSOC, DMSP or the GPS and there is no operator
intervention. Local automatic means configuration instructions are relayed by voice from
STC, CSOC, GPS or DMSP to the ARTS operator. Normally, the operator will use a pre-
recorded disk to input the bulk of the data. In manual mode the individual subsystems may
be operated manually by front panels or their equivalent.
(Viewgraph #7, System Schematic)

4.  SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

a) Core System:  ARTS is contractually divided into a core system, common to all sites,
and enhancements which particularize a site for a given function. To this core system
of TT&C, Control and Status, and Communications Interface is added an Antenna
subsystem at each site except the ADMF. The core subsystems and the antenna
overviews follow.
(Viewgraph #8, Antenna Subsystem)

Antenna:  The antenna subsystem comprises the reflector, subreflector, feed, pedestal
with drive components, controller and protective radome. The ARTS antenna is an
update of a model supplied by Datron and currently in service at Thule as the Data
Link Terminal. The reflector is 33' diameter disk with a surface tolerance that supports
future operation at Ku-band. A six foot reflector mounted as an auxiliary aperture is a
key input to the automated main beam acquisition (AMBA) system for improved
sidelobe rejection. The feed is a single channel monopulse autotrack feed. This feed,
coupled to a low-noise amplifier, provides a G/T of +22.4 dB/K at 2.2 GHz and a
downlink performance margin of 1.4 dB. In the transmit mode the antenna produces an 



EIRP of 105.6 dBm for an uplink margin of 0.6 dB. The antenna positioner is a dual
drive, elevation over azimuth, designed for a 20-year life.

TT&C:  ARTS will support SGLS and non-SGLS S-band tracking, health, and status
telemetry, payload data, ranging and commanding services from Mission Control
Centers (MCC’s) in the STC or CSOC. ARTS will utilize acquisition data supplied in
real time from an MCC to acquire a satellite. The TT&C subsystem must then generate
and record tracking, range, and range rate data, as well as recording health and status
and telemetry data. Telemetry may be in five separate streams of 250 b/s to 5.0 Mbps,
while the SGLS downlink spectrum provides two RF carriers. Carrier I has a maximum
of two subcarriers (1.24, 1.25 or 1.7 MHz) and Carrier II, located 5 MHz below
contains biphase data from 128 Kb/s to 1024 Kb/s.

The TT&C CI features a third generation digital receiver, the performance of which
exceeds all specification requirements, and which provides exceptional reliability: an
MTBF of 8,700 hours. Moreover, the range and range rate measurements performed
by this receiver include significant accuracy margins (0.1 feet RMS versus 5.0 feet
RMS required and 0.01 ft/s versus 0.1 ft/s required). The receivers plus the data
modulation, bit synchronization, signal strength calibration, baseband signal assembly,
and RF carrier generation test equipment are all designed to be remotely controlled and
statused. In addition, a unique combination of remotely controlled signal switching,
splitting and attenuation hardware allow the many pieces of equipment in the TT&C
CI to be pooled in a manner which greatly enhances their operational availability and
which allows the CI to be rapidly and automatically reconfigured and tested. Another
significant feature of the TT&C is the high power amplifier (HPA). The proposed HPA
is a totally solid-state modular assembly with a nominal power output of 2250 W. The
modules in the HPA are hosed upon a previously space qualified design, thereby
addressing a major concern of the Government: HPA reliability. The proposed HPA
has a predicted MTBF of over 86,000 hours compared with the ARTS requirement of
10,000 hours.
(Viewgraph #9, Automatic Remote Station Control)

Control and Status:  The Ford Aerospace C&S incorporates a processor
configuration based on a new Intel 286/310 system which incorporates the 1.0 MIP
286/10 CPU and 1 Mbyte of memory. Initially ARTS will require 150 KIPS and
0.3 Mbyte of memory. The power of the C&S Processor allows TT&C Controller and
AMBA processing to be centralized within the C&S, thereby simplifying interfaces.
The Timing Element of the C&S combines a GPS L1-band receiver with a single
Rubidium standard in an integrated and compact design. This will provide timing that
accurate to within 150 nanoseconds of US Naval Observatory time.



The use of auxiliary aperture amplitude comparison coupled with software centroid
algorithm processing of amplitude-azimuth data after mainlobe detection is the
approach selected for the ARTS automatic mainbeam acquisition. This combined
approach offers the advantage of timely and positive mainlobe-versus-sidelobe
discrimination plus the centroid algorithm advantage of mainlobe convergence after
detection. The parameters for main antenna spatial search, receiver frequency search,
and amplitude comparison dwells are selected to achieve a very high confidence of
mainbeam detection of the satellite as it rises through the main beam search region.
Consequently, a slower reduced scan width in azimuth through the detected main beam
region, with appropriate elevation angle updating for satellite elevation motion during
antenna recovery, will minimize elevation offset error from the actual satellite
elevation angle. Previous performance studies have shown that an azimuth centroid,
computed from successive, closely spaced amplitude samples taken during the return
scan, can locate the satellite in azimuth to an accuracy well within the 3 dB TT&C
antenna beamwidth.
(Viewgraph #10, Main Beam Acquisition)

If autotracking is the selected mode for the contact, the controller is directed to begin
autotracking at the calculated position. When autotrack is achieved, acquisition is
complete. If slave-bus tracking is the mode, AMBA offsets the slave-bus control 
mode. These procedures apply both to wideband and narrowband (SGLS coherent
carrier I) acquisition scenarios. Throughout the process, the AMBA function sends
status messages to the MMI function for operator display. These indicate the current
state of acquisition and contain data calculated by AMBA such as SV position.

Communications Interfaces:  All communications interfaces are provided GFE to
ARTS. The ARTS digital interface to STC and CSOC is the currently installed AFSCF
DSIS system. Current AP plans are to eventually provide the CSOC wideband
communication equipments to ARTS. The GPS enhancement is colocated with CSOC
at Colorado Springs, where their control system will be installed. The DMSP comm-
interface is similar to the current one supported by the AFSCF tracking station at
Hawaii. No significant risks are foreseen in any of these proven interfaces.
(Viewgraph #11, GPS Enhancement)

b) GPS Enhancement:  The design of the GPS enhancement proposed by Ford
Aerospace, when coupled to the ARTS Core and Government furnished
communications equipment, will provide a functional equivalent to a GPS Ground
Antenna (GA) site and will use existing GA software. This flexibility permits
simultaneous communications between the CTS, and the AFSCF and the GPS Master
Control Station (MCS). Moveover, this design retains the functional integrity of the
ARTS Core configuration while also supporting all required GPS functions.



A table in the C&S processor will provide a memory map to equate GPS control
directives to ARTS core system functions. In this way, the GFE software in the
colocated GPS processor, an IBM Series 1, is untouched. New versions of that
software will require no Series 1 recoding, and may or may not involve modifications
to the memory map table.
Multiplexing of the Series 1 output ports takes place in an Intel microprocessor to
minimize the isolation hardware that interferes the ARTS C&S. Red-Black separation
within the enhancement is maintained by optical isolation of the Red Input/Output
Controller (RIOC) and the Black Input/Output Controller (BIOC). Both the BIOC and
the RIOC have embedded microprocessors which enabled changes in crypto gear
configuration without impacting the Series 1 software.
(Viewgraph #12, DMSP: Bent Pipe or Local Commanding)

c) DMSP Enhancement:  The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP)
enhancement, to be deployed at the Thule Tracking Station (TTS), comprises a group
of special-purpose equipment which links the DMSP Satellite Operations Center
(SOC), via a DOMSAT link, to the ARTS Core or to TTS. The DMSP enhancement
proposed by Ford Aerospace is designed to provide ARTS interoperability as a DMSP
Command Readout Station (CRS) or with a DMSP Local Command Processor (LCP).
The design provides a transparent interface with the DMSP spacecraft for either the
SOC or the LCP.

The ARTS contract provides an option to accommodate the potential move of a DMSP
LCP from Loring, Maine to Thule. After the ARTS with the DMSP enhancements
checks out as a CRS to either Offut or Loring then Loring may be dismantled and
moved to TTS. ARTS would then be capable of remote operation with DMSP control
or a semi-independent operation with a colocated command processor.
(Viewgraph #13, ADMF)

d) ADMF Enhancement:  The ADMF will include an exact duplicate of the ARTS Core.
The ARTS C&S software will be designed using an Ada Program Development
Language (PDL). Ford Aerospace developed Ada syntax checking software will
validate the Ada PDL. The implementation from the Ada PDL will be in JOVIAL J-73,
compatible with the DSM program. The JOVIAL code will be compiled and tested on
IBM mainframes, such as the 4341, prior to being cross-compiled into Intel assembly
code. Better than 60% of C&S code will be in JOVIAL, while the remainder will be in
Intel assembly language.
(Viewgraph #14, MMI Interface)

e) Operations and Maintenance:  ARTS may be operated from a single console with a
recommended staffing of two persons: an operator, and a tape handler/maintainer. A



simulation of the MMI interface during the proposal phase showed that menu-driven,
color coded displays, coupled with an LRU off-site repair approach provides effective
operations support. System displays are selected by cursor or keyboard input from a
hierarchy of related displays. Fault alarms override the top level system monitoring
displays and the menu depicts operator choices for focusing the alarm source. Multiple
or sequential alarm data are stored for future operator access.

Systems reliability and maintainability are closely linked to a system’s LCC.
Reliability parameters serve to determine the frequency of maintenance operations
which, in turn, affect maintenance costs. Reliability is also a major factor in defining
the ARTS spares requirements. Our LCC/AMA modeling efforts have led us to an
ARTS design that exceeds specified RMA requirements. The design meets these
requirements without redundancy by using a unique concept of equipment pooling. A
summary of the RMA achieved by our ARTS design is:

SPECIFIED ACHIEVED
RMA REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS REQUIREMENTS

Mean Time Between Failures 150 Hours    174 Hours

Mean Time to Restore 0.5 Hours 0.488 Hours

Maximum Downtime 2.0 Hours 1.0 Hours

Preventive Maintenance 2.0 Hours 1.62 Hours
   Time Per Week

Availability 0.997 0.9971

f) Automated Test.  The Ford Aerospace design provides complete site readiness tests,
not just selected continuity checks, in only 296 seconds (worst case) of station time for
the RCC/NCS and for the MCC. This is achieved by executing multiple concurrent
telemetry and tracking tests and by using a “partial response, forced bit error”
measurement technique to check downlink performance at very low data rates. We
have developed equally comprehensive approaches for performance, diagnostic, and
calibration testing.

Automated Testing Man-Machine Interface.  The ARTS automatic testing is easily
initiated, controlled, and monitored from the C&S computer terminal at the station
control console. A menu of readiness tests tailored for a particular IRON can be
displayed by pressing the keyboard function key labeled READY TEST. The



performance, calibration, and fault isolation tests are also available from menus for the
individual subsystem and equipment detail displays.

Ford Aerospace’s MMI for automated testing is integrated into the overall display
hierarchy which depicts the status of the systems and subsystems. This approach gives
the operator a logical and consistent frame of reference. When a problem is identified,
from either the readiness or the automatic selfchecking tests, the technician/operator
can easily find the lowest level required and then select the appropriate tests to isolate
the current problem.

Readiness Tests.  Readiness testing may be conducted from the RCC (or NCS) and
MCC, but can also be initiated at the ARTS control console. These Go/No Go tests
are completely automated. Uplink command bit error rate (BER) and output power
tests occur first, followed by all others in parallel. A full readiness test conducted by
the RCC/NCS and repeated by the MCC can always be completed in under 5 minutes.
The worst case (maximum time required) includes the processing of five telemetry
PCM bit streams at low bit rates (all less than 25 kb/s) as well as the long code for
ranging.
(Viewgraph #15, Complete site Readiness Test Meets Turnaround Requirements)

Upon completion of the individual readiness tests, a summary of the results is
generated, displayed at the ARTS control console, and transmitted to the STC or
CSOC. This occurs at some time that voices between 1:45 and 2:25 (min:sec) after
initiation of the test by the RCC.

Both the RCC and the MCC are free to accelerate their respective ARTS readiness
sequences by deleting tests and/or substituting continuity checks for BER tests. Since
the Ford Aerospace ARTS design achieves a 5-minute turnaround without
compromise, such measures would only be necessitated in the event of two very
closely spaced high-priority passes.

Performance Tests.  Whether initiated from the ARTS control console, STC, or
CSOC, performance tests are conducted to determine quantitative station performance.
These tests, which examine the entire equipment operating range, verify performance
on a routine basis or reverify equipment capabilities after the site technician replaces
failed units and performs calibrations. Actual performance figures generated during
these tests are available on hardcopy. The seven required performance tests are
provided by ARTS.
(Viewgraph #16, Complete Performance Tests are Provided)



Fault Isolation and Detection.  Fault isolation and detection is performed from the
ARTS control console for corrective and scheduled maintenance. Signal injection
capabilities, test points, status data monitoring, built-in test features, and system
operational switching permit fault isolation to the assembly or subassembly level.

Ford Aerospace design provides sequenced loop testing so that units more likely to fail
are checked first. This approach not only minimizes the time required to isolate faults
when they occur, but also provides the best chance to support the upcoming vehicle
contact by replacing the failed unit in a pool with a good one. Few contacts actually
require all the units contained in a pool.

Calibration Tests.  Calibration tests establish or reestablish system acceptance limits
and aid in checking overall system performance. Calibration tests automated in ARTS
include:

a.  Solar Y factor G/T

b.  Automatic Gain Calibration

c.  Modulation Index

d.  Range Bias Error

e.  Azimuth and Elevation Bias Error

f.  Noise Figure

g.  Signal-to-Noise vs. Bit Error Performance

(Viewgraph #17, Systems Growth)

g) Growth Potential.  The ARTS system was required to be compatible with future
systems additions in three areas: Ku-band, Adaptive Side Lobe Cancellation (ASLC),
and possible future network additions. The first requirement is met by a reflector with
the tolerance to support Kuband. Four horns would be added to the reflector to
facilitate the ASLC addition. The third will be met using a memory mapping technique
which would accommodate a new bent-pipe or new local commanding interface by
inserting a table that will link that network with ART’S TT&C and C&S facilities.



5. CURRENT STATUS

Subcontractor Negotiations:  The total ARTS team is under contract and proceeding
to develop material for the Preliminary Design Review (PDR). Technical personnel of
each team member report to the Ford Aerospace Lead Systems Engineer (LSE) as if
they were an internal work order recipient. A separate manager in the PMO tracks
performance against contract while the LSE tracks performance against program
milestones. A separate QA function monitors both hardware and software quality.
Detailed specifications negotiated after the proposal but prior to award (and refined
after award) led to a detailed milestone list which is tending to focus attention on
problem areas.

System Design Review:  The SDR is scheduled for early September, 1984. A report
on content and perceived reaction to that content will be given at the ITC conference.

Program Schedule:  The ARTS program was put into PERT chart form during the
proposal effort. An updated bar chart derivative of that PERT will be shown at the
conference.
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ABSTRACT

The DoD is focusing considerable attention on interoperability and internetting as effective
means of increasing the survivability of space systems. The tracking stations of the various
DoD space systems are prime candidates for interoperability and internetting
enhancements for two reasons: (1) a belief that the “front ends” of the various ground
command and control segments is where the greatest commonality of functions should
already exist; and (2) the knowledge of the large existing DoD capital investment in
tracking station assets. This paper provides a method for examining the similarities and
commonalities among tracking stations and for identifying incompatibilities and differences
which, if eliminated, would facilitate interoperability and internetting and, hence, improve
the survivability of DoD space systems.
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ABSTRACT

The Air Force Satellite Control Facility’s Remote Tracking Stations, as they are presently
configured, are encountering several factors which will change their future viability and
utility. These factors include examples such as survivability and endurability requirements,
estimates of future Satellite Control Network loading, dependence on foreign ground
stations, and life cycle cost. Probable future Remote Tracking Station configurations are
discussed in view of these factors.

INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) has been successfully performing the
satellite telemetry, tracking, and commanding function for over twenty-five years with
1950’s and 1960’s technology. During most of that time the capability and configuration
changes in the AFSCF network have been evolutionary, whereby capabilities are
constantly assessed and improved over a period of time to reflect changing support
requirements. Recently, however, a number of factors have been developing which will
dramatically change the AFSCF’s scope, capability, and methodology for performing its
assigned mission. This paper will first highlight the existing AFSCF network as a back
drop to the panorama of change now unfolding in satellite command and control. Then the
factors which are developing behind the scenes in this panorama, and some future
configurations for the RTSs, will be discussed.

THE AIR FORCE SATELLITE CONTROL FACILITY OF TODAY

The AFSCF’s mission is to provide command, control, and data processing for DoD space
vehicles. Beginning with a five station network in 1958 to support the Discoverer program,
the AFSCF has evolved into a network with a Control Center (Satellite Test Center) in
Sunnyvale, California, and seven Remote Tracking Stations (RTSs) located throughout the
world. The AFSCF also has a radiometric test facility at Camp Parks near Pleasanton,



California. AFSCF Headquarters is colocated with the Control Center at Sunnyvale AFS,
Sunnyvale California. Organizationally, the AFSCF is part of Space Division which, in
turn, is one of the divisions of the Air Force Systems Command.

The user oriented operations concept used by the AFSCF has not changed essentially in
twenty-five years. Real-time operations occur at the RTSs, while planning, orbit
determination, telemetry analysis and overall direction occur at the Control Center in
Sunnyvale. Each space program has a support team, called a Mission Control Team, which
operates from an assigned Mission Control Complex (MCC) in the Control Center in
Sunnyvale. During contact with the space vehicle, the MCC is in data and voice
communication with the appropriate RTS. The RTS executes the mission support plan
under the direction of the MCC by transmitting commands to the space vehicle and routing
telemetry and tracking information to the MCC via a computer-to-computer link. Most
functions performed at the RTS and the Control Center are manpower-intensive which has
led to increasingly higher personnel costs.

The AFSCF uses computers and equipment dating back to the 1950’s and 1960’s. CDC
3800 computers are used in the Sunnyvale Control Center to perform necessary orbit
determination and command planning functions. Varian computers are used to transmit
commands to the RTS computers prior to space vehicle contact and receive satellite
telemetry from them during space vehicle contact. At the RTS, Univac 1230 computers are
used for control and routing of data flow prior to, during and following space vehicle
contact. Antenna systems consist of either or both RADINC 60' double axis dual-drive
antennas or Philco-Ford 46' double axis dual-drive antennas. Command, telemetry and
tracking information flow to and from the space vehicle via the Space Ground Link
Subsystem which uses a 20 channel RF system operating in the S-band spectrum between
frequencies of 1750-1850 MHz (uplink), and between the frequencies of 2200-2300 MHz
(downlink). Communications capability between the Control Center and the RTSs consists
of voice circuits, and narrowband (2400 bps) as well as wideband (1.024 Mbps) data
circuits.

FACTORS AND TRENDS REGARDING THE RTS OF THE FUTURE

Of all the factors emerging to change command and control capabilities for future space
systems, several are proving to be more poignant and will be discussed here. These are
survivability and endurability, operational workload, life cycle costs, dependence on
overseas ground stations, and formation of Space Command. These factors will be
discussed relative to their impact on the AFSCF as a network of RTSs, focussing on the
changes that will occur organizationally, operationally and technically.



SURVIVABILITY AND ENDURABILITY

With the advent of the Reagan Administration in 1981, dramatic changes occurred in the
definition of national defense policy. Among the changes, the concepts of survivability and
endurability have become of paramount importance in defining and implementing defense
systems of the future. Relative to military space systems, missions are expanding from
strategic force enhancement and support to include tactical support and space control as
well. Consequently, space systems are now being designed to provide a significant
improvement in their ability to survive and endure throughout the conflict spectrum.

Survivability and endurability are being implemented in the ground control networks that
support national space programs by a combination of internetting, standardization, and
mobility. Internetting is defined here as the capability of hardware, software, and
communications which will allow one functional element to use the resources of another to
perform a function. As an example of this, the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System’s
Ground Antenna sites will be internetted with the AFSCF’s RTSs so that the respective
control centers of the two networks may use the ground station of the other. Future
distinctions between mission and functions of internetted networks will be blurred, and
“common user” RTSs will seem to proliferate. Standardized RTS communication links
with space vehicles will be designed in accordance with MIL-STD-1582 to operate in the
EHF and SHF RF spectrum. This is being implemented in the AFSCF with an “Advanced
Telemetry, Tracking, and Command “ (ATT&C) project. The ground stations and antenna
for the ATT&C project will be designed to fit in an 8x30 foot van, giving mobility to the
RTS for the first time. To further implement a survivable ground control network some of
these mobile RTSs may be designed with the command and control capability of a control
center as well as the traditional RTS functions of telemetry, tracking, and commanding.
This concept is being explored through a prototype project called the “Transportable/
Mobile Ground Station.’

OPERATIONAL WORKLOAD AND LIFE CYCLE COSTS

The AFSCF’s operational workload has been steadily increasing every year since the early
1970’s, and there is no indication that this trend will change. In fact, recent analyses
indicate that today’s AFSCF spacecraft inventory will almost double by 1995.
Coincidentally, since space vehicles are becoming more autonomous, the RTS workload is
not expected to double. The network is being used at 90% of capacity today. thereby
raising obvious questions concerning the capability of the RTS Network to accept the
increased workload. As with the operational workload, the yearly cost of operating and
maintaining the AFSCF Network has been steadily increasing as well. Cost factors such as
inflation, aging equipment, and wages and salaries have combined to raise yearly O&M
costs.



To cope with the projected operational workload and to reduce life cycle costs, the AFSCF
began a major effort several years ago to modernize the Network. The two programs,
(Data Systems Modernization and Automated Remote Tracking Station) in this effort will
bring about major changes in the RTS Network’s current configuration and operations
concept. Real-time operations, which are currently conducted at the RTS, will be remotely
conducted from the Control Center in the future. RTS configuration, control, testing, and
fault isolation will be remotely conducted from the control center as well. As a
consequence, RTS personnel will be primarily engaged in maintenance and administrative
activities. The major configuration change at the RTS will be the removal of the Univac
1230 computers which are now used for control of real-time operations and data flow.
Equipment for functional capabilities which remain at the RTS will be modernized for the
first time in years.

If technology and requirements permit, the 10 Kw klystrons and 60' RADINC antennas
will be replaced by solid state power amplifiers and modernized ten-meter antennas.

DEPENDENCE ON OVERSEAS GROUND STATIONS

The Air Force has become increasingly concerned about the cost and vulnerability of
overseas ground stations. Logistics, personnel, transportation, and operating costs have
been steadily increasing. Furthermore, those RTSs located in foreign countries are
susceptible to the political whims of the host nation, and are more likely to be subject to
attack during increased hostilities. As a consequence, Air Force policy for the past two
years has been to minimize reliance on overseas ground stations when planning for new or
modernized space systems.

To implement Air Force policy, studies are being undertaken to develop communications
relay capabilities that will allow RTSs in the CONUS to communicate with space vehicles
at any point in their orbit. Studies already completed have validated the feasibility of a
relay system operating at 60 GHz. Other studies are investigating crosslinks which operate
at other frequencies in the RF spectrum. Standardization now being established by MIL-
STD-1582 (SDLS) for up-and-down links will be broadened to include crosslinks as well.
The AFSCF’s ATT&C project will provide the ground terminals for the communications
relay system. With communications relay system modules installed on several host
spacecraft and with several ground terminals located appropriately throughout the
CONUS, the impact of losing an overseas ground station can be reduced.

FORMATION OF SPACE COMMAND

The U.S. Air Force Space Command was formed on 1 October 1982 to manage, control,
and protect assigned operational space assets. At the time of its inception, Space



Command was assigned responsibility for both the early warning satellites and the defense
meteorological satellites as well as their associated ground control and tracking networks.
Agreements subsequent to 1 October 1982 will bring additional space system assets under
the purview of Space Command, including the transfer of the AFSCF’s RTS Network from
Systems Command. The Satellite Test Center in Sunnyvale, California, will remain a
Systems Command asset.

The changes resulting from the transfer of the RTS Network to Space Command could be
primarily organizational and administrative rather than technical. The AFSCF has
traditionally provided its operations, maintenance, logistics, and training support to the
RTS by contract. Space Command, on the other hand, may use Air Force military
organizations, such as Logistics Command and Air Training Command, for their support.
Future on-site personnel could continue to include contractors by may tend to emphasize
the use of active duty military personnel. The overall result could bring the RTS more fully
into the “mainstream” of the traditional Air Force.

SUMMARY

The Air Force Satellite Control Facility’s worldwide Network of Remote Tracking
Stations which has performed its mission eminently well for the past twenty-five years, has
entered an era of significant change. The factors which are causing and influencing this
change will result in expanded mission, automated configurations, different operating
methodologies and new support philosophies for the RTSs. Specific changes will be:

• Organizationally, the RTSs will become part of Space Command. Administrative,
logistics and communication support may be provided by other Air Force
organizations per agreement with Space Command.

• RTSs which are at fixed locations will no longer have a real-time operations
function. Configuration, control, testing and fault isolation will be performed
remotely by one of several control centers having access to the RTS.

• While RTSs will continue to operate in the S-band spectrum, capability to operate
at Ku-band frequencies may be added. The eventual goal will be to use
communications links that conform to MIL-STD-1582 (Space Data Link
Standards).

• To accommodate the projected increased workload and to reduce life cycle cost,
automation will be used extensively. Old equipment will be replaced by
modernized equivalents where is is cost efficient to do so.



• To enhance endurability and survivability of space systems, RTSs will be
internetted with other ground control networks which are dedicated to specific
programs, and some “RTSS” will be mobile.

• Dependence on RTSs which are located overseas will be reduced through the use
of an Intersatellite communications relay system.

In summary, the RTS of the future will be a modernized part of a larger “network” which
will be an internetted combination of several networks. It will communicate with future
spacecraft at frequencies which are considerably higher in the RF spectrum than in the
past. It will be operated remotely by one of several control centers, and some RTSs will be
mobile.
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ABSTRACT

The ARDC 155mm Ballistic Rail Gun Test Facility permits the soft recovery of a test
projectile and its payload after subjection to an actual gun launch environment. High G
hardening and testing of various electronic and mechanical components can be conducted
by use of this system.

This paper will discuss the conception, operation and reliability of the Ballistic Rail Gun,
and the advantages and limitations of its use in qualification of components.

Also discussed will be the development of a novel radar technique to determine muzzle
velocity for Rail Gun tests, and a separate telemetry system for characterizing in-bore
(acceleration) and in-rail (deceleration) environments.

INTRODUCTION

The development of projectiles incorporating guidance, sensing systems, or sophisticated
mechanical or electronic devices created the need for an apparatus to conduct studies of
the dynamic performance of such systems or their components. One method involves
subjecting the mechanical, electronic, or optical devices to the full-up gun environment by
firing them from a weapon in a suitable carrier. Upon recovering the carrier projectile, a
diagnosis could then be performed on the test components.

In the last few decades, a variety of techniques have been employed for recovering
projectiles with minimal damage such as:

Vertical recovery into a plowed dirt field
The use of coastal water as a recovery medium
Parachute recovery.



During the last 15-20 years numerous types of apparatus have been designed to provide for
projectile soft recovery one of which is the ballistic rail gun. Honeywell Inc. was the first
to design and build a ballistic rail gun soft recovery test facility and has been successfully
using this facility since 1971. Since that time, a single caliber facility has been constructed
at ARDC, Dover, N.J. (1974) and a multicaliber facility at BRL, APG, Maryland.

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION

The Ballistic Rail Gun at ARDC permits the soft recovery of a test projectile within 104
feet after being subjected to the actual gun launch environment. Projectiles are fired from a
standard 155mm Howitzer into a captive water/rail deceleration system for a closely
controlled soft recovery. Tests may be performed on complete 155mm shell bodies, sub-
missile, fuze, S&A, guidance system or other components which may be carried within
standard or special 155mm shell bodies; the limitation being that the test projectile must be
fitted at its front end with a special concave hemispherically shaped water scoop which
effects the transfer of projectile energy into the water deceleration media. Gun tubes are
available in both 1-20 and 1-25 twist; variations of propellant charges and projectile
weight and obturation may be used to duplicate given parameters of velocity, G loading,
and spin.

The M1A1 cannon and M6 recoil mechanism are mounted on a massive concrete pedestal
that eliminates gun movement other than straight line recoil, the gun is fixed at an angle of
five minutes depression. The four steel constraining rails and water trough, and their
supporting structure are mounted rigidly on top of a 104 foot long concrete beam; the near
end is supported on a jack and saddle hung on the muzzle end of the gun pedestal to
maintain the beginning of the rail system in alignment with the gun axis, the far end is
carried on jacks set on a heavy concrete footing. Normally, the beam and rail system is
also set at five minutes depression which equals about 2 1/4 inch increase in water depth
over the length of the trough; the far end jacks may be adjusted to change the effective
water gradient, if the deceleration is to be increased. Frangible (balsa wood) dams are used
at midpoint and three-fourths positions for a stepped water level. A balsa wood dam is
always used at entry point of the rail/trough system to start deceleration with the scoop
entering one-quarter inch of water, another dam at the far end permits the projectiles
remaining energy (approximately 30 fps at zone 7) to be absorbed by crushup of paper
honeycomb in the five foot overrun end of the rail.

The design objective of the soft recovery is to stop the projectile in a controlled and gentle
manner without the introduction of forces which act along axis other than those seen by the
projectile during the test or launch environment. Of primary concern in that the resolution
of forces between the projectile and the stopping medium act along the axis of motion or
that the projectile be constrained to a linear path and the component of the force acting



along any other axis be kept to a minimum. If the projectile is constrained to a path and
allowed to deviate from this path by no more than one percent of its total length, the
constraining force required to maintain this attitude is quite small.

In order to reduce the severity of balloting that may occur in the recovery system to an
acceptable level, it is necessary to remove the rifled rotating band material from the
projectile body. The band acts as a fulcrum, and the more band material present, the
greater the looseness of fit and side-to-side motion about this point. The rotating band
material is machined off, just as the projectile emerges from the weapon muzzle, by means
of a cutting or stripping device. This device basically consists of twelve tempered steel
teeth evenly spaced in a housing which is fitted to the weapon muzzle. On firing, this
stripper removes the rotating band to a diameter .015" above bourellet diameter. The rails
are held to a tolerance of .025" minimum to a maximum of .100" above bourellet diameter,
and the axis of the rail system was set up within a maximum deviation of 1/8" from
coinciding with an extension of the gun tube axis. Balloting or deviation of the projectile
from a straight path has a maximum value of approximately one-half of one percent of the
bearing length of a standard projectile on the rails, this is considered an acceptable level. A
removable gate at the end of the overrun section permits the projectile to be removed after
completion of the shot.

As mentioned previously, the deceleration needed for the soft recovery of the projectile is
accomplished by converting the impulse of the projectile into the momentum of the water
in the trough that is ejected forward on impact. This can be expressed as follows:

Fp ()t) = Mw (Vf - Vo ) (1)

Where:

Fp =  Axial force on the projectile
)t =  Time increment over which the force acts
Mw =  Mass of water acted on
Vf =  Final velocity of the water
Vo =  Initial velocity of the water.

The mass of water ejected forward by the scoop during )t can be expressed as:

Mw =  (Aw) (Vp) (p)  ()t) (2)



Where:

Aw =  Cross sectional area of water interacting with the scoop.
Vp =  Projectile velocity
p =  Density of water, or water and anti-freeze.

Substitution of equation (2) into (1) gives:

Fp ()t) = (Aw) (Vp) (p) ()t) (Vf -Vo)

or
Fp = (Aw) (Vp) (p) (Vf -Vo) (3)

The velocity of the water prior to impact is zero. Water enters the scoop at a velocity equal
to that of the projectile. Neglecting the small drag due to the scoop surface, it will exit the
scoop at the same velocity. However, the projectile is also moving at that velocity, so that
the total exit velocity of the water is twice that of the projectile, thus:

Fp = (Aw)(Vp) (p) (2Vp) = 2pAwVp2 (4)

The differential equation for the motion of the projectile in the water can then be expressed
as:

Mpx = 2p A(x) x2 (5)

Where:

x = Projectile deceleration
Mp = Projectile mass
x = Projectile velocity
A(x) = Cross sectional area of the water contacting the scoop at impact, as a         

function of projectile displacement.
x = Projectile displacement within the recovery system at the time, t.

INSTRUMENTATION

Sophisticated instrumentation techniques for the ARDC Ballistic Rail Gun have been slow
in developing due to a lack of funding. However, radar and telemetry have been two
techniques under investigation for the past few years.



From its inception, the Ballistic Rail Gun has been utilizing a Wheatstone bridge strain
gage for recording chamber pressure versus time with excellent results. The data is
recorded on magnetic tape and then played back on a standard oscillograph. Attempts to
measure muzzle velocity by laser and magnetic pick-up have met with intermittent success
because of interference from vibration and water. High-speed photography has also been
utilized but is not capable of recording all the necessary parameters. Honeywell Inc. has
used successfully for a number of years an on-board digital recorder for measuring such
parameters as axial acceleration and strain and Aberdeen Proving Grounds has been
successful with recording in-bore data by means of telemetry.

The Test & Instrumentation Division of TSD, ARDC has been in the process of
developing a radar technique for measuring muzzle velocity and a telemetry system for the
acquisition of in-bore and in-rail data.

The former utilizes a KU band doppler radar accurately positioned to one side of the
weapon. The beam is directed to a point just forward of the muzzle and then reflected
down the barrel by means of a steel supporting plate at the bell-mouth of the rail system.
The beam then impinges upon the concave surface of the water scoop and is reflected back
out the barrel to the supporting plate and then returned to the transmitter. By accurately
locating the transmitter and then determining the angle between the radar beam and axis of
the barrel, good results have been achieved for in-bore data and muzzle velocity.

Efforts by the Telemetry Branch at ARDC to acquire in-bore data have been successful
from the outset. A ten channel FM/FM telemetry system is used to monitor various
functions of a projectile and its associated components. The transmitter is housed in the
forward end of the carrier projectile and linked to the scoop antenna by a connector
mounted in the base of the water scoop. Initial attempts at data acquisition utilized a scoop
with a stub antenna located at the base of the concave surface. The receiving antennas,
located forward of the muzzle, were able to successfully acquire in-bore data. However,
upon interaction with the water, the stub antenna is destroyed. A new scoop was
subsequently designed in which the tuned antenna was wrapped around an undercut area
on the outside cylindrical surface of the scoop. This design proved to be successful in
acquiring both in-bore and in-rail data and left the antenna undamaged. Two water scoops
of this design were fabricated:  one from a high strength alloy steel and, one from a
titanium alloy with strength characteristics similar to the steel. The purpose of the titanium
was a 40% reduction in scoop weight thereby increasing the amount of test componentry
that could be housed in the carrier projectile.

Telemetry is associated with the Ballistic Rail Gun not only as a means of instrumentation
but also as a tool for qualifying telemetry systems. Many artillery projectile and missile
programs rely on telemetry for in-flight data acquisition when conducting test programs at



the various proving grounds. All systems designed and built by the Telemetry Branch at
ARDC are fired in the Ballistic Rail Gun for high G survivability.

RELIABILITY

The Ballistic Rail Gun at ARDC has been in existence since 1974 with 500 firings to its
credit. Extensions have been added to the standard carrier projectile, both forward and aft
to accommodate in-house work as well as commercial requests with no adverse effects to
the weapon or deceleration system. Only recently has the first damage been incurred as the
result of an active telemetry firing. The projectile was assembled with the titanium scoop
(wrap-around antenna) and fired with a zone 7 plus propelling charge. Shortly after
entering the water/rail system, the scoop failed for no obvious reason. The extreme
balloting that resulted caused appreciable damage to the rail but nothing that can’t be
repaired within 3-4 weeks. The loss of the water scoop negated the energy transfer
resulting in the projectile breaking through the gate at the far end of the rail. An
investigation is underway to try and determine the cause of scoop failure.

CONCLUSIONS

The Ballistic Rail Gun soft recovery technique is an effective and relatively inexpensive
tool for subjecting test components to an actual gun launch environment. Subsequent to the
controlled recovery a diagnosis can then be performed on the undamaged test components.
Substantial savings can result from using this facility rather than conducting extensive test
firing programs at one of the proving ground facilities.

Although the telemetry and radar techniques show tremendous promise, there is still work
to be done in the area of transmission in view of the scoop failure. The wrap-around
antenna design proved to be the most effective means of transmitting through the steel rails
and water; however, a redesign may be necessary if a replacement is to be fabricated from
a titanium alloy. Measurements of the behavior of the projectile and its components during
in-rail travel are required to characterize the projectile behavior so that this environment is
known during analysis of test results. Efforts concerning all aspects of the data acquisition
process are being addressed as expeditiously as possible.
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ABSTRACT

A rifled soft recovery air gun used as a ballistic simulator is described and compared to
conventional smooth bore air guns. These gun systems provide shock tests for
qualification, quality control, and research and development of many items, including
telemetry systems and components. The laboratory environment in which they operate is
responsible for lower test costs than field tests, and for a higher average number of retests
of expensive telemetry units.

INTRODUCTION

Modern ammunition development requires mote detailed knowledge of internal, external,
and terminal ballistics effects than ever before in history because of the current emphasis
on fewer sophisticated weapons instead of large quantities of simpler ones. The more
complex projectiles require more precise knowledge of their environment and of internal
operating functions or events. Full scale field firings are the most expensive way to obtain
data because they require the most material and manpower, and are subject to scheduling
delays due to logistics and weather. On-board memory type telemeters can be the best
choice for retrieving internal ballistic effects data, buty they require soft recovery, further
adding to time and manpower requirements.

CHARACTERISTICS

Air guns provide an approximation of the firing shock for component development at a
much lower cost in a laboratory environment with soft recovery. A complete projectile
need not be tested. The peak acceleration can be lower, the same, or considerably higher
than the field environment, but the acceleration rise time and duration are not realistic in
conventional diaphragm guns. Figure 1 compares acceleration profiles of a 155 mm
projectile in a field gun, a test sample in a 5 inch smooth bore diaphragm gun, and a test 



sample in a 155 mm ballistic simulator which is designed to permit tailoring of the rising
portion of the acceleration curve.

OPERATING PRINCIPLES

The 2 inch and 5 inch guns operate on the principle of shearing an aluminum diaphragm at
a preselected air pressure. The test sample is assembled to a piston and diaphragm
assembly, and loaded into the modified breech. An 80 ft recovery tube attached to the
muzzle is pressurized with air to decelerate the piston assembly after firing. The breech
pressure is slowly increased until the diaphragm shears. The high pressure air then
provides the propelling force. The deceleration in the muzzle recovery tube is
approximately 10% of the launch acceleration. Figure 2 is a schematic showing the
principle of operation. Acceleration levels of up to 60,000 G in the 5 inch gun and 200,000
G in the 2 inch gun can be obtained. Figure 3 shows the breech end, and Figure 4 the
recovery tubes of these guns, which  were used for telemetry component qualification
testing(l).

The development of the 155 mm rifled air gun was begun at Frankford Arsenal and is
being continued at ARDC in order to reduce some of the shortcomings of the smooth bore
air guns, namely short acceleration rise time, short acceleration duration, and lack of spin.
The acceleration of the piston is accomplished by introducing high pressure gas behind it
in a controlled manner through a metering sleeve. See Figure 5. The high pressure air is
introduced at the metering sleeve and passes through it, pressurizing the central portion of
the piston. At this point, everything is in equilibrium. To fire it, trigger air is introduced
behind the piston. The pressure of this air is sufficient to move the piston against the
friction of its O ring seals and the muzzle pressure. As the piston moves forward, it begins
uncovering ports in the metering sleeve, permitting high pressure air to act against the rear
face of the piston. From this point on, the shape of the acceleration curve is determined by
the metering sleeve port configuration which is adjustable, the piston weight, and the air
pressure. This simulator is presently using air as the working gas, providing accelerations
of about 16,000 G which is adequate to simulate many firing conditions. The maximum
level expected to be obtained with current piston designs is about 20,000 G because the
maximum safe pressure for this reworked breech is 23,500 psi. In the future, it is planned
to operate it with Helium in order to obtain longer shock durations. Figure 6 shows the
breech end of this gun, and Figure 7 the 125 ft recovery tube.

Spin, and therefore rotational acceleration, is obtained by attaching brass keys on the
forward part of the piston which engage the barrel rifling. The accuracy of this simulation
is the same as the accuracy of reproduction of the acceleration curve. If rotation is not
needed, a piston without rifling keys is used.



DATA ACQUISITION

Measured acceleration data to date has been obtained by attaching a piezoelectric
accelerometer to the piston, and routing its Microdot cable down the gun tube to a port
approximately 5 feet in front of the piston. The cable then connects to recording systems
outside the gun. The front of the piston is shaped like a scoop which catches the wire in it
until it reaches the port location, at which point it shears the cable. As the data shown in
Figure 1 indicate, this does not provide enough time for a complete characterization of the
acceleration history. Five feet of wire has been determined to be a practical length for this
system. A longer wire bunches up in the scoop and fails before the port is reached.
Another drawback of this system is that the scoop compromises the design of some test
item/piston configurations.

The Telemetry Branch at ARDC is developing an on-board digital memory type
telemeter(2). This will permit data to be acquired for a much longer duration, thus
providing complete characterization of the acceleration curve as well as deceleration, spin
decay, test item functioning events, voltage, etc., and will be a significant advance in data
acquisition capability for both laboratory and field tests. Piezoresistive accelerometers are
planned for this telemeter because they exhibit less zero shift than the piezoelectric type
and are expected to be more rugged. The extra wires required by this type of
accelerometer would have created problems in the external data recording system used
previously, but create few problems in this telemeter with the on-board power supply and
recording system. Calibration of shock accelerometers can be costly, time consuming, and
sometimes of questionable accuracy. In order to improve our confidence in our data, we
have established a shock calibration facility in the Environmental Test Branch at ARDC
which provides quick, reliable calibrations up to 15,000 G.

CONCLUSION

The 155 mm Air Gun, or Ballistic Simulator, is a more useful tool for evaluating many
artillery components than the conventional diaphragm type smooth bore air guns because
of the ability to tailor the initial portion of the shock pulse and the ability to introduce spin.
It does not completely eliminate the need for more expensive complete field weapon firing
because it has limited payload capacity, and the entire shock signature cannot be
duplicated.
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Figure 1.  TYPICAL ACCELERATION PROFILES



A. PROJECTILE AND DIAPHRAGM IN PLACE PRIOR TO RUPTURE

B. DIAPHRAGM RUPTURED AND PROJECTILE ACCELERATED DOWN BARREL

Figure 2. DIAPHRAGM METHOD OF FIRING THE 5 INCH AIR GUN

Figure 3. 2" AND 5" AIR GUNS - BREECH END



Figure 4. 2" AND 5" AIR GUN RECOVERY TUBES

A. PISTON AND METERING SLEEVE PRIOR TO FIRING

B. PISTON DURING CONTROLLED PORTION OF SHOCK PULSE

Figure 5. METERING SLEEVE METHOD FOR FIRING AIR GUN



Figure 6. 155MM AIR GUN - BREECH END

Figure 7. 155MM AIR GUN RECOVERY TUBE
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ABSTRACT

Artillery projectile designers have found an ever increasing need to soft recover prototype
hardware and componentry in actual gun firings. Further, as projectile fuzes and guidance
systems become more sophisticated, and with the increased use of telemetry and on-board
memory systems, the soft recovery technique has become a necessity for the projectile
development community.

Described herein are parachute soft recovery techniques currently being used by the U.S.
Army Armament Research and Development Center (ARDC), Large Caliber Weapon
Systems Laboratory, Dover, NJ.

In one parachute recovery system, the complete projectile body section is recovered. In
another system, the nose-fuze/TM section is recovered. And in a third system, a jettisoned
canister, housing electro-mechanical components, is recovered.

INTRODUCTION

The gun firing environment is a specific combination of linear, angular, and radial
accelerations. This environment can only be accomplished in actual gun firings. Hence, in
projectile design and development, prototype hardware and componentry must be proof
tested in actual gun firings.

It is desirable to examine the projectile or projectile components after gun firing and after
in-flight component functioning (timed sequences). It is required, therefore, that the in-
flight condition be preserved and not damaged or altered during the deceleration process.

The use of deployable aerodynamic decelerators (namely parachutes) for soft recovery of
projectiles and projectile componentry is described in this report.



In Section A, a nose deployed parachute module assembly is described. This module
replaces the fuze/ogive section of the projectile. In application, the test projectile is fired
vertically and the parachute is deployed by a time fuze shortly after the projectile has
started to fall back to earth. The complete, as-fired projectile, less the parachute module
windshield, is soft-recovered by parachute. This system has been widely used with both
155mm and 8-inch test projectiles.

In Section B, two (2) base deployed parachute recovery systems, designed specifically for
test firing and soft recovery of nose mounted, 155mm and 8-inch projectile fuze and TM
packages, are described. In application, the test projectile is fired in a normal trajectory
and the parachute is deployed at high velocity, by a time fuze, several seconds before
impact.

In Section C, a modified standard M485E2 Illuminating Projectile for use as a parachute
recovery test vehicle for small electromechanical componentry is described.

SECTION A:  VERTICAL FIRING AND PARACHUTE SOFT RECOVERY

The nose-deployed parachute module, which is used to soft recover the complete projectile
body section, replaces the nose/ogive section of the projectile. In application, the test
projectile is fired nearly vertically (see Fig. 1&2), and the parachute is deployed by a time
fuze shortly after the projectile has reached apogee (maximum altitude) and has started to
fall back to earth, base first. The complete as-fired projectile, less the parachute module
windshield is soft recovered by parachute (see Fig. 3). The ground impact is base first and
the impact g’s as a function of impact velocity is indicated in Fig. 4 for various projectile
payloads.

The nose-deployed parachute module assembly is a pressure actuated device which uses a
black powder expulsion charge initiated by a nose mounted, spin and setback actuated,
time fuze. The pressure generated by the expulsion charge acts between the inner
parachute canister and outer windshield, causing the windshield to move forward, shearing
its restraints. The inner parachute canister is captured by the windshield and both parts are
ejected off the nose of the projectile along its longitudinal axis.

The parachute is attached to the projecitle body by means of a bearing assembly which
decouples the spinning payload from the parachute. The parachute is packed in a
deployment bag which provides an ordered opening sequence of parachute lines first and
then canopy deployment.

The nose-deployed parachute module was designed to withstand the 155mm (Zone 8S)
proof test environment (17,000 g’s, 2900 fps and 16,000 RPM). The module is



approximately 12.6 inches long (including the nose mounted fuze) and weighs 9.0 pounds.
The module can be mounted directly to several standard type 155mm projectile bodies and
by use of adapters or by modifying projectile bodies can adapt to most 155mm and 8-inch
projectiles.

The (workhorse) parachute was sized to provide a 100fps descent rate for a 155mm (901b)
payload and a 150fps descent rate for an 8-inch (200 lb) projectile payload. The ground
impact g’s are approximately 600 and 700 g’s respectively.

It has been demonstrated that the nose-deployed parachute recovery concept is applicable
over a broad range of projectile calibers, muzzle velocities, spin rates, and launch g’s, and
also provides long flight time for testing of in-flight functioning sequences. Not only is the
capability of soft recovery of a complete gun-fired projectile realized, but also the
capability of testing smaller electromechanical functioning components. The technique of
vertical firing with parachute recovery has, however, not only a high potential in the field
of artillery design and proof testing, but is also adaptable to a modular concept of storing
various parachute modules and various carrier vehicles for a stockpiled “on-the-shelf” soft
recovery testing capability.

The successful development of the nose-deployed parachute soft recovery system may be
regarded as representing a breakthrough in the art of projectile diagnostic testing. It has
permitted not only a reduction in test quantities and an increase in useful data, but has
reduced complete projectile soft recovery test costs by an order of magnitude.

SECTION B:  BASE-DEPLOYED PARACHUTE RECOVERY SYSTEMS

These systems were designed for field testing and soft recovery of nose mounted radar
fuzes (and telemeter packages) so that the test conditions duplicate extreme launch and
flight environments that the item could experience in use. The parachute system allows for
recovery of the fuze and telemeter payload which permits analysis of each fuze subsystem
and reuse of the telemeter components for future tests.

In application, the base deployed parachute recovery projectiles are fired in a normal
ballistic trajectory (25-65EQE) and the parachute is deployed several seconds before
ballistic impact (see Fig. 5, 6, and 7). The recovered fuze and telemeter package is
decellerated to a nominal descent velocity of approximately 120 fps. and the nose-first
impact into sandy soil is approximately 300 g’s (see Fig. 8) with little or no impact damage
to either the nose mounted fuze or telemetry instrumentation (see Fig. 9).

The 155mm base deployed parachute recovery projectile (see Fig. 5) has a single function
which jettisons the projectile base plug and spacers and deploys the parachute (see Fig. 7).



This recovery projectile was designed for the 155mm proof test levels (17,000 g’s) and
uses the M549 projectile as a spotting round. Parachute deployment is initiated by a time
fuze which ignites a black powder expulsion charge. The pressure generated by the
expulsion charge moves the parachute/piston assembly rearward, jettisoning the base plug
and split ring supports and deploying the parachute. The piston, to which the
parachute/bearing assembly is attached, is then captured at the end of its piston-like stroke.
The parachute is de-coupled from the spinning payload (16,000 RPM at launch) by a
bearing system.

The 8-inch base deployed parachute recovery projectile has two (2) timed functions (see
Fig. 6). The first function separates the heavy 8-inch projectile base section from the
payload/parachute section, and the second function, several seconds later, deploys the
parachute.

The recovery package, 65 lbs. after parachute deployment, is comparable to the 155mm
recovery package, 75 lbs. Thus the same parachute and bearing assembly is used in both
recovery systems.

The 8-inch base deployed parachute recovery projectile was designed for the 8-inch
projectile proof test levels (11,000 g’s) and uses the M650 projectile as a spotting round.

The ability to recover the fuzes intact, which these parachute recovery rounds made
possible, is a very valuable tool to Harry Diamond Laboratories, HDL, for post mortem
analysis of fuze performance. Without these rounds HDL had no satisfactory method of
recovering gun-fired fuzes. Secondly, the prototype fuze hardware, which is extremely
expensive and in short supply, can be rebuilt (several times) for additional tests.

SECTION C:  COMPONENT TESTING AND RECOVERY SYSTEM

A modified 155mm M485E2 Illuminating Round was developed to perform as a parachute
recovery system for the structual assessment of small developmental electromechanical
components. The projectile is modified by replacing the illuminant charge in the illuminant
container with a container that is packaged with the components to be tested. The space
available for the components is approximately 7 inches long by 4 inches in diameter, and is
limited to approximately 6.0 pounds.

The projectile, with fuze M565, is 28.4 inches long, 6.1 inches in diameter and weighs
93.6 pounds. The modified M485E2 illuminating projectile is considered safe to store,
transport, and fire with fuze M565 between temperature extremes of -65EF and +145EF
from the 155mm Howitzers, M45, M114 and M109 with propelling charges M3A1, M4A2 



and M119A1 (with improved main parachute). The maximum environments are
11,300 g’s, 13,470 RPM, and 2245 fps velocity.

In application, the projectile is fired for an airburst event where the drogue parachute and
canister loading assembly is jettisoned from the base of the projectile. The drogue
parachute decelerates the canister loading assembly for approximately 7 seconds after
which a pyrotechnic delay train initiates a secondary event where the payload canister is
ejected and the main parachute is deployed (see Fig.10). The payload descends at
approximately 15 feet per second.

A major advantage of utilizing the modified M485E2 projectile as a soft recovery test
vehicle is its low cost availability from standard Amy stockpile.
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ABSTRACT

In the design and development of parachutes for recovery systems (missile, test vehicle,
drone, etc.) there is a need for accurate controls and measurements during testing.
Relations between air speed, air density, opening forces, and drag can only be determined
in a dynamic environment. Through the use of microprocessors and programming
flexibility, parachute design parameters can evaluated. Improved signal to noise
characteristics are obtained through error analysis and compensation techniques. The
incorporation of microprocessors has become a key element in the accurate control and
measurement of parachute design parameters for recovery systems.
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This workshop will address the need for a major revision to the PCM standards to
control the proliferation of “variable formats” and to modernize the standard. Such topics
are variable frame length, format switching, embedded formats, packeted formats,
fragmented words and MIL 1553A/B handling will be among the areas of discussion. A
working paper will be supplied to all participants as a basis for discussing the pros and
cons of such changes to the IRIG 106-80 Standards and the desirable features of a new
PCM standard. This area will have long-term impact on many PCM telemetry users and
manufacturers. Dialog at the workshop will be strongly considered by the TG/RCC in
deliberations during the next year on a new PCM standard.
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ABSTRACT

Telemetry data collected during the several months of satellite acceptance testing are
voluminous. These test data should be presented in an optimum fashion to facilitate
thorough review, leading to high confidence in the quality of the satellite prior to launch.
This paper defines various telemetry data types, discusses an optimum method for
presentation of each, and summarizes an actual application of these principles. Comparison
with earlier methods is included.

INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft status and health telemetry generated during satellite acceptance testing is
voluminous, yet must be recorded, processed, stored, retrieved, and reviewed. In designing
a system to accomplish these tasks, several tradeoffs should be considered so that an
“optimum” system is defined. Items considered typically should be:

a) Presentation format

b) Availability

c) Reviewability

d) Data storage

e) Processing hardware

f) Processing software



This paper briefly examines these items and proposes a method of data definition which
aids in optimizing the entire hardware, software, and review process. Emphasis is placed
on the presentation format which enhances the reviewability of data. Application of these
principles to an actual telemetry reduction system upgrade, implemented in 1982 and used
currently, is discussed. Comparisons are made showing the improvement over the former
system.

The large volume of telemetry data generated is caused by the duration of acceptance
testing. Acceptance testing usually starts with the integration of a set of spacecraft
hardware sufficient to permit a telemetry signal to be generated, and continues until
“delivery” of the spacecraft. This period can last for several months and can generate
gigabits of telemetry.

One obvious question is: “Why look at all this telemetry at all?” The primary reasons are
to verify the operation of the spacecraft hardware and software, and to detect trends that
may imply instability or possible early mortality. Secondary reasons are to provide
diagnostic data for anomaly investigations, to train operators for on-orbit support, and to
verify ground software data bases. For these reasons, it is imperative that a coherent
method of telemetry presentation be used in order to aid operators in performing a
thorough review of data. A presentation in binary, “101010111000100101010” or in octal,
“2517 4162 3416” is extremely difficult to interpret, while “Spacecraft OK” is equally
difficult because the latter imparts no detailed information.

The optimum presentation format should contain all information contained in the telemetry
stream, but should eliminate redundancy. It should be compact enough to encourage a
complete review of all telemetry data and still have the ability to make potential problems
obvious. Implementation of these concepts will provide motivation for thorough review
and minimize data review time.

Availability implies that data is there when needed without further processing. Delays
caused by unavailable data and subsequent retrieval obviously reduce efficiency of the
review process. A “hardcopy of all data” philosophy minimizes delays.

Optimum reviewability implies that the data can easily be located, in a form that is easy to
evaluate. Any particular parameter or set of parameters should be available without sorting
through pages of printout, and should not be buried among other parameters. Engineering
units should be presented wherever possible.

Storage requirements present a more serious challenge. Most systems are required to have
an analog tape recorder for the baseband telemetry as a backup to real-time processing.
Recovery of telemetry from tape, however, requires the entire telemetry processing



system, which is usually being used for real-time tasks. Practical availability limitations
lead to the conclusion that all telemetry must be provided in hard copy as the telemetry is
generated. This also satisfies contractual requirements for permanent archival records.
Short-term storage of data on disk permits certain analog telemetry to be compressed
before being presented for review. If unusual events are noted, uncompressed versions can
be requested and presented. Interim storage may be minimized by setting the review time
as near real time as possible.

Little needs to be said about processing hardware. Today’s modern minicomputers and
even some microcomputers have enough power to process most satellite telemetry bit
streams.

Software processing complexity is generally limited by time available for development and
available dollars. Simple and standardized algorithms lead to less costly and more reliable
software.

DATA DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES

In defining formats and processing to achieve the desired optimization, five types of data
may be defined:

a) Slowly varying analog data

b) Rapidly varying analog data

c) Digital status data

d) Sequenced event data

e) Data requiring Processing prior to review

Slowly varying analog data can be typified by a temperature sensor output. A large
percentage of spacecraft telemetry points are of this type. Analog plots are the easiest to
review. The plots should contain all data, including any short-term deviations from mean
values. Both the horizontal time scale and the vertical engineering value scale should be
selectable by the reviewer so that if unexpected discontinuities appear, either scale may be
expanded to look at individual telemetry points. Standard algorithms written in assembly
language permit analog plots to be generated rapidly and then displayed on a CRT and/or
hardcopied. By selecting the time scale to a standard shift or 12-hour period, most
expected variations may be readily seen by examining chronological sequences of any
given parameter. These hardcopy sequences may then be mounted in a notebook by



parameter for archiving. An example of this type of plot is shown in Figure 1. Note that the
plots can contain several thousand telemetry points, thus achieving considerable data
compression.

Rapidly varying analog data can be typified by satellite bus currents or motor currents.
This type of data may be analog plotted initially like the slowly varying type on a shift or
daily basis (Figure 2). Since the rates of change in the data are higher, more apparent
discontinuities will appear, and hence more expanded plots are required to verify normal
satellite operation. An example of this type of plot is shown in Figure 3.

All analog data should be retained in an easily retrievable form until a complete review is
made of each parameter. Hard disks of the 10 to 50 Mb size are a convenient interim
storage medium. These disks permit several days of analog telemetry storage, and thus
allow several days for data review before old data is overwritten with new data, and the
ability to recall some of the old data for more detailed review is lost.

Digital status data is typified by switch positions, box off/on status or box selection. These
data are usually contained on subframes and are highly redundant. Changes are infrequent,
and the telemetry changes are generally in response to a command sent to the satellite from
test equipment. All useful information is obtained by recording changes (events) only, and
processing requirements are standardized by storing all digital status telemetry points
whenever any one of them changes. The changes may then be flagged and categorized as
either a “proper” response to a command, or an “improper” change, indicating an anomaly.
In this fashion, the volume of telemetry saved and printed is small, and the flags enhance
potential problem identification.

Figure 4 shows a printout of this type of data. Each four-line sequence is representative of
two 8-word subframes. Each word contains eight binary bits. The caret below each binary
bit implies that this particular bit is a digital status bit. The remaining bits are not of
interest in this presentation. Commands sent to the spacecraft are printed below the four-
line sequence at the approximate time that the telemetry was being generated, so that a
time correlation between the command and telemetry response is available. Each sequence
is time-tagged with Julian date and time. In each four-line sequence there will be one or
more digital status bits that have changed from the prior four-line sequence. Masks and
logic in the data processor can determine if a particular change was due to the command
issued, or if a bit “flipped” unintentionally. By reviewing this “event” format carefully, the
response of the spacecraft to commands may be checked and extraneous bit changes
recognized easily.

Sequenced event data is typified by command sequences. Such sequences are generally
asynchronous to telemetry and random in time. They do depend, however, on events



happening in the system in a predictable sequence. By recording event data as the
sequence occurs in time, a complete history is generated that will verify operation and
permit maximum allowable diagnostics in the event of erroneous behavior. An example of
this type of plot is shown in Figure 5. Each event is recorded in four lines. The top line
includes (from left to right): time tag, a command vector sent to the spacecraft by the test
equipment, two 7-character command counters, the command vector currently loaded into
the vehicle, and finally a telemetry reference word. The second and third lines are semi-
random data from which the signal level input to the spacecraft receivers may be deduced.
The last line is the binary status which represents the configuration of the command system
for the last 20 telemetry samples. Note that this format is all the data available on telemetry
to perform any required diagnostics.

The last type of data to be defined is that requiring processing by the ground system prior
to review. This data is typified by earth width measurements gathered by a spinning
satellite. As this data is dependent upon satellite spin rate which is also a telemetered
parameter, processing via a standard algorithm permits displays in engineering units.
Figure 6 is an example of this presentation. Here each of four parameters (spin rate, sun
angle, north earth width, and south earth width) is presented in an octal representation of
the actual telemetry and also in engineering units. Since this information is a small
percentage of all telemetry, all of this data should be provided in hardcopy form for
archiving.

Hardware/Software Implementation

The examples listed above were implemented on a Hewlett Packard 1000 Series
minicomputer. Peripherals included 2 Mb of random access memory, digital tape recorder,
control CRT and printer, CRT and plotter for analog plots, and a high-speed printer for all
other telemetry printouts. Two 50 Mb hard disks were included, one used for all telemetry
reduction programs, telemetry event data and payload test programs and data, the other for
storage of raw telemetry. The latter disk provided storage for a minimum of 7 continuous
days of telemetry, providing ample time for a review of all pertinent parameters plus
generation of any additional expanded plots that were required. The operating system used
was RTE-VI, capable of multitasking. HP Fortran 77 was used extensively.

Improvements

The baseline system from which this improvement effort originated consisted of an early
1970’s Hewlett Packard computer with limited speed and memory. The operating system
was not multitasking, and hence the prime task of the computer was to format the
telemetry from binary to an octal presentation and print each frame in real time.
Considerable effort was expended to provide the most “readable” format as shown in



Figure 7. Each 64-word main frame is displayed as three lines of octal bits. The start of
each frame occurs at the one-character indentation at the left margin. The spacing of
characters from one line to the next was chosen to enhance scanning the data down the
page; however, reviewers generally developed overlays to accentuate particular
parameters. This format provided all the telemetry all the time, but review was tedious and
affected motivation of the reviewer. Another form of telemetry processing was provided by
sampling the latest frame of telemetry data and then converting each parameter to
engineering units prior to printing. This format was very readable but was limited to only
one frame of data at a time and not useful for trend or diagnostic analysis.

The volume of paper generated and requiring review was approximately one and one-third
boxes (4000 pages) per day. Nearly 100 boxes were generated during a spacecraft
Acceptance Test. Approximately 2 man-days were spent reviewing each box of printout.
Several anomalous events were overlooked and only discovered months after the initial
review was completed.

The improved telemetry reduction system described herein required the generation of only
12 boxes of printout over a 7-month Acceptance Test period, of which approximately
4 months were actual electrical testing. Three boxes were analog plots, four boxes were
digital status printouts, and five boxes were sequence event printouts. Telemetry requiring
ground processing resulted in approximately one-eighth of a box. This large reduction in
hardcopy volume was also aided by selecting printout of only those parameters involved
with testing at any given time. For example, attitude control parameters were suppressed
on a shift if only payload testing was involved. Review time was reduced to approximately
2 man hours per day of electrical testing. A more thorough review also resulted.

CONCLUSIONS

A spacecraft telemetry reduction and presentation system may be optimized by defining
various data types and designing presentation formats for each type, which aids in data
compression and reduces data review time. This philosophy may be extended to other
systems that require telemetry for a measure of status and health. The data types defined
herein are general in nature and apply to most telemetry systems. Reductions in printouts
and review time can be an order of magnitude over systems where all telemetry is printed
without compression and then total review is attempted. Such an “optimum” design
provides the greatest value in terms of minimum overall cost, minimum man-hour review
necessary, minimum record generation, and most important, a thorough and complete
review of all pertinent data.



Figure 1 - Slow Variation of Analog Data

Figure 2 - Rapid Variation of Analog Data (Compressed)



Figure 3 - Rapid Variation of Analog Data (Expanded)

Figure 4 - Digital Status Event Data



Figure 5 - Sequenced Event Data



Figure 6 - Processed Data



Figure 7 - Octal Format from Earlier Presentation Method
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ABSTRACT

Numerous checkout systems are being conceived for factory test, launch readiness
assessment, and on-orbit performance evaluation for spacecraft designs of ever-increasing
complexity. These systems must in addition be extremely flexible in design to maintain
supportive capability at reasonable cost during transition from development through
operational program phases. This paper describes a telemetry dependent checkout system
for the Navstar Global Positioning Satellite. The Space-Ground Link System (SGLS)
compatible telemetry based checkout features elemental units that simulate the Satellite
Test Center (STC) and the Remote Tracking Stations (RTS). This approach minimizes the
duplication of hardware and software design and documentation for the overall spacecraft
assembly-to-orbit checkout process. The telemetry-checkout design is shown to be
versatile enough to support growth in both numbers and types of payloads; to reduce the
operator training demands; to provide test results, equipment status, and other data to
remote evaluation personnel; and to improve delivery through computer-assisted
performance assessments.

INTRODUCTION

Extensive production capacity is implicit in the Global Positioning System (GPS)
operational program phase to supply spacecraft in adequate quantities to establish and to
maintain the requisite orbital system configuration. The unique characteristics of the GPS
constellation are depicted in Figure 1, which portrays spacecraft which are arranged in six
rings - each in 55-degree inclined orbits spaced 60 degrees apart. The three satellites
resident in each ring are equidistant and in a circular, 12-hour orbit. This 18-Navstar
spacecraft constellation provides nearly uniform, global, precision performance services to
GPS navigation and nuclear burst reporting systems users. Ten additional spacecraft will
be employed as on-orbit and ground spares.



Figure 1.  Global Positioning System

The major components of the Navstar spacecraft and their salient features are shown in
Figure 2. In addition to the conventional subsystems, the spacecraft houses the navigation
and Integrated Operational Nudet Detections Systems (IONDS) payloads noted earlier.
The L-band subsystem constituents include a 12-element, helical array, shaped beam
antenna, a triplexer for coupling three L-band transmitters to the antenna, and the
transmitters. Two of the L-band transmitters (L1 and L2) are part of the navigation system,
while the third (L3) transmitter is associated with the Global Burst Detector and the
Integrated Transfer Subsystem to form the IONDS payload. The Integrated Transfer
Subsystem is a GPS-GPS, ultra high frequency (UHF) crosslink IONDS message
broadcast system. Globally broadcast IONDS data are combined with locally acquired
data for information distribution completeness. The navigation data unit (NDU) generates
the navigation baseband signals (in conjunction with cesium and rubidium atomic
frequency standards) utilized for position location determination.



The telemetry, tracking, and command subsystem (TT&C) typically interfaces with all
GPS elements and with the signal and data processing interface units of the external
checkout system. The TT&C subsystem is a Carrier I, space-ground link system (SGLS)
and is interconnected to checkout facilities by both hardware and air links. During testing,
it serves as a bridge between the spacecraft subsystems and their associated ground
equipment.

The Navstar checkout system has been nearly fully automated and integrated with central
processing facilities to alleviate cost and manpower impacts induced by the high GPS
production rate and the geographic dispersion of program facilities. Overall, the system
contains equipment to stimulate spacecraft subsystems, RF measurement devices for
payload components, automation control and monitoring, and a TT&C transmit/receive
and processing unit.

This paper describes the GPS checkout and data processing facilities, the manufacturing
tests performed on the spacecraft, the launch base and launch vehicle tests, the Navstar
TT&C system, and its involvement in the checkout process.

NAVSTAR TT&C SYSTEM

The Navstar TT&C system consists of a nearly omnidirectional coverage antenna system,
a radio frequency (RF) assembly, dual receiver/demodulator units, an internally redundant
command decoder, encryption and decryption equipment, an internally redundant pulse-
code modulation (PCM) system, and dual transmitter/baseband assembly units (see
Figure 3). The RF assembly permits receiver coupling to two conical spiral antennas or to
a bicone when the spacecraft is operating in the spin mode. The receivers are connected to
the transmitters to provide turnaround PRN ranging. The uplink carrier is transmitted at
1783.74 MHz, and the downlink at 2227.50 MHz. Command data employs the
conventional 65, 96, and 75 kHz ternary tones. PCM data biphase shift keys (BPSK) a
1.7-MHz subcarrier oscillator.

The PCM unit provides signal conditioning, analog multiplexing and conversion, digital
multiplexing, and data formatting of inputs into Non-Return to Zero Level (NRZ-L) and
Biphase (Bi-L) serial outputs. The primary data format consists of 64 eight-bit word Minor
Frames. Eight Minor Frames constitute a Master Frame, and 64 Minor Frames make up a
Data Cycle. A second format is available by command to enhance the dumping of memory
from the NDU and a secondary payload. The GPS PCM has two bit rates of 4 Kbps and
500 bps. The normal data rate is 4 Kbps. The 500 bps rate is used during early orbit
operations while the space vehicle is spin-stabilized to extend coverage into marginal
antenna areas. No change in format results from a bit rate change.



Figure 2.  Navstar Block II Space Vehicle Subsystems



Figure 3.  TT&C Block Diagram



The GPS dual command decoder (DCD) unit receives and processes SGLS ternary
command data, outputs NDU uploads, issues discrete and serial magnitude commands, and
controls the operation of the TT&C system. The DCD command output capability is
416 discrete commands and eight serial magnitude commands.

The DCD can process commands in either the encrypted or clear formats. The encrypted
format data is received from redundant decryption units, while the clear command format
data is received directly from the S-band receivers. The clear commanding is used for
ground checkout only.

The TT&C typically interfaces with every other spacecraft subsystem and the Navstar
payloads (see Figure 4) to issue commands for configuration control and to report reaction
and status to the commands. Each command is coupled to a specific measurement. The
command, measurements, and type are shown in Table 1.

The measurements and commands are utilized in all phases of assembly, launch, and
orbital operations without supplement. The TT&C, portraying the high confidence in its
performance, is the spacecraft control/monitor device in final assembly in the
environmental chambers, and in the launch vehicle.

Table 1. Command and Measurements Requirements

Commands Measurements

Discrete Mag Discrete Analog* Digital

AVCS

EPS

NPD

L-Band

RCS

OIS

TCS

TT&C

GBD

ITS

18

76

60

53

22

4

35

57

7

4

1

-

2

-

-

-

-

2

1

1

33

35

41

22

8

-

20

57

6

2

25 (10 PCM)

50 (11 PCM)

43 (16 PCM)

14 (6 PCM)

33 (31 SCU)

  1 (1 SCU)

78 [76 (8 PCM)]

15 (3 PCM)

  4

  4 (1 PCM)

3

-

1

-

-

-

-

3

1

*(XX PCM or SCU) indicates number of submux measurements.



Figure 4.  TT&C Interfaces



CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT

The checkout system (see Figure 5) consists basically of the data acquisition and control
processor (DACP), which is the test control element, the programmable control and
monitor unit (PCMU), Navstar Interface and control equipment (NICE) unit (which
simulates and tests the EPS and AVCS subsystems sensors), the Telecom test set (which
configures the space vehicle subsystems for testing and provides the DACP with space
vehicle subsystems status information), the RF antenna hats for vehicle radio-link coupling
to the Telecom test set, RF test set (which analyzes carrier signals), and the payloads test
sets (IRDTS, Frequency Standard Test, L-band test set). A total of seven checkout
systems are employed at various assembly points and environmental test chambers within
the factory, and two sets are resident in the launch base facilities.

The DACP Is the master GSE test controller. The unit generates uplink messages,
decommutates downlink data, processes and stores real-time test data, performs posttest,
non-real-time data analysis and transfers test data to the interfacility Data Link (IFDL).
Physically, the DACP is enclosed in five relay racks with free standing peripherals
including a line printer, CRT-printer, remote CRT’s, and functional keys. The DACP
employs a Data General S/280 computer as a command processor with a second unit as a
data link processor. A Data General S/120 computer interfaces with the Interfacilities Data
Link System. IEEE RS232-C and IEEE-488 interfaces are utilized to couple the DACP to
the applicable test sets.

In addition to its upload and control capability, the DACP receives PCM, navigation, and
IONDS data, disseminates and processes these data, and performs Go/No Go limit checks.

The Telecom test set provides a test station equivalent to an Air Force SCF Remote
Tracking Station through use of Carrier I data transmission facilities. It also provides a
hardline and airlink interconnection with the spacecraft TT&C subsystem for functional
and integrated subsystem testing. The test set functions include:  generation of all S-band
signals; carrier modulation and demodulation; generation of all time codes; encryption and
decryption (as required); signals to perform the PRN ranging function; and interface for
DACP-generated uplink commands and for DACP-monitored PCM.

The NICE interfaces with the spacecraft, the Telecom test set, and the PCMU and
operates under the control of the PCMU or the DACP via the PCMU. The unit consists of
several manual test sets that have been brought under automatic control by the PCMU.
These units include power control and solar array simulation, electro-explosive device
(EED) monitors and bus control, the Attitude Velocity and Control System checkout, the
upper stage vehicle interface (ASE), Reaction Control System test set, thruster valve
control, heater monitors, and others.



Figure 5.  Integrated Space Vehicle Test Block Diagram



Some specific major functional capabilities of the NICE Include trickle charger control and
functional monitoring, selection of spacecraft heater test points, statusing of spacecraft
EED’s, alarm circuits, and devices for alerting personnel of hazardous conditions (battery,
computer, power, temperature failures), thruster valve actuations, and simulation of the
PAM-D and STS interfaces. Exerciser functions include production of signals that activate
the linear accelerometer package for active nutation control system checkout and stimulate
the combined earth sensor electronics for testing.

The PCMU operates in conjunction with the NICE in order to automatically control
various test sequences; to monitor, analyze, and print out test results; to receive and
transmit to the master computer (the DACP); and to flag redline conditions and take
corrective action. The PCMU contains a minicomputer (HP-1000-A900), a CRT/
keyboard, a line printer, a 16-M byte, Winchester disc drive, a dual floppy disc drive, a
magnetic tape recorder, strip chart recorders, patch panels, power control panels, time
code reader and other monitor and control panels.

The RF test set provides the capability to automatically test spacecraft RF systems and
components. The test set selects and routes signals to measurement instruments and/or to
the test sets. Measurement capability includes frequency, power, spectral distribution, and
comparison to predicted limits for pass/fall decisions. In addition to the TT&C signals, the
RF test set tests the navigation and IONDS payload carriers and the spacecraft frequency
standards. The RF test set is interconnected to the DACP via Its HP 1000-A600
minicomputer.

The antenna hat set captures RF signals from the L-band helical array, the UHF IONDS
antenna, and the S-band bicone/conical spiral antennas to provide a “hardline” between the
space vehicle and the RF test set. Receive coupling insertion loss is less than 10 dB when
the hat is placed over the antenna and the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is not
increased by more than 1.25 times the VSWR of the antenna radiating into free space.

GROUND PROCESSING SYSTEM

The Ground Processing System is interconnected with the DACP, KSC, and the SCF for
both realtime test/orbital support for data archive maintenance and posttest data
processing, as required. The stored test data will be maintained for the life of the space
vehicle, and orbital data is stored for the duration of the contract.

The Ground Processing System is shown In Figure 6. The Interfacilities Data Link segment
will be operational in mid 1986. The Data Transfer System (DTS) currently supports
development phase vehicles and will continue orbital operations support during the
production program.



Figure 6.  Ground Data Processing System



The processing facility consists of five Data General computers, peripherals, and displays.
The MV/10,000 is the host computer, the MV/4000 units are employed for data
acquisition while the M/600 and S/250 units are used for data demultiplexing and for
selectable data display.

FACTORY CHECKOUT

Factory checkout provides the means for verifying that the assembled components,
subsystems, and interfaces of the space vehicle system comply with design requirements
and that, consequently, the space vehicle is ready for launch operations. Factory checkout
implies that the vehicle will undergo a series of mechanical, electrical, and environmental
tests which will ensure its ultimate performance for all mission phases (see Table II).

Table II.  Acceptance Tests for SV Readiness Evaluation

Mechanical Tests Electrical Tests
Environmental

Tests

Static load

Modal survey

Pressure proof/leak

Alignments

Mechanisms and solar
array deployment

Combined systems evaluation

Thermal control heaters

Space vehicle functional

Mission profile

Solar array flood Illumination

EMC

Pyro shock

Acoustics

Thermal balance

Spin thermal vacuum

Mechanical Tests are performed as the space vehicle structure is phased into full-up
vehicle assembly. Electrical and environmental tests shown are performed on the full-up
configuration. A typical acceptance test flow and schedule for electrical and environmental
testing Is shown In Figure 7. The facilities required to perform the assembly and test of the
GPS vehicles are shown in Figure 8. These facilities accommodate a GPS production rate
of seven spacecraft per year.

The Space Vehicle Functional Test is used to verify proper operational status of the
subsystems before and after exposure of the space vehicle to various environmental tests.
During the functional test each subsystem is fully exercised in the primary and redundant
modes of operation. Self-test modes are exercised and failure-redundancy circuits verified.
Commanding and monitoring of the vehicle are accomplished via the S-band TT&C
system. The test is structured such that each subsystem is tested as an entity but utilizes all 



Figure 7.  Factory Test Schedule



Figure 8.  Test Facilities - GPS Production



of the interface common with other subsystems. Vehicle telemetry data is compared in
real-time with predetermined test limits.

The Combined Systems Functional Test also evaluates individual subsystem performances
after a space vehicle relocation, environmental test, or when it is desirable to rapidly check
spacecraft performance. The test is written so that all electronic components are tested in
order to detect failure or malfunctions resulting from environmental exposure. Use is made
of command and verification routines and, where possible, parallel systems testing in
which a single verification provides performance verification of multiple subsystems. As
with the Space Vehicle Functional Test, the primary source of data is the vehicle telemetry
system. As the test proceeds, specific monitors are sampled for correct levels, responses to
commands, or changes as a result of external stimuli, and they are checked to
predetermined limits.

The Thermal Control Heater Tests consist of resistance and current measurements of the
heater circuits, as well as verification of heater on/off commanding capabilities.

The Space Vehicle Integrated Mission Profile Test is designed to verify integrity of the
space vehicle subsystems simulating the launch sequence, separation, and mission
simulation through orbital checkout. Sequencer firing is verified and the space vehicle is
exercised through the command sequences it will experience from launch to operational
status.

At the beginning of test, PAM-D/orbiter power is applled, the space vehicle is placed in
the prelaunch mode, and a vehicle status check is performed. A predeployment verification
test is then performed to simulate the space vehicle in the orbiter parking orbit. Space
vehicle/PAM-D spin-up and deployment from the orbiter is simulated and the space
vehicle is configured for initial drift orbit operations. Delta V maneuvers are executed by
the AVCS and the AVCS is subsequently exercised to simulate despinning of the vehicle.
Solar arrays are deployed (initiator circuits only), sun and earth acquisition modes are
verified, and the AVCS subsystem is exercised in a final Delta V maneuver. The vehicle is
cycled through an eclipse sequence, the payloads are powered up and uploaded, and
operation verified.

A Final/Post-Factory Functional Test evaluates subsystems performance and establishes a
data baseline from which failure or malfunctions may be detected that may have occured
during the space vehicle’s move from the factory to the launch base. The test is first
performed at the factory and then repeated at the base.



The Solar Array Flood Illumination Test verifies final flight connection of the solar array
panels to the space vehicle. The solar arrays are uncovered one at a time and illuminated
with halogen tungsten lamps to verify solar array current flow.

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Testing demonstrates compatible interfaces and
ensures that adequate margins exist between the susceptibility threshold of critical circuits
and the noise levels at interface points of those circuits. The Integrated Mission Profile
Test is performed where the space vehicle is operated in several modes, including launch,
transfer orbit, initial/final drift orbits, and final orbit with all transmitters on. During these
modes, the space vehicle is monitored on TT&C and on special detectors employed for
EMC verification.

An Acoustic Test verifies the functional and structural integrity of the space vehicle and
component random vibration spectra under the acoustic overall level of 150.5 dB, for a
minimum total test exposure of three minutes. The space vehicle is placed in the acoustic
chamber and subjected to a pre-environment systems test to establish a performance
baseline. During acoustic exposure, space vehicle performance is monitored and
controlled.

A Thermal Balance Test verifies the analytical thermal mode and demonstrates the ability
of the space vehicle thermal control subsystem to maintain components, subsystems, and
the entire space vehicle within maximum predicted temperatures. The thermal environment
seen during transfer orbit and orbital mission phases is simulated. Tests are conducted over
the full mission range of seasons, equipment duty cycles, solar angles, and eclipse
combinations so as to include the worst case of high and low temperature extremes for all
space vehicle components. The power requirements of all thermostatically controlled
heaters are monitored during the test. Thermocouples are installed for specific components
to verify thermal design and analysis.

The Thermal Vacuum Test demonstrates the ability of the space vehicle to meet
requirements under vacuum conditions and temperature extremes that simulate those
predicted for flight with a safety margin. The space vehicle is placed in a thermal vacuum
chamber and a functional test is performed to assure readiness for chamber closure. Space
vehicle power is applied after the test pressure/temperature level has been reached. After
stabilization at both the high and low temperatures, the space vehicle functional test is
repeated. Power is maintained on the equipment throughout the test, and the power
requirements of all thermostatically-controlled heaters are monitored.

A Pyro Shock Test determines the shock levels experienced by critical space vehicle
components when the space vehicle separation pyro device, the solar array panel release,
nutation damper caging, and TT&C antenna initiators are fired. The test is first performed



with mass simulators and later repeated with active components. Power is applied for all
tests, and the vehicle telemetry is continuously monitored for abnormal conditions.

Space Vehicle Spin Tests verify structural integrity of the spacecraft, thruster valve
operation, integrity of the thermal insulation mounting/securing methods, clearance of the
spin sun and earth sensor fields of view, nutation damper and TT&C antenna deployment,
rate gyro operation, accelerometer and CEA operation after spin-up in the orbiter bay. An
external TT&C antenna provides the capability to command and monitor vehicle functions
during test.

LAUNCH BASE OPERATIONS

Launch base operations include tests that verify safe vehicle transportation, replacing of
ordnance simulators with active units, inclusion of the orbit insertion system motor, and
performance of interface tests with the upper stage system, the AFSCF system, the GPS
Control Station, and the Space Transportation System. The steps in launch base operations
are shown in Figure 9 for the qualification test vehicle (QTV), which is the production
precursor unit. The test sequence and dwell times are shown in Figure 10.

Post-Factory Functional Test is a duplication of the Final Factory Functional Test and is
used to verify satisfactory functioning of the space vehicle following transport to the
launch base.

A Hot Wire Initiator and Electro-Explosive Device checkout procedure is used to install
the flight pin puller assemblies on the space vehicle and to verify bridgewire resistance,
absence of stray voltages prior to connection, and proper electrical connection. Tests are
made using the Ordnance test set. Telemetry Is used to verify “arm” and “fire” functions.

The AFSCF Compatibility Test validates the space vehicle TT&C system operational
interface with the AFSCF. The AFSCF compatibility for controlling the space vehicle with
single, block, unsecure, and secure commands is verified, as is the AFSCF compatibility
for processing, displaying, and recording of satellite telemetry data. Verification of AFSCF
capability for determination of range and PRN turnaround correlation is also effected.

Later, the above tests are repeated to verify GPS control segment hardware and software.
In addition, the control segment verifies its capability to process payload data.

A Reaction Control System (RCS) servicing procedure is used to perform hydrazine
onload and to verify final pressure/temperature stabilization. During RCS servicing, space
vehicle power and PCM are turned on. System pressure and temperature measurements are
monitored and compared to hardline monitor outputs.



Figure 9.  GPS Launch Processing Hardware Flow



Figure 10.  QTV Launch Base Schedule



The SV/PAM-D Interface Verification Test verifies proper functioning of the electrical
interfaces between the space vehicle and the PAM-DII upper stage. Following the mating
of the space vehicle to the PAM-DII and the connection of the space vehicle umbilicals,
the vehicle has power supplied through the ASE/PAM-DII Interface. Space vehicle
commands are issued through the hardline input, and the hardline telemetry is monitored.
All functions which are controlled from the orbiter aft-flight deck Airborne Servicing
Equipment (ASE) panels are exercised. Transfer of space vehicle power from the ASE
DC/DC converter to space vehicle internal batteries is accomplished, and vehicle
operations on internal batteries are verified with telemetry and readings taken on the ASE
panel.

The SV/PAM-DII/Orbiter Interface Verification Test is similar in scope to the above test,
except that verification of the orbiter ASE/AVIONICS interface with the space vehicle or
PAM-DII upper stage is added. The test, performed in the SPIF integration cell, uses the
orbiter interface verification equipment (IVE) to demonstrate interface compatibility. In
addition to the above test, all RF radiators expected to be operational during pad and
orbital testing are activated sequentially; thus compatibility is verified. Control functions
are actuated by the IVE, and vehicle response is monitored on telemetry and/or on the aft-
flight deck panel simulator. The final phase of the test involves the plus-time simulated
flight, in which the SV/PAM/orbiter launch-deploy sequence is exercised through the SV
umbilical.

An In-Bay Validation Test verifies compatibility of the space vehicle and the orbiter
systems, ASE control functions, and space vehicle readiness for launch. The test utilizes
hardline TT&C functions to provide subsystems control and to evaluate the space vehicle
status. Space vehicle power is supplied by the orbiter/PAM-DII power bus via the ASE
DC/DC converter. The interface to the payload data interleaver (PDI) and general purpose
computer (GPC) is exercised, and satisfactory response of these units to space vehicle
telemetry is verified.

The Orbital Validation Test provides an evaluation of key space vehicle parameters to
establish readiness for deployment from the STS orbiter. The test utilizes the orbiter
GPC/PDI interface to transmit space vehicle status data to the TDRSS for relay to the
AFSCF, where space vehicle status is then evaluated against predetermined limits.
Anomalies may require use of an RTS to command/reconfigure the space vehicle for
further analysis with the space vehicle RF links. Supplemental data is provided by
verification of monitors available at the orbiter aft flight deck ASE control panel, which
displays battery switch position, ordnance bus status, battery temperatures, voltages, and
RCS temperatures and pressure parameters.



CONCLUSION

The Navstar checkout system has been configured to support extensive testing of the space
vehicle through all production phases from manufacturing through prelaunch. The vital link
between the vehicle and the test support equipment has been shown to be the on-board
telemetry and command link. Through the use of this link, the test equipment has access to
all vital subsystem operational parameters, and it can command the vehicle through all its
operational phases. The successful launch and on-orbit deployment of all Navstar satellites
launched to date is a significant testimony to the effectiveness of the Navstar checkout
system and the test plans implemented through its use.
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Increased requirements for acquisition of acoustic noise and pyro-shock data in remote test
areas at Lockheed Missles and Space Company resulted in a decision in 1983 to acquire a
new, portable, multiple-channel, data acquisition system.

The system is capable of continuously recording 140 channels of data over a bandwidth of
20 to 10,000 Hz for a period of 12 minutes. The system employs a portable fourteen-
channel, 2 MHz bandwidth, tape recorder for data storage. A unique auto ranging input
amplifier, which uses a gain-selection method based on the RMS value of random noise, is
used to signal condition the data.

This paper describes the data acquisition requirements, system design parameters, and
final system design.

INTRODUCTION

Exposure to high-intensity acoustic noise in reverberant sound chambers and to shock
impulses from pyrotechnic devices are often a part of the development, qualification or
acceptance testing of spacecraft and other aerospace structures. Since acoustic tests are
run in a chamber (cell) capable of containing the noise energy generated, a majority of
these tests are performed at Lockheed in one of two complexes, housing three acoustic
chambers ranging in size from 14x11x9 to 50x44x86 feet. A dedicated data system is
provided for the testing in this complex, but an additional chamber in a remote location
requires periodic multi-channel data acquisition. Pyro-shock testing is performed as an
additional environmental exposure in the acoustic testing facility when feasible, but
because of schedule problems, many of the pyro shock tests are performed in other
locations, where no data acquisition capability exists.



In the past, tests at remote locations have been performed by using temporary setups for
signal conditioning combined with multiple 14 channel FM tape recorders. On larger tests,
the number of data channels exceeds the portable tape recorder capacity and the renting of
additional tape recorders has been required. This method is costly, unreliable and difficult
to schedule. Therefore a decision was made to purchase a portable system that would be
capable of acquiring this data with a minimum of setup and schedule difficulty while
providing data of equal or better accuracy.

REQUIREMENTS

In the large, reverberant chamber, acoustic noise excitation is provided by electro-
pneumatic noise generators producing sound pressure levels of up to 162 dB re 20 micro-
Pascals (240,000 watts of acoustic power) over a frequency range of 20 to 10,000 Hz.
Data from accelerometers, microphones, and strain gages are recorded during the pretest
period and the actual test runs. The accelerometers located on the test article have output
levels in the range of 0.1 to 200g ( 86 dB) during the acoustic test. In general, the amplifier
range cannot be predicted (preset) and an auto ranging amplifier is necessary to obtain
maximum resolution.

Shock excitation is provided by pyro-actuated devices such as valves, bolts, cutters or
separation joints. These actual or simulated shock excitations are normally one-shot tests
that require that the signal level be predicted and the amplifier be preset to the estimated
range. The short duration (less than 0.1 seconds) of these tests does not allow time for auto
ranging. The accelerometer signals may range from 0.5 to 50oog (80dB) over a 20-10,000
Hz bandwidth.

Combining the requirements for data acquisition during exposure of the instrumented test
article to either acoustic or pyroshock environments resulted in the following parameters:

1. Continuous recording of 140 channels with time-correlation data on one 14 channel
tape recorder.

2. Frequency range of 20 to 10,000 Hz.

3. Data are acquired from accelerometers, microphones and strain gages.

4. 12 minute recording time on a 14 inch reel of 1 inch magnetic tape.

5. A signal to noise ratio of 50 db without gain changing.



6. A minimum of nine gain ranges (5 to 8 db separation) controlled by computer or by
auto-range. Gains must be recorded on the tape.

7. Provide “IRIG A” time code on each track, available for decoding at any reproduce
tape speed.

8. Simultaneous reproduce capability for 10 channels (one tape recorder track).

9. Fast and accurate auto-calibration before test.

10. Overall accuracy of 0.5% of full scale.

SYSTEM DESIGN

An FM multiplex system was chosen for this application because it provided rack mounted
equipment in a console that could easily be transported between test areas. Experience has
shown that the existing FM multiplex equipment at LMSC is rugged and reliable and
trained personnel are available for calibration and repair. The FM system expands the
capability of an existing 14 channel recorder by dividing the 2MHz bandwidth of each tape
recorder track into 10 FM multiplexed data channels each capable of recording the
20-10,000 Hz data. The schematic of the system is shown in Figure 1. An automatic
calibration system provides a complete end to end calibration from the signal conditioning
input to the system output. The reproduce system provides 10 channels, one for each
center frequency, to play back all the channels on one track simultaneously for
computerized data reduction (Ref. 1). “IRIG A” serial-time code is recorded on each track
to allow correlation of data channels on separate tracks. The time code reader displays
time during data reduction to select data intervals for processing. The tape search and
control unit will shuttle the tape over the interval for each of the selected tracks.

For maximum resolution, accelerometers with different sensitivities should be installed for
acoustic and pyro-shock tests. However the cost of accelerometer installation on large test
articles is an appreciable part of the total test expenditure and dictates that the same
accelerometers be used for both test series. The accelerometers used for testing have been
the piezoelectric type which require a coaxial output cable and a charge amplifier for
accurate readout. Resolution is obtained by changing the amplifier gain. Initially, the intent
was to use the existing accelerometers with computer controlled charge amplifiers to
automatically sense and set the gain correctly for each channel during the test.
Investigation revealed that the amplifiers were set sequentially and would require
approximately 1 second per channel to set the 140 channels to their correct range. Since
the acoustic tests are as short as a minute duration, the commercially available charge
amplifiers were not adequate for the application.



Auto ranging amplifiers are commercially available but would not be compatible with the
charge input from the piezoelectric accelerometers. Investigation of integral-electronic
accelerometers revealed that the sensitivities, sizes and weights available closely parallel
the pure

1. Conventional, auto-ranging, voltage amplifiers may be used.

2. Low impedance output eliminates the need for low noise coaxial cables.

3. The cost of the replacement accelerometer and auto-ranging amplifier was less than
the cost of a programmable-gain charge amplifier.

Since analog tape recording has a relatively-low dynamic range an efficient auto-gain-
ranging system was designed to be appropriate for the expected acoustic response signals.

The signal in acoustic testing is gaussian random noise and a minimum averaging time is
required to obtain an estimate of the RMS signal level. If this averaged RMS value of each
channel is known the controller can calculate and set the correct range to approximately
three times the RMS value.

The auto-ranging amplifier system, which is used on each channel, is shown in Figure 2. It
performs the following functions:

1. Auto-ranging is performed by the following process:
1. The input signal is passed through an analog RMS detector with a variable time

constant. The time constant may be set from 0.1 to 1 seconds.
2. The RMS level is digitized with an an analog-to-digital converter.
3. The RMS level is multiplied by the allowed crest factor (between three and five)

to determine the full scale.
4. The gain is set to this full-scale range.

2. The amplifier may be set to minimum (or any other) gain by computer control at any
time.

3. The gain may be frozen at any time by manual or computer control.

4. The gain information is recorded on each track of the tape recorder.

Investigation of the commercially-available amplifiers showed that these functions could
be supplied via modifications to an existing FM multiplexing system available from the
Metraplex Corporation.
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The range setting for each amplifier is required for data reduction and the settings must be
available for convenient reduction. The range is recorded as a discrete voltage level for
each channel for each of the 10 channels on a track. This information is continuously
recorded as voltage level of 1 - 2 milliseconds duration on a subcarrier on the tape
recorder track. A typical range signature is shown in Figure 3. To correlate the data,
“IRIG A” time code is also recorded directly on each tape track.

CONCLUSION

System definiton and design has been completed and a specification written for
procurement as turnkey system. The system will have been in use for two months when
this paper is presented and data on actual performance will be available.
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ABSTRACT

In order to comply with certain mission requirements, it is necessary to encode
telemetry data into pulse code modulation (PCM). For this reason, test data have been
obtained in order to determine the effects of quantization errors and bit errors with special
reference to wide band noise-like data signals involving data reduction by spectral
analysis. The use of notch noises tests for determining coder/decoder (CODEC)
performance has been evaluated. Test procedures and test results are given using CODEC
configurations of 4 to 12 bits per word. Parameters for encoding constant bandwidth
(CBW) and proportional bandwidth (PBW) subcarrier multiplexes for PCM transmission
are included.

1.  INTRODUCTiON

Certain mission requirements for wideband data have mandated the use of PCM. The
purpose of this paper is to present test data and approximate formulae to evaluate effects
of quantization noise and bit errors on the spectra of the data. Notch noise test data were
found to be useful in the investigation and the notch noise test is proposed for evaluating
CODEC dynamic peformance. Also test data are presented on PCM transmission of CBW
and PBW multiplexes.

2.  QUANTIZATION ERROR SPECTRA WITH SINUSOIDAL INPUT

In order to provide background, tests were first run using sinusoidal input with the
CODEC back-to-back. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the test set up. The peak-to-peak
range of the input to the coder is A = 5 volts (V). The number of bits per word is
selectable from 4 to 12 inclusive. When the sample clock , fs, and the input sinusoid of
frequency f were phase-locked, components of frequency nfs ±(2 m + 1)f, were generated
(see Reference 1). This is illustrated in Figure 2 using 4 bits/word with fs = 35 ks/s and
f = 10 kHz. The parameters of the spectrum analyzer are printed on the photograph. There
are two traces. The bottom trace is with the 10 kHz sine wave alone fully loading the



CODEC with the relative phase of the sine wave and the sample clock adjusted to produce
maximum amplitude of the 5 kHz component. The 5 kHz component is given by fs - 3f,
3fs - 11f, 5fs - 17f, etc., the 15 kHz component by fs - 5f, 3fs - 9f, 5 fs - 19f, etc., and the
20 kHz component by 2fs - 5f, 6fs - 19f, 10fs - 33f, etc. Note that if the sine wave were
recovered by an ideal low pass filter (LPF) of cut-off 35/2 = 17.5 kHz, the 5 kHz and
15 kHz would be aliased into the data band. The second trace in Figure 2 shows the effect
of an added frequency of 9.6 kHz, not phase locked, 30 dB down which “dithers” the
quantization tending toward randomizing the quantization error so that equation (A-2) can
be used to estimate the two-sided spectrum of the quantization error. Substituting M = 4
and fs = 35 ks/s into equation (A-2) gives SQQ(0) = 2.3 x 10-7 V2 /Hz. Since the noise
bandwidth for Figure 2 was 360 Hz, the corresponding quantization noise power was 2 x
360 x 2.3 x 10-7 = 1.7 x 10-44 V2, this is 43 dB down from CODEC input power. This
agrees fairly well with the second trace in Figure 2.

Another example is given in Figure 3 for two tones of 41 and 50 kHz with amplitude
sum = 2.5 V. The tones were not phase locked to each other or to the sample clock. The
sample rate fs = 240 ks/s with 6 bits/word. From equation (A-2), proceeding as above, the
ratio is 63 dB. Since the peak CODEC load corresponds to 23 dB down from the spectrum
analyzer reference (top line of gradicule) the agreement is good which indicates
randomization of the quantization error. It is evident that no visibly sinusoidal
intermodulation components are generated in the frequency band from zero to fs /2 Hz. It
should be noted that the input for Figure 3 was passed through a Marconi 60 kHz LPF to
remove the harmonics from the sine wave generators. in Figure 4, 8 bit words were utilized
with only the 50 kHz tone present. The spectrum analyzer noise floor is shown. According
to equation (A-2) the quantization noise spectral density drops 6 dB for each additional bit
per word. Thus, it is evident that the sinusoidal test for dynamic CODEC performance is
practical up to 8 bits/word when using the Hewlett-Packard 8566A spectrum analyzer.
Incidentally, the above spectra shows the aperture effect which goes to zero at f = fs. We
have been unable to explain the presence of the component at fs.

3.  QUANTIZATION OF THERMAL NOISE - THE NOTCH NOISE TEST

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the test setup. The sample clock rate was 240 ks/s. Two
60 kHz Marconi LPFs plus a 108 kHz LPF were used in series to sharply cut off the notch
noise test spectrum to avoid aliasing. Figure 5 shows the input notch noise test spectrum
with the 40 and 60 kHz notches in plus the LPFs. The bottom trace is the spectrum
analyzer noise floor. Figure 6 shows the spectrum at the CODEC output, subject to zero
bit errors, with 0.4 Vrms input to the CODEC using 10 bits/word and fs = 240 ks/s. Note
the aperture effect and the unexplained presence of the fs component. By varying the
loading of the CODEC with no bit errors, it was found that 0.6 Vrms input was about
optimum for maximum NPR, i.e., power ratio, notch out to notch in. Six to 8 dB



degradation occurred for 10 bit words at 0.8 Vrms input compared to 0.6 Vrms. At
8 bits/word, the corresponding degradation was about 3 dB.

Table 1 shows the noise power ratio (NPR) versus notch frequency for several different
bit error probabilities using the Marconi equipment with test signal level into the CODEC
of 0.6 Vrms. The calculations were made using equation (A-5).

When Pe is zero, only quantization noise is present. Note that with Pe = 0, the
agreement between test and calculations is good for 4, 6 and 8 bits/worl. For 10 bits/word
the NPR is 2 to 3 dB less than predicted and at 12 bits/word it is 14 dB less than predicted
showing a tendency of the CODEC to bottom out. The NPR of the sample and hold and
the output amplifier were checked and found to contribute negligible degradation of the
measured NPR for 10 and 12 bits/word. When Pe = 5 x 10-3 the agreement with
calculations is good. But for larger numbers of bits/word and smaller bit error
probabilities, the NPR data are larger than calculated. Measuring of NPR by means of the
Hewlett-Packard spectrum analyzer Models 141T/8556A and 8566A shows the same
tendency. Possibly the reason is that the processing does not produce a true average value
of noise due to infrequent bit errors.

Because the notch noise signal power is distributed over the test signal bandwidth, the
notch noise test is adequate for testing the dynamic performance of a CODEC with greater
numbers of bits per word than is the sinusoidal test in paragraph 2.

4.  PCM TRANSMISSION OF CBW AND PBW FM MULTIPLEXES

The ability to transmit a subcarrier multiplex on a PCM link is of some current practical
interest. Test were run with CBW and PBW multiplexes. The test setup is shown in
Figure 1. Seven bits per word were used together with hard wire synchronization. In
practice, an eighth bit can be used conveniently for word synchronization. A sample rate of
fs = 380 ks/s was used which produced a bit rate of fb 2.66 Mb/s. For the PCM, the carrier
was modulated 0.7 fb peak-to-peak. The IF bandwidth was 4 MHz. Since the notch noise
test results confirm that the quantization noise and bit error noise spectra are nearly flat
across the video band from zero to fs /4 Hz, a flat taper was used for CBW and a
3 dB/octave taper was used for the PBW. The subcarrier output signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) was determined by measuring the output voltage, true rms, of a sine wave
modulating the subcarrier. The modulation was removed and the noise measured. The ratio
was assumed to be the SNR, i.e., it was assumed that the quantization noise and bit error
noise are additive to the data signal.



4.1  CBW Subcarriers

IRIG CBW subcarriers numbers 3B through 17B were used. The subcarriers were
modulated 3 kHz peak by two 400 Hz sine generators connected alternately to the
subcarrier modulation inputs. The subcarrier post-detection filters were set for cutoff at
2 kHz, i.e., for D = 2 by IRIG definition.

Table 2 summarizes the CBW output SNR versus Pe. The voltage into the CODEC was
0.8 Vrms which, as previously noted, somewhat overloads the CODEC but gives
improved performance against bit errors. Note that the subcarrier output SNR is nearly
constant across the multiplex.

Table 3 summarizes the results for the subcarrier multiplex operating in the FM/FM
mode. For this test the carrier was frequency modulated 100 kHz rms by the multiplex, the
IF bandwidth was 750 kHz, and a 6 dB/octave taper was used.

Table 4 gives the 750 kHz IF SNR in the FM/FM mode equivalent to the IF SNR in the
PCM/FM mode, with IF bandwidth equal to the bit rate, to produce the Pe values given.
Note that to within the parameters of the test, the same or a little less power in the PCM,
relative to the FM/FM, is required to produce an output SNR of 40 dB. If, with the PCM,
an output SNR greater than 44 dB is required it is necessary to go to 8 or 9 bits/word. An
additional bit theoretically increases the input SNR by 6 dB in the absence of bottoming.

4.2  PBW Subcarriers

The test was repeated using ±7.5% PBW subcarriers IRIG numbers 12, 13, 14, 16, 19,
20, and 21 with a 3 dB per octave taper. The input to the CODEC was 0.8 Vrms and 7 bits
per word were used. The subcarrier discriminator output bandwidth was set for D = 5. The
tests were run with the subcarriers unmodulated except for the one under test which was
modulated band edge-to-band edge with a sinusoid of frequency of one-half of “nominal
frequency response” (see Table 3-1, IRIG Document 106-80). Otherwise the procedure
was the same as in paragraph 4.1. The test results are given in Table 5. With reference to
Table 4, it is seen that roughly the same RF power is required to produce a subcarrier SNR
in the 50 dB range.

4.3  Discussion

Although the tests show that there is practically no difference in the RF power required
in the PCM/FM mode or in the FM/FM mode to produce subcarrier output SNR of around
40 to 50 dB, there is a difference in the nature of the output noise in the data channel.
When the FM/FM carrier is above about 12 dB, the carrier pop noise is infrequent and can



be neglected so that the subcarrier output noise is nearly Gaussian. In the PCM/FM the
noise due to most significant bit errors is very similar to pop noise in FM/FM (see for
example Reference 2 pg. 271). Figure 7 is an oscillogram showing the effect of bit errors
on the 32 kHz CBW channel. The top trace shows the word error pulses caused by bit
errors. The word error pulses produce ringing transients in the subcarrier selector filters.
These transients occur at random phase relative to the subcarrier thus causing amplitude
modulation of the subcarrier as shown in the center trace. If the transient amplitude
exceeds the subcarrier amplitude and is out of phase, the vector sum of signal plus noise
can encircle the origin thereby producing a “pop” in the subcarrier discriminator output
which goes to band edge as shown in the bottom trace. Figure 8 shows the effect of pops
on a modulated subcarrier. An obvious remedy is to reduce the bit error probability. For
example, an increase of 1 dB in a bandwidth equal to the bit rate in the neighborhood of
Pe = 5 x 10-6, see Table 4, reduces Pe by an order of magnitude. Direct serial recording on
instrumentation grade tape recorders can provide corresponding performance (see
Reference 3).

5.  NOTE ON SYNCHRONIZATION

When a single data channel is transmitted by PCM, only word sychronization is
required. This can be done conveniently by adding an additional bit to each data word
together with the use of up-down counters for detection. Instead of word synchronization,
suppose that frame synchronization is used in which n data words are deleted and the
frame bit pattern inserted. This substitution can be viewed as periodic word errors which
add an error spectrum to the data. This is illustrated in Figure 9 which shows a notch noise
test spectrum at the CODEC output using 8 bit words. Hard wire word synchronization
produced the bottom trace and frame synchronization with n = 2 produced the top trace.
Note the 10 dB degradation in the 40 Hz notch.

6.  DISCUSSION

6.1  Spurious Frequency Components

Figure 2 shows the generation of spurious frequency components in the data pass band
when the phase of a sine wave input to the CODEC is locked to the sample clock. It is
evident that, in the telemetry environment, spurious components could be generated over
some period of time if the phase of a periodic signal is drifting past the sample clock
phase. However, from Figure 2, spurious components would not be generated if
background signals or noise are present to randomize the quantization noise.



6.2  CBW/PCM and PBW/PCM

In the CBW and PBW tests, hardware limitations led to the use of eight and seven
subcarriers, respectively. If it is desired to expand the multiplex, the following
considerations apply.

1.  Increase the sample rate in proportion to increase in video bandwidth.

2.  Set the square root of one-half of the sum of the squares of the subcarrier amplitudes
to about one-sixth of the peak-to-peak input, A, to the CODEC, i.e., approximately a 3F
peak value. This can be accomplished by setting the gain of the mixer amplifier to produce
A/6 volts on a true rms meter.

3.  Select the number of bits per word to give the desired subcarrier predetection signal-
to-quantization noise ratio. For example, let Bi = bandwidth of ith subcarrier selector filter,
Ai = amplitude of ith subcarrier and SQQ (f) = quantization noise spectrum from equation
(A-2). Then

Subcarrier predetection SNR =     (1)

6.3  Dynamic Testing Of CODECs

As shown in paragraph 2, the sinusoid test for evaluating quantization noise is practical
to about 8 bits per word. The notch noise test in paragraph 3 is practical to 13 and possibly
14 bits/word. A limitation in the notch noise test is the low pass filter which defines the
high frequency cutoff of the notch noise test spectrum versus the available sample rate of
the CODEC. For example, in paragraph 3, two 60 kHz Marconi low pass filters were used
in series to limit aliasing so that sample rates as low as 180 ks/s could be used at
8 bits/word.
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Appendix A
SPECTRA

1.  QUANTIZATION ERROR SPECTRUM

In order to obtain an approximate result, it is assumed that the quantization noise
samples, xi, are independent and uniformly distributed between Q/2 and -Q/2 where
Q = 2-MA (see Reference 5). M is the number of bits per word and A is the peak-to-peak
input to the coder. Also uniform spacing of the quantum levels is assumed.

The output of the CODEC is a sample and hold waveform consisting of flat topped
steps. Therefore, the autocorrelation function can be written:

(A-1)

where

Ts = sample period = 1/fs

fs = sample clock rate



The two-sided power spectrum is the Fourier transform of equation (A-1).

(A-2)

Reference 6, page 341 can be consulted for background for the above equations.

Since it is assumed that quantization error is an additive error, the spectrum of equation
(A-2) is added to the data spectrum at the output of the CODEC. Since the data are also
sampled and held, the data spectrum is subject to the aperture effect which has the same
functional form as equation (A-2) (see Reference 4, page 241). When a correction for the
aperture effect is applied to the output of the CODEC, it also makes the quantization noise
spectrum uniform over the data pass band. In absence of the aperture effect correction,
Sxx (0) is uniform to within 1 dB from f = 0 to f = fs /4, for example.

2.  BIT ERROR SPECTRUM AT CODEC OUTPUT

Let yi by the error in the ith sample at the CODEC output due to bit errors in the ith

word. In order to obtain an approximate result, let the bit error probability, Pe , be
sufficiently small so that only one bit error per word needs to be considered. Then

(A-3)

Proceeding as above

(A-4)

for Pe << 1 as above. The spectrum SEE(f) is two-sided.

It is evident that as Pe gets smaller, the detection process in the measuring instruments
must provide longer averaging.

3.  NOTCH NOISE NPR

In the notch noise test, the noise power ratio, NPR, is defined as the ratio of the output
power with the notch out to the output power with the notch in. Since the quantization
error spectrum and the bit error spectrum are assumed to be additive, the NPR due these
effects in the jth notch is given by



(A-5)

where Sdd(fj) is the notch noise input test spectrum evaluated at fj, if the test spectrum is
uniform, over the band B, then

(A-6)

= 0 elsewhere

where V is the rms voltage of the notch noise input test signal.

LIST OF PRINCIPLE EQUIPMENT

Type Model

NPR Test Set TF2091B/4
(Marconi) TK2099AB

TF2092B/4

Spectrum Analyzer 141T
(Hewlett-Packard) 8556A

8552B
8566A

True RMS Voltmeter 8920A
(Fluke)

Bit Synchronizer 7700
(Decom System Inc.)

RF Signal Generator 7100-SL(A)
(Microdyne)

Sample and Hold Circuit SAH 912-S-B2.5
(Phoenix Data Inc.)

A/D Converter ADC 912
(Phoenix Data Inc.)



D/A Converter EDAC3212-05-ST-ST
(Phoenix Data Inc.)

TABLE 1.  Notch Noise Test Results Giving NPR in dB
Versus Number of Bits/Word and Bit Error

Probability with 0.6 Vrms Input to
CODEC

Number of
of bits

per word

Bit error
rate,
Pe 

NPR (in dB) for three notch frequencies

Measured Calculated

20 kHz 40 kHz 60 kHz 20, 40, and 60 kHz

4

6

8

10

      0
5 x 10-6

5 x 10-5

5 x 10-4

5 x 10-3

      0
5 x 10-6

5 x 10-5

5 x 10-4

5 x 10-3

      0
5 x 10-6

5 x 10-5

5 x 10-4

5 x 10-3

      0
5 x 10-6

5 x 10-5

5 x 10-4

5 x 10-3

20
20
20
19
13
32
32
31
23
13
44
43
37
26
13
54
52
39
25
14

20
20
20
18
12
32
31
30
23
13
44
43
36
25
13
54
52
39
25
14

19
18
18
17
11
31
30
29
22
12
42
42
35
24
12
53
51
38
24
12

20
20
19
18
13
32
31
29
22
13
44
40
32
22
13
56
42
32
22
13



TABLE 2.  CBW/PCM/FM Test Results Giving Output
SNR in dB Versus Bit Error Probability.

Subcarrier
frequency

Pe

5 x 10-3 5 x 10-4 5 x 10-5 5 x 10-6 0

32
96

144

17
15
18

28
28
29

38
37
39

43
43
44

44
44
44

TABLE 3.  CBW/FM/FM Comparison Test Giving Output SNR
in dB Versus Carrier SNR in dB.

Subcarrier
frequency

dB Carrier SNR in 750 kHz IF

6 9 12 15 20 25 35

32
80

144

11
20
25

26
29
30

32
33
33

36
36
36

40
40
40

42
44
45

44
48
49

TABLE 4.  Comparison of PCM Power and FM/FM Power
Giving SNR in 750 kHz Equivalent to SNR in

2.66 MHz (= bit rate) Versus Bit
Error Probability.

Pe

Carrier SNR in
f b = 2.66 MHz

Equivalent Carrier SNR in
750 kHz

dB dB

5 x 10-3

5 x 10-4

5 x 10-5

5 x 10-6

8.2
9.5

11.6
12.8

13.7
15.0
17.1
18.3

Note:  Equivalent SNR in 750 kHz = SNR in 2.66 MHz + 5.5 dB.



TABLE 5.  PBW Test Results

fi , kHz
Pe

5 x 10-3 5 x 10-4 5 x 10-5 5 x 10-6 0

With CODEC

22
40
93
165

38
39
37
37

48
48
47
47

56
55
55
54

58
58
57
56

58
59
58
57

FM/FM

fi , kHz Carrier SNR

9 12 15 20 25

22
40
93
165

34
37
39
38

45
45
43
43

48
48
46
46

52
51
50
51

53
54
53
54



 FIGURE 1.  Generalized Block Diagram for Setup Used to Evaluate Quantizer Performance.
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ABSTRACT

Many bit-synchronization techniques in digital communications depend on bit transitions
for successful operation. In this paper, we first categorize the four main sources of
generating transitionless signals. Then we describe general properties of channel coding
and explain that, by injecting a well-selected detectable error pattern into the transmitted
and coded signal, this bit transitionless problem can be eliminated without any additional
bandwidth penalty. Finally, examples in both block code and convolutional code are
selected for illustrating this simple but useful application.

INTRODUCTION

The basic functional diagram of a digital communication system could be characterized in
Fig. 1. Without loss of generality, we shall assume that this is a binary communication
system and thus the output of the information source,  is a binary sequence. By properly~

I
selecting the contact points, a or b and c or d, from the synchronized switches SW1 and
SW2, we can let the message signal feed in or bypass the scrambler/descrambler and/or
the channel encoder/decoder. The typical scrambler/descrambler given in Fig. 1 is a model
for ready reference. One can extend it to other kinds of scramblers/descramblers without
affecting the following presentation.

In this paper, we concentrate on the case that points a and c of SW1 and SW2 are
contacted. Thus,  is fed into the scrambler and generates a signal sequence , which is~

I
~
S

then encoded as  and modulated as . At the receiving end, the received signal is~
C

~T
demodulated, decoded, descrambled and then delivered to the users. If the system is
operating normally and the channel condition is within the error controlling capability of
the error correcting code used, we shall have  ' =  ,  ' =  , and   ' =  .~I ~I ~

C
~
C

~T ~T

ITC '84
In the published paper the author uses a notation where many characters were underscored with a tilde (~). Since this notation proved difficult to duplicate, the same characters in this document are shown with the tilde over the character.



Four factors can cause  to become a transitionless signal:  a transitionless message signal~T
(i.e., all-zero or all-one), a common but inappropriate scrambling configuration, certain
modulation techniques, and combinations of the above three factors.

ANALYSIS OF THE SCRAMBLER CONFIGURATION

Among the four transitionless signal sources, the first two sources cause most of the
trouble in obtaining the bit synchronization, and we shall discuss them in more detail.
There are three different forms of  appealing in everyday communication channels: a~I
transitionless signal, a continuous binary random signal, and a signal sequence consisting
of discrete and binary message blocks. In the following, we shall investigate the
scrambling operation in these three cases.

Let us consider the first case that I is an all-zero sequence, as in the case that no message
is being transmitted; then   is the pseudorandom noise (PN) sequence generated by the~S
scrambler. The typical scrambler given in Fig. 1 is a single-feedback s-bit (s = 3) linear
shift register which generates a binary PN sequence with period of (2s - 1) bits. Since any
s-bit shift register has a total of 2s states (i.e., there are 2s different binary combinations), a
period of (2s - 1) bits indicates that among 2s states there is at least one idle state in which
the scrambler fails to operate properly [1]. The idle state for the scrambler given in Fig. 1
is an all-zero state. If the initial state of the scrambler is an idle one, the  sequence~

S
would be an all-zero sequence and the scrambler remains in the idle state forever. As long
as the initial state is not an idle state, any practical scrambler would generate a perfect PN
sequence with maximum period equal to (2s - 1).

Suppose, secondly, that  is a continuous binary random sequence such as a continuous~I
message with no pause at all, then the sequence  is a continuous random sequence~I
independent of the operation of the scrambler. However, because  is continuously fed~I
into the scrambler, the probability of being driven into its idle state at any instant is equal
to 2-s. But, as new random message digits continuously feed into the scrambler, the idle
state even if occurring would be driven off and replaced by an active state again. In this
case, the length of  to be transitionless simply obeys the probability distributed law.~

S

Now, consider the third case, the most common in transmitting message signals:  ~I
consists of discrete and random binary message blocks which are separated by all-zero
sequences (i.e., there are guard spaces between random message blocks) such as pauses
between sentences in a speech. As we mentioned in the second case, the probability of the
scrambler being driven into its own idle state by the random incoming signal at any instant
is 2-s. This is also true at the instant when the first zero of the guard space shifts into the
scrambler. Therefore, the probability of any guard space (i.e., those all-zero sequences



separating the random message blocks) remaining all zeros is also equal to 2-s. In other
words, if we transmit 2s random message blocks per second, we would expect one
transitionless event to occur every second. Thus, the probability of losing bit
synchronization in the receiver due to this common but inappropriate scrambling
configuration is very high. When this event happens, the idle state will cause the scrambler
to fail to randomize the binary input bit stream and thus it can not break a long sequence of
zeros or ones. This can be a serious problem in digit communication systems, and it still
awaits solution.

A case that rarely occurs is that  is a transitionless all-one sequence. When  feeds into~I ~I
the scrambler described in Fig. 1 where the initial state of the scrambler is equal to all
ones, the  sequence will also be an all-one sequence. The general solution for this case~S
described above.

LINEAR CODES AND ERROR PATTERNS

We shall describe general properties of channel coding and explain why using detectable
error patterns can eliminate the transitionless signal.

There are 2k distinct codewords in a well defined (n,k) code, and each codeword is n bits
long. Let us consider that a (n,k) code forms a subgroup H. Then H has a zero element
(i.e., the codeword consists of n zero digits), and all elements in H obey the closure
property under the operation of addition modulo-2. Furthermore, this subgroup and the
other disjoint (2n-k - 1) cosets, each consisting of 2k elements, form a group G, where G has
a total of 2n elements. The above statement is called a standard array [2]. If there are two
elements  and  in G, and if    ,/  H but  ,  H, it implies  r   ,/  H. Therefore,~

X
~
C

~
X

~
C

~
X

~
C

 is a codeword and  is a detectable error pattern.~
C

~
X

The basic property of the standard array provides an important and useful device which so
far been neglected. Instead of directly feeding  into the modulator as shown in Fig. 1, we~

C
can feed in  r , where  is a pre-selected detectable error pattern. Since   r  ,~

X
~
C

~
X

~
X

~
C

H, it implies that   r  is not the zero element. Then if we select the  according to~
X

~
C

~
X

the criteria to be described in the next section, we can guarantee that the transmitting
signal is not a transitionless one. The reverse operation in the receiver is very simple; it
only requires the modulo-2 sum of the pattern  and the output of the demodulator to~

X
recover the transmitted codeword .~

C



APPLICATION

In the following, we shall use examples to illustrate additional considerations in the
utilization of detectable error patterns in a practical system.

Let us assume that the code used is the popular (24,12) Golay code [2]. We select three
representative error patterns in our discussion. First, we know that the all-zero and all-one
elements are two Golay codewords, and the minimum weight of nonzero elements is equal
to eight, so the simplest error pattern would be 23 zeros followed by a one. When this
error pattern is being selected as  it requires an additional counter to count the 23 zeros~

X
before sending a one (or to binary complement the 24th code digit) and thus we further
recommend the second error pattern. Second, by using the Golay encoder, we found that
the binary clock sequence (i.e., 0101... or 1010...) is also a detectable error pattern which
has the advantage of eliminating the counters normally required in both the transmitter and
the receiver. We would consider that the binary clock sequence is the simplest detectable
error pattern in implementation since it only requires reversing every other bit (i.e., either
the even bits or the odd bits) in . Third, if we would like to maximize the minimum~

C
number of transitions in the transmitting signal, we would pick any   that has weight~

X
equal to half of the minimum distance of the code (i.e.,  has weight of 4 in this special~

X
application). Thus, weight of (   r ) is *   r  *$** - *  **$ 4 which implies that~

X
~
C

~
X

~
C

~
X

there are at least four transition digits in a 24-bit transmitting coded signal.

The technique is also applicable to convolutional codes. In a previous study [3], we proved
that the two code paths in a non-catastrophic code tree in which all consecutive code
branches are always equal must be encoded from the two transitionless message signals.
Let us use the rate 1/2, constraint length 7 convolutional code used in the standard Viterbi
decoder as an example. The generator sequence of this code is J

˜
 = 11 10 11 11 00 01 11.

Then, each zero of an all-zero sequence  is encoded into two zero code digits, and each~I
one of an all-one sequence  is encoded into a code branch which is equal to the~I
modulo-2 sum of all the branches in  J

˜
 (i.e., it is equal to 11 r 10 r 11 r 11 r 00 r 01 r

11 = 11). Therefore, an all-zero  is encoded into an all-zero  and an all-one  is~
I

~
C

~
I

encoded into an all-one , and the code is transparent. The above mentioned~
C

considerations of selecting,  for Golay code can directly apply to this convolutional~
X

code. Because to maximize the number of transitions is generally not required for most
practical communication systems, we would suggest choosing the binary clock sequence to
be the detectable error pattern  in order to simplify the hardware implementation.~

X



SUMMARY

We have shown that, by injecting a detectable error pattern  into the well-defined~
X

codeword  , the resulting  r  would never be a transitionless signal. This is also~
C

~
C

~
X

applicable to most modulation techniques in which all-zero (for all-one) codeword is
modulated into an all-zero (or all-one) waveform . However, few modulation techniques~T
do not obey this general rule. For example, in differential phase-shift keying (DPSK), both
all-zero and all-one codewords are modulated into an all-zero waveform  and the binary~

T
clock sequence (i.e., both 0101... and 1010... ) is modulated into an all-one waveform .~T
Therefore, to use the binary clock sequence as the detectable error pattern x to eliminate
the transitionless signal for DPSK, we must apply modulo-2 of  to the modulated signal~

X
 instead of modulo-2 of  to  (i.e., reverse the phase of every other bit in waveform~T ~

X
~
C

). The three error patterns investigated in the previous section represent three different~
T
considerations in selecting  and one could use other choices of  as preferred. As long~

X
~
X

as we understand the distribution property of , the common but inappropriate~I
configuration of the scrambler, the distance, structure and standard array properties of
linear codes, and the characteristics of digital modulation techniques, there are enough
detectable error patterns (i.e., a total of (2n - 2k) different  for any given (n,k) code for~

X
us to select a suitable one to eliminate the possibility of transmitting a transitionless signal.
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ABSTRACT

The Test and Evaluation Data Center (TEDC) was originally developed at Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company with the objective of providing a data processing facility to
support major systems test evaluation. This data center was responsible for the acquisition,
reduction (to engineering units), analysis, protection, and management of all (telemetered)
test data produced during system integration and test activities.

The TEDC was developed as a local area network, consisting of several VAX-11
computers and other commercial off-the-shelf hardware, which could acquire telemetry
data at rates greater than 1 Mbps (potentially 4-5 Mbps) and, with rapid turnaround, make
it available to a large number of engineering analysts via interactive graphics terminals.

This paper discusses the engineering, design, and development of the TEDC, including
descriptions of the major algorithms, data structures, and techniques used to optimize its
overall performance. Discussion of plans for the evolutionary growth of the system are
also included.

1.0  INTRODUCTION

This paper is primarily an architectural description of the TEDC and its major hardware
and software subsystems. In addition to describing work actually accomplished, it includes
some discussion of development plans and potential.

The Test and Evaluation Data Center (TEDC) was originally developed at Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company with the objective of providing a data processing facility to



support test and evaluation of major systems in full scale engineering development. This
data center was responsible for the acquisition, reduction (to engineering units), analysis,
protection, and management of all test data produced during system level testing. The
TEDC was developed as a local area network with the potential of linking all the major
remote engineering and test sites involved in developing a deliverable product system. This
network was referred to as the T&E Network (TEnet). The TEnet concept expanded the
functionality of the TEDC by making other related, off-site data processing facilites
available to the test analysis team, and by allowing interactive access to non-redundant
system test data bases between program sites.

In general, the TEDC’s requirements were satisfied by selecting a homogeneous multiple
computer architecture interconnected by remote and local networking, multi-ported shared
memory, and dual-ported disk systems. The configuration was alterable as necessary to
accomodate equipment failures and workload changes with no modifications to the system
or applications software, and with minor changes to system configuration control files.
Due to budgetary limitations and workload growth considerations, the TEDC grew in
several stages to its latest configuration which consisted of one VAX-11/750, three
VAX-11-780s, approximately 5000 Megabytes of fixed and removable media disk drives,
a variety of graphics display terminals, and a PCM telemetry front end. This configuration
concurrently supported high speed data acquisition, 15-20 engineer/analysts, and 10-12
software development users. The functions of the four computers were:

1. Acquisition (VAX-11/750) – data acquisition from telemetry tapes or real-time sources
via specialized (commercial) peripheral hardware; formatting of output disk files at
greater than real-time speeds; reformatting (transposition) of acquisition disk files to
enhance subsequent data retrieval and reduction processing.

2. Data Server (VAX-11/780) – retrieval of data from transposed acquisition files in
response to requests from interactive user processes; data compression to reduce the
bandwidth required to transmit the data to the user workstation; reduction of the raw
data to engineering units; formatting and storage of reduced data files for subsequent
retrieval; delivery (serving) of data in the requested form to user processes.

3. User Support (VAX-11/780) – provide personal workstation support to interactive
engineer users; support interactive graphics terminal subsystems; provide local
(temporary) storage of active data and programs.

4. Development Support (VAX-11/780) – provide facilities representative of the
remainder of the system to support on-going development (and provide “overflow”
analysis support capacity); interconnect with other program sites via data link to
facilitate remote software development, transfer of data, and remote data analysis.



2.0  SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The following major objectives were established for the TEDC/TEnet:

• Acquire, process, manage, and support analysis of telemetered test data.

• Support interactive graphics as the primary data access and analysis mode.

• Minimize turnaround time between completion of a test and initiation of its analysis,

• Maximize system availability to insure that data center difficulties would have minimal
impact on system test schedules.

• Minimize system (hardware and software) development and maintenance costs.

• Support evolutionary expansion (or contraction, of the computer configuration with
minimal software impact.

• Provide functional programming facilities for the system test community.

Spacific additional requirements included:

• Rapid on-line access to all system level test data. Sufficient magnetic disk storage
should be provided to keep tests actively under analysis on-line. Test data old enough
to be referenced only occasionaly should be archived in such a way that it can be
retrieved and utilized on-line on short notice (one hour?).

• Test data generated by all involved program participants should be made readily
available to any analyst requiring it, without generating redundant databases requiring
herculean efforts to maintain consistency.

As implied earlier and shown in Figure 1, the system requirements were decomposed into
three major subsystems: (1) a Data Acquisition Subsystem (DAS) which had stringent real-
time characteristics, (2) a Data Management Subsystem (DMS) which was to implement
strong “information hiding” characteristics, and (3) a User Support Subsystem (USS)
which was to provide all the computational services interactive users required. These
subsystems mapped into the hardware identified above as shown in Figure 2.



2.1  Data Acquisition Subsystem

The DAS portion of the TEDC was designed to support PCM telemetry acquisition to
magnetic disk at rates up to about 5 Mbps. The bulk of the TEDC’s workload consisted of
post-test detailed analysis, so that it was feasible to implement a multi-pass approach to
acquisition. In addition, early concerns about the reliability of various hardware
components in the system made it desirable to do as little computational work during the
initial (tape) input pass as possible to insure that it could run as fast as possible.
Accordingly, DAS was split into two passes; (1) a high speed read from tape and write to
disk pass that essentially created an on-disk image of the input tape (.ACQ files), and (2) a
lower speed file reformatting pass that created a file with optimal characteristics for
interactive retrieval (.AFL files). The “.AFL” format also contained the “holes”
representing missing data so that tapes from multiple telemetry recording sites could be
merged on a frame by frame basis to provide analysts with the best possible data.

Analysis of the overall set of requirements for DAS indicated that 5 Mbps acquisition rates
were both adequate (less than 1/2-hour acquisition time for the gigabyte data sets
expected) and achievable with commercially available equipment. Simplistically, the
acquisition problem required a PCM front end and formatter, a disk controller, buffer
memory (to accomodate data rate differences and fluctuations), and a “housekeeping”
processor to keep all the devices operating properly. It was soon determined that the most
cost effective solution to the system requirements was the purchase of a VAX-11/750 (the
best real-time machine of the VAX lineup) and a PCM front end from EMR, shown in the
block diagram of Figure 3. This combination was nicely balanced in the sense that all the
hardware had (average) throughput rate limits of 5-6 Mbps. The configuration also had the
nice feature of allowing one of the VAX-11/780s to easily serve as a backup for the -
11/750 through the simple addition of a Unibus switch.

The PCM front end hardware (EMR 720 bit synchronizer and 710 frame synchronizer)
was responsible for reading the (base band recorded) data from instrumentation tape and
blocking it into minor frames. An EMR 743 time code translator converted the IRIG time
recorded on the tape to a 32-bit binary integer representing “milliseconds since midnight”.
These two data streams were then combined by an EMR 760 Unibus interface device
which filled buffers in VAX memory, under the control of software using EMR’s BDC
Device Driver. These buffers (consisting of data, time, and synchronization status) were
then picked up by the VAX Massbus disk controller and written to magnetic disk drives in
the “.ACQ” file format. Since essentially all the activity during this pass was “direct
memory access” (DMA) using very large buffers, the VAX-11 processor had very little to
do, permitting the desired high speeds.



Once the data had been laid out on disk, the reformatting of the acquisition file could be
accomplished as a “batch” process by the computer, without concern for the variety of
real-time problems associated with input from instrumentation tape drives or live systems
under test. The primary requirement placed on the reformatted files was that they minimize
the amount of disk I/O activity required to supply data to analysts working interactively
with the data. Simplistically, an analyst works with a single (or small number of) data
parameters) over an (extended) period of test time, so that it is desirable to retrieve a
reasonable chunk of each data item with each disk read operation. Accordingly, the PCM
data must be demultiplexed either by hardware or software in the acquisition subsystem.
The choice in the TEDC was to avoid the complexities of hardware demultiplexing and
computer interfacing, and instead use the VAX to demultiplex the data.

The TEDC “demultiplexor” algorithm considered the incoming serial data stream (as
replicated in the “.ACQ” file) as a rectangular matrix which had 512 rows, each of which
consisted of a minor frame of the data. As shown in Figure 4, simple transposition of this
matrix produces a new rectangular matrix which has rows consisting of 512 occurences of
a single (8-bit) data item; these 512 byte “records” match the sector sizes on the output
disk and permit a single retrieval operation to obtain a substantial number of occurences of
a single data item. Throughput rates achieved for this “transposition pass” were about 200
Kbytes per second, resulting in overall DAS throughput rates (both passes) on the order of
100 Kbytes per second, or 1 Mbps. Following production of the transposed “.AFL” file,
ownership of it is passed to the DMS for incorporation in the test data base. (This
description is substantially simplified; the actual software can accomodate data item word
lengths up to 16 bits, rearranges the 32-bit time words to insure that they will be read by
the VAX as proper integers, and leaves space in the output “.AFL” file for merging data
from other sources.)

2.2  Data Management Subsystem

A major design feature of the DMS is the incorporation of “information hiding” strategies.
In particular, DMS was designed to insure that restructuring of the intervals of the
database would not require modification of any analytical software which utilized the
database. In addition, to facilitate the development of applications by engineer/analysts, it
was desired that analytical applications be able to access the database with I/O facilities as
easy to use as FORTRAN reads and writes, and that those applications not be required to
provide “extra” data buffering to maintain overall high performance. The data server
functions defined here are contained in a TEDC software package called “GIO”, which
also contained the support for the inter-computer local network (using the multi-ported
MA780 shared memory).



A second major feature of DMS has more to do with computer system sizing. The data
processing strategy used by the TEDC’s predecessors was one of acquiring and converting
to engineering units ALL input data, in an effort to reduce the amount of interactive data
processing, and with the assumption that all the input data would be accessed at some time
during the analysis process. The TEDC, however, was expected to handle very large
databases for which the assumption that all the data would be inspected was a poor one. In
fact, the TEDC was sized on the assumption that only 10% of the aggregate database for
each test would be inspected by an angineer/analyst. Accordingly, it made little sense to
process an order of magnitude more data than necessary. It was further noted that the
requirement for minimizing turnaround time of incoming test data could potentially drive
the peak processing loads of the TEDC well into the supercomputer range. As shown in
Figure 5, spreading the DMS processing of input data over a reasonable analysis period
(say a week) allows a single VAX to support the load, whereas requiring that same amount
of processing over a period of 2 hours would require the equivalent of a large number of
VAXs. The total processing workload is further reduced by the fact that not all the data is
processed (beyond the minimal work done by DAS).

DMS was designed to “serve” data in any reasonable format requested by a user, and to
cache “excess” data retrieved from disk on the assumption that the user would probably be
back with another request for more of the same data item. This subsystem is also
responsible for the demultiplexing of subcommutated data, data compression (only the
ZFA algorithm has been implemented), conversion of data to engineering units, and any
necessary interpolation of data to a common time frame. An ancillary function of DMS is
to provide maintenance utilities for the calibrations database. These functions are shown in
data flow form in Figure 6. The nominal output of the GIO “data server” is a compressed,
floating point record format designated as “D-file” (.DFL), which was optimized for
FORTRAN analysis applications, and which is coincidentally easily optimized for network
transmission.

2.3  User Support Subsystem

USS is the face of the TEDC that the engineer/analyst sees. It is the collection of software
tools and special purpose analytical programs used to evaluate the specific system under
test. The major thrust of the TEDC development in this area was the provision of generally
useful, high performance specific tools and “toolkits” (very high level languages) which
supported engineers in getting answers from data expediently. A variety of special purpose
analysis programs were written using these tools and the GIO data server facilities.

The TEDC supported several graphics data access capabilities. Interactive graphics
terminals were divided into two categories: (1) “super graphics” implemented on Megatek
7200 display systems which had powerful 3-D hardware capabilities necessary to generate



“movies” of dynamic system evolutions, and (2) “cheap graphics” implemented on
VT-100 terminals modified by the addition of Digital Engineering’s Retro-Graphics
boards. Versatec electrostatic plotters were installed as hardcopy devices for the
interactive terminals and as separate direct computer output devices. The TEDC
experience seems to have validated the assumption that “cheap graphics” supporting “soft
graph paper” plotting programs can support the majority of generalized analysis activity.

In addition to simple plotting programs, the TEDC developed its first “toolkit” to satisfy a
requirement for digital signal processing. The toolkit consisted of a number of signal
processing modules (data input and output, “windows”, fourier transforms, spectral
plotting, etc.) which could be assembled by an engineer/analyst user to accomplish a wide
variety of tasks.

3.0  FUTURE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

3.1  Telemetry Data Server

The initial implementation of the TEDC DMS function was structured as a “pipeline”
consisting of the DAS processor, linked to the DMS (data server) processor by a dual-
ported disk system, which in turn was linked to a user oriented computational support
processor (USS) by a multi-ported memory. This configuration had the advantage of very
effectively sharing a workload too large for one VAX to handle, but it had the
disadvantage of being able to support a limited number of processors (4 port limit on the
shared memory), and of requiring that the processors be physically adjacent (maximum
cable length of 15 feet).

With the availability of fast local area networks (LAN), it becomes appropriate to
eliminate the multi-ported memory and permit support of more widely dispersed user
processors. This modification allows the elimination of dual workstations (a desk and a
terminal room) for a number of people, and reduces program costs by eliminating the lost
time and annoyance experienced by analysis personnel required to walk between their
desks and their terminal room whenever they need access to some data. In general, users
are much more effective if they can instantly gain access to data as the need occurs during
the analysis thought process. This improvement is even more pronounced if the resources
in the terminal room are scarce enough to require scheduling or queueing of users.

Since the initial TEDC was implemented by including a data server, a relatively straight-
forward conversion is anticipated for the portion of the software system responsible for the
delivery of data to an analysis process (GIO). GIO is presently split between the data
server machine and the user support machine, and uses the multi-ported memory to hold a
shared global section used as a set of communications buffers. This package can be



reworked to allocate the data reduction and data communications functions to minimize
network bandwidth and to maximize performance in local area and wide area network
environments (significant processing may be appropriate in a gateway between the two
environments).

The requirement for performance monitoring also needs to be analyzed to determine what
features should be included in GIO to permit a system manager to determine what is
happening in the system when it does not perform as expected. In particular, it is
anticipated that the user community will evolve with time in ways that will require the
restructuring of the file/databases that GIO draws upon.

A specific scenario which might be expected is the following: During initial development
testing, test durations are short enough (and enough things go wrong) that
engineer/analysts can and must examine virtually all data produced by a unit under test
(UUT). This situation is generally maintained as full scale engineering development testing
progresses into system testing. Now, however, the volume of data becomes so large (due
to extended test durations) that it is physically impossible to examine all the data.
Accordingly, the analysts use various “tricks” to radically reduce the amount of data they
must look at. In particular, they make use of their observations during the real-time
evaluation of the test, and of certain key “indicator” functions. Typically, they need to
evaluate the indicator functions for the full duration of the test, and they could use some
help in the form of adjustable compression algorithms to rapidly extract the critical
information in these indicator functions. At this stage of the test program, software
implementations of the compression functions are most appropriate due to the need to
change them on short notice as the analysts learn which techniques are useful. Fortunately,
the volume of data to be processed in this way is relatively small, so it is feasible to use
software implementations (which are relatively slow compared to hardware aided
implementations). During this phase of a test program, it is still essential that ALL the
telemetered data be randomly accessible to support detailed analysis when an anomoly is
found using the indicator functions.

As the product (UUT) matures, and the transition to operational testing occurs, the
resolution of anomalies is reduced (because the “bugs” have been fixed). In this phase, it
becomes more important to “hardwire” the techniques developed during FSED into the
data evaluation system so as to reduce the amount of analyst activity to a minimum (to
reduce OT support costs). This phase in particular is likely to require a change in the
database format to optimize computer utilization, and also to require the addition of
hardware compression aids to create the new database formats. The TEDC data server
functions were designed with this evolution in mind.



3.2  Optical Disk System

A requirement for reasonably rapid access to “old” data causes some difficulty in the case
of databases as large as were expected in the TEDC. Some test programs can produce
2000 Megabytes of data per test. In order to acquire and process that data (assuming more
than one recording site, hence a requirement for merging data from multiple tapes), a
minimum of 4000 Megabytes of magnetic disk storage is required, and, of course,
something over 2000 Megabytes is subsequently required to maintain the data on-line for
analyst access. Clearly, the amount of disk storage space rapidly becomes unreasonable if
a typical production “pipeline” is implemented for the systems being produced for the test
program.

Classically, “old” test data has been archived to magnetic tape. However, it has been noted
that the assumption that archived data can be readily restored on-line when needed does
not work effectively in the real world. In particular, restoring data from tape requires that
disk space be made available for it, which usually requires that something else be taken
off-line. The scheduling problems rapidly become intractable. Removable media disk
drives do not improve the situation; there is always a shortage of drives. A better solution
is to purchase a more cost effective storage mechanism, specifically, optical disk systems
at effective costs of less than $25 per on-line Megabyte, and less than $2-3 per Megabyte
amortized over the duration of a typical FSED program.

A telemetry database has a very interesting attribute which makes it an ideal candidate for
optical disk storage technology (which is presently a write once, read many times kind of a
system): the data is written to some storage media during the acquisition phase and
thereafter is only read from – it is rarely modified after the initial acquisition. Practically, a
number of intermediate files are typically created and modified during the acquisition and
merging of multiple data sources, so that a practical telemetry data processing facility
should have a reasonable amount of magnetic disk storage to be used as scratch space
during the initial phases of the processing. Once the processing is complete, and the data
integrity has been verified, it is practical and appropriate to transfer the final database to a
read-only type of media. Since magnetic disk access times are still more rapid than would
be the case in a typical optical disk system, it is also desirable to maintain a copy of the
most active data on-line on magnetic disk systems, but only the data from the most recent
tests need be handled in this manner. Resquests for older data can be rapidly satisfied by
mounting an archived optical disk in a playback unit. Since the optical disk systems being
developed for this kind of application are non-contact systems (the data is read by a low
power laser beam), the reliability and lifetime of the disks is excellent.



3.3  Migration Of Graphics Into Personal Computers

In the initial implementation of the TEDC, a substantial number of “cheap” graphics
terminals were installed. These terminals emulated Tektronix 4012 terminals, cost a total
of about $3200 (discounted), and seemed to satisfy a large percentage of the data display
requirement. The major constraint on the devices seemed to be that data had to be passed
across a terminal line at 9600 bps and that the host VAX had to do a lot of format
conversion/translation for each terminal.

It was noted when DIGITAL’s personal computers (PROs) were announced that a minimal
configuration of the machine was priced within 10% of the “cheap” graphics terminals that
were in use. This opened an interesting avenue for adding “cheap” graphics capacity,
offloading a substantial portion of the graphics workload from the host VAXs, and
providing a growth path for further offloading of the VAXs by adding peripherals to the
PROs, all at an initial cost essentially equal to what dumb terminals would have cost.

Several reallocations of functions between VAX “servers” and PRO “clients” are possible
in the TEDC environment. One specific task that is strongly indicated is the development
of a stand-alone, optimized time history plot capability that runs entirely in the PRO,
supported solely by the telemetry server function of DMS via Ethernet (using the
PRO/DECnet facilities). Since a large portion of the TEDC workload has been in the form
of time history plots, a substantial offloading of the VAXs would result.

3.4  Plot Server

Hardcopy capabilities in the initial phase of the TEDC development were crude. A few
Versatec plotters were interfaced to the VAX computers, and could he driven by a
graphics software package supplied by Versatec. A particular problem was the
rasterization process required to convert typical picture descriptions to the line by line
plotting process of the Versatec; this rasterization process was very expensive in terms of
computer time.

One of the key software development projects supporting TEDC upgrade is the
development of a special rasterization routine that is optimized for time history plots and
their associated “graph paper”. Graph-paper is very simple to make on a raster plotter: it
consists of perpendicular lines either parallel or perpendicular to the direction of paper
travel. Accordingly, the rasterization of the vectors used to draw the grid reduces to
deciding when to turn on the whole set of plotting nibs (for the perpendicular time lines)
and which nibs to leave (more or less) permanently on (to draw the parallel data value
lines). This problem is very much less compute intensive than the generalized process
implemented in Versatec’s software. A straight-forward extension of this idea allows for



fast plotting of time history data on the resulting grid. As long as the variable being
represented on the plot axis parallel to the paper motion (time) is monotonically increasing
(as time normally is in a time history plot), the process of sorting the plot input file
becomes trivial; it can be assumed (decreed) that each vector (representing a new data
point) has its start point at the end of the preceeding vector, and that it will not require the
paper motion to reverse to reach the time value associated with its end point. All that
remains is to figure out which plotting nibs to turn on to plot the vector. It is anticipated
that a very small VAX would be able to drive a Versatec at maximum paper speed forever
if it were only creating time history plots in this way. By comparison, the current software
in the TEDC can easily require many minutes of VAX time trying to rasterize relatively
simple, but dense, plots.

3.5  Local And Wide Area Network

The initial TEDC configuration utilized point-to-point data links to move control and status
messages between the several computers in the system, and utilized the multi-ported
memory to move the larger volume of data. This configuration has severely limited
expansion potential, and can impose substantial overhead and loss of useful computing
capacity in the network. In the l983-84 time frame, a new style of networking hardware
and supporting software became available: this is the so-called broadcast network –
Ethernet is the specific example available from DIGITAL. This concept allows every
machine in the local network to have a single connection to a common bus (a length of
coaxial cable). Ethernet has the advantages of relatively low cost and much higher data
bandwidth than was practical with the point-to-point links used earlier, and makes feasible
the connection of smart engineering workstations (personal computers) to the system, at a
reasonable cost and system complexity.

It is presently conjectural that an Ethernet can adequately replace the shared memory
which has an effective bandwidth of about 90 Mbps (although it is limited by the capacity
of the CPUs to run the software trying to communicate through it). An Ethernet has a
bandwidth of 10 Mbps. If the original assumptions regarding inter-processor bandwidth
requirements were sufficiently conservative, and certain functions are properly reallocated
between physical machines, the Ethernet will probably have more than sufficient capacity.
If this does not prove to be the case, the several VAXs clustered together in the TEDC can
be interconnected with a higher speed “Computer Interconnect” (CI) now available. The
CI has a raw bandwidth of 70 Mbps, theoretically approaching that of the shared memory.
The resulting configuration is shown in block diagram form in Figure 7.



Access to the TEDC LAN from external data systems must be via a “gateway” function
which could be installed in one of the existing VAXs on the LAN or in a new, dedicated
machine. The allocation of this function is dependent on a variety of loading and security
considerations which must be evaluated for each program to be supported.

4.0  CONCLUSION

The TEDC provided a full range of telemetry data processing capabilities to Lockheed. It
was designed with a variety of evolutionary growth options in mind, including substantial
increases and reductions in size. Significant design features included: the idea of defering
processing as long as possible, taking advantage of the slowness of the “man in the loop”;
matrix transposition as a decomutation technique; high speed data acquisition via VAX
computers; and information hiding techniques in the data management subsystem. One of
the system’s most interesting capabilities is the potential for installing the entire software
system in a single VAX (as small as a VAX-11/750) or a subset in even smaller machines
for use as a “single user flight line” system which might be integrated with larger remote
facilities.
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FIGURE 5 - EFFECT OF DEFERRED DATA REDUCTION
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A LOCALLY PROGRAMMABLE/NONVOLATILE WORD
SELECTOR FOR DISPLAY OF TAGGED TELEMETRY DATA
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ABSTRACT

The introduction of Data Compressors into the NWC Telemetry Ground Station has
created the opportunity to circumvent usage of data distribution patch panels. An array of
Word Selectors can be used to capture telemetry data parameters by tag identification for
display on chart recorders. Design goals in the development include:  independent
operation, resident program storage, variable word length handling, and accommodation of
nonstandard data formats. A prototype has been constructed and tested.

1.0  INTRODUCTION

Telemetry ground stations are traditionally designed to be capable of receiving, processing,
and displaying data from a wide variety of modulation formats. This paper will discuss a
means to minimize the amount of manual intervention (and time) required to reconfigure
China Lake’s ground station from one telemetry format to another. The Word Selector
effort is an outgrowth of a requirement to supply China Lake’s Range Control Center with
real time data and appended identification tags. The intention is to supplement an existing
analog data distribution system and further to make full use of required computer and
compressor equipments.

2.0  GROUND STATION SIGNAL FLOW

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the basic differences in required equipments for analog signal
distribution and for tagged digital signal distribution. Demultiplex equipment (identified by
DAC, or Digital-to-Analog Conversion blocks) and distribution patching are replaced by
Data Compressors and Word Selectors. Not shown in Figure 2 are two redundant host
computers and associated disk memory for compressor set-up.

In terms of redundancy and overall flexibility, there is little difference between analog and
digital data distribution. It is anticipated, however, that digital equipment software will be



time-consuming to write, but will allow an extremely fast changeover from one
preprogrammed configuration to another. Reconfiguration between fixed formats is far
more common than creation of new data distribution set-ups.

The two EMR 714-2 Data Compressors in Figure 2 are operating in throughput mode -
with no compression - and simply append 16 bit identification tags to unique telemetry
parameters. The compressors provide compressed data for Range Control Center use.

There is no intention to remove existing analog signal distribution capability. Rather, this
equipment will be retained for backup and for reasonably quick response to new
requirements. Each Word Selector has analog bypass switching on its front panel.

3.0  ASSEMBLY-LINE PROCESSOR

Each Word Selector has been designed to drive eight pens of a single chart recorder. Each
incoming 16 bit tag word must be compared to eight reference tags stored in active
memory. If tag identity is established, then the associated 16 bit data word is passed along
for further processing and is finally output to one of eight Integrated Circuit Digital-to-
Analog Converters (IC DACs). Each Word Selector can only be committed to one
compressor source at a time.

The maximum average throughput rate of Tag/Data pairs from each compressor is
400 kHz. An output buffer on each compressor insures that peak rates will not exceed
400 kHz. Compressor outputs are 32 bits wide and occur asynchronously. The minimum
time interval between compressor outputs is 1/400 kHz = 2.5 microseconds.

A Word Selector architecture has been chosen to comfortably satisfy the foregoing tag
scan and input rate requirements. The total processing to be accomplished on each
Tag/Data input is broken into three steps, each of which can be accomplished
simultaneously on sequential inputs. This technique has been identified in the literature as
“assembly-line processing”.

3.1  Step One:  Tag Scan

Incoming Tag/Data pairs are latched into the Word Selector by the compressor output
buffer handshake line:  “Scan Request”. The incoming tag is then sequentially compared to
eight reference tags stored in bipolar RAM. Comparisons are made at a 5 MHz clock rate.

If tag identity is established, then three bits of RAM memory address at which identity
occurred are latched as a pointer to an output IC DAC. The 16 bit data field is flagged for
further processing. Further, four bits of word length and four bits of conversion code which



where stored in RAM along with the identity tag are latched and made available for Steps
Two and Three respectively. Tag Scan is complete 2.3 microseconds after Scan Request
and the Word Selector is ready for another Scan Request.

3.2  Step Two:  MSB Align Data

For a variety of specific and detailed reasons, it has been elected to provide the Word
Selector with LSB aligned data from each decommutator source (e.g. EMR 710,
EMR 730). For data word lengths less than sixteen bits, it is necessary for the Word
Selector to shift data within the sixteen bit incoming data field until MSB alignment is
obtained.

During Step Two, the incoming data field is latched into a sixteen bit Parallel-In/Shift-
Right/Parallel-Out register. A four bit counter is preset to a word length code recovered in
Step One. The counter is then incremented until it contains all zeros. The shift register is
shifted one position for each increment of the counter. Zeros are shifted into the register
and overflow bits are discarded.

The shift register is clocked at 10 MHz and anywhere from zero to fifteen shifts can be
obtained. Step Two requires 1.8 microseconds.

3.3  Step Three:  Data Conversion

Three bits of the conversion code recovered in Step One and the remaining eight most
significant bits of aligned data are used as an address to EPROM memory. The purpose of
EPROM memory is to map aligned data into a magnitude-only format compatible with
output IC DACs.

In the case of data which was originally magnitude-only, no conversion is performed:
memory contents are equal to the least significant eight address bits. In the case of signed
data, each data value is remapped into a corresponding magnitude-only value. The pen
chart recorder display can be inverted for either signed or unsigned data by “flipping” the
high and low ends of memory address contents. The number of different types of data
conversion that can be performed is limited by EPROM memory size. A prototype Word
Selector is currently fitted with 2K bytes of EPROM look-up table. This memory size will
support eight different types of data conversion, of which four are currently assigned.

The prototype Word Selector retains eight data bits for IC DACs so that only one EPROM
device would be required - with its data bus of eight bits. It is possible to extend the
number of retained data bits by using two or more EPROMS.



EPROM data is latched into one of eight IC DACs according to a channel count captured
in Step One. The complete data conversion step takes l.5 microseconds.

4.0  MEMORY CONTROL

The terminology which was adopted for the Word Selector is that circuitry or set-up which
is specific to one of eight analog outputs is a “channel”. For example, channel one tag is
used to point associated data to channel one IC DAC - which drives pen number one of a
chart recorder. A single channel memory store is three bytes: Sixteen bits of tag plus four
bits of word length plus four bits of conversion code.

Eight channels of set-up information reside in bipolar memory at any one time and
constitute a “project”. A total of eighty-five projects can be stored in EEPROM memory
and have associated numbers from 01 to 85.

Each Word Selector has a Microcomputer (MCU) for memory control. The MCU allows
the operator to recover a project (24 bytes) from EEPROM, examine and edit if necessary,
and then either “store” the project back into EEPROM or “load” it into bipolar active
memory. Immediately after a project load, control of bipolar RAM address lines is
transferred to Word Selector TTL circuitry and the MCU becomes dormant. The MCU
can be accessed again by a system reset.

The MCU microprocessor is an MC6809. The microprocessor has 2K bytes of MOS
RAM, 2K bytes of EPROM, and 2K bytes of EEPROM in its bus. Front panel control of
the MCU is by a hexadecimal keypad and RESET/STORE/LOAD function switches.
Front panel display is by an 80-character alphanumeric LCD display with its own 6800
microprocessor. The 6809 based microcomputer includes a monitor program for self
checks.

The MCU writes set-up information into bipolar RAM one byte at a time for a total of 24
bytes. Bipolar memory can be read only by Word Selector TTL circuitry. The memory is
read 24 parallel bits at a time.

5.0  PACKAGING

A prototype Word Selector has been constructed in a 3-1/2 inch height, standard width
chassis. It is intended to mount immediately adjacent to the chart recorder that it will drive.
All internal circuitry is mounted on a single wire-wrap backplane (Figure 3).



6.0  CONCLUSION

A hardware design for display of tagged telemetry data has been reviewed. A feature of
this development which makes it unique among equipments intended for a similar
application is its independent (stand alone) operation. The design has been pursued in the
belief that an array of simple and locally programmable display drivers would be of
significant advantage in a real time telemetry environment.
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ABSTRACT

The design of a Nyquist filter for generating a band-limited pulse for data transmission
with the zero intersymbol interference is formulated as a linear programming (LP) problem
and the Steiglitzs program [18] is modified and then used to design this type of pulse
shaping filters. The advantage of the present approach, as compared to other methods,
with regard to design speed and filter optimality, are described, and illustrated by means of
examples.

1.  Introduction

The design of a Nyquist filter for generating a band-limited pulse for data transmission
with the minimum intersymbol interference has always been an important subject [1-4].
Due to the recent developments in advanced large-scale integrated technology, digital
Nyquist filters are playing an important role in digital modem systems [5-8]. By digital
design techniques, a pulse shaping transversal filter with an exact zero crossing impulse
response, which corresponds to zero intersymbol interference, can be obtained. Let H(z)
denote the transfer function of a digital Nyquist filter, and X(z) is the transform of input
data signals (i.e., input pulse train) whose speed is the Nyquist rate Fn and the sampling
rate for H(z) and Y(z) (the transform of output data signals) is Fr, where Fr = MFn , M an
integer and z = er(j2 F/Fr). The frequency response of the digital Nyquist filter will have
normalized band edges [9]

(1a)



(1b)

where indicates the rolloff rate. The desired FIR Nyquist filter needs to have an impulse
response h(n) exactly zero crossing at the Nyquist rate except for one point n = K.

Nakayama and Mizukami [8] proposed a two-step method to design the Nyquist filter
described above. The first step is to design the optimal filter by approximating the desired
frequency response directly using the Remex algorithm [10] without time constraint on the
filter coefficients. The second step is to apply the iterative Chebyshev approximation
methods in [11] to design the desired Nyquist filter by using the coefficients of the optimal
filter obtained in the first step as the initial values of the iterative nonlinear optimization
algorithm for finding the Chebyshev solution, where the coefficients h (n) are modified to
zero for ((n-K0))M = 0 and n … K.

In this chapter, the design of linear phase FIR filters with some of the coefficients
constrained to be zero is considered.

The filter design problem is formulated as a linear program so that the LP approach can be
employed to design the filter. Examples are presented to illustrate the concept and the
efficiency of the design techniques.

In Section 2, the LP formulation and solution of the constrained FIR filter design problem
is presented, and it is found that LP techniques are particularly suitable for designing the
above types of constrained FIR filters due to their high degree of flexibility. In Section 3,
the design of optimal Nyquist and Class 1 partial response FIR pulse shaping filters, both
with zero intersymbol interference is considered, and the design efficiency is compared
with that of other design methods. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.

2.  Linear Programming Solution of Constrained - Linear Phase FIR Filter Design

Let the transfer function of a linear phase constrained FIR filter with odd-length N be of
the form

(2)

where Ic denotes the set of indices of h(n)’s which are constrained to be zero. The
magniture response H*(F) of the constrained filter can be written in the form [12]



(3)

where, and henceforth, we use the abbreviated notation P(F) for P(ej2BF) obtained from a

given function P(z), and h(n) can be derived from (n) as
~
h

(4)

the number of filter coefficients becomes

NFILT = N - Nc (5)

Where N is the number of elements in Ic and the number of independent (n)’s is thus
~
h

M = (NFILT + 1)/2.

The design of a constrained FIR filter described by (2) consists of finding (n)’s, n = 0, 1,
~
h

2, ..., (N-1)/2, n,/Ic , such that H*(F) in (3) is the best approximation to the desired
frequency response, where by the best approximation we mean the one which minimizes
the maximum absolute error between H*(F) and D(F) over the frequency bands to which
the approximation applies.

By means of (3), the above design objectives may be formulated as a linear programming
problem. By taking Nq grid points from 0 to 2B radians/sample (usually a grid density of
16 is used), the magnitude response of the filter at the grid point k is

(6)

Let D (Fk) and W(Fk) denote respectively the desired frequency response and the desired
weighting value for the approximating error at the grid point k, and let * be the maximum
allowable approximation error. Accordingly, it has to satisfy the following set of linear
inequalities [13]

(7)



Taking into account the fact that H*(F) is a linear combination of r cosine functions, we
may use (7) to formulate the following linear program:

Maximize (-*) , (8a)

Subject to:

(8b)

(8c)

This is the “primal problem” with variables (n)’s, n = 0, 1, ...., (N-1/2, n,/Ic and (-*).
~
h

By the duality principle, (8) can be shown to be mathematically equivalent to the “dual
problem”, which is a linear program in standard form. The standard form is the most
natural form for digital filter design, and thus is commonly used for obtaining the desired
numerical solution. The primal problem is transformed into the dual problem by replacing
each inequality in (8) by an equality and a slack (nonnegative) variable. Since the
nonnegativity constraints may be taken into account without increasing the volume of
computations, the preceding transformation may be interpreted as replacing an inequality
by an equality at the cost of adding one variable. The dual problem of (8) has one equality

constraint for each of the unconstrained variables (n)’s = 0, 1,......., (N-1)/2,n,/Ic), -* in
~
h

(8) and one nonnegative variable for each of the inequality constrainisin (8).

The solution to the above LP problem with (r+l) variables and Nq /2+1 inequality
constraints occurs when at least (r+l) of the Ng /2+1 equations are solved with equality
(instead of inequality); the remaining inequalities being strict with inequalities. For the
optimal filter design problem this implies that there are at least (r+l) frequencies at which
the ripple achieves a maximum. The number of variables in the linear program of (8) is
(r+l), where r independent coefficients and * are variables.

It is usual in these problems to solve the dual problem by the revised simplex algorithm
[14]. The tableau used in the revised simplex algorithm for solving the dual problem can be
obtained from (8). Based on this tableau, the steps involved in the revised simplex
algorithm at each pivot are outlined as follows:

Step 1:  Determine an initial program;



Step 2:  Price each column by calculating its relative cost c̄j . If no c̄j  is negative, the
present program is the optimal solution; if not, change the basis; the minimum c̄j

determines the column k to enter the basis so as to maximize the absolute change of the
objective function. This is equivalently accomplished by using the maximum entry
criterion.

For implementing the design procedure on a digital computer, a suitable small number
must be used in this step to test the optimality of the program. If it is too small, invalid
pivots will be induced due to the accumulated roundoff errors; if it is too large, valid pivots
will be overlooked and suboptimal solution produced;

Step 3:  The secondary variable xk associated with column k becomes a basic variable and
basic variable xl  associated with column l becomes a secondary variable. Generate column
k by using an m x m inverse-basis matrix which is carried along from pivot to pivot. The
quantities associated with the old pivot is transformed to the corresponding quantities
associated with the new pivot;

Step 4:  Use the usual ratio test to choose a row l which then determines the column which
is to leave the basis by the minimum exit criterion. If a tie occurs, break the tie by choosing
one corresponding to the largest pivot from among the rows where the tie occurs. Same as
pricing operation, a suitable small number must be used in the ratic test;

Step 5:  Update the m x m inverse-basis matrix by pivoting operation, then go to step 2.

The two-phase method is used in the program, where in phase 1, one determines whether
any feasible solution exists and obtains one if it does exist, and in phase 2, one proceeds
from a feasible solution determined by phase to the optimal solution. The program in [18]
is modified to allow the design of the constrained filter formulated in (8).

It must be observed that the solution obtained through the LP approach is exactly the same
as the one obtained using the Remex algorithm. The well-known simplex algorithm used in
the solution of the linear programming problems, can be viewed as a single exchange
algorithm. Thus, the linear programming formulation leads to an algorithm less efficient
than the Remez multiple exchange algorithm. Both the linear programming approach has
the advantage of being more flexible. Its flexibility is based essentially on the fact that
other constraints can be considered in addition to (8). For designing the constrained filter
discussed in this paper, the constraint inequalities in (8) keep the same form as that in the
unconstrained filter design. Details on the revised algorithm for solving the dual program
can be found in the references on linear programming (see, e.g., see [15].



3.  Design of Pulse Shaping FIR Filters

3.1  Design of FIR Nyquist Filters with Zero Intersymbol Interference

Let the transfer function of the FIR Nyquist filter be H(z) in (2) and the desired frequency
response be D(F). In the design of H(z), D(F) takes the following values:

(9)

with the constraints:

(10)

where ((x))M denotes modular operation with mod M. The design of this digital filter can
be represented as the following minimax approximation problem with (10) as constraints
on filter coefficients

(11a)

and
(11b)

where W(F) is the weighting function for controlling the ripples in the passband and
stopband.

The constrained approximation problem of (10) and (11) can be solved by using the LP
techniques described in Section 2.

3.2  Optimal Design of Class 1 Partial Response Filters

Time domain Class 1 partial response data transmission systems have received
considerable attention recently since they can be used at an increased bit rate under a
prescribed available bandwidth for data transmission [16]. It has been shown that the bit
insensitivity of the partial response system is such that the sampling rate of the system can
be varied by 43 percent for the given filter configuration without closing the three-level eye
pattern [9].

The impulse response of a digital Class 1 partial response filter should be large and have
the same value at main two adjacent sample points and the response at other sample points



should be zero for zero intersymbol interference if the process of decision directed
cancellation of intersymbol interference is used [17]. Let the transfer function of the FIR
Class 1 partial response filter be donoted by H(z). Then H(z) can be designed by
approximating the desired frequency response under the following constraints on the filter
coefficients:

(12)

where M is defined in(5). The filter design can be formulated as the following minimax
approximation problem:

(13a)

and
(13b)

where Fs = 1/(2M)< W(F) is the weighting function for controlling the ripples in the
passband and stopband, and * is the maximum weighted approximation error. The LP
techniques described in Section 2 can again be employed to design these Class 1 partial
response filters.

3.3  Design Examples

The first two examples are from [8]. A DEC PDP11/55 computer with double precision
was used for all calculations in designing the filters in this paper.

Example 1:

An FIR Nyquist filter with length N = 23, = 0.3, M = 4 was designed.

The band edges Fp and Fs of the filter are calculated from (1) as Fp = 0.0875 and
Fs = 0.1625 and the constraint in Ic are obtained from the given N and M values. The LP
technique was modified and thus used to design the filter. Filters with different passband
and stopband ripples were designed by controlling the weighting values of passband and
stopband ripples in (8). The impulse response and frequency response of a resulting filter
with stopband ripple As = 38.0 dB and passband ripple 0.34 dB are shown in Fig. 1(a) and
Fig. 1(b) respectively.

The corresponding optimal filter with length 23 and stopband ripple As = 38.0 dB has a
passband ripple of 0.19 dB which is less than that of the above Nyquist filter. This is 



because some of the coefficients of the latter filter with small values but not exactly equal
to zero are constrained to zero.

Fig. l(a) Impulse response of the filter designed in Example 1.

Fig. l(b)  Amplitude response of the filter designed in Example 1.



EXAMPLE 2:

A Nyquist filter same as in Example 1was designed but with the parameters: N = 39,q?=
0.15 and M = 4. Nyquist filters corresponding to different passband and stopband ripples
were designed. Figs. 2(a) and (b) show respectively the impulse response and frequency
response of a resultant filter with stopband ripple A = 33.0 dB and passband ripple
0.45 dB. The corresponding optimal filter with length 39 has a passband ripple of 0.35 dB
with the same stopband ripple.

Fig. 2(a) Impulse response of the filter designed in Example 2.

Fig. 2(b) Amplitude response of the filter designed in Example 2.



Example 3:

A Class 1 partial response FIR filter with the following parameters was designed: N = 23
and M = 4.

The filter with F = 0.125 was designed to have equal passband and stopband ripples.
Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the impulse response and frequency response with a stopband ripple
of 33.2 dB and a passband ripple of 0.19 dB.

3.4  Comparison with the Iterative Chebyshev Approximation Method [8, 11].

In our algorithm, when designing a filter with appropriate filter coefficients constrained to
zero, it is only required to run the LP program one time for obtaining the zero intersymbol
interference pulse shaping filter with the desired ripple ratio.

Fig. 3(a) Impulse response of the filer designed in Example 3.



Fig. 3(b)  Amplitude response of the filter designed in Example 3.

4.  Concluding Remarks

We have presented LP techniques for the design of digital Nyquist and partial response
FIR filters with zero intersymbol interference, which are used in data transmission
systems. The advantage of this approach over the two-step iteration Chebyshev method is
its high design speed. Examples have illustrated that the LP techniques are suitable for the
design of FIR pulse shaping filters with zero intersymbol interference.
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ABSTRACT

Collection of radar and telemetry data has always been limited by bandwidth and storage
capacity factors. This paper examines some of the constraining factors in achieving very
high data rates and storage capacities. A number of new technologies are examined for
applicability. A special purpose modular architecture oriented towards high speed bulk
data acquisition is presented. Several systems are described including systems based on
Winchester disks, high speed parallel transfer disks, bulk RAMs, HDDR, and others.
Special emphasis is placed on the unique data acquisition requirements of radar and
telemetry signal collection.

INTRODUCTION

The task of recording and digitizing telemetry or radar signals for analysis requires
constant improvements in equipment. Data rates and data quantities continue to escalate,
constantly stressing the capabilities of the collection systems. In addition to handling high
aggregate data rates, current systems must also be able to handle high burst rates. The
signal digitizers and associated computers, and mass storage systems which comprise
these collection systems are particularly difficult to generalize because users often have
unique requirements. These special requirements have meant in the past that expensive
custom systems had to be developed for each requirement. Adapting these systems to
provide improved performance and exploiting new technology was often difficult.

THE MODELINT CONCEPT

Frontier Engineering, Inc. has developed a family of standard building block modules from
which high performance flexible data acquisition systems can be configured. The
MODELINT modules are functionally organized system components based on a highly
reliable modular packaging concept.



FEI has developed a family of digitizers based on the MODELINT modules. Each data
acquisition system uses the same packaging technology with the specific functionality
provided by the particular MODELINT modules incorporated in the system. The standard
FEI product line includes the FEI 286DC Dual Channel Radar Signal Digitizer shown in
Figure 1. Although the MODELINT modules form the basis for the standard FEI digitizer
products, the real power of the MODELINT concept lies in the potential for expansion and
in the flexibility it affords. The MODELINT concept allows for a very low risk design-to-
cost approach to be used on new data acquisition system developments. A new
requirement can be addressed by using the standard MODELINT modules to provide the
bulk of the functions, developing custom modules for the functions not available from the
standard MODELINT family, and then integrating the system using the standard high
reliability packaging approach. Risk is minimized by using standard modules, a standard
packaging approach, and only developing a few new modules. In addition, only the desired
functions are included, the customer does not end up paying for unneeded capabilities.

THE MODELINT ARCHITECTURE

Traditional data acquisition systems consist of signal conditioning subsystems, converters,
buffer, interface, computer, and data storage. The MODELINT architecture provides for
all these functions, however it also provides a great deal of flexibility by means of the
following;

1. Decoupling of acquisition and storage

2. Processor independence

3. Storage technology independence

Decoupling the acquisition and storage essentially means including a large asynchronous
buffer or FIFO. Inclusion of a large FIFO eliminates synchronization problems and
simplifies the system design. Design of new front end subsystems, is simplified because
only a standard asynchronous interface to the FIFO is required. Similarly, design of new
computer or data storage subsystems is simplified.

To achieve maximum flexibility the key MODELINT component, the FIFO buffer is both
vertically and horizontally stackable. The module consists of a 64 bit wide by 2K deep
asynchronous FIFO capable of 10MHz operation.

In addition to providing the advantage described above, the FIFO also serves to absorb
data bursts. In order to analyze the throughput and burst handling capabilities of the data
acquisition system, a computer model was developed. The sensitivity of various



parameters such as buffer sizes and transfer rates was examined. A key consideration is
the amount of data taken before a buffer overflows and data is lost. Based on the typical
model shown in Figure 2, the expression given below was derived.

BUFFER OVERFLOW WILL NOT OCCUR BEFORE

WHERE M = INPUT DATA RATE
N = DISK TRANSFER RATE
K1 = DIGITIZER BUFFER CAPACITY
K2 = CPU BUFFER CAPACITY
E = INTERRUPT SERVICE TIME
SJ = NUMBER OF SAMPLES

ASSUMING

Figure 3 shows the beha4ior of this model. It is apparent that increasing buffer size serves
only to delay the inevitable. The only way to achieve extended duration acquisition at high
data rates is to provide for a high speed transfer directly to the data storage system.
Placing a computer in the data path serves only to slow the system down. For this reason,
the MODELINT architecture removes the computer from the data path. Although the
architecture does provide for computers, they are employed in a control role and do not in
general directly handle the data. Although many collection systems have in the past used
the same computer for acquisition of the data and for analysis, the throughput rates
currently required prohibit this.

The MODELINT architecture is not based on a specific processor. A variety of computers
including HP 9836, IBM PC, DEC VAX, 68000 based VME systems etc. can and have
been designed into the system controller role.

The MODELINT architecture is designed so that the data can, if desired, be sent directly
to the data storage system without going through the CPU. This allows the data throughput
to be governed by the transfer rate of the mass storage system. No single mass storage
technology stands out as the optimal technology for collection systems. All of the
following have potential:



1. High Density Digital Recorders

2. Hard Disks (parallel transfer disks)

3. Winchester Disks

4. Semiconductor Bulk memory

5. Optical Disks

Each of these storage technologies has advantages and disadvantages. Also the relative
superiority of the various technologies change with time. For example optical disks are not
a viable media at this time, however they have the potential to provide extremely high
capabilities in the future.

The MODELINT architecture is not based on any particular storage technology. The mass
storage system and interface is maintained as an independent entity. In this way new
system designs can make use of the optimal technology available at the time of the design.
It also means that systems could potentially be upgraded through the replacement of the
mass storage system with one utilizing superior technology.

THE MODELINT MODULES

The MODELINT modules consist of EUROCARD style packages utilizing the highly
reliable DIN 4162 connector system. This is the same packaging used in the rapidly
emerging VME bus. This facilitates the incorporation of VME bus processors as
controllers and other VME bus cards such as A/D converters and I/O interfaces.

Standard MODELINT modules include front end components such as high speed A/D
converters, time base functions such as phase lock oscillators, FIFO memories,
measurement modules, processor modules, and interface modules.

CONCLUSION

The MODELINT concept provides a high degree of flexibility in designing custom high
performance data acquisition systems with minimal technical risk. The concept is based on
utilizing a core set of proven and reliable system building blocks. The functions of these
building block modules are in concert with the philosophy of decoupling the acquisition of
the data from the storage of the data, removing the computer from the data path, and
allowing for flexibility in interfacing to the mass storage media.



FIGURE 1
FEI 286DC RADAR SIGNAL DIGITIZER

 FIGURE 2   DATA TRANSFER MODEL



FIGURE 3   DIGITIZER BUFFER FILL RATE
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ABSTRACT

Canadian Forces (CF) flight test facilities were recently updated to support testing of the
CF-18 aircraft by the development of a new ground based PCM telemetry processing and
display system (TPADS). Additional enhancements to this system are currently underway,
or being considered, to further improve flight test mission control and data processing
functions and produce a system capable of meeting CF flight test requirements into the
1990’s.

INTRODUCTION

When the CF-18 aircraft was acquired by the CF, a requirement arose to conduct
immediate and ongoing test programs on these aircraft to clear and evaluate the
performance of unique CF modifications and systems. Two fully instrumented aircraft
were included in the procurement program. However the existing telemetry acquisition and
display system was not capable of supporting the new instrumented aircraft. Rather than
modify the existing system, it was decided to develop a new system which would not only
satisfy the CF-18 requirements but also substantially enhance overall test capabilities.

Budget restraints and time limitations dictated by the delivery schedule for the new aircraft
necessitated a two stage development plan; the basic system was installed for initial
weapon testing followed by enhancements and modifications as time and resources
permitted. This paper will outline the system requirements, detail the present configuration



and describe the planned enhancements. Changes to the standard system and in-house
developments required to meet specific requirements or resolve existing problems will be
emphasized. As well, limitations of the present system and associated plans to resolve
these limitations and enhance overall flight test capabilities will be discussed.

CF FLIGHT TEST FACILITIES

The CF Flight Test Facilities consist of the Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment
(AETE) which includes the 200 square mile Primrose Lake Evaluation Range (PLER).
These facilities are located at CFB Cold Lake, which is situated approximately 300 Km
east/northeast of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Canadian Forces Base Cold Lake



The facilities at PLER include nine phototheodolites, a telemetry tracking and receiving
station, a meteorological station, command and control centres, and a microwave and
L-Band telemetry link to the main AETE facilities 50 Km to the south. AETE consists of
350 technical, operational and administrative staff.

The primary role of PLER is to provide a controlled and instrumented airspace for flight
tests. Spatial positioning data on test aircraft is provided by the nine phototheodolites and
two PRELORT C-Band tracking radars capable of operating in skin or transponder mode.
Test vehicle spatial position information from the radars is displayed on two CRT
terminals located in the main control room. A camera installed on one of the
phototheodolites transmits video signals to the control room. The phototheodolites can be
slaved to the radar to facilitate target acquisition. Phototheodolite slaving and processing
of spatial positioning data is accomplished with a DEC PDP 11/34 computer. Telemetry
data is received on a Tecom auto-tracking antenna and sent to the FTCR via a dedicated
microwave link, or using L-Band rebroadcast equipment. Timing information is provided
by a VLF receiver tuned to WWVB in Boulder, Colorado. An illustration of the PLER
facilities and data links to the FTCR is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: PLER Facilities and PLER/FTCR Data Links



FLIGHT TEST CONTROL ROOM (FTCR)

The primary role of the FTCR is real-time data acquisition, processing and display. It also
provides some test control capability, but currently that function is largely handled at the
PLER Mission Control centre.

For a typical project, the test team members assemble in the FTCR, which has been
configured to provide the necessary data displays. A pre-flight check is carried out on
PCM telemetered data received directly from the test aircraft prior to take-off. Once the
test aircraft is airborne and telemetry data acquisition has been achieved at PLER, the data
are re-transmitted to the FTCR where they are recorded on magnetic tape for post-flight
processing, and also processed in real-time for the various displays. The real-time
processing and display capability is the heart of the system, since it permits the project
team to continually monitor test conditions and quickly modify test parameters to obtain
maximum benefit from each sortie and minimize flight safety risks.

FTCR post-flight capabilities include the ability to re-process the data tape and display
selected parameters, as well as the capabiliy to reformat the analog PCM data tape
recorded on-board the aircraft onto a digital magnetic tape. This tape can then be loaded
into the main data processing computer (VAX 11/780) for detailed post-flight analysis and
production of graphs, cross plots, etc. A block diagram of the FTCR equipment is
illustrated in Figure 3.

REAL TIME AND POST FLIGHT DATA ACQUISITION AND RECORDING

Real-time and post-flight data acquisition and recording is provided by an Aydin Monitor
system consisting of a bit synchronizer, decommutator, and the Aydin Telemetry
Acquisition Control Console (ATACC). PCM Bi-phase data are received either directly on
an L-Band helical antenna or via the dedicated microwave link. These data are then routed
through the appropriate receivers and interfaces to the bit synchronizer, and finally to the
decommutator.

The ATACC is a DEC LSI 11/23 based microcomputer terminal with a 12 inch CRT,
64K x 16 bit RAM and dual eight inch floppy disk drives providing a total of 2M Bytes
off-line storage for programs and set-up files. The ATACC uses Aydin Monitor’s
Telemetry System Integrated Software (TELSIS) for the set up and control of the telemetry
data acquisition and processing equipment and for the acquisition, processing, and display
of real time data. The ATACC/TELSIS system provides the user with the following
capabilities :



Figure 3: FTCR Equipment

a. Pre-Test:  The system facilitates complete set-up and storage of signal processing
parameters to initialize the telemetry front end (TFE) equipment for a mission and
editing of existing set-ups.

b. Real Time:  The system is capable of monitoring data from up to 128 telemetry
channels and providing, in real time:

- soft and hard copy alarm messages on limit failures for user programmed limits,

- derived measurements based on up to 64 user defined equations of up to 12
terms each,

- up to 32 user defined channels may be displayed on up to 32 different display
pages consisting of any mix of the following display types:  Limit Alarm List,
Raw Data List, EU Data List, Bar Graph, Strip Chart, or a Custom Display
which provides a user programmable format.



- on operator command up to eight CRT images can be captured on each ATACC
and spooled to a graphics printer, without interrupting display updates or data
processing, and

- a hardcopy printout of all monitored and derived measurements can be obtained
on command.

c. Off Line:  When not being used for data acquisition, analysis, or display, the
ATACC terminal can be used to produce digital magnetic tapes for post-flight data
analysis or as a general purpose computer capable of running all DEC LSI 11/23
compatible software.

The heart of the TPADS is the 1126B Programmable Decommutator. It is a remote
control, stored program synchronizer/decommutator module capable of receiving PCM
data in any standard format at data rates up to 5 MBits. It can assign user-selected ID tags
to any of the data syllables in the frame and pass selected ones to the computer. Other
features available include processing of formats requiring word, sub-frame, and sub-sub-
frame synchronization as well as arithmetic/logic operations on words up to 16 bits long. A
major feature of the 1126B is the Computation Module. This module receives parallel
decommutated data and, via the associated ID tags, accesses the appropriate processing
programs which have been set up with the ATACC and stored in the Computation
Module’s 8K x 24 bit RAM. Processing operations which can be programmed into the
Computation Module include scaling, offset, DAC output, limit tests, binary code
conversions, logic operations, etc.

ANALOG AND DIGITAL DISPLAY SUB-SYSTEM

In addition to the ATACC displays, the following display systems are available:

a. Engineering Unit Display System (EUDS);

b. Time Display Unit (TDU);

c. Strip Charts (SC); and

d. Binary Light Display (BLD) and Status and Alarm Panel (STALP).

The EUDS is a hard wired logic system developed at AETE specifically for the initial
CF-18 Weapons Clearance Program (WCP). It reconstructs the 12-bit PCM words from
the data stream into the 16-bit word format representative of the original onboard data
taken off the CF-18 MUX BUS (MIL STD 1553 data). These data are then displayed on



the ten digital displays in real time. A control is available to select the update rate for
either individual samples or an average of a specified number of samples. Two of the
displays, centre of gravity and gross weight, are derived in the logic module as a
combination of several parameters. Because it is a hard wired system, the EUDS can only
be used for CF-18 testing; major hardware modifications would be required to adapt it to
the specific data formats of other telemetry systems.

The TDU provides an indication of the following: imbedded PCM IRIG-B time from the
onboard TCG; IRIG-B time from a time code receiver tuned to WWVB in Boulder,
Colorado; and the difference between the two. The difference is typically kept within ± 1
millisecond by synchronizing the onboard time code generator with the IRIG-B signal via
the UHF radio in the FTCR both before flight and during flight if required.

The Aydin Monitor 176 Digital-to-Analog Convertor (DAC) provides 64 analog channels
from 12-bit DACs, and 192 digital event lines to the input/output (I/O) panel. The digital
outputs are sent to the BLD and STALP, and the analog outputs are sent through a
28 channel filter assembly to the HP5451C Fast Fourier Analyzer (FFA), Lossajous
oscilloscopes, and the strip charts. Four six channel Gould 2600 pen recorders are used to
display 24 EU scaled measurands with a Bandwidth up to 80 Hz, and a high speed Gould
2600S recorder is used to display six channels of high frequency (DC to 50KHz) data. The
selection of strip chart measurands, scaling, etc is all done in the 1126B Decom, under
ATACC software control.

The BLD provides LED indicators for up to 64 discrete status indicators or up to four
16-bit words, or any mix of these two types of indications, under software control. These
displays are used to monitor the status of data represented by one or more bits in the PCM
stream to indicate system servicability, and to verify correlation between binary and EU
representations of selected measurands. The STALP displays the status of up to six
selected measurands under software control. It is driven by either limit check computations
performed within the decommutator, or by status bits gathered from the PCM stream.
When designated events occur or limits are exceeded the Digital Event Registers in the
AMS DAC 176 box are used to illuminate colored panels, and an intermittent audio tone is
transmitted to each headset as well as over the PA system (if desired).

FLUTTER DATA PROCESSING AND DISPLAY SUB-SYSTEM

This system, which includes the Flutter Exciter Display Unit (FEDU) HP5451C Fast
Fourier Analyzer (FFA), Tektronix 4012 terminal, Tektronix 2611 hard copy unit, and
eight Lissajous displays, is mainly used to conduct wing flutter test on aircraft configured
with various types of ordnance. However, it is also useful for conducting frequency
spectrum analysis of any analog test data.



FTCR DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Figure 4 illustrates the block diagram of a complete communication system for the FTCR
which was designed and built at AETE. This system supports up to 32 stations. The
terminals at each station are all identical except the master. All terminals have access to
four networks (intercom, radios, recorders, or public address (PA) and event), and each
can be set up as an interface for one of these networks. It is a digital system with all the
terminals daisy-chained together by two digital buses, each of which handle sixteen
stations. A general description of the operation and features of the system is presented in
the following paragraphs. This system has provided far superior versatility, control and
audio quality compared to the analog communication system it replaced.

Figure 4: Digital Communication System Block Diagram

The intercom network has a total of seven channels selected by a thumbwheel switch on
the front panel. All terminals that have the same intercom channel selected can
communicate with each other. The radio network has three radio channels. All terminals
can hear the selected radio and may also communicate with each other if their radio switch
is on. However, only the terminals selected by the master terminal can transmit over the
radios. Each terminal has a tone enable switch which permits it to hear event tones



transmitted from the aircraft in the telemetry stream. Each terminal also has an override
switch which enables it to transmit over the PA system and to all other terminals regardless
of their switch selections. The master terminal provides system synchronization and
enables up to four other terminals to control radio transmission on any of the three radio
channels. Power for the entire system is provided by a common power supply which draws
115VAC at 4 amps. The current configuration used in the FTCR is illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: FTCR Communication System Configuration

The system is based on a time division multiplexing (TDM) scheme. The master terminal
contains a 320 KHz clock which is used to establish 16 time slots for each of the two
buses. Thus each bus can accomodate 16 channels sampled at 20 KHZ. For every 16 clock
pulses, a reference synch pulse is generated which occurs at the first multiplex position of
bus 1 or position 17 of bus 2. This synch pulse is used by all terminals to insert or remove
data to or from the digital buses at the correct time. All terminals, whether configured for
intercom, recording, radio or event tone/PA operation, are assigned a unique time slot via
internal jumpers. The buses are two way differential systems which use twisted wire pairs
terminated at both ends to hold the lines in a low (zero) state when not driven. Each
terminal digitizes and multiplexes its audio output onto the digital bus in its own assigned
time slot, along with the associated control information, and each terminal can receive data



from any number of other terminals which have selected the same channel. These data are
then mixed and converted to analog form for listening, recording, PA, or radio
transmission.

ASSESSMENT OF FTCR CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

During the past year the FTCR has been successfully used to support more than 150
missions on a variety of test vehicles. The CF-18 WCP, for which the FTCR was initially
designed and optimized, was effectively supported with few problems, and the system is
currently providing a full range of pre-flight, real time and post-flight test support for all
test programs. However, the following deficiencies have been identified:

a. All measurands selected for real-time analysis must also be included in the post-
flight data unless an entirely new set-up is created - an arduous task.

b. Because of the hard-wired logic configuration of the EUDS necessitated by the
severe time constraints imposed by the original CF-18 test requirements, this unit
cannot be readily reconfigured for different aircraft and/or different PCM formats.

c. Due to the requirement to format PCM data into 9-track computer compatible digital
tapes, which must then be manually loaded into the VAX 11/780 data processing
computer for post-flight processing, the transfer of data between the FTCR and the
data processing computer is a cumbersome and time consuming procedure.

d. The current system lacks the capability to carry out a post-flight search of airborne
TM data tape and produce a list of event times. This limits the ability of the project
engineers to identify the specific event times of interest for post flight analysis in the
FTCR, and for production of the digital tape for post flight data processing.

e. The lack of real-time video data to supplement the telemetry data and radio
communications in the FTCR during real time test monitoring has proved to be a
serious problem which has led to confusion prior to missions as well as a
degradation in mission control. In particular, it would be very beneficial for the test
personnel in the FTCR to have access to visual information of the flight line activity
prior to each mission launch, the orientation of the test vehicle within the range
airspace, and events occurring on the test vehicle (eg rocket firing, bomb drops,
separation and jettisoning tests etc.),

f. Audio communications between the FTCR and PLER are currently inadequate.



g. The current configuration can only support one PCM data link between FTCR and
PLER thus limiting range utilization to one real-time mission at a time.

PLANNED ENHANCEMENTS TO PLER/FTCR

Plans are under development to eliminate or alleviate the problems outlined above, as well
as other minor problems. Essentially these plans entail:  the addition of a data compression
capability; a major redesign of the EUDM; the addition of a VAX 11/785 minicomputer to
the FTCR; design and construction of an event time search unit; the addition of ground and
air video systems and installation of a CRT to display test vehicle orientation within the
range airspace from RADAR data transmitted from PLER; an upgrading of the
PLER/FTCR communication link; and the addition of a second PCM data link.

One option being discussed with the contractor is the design of a data compressor module
for the 1126B Decommutator. This module would provide the capability to select specific
measurands from the PCM telemetry data stream in real-time according to limit criteria set
by the operator, selection of every Nth sample, time averaging of N data samples, and the
capability to select different measurand lists for real time and postflight processing, etc.
The advantage of the system are two fold:  less data is passed to the post-flight data
processing computer thereby decreasing it’s workload and data turnaround time, and real
time plot/cross-plot capabilities are facilitated by freeing up the VAX 11/785 processing
time during the periods when TM data is being rejected.

The replacement of the hard wired logic in the EUDS with a system which would utilize
the programmable capabilities of the Computation module in the 1126B Decommutator is
being investigated. Under this scheme all word selection, scaling, and conversion to
required format (ie. word reconstruction, 2’s complement to binary conversion, etc.) which
is currently done within the EUDM would be accomplished under software (TELSIS)
control. The desired parameters could then be output in 16 bit binary format via the digital
event registers through an interface to the EUDM display modules. With this system any
combination of measurands could be selected and displayed for each mission simply by
reprogramming the Computation Module.

To provide automated digital reformatting of PCM data into 9 track computer compatible
digital data, the acquisition of a VAX 11/785 minicomputer along with an Aydin Monitor
Systems GPD-004 VAX Unibus interface and associated TELBASE software is being
considered. This equipment would eliminate the requirement to produce 9 track digital
tapes since, under TELBASE, data may be routed directly from the telemetry front end
(TFE) hardware to the VAX memory and then written to either disk or magnetic tape.
With the addition of two color graphics CRT terminals and a hard copy unit this system
could also provide an interactive real-time plotting and cross-plotting facility since the



GPD-004 interface and TELBASE can provide telemetered data to the VAX 11/785 for
processing and display. The VAX 11/785 is fully compatible with the VAX 11/780
currently used for post-flight data processing, so these two computers could be networked
into a system which would share peripherals. Since the VAX 11/785’s processor is 50%
faster than the one in the VAX 11/780, this system would significantly increase overall
data processing cabability thereby alleviating the data bottleneck problem currently
existing in this area.

In-house design of an event time search unit which will produce a hard copy list of all
event times from a PCM data tape in a post-flight playback mode is currently underway.
This system will provide the project engineers with the exact time of each event tone
generated on-board the test vehicle, and permit them to readily identify the precise data
time slices desired for post-flight analysis and display.

Two systems are under consideration to provide visual data to the FTCR:  a real time
airborne and ground-based video system, and a CRT for representatin of test vehicle
location within the range airspace.

The major components of a real time video system are illustrated in Figure 6. This system
would provide pre-flight monitoring of the flight line, system would provide pre-flight
monitoring of the flight line, visual coverage of the test vehicle from three different angles
(as seen from three phototheodolite sites), and airborne data from video cameras mounted
in the cockpit and/or externally. Shuttered video systems would be used to provide
adequate displays of dynamic events and IRIG time code data would be inserted into the
video data stream for time correlation. The airborne camera would operate at 200
frames/second for maximum dynamic response. The data would then be recorded on-board
at 200 frames/second, but would be reduced to 60 frames/second for transmission to the
ground for real time display using a standard video transmiter with 10MHz BW. The
bandwidth limitation of 60 frames/second for telemetered video data will limit the
resolution of the system in the real-time mode, but should enable the test directors to
ascertain current mission status and identify serious problems such as undesirable
separation characteristics during stores separation tests. Post-flight analysis of the 200
frames/second video from the on-board video recorder will provide more detailed
information ti augment the real time data.

 PLER currently use an ORCA Model 1000 graphics CRT to display the position of the
test vehicle over the range during test missions. This system operates by displaying
positional data from the Range CPU and superimposing this data over an image of the test
range. It is planned to transmit this data to the FTCR via the microwave link and display it
using an identical CRT display to provide the test director at FTCR with the same
positional information available to the PLER mission controller.



Figure 6: Real-Time Video System

Another enhancement currently under consideration is to extend the Digital
Communication System to include several stations at PLER using the existing microwave
link. This will complete the communication link between the FTCR and PLER by
providing uninterrupted and clear voice communications between the two sites, thus
greatly improving overall test coordination and control.

The addition of the capability to add a separate PCM channel to simultaneously support
two missions reguiring PCM telemetered data is a long range goal. Although it will
represent a significant increase in test capability, installation of this system is not fully
justified at this time since many current test requirements can be adequately met using on-
board data recorders only with no telemetry.

CONCLUSION

During the past year, approximately 150 real-time test missions have been conducted, a
substantial amount of post-flight data analysis has been carried out, and hundreds of digital
magnetic tapes have been produced for post-flight analysis. Despite the limitations outlined
above, the overall performance of the FTCR has been excellent, equipment reliability has
been outstanding, and most of the assigned roles have been successfully executed. When
the planned improvements are implemented, it is anticipated that the facility will be able to
meet CF flight test requirements into the 1990’s.
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ABSTRACT

S-Band Auto-track systems were introduced at CRR in January 1983 and each consists of
a 3.0 metre reflector, pedestal, servo drive, antenna controller with dual RF channels,
double ended feed, low noise amplifier and downconverters to P-Band frequencies. The
S-Band requirements and restrictions at CRR will be discussed, and the factors restricting
launch acquisition explained. Angle data (AZ/EL) is transferred in real-time to an HP 9845
processor for quick-look and later trajectory analysis purposes plus comparison with
Interferometer/Tone Ranging and Command Systems (TRACS) data.

This presentation is intended to provide a basic familiarity with S-Band facilities and
capabilities now available to Range Users at CRR.

INTRODUCTION

Most sounding rocket launches in Canada take place at Churchill, Manitoba on the west
shore of Hudson Bay. The Churchill facilities consist of three launch pads capable of
handling rockets up to 20 metres in length and weighing 5000 kilograms, along with
installations where rockets and payloads can be assembled and tested before launching.
During launches, S-Band telemetry and data transmission equipment is used to acquire and
track the rockets, and to receive and record signal emissions from these payloads.

Before 1983, all scientific and diagnostic flight data at CRR was transmitted to the ground
facilities via telemetry and tracking equipment operating in P-Band (215-315 MHz range).
General crowding of P-Band by military and aeronautical users made the P-Band telemetry
equipment susceptible to radio interference which affected the data quality from rocket
transmissions. The shift to S-Band avoided problems existing at P-Band and



accommodated the higher data rates that are required for today’s more advanced and
complex payloads. the rocket operational requirements that needed to be satisfied were:-

(1) Minimal size and weight, easily transportable;
(2) Auto-track capability at high slew rates, 15E/sec;
(3) Rugged and capable of operating in severe temperature extremes as low as -50EC;
(4) High gain system to track vehicles to altitudes of 1000 km or greater. The upcoming

MARIE operation in December 1984 requires a Black Brant X rocket vehicle and an
apogee of 1100 km;

(5) In-service date of one year after capital funding approval.

The S-Band telemetry antennas at CRR are located adjacent to the Operations Building at
the Rangehead approximately 400 metres from the launch pads. This choice of site was
determined by operations manning considerations and was not a preferred location
following typical rocket trajectory analysis. This restriction on siting prevented tracking of
vehicles directly from the launch pads due to excessive angular rates that occur early in
flight. The acquisition strategy in use at CRR is designed to intercept and track targets
from about T+15 seconds into the flight.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The antenna consists of a 3.0 metre reflector, pedestal, servo drive, antenna control unit,
S-Band feed, low noise amplifier, downconverter and interconnecting cables. The system
was built by Scientific Atlanta, Inc.

To aid in the initial acquisition of high velocity vehicles, the tracking antenna has a double
ended feed system which consists of an acquisition antenna mounted coaxially in front of
the main antenna feed. As a further aid in initial acquisition at launch, the antenna system
is designed to “lock-out” any downward servo drive signals preventing the auto-track
system from attempting to lock onto the below-the-horizon signal image. The antenna
system has the capability of simultaneous reception of Right Hand Circular Polarized and
Left Hand Circular Polarized signals with automatic tracking over the full 2.26 to 2.36
GHz receive bandwidth. The downconverter is a dual channel unit - one for each of the
two polarizations - with the capability of converting the S-Band signals to P-Band 215-315
MHz frequencies. The antenna system performance characteristics are:

Antenna Type Parabolic, Focal Point Feed
Antenna Mount EL over AZ
Aperture Size 3 Meters
G/T (Main Antenna 10 dB/EK

Feed)



G/T (Acquisition -11.5 dB/EK
Feed)

Polarization Simultaneous LHC and RHC
Polarization Discrimination 20 dB
Beamwidth (Main Antenna Feed) 3.1E
Beamwidth (Acquisition Array) 36E
Sidelobe Levels -18 dB
Operating Modes Manual, slew, standby, slave,

stow, scan, autotrack
Autotracking Accuracy .03 degree
AZ/EL Pointing Resolution .01 degree
Antenna Velocity 15E/Sec max.
Antenna Acceleration 15E/Sec2 max.
Antenna Travel ±370E Azimuth

-5E/+185E Elevation

The modes of operation of the S-Band Autotrack Antenna system are:

STANDYBY
SLEW
MANUAL POSITION
SLAVE
STOW
SCAN
AUTOTRACK ACQUISTION

These functions are achieved through the Scientific Atlanta, Model 3842, Autotrack
Controller which is a solid state microprocessor-based system that produces the necessary
servo error signals to drive the power amplifiers located in the pedestal. The controller can
be interfaced with other computers for data transfer and control.

Automatic antenna selection of the acquisition array (widebeam) or the main antenna
(narrowbeam) is provided by the AUTOTRACK ACQUISITION Mode. When
AUTOTRACK ACQUISITION is activated, the widebeam antenna is selected and held
until after the maximum tracking dynamics have occurred early in the flight; this prevents
premature selection of the narrowbeam antenna. During the acquisition phase the control
processor monitors the selected receiver AGC level and tracking errors. If the widebeam
antenna is selected and the AGC level falls below a preset value, the control processor
checks the tracking error voltage. If the tracking error is within preset limits, then the
narrowbeam antenna is selected. Widebeam tracking continues until these conditions are
satisfied. If loss of acquisition occurs, the widebeam antenna may be manually selected.



Manual selection of either antenna may be accomplished at any time. Transfer between the
widebeam and the narrowbeam antennas is accomplished without significant dropouts or
data losses that may occur due to switching transients. The switching time is typically
10 msec.

SYSTEM EVALUATION

Trajectory data was obtained during the flight of the SABRE rocket vehicle (Black Brant
VIIIB) in May 1983. The S-Band systems were complemented by a P-Band TRACS
system, built by Physical Science Laboratories (PSL) of New Mexico State University.
The PSL system has been used for many years for trajectory measurement at CRR. Slant
range measurements were made with TRACS using a 210 kHz tone modulating an RF
Ground transmitter at 550 MHz linked to a QUANTA type rocketborne receiver and on-
board telemetry downlink. Comparative analysis of the two systems relied on joint use of
the tone range for slant measurements. The evaluations objectives were to:

(1) investigate the tracking accuracy of the S-Band pedestals; and
(2) identify technical problem areas in the operation of S-Band system

A tracking error budget summary was supplied by the S-Band pedestal manufacturer,
Scientifc Atlanta, and is included at Table 1 (Ref. 1). From the table, the total error per
axis at 60 degrees elevation is:

Elevation 0.024E
Azimuth 0.012E

The error budget for the interferometer and ranging system (TRACS) is listed in Tables 2
and 3 respectively (Ref. 2). From the tables, the elevation and azimuth errors are:

Elevation 0.05E
Azimuth 0.06 to 0.19E over elevation range of 60-80 degrees at AZ 135

degrees (SABRE).

The S-Band and TRACS data were each compared to a trajectory software program called
TRJMK2. The following assumptions were made:

a) Fitting of tracking data to an ellipse is sound;

b) Errors generated by the software would be similar for both sets of data; and

c) Magnitude of errors is not known.



SUMMARY OF RESULTS

An initial direct comparison of S-Band and TRACS data taken every 10 sees., produced
the following results:

AZE ELE

Mean Difference -0.047E -0.012E

Standard Deviation -0.103E -0.054E

SABRE RESULTS

Standard Deviation

System No. of Pts. Apogee Apogee Time AZE ELE

S-Band 248 351.1 km 304.1 sees. 0.08E 0.04E
(cf:0.012Eest) (cf:0.024Eest)

TRACS 308 351.1 km 304.1 sees. 0.06E 0.02E
(cf:06Eto0.19E (cf: 0.05E)

est.)

Figures 1 and 2, showing plots of observed azimuth, elevation data versus time over the
SABRE flight are included for the S-Band system; together with Figures 3 and 4, showing
the deviations between the observed and computed values of azimuth and elevation data
using the TRJMK2 program. Preliminary S-Band and TRACS data (Figures 5 - 8 ) are also
included from the most recent launch in March 1984 at CRR for ARIES ‘A’ (TD8302).

DISCUSSION

The above results indicate that the trajectory measurement capability of the S-Band system
compares favourably with the model and agrees very well with the results of the TRACS
system. Tracking performance is outside the estimated values, especially in azimuth. These
results may raise doubts about the estimates shown in Table 1. Errors which are difficult to
measure at the Range are:

a) RF/Mechanical axes boresight calibration is practical in azimuth but difficult in
elevation;

b) backlash in all gear trains;



c) position digitizer versus elevation and azimuth; and

d) boresight scope/RF alignment at different azimuths and elevations.

The S-Band systems met all specification requirements during in-plant testing under
laboratory conditions, but it is apparent that performance is degraded under field
conditions unless particular care is taken in setting-up, routine checks and calibration. A
field Standard Operating Procedure (SOP 07-31) has been developed for the three S-Band
systems and includes functional testing, levelling, RF alignment, analog error and AGC
calibrations, computer interface checks and bit error rate testing. The error analysis does
not address sources of instability due to non-orthogonality of RF and mechanical axis as a
function of frequency and polarization. Tracking errors are more pronounced at high
elevation angles for both S-Band and TRACS. Azimuth errors are accentuated by the
secant corrector gain as a function of the elevation angle in the servo-control circuitry, and
the trajectory plots confirm this condition consistently. The azimuth deviations appear to
have a periodic modulation of approximately 100 seconds. The period is likely related to
the coning period of the payload; and the AGC ground receiver record appears to confirm
this condition. This data sample appears to indicate that the tracking detection network is
sensitive to signal strength.

CONCLUSION

The results of this evaluation demonstrate a good agreement in the trajectory measurement
from S-Band and TRACS systems. The importance of consistent set-up and check-out
procedures is recongnized, and close monitoring of the servo error analog signals and
AGC levels is necessary. Sufficient data exists to instill confidence in the use of S-Band
systems in support of future rocket operations at CRR, and that S-Band tracking
performance will soon approach the high order of science telemetry data quality already
achieved on the SABRE and ARIES projects.
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GLACIER PARK AUTOMATIC DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

A VHF telemetry network linking Data Collection Platforms (DCP’s) to a master station
was developed by Bristol Aerospace and installed in the Canadian Rockies for the Snow
Research and Avalanche Warning Section (SRAWS) of Environment Canada. The master
station minicomputer uses multi-tasking capabilities to automatically collect
meteorological data from the remote mountain-top satellite sites and to compile and
display this data for the SRAWS avalanche forecasting team. The real-time system updates
its data base with information from the satellites every 10 minutes. The ‘user-friendly’
capabilities include an automatic analysis of present and past telemetry data to determine if
critical unstable conditions exist in the upper snow pack.

HISTORY

Avalanches in the Rockies are not only a destructive and death-dealing natural
phenomenon but also a costly nuisance as they frequently close down the vital highway
and rail links between the West Coast and the rest of the nation. It was pressure to
maintain the transportation corridors as safe and maximally free flowing as possible that
prompted the use of technology to aid avalanche prediction.

In 1972 Bristol designed and installed a group of meteorological stations for the Parks
Canada avalanche research team. This state-of-the-art system comprised a set of slave
state machines linked by VHF radio to a master state machine that drove a teletype in the
Roger’s Pass headquarters in Glacier National Park. Each remote satellite machine was
identified by its own particular tone frequency. The master polled each satellite once a
minute with a short tone prompt for wind information and once every ten minutes with a
longer tone for the full sensor data acquisition.

As the techniques for avalanche forecasting improved and the old system could not
provide the additional features needed, a new system specification was generated. The
forecasters wanted immediate access to historical data and they wanted graphical
representations of trends in study and meteorological data.



The following description is of the initial system delivered and installed by Bristol in the
fall of 1983 as well as the follow-on development phases.

SATELLITE HARDWARE

Bristol’s Data Collection Platform (DCP) forms the nucleus of the five satellite stations in
the network (see figure 1). The low power design allows the remote sites to be battery
operated for a complete 8 month operational season, although two sites have diesel light
plants available for recharging. The sensor complement is similar for each site:
anemometer, temperature, humidity and precipitation. A lightning protection unit is
installed between the DCP and the sensors to protect the electronics from high energy
transients.

Motorola HT440 VHF transceivers were recommended by the customer for the new
system. Brand selection was based on their familiarity with Motorola products both on the
basis of regional procurement and of local repair. The HT440 was selected because of its
ruggedized design features.

The radios were modified to access receive FSK tones before the audio amplifier so that
level would be independent of volume setting. The volume could then be turned down to
minimize quiescent current or turned up for monitoring or emergency calls. A further
modification picked off the second IF signal to be fed to detection circuitry so that
incoming RF levels could be monitored at the master site.

As a high data rate was not a consideration in this system, a simple modulation scheme
was chosen. The DCP firmware controls the telemetry in a conventional microprocessor-
UART-modem configuration. The single chip CMOS modem was interfaced to very
elementary filtering because the system would not be operating in full duplex. As well, any
characters generated spuriously are easily filtered out with software and an ‘all ones’
preamble ensures synchronization of the first message character.

The customer’s requirement for sparing was minimized by designing the hardware and
firmware to be identical for each DCP. A ‘DIP-switch’ identifies the satellite number and
determines whether it communicates with the master stations via radio or hardwire link.
The switch also identifies DCPs which have an activated printer port. The present design
will allow a total of 16 satellite without modifications to existing equipment.

MASTER HARDWARE

The customer requested a system that would be able to perform concurrent operations of
automatic data collection along with data display and analysis functions. A survey of
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existing micro and minicomputers having multi-tasking capabilities pointed to the Intel
86/330A running the RMX86 operating system as the best choice. As well as preferred in
capabilities and price, it offered Bristol a mechanism for on-going software support for the
Parks Canada program using in-house Intel software development equipment.

The 86/330A has a selection of storage media: the 8-inch floppy drive is used for off-
premises backup of telemetry and other data while the 8-inch 35Mbyte hard disk stores the
operating system and application programs as well as data files. A second hard disk of
equal capacity is to be added for supplementary data storage and will serve as the primary
disk should it become damaged. The computer is equipped with 384Kbyte of RAM.

To interface with the required peripherals (see figure 2) a four channel communications
PCB was placed into a spare slot in the computer’s MultibusR chassis. With this card the
printer, plotter and system terminal communicate over standard RS232C links and the
DCP via a current loop. A real-time calendar clock module was plugged onto the 16-bit
processor card for the initiation of timed operations and to allow the naming of various
data files.

A diesel light plant provides power for the master computer through a conventional
minicomputer voltage regulator. Extensive monitoring of the power source during
installation evidenced its suitability although further protection from brownout damage was
later added on Bristol’s recommendation.

RADIO LINK

Apart from the electronics, the hardware of the original link was unchanged. As the
antennas and masts of the system remained intact no effort was made to measure the link
characteristics. The siting information is shown in figure 3.

During system installation there were, on occasion, excessive retries on the telemetry link.
A co-located voice transmitter was found to be generating interference at the telemetry
frequency. This was eliminated with a simple trap in the antenna lead of the offending
transmitter.

Time did not permit margin testing during the laboratory system integration but retry
indicators proved that the link does have a suitably low error rate.



SOFTWARE

The DCP firmware performs automatic one-minute archiving of the wind information to
make it comparable with the former system’s collection techniques. The acquisition of
other data is initiated by a command message from the master station directed to each
satellite. This acquired information is transmitted after a second command from the master.
The DCP acquires all sensor channel information as if all sensors were connected so that
all reports are of a uniform length.

The master computer software is written in PLM-86, an easy-to-use and understand block-
structured language. PLM combines high-level software features such as 32-bit floating-
point operations with low-level hardware operations such as interrupt processing
instructions. The RMX86 operating system is configured to run a number of ‘jobs’. Each
job has one or more tasks that are activated by an event-driven scheduler. These events
can be either software or hardware related.

COMMUNICATIONS

Every ten minutes the calendar clock ‘wakes up’ the DCP job to start the automatic
scanning process. The first phase of the auto-scan (see figure 4) is a request by the master
computer to each of the satellites to acquire sensor data. The second phase is a request to
transmit the compiled report buffer from each site. After the computer has processed all
the ‘raw’ satellite information it enters the last phase which prints the results of the auto-
scan both to the local and to the remote printers.

The master computer uses the transceiver of the co-located DCP to communicate with the
remote sites. The firmware of this DCP recognises commands that turn on its transmitter
and that measure and report the incoming signal strength.

Each of the messages shown in figure 4 has the same format. The message header contains
the identification code of the message’s recipient. The body of the message is either a
command or text data. A computed block check character is placed in the trailer.

The system protocol requires that every command issued by the master receive a
handshake response. A block or parity error in the response or a lack of response will
initiate a re-issue of the command up to a fixed number of retries. In the case of a print
message to a remote printer, the remote DCP buffers the message while checking for
errors. It then puts the data out the serial printer port and finally transmits the handshake
response.



USER FUNCTIONS

The main system task is the automatic collection, storage and access of meteorological
data. However, the terminal is a utility which offers the user ‘friendly’ mechanisms with
which to perform the required operations. The user in most cases selects a menu item or
responds to a displayed prompt.

The system terminal also has a graphics capability that displays the telemetry information
of the present day and the two previous days: in effect a 72-hour window. The user is
prompted for numeric inputs to select the satellite and its parameter for display. The
forecaster can then look for patterns that his knowledge indicates may be critical for
snowpack instability. As well, a facility for matching conditions in this window to
conditions programmed via user inputs will excite audible and visual alarms in the master
station complex.

The SRAWS group operates a snow research station from which data is generated relating
to snow parameters. The master computer maintains data bases for both automatic and
manual input of this and other snow-related information. For example, avalanche activity is
logged and manually stored.

Painstaking hand plotting of snow parameter and meteorological data trends have been
replaced by a large plotter driven by the master computer. Information will be extracted
from the appropriate data bases in response to menu and prompt operations at the terminal
and then fed to the plotter.

The forecasting of avalanches is to a large extent a matching of past avalanche activities
with the snow and atmospheric conditions surrounding this activity. A search function
allows the user to set a template pattern of parameters. The appropriate data bases are
accessed as far back in history as needed to find matches which fit the template. The
template can be made “sloppy” or “tight” under user command to increase or decrease the
number of matches.

The above functions all are able to run concurrently with the real-time telemetry operation. 

DIAGNOSTIC FACILITIES

The health of the DCP and its associated instruments can be flagged as error codes in the
processed data which is automatically displayed on the terminal and copied to the printers.
Further diagnosis can be made by issuing a manual scan from the keyboard and by
observing the raw telemetry data on the terminal screen.



The DCP firmware maintains a diagnostic byte which it includes in its report message.
This byte indicates if a power-up or system reset occurred since the last transmission and if
it encountered a parity error or a block check error in its last reception.

A portable DCP test set manufactured by Bristol can be connected to the satellites to
further diagnose hardware/firmware problems. The test set can initiate and display the
results of a data acquisition. The examination of memory locations allows the detection of
errors in incoming and outgoing data buffers.

Link performance can be monitored with the signal strength measurements and the retry
indications, which are displayed with both automatic and manual scans.

The 86/330A computer comes with a number of diagnostic packages for determining
internal hardware faults. A confidence test can be run on a regular basis as part of a
preventative maintenance program and extensive exercising routines can be used to locate
the more elusive problems.

SUMMARY

This system has been designed to meet the customer’s present and future requirements.
The modular aspects of the real-time operating system as well as the popular bus structure
of the 86/330A allows cost-effective additions of both hardware and software. The reliable
DCPs, designed for operation in harsh environments are key components in this critical
real-time system.

Many diverse applications exist for DCP networks such as the one discussed in this paper.
Two examples are: flood monitoring and forecasting systems which are currently
becoming prominent and pipeline moritoring and control networks.



FIGURE 1
BRISTOL’S DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM



FIGURE 2
MASTER COMPUTER AND PERIPHERALS



FIGURE 3
DATA COLLECTION NETWORK

SATELLITE LINK ELEVATION
#1 1.2 KM 1930 M
#2 16 KM 2100 M
#3 1.5 KM 1950 M
#4 16 KM 1900 M
#5 --     1315 M
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BENEFITS OF POLARIZATION DIVERSITY RECEPTION

K. L. (Ken) Berns
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ABSTRACT

The utilization of polarization diversity reception to compensate for pattern irregularities of
telemetry transmitting antenna systems is examined.

Statistical analyses are conducted to compare signal strengths of the orthogonal
polarization components of transmitted radio waves. Probability density functions and
cumulative distribution functions of transmitting antenna gain patterns are calculated.
These statistical functions are used as the basis for comparisons of the quality of recovered
signals with and without polarization diversity capabilities at the receiving station.

It is concluded that polarization diversity can be used to significantly improve signal
quality in the presence of antenna pattern irregularities.

INTRODUCTION

Objective

The objective of the paper is to describe the benefits of utilizing polarization diversity
reception to compensate for signal fades that result from irregularities of transmitting
antenna radiation patterns.

Background

The information included herein was derived from an antenna study conducted for the
Pacific Missile Test Center (1). The study centered on radio signal polarization and the
utilization of diversity combining techniques to compensate for antenna irregularities.

The quality of telemetered data is directly dependent upon the ratio of signal power to
noise power in the receiving system. In addition to the unwanted effects of signal
attenuation during radio propagation, unfavorable and unexpected signal to noise ratios



may be caused by irregularities of transmitting antenna radiation patterns. The existence of
such irregularities is sometimes unknown because of insufficient pattern measurement
data. Suitable performance margins need to be provided, therefore, or techniques must be
employed to compensate for such problems. Polarization diversity reception, together with
signal combining techniques, has been demonstrated as a successful and practical method
of minimizing these effects.

Approach

The application of diversity reception and signal combining to compensate for the effects
of signal fading is well documented in the telemetry community, and has been
demonstrated as successful and practical (2),(3),(4),(5),(6). A review of the causes of
signal fading and the implementation of diversity reception and signal combining is given
as an aid to understanding and interpreting the results of the study.

Statistical analyses of radiation pattern measurements are presented. The principal
objective is comparison of the gain characteristics for each of the polarization components
of the antennas and how they compensate for one another. Computerized tabulations and
graphical representations are included to illustrate the characteristics of some existing
antenna designs. The tabulations and graphics also illustrate the benefits that accrue from
inclusion of diversity reception and signal combining capabilities at the receiving station.

Concurrently a quantized definition of antenna gain is given, along with examples of gain
measurements according to the definition.

Conclusions drawn from the results of this study are presented.

SIGNAL FADING AND DIVERSITY RECEPTION

Signal fading is an expected consequence of the dynamic nature of missile and space
vehicle test missions. There are many causes of signal fading. Irregularities of transmitting
antenna patterns in the presence of dynamic test scenarios is one. Others include signal
absorption, signal reflection, flame attenuation, ducting, path length changes and multipath.
The net result of these phenomena, either singly or in combination, can be unwanted signal
power nulls or polarization mismatch. Irrespective of the causes, an important objective of
this paper is identification of the benefits of diversity reception in compensating for signal
fades that arise from transmitting pattern irregularities.



Alternative Solutions To The Fading Problem

Signal fading of the order of 3 dB or less does not usually represent a serious problem in
recovery of telemetered data. Well designed telemetry links include at least that much
performance margin. Deep fades of 10 dB to 30 dB are not uncommon, however, and do
represent a major threat to reliable data recovery.

Solution alternatives to the problem of deep fades include:
• Diversity reception techniques with signal combining
• Increased transmitter power
• Increased antenna system gains (transmitting, receiving or both)
• Decreased noise temperature of receiving system

Link performance can be improved by utilizing any of the alternatives listed. The diversity
reception technique, however, has a number of advantages over the other approaches.

To compensate for fade depths of 10 dB, for example, transmitter power would have to be
increased by a factor of 10, say from 5 watts to 50 watts. This is usually an unpopular
choice, not only because of requirements for additional primary power, but because
radiation of 50 watts of RF power could interfere with vehicle guidance or with other
sensitive systems.

If antenna gains were to be increased through larger antenna aperatures, they would have
to be increased by a factor of 3.16. Receiving antennas would grow from 30 feet to 95 feet
diameter, for example.

To achieve 10 dB improvement through reduction of receiving system noise temperature
would require a factor of 10 decrease–from 500 degrees to 50 degrees Kelvin, for
example. Practically, when all of the receiving system noise contributors are accounted for,
the noise temperature is more likely to be the order of 200 to 400 degrees Kelvin–unless
cryogenic devices are used (as in receiving stations for space programs).

Compensating for transmitting antenna pattern irregularities using diversity reception
techniques is an attractive alternative. It not only offers a solution for the pattern problem,
it is also effective in compensating for fades that may arise from other causes.

Diversity Reception Techniques

There are a number of diversity methods that may be used to compensate for signal fading.
Depending upon the characteristics of the RF link, the following methods have been used
successfully:



• Polarization Diversity
• Space Diversity
• Frequency Diversity
• Time Diversity

The nature of telemetry RF links makes polarization diversity the most cost-effective
choice in the majority of applications. The implementation is accomplished in the receiver
system, where two receiving channels along with signal combiner circuitry are utilized.
Such devices are readily available from commercial sources. The other diversity
techniques listed above impose additional requirements, some of which require changes in
the transmitting system.

Space diversity, for example, needs at least one additional receiving antenna array,
strategically located. Frequency diversity requires at least one additional source of signal
power radiation, at a different frequency, at the transmitting end of the link. Time diversity
requires repetitive transmission of the same message units at appropriately spaced time
intervals.

Before proceeding to discussions of polarization diversity and signal combining
techniques, it should be understood that diversity reception techniques do not comprise a
“guaranteed solution” to all problems of signal fading. The usefulness of diversity
reception depends fundamentally upon the possibility of obtaining two or more copies of
the same signal, preferably with independent fading characteristics(7). If the fading
patterns of the several copies of the signal are identical or nearly so, the effectiveness of
diversity techniques will be diminished. A highly desirable situation (in dual diversity) is
one in which there is complete negative correlation between the fading patterns so that
when one is too weak to be useful the other is likely to be of sufficient strength.

Nevertheless, the polarization diversity technique is still attractive in telemetry
applications. Unpredictable polarization changes during transmission appear to be one of
the primary causes of signal fading. Polarization variations are often the result of multipath
transmissions, and multipath is frequently encountered in telemetry signal transmissions.
The dynamic nature of the relative positions of transmitting and receiving antennas,
changing vehicle attitudes, and variations of aspect angles between test vehicles and
receiving stations are often the cause of multipath-interference signal fading.

It has been observed that patterns of mulitpath-interference fading, with signal waves
differing only in polarization, are nearly uncorrelated. This satisfies one of the important
conditions that must be met for successful utilization of diversity reception techniques.



To realize the benefits of polarization diversity reception, the two or more diversity copies
of the received signal must be combined or selected in a manner that will minimize the
effects of signal fading. A full discussion of the techniques of signal combining and
selection is beyond the scope of this paper. It is sufficient to note that signal combining is
used more often than signal selection in telemetry applications, and optimal ratio
combining is the technique that is favored by most users. Assuming that polarization
diversity reception is used, a properly working optimal-ratio combiner will perfectly match
the receiving system to the polarization of the incoming signal.

RADIATION PATTERNS OF TELEMETRY TRANSMITTING ANTENNAS

Antenna patterns of several Navy telemetry transmitting systems were analyzed to examine
their gain characteristics. To provide an appreciation of these characteristics, antenna
design criteria are discussed first, along with the need for complete and accurate
measurement data. Then the pattern data is analyzed to display the gain density functions
of the orthogonal polarization components and their correlation with one another. Finally,
the gain patterns of the sums of the orthogonal components were analyzed to indicate the
benefits of diversity reception and signal combining.

Antenna System Designs

It was pointed out earlier that the gain characteristics of telemetry transmitting antenna
systems are of first-order importance in signal transmission links. The main objective is to
provide a sufficiently high level of radiated power so that the signal power reaching the
receiving station is acceptable, in terms of ensuring recovery of good-quality telemetered
information.

If a transmitting antenna pattern includes unwanted gain nulls, it is advantageous to orient
the antenna so that the gain nulls are not “pointed” at the receiving station. If “pointing
angles” cannot be controlled, then the antenna must either have essentially isotropic
radiation characteristics or transmitter power or antenna gain must be increased to provide
the needed performance margin. Increasing the transmitter output power or gain is not
always cost effective nor technically feasible. Thus, the design decision is often to provide
the best suitable approximation of isotropic radiation patterns. Such a design decision
implies the need for complete and accurate performance measurements.

Development of telemetry transmitting antenna systems having isotropic radiation
characteristics represents a complex design task. Even the best design efforts seldom
produce a system that does not have one or more unwanted radiation nulls in the pattern.
Null depths of 20 dB to 30 dB or more are not uncommon. There are many reasons for
such irregularities, but an in-depth study of the causes is beyond the scope of this paper. It



is sufficient to note that space envelopes dedicated to antenna installations are usually less
than ideal, and surrounding surface protrusions and skin discontinuities can cause signal
absorption, diffration and reflections.

The problem is further complicated by the fact that designs are usually developed and
tested on a mock-up of the intended mounting surface. Performance of the antenna may be
quite different when it is installed in its final location.

The foregoing discussions underline the importance of making comprehensive
measurements of antenna pattern characteristics. Furthermore, the measurements should be
made on production models of the antenna design, when mounted on an accurate
representation of its final location. Measurements should be made with sufficient
resolution to serve as an acceptable representation of antenna performance. In the case of
missile-mounted antennas, it may be necessary to conduct more than one set of pattern
measurements to provide an indication of both prelaunch and post launch antenna
performance.

Measured Antenna System Performance

The gain of an antenna system is a fundamental performance characteristic that must be
known (measured) to provide a complete performance description. A definition of antenna
gain that is used often is the gain (referenced to isotropic) that is equaled or exceeded over
at least 95% of a spherical pattern area.

Other definitions such as “average” gain may be used, but identification of the “average”
gain of a given antenna often represents a complex problem. For example, the number, the
shape, and the depth of gain nulls influence the “average” gain. Decisions must be made
about how to weight these nulls in arriving at an “average” figure.

The advantage of the “95%-area” method is that it is not subjective. The gain can be
presented as a quantized value derived from performance measurements, without
subjective interpretations or estimates. Other percentage values may be used, but 95% is a
value that is popularly accepted.

In the study for the Pacific Missile Test Center, gain characteristics were measured, using
the 95%-area method, for the telemetry antenna systems used on two Navy missile
systems. The measurements were made on a spherical coverage pattern at each 5-degree
increment of both the pitch angle (theta) and the roll angle (phi). Gain ratings of the
antennas were then derived from calculations of Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF)
of the measurement data. The CDF values given in the data tabulations express the
percentage of the spherical pattern area that is occupied by antenna gain readings equal to



or greater than the gain reading that appears opposite a given CDF value. Probability
Density Functions were calculated also to provide a graphic illustration of the spread and
the density of measured gain values.

Tabulations and plots of the CDFs and the PDFs are shown in Figures 1 through 9.
Observe that the CDFs and the PDFs were calculated for each of the individual orthogonal
polarization components and for the sum of the orthogonal components as well. The sum
calculations provide an indication of the apparent transmitting antenna gain improvement
that can be realized when the orthogonal components are combined in the receiving
system.

Using the criterion of “percentage of pattern coverage” to define antenna gain can be
better understood by rearranging and tabulating data taken from Figures 1 through 9, in the
format of Tables I, II and III. The tables show the gain values that must be equaled or
exceeded to cover selected percentages of the total pattern area. They also indicated the
improvement that signal combining can provide. For example, if antenna gain is defined as
the gain that must be equaled or exceeded over 95% of the total pattern area, Table I
shows gains of -17 dBi and -18 dBi respectively for the individual RHC and LHC
orthogonal components. Further inspection shows that for the sum of the components
(RHC+LHC) 95% coverage is achieved with a minimum gain of -11 dBi. This equates to a
6 dB to 7 dB improvement that can be derived from diversity reception and signal
combining. An improvement of 6 dB is significant–it is equivalent to a fourfold increase of
radiated signal power.

Inspection of the tabulated gains and improvements for other selected percentages of
pattern area coverage shows the trends of gain changes and combiner improvement. It can
be seen that careful thought must be given to selection of the best value for “percentage of
pattern coverage” in defining antenna gain. The benefits of signal combining are greatest
when antenna gain is based on high percentages of pattern coverage. Selection of very high
percentage values, however, could result in excessive design and munufacturing costs, and
physical size of the antenna could be unacceptable. Basing an antenna design on a
percentage coverage value that is too low, on the other hand, could allow an excessive
number of gain nulls, or null depths too deep to meet performance requirements. Design
decisions should be guided by requirements for acceptable performance margin.



Table I
Missile A TM Antenna Gain Analysis - Circular Polarization

Cumulative Distribution Function

Pattern Antenna Gain (dBi)
Improvement

of RHC+LHC (dB)

Area (%) RHC LHC RHC+LHC Over RHC Over LHC

50
80
90
95
98
99
99.5

-7
-11
-14
-17
-22
-25
-27

-7
-12
-15
-18
-22
-24
-27

-3
-7
-9

-11
-14
-15
-18

4
4
5
6
8

10
9

4
5
6
7
8
9
9

Table II
Missile B TM Antenna Gain Analysis - Circular Polarization

Cumulative Distribution Function

Pattern Antenna Gain (dBi)
Improvement

of RHC+LHC (dB)

Area (%) RHC LHC RHC+LHC Over RHC Over LHC

50
80
90
95
98
99
99.5

-5
-9

-11
-14
-17
-19
-27

-4
-8

-11
-14
-18
-20
-23

-2
-4
-6
-7
-9

-10
-12

3
5
5
7
8
9
9

  2
  4
  5
  7
  9
10
11



Table III
Missile B TM Antenna Gain Analysis - Linear Polarization

Cumulative Distribution Function

Pattern Antenna Gain (dBi)
Improvement
of V+H (dB)

Area (%) Vertical Horizontal V+H Over V Over H

50
80
90
95
98
99
99.5

-10
-16
-20
-23
-28
-30

-3
-7
-8

-10
-12
-14
-16

-2
-5
-6
-8
-9

-11
-13

4
11
14
15
19
19
--

1
2
2
2
3
3
3

CONCLUSIONS

Results of this study lead to two important conclusions: (1) complete and accurate
measurements of radiation patterns of antenna systems must be made before full
performance capabilities can be defined. (2) A major benefit of diversity reception and
signal combining is the performance improvement that is provided in the presence of
unwanted antenna pattern nulls.

Antenna Pattern Characteristics

Measurement of the individual orthogonal polarization components of antenna radiation
patterns showed gain nulls as deep as -26 dBi, even when the individual components were
summed together. Examination of the tabulated data shows, however, that the probability
of operating in one of these nulls is very small, less than 0.05%. On the other hand, the
data shows a 5.0% probability of -17 dBi nulls for the individual circular components and
-11 dBi nulls when they are summed together. A 5% probability is significant.

The significance of these observations lies in the magnitude of the variations from isotropic
gain. The variations suggest that reliable gain ratings cannot be given for an antenna unless
comprehensive measurements are made. Pattern measurements should be made for each of
the polarization components, with an appropriate degree of measurement resolution (e.g.,
2- to 5-degree increments). It was found that such data is seldom available. The bulk of
available data was found in the form of polar plots, representing measurements made at
10-degree increments for only one polarization, with no definition of measurement 



accuracy. Such data is unacceptable as the basis for determination of meaningful antenna
gain figures.

In the absence of complete pattern data with sufficient resolution, quoted gain figures for
antenna designs are empirical at best (with indeterminate accuracy) or they apply only to
special configurations. It follows that the benefits of diversity reception and signal
combining cannot be predicted accurately without complete information.

Finally, in the process of gathering information on antenna pattern characteristics, it
became evident that improvement is needed in the uniformity of formatting, documenting
and storing antenna pattern measurement information. The lack of uniform methods makes
comparisons of anntena performance difficult. Easy interchange of information is not
possible and misunderstandings arise between developers and users. The net result can be
incomplete or incorrect specifications and incomplete documentation of antenna
performance.

Diversity Reception and Signal Combining

One of the advantages of using diversity reception and signal combining becomes apparent
through comparison of the gain values of a single polarization component of the radiation
pattern (e.g., RHC or LHC) with the sum of the orthogonal components (RHC+LHC or
Vertical+Horizontal). Using the sum of the orthogonal components is equivalent to
inclusion of an optimal-ratio combiner in the receiving system. The relative advantages can
be seen by comparing the cumulative distribution functions shown in Tables I through III.

Data taken for this study shows that the greatest improvements provided by combining
occur when they are needed most. That is, when the aspect angle between the antenna
positions is such that the receiving antenna must look through a segment of the transmitting
antenna pattern where the gain is marginal.

For example, compare the cumulative distribution functions for RHC, LHC, and
RHC+LHC of Figures 1 through 3. For each of these functions note the lowest gain value
that must be included to reach a cumulative distribution of 95%. Observe that for the
individual components, RHC and LHC, the lowest gain values are -17 dBi and -18 dBi:
while the lowest gain value for the sum of the two, RHC+LHC, is -11 dBi; 6 to 7 dB
greater.

Such an improvement (6 to 7 dB) is equivalent to benefits that would be realized from
increasing the gain-temperature ratio (G/T) of the receiving antenna system by 6 dB, or
doubling the diameter of the receiving antenna aperature. It would be equivalent also to
increasing the permissible standoff distance between transmitting and receiving antennas



by a factor of two, or a fourfold increase of radiated power from the transmitting antenna
system.

The net result is a significantly improved probability of recovering telemetered information
with good quality characteristics.
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Missile A Telemetry Antenna
Nose Cone, Serial 013, 2250 MHz

Figure 1. Missile A Antenna Gain Characteristics (RHC Polarization)



Missile A Telemetry Antenna
Nose Cone, Serial 013, 2250 MH

Figure 2. Missile A Antenna Gain Characteristics (LHC Polarization)



Missile A Telemetry Antenna
Nose Cone, Serial 013, 2250 MHz

Figure 3. Missile A Antenna Gain Characteristics (RHC+LHC)



Missile B Telemetry Antenna
Wraparound 8-Element 2250 MHz

Figure 4. Missile B Antenna Gain Characteristics (RHC Polarization)



Missile B Telemetry Antenna
Wraparound 8-Element 2250 MHz

Figure 5. Missile B Antenna Gain Characteristics (LHC Polarization)



Missile B Telemetry Antenna
Wraparound 8-Element 2250 MHz

Figure 6. Missile B Antenna Gain Characteristics (RHC+LHC)



Missile B Telemetry Antenna
Wraparound 8-Element 2250 MHz

Figure 7. Missile B Antenna Gain Characteristics (Vertical Polarization)



Missile B Telemetry Antenna
Wraparound 8-Element 2250 MHz

Figure 8. Missile B Antenna Gain Characteristics (Horizontal Polarization)



Missile B Telemetry Antenna
Wraparound 8-Element 2250 MHz

Figure 9. Missile B Antenna Gain Characteristics (Vertical+Horizontal)



S-BAND CIRCULARLY POLARIZED MICROSTRIP
PHASED ARRAY

Dennis L. Coombs
Ball Aerospace Systems Division
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Boulder, Colorado 80306

ABSTRACT

A highly efficient circulary polarized S-band microstrip planar phased array is described.
The array is:

• Electronically steerable in elevation and azimuth
• Highly efficient at the subarray level (greater than 60 percent)
• Well matched for active impedance with a near cos a scan performance
• Designed for optimum G/T performance
• Designed to have a thin profile but be extremely strong

The microstrip elements, phase shifters and combiner network are described in detail and
their operation is explained.

KEY WORDS:

Phased Array
Microstrip Antenna
PIN Diode
Phase Shifters
G/T Figure of Merit
LNAs (Low Noise Amplifiers)

INTRODUCTION

Highly efficient phased array antennas with thin profiles that can be produced at low cost
will be needed for many current and future ground fixed, ground mobile and airborne
communication links.



The development of a S-band electronically scanned phased array was undertaken to
demonstrate state-of-the-art efficiency performance over a wide range of scan angles and
to develop a configuration which has a thin profile and can be produced in a production
environment using robotics.

The requirements for this phase are listed below:

• Operation from 2.2 to 2.3 Ghz
• Right-hand circular polarization with axial ratio less than 3 dB
• Scan volume ±50E in elevation and ±10E in azimuth
• Efficiency greater than 60 percent at midband and greater than 50 percent at the

band edges
• Scan performance with less than 2 dB of loss out of 45E elevation scan angles
• Able to operate in a ground mobile environment
• Producible in quantity at reasonable cost

These requirements have been satisfied in a development and antenna production program
at Ball Aerospace.

APPROACH

A microstrip phased array design approach was chosen for this application because of the
need for a low profile and high efficiency. Figure 1 shows an exploded view of the all
microstrip phased array concept. The elements are teflon fiberglass round microstrip
elements. The phase shifter layer consists of PIN diode microstrip phase shifters and a
64-way microstrip corporate feed all etched from a single copper laminated teflon
fiberglass substrate. The outboard element layer and the phase shifter layer are separated
by a common ground plane structure which supplies stiffness and strength to the phased
array. Figure 2 shows a rear view of two 64 subarrays built into one integral frame.

Figure 3 shows how the elevation and azimuth element spacings are chosen in order to
satisfy the grating lobe equations over the required scan volume. The microstrip radiating
element layer shown in Figure 4 is fed with a quadrature hybrid branch line coupler in
order to provide circular polarization. The quadrature hybrid couplers are located on the
output of each element phase shifter.

The element phasing for each of the beam position was obtained by using a 3-bit phase
shifter at each individual element. For each beam position, the element phase shift state for
the upper left-hand most element is computed along with the incremental azimuth and
elevation phase shifts between each successive column and row elements. The beam
steering controller then ships the data out serially to all 128 phase shifters drivers.



Although the phase shifter settings are computed with 16-bit accuracy, the actual phase
setting of each element is latched into the closest of eight phase settings (0E, 45E, 90E,
135E, 180E, 225E, 270E and 315E) which can be achieved with a 3-bit phase shifter.

PHASE SHIFTER DESIGN

Figure 5 shows the 3-bit PIN diode phase shifter. The 90E and 180E bits are reflection
phase bits which are made by loading the 0E and 90E ports of a quadrature hybrid coupler
with high reflection coefficient loads with the appropriate phase angle differences between
the ON and OFF states for each phase bit. This approach was chosen because only two
diodes per bit are required and only one DC bias control line is needed per bit.

The 45E bit is a narrow band loaded line bit. This bit has a limited bandwidth in the ON
condition as can be seen by the performance data at 2300 MHz for the 45E, 135E and 315E
phase state shown in Table I. A broad band loaded line approach could have been built by
having the diodes shunted to ground at the end of each stub. However, this configuration
would have required using blocking capacitors at the input and output side of this bit and it
also required more real estate.

Axial leaded glass package PIN diodes were used for the active phase shift devices. A
package PIN diode was selected because it will survive a high humidity environment and
they proved to be easily installed using robotics. During the production phase of this
program, it was demonstrated that all 128 phase shifters could be populated with PIN
diodes by a programmed robot within an 8-hour period. Our robotic capability helped
reduce the assembly cost and provided consistent solder joints that needed very little
rework. Figure 6 shows the robot soldering in a PIN diode in the 90E bit of one phase
shifters. Figure 7 shows the entire robotic station populating an entire 128-element phased
array panel with PIN diodes and bias choke capacitors.

G/T OPTIMIZATION

In order to optimize the G/T performance of an array of several phased array panels shown
in Figure 1, Low Noise Amplifiers were integrated into the array at each 64 element level.
By integrating high gain LNAs ahead of the array combiner losses, a lower system noise
temperature can be established. An array of thirty-six 64-element subarrays was built with
36 LNAs integrated into the aperture. This array achieved a remarkable G/T performance
of ±14 dB/EK. An additional 3 dB improvement could be achieved by integrating Low
Noise Amplifiers at the element level. However, since the cost of these amplifiers is
relatively high, this approach was not a cost effective and was not considered for this
program.



Another important consideration in optimizing the G/T performance is to reduce the losses
in front of the subarrays LNAs. Figure 8 shows the gain and the efficiency of a 64-element
subarray. The maximum area gain of a lossless array that size is 25.3 dB. The measured
CP gain was –23.5 dBi at the center of the band. A loss of less than 2 dB was achieved by
having a low loss phase shifter (.95 dB average), a low loss microstrip corporate feed
board (.65 dB) and a very efficient microstrip element (.2 dB).

SCAN PERFORMANCE

The aperture was designed so that smooth scanning performance would be achieved from
broadside out to 50E scan angles in elevation. Ideally the perfectly match aperture will give
a cos 2 scanning performance for all scan angles. Figure 9 shows a peak of beam mapping
of several beams from broadside out to 50E. Notice that the scan loss degradation in dB
closely matches a 10 log (cos 2) function and that there are no coverage drop outs. This
data indicates that the active element impedance is very well matched at all scan angles.

Figure 10 shows a measured broadside elevation pattern of the 128-element array shown in
Figure 2. This pattern is almost text book perfect for a uniformly excited aperture. Notice
the 13 dB first sidelobe levels and the sin u/u sidelobe roll off performance. Figures 11 and
12 show the ±25E and ±45E elevation beams respectively. Again these beams are well
formed and agree reasonably well with computer predicted patterns.

CONCLUSIONS

An S-band phased array has been developed which is very efficient, has excellent scanning
performance can be steered electronically in both azimuth and elevations planes, and is
very thin. The design concepts developed on this program can be used to satisfy the
performance requirements of future ground mobil, ground fixed, and airborne
communication terminals. The panels can be arrayed together to satisfy several different
combinations of gain and beamwidth requirements. Integration of LNAs at the subarray
level can provide a receive communications terminal with a very good G/T figure of merit.

Installation of PIN diodes and capacitors in the phase shifter circuitry by robotics has
demonstrated both lower cost assembly techniques and more reliable solder joints (see
Figure 6).
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FIGURE 1. SUBARRAY ASSEMBLY



FIGURE 2.   128-ELEMENT SUBARRAY REAR VIEW

FIGURE 3.   SCAN VOLUME/GRATING LOBE REGIONS



FIGURE 4.   ELEMENT LAYER

FIGURE 5.   PHASE SHIFTER





FIGURE 6.   ROBOTIC DIODE INSTALLATION



FIGURE 7.   ROBOTIC STATION



FIGURE 8.   64-ELEMENT SUBARRAY GAIN AND EFFICIENCY



FIGURE 9.   ELEVATION SCAN COVERAGE

FIGURE 10.   BROADSIDE ELEVATION BEAM



FIGURE 11.   ELEVATION SCAN BEAMS ± 25 DEGREES

FIGURE 12.  ELEVATION SCAN BEAMS ± 45 DEGREES



THE STEERABLE LUNEBURG LENS AS A
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ABSTRACT

A review of the Luneburg Lens and its use as an antenna aperture is presented. Also
discussed are methods of electromechanical and electronically switchable operation along
with design criteria. Applications in the field of data link communications and telemetry
are suggested and the performance of several operational systems are outlined.

INTRODUCTION

Luneburg Lenses have long been used in passive augmenters. In this function, they receive
far field energy in a plane wave and focus this energy to a small area of a reflector on the
opposite side of the lens. The reverse process takes place and the energy is re-radiated as a
plane wave. The size of the reflector determines the field of view in which the lens
responds with a monostatically reflected return. Typical lenses have high gain (radar cross
section) over conical fields of view of about 120 degrees. The gain depends on the
physical size of the lens and the materials used.

There are several ways to use the Luneburg Lens directly as an antenna. One methods is to
substitute a properly matched feed for the reflector and transmit or receive from this feed.
By using multiple feeds, multiple beams or electrically scanned beams can result. Another
method is to slice the lens in half, place a circular reflector plate in the center and excite
this configuration from a slightly displaced RF feed. The hemispherical lens/plate can then
be gimbled and the beam mechanically steered. In this case, the beam is steered at twice
the angle of the lens/reflector plate. This latter technique has been successfully
demonstrated as a component of an airborne communications data link.



LENS THEORY

In the true Luneburg Lens, the dielectric constant, is a function of the radius in accordance
with the relationship shown in Figure 1. Theoretically, the path lengths AF, BF, and CF are
essentially equal due to the greater phase delays of rays travelling through the higher
dielectric center of the lens when compared to those further out travelling through areas of
lesser dielectric. Thus, a plane wave on line ABC will focus to a point at F. In practice, it
is difficult to achieve perfect focus due to materials inhomogeneities and mechanical
tolerances.

It is an expensive process to maintain a varying dielectric constant, especially if the radius
is large. Figure 2 shows the commonly used stepped index approach where the variation in
dielectric constant is approximated by stepped cores having dielectric constants between
1 and 2. A slight phase error results but large lenses can be easily fabricated by this
technique. Teledyne Micronetics has manufactured stepped index lenses as large as
16 inches in diameter.

For small lenses, uniform dielectric constant material can be used and a reasonable focus
achieved. Lenses of 1- and 2-inch diameters have been demonstrated using a uniform
dielectric.

Some of the features of the lens are:

- The lens is frequency invariant; the feed structure is the bandwidth limiting component
- With polarization grids any circular polarization can be handled
- The parameters of the lens can be adjusted to achieve a tapered aperture for low

sidelobes.
- The focus of the lens can be varied to produce a bistatic lens response
- High average power can be handled by careful selection of lens materials

When a hemispherical lens is backed by a reflector plate, the feed can be offset and the
lens steered as illustrated in Figure 3. Electromagnetics image theory shows the actual feed
appearing as a virtual feed behind the reflector plate giving the virtual source effect.

The gain of the virtual source lens is approximated by the relationship



where r = the radius of’ the lens aperture
8 = the wavelength of operation
0 = the efficiency of’ the lens

The value of 0 for a virtual source lens is approximately 0.40.

The attenuation (in dB/m) through a lens can be estimated by the relationship

where f = the frequency in Hertz
      tan * = the loss tangent of the lens material

, = the dielectric constant of the lens material

Lens materials have a loss tangent of 0.001 or less. Polystyrene, teflon ceramic and
polymethylpentene are typical materials. Lenses can be fabricated at frequencies from
L-band to 94 GHz.

Complete gimbaled mechanisms with servo control have been fabricated to steer the
virtual image lens antenna. A single lens can be used for hemispherical coverage. This
results in a high gain system and can be used to reduce vulnerability to link jamming.

ANTENNA DATA LINK TELEMETRY APPLICATIONS

The steerable virtual image lens antenna can be applied to enhance the RF transmission of
sensory information because of its ready incorporation in mobile platforms where weight
and size limitations are critical and multiple functions are required of the telemetry data
link. In addition, because of its rapid steering characteristic and space stabilization
capability in roll, pitch and yaw, it is particularly useful in both seaborne and airborne data
acquisition vehicles. The ability to provide full hemispherical capability with a single
antenna or full spherical coverage with two antennas mounted in opposition makes the
steerable lens particularly attractive for unmanned aircraft operating as a data link relay.
Over-the-horizon RF transmissions in unmanned or remotely-piloted vehicles (RPV’s)
which may assume many attitudes are improved by this steerable technique allowing the
accumulation of real-time data. The system has the advantage of a man-in-the-loop to
rapidly control and alter the data acquisition mission and objectives based on the real-time
data transmitted by the steerable antenna.

The obvious use of the lens antenna is in telemetry by the military in high threat
environments. A mobile unmanned system in RF contact with a secure remote location can



eliminate the loss of an expensive manned system or lower the risk of damage in
environemnts where the utilization of a manned vehicle is too hazardous.

The advantages of utilizing the steerable lens antenna in RPV’s for near-term uses with
ground focus is that it extends the target acquisition and damage assessment from the
ground level visual limitation of three miles under ideal condition to twenty or more miles.
The operational commander, whether in a mobile army command van or on a ship engaged
in onshore bombardment, has real-time telemetry available because of the data link and the
onboard sensor of the RPV. This greatly enhances the effectiveness and precision in
attacking military positions without relying on highly indescriminate saturation techniques
used in the past.

The flexibility of the RPV mounted lens antenna can be further demonstrated by its use in
conjunction with manned aircraft which can act as data relays foe telemetry, thus greatly
extending the effective range of the real-time data link. The RPV can be used as a target
designation or mid-course guidance control for air-or ship-launched stand-off missiles,
relieving pilots of the need to optically or electronically perform these functions.

The lens antenna, with its very rapid beam steering, pointing accuracy and capability in
bandwidth compression and spread spectrum modulation, provides effective anti-jamming
to preclude distortion, disruption or blockage of data transmission between the RPV and
its control unit.

A miniaturized anti-jam steerable data link antenna system has been developed by
Teledyne Micronetics for the primary telemetry system for the Army/Lockheed AQUILA
remotely-piloted aircraft. The antenna system, consisting of two steerable hemispherical
lens antennas and a servo control card, is part of the Harris Corporation Modular
Integrated Communications and Navigation System (MICNS) Unit of the AQUILA.

The AQUILA’s missions include:

- Reconnaissance
- Command and Control
- Navigation
- Targeting

The AQUILA usefulness in a battlefield environment requires it be readily deployable,
highly maneuverable, able to maximize sensor payload and be inherently reliable over the
spectrum of its missions. The airborne anti-jam data link antenna contributes to meeting
these design and operational objectives by incorporating the following features:



- Light weight
- Rapid beam steering
- Digital control capability
- Very compact angle swept volume
- Roll, yaw, and pitch stabilization
- Elimination of rotary joints
- Full spherical coverage with top and bottom interchangeable units

Table I summarizes the miniature lens antenna physical and performance parameters.

TABLE I

ULTRA MINIATURE LENS ANTENNA
PHYSICAL AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

Operating Frequency Range Ku-band
Gain 14 dB nominal
Beamwidth 20 deg. x 20 deg.
VSWR Less than 1.8 to 1
Power Handling Capability 10 watts max.
Axial Ratio 5 dB max.
Azimuth Scan 360 deg.
Elevation Scan +90 deg. to -20 deg.
Pointing Accuracy ±2 deg.

DYNAMIC BEAM POINTING CHARACTERISTICS

Angular Velocity Angular Velocity
Acceleration 60 deg/sec max. 120 deg/sec2 max.
(azimuth and elevation)

Weight Single antenna/radome 170 grams
PC board for servo control 160 grams

Two antenna/radome units
with one PC board 500 grains

Size Radome volume 550 cm3

PC board volume 220 cm3



ENVIRONMENT

Temperature Operating -40 deg. C to 55 deg. C
Temperature Non-operating -56 deg. C to71 deg. C

Altitude Operating 5,000 m
Altitude Non-operating 12,000 m

Shock 15 g’s for 11 ms

Vibration 5 g’s over the range
(5 - 500 Hz)

DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

Figures 4 and 5 are illustrations of the antenna, radome and gimbal units. They are pictured
in Figure 6. The antenna roll axis is the inner gimbal axis with the outer gimbal being the
pitch axis. The circularly-polarized feed is fix-mounted in the radome and fed by a solid
coaxial cable routed down the side of the radome. Very little blockage results from
transmitting directly through the feed or the cable.

The servo drive systems consists of miniature DC motors with 400:1 gear trains and
variable potentiometers for position sensing. The servo control card is a four-channel
plug-in printed circuit board capable of driving four individual antenna axes for the two
antenna system. The servo control electronic system requires digital command information
from an external source in an 8-bit X-Y format. This independently commands each
antenna to a position about which a position feedback is employed to ensure accuracy.

The servo controller is capable of maintaining a commanded pointing trajectory when
mounted on an RPV having an angular velocity of 60 deg/sec and an angular acceleration
of 120 deg/sec/sec.

A go/no-go status indication is provided from each channel of the antenna assembly for
built-in test (BIT) purposes. Status indicates a fault any time an axis has greater than
3 degrees ±1 degree error from the commanded position.



CONCLUSION

The steerable Luneburg Lens antenna can add a new dimension to communication data
links. It is far less costly than an electronically-steered phased array, can reduce the
jamming vulnerability and improve the link budget gain. As previously discussed, there are
many mission advantages using systems of this type. The lens system is relatively simple
and, by having a fixed feed, eliminates the need for unreliable rotary joints.

FIGURE 1 LUNEBURG LENS



FIGURE 2 STEPPED INDEX LUNEBURG LENS

FIGURE 3 VIRTUAL SOURCE LENS ANTENNA



FIGURE 4 ANTENNA/RADOME UNIT

FIGURE 5 DRIVE SYSTEMS & GIMBALS
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ABSTRACT

An electrically-small, lightweight, and low RCS (radar cross-section) Monopole Array
Antenna has been developed for wide band application. The monopoles were printed on a
low dielectric constant (,r = 2.3) substrate and fed by a modified meanderline microstrip
feed structure, with quarter-wavelength stubs to improve feed efficiency. The operational
frequency is from 0.65 to 2.0 GHz. The physical size of the monopole array measures only
0.125 wavelength in height. The weight is about 0.3 pounds. A four-element subarray was
built and tested. Its overall physical size is 2.5 inches in height by 10 inches in length by
24.4 inches in width. The measured gain and pattern data are presented, as well as the low
RCS property and many applications of the monopole array.

INTRODUCTION

The physical size limitation and operational frequency bandwidth are the two major
classical problems in antenna design. For the conventional dipole array, the log-periodic
array structure has been used to increase frequency bandwidth as reported by Isbell and
Carrel (1,2) and others. The size reduction technique using antenna loading, such as
transmission line loading, inductance and capacitive loading, has been investigated by
Difonzo (3). For the monopole array, the broadband feed has been reported by many
researchers (4,5). However, the reduced size and broadband printed-monopole phased
array has not been reported in the literature.

It is the purpose of this paper to present a realized electrically-small printed-monopole
phased array for wide band application. The element design and feed line design will be
described in the next section. The discussion of the measured element and array 



performance will follow, together with the low RCS property of the array and possible
applications.

ELEMENT DESIGN

The limitation imposed on the element design is the size constraints. The maximum height
allowed is 2.5 inches, including, ground plane thickness. The maximum length is 10
inches. The operational frequency range is about 3:l bandwidth, with the lowest frequency
of 0.65 GHz. In addition, low RCS is desired.

To meet the above requirements, a printed-monopole array antenna has been developed as
shown in Figure 1. The key success in the element design is the use of an antenna loading
technique similar to the one described in reference (3). The detail of element design is the
Company’s proprietary information and will not be described here. The dielectric constant
and substrate thickness used is ,r = 2.3 and t = 0.032 inches, respectively.

FIGURE 1 A PHOTO TO SHOW AN EIGHT-ELEMENT
PRINTED-MONOPOLE PHASED ARRAY ATTACHED
TO A WOODEN TEST FIXTURE

The measured principal plane radiation patterns of a 1/4 8 wire on top of a 9 inch by 9 inch
ground plane were compared to that of a 1/88 printed-monopole on the same sized ground
plane, where 8 is wavelength in free space, as shown in Figure 2. The comparison of the
data for the two elements agreed in both E- and H-planes. This result established the
transformation from the thin wire to the printed-monopole array. Figure 3 shows the
measured return loss at the input port of each element in a printed-monopole array. It
should be mentioned here that each monopole element was tuned to 50 ohms with all
adjacent elements terminated. With all elements excited, the input impedance of each
monopole will not be 50 ohms due to the mutual coupling effect. Figure 4 shows two



typical patterns measured in E- and H-plane for a printed-monopole array element. The
beam squint upward shown in Figure 4 is due to the ground plane effect. The element gain
measured as a function of frequency is shown in Figure 5. Note that the nominal gain
across the frequency band is about 5 dBi.

FEED LINE DESIGN

The feed of a monopole array cannot be accomplished by using the conventional log-
periodic dipole array feed technique which uses the transposition of wires to provide 180
degrees phase shift between two consecutive elements. As a result, Ingerson (4) and Green
(5) have proposed an impedance modulation technique to improve the match over a broad
frequency range. The feed line used here, however, is different from theirs. It is a modified
meanderline microstrip structure. It consists of a 50 ohm microstrip transmission line with
a quarter-wavelength stub located at a quarter-wavelength past the feed point of each
monopole element. The function of each stub is to prevent the energy from passing through
each radiating, element and to improve the feed line efficiency. The dielectric constant and
thickness of the feed line substrate is again ,r = 2.3 and t = 0.032 inches. The measured
feed line loss vs. frequency is shown in Figure 6. The maximum feed line loss is about
1 dD. The measured return loss of a printed-monopole array is shown in Figure 7. The
worst VSWR is less than 2.5:1 for the designed printed-monopole elements. It should be
pointed out that the monopole elements for the frequency F2 and F3 shown in this figure
have been purposely left out. Therefore the measured VSWR is high. If a continuous
coverage over the frequency band is desired, higher dielectric constant substrate can be
used to broaden the bandwidth.

SUBARRAY PERFORMANCE

Two four-element printed-monopole subarrays were built and tested. The two subarrays
were assembled together to make an eight-element linear array as shown in Figure 1. The
element spacing for the test frequency is 1.038 . The measured typical subarray patterns in
H-plane for scan angles of 0 degrees, 15 degrees, 30 degrees, and 45 degrees are shown in
Figure 8. It is noted that at scan angles of 30 degrees and 45 degrees, grating lobes
appeared in the visible region as expected. Figure 9 shows the measured typical F-plane
subarray pattern which has a peak between 20 degrees to 60 degrees due to ground plane
effect. In general, the measured subarray patterns are very well behaved. The measured
peak gain is 10.8 dBi. The overall size of the subarray is 2.5 inches in height by 10 inches
in length by 24.4 inches in width.



FIGURE 2 MEASURED RADIATION PATTERNS OF A QUARTER-
WAVELENGTH WIRE MONOPOLE AND A ONE EIGHTH-
WAVELENGTH PRINTED-MONOPOLE ON A 9-INCH GROUND PLANE



FIGURE 3 MEASURED RETURN LOSS AT THE INPUT
PORT OF EACH PRINTED-MONOPOLE ELEMENT AS
A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY

FIGURE 4 MEASURED TYPICAL E- AND H-PLANE
PATTERNS OF A PRINTED-MONOPOLE ELEMENT



FIGURE 5 MEASURED PRINTED-MONOPOLE
ELEMENT GAIN AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY

FIGURE 6 MEASURED FEED LINE LOSS OF A
PRINTED-MONOPOLE ARRAY AS A FUNCTION OF
FREQUENCY



FIGURE 7 MEASURED RETURN LOSS AT THE INPUT
PORT OF A MODIFIED MEANDERLINE FEED LINE
FOR A PRINTED-MONOPOLE ARRAY AS A
FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY

The weight of a four-element subarray is 1.2 pounds. It should be pointed out that the gain,
size and weight of the four-element subarray does not include beam forming network.

Due to the array geometry, the RCS of the printed-monopole array is very small.

CONCLUSIONS

The newly developed electrically-small printed-monopole phased array antenna has broad
operational frequency bandwidth (3:1), light weight, and low RCS properties. It can be
used as ground terminals, shipboard arrays as well as airborne antennas. It is envisioned
that this type of phased array may find its applications in the areas of monopulse tracking,
communication link, radar, countermeasures jamming, wide directional finding, main-beam
arm decoy systems, ELINT, and many others.

The four-element subarray element spacing can be varied depending on application
requirements. The subarray is a building block for either a planar or linear phased array.
The printed-monopole and feed line make the production cost affordable and performance
repeatable and reliable.



FIGURE 8 MEASURED TYPICAL FOUR-ELEMENT SUBARRAY
H-PLANE PATTERNS FOR SCAN ANGLES OF 0EE, 15EE, 30EE, AND
45EE, ELEVATION ANGLE IS 0EE.
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FIGURE 9 MEASURED TYPICAL FOUR-ELEMENT
SUBARRAY E-PLANE PATTERN FOR SCAN ANGLE 0EE
IN BOTH E- AND H-PLANES
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ABSTRACT

In a test environment where several projects are vying for time for their test program, how
do you support the programs who are waiting their turn in line? Or the program which only
wants telemetry support in his assembly area, and doesn’t want to pay for the entire range?
The answer is a ‘mini-’ range instrumentation facility without the expensive tracking and
relay systems. Distributed Instrumentation allows for 1) Project dedicated support; 2)
Project unique support; and 3) Project favorable costs. Distributed Instrumentation is a
network of instrumentation capabilities which can be catalog selected and integrated into a
project friendly system, and can support the project’s particular requirements and time
schedule.

INTRODUCTION

The now generation weapon systems are becoming more complex in both capability and
performance. This complexity is in many instances driving the state-of-the-art in
technology and in man-power. Everyone and everything needs to work better, faster,
harder, longer, and smarter than any of its predecessors. The manpower needs to be better
trained, the operators need to be higher educated, the support systems more intelligent.
With the use of higher trained manpower the personnel costs have soared. The costs of
labor intensive efforts need to be reduced. Automation, while it can be the answer to a lot
of cost savings, has become a long lead item because of electronic interface and
integration, and software development.

As a result of the technology explosions, the testing has become more broadband,
complex, and all encompassing than before. The cost of an hour of range time at any test
complex or range is skyrocketing higher than the altitude specifications of the systems
being developed. Selection of a test range to test that wonder weapon is not minimized by
the expensive ‘Buck Rogers’ centralized processing and display approach for ‘range



management and project control’ which is generally the current approach. This approach
has a tendency to maximize test costs and provides, for the most part, basic project
window dressing.

Large test programs typically involve a lot of ‘small time’ activity, typically in excess of
90 percent. There are never-ending system tests, calibration runs, system or component
trouble-shooting, performance monitoring, and others. It is not necessary or desirable that
one stand in line and wait for the entire range telemetry support to be scheduled for every
in-house, closed-loop test which ideally needs to be run on demand. What is needed is a
support system which would be available on a project dedicated basis which has been
configured to meet the projects requirements. Hardware can be configured and software
developed to provide a standard data product. There is no need for expensive
complicated tracking antenna arrays, radar networks, massive data relay networks,
precision pointing devices, super computers, and fancy central displays
(“ECTAARNMDRNPPDSCAFCD”) for a hard-wired, closed-loop test from the
assembly building next door, especially when you want to do it now. Yet, that is
essentially what you get because there is no substantial stand-alone capability for any of
the component pieces. It is best to save the “ECTAARNMDRNPPDSCAFCD” support
for the actual mission when general, whole range coverage is required.

GENERAL RANGE INSTRUMENTATION

Let us first look at “ECTAARNMDRNPPDSCAFCD”. This is a large system of range
instrumentation which is structured like an old covered wagon wheel. It generally has a
centralized processing and display system at the hub which consists of one or many, large
or small computers. This central facility then connects to outboard radar systems,
telemetry tracking stations, tracking telescopes, fixed camera stations, flight and range
safety monitors, and data reduction and analysis facilities. It is for the most part device
dedicated; i.e., configuration controlled devices move from project to project in order to
provide canned support for a mission. It is usually high in overhead and tremendously
energy intensive. It also suffers from the problem that when the central unit is down, the
range is down. The greatest problem, however, is that it can usually support only one
mission at a time. It is generally capable of:

Central real-time display and plotting
Weapon System position/velocity/acceleration data
Target system position/velocity/acceleration data
Reference positions
Mapping
Telemetry Data Acquisition
Remote pointing of tracking devices
Correlation of range safety data for command destruct



Time/event sequencing
Feeding the ego of project management

PROJECT OWNED RANGE INSTRUMENTATION

A project owned range instrumentation system becomes extremely expensive when you
consider the cost of extensive radar networks, telemetry tracking systems, communications
systems, and the like. It is also mind-boggling to consider what a test range would look
like if every project showed up with a complete range instrumentation system. The
frequency interference alone would be intolerable. The energy requirements would be
unmanageable. And the drain on the U. S. Treasury would be reflected in the wrath of the
taxpayer. It is obvious that the concept of project dedicated, total systems is neither
operationally feasible, nor time effective, nor cost effective.

DISTRIBUTED INSTRUMENTATION

So what is Distributed Instrumentation?
It’s project friendly.
It’s based on project needs and requirements.
It’s more affordable.
It’s expandable and compressable.
It’s a combination of individualized specialized project dedicated support and

“ECTAARNMDRNPPDSCAFCD”.
It’s tailorable to suit the projects’ requirements, ---- and pocketbook.

The heart of Distributed Instrumentation is a project dedicated support capability (in
difference to a project owned instrumentation system). This serves the project as a home
base or ‘mini-’ range environment which basically they can then control. It is a
concatenation of that dedicated general support required from
“ECTAARNMDRNPPDSCAFCD” with the project unique requirements. It can be a basic
telemetry ground station; hardwire ground instrumentation; video tracking or performance
systems; a vehicle performance monitoring system; real-time decision making;
environmental monitoring systems; support status indicator; or any combination thereof.
The system is configured to the project’s support requirements, and is not burdened with
unnecessary appendages. Once the system is assembled, standard data products can be
defined which will serve the entire test.

The project dedicated system can be directly interfaced with the
“ECTAARNMDRNPPDSCAFCD” for testing which requires the use of the full range.
Evaluating the marriage of the two from the viewpoint of the data requirements, the ideal
solution is get the data in a format which is compatible with the standard data product



already designed. The easiest way to accomplish this is to reduce all the data in the same
place. The obvious place to do this is in the system which was designed around project
requirements, which already has a standard data products support requirement.

This in turn minimizes the amount of support and the amount of time that
“ECTAARNMDRNPPDSCAFCD” must be scheduled (and paid). Range telemetry data,
tracking information, and video data can be relayed to the project system in real-time.
Therefore the only data processing requirements are for that which is required for range
control and range safety, which is done in realtime for the most part,. Collective range
tracking and optic data (the final picture) can be reported post mission in such a manner
that it can be merged with other data obtained.

Data reports and software can be developed which will allow for the analysis of the system
under test from calibration, through test and certification, flight readiness checks, final
flight, and post mission checks. All of the data from various phases can then be easily
compared, and the final results more quickly and reliably detailed.

SUMMARY

Distributed Instrumentation is a solution to the problem of complete project support. It
offers project friendly support at a project favorable cost. It provides for a continuity of
testing while minimizing ‘wait’ time. It allows for concurrent testing on the range. It
provides a superior final product, in this case test data, at a more cost effective price.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to briefly discuss the evolution and history of the White Sands
Missile Range (WSMR) Telemetry Validation System (TVS). Ongoing development of an
automated TVS is discussed in terms of system philosphy, configuration, and operation.

INTRODUCTION

Use of large scale digital computers for real-time data processing began experimentally at
WSMR in the late 1950’s. By the early 1960’s, the use of such computing equipment was
common for providing a complicated test program with range safety displays and
command/ control support.

The interface of range instrumentation to computers for real-time support produced a
dramatic, sometimes painful, change in the means by which countdown readiness testing
was conducted. Automated diagnostics were developed for individual instrumentation
systems and configurations and, for the first time, discrete results could be evaluated.
These early diagnostics, however crude by todays standards, were the seeds from which
the sophisticated instrumentation test methods of today were produced.

The changes of the 1960’s, and the more readily availability of low cost data processing
equipment, produced a change in philosphy by which individual instrumentation systems
would be readiness tested. The concept of a Telemetry Validation System (TVS) has been
with us, both in practice and planning, for a number of years.



The WSMR TVS is a three part program:

1.  On-Site, subsystem (equipment) alignment.

This is a preliminary validation testing designed to insure that site equipment (i.e.
telemetry receivers, converters, tape recorders, etc.) are performing to the nominal
specifications required to pass the validation (diagnostic) process.

2.  On site-system validation.

This is a station (site) validation. These are tests designed to insure that individual station
components are performing together within the required tolerances of the validation
process.

3.  Total system validation.

The total telemetry system at WSMR involves telemetry receiving, microwave relay, and
recording from three fixed and seven mobile general purpose tracking systems. Figure 1 is
a block diagram depicting the flow of information through both the mobile (transportable)
and fixed Telemetry Acquisition Systems (T)TAS) / (tracking systems). Figure 2 is a block
diagram of the flow of data through a fixed or mobile microwave station (Transportable
Telemetry Acquisition and Relay System (T)(TARS). Additional equipment available
includes two mobile display vans and several specially configured support vans. This total
system validation will insure that the system is in optimum readiness for mission support.
Results from these diagnostic procedures will also be utilized to build a data base for
system operational readiness and possible quality assurance usage.

This 3rd phase of the validation process, now undergoing final development, is the primary
subject of this paper.

VALIDATION TESTING PHILOSOPHY

Currently, most telemetry validation procedures at WSMR are performed manually.
However, validation testing procedures should be automated to the maximum practical
extent possible. Automated testing provides the most efficient utilization of time and
personnel. It also ensures maximum accuracy and repeatability of test results - two of the
most important parameters in the compilation of statistical data for the establishment of
realistic operational standards (means) and GO-NO-GO tolerances (weighted standard
deviations).



With this criteria in mind, validation test equipment procurements and test procedures are
being directed toward automation.

SYSTEM DESIGN

The Telemetry Validation System is designed to verify TM operational readiness from the
most remote acquisition site to the final terminal interface and to identify operational
deficiencies - be they hardware, software, or procedural - before they become mission
support critical. As mentioned previously, to accomplish this task the validation testing
shall be conducted in three phases.

1.  Subsystem (bench or in-rack) testing

2.  Station testing

3.  System (or end-to-end) testing

All phases of testing shall be conducted under computer control so that test results can be
input into a data base to develop a test profile. This test profile shall be used to establish
acceptable deviation tolerances from the theoretical nominal values.

Each telemetry site will do subsystem and station testing using its own operational/
validation microprocessor. These tests will be conducted according to specifications
contained in IRIG document 118-79, volumes I-IV, as modified to allow automated
testing. The on-site microprocessors will be linked to the central validation processor
(CVP) (see Figure 3). The CVP will monitor station validation testing and conduct total
system validation testing to verify telemetry mission support readiness.

The CVP will monitor all real-time mission support systems to identify any support
deficiencies and correct those deficiencies, in real-time, if possible. The real-time mission
support parameters will be logged on magnetic tape for post flight analysis and to establish
a project support data base. The results of the analysis will be used to reconfigure and/or
improve telemetry support.

The major telemetry subsystems which will be tested are:

1.  Tracking antenna subsystem
2.  RF subsystem
3.  Microwave relay subsystem
4.  Record subsystem
5. Validation processors, validation communication link and validation data link



The telemetry tracking antenna subsystems will be validated using a boresite as a signal
source. These subsystems are composed of the seven Transportable Telemetry Acquisition
Systems (TTAS) and the three fixed Telemetry Acquisition Systems (TAS).

A fixed error signal is introduced into the TTAS servo loop causing the antenna to slew
360E. The resultant data is used to verify antenna feed systemtry, pedestal gear train
soundness and syncho servo operation. Next, the TTAS is subjected to a “Twang” test to
verify auto track performance. To verify maximum slew rate performance the digital
remote pointing interface is used. In each tracking subsystem, a Tracking System Interface
(TSI) is included. The TSI provides selectable subsystem tests. After a TTAS has been
transported across the range to a support site, the TSI is used to verify antenna feed
symmetry. Using the ± 90 degrees azimuth and ! 5 degrees to + 85 degrees elevation slew
tests, the tracking receivers’ AGCs are recorded vs time. If the results indicate asymmetry,
the feed supports are adjusted until symmetry is achieved.

Since the point source’s effective radiated power and its coordinates as well as the
tracking site’s coordinates are known, the relationships:

Ls = 96.6 + 20 log10 F + 20 log10 Dd
Lf = sum of all fixed losses in dB
Lm = maintenance margin in dB
PR (dBm) = PT (dBm) GR (dB) GT (dB) - Ls - Lf - Lm

F = L/D = 0.42

where

F = frequency in GHZ
Dd = distance between antennas in miles
dBm = dB with respect to a milliwatt
PR = received power
PT = transmitted power
GR = receiving antenna gain
GT = transmitting antenna gain
L = focal distance
D = aperture diameter

are used to re-center and re-focus the antenna.

The antenna is then slew 360 degrees to verify the front-to-back ratio. Next, the “Twang”
test is performed by first pointing the tracking antenna at the radiation source. The
received signal strength is measured and the acquisition threshold sensitivity is set to a



3 dB level above the tracking antenna’s side lope level. The tracking antenna is manually
positioned 5 degrees right off the radiation source signal axis. The “auto-track” mode is
selected. Using the azimuth control knob on the antenna control panel, the antenna is
rapidly slewed, “Twang”, toward the signal axis. The measured servo obtained is
compared to the second (2nd) order ideal theoretical response.

The theoretical response of a second order s stem has a transfer function of the form:

Where the damping factor Zeta ( . ) is of the range 0# .$l and the undamped natural
frequency ( T0 )is of the range T0 >0

From transient response analysis, the step response may be calculated by:

transforming to time domain

The angular frequency (Td ) of the oscillations can be computed by:

Since the magnitude of the oscillations decreases as exp (!.T0t ), the second - order
system time constant ( J ) is given by:



and the settling time by:

Another important characteristic to consider is the time and magnitude of the first peak
given by:

Therefore

Overshoot (0s ) = peak value - final value

and

Thus we can see that the % 0s is a function of the damping factor only. For practical
purposes the damping factor should be in the range

0.3 # . $ 0.7

The “auto-track” mode is also tested by first pointing the antenna at the sun. The
acquisition sensitivity thresholds are set to the proper levels, the subsystem “auto-track”
mode is selected and the subsystem must “track” the sun for two (2) minutes or the
subsystem must be repaired and reverified.

The RF subsystem performance is validated using the sun as a data source and applying
the solar calibration technique. The RF front end, the tracking receivers and the data
receivers are tested to verify subsystem sensitivity, noise temp, bandwidth, and figure of
merit. (See Appendix)



Each hop (transmit/receive station pair) of the microwave subsystem will be validated
using a microwave deviation calibrator, a spectrum analyzer, a microwave frequency
counter, and a power meter to verify subsystem performance. Once each hop has been
validated, the microwave subsystem will be mated with the tracking antenna and RF
subsystems and end-to-end system testing will be conducted using noise power ratio
(NPR) tests, bit error rate (BER) tests and simulated FM/FM composites tests for system
transparency.

To conduct microwave BER tests, pseudo random bit pattern generators were constructed.
These generators can be used to directly modulate the microwave baseband channels or
used to modulate an RF transmitter. The signal is received through the tracking
subsystems’ antennas and RF subsystems’ receivers. The receivers’ outputs drive bit
synchronizers which in turn modulate the microwave baseband channels.

Using the criterion developed by D. A. King in Technical Publication TP-76-6, namely:

NRZ DM

F/S I/D F/S I/D

P-P RF transmitter deviation 0.8f B 0.9f B 1.6f B 1.8f B

IF filter bandwidth (or
equivalent pre- and post-
recording IF bandwidth) 1.0f B 1.0f B 2.0f B 2.0f B

Premodulation filter bandwidth            *<----------- 0.5f B to 1.0f B ---------->*

where f B = bit rate

The subsystems are tested for a bit error probability (BEP) of 10-6 at an RF power level of
-87 dBm.

Currently, the channels which will carry FM/FM data are tested by injecting a test tone at
the source and observing the tone at the terminal end with an oscilloscope. The channel
power levels are set to provide the best channel-to-noise power ratio for the given
combination in use.

Notch filters will be installed to monitor the microwave baseband. One filter will measure
above the baseband to detect changes in thermal and intermodulation noise in the RF and 



IF sections. The other filter will measure below the baseband to detect changes in the
multiplex and demultiplex equipment.

In addition to the subsystem and station tests, the recording subsystems at each hop will be
validated by recording the link BER and FM/FM test data. The data will be played back
and compared with the original test data to verify record subsystem performance.

The validation communication link will allow the central validation processor to
interrogate the stations’ microprocessors for station validation tests results. The CVP will
also be able to remotely configure a subsystem and/or station validation test(s) if deemed
necessary by the validation system’s engineer.

The validation data link will make available the following parameters to the CVP.

1. Tracking site indentification
2. Tracking bandwidth selected
3. Tracking mode selected for azimuth and elevation servos
4. Tracking status indicating tracking data selected-Left Handed or Right Handed

Circular Polarization (LHCP or RHCP) or combined and data validity
5. Tracker indentification
6. LHCP tracking receiver AGC data
7. RHCP tracking receiver AGC data
8. Azimuth shaft encoder data
9. Azimuth tracking error signal
10.  Elevation shaft encoder data
11. Elevation tracking error signal
12. Microwave relay subsystem I.D.
13. Data receivers AGC (10 ea)
14. Microwave subsystem status bits (256) indicating subsystem configuration of each

hop and subsystem operational status
15. Special TTL compatible bits (64)
16. Twenty (20) digital to analog channels

Items 15 and 16 will be used to carry mission unique data such as PCM bit sync status,
inside/outside ambient temperatures, microwave back-up battery voltage levels, power
generator’s fuel levels, intruder alarms, etc.

The central validation processor and the station microprocessors will be validated daily
using the manufacture’s delivered self test software. The computer interfaces and
communication link will be validated by having the stations’ microprocessors output
known data and having the CVP compare the received data against a stored data file. The



validation data link will be verified by having the CVP inputting and analyzing a station
test and comparing its results with the results supplied by the respective station’s
microprocessor.

Any subsystem or system test discrepancies will cause subsequent lower level testing to be
initiated until the faulty component is identified and corrected. The failed test will be
repeated to ensure all problem areas have been identified and corrected.

APPENDIX

The solar calibration concept is described in IRIG Document 118-79, “Test Methods for
Telemetry Systems and Subsystems - Volume 1: Chapter 1”.

The solar calibration technique makes use of the fact that all physical objects radiate
energy. At radio frequencies, this radiated energy is directly proportional to the absolute
temperature of the object in degrees Kelvin.

By relating the uncorrected solar flux readings obtained daily from the National Bureau of
Standards to the on-off power ratio, the tracking subsystem noise temperature can be
computed. The on-off power ratio is the power ratio obtained when pointing the tracking
antenna directly at the sun (radiating source) and then pointing at the cold sky (away from
radiating source).

Subsystem sensitivity, acquisition sensitivity and a subsystem figure of merit describing the
“goodness” of the subsystem can be determined from the subsystem temperature
measurement.

The standard system temperature equation is:

where

F0 = uncorrected flux; 1 flux unit = 10-22 watts M -2 Hz 
-1

fb = test frequency
fd = frequency at which solar flux measurement is made
fa = frequency at which solar flux density was measured
G = tracking system’s antenna gain



8 = wavelength of fb

K = Boltzmann’s constant
= on/off power ratio (hot sky:cold sky)

we have modified this equation from

where

F0  (2695) = uncorrected solar flux density measured at 2695 MHz

F0  (1415) = uncorrected solar flux density measured at 1415 MHz

              s = log (f b /1415) / log (2695/1415)

and

where

1d = .53
1B = 3 dB beamwidth of the sum channel

System sensitivity (Ss) is computed by

Ss = KTsBe (S/N)

where

K = Boltzmann’s constant = 1.38 x 10-3 watts 0K-1 Hz 
-1

Ts = System temperature in 0K
Be = Equivalent bandwidth in Hz

S/N = Minimum signal required at the error detection input for servo operation



Equivalent bandwidth for post-detection

where
Br  = RF bandwidth
Bv  = Video bandwidth

with

Bv << Br and

Acquisition sensitivity is the actual threshold AGC sensitivit

As = KTsB (S/N)

where
B = Bandwidth of the receiver final IF.

Figure of merit (FM) is given by:

FM = 10 log G/Ts

where

G = Tracking system’s antenna gain
Ts = System temperature
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FIBER OPTIC DIGITAL WIDEBAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

Industrial Data Link Corporation is presently installing a 3 phase, 30 Km fiber optic
voice/data communication system for the Yuma Proving Ground (YPG) in Arizona. This
system will provide a backbone communication system for YPG to transmit digital
telemetry data and voice circuits between 3 test centers and the Base Dial Central Office.
The fiber optic cable is being installed in three different modes; underground (direct
burial), duct and aerial.

Our proposed paper would cover the following areas:
a.) System requirements

--data channels (up to 56 Kb/s)
--voice channels
--future growth (video)

b.) System design - component description
c.) Installation
d.) Test and initial system operation
e.) Pictures (slides) and video coverage of system installation to augment the

presentation
f.) Cost and technical trade-off studies between fiber optic cable and microwave link as

the communication medium
g.) Cost analysis (ratios) for laying of fiber optic cable, dollars per meter for burial,

duct and aerial
h.) Summary of state-of-the-art of fiber optic component and predictions of future

component/system capabilities for range telemetry applications.
i.) The special characteristics of fiber optic cable links as applied to secure telemetry

requirements on Government Test Ranges.

ITC '84
This CD-ROM duplicates the published proceedings in that only an abstract of this paper was published.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the basic design and general characteristics of a family of standard
flash x-ray systems, used for obtaining small caliber ballistic data, ranging from 100-kV to
2.3-MV peak output voltage. The design emphasizes control and repeatability of x-ray
output and reliability in the field. Different system configurations and types of output
radiations are available to optimize fit to various applications. Selected applications are
briefly discussed to illustrate equipment use and performance.

INTRODUCTION

High-speed radiography became an important tool for the development of ballistic devices
during the 1940’s. Westinghouse Electric Company, working in the field of high-speed
radiography developed the Micronex flash x-ray system under a Frankford Arsenal
contract in 1941 with specifications for penetration of 1 inch (2.54cm) of steel with the
exposure time of 1 microsecond (1,2). The Micronex was a 360-kV system and was
marketed by Westinghouse in the 1940’s and 1950’s.

In the early 1960’s, the McMinnville Division of the Hewlett-Packard Company (formerly
Field Emission Corporation McMinnville, Oregon) introduced a family of standard flash
x-ray systems ranging from 105-kV to 2.3-MV. They are marketed as the Hewlett-Packard
model 43700 series of flash x-ray systems and have been designed with modular
capabilities. They share the same basic components, the same mechanical and electrical
configurations to maximize versatility, optimize performance and convenience. The flash
x-ray system described in this paper offers the scientist and engineer quantitative and
qualitative data not available by any other means.



BASIC DESIGN AND CONFIGURATIONS OF FLASH X-RAY SYSTEM

The basic design requirement of any flash x-ray systems used for the study of ballistic
phenomena is to provide high resolution radiographs with short enough exposure time to
erradicate motion blur. All Hewlett-Packard Model 43700 series systems meet this
requirement utilizing the same basic components and electrical theory. Figure 1 is a block
diagram of a typical system.

Gas pressure regulation is required in order to control dielectric insulation to the pulser and
tubehead chambers. The gas panel regulators are standard equipment depending on the kV
and current output.

All pursers are charged in parallel from an oil-insulated power supply. Single dial control
allows continuously adjustable pulser output voltage. A front panel meter indicates
charging voltage or current and has built-in protection against electrical overload.

Charging from the H.V. power supply is transmitted through a charging isolation resistor
to protect the power supply from transient feedback voltage and prevent a charged pulser
rapidly bleeding into a discharged pulser in a multi-channel system.

The delay unit and trigger amplifier provide a known reproducible time delay between the
occurrence of an event-associated trigger signal (30-200 volts) and the discharge of the
pulser. It shapes, delays, and delivers a 2500-volt signal to the trigger transformer.

The trigger transformer primary winding receives the 2500-volt pulse from the trigger
amplifier. The secondary winding delivers a nominal 17,500-volt pulse to the trigger gap
electrode in the pulser initiating by ionization discharging of the spark gap dielectrics in
series.

The pulser is an electrical energy storage and voltage multiplier assembly. It stores a
selected voltage in parallel capacitors and subsequently delivers the stored energy with
maximum efficiency at high voltage and current levels within an extremely short elapsed
time. This energy is delivered to a field emission x-ray tube through a coaxial structure to
minimize inductance with an ultra-fast rise time.

PULSEFORMING NETWORKS (PFN)

The Marx-surge circuit lends itself readily to the fabrication of very short duration pulse
generators with large voltage multiplication factors. A typical two-stage circuit of this type
is shown in Figure 2. The capacitor energy storage elements are known as lumped constant
pulseforming networks. The output of each pulser is controlled by the charging voltage and



the number of pulseforming network (PFN) stages. The output impedance is determined by
each PFN, with two stages in each module housing. For example there are 24 stages,
12 modules in a 300-kV pulser and 160 stages, 80 modules in a 2.3-MV pulser. All pulsers
are enclosed in grounded metal containers for operation safety and to promote coaxial
geometry for optimum electrical performance.

PULSED X-RAY TUBE

The most common Hewlett-Packard pulsed x-ray tube configuration is shown in Figure 3.
The field emission cathodes supported on a cylindrical shell are pointed radially inward
toward a conical tungsten anode. Peak powers of gigawatts are generated but since the
pulse duration is very short (30-100 nanoseconds), the usual forms of heat dissipation, i.e.,
conduction and radiation are not important. When the system is fired, the skin layer of the
tube’s tungsten anode is raised to a temperature determined by the electron energy, the
surface area of the cone, and the energy deposited. Since radiographic applications require
a small source size, the skin layer is heated to such a high temperature that significant
evaporation takes place during the pulse. Therefore, anode erosion, rather than cathode
erosion is the limiting factor in tube life.

TUBEHEADS

Operation of pulsed x-ray tube is not restricted to pulser-only configurations, since these
tubes can be housed in small, grounded enclosures known as remote tubeheads. Because
of the small tube size, it is possible to keep the tubehead small and still enclose it in a lead
shield for radiation protection. With the remote tubehead configurations and a given length
of match impedance coaxial cable, it is possible to obtain radiographs in confined areas,
such as hypervelocity gun chambers. The most desirable features of the tubehead are the
ease of positioning capability and the ability to isolate the rest of the equipment from
ballistic or explosive shock, blast, and/or flying debris.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Flash radiography can be used to study all phases of ballistic phenomena. Some typical
applications are taken from two previous papers on flash x-ray studies of ballistic
phenomena (3,4).

The interior and transitional ballistic range in Figure 4 has two horizontal 150-kV systems
and four orthogonal 180-kV systems. A common power supply was used for all six
systems, but each system had its own delay trigger amplifier. A common trigger signal was
obtained from a transducer mounted on the weapon which sensed the firing pin striking the
cartridge. Each system was fired sequentially by using different delay times.



Figure 5 was obtained by taking two sequential interior ballistic radiographs (on the same
piece of film) of an experimental cartridge containing 16 projectiles. On the left side of this
figure, one can see the physical parts of the 40-mm M79 grenade launcher, as well as the
experimental cartridge case with short caliber .22 tubes. The projectiles have started to
move down their individual tubes, and two have reached the 40-mm tube. On the right side
of Figure 5, all of the projectiles are in flight within the 40-mm tube. Orthogonal views of
the projectiles in free flight are shown in Figure 6. This is an excellent example that
demonstrates the need for orthogonal views in order to  observe the true spatial positions
of particles. For example, in either single view, it appears that several projectiles are
touching one another, whereas the orthogonal view shows that they are not in contact.

Figure 7 shows a ballistic test range with 180-kV soft x-ray tubes for studying the launch
characteristics of 5.77-mm flechettes. Notice the lead collimators on the tubeheads which
prevent overlapping of the exposures. A straingaged hose clamp was used to detect the
passage of the projectile in the gun barrel and synchronize the flash x-ray to the event.

The high-speed soft radiographs in Figure 8 were taken after the projectile left the barrel at
intervals of approximately 100 microseconds. A stripper was used at the muzzle to remove
the sabot, and these radiographs show the separation of the sabot from the flechette.
Although hard and soft x-rays are produced simultaneously, the soft x-rays were used to
resolve the small flechette and the low-density plastic sabot.

CONCLUSION

Flash radiography is a scientific tool which can provide ballistic data of various ballistic
events. Throughout the world scientists, engineers and technicians are giving considerable
attention to the exciting field of high-speed flash radiography, interfacing their
instrumentation with the “instant analysis tool.” A variety of voltages are available as
multi-channel systems or as single-channel systems which can later be expanded or
combined in the field when the necessity for a multi-channel system occurs. The modular
design of the Hewlett-Packard model 43700 have the unique comparability of the majority
of parts regardless of kilovoltage, thus reducing the spare part inventory which must be
carried by installations.
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FIGURE 1 - BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FLASH X-RAY SYSTEM



FIGURE 2 - A TYPICAL TWO-STAGE MARX-SURGE CIRCUIT

FIGURE 3 - TYPICAL FIELD EMISSION FLASH X-RAY TUBE



FIGURE 4 - INTERIOR AND TRANSITIONAL BALLISTIC RANGE SETUP



FIGURE 5 - TWO INTERIOR BALLISTIC RADIOGRAPHS OF
EXPERIMENTAL CARTRIDGE

FIGURE 6 - ORTHOGONAL TRANSITIONAL BALLISTIC RADIOGRAPHS OF
EXPERIMENTAL PROJECTILES IN FLIGHT



FIGURE 7 - BALLISTIC RANGE FOR FLASH RADIOGRAPHY



FIGURE 8 - SEQUENTIAL HIGH-SPEED SOFT RADIOGRAPHS



PREDETECTION RECORDING OF
PCM TELEMETRY SIGNALS
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the performance of predetection recording of pulse code modulation
(PCM) telemetry signals. The topics discussed include bit rate versus predetection carrier
frequency, effects of receiver and demodulator bandwidths on data quality, and
demodulation at tape carrier frequencies versus upconversion and demodulation.

INTRODUCTION

Several methods exist for the recording of PCM telemetry signals. These methods include
predetection (Pre-D) recording, postdetection (Post-D) direct recording , postdetection
frequency modulation (FM) recording, and high density digital recording (HDDR). These
methods are illustrated in figure 1. The main advantage of predetection recording is that
the signal is recorded with the minimum of data processing of any of these methods.
Therefore, it is less likely to have been degraded by equipment malfunctions or operator
error.

Tests were performed to characterize the performance of predetection recording for
various combinations of:

1.  PCM bit rate
2.  Prerecording intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidth
3.  Postrecording IF bandwidth
4.  Modulation type: frequency modulation (FM) or phase modulation (PM)
5.  Demodulation at tape carrier versus upconversion before demodulation

The test setup appears in figure 2. The measurement interval was 106 bits at low bit error
rates (BERs). The performance of the various combinations was compared at a BER of
10-4.



TEST RESULTS

Tests were conducted using both PCM/FM and PCM/PM and a variety of bit rates,
receiver IF bandwidths and predetection carrier frequencies. The data in figure 3 show that
the BER performance of 300 kb/s non-return-to-zero level (NRZ-L) PCM/FM is the same
with either a 450 kHz or a 900 kHz predetection carrier frequency. The BER performance
of the predetection signals with 500 kHz receiver and playback IF bandwidths was
approximately 1 dB better than the BER performance of direct receiver video with a 500
kHz IF bandwidth. The reason for this is that two 500 kHz bandwidth filters in series
result in a filter with a bandwidth of approximately 400 kHz. This increases the actual IF
SNR by 1 dB and therefore improves the BER by approximately 1 dB. The words in the
legends above the BER plots have the following meanings:

MOD TYPE Modulation Type
IF BW Receiver IF Bandwidth
PBK Playback Demodulator IF Bandwidth
VID Demodulator Video Bandwidth
PEAK DEV Peak Deviation in kHz or Degrees
RCD IPS Recorder Tape Speed in Inches per Second

This effort was funded by the member organizations of the Telemetry Group of the Range
Commanders Council.

An entry of 0 in the legend for the figures means part of the test setup was not used for this
data, e.g., no recorder was used for the data in figure 3.

The data presented in figures 4 and 5 show the effect of receiver IF bandwidth and tape
recording on BER performance. The degradations due to widening the receiver IF
bandwidth were approximately 0.5, 1.1 and 2.3 dB for the 1.5, 2.4 and 4.0 MHz
bandwidths respectively. The recorder/reproducer caused a degradation of no more than
0.3 dB. Figure 6 shows the effect of varying the receiver IF bandwidth at a bit rate of 900
kb/s and a predetection frequency of 900 kHz. The BERs with the 1000 and 1500 kHz
bandwidths were very similar while the 2400 kHz bandwidth caused approximately 0.5 dB
of degradation and the 4000 kHz bandwidth caused approximately 1.8 dB of degradation.
The degradation with the 4000 kHz IF bandwidth is mostly caused by noise folding back
across zero hertz and increasing the noise power in the playback demodulator’s passband.
This is illustrated in figure 7. The higher amplitude trace in each group is the noise with a
3000 kHz IF bandwidth and the lower amplitude trace is the noise with a 1500 kHz IF
bandwidth. The noise power is the same with both filters for frequencies between 9.6 and
10.4 MHz and 900 and 1300 kHz. However, the 3000 kHz IF bandwidth causes the noise
power between 500 kHz and 800 kHz to increase by 1 to 2 dB. The predetection



downconverter also does some lowpass filtering. The unmodulated carrier level Was 0 dBc
for these plots.

Figure 8 shows that using a 900 kHz predetection carrier with 900 kb/s NRZ-L PCM/FM
data causes a degradation of approximately 0.2 dB when compared to the BER
performance using a 1.8 MHz predetection carrier frequency. This slight degradation may
well be preferable to doubling the tape speed so that the 1.8 MHz predetection carrier
could be used. Figure 9 compares the BER performance of upconversion and
demodulation (500 kHz PBK) to demodulation at tape carrier (360 kHz PBK). This data
shows that upconversion and demodulation performs a few tenths of a dB better than
demodulation at the tape carrier frequency when the bit rate is much less than the tape
carrier frequency. The data in figure 10 show that upconversion and demodulation
performs approximately 1.6 dB better than demodulation at the tape carrier frequency
when the NRZ PCM/FM bit rate is equal to the predetection carrier frequency. Most of the
degradation is due to excessive bandpass filtering in the tape carrier discriminator. The
bandwidth is only 720 kHz (900 ± 40%) which degrades the BER by more than 1 dB.

The data in figure 11 show that using a 1200 kHz predetection carrier frequency with 1200
kb/s NRZ-L PCM/FM performs 1 dB better than using a 900 kHz carrier when 1500 kHz
bandwidths are used in both the receiver and the playback demodulator. The difference is
1.8 dB when the receiver bandwidth is 2400 kHz. The data in figure 12 show that a 1200
kHz predetection carrier performs 2 to 3 dB better than a 900 kHz carrier for 1200 kb/s
NRZ-M PCM/PM (±90E). Comparing the data in figures 11 and 12 one discovers that
PCM/FM requires less IF SNR than PCM/PM under these conditions.

Figure 13 presents data for biphase level (BI0/-L) PCM/PM (±75E) for demodulation at
900 kHz and at 10 MHz (PRED = 0) . Demodulation at 900 kHz degrades the 300 kb/s
performance by 0.3 dB and the 600 kb/s performance by 1 dB. The difference in BER
performance between 300 kb/s and 450 kb/s is approximately 0.5 dB while the difference
between 300 kb/s and 600 kb/s is approximately 1.8 dB.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The NRZ bit rate should not be greater than the predetection carrier center
frequency.

2. The BI0/ bit rate should not be greater than one-half the predetection carrier center
frequency.

3. The receiver IF bandwidth should not be wider than twice the predetection carrier
frequency.



4. The best data quality is achieved when the predetection playback signal is
upconverted before demodulation.

5. The process of recording and reproducing the telemetry signal degrades the data
quality by no more than 0.3 dB.

FIGURE 1.  METHODS FOR RECORDING PCM TELEMETRY SIGNALS

FIGURE 2.  TEST SET-UP



FIGURE 3.  BER VERSUS IF SNR FOR 300 kb/s NRZ-L PCM/FM



FIGURE 4.  BER VERSUS IF SNR WITH AND WITHOUT RECORDING



FIGURE 5.  BER VERSUS IF SNR WITH AND WITHOUT RECORDING



FIGURE 6.  BER VERSUS IF SNR FDR SEVERAL IF BANDWIDTHS
 



FIGURE 7.  NOISE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITIES for IF and PRE-D SIGNALS



FIGURE 8.  BER VERSUS IF SNR FOR 900 AND 1800 kHz PRED



FIGURE 9.  BER VERSUS IF SNR FOR 300 kb/s NRZ-L PCM/FM



FIGURE 10.  BER VERSUS IF SNR FOR 900 kb/s NRZ-L PCM/FM



FIGURE 11.  BER VERSUS IF SNR FOR 1200 kb/s NRZ-L PCM/FM



FIGURE 12.  BER VERSUS IF SNR FOR 1200 kb/s NRZ-M PCM/PM



FIGURE 13.  BER VERSUS IF SNR FOR BI0/-L PCM/PM
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ABSTRACT:

A new calibration concept for instrumentation tape recorders which insures consistent data
quality is presented. This technique utilizes a single composite signal for complete
amplitude and phase equalization of direct reproduce data electronics. In addition, the
method permits equalization for tapes recorded with analog or saturation record
electronics, and also permits calibration at different reproduce tape speeds from a single
recorded preamble.

The composite signal description and block diagram of the generation-measurement
equipment are presented along with system test results.

INTRODUCTION:

Magnetic tape recorders are used in applications requiring storage of large amounts of
analog or digital data because the magnetic tape storage medimum is relatively
inexpensive. The data quality, however, depends upon the tape-head interface which is
subject to record side calibration, head wear, tape variations, and crossplay problems
when two or more transports are used. Previously, taped data quality problems have been
reduced by “Auto Test” functions. Although these functions can determine if a data
channel was not operating properly, they could not automatically correct for calibration
errors.

By providing computer adjustment capability in the data cards, and additional computer
support in the measurement system, automatic calibration can be accomplished. System
performance can be further enhanced if a single calibration signal can be selected to
measure specific equalizer amplitudes as well as phase equalization for bias as well as non
bias recorded formats. Since a single signal would simultaneously contain all of the
reproduce calibration information, it would also be tape speed independent.



CALIBRATOR SIGNAL DESCRIPTION:

Development of a calibration signal requires examination of the basic tape recorder
transfer function shown in Figure #1. At low frequencies, the reproduce amplitude
increases at +6dB per octave due to the transformer function of the reproduce tape head.
At high frequencies, various signal losses reduce the efficiency of the tape head causing a
reduction of signal output.

One way of equalizing this response is to use three equal and opposite analog functions,
shown in Figure #2, which are uniquely adjusted for each tracks needs. The integrator
compensates low frequencies with a !6dB per octave amplitude vs frequency slope. The
integrator’s 0.2BE break point allows the peak of the head curve to be passed without
change, and the bandedge (BE) peaking function compensates for high frequency losses.
The result, when equalized properly, is a data channel with an equal amplitude response at
all frequencies within the tape recorder’s bandpass as shown in Figure #3. Since these
three equalizing functions are dependent on tape velocity, the absolute frequency of these
calibration parameters is linearly dependent on tape speed.

The signal shown in Figure #4 is ideal for calibrating these reproduce equalizers because it
has known frequency components corresponding to the end points of the three equalizing
parameters described above. In addition, the signal is recorded with a constant wavelength
on tape to accommodate calibration at different reproduce tape speeds utilizing a single
recorded preamble. Saturation (non bias) head drivers are accommodated by the bi-level
property since the amplitude and phase components of the calibration signal would not be
distorted in an amplitude limited system.

The basic building block is a 7 state puesdo-random sequence (PRN) shown in Figure #5.
Figure #5a is the “time domain” representation as observed on an oscilloscope, and Figure
#5b is the “frequency domain” representation as observed an a spectrum analizer. By
choosing the proper clock rate on a PRN sequence generator, the fundamental frequency
component can be located near the integrator 0.2BE equalizer breakpoint. The third
harmonic would then be located at 0.6BE, and the fifth harmonic at the bandedge
frequency. Additional higher order harmonics are beyond the equalizer’s frequency
response and therefore not reproduced. Since the second and the fourth harmonics are not
necessary, half wave symetry is employed in Figure #6a to eliminate the even harmonics,
and enhance the odd harmonics.

The fourth component, the low frequency component, can be added to the combination
0.2BE, 0.6BE, and BE signals by interupting the PRN sequence and alternately inserting a
string of all logic ones later followed with a string of all logic zeros. Figure #7a shows how
this adds a periodic DC offset at a rate corresponding to the desired low frequency



component. The discrete nature of the low frequency component provides multiple odd
harmonics in the frequency spectrum shown in Figure #7b. (The PRN period has been
reduced in Figure #7a to allow representation in reasonable space.)

The total calibration signal, previously shown in Figure #4, has the time representation of
Figure #6a combined with Figure #7a. Similar to the time representation, the frequency
spectrum shown in Figure #6b can be combined with the frequency spectrum shown in
Figure #7b to produce the total frequency spectrum shown in Figure #8.

At high and medimum speed calibrations, the lowest low frequency component is used. A
preamble recorded at these speeds, and subsequently reproduced at the lowest tape speeds
requires the third or the fifth harmonic of the low frequency component since these
frequencies are above the the equalizers lower band edge frequency response.

To summarize, the calibration signal contains all frequency components with known
amplitude and phase necessary to perform the calibration of direct reproduce equalizers.
Since three low frequency components are always included, the same calibration signal
can be used even at the lowest tape speeds where the constant equalizer lower bandedge
frequency requires a proportionately higher low frequency. Simultaneous or individual
measurements of low frequency, 0.2BE, 0.6BE, BE, and phase are possible at any time
because all measurement frequencies are simultaneously available. This is an important
factor when a calibration signal is recorded at high tape speeds and reproduced at low tape
speeds or visa versa since a search for the proper frequency is not necessary.

Digital systems utilizing saturation head drivers are becoming more prevalent. Since the
calibration signal is bi-level, the recording method is not a factor in the calibrator’s
operation.

CALIBRATION SIGNAL GENERATOR IMPLEMENTATION:

The calibration signal generator synthesizes the calibration signal at frequencies
corresponding to the selected tape speed. The diagram shown in Figure #9 blocks out the
the hardware required to generate a calibration signal with high amplitude and frequency
accuracy.

A crystal oscillator provides an ideal clock source for the calibration signal generator since
it insures good frequency stability. The proper clock rate for the calibration signal
generator is 2.8 times the maximum bandedge frequency because the fundamental 0.2BE
component is 1/14 of the clock rate, and the bandedge component is the 5 th harmonic of
the 0.2BE component. The binary clock divider is used to reduce the shift register clock
rate for lower tape speeds.



The calibration signal generator can be divided into three sections. First, the shift register
is connected to exclusive OR gates to form a PRN generator. The second exclusive OR
gate provides half wave symmetry to eliminate even harmonics. Second, the divide by 10
counter increments by one after every PRN period to enable the insertion of the low
frequency component. The toggle flipflop completes the low frequency component after 20
periods of the PRN sequence which adds a 1/100 bandedge low frequency signal. The last
section is a selector which gates 9 PRN sequences, followed by a sequence of all logic
ones, followed by 9 more PRN sequences, and ended by a sequence of all logic zeros
controlled by the toggle flipflop output. The result is the calibration signal shown
previously in Figure #4.

Figure #10 is an actual frequency spectrum of the calibration signal. The periodic DC
offset produces multiple low frequency components throughout the spectrum. Since the
low frequency component periodically replaces the 0.2BE, 0.6BE, and BE components,
these frequencys are amplitude modulated by the repetition rate of the alternate ones and
zeros used to generate the low frequency signal. These side bands have little effect on the
calibration ability of calibration signal because they have a much lower amplitude than the
0.2BE, 0.6BE, and BE signals.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION:

The measurement system must lock onto the reproduced calibrator signal, and select the
required component (or components) for the desired measurement. The block diagram
shown in Figure #11 outlines the measurement system’s three sections. The first section
contains an automatic gain control (AGC) to conditions the incoming signal and phase
locked loop #1 (PLL 1) locks onto the 0.2BE component. The first section also contains a
calibration signal synthesizer for phase measurements, similar to the signal generator
described in the signal generator section, with the 0.2BE component locked in phase
quadrature with the reproduced calibration signal.

The second section uses the 0.2BE signal from the first phase locked loop and generates a
first, third, or fifth harmonic frequency with a small offset frequency. Figure #12b shows
the specific case of the 0.6BE frequency plus 1 K Hz. When this signal is mixed with the
incoming signal in the double balanced mixer shown in Figure #12a, the sum and
difference terms are generated as shown in Figure #12c. The low pass filter retains the
difference term which is converted into digital form by the RMS converter and the A/D
converter. This same method is also used to measure the low frequency components,
0.2BE, and BE components.

Phase measurements utilize the phase detection capability of the double balanced mixer.
Figure #13a shows the calibration signal synthesizer output with its 0.2BE component in



phase quadrature with the input signals 0.2BE component. Since this signal synthesizer is
similar to the generator, its 0.2BE, 0.6BE, and BE components have the same relative
amplitude, and phase as the generator used to make the recording.

When the incoming and the synthesized signals are mixed in the double balanced mixer,
the 0.2BE components produce zero output since they are in phase quadrature. Figure 13b
shows how the combined phase error of the 0.6BE, and BE components relative to the
0.2BE component produce a DC offset at the mixer output. Similar to the 0.6BE
measurement described above, the low pass filter retains the DC offset which is converted
into digital form by the rms converter- and the A/D converter.

SOFTWARE MEASUREMENT ALGORITHMS

Software algorithms are necessary to interpret the individual component levels of the
calibration signal. The flow chart shown in Figure #14 illustrates the relative method used
for all measurements. When a measurement is requested, the measurement system must
first be calibrated to the new component level. This function starts in the flow chart’s
“reference process” where the measurement system is reconfigured for the new
measurement and connected directly to the signal generator. The following measurement is
saved in the reference register to be later used in the program, “measurement process”.
Since the “end measurement” decision should be “No” the first time through, the program
will continue to the “measurement process”. In the “measurement process”, the calibrator
is connected to the data channel output, and the same component is again measured and
stored in the data register. The measured data value is then divided by the reference value
to obtain the actual gain of the selected frequency component. In other words, the
measurement system measures the actual gain (or attenuation) of the specified signal
component through the data channel, not its absolute amplitude.

To support data channel calibration conventions, the component gain value is normalized
to 1 Vrms and displayed. This means that if a constant signal of 1 Vrms was applied to the
input, the reproduced signal output value would correspond to the displayed value. Since
the calibrator measures the signal output relative to the actual signal input, amplitude drifts
in the generator do not affect the measurement accuracy.

Once accurate measurements can be made at the specified equalizer adjustment points,
other computer algorithms can be devised to adjust the data cards to the desired
specification without operator intervention.

The flow chart shown in Figure #15 shows a method for performing auto calibration.
Initially the equalizer’s gain (measured with the calibration signal’s low frequency
component) is compared to the calibration criterion which is usually 1 Vrms. If this signal



is outside of the selected amplitude error limits, program execution branches to a gain
adjustment algorithm which controls the data cards digital to analog converter (DAC) in a
logical direction to minimize the calibration error.

If the signal is within the selected amplitude error limits, program execution continues to
the 0.2BE test where the same process is repeated with the 0.2BE calibration component.
If this signal is within it’s amplitude error limits, no changes will be made. If the amplitude
error exceeds the value specified in the calibration criterion, the 0.2BE adjustment path
will minimize the error. Since reproduce equalizer adjustments are interactive, that is one
adjustment can affect other adjustments, program election must branch back to the gain
test whenever any other adjustment changes are made.

After all of the interactive adjustments are made correctly, program execution continues to
the phase adjustment. Similar to the other calibration procedures, this procedure iterates
until the phase measurement is within the limits specified by the calibration criterion.

TEST DATA:

Figure #16 shows the bench set-up used to automatically test calibrator performance.
Although the Model-97 calibrator system performs all required FM, and direct
measurements for both record and reproduce electronics, only the test data pertinent to the
direct reproduce calibration signal and associated hardware is presented.

A calibrator versus external test equipment program was devised by connecting IEEE-488
compatible test equipment to the Model-97, and using a desk top computer as a combined
controller, calculator, and data logger. The test program requests the calibrator and the
external test equipment to measure all reproduce parameters (with the exception of phase)
at all reproduce speeds. Phase was measured by the calibrator and recorded in the last
column. Since dropouts can cause measurement errors in both internal and external test
equipment, five readings were taken and averaged. The results are then compared in the
desk top computer, and printed for evaluation. As illustrated in Table I, all measurements
were usually within +/! 1 dB which is well within the +/! 3dB data channel specification.

The phase desplay reads zero when the phase of the reproduced 0.2BE, 0.6BE, and BE
components matches the phase of the synthesized calibration signal since the DC offset
previously described in the measurement section will be minimized. If a reproduce channel
has not been adjusted for optimun phase responce, the phase measurement will have a
positive, or negative value proportional to the magnitude and dirrection of the phase error.
A zero desplay indicates an optimum phase response in the data channel. Values between
+10, and !10 indicate an acceptable phase response.



CONCLUSION:

The combined signals calibation signal method described here greatly reduces the
complexity of signal generation, and computer support of an automatic calibration system.
This is primaraly due to the calibration signal’s bi-level construction, and because it
simultaneously contains all reproduce calibration signals.

Assuming a measurement system would be required to measure phase and therefore need
circuitry similar to phase locked loop #1, the only additional hardware complexity
necessary for this calibration method is the phase locked loop #2 measurement circuitry.
Other calibration methods utelizing sine wave synthesizers with a wideband rms converter
would not require this circuitry, but must be designed to operate over a much wider
operating frequency since they don’t have the capability of converting all calibration
frequencies to 1 KHz. This type of system would also have the additional complexity of
searching for and identifing the proper calibration frequency.

The Model-97 uses the combined calibration signal for direct calibration because it
streamlines the automatic reproduce calibration procedures thereby insuring consistently
good data quality. In addition, it provides the tape system designer with a single reproduce
calibration preamble usable at all tape speeds on bias as well as nonbias recording
equipment.

TABLE I:   Calibration system measurement accuracy

Speed
---------
240 ips
120
60
30
15
7.5
3.75
1.87
.937

Gain
---------
0.05dB
0.14
0.26
0.07
0.22
0.15
0.36
0.03
0.37

0.2BE
---------
0.09dB
0.15
0.14
0.05
0.07
0.14
0.13
0.28
0.16

0.6BE
---------
!0.16dB
!0.01

0.04
!0.03
!0.09
!0.07
!0.11
!0.11
!0.03

BE
---------
!0.19dB

0.12
0.09

!0.19
!0.23
!0.17
!0.21
!0.28
!0.23

Phase
---------
!1
!1
!1
!1
!1
!7
!3
!4
!2





















Figure #16
Model-97



HIGH DENSITY DIGITAL RADAR RECORDING SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

EGLIN AFB, Armament Division, had initiated an ongoing update efforts to replace the
obsolete video recorders and associated digitizing capability used to record radar signature
data.

The prime objective of this program was realized and has demostrated the feasibility of
HIGH DENSITY DIGITAL RECORDING, as a means of radar video recording and has
developed the interface design criteria for all radar sites at EGLIN AFB.

The HIGH DENSITY DIGITAL RECORDER/REPRODUCER system had been adapted
for radar use with a micro-processor driven radar interface unit that includes the following:
A/D and D/A Converters, Input and Output formatter, Memories, Filtering Networks and
Error Detection and Correction (EDAC), Auxiliary data mux and demux.

The System has four modes of operation with a digitizing rate of 30 Mega-samples and a
selectable 6, 7 or 8 bit resolution. The four modes are:  Single radar channel, Dual radar
channel, PRI sequence and Snapshot memory.

ITC '84
This CD-ROM duplicates the published proceedings in that only an abstract of this paper was published.



RECORDING PSK ON A ROTARY HEAD RECORDER

David P. Morgan, Product Manager
Datatape Incorporated, a Kodak Company

360 Sierra Madre Villa
Pasadena, California 91109

Abstract

The paper presents a technical overview of recording predetection data such as PSK,
QPSK and QPRS on a DATATAPE developed 8MHZ wideband instrumentation rotary
head recording system. Included is a technical description and signal characteristic of the
recorder as well as a summary of the test results of the predetection and post detection
data.

ITC '84
This CD-ROM duplicates the published proceedings in that only an abstract of this paper was published.
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ABSTRACT

A computerized check-out system for recording and analysis of test data of transducers in
nuclear power plants is described. The system is composed of two subsystems, the
STATIONARY and the MOBILE SYSTEM.
The STATIONARY SYSTEM fulfills all necessary administrative functions, allows data
analysis, reporting, and longterm storage of test data.
The MOBILE SYSTEM is the test device. It is set up by three components - controller
unit, interface, and microcomputer - the whole being assembled on a moveable wagon
which makes on site testing of the transducers possible. The number of MOBILE
SYSTEMS is selectable according to user needs and environmental condititions.
Data transport between the systems is accomplished via magnetic tape cartridges or online
by a standardized communication line.

INTRODUCTION

A crucial requirement for safe operation of nuclear power plants is the continuous
monitoring of pressures, flows, and tank levels. It is quite common that there are several
hundred locations, called measuring points, distributed all over a plant which are
controlled by different kinds of transducers measuring pressure, differential pressure, rate
of flow, and liquid levels.
Particular instrumentation areas, e.g. the reactor protection system, where safety
considerations are of extreme significance, are set up with redundancy factors of three to
four. Therefore, the total number of transducers in a nuclear power plant may sum up to
one thousand or more.

It is generally observed that in the course of time, the measuring precision of transducers is
decreasing due to fatigue of material of the metering diaphragms. Therefore, each
transducer has to be checked periodically, typically once a year, to ensure its measuring
accuracy.



Such an annual revision consists of registrating the characteristic curve of the transducer,
computing the errors of measurement, and calculating the maximum hysteresis of the
curve. Frequently, revisions are followed by calibration of the transducer or, if
measurement errors exceed preset limits, the transducer is replaced.

It is evident that a computerized test procedure for these recurrent revisions of such an
amount of transducers is in many respects superior to a manual testing method. Automatic
registration of the characteristic curve, system support in all test phases, and the manifold
tools for documentation and data analysis of a modern computer system are the basic
resources for the advantages listed below:

C Gain in time

C Data completeness and consistency

C Data safety and reproduceability

C Fast and versatile data analysis and documentation

C Increased controllability and clarity in testing

CONCEPT

The concept of the described computerized check-out and analysis system had to be
adjusted to a large number of prerequisites, which are summarized below:

C Locality considerations

C testing on site without removal of transducers and in different workshops

- testing inside and outside the controlled area (contamination problems)

- no central cabling of all measuring points

C Measuring requirements

- pressure range to cover: 0 to 205 bar (2973 PSI)

- accuracy of the test method better than 0.1 %

- test cycle time below 10 minutes



C Organizational aspects

- direct data access up to 10 years in the past

- data protection with respect to
- manipulation
- interchange
- loss

- manual data sampling in the case of system failure

- independence of test and data analysis

To reconcile these requirements the basic approach followed was splitting of the check-out
system in two parts

C STATIONARY SYSTEM

C MOBILE SYSTEM

The STATIONARY SYSTEM is the system administrator and information center.
Additionally, it provides all the tools for data analysis and documentation. It allows
longterm data storage on removable-media disks, printing of test reports, and graphical
representation of selected data.

The MOBILE SYSTEM is the proper test device. It is set up by three components -
pressure controller, interface, and microcomputer - the whole being assembled on a
moveable wagon which allows on site testing of the transducers. Because of its modular
set-up, it is easily dismantled into portable units to surmount obstacles like steps and
crooked corridors. On the other side, modularity is necessary for the exchange of the
controller unit to adapt the measuring apparatus to different pressure ranges.
The number of MOBILE SYSTEMS, which are stand-alone devices, in a nuclear power
plant is at the choice of the user according to his needs and environment conditions.

Data transmission between MOBILE and STATIONARY SYSTEM is accomplished via
magnetic tape cartridges. Each terminal is equipped with a dual-drive cartridge subsystem
which allows an easy and reliable data interchange. Installing terminals of the
STATIONARY SYSTEM in the controlled area removes the problem of handling possibly
contaminated tape cartridges as no cartridge has ever to leave this aera.



The concept includes the possibility of online communication between MOBILE and
STATIONARY SYSTEM. This would require cabling of all measuring points in the plant
to a central place.

In figure 1 a schematic view of the described concept is shown.

SYSTEM SET-UP

Measuring technique

The principle of a test procedure is to provide the candidate with different, accurately
known reference pressures between 0 and 100 % of its nominal value, to record the
corresponding output signals of the transducer, and to determine at each measuring point
the deviation error. After completion of a test run, the hysteresis of the recorded curve is
evaluated.

Reference pressures for values up to 172 bar (2500 PSI) are generated using high-
precision manometers built by RUSKA Instrument Corporation, USA. To achieve the
required overall accuracy of 0.1 % over the whole pressure range different controllers have
to be used - one device up to 400 mbar (5 PSI), 2 bar (29 PSI), 10 bar (145 PSI) and
172 bar (2500 PSI) respectively. Pressures above this range are checked with a special
High-Pressure Test Unit which is based on a piston manometer manufactured by
DESGRANGES & HUTH, France. The pressure supply for RUSKA manometers is
achieved by compressed air. The High-Pressure System uses a special liquid (Deionat)
which is pumped into the pressure tubes.

Controller and transducer are connected to an interface which is developed by Schoppe &
Faeser, a daughter company of Hartmann & Braun, West Germany. It integrates the
necessary control logic, A/D-Converter, and Digital Voltmeter to measure, display, and
process the transducer and controller signals. It is equipped with a keyboard and LED
display to set manually selected reference pressures and to show measured values.

There is an electric and a pneumatic connection between transducer and MOBILE
SYSTEM. A special box, which is mounted close to cacti transducer, yields the required
electric signals - output current (0 - 20 mA), supply voltage, and optionally, a coded bit
pattern which unambiguously identifies the location where the transducer is installed. A
hosepipe with snap closure provides the pressure transmission between controller and
transducer.

The interface is controlled by a microcomputer PDP 11/23 using an IEEE-488 bus
communication in a master/slave relationship.



Figure 2 pictures the MOBILE SYSTEM for pressures up to 172 bar (2500 PSI) consisting
of the three components microcomputer, interface, and RUSKA manometer. The RUSKA
controller can be seen at the bottom of the wagon.

Computer Systems

The MOBILE SYSTEM is equipped with a micoromputer PDP 11/23 with 256 kB
memory which is fully integrated in a VT103 terminal. A dual-drive front loading cartridge
tape subsystem is mounted within the terminal, one drive being loaded with the system-
cartridge, the other taking the cartridge for the test data. Each magnetic tape cartridge has
a capacity of 256 kB.
When the system is switched on, the memory resident operating system RSX-11S and all
test programs are loaded automatically into memory.

In addition to the IEEE-488 interface, linking computer and measuring apparatus, the PDP
11/23 has two serial asynchronous lines to connect a printing device and optionally, to
communicate with the STATIONARY SYSTEM.

The standard VT100 keyboard has been modified with labeled operating keys which allow
the operator in charge of the test to proceed, to stop testing or to retrieve information. In
each phase of the test, the system informs the user about actually valid operating keys.

Figure 3 shows the part of the keyboard with the operating keys.

In figure 4, a schematic view of the MOBILE SYSTEM is given.

The STATIONARY SYSTEM consists of a PDP 11/24 with 256 kB memory, two
removable 10 MB disk cartridges, an optional number of terminals with integrated
cartridge tape drives and a 180 cps printer. The systems support graphics facilities.

Installing at least one terminal in the controlled area allows the transfer of test data to the
central data file, regardless of a possible contamination of the corresponding cartridge.

The operating system of the STATIONARY SYSTEM is RSX-11M.



SYSTEM OPERATION

Four different phases describe the operation of the check-out system:

C Preparatory measures

C Preparation of the check procedure

C Test run

C Analysis of test data

To get started some preparatory steps are required to provide the system with the
necessary basic information about measuring points and transducers, the status of the stock
of spare transducers as well as parameters for test protocols and user passwords. A menu-
driven organization assures easy handling of system parameters, each dialogue being
supported by HELP-forms containing information about input formats and the background
of the actual operation. All input to the system is checked for internal consistency and
completeness.

Test runs are initialized in the STATIONARY SYSTEM by writing all information needed
by the MOBILE SYSTEM during the test phase on magnetic tape cartridge. For each
measuring point the permanent data block and if available, the characteristic data of the
predecessor test are recorded. Magnetic tape cartridges have a capacity of 256 kB which
allows recording the data of up to 150 transducers on one tape.

During the test procedure the system asks the tester to perform the appropriate actions
according to the actual test phase, e.g. connect/disconnect electric or pneumatic lines,
identify the test candidate or spare transducer on screen etc. Certain steps have to be
confirmed by the user by pressing the ‘Acknowledge Key’:
If alternate actions are permissible, the valid operating keys are shown on the keypad of
the video screen.
The status of each individual test run - test finished normally, test cancelled, transducer
calibrated or replaced etc. - is recorded on tape and may be displayed with a tape index
protocol.

The analysis phase starts by reading-in the magnetic tape cartridge on a terminal of the
STATIONARY SYSTEM thus transferring all new test data to the central data base on
disk. Henceforth, test protocols may be printed, the data can be statistically analysed and
plotted in curve-like or bar-chart representation on a graphics screen.



At any time information retrieval functions are at the disposition of the user. Here, different
selection and sorting criteria may be applied for printout.
After a complete data transfer cartridge - disk, the cartridge is marked free for further
recording.

A special procedure is initiated if the system detects an exchange of transducers during the
read-in phase of cartridges. The identifier of the new transducer is checked for consistency
with global system data, the presence of this identifier in the inventory list if looked up
and, if found, it is automatically crossed out. A user dialogue is started with the purpose of
freeing the characteristic data of the replaced transducer. Before final deletion of these
data, statistical and protocol functions are enabled to allow trackkeeping of the history of
exchanged specimens.

Periodically or after adding a substantial set of new test data, the user will initialize a copy
run to save the actual data file to a back-up removeable disk-cartridge.

Figure 5 shows a scheme of the different operation phases.

Figure 6 and 7 - the main-menues of STATIONARY and MOBILE SYSTEM - and figure
8 and 9 - graphic representations of selected data - serve as an illustration of the
possibilities of the described check-out system.



Fig. 1  Configuration Scheme of the Check-Out-System



Fig. 2   RUSKA Check-Out Wagon



Fig. 3   Keyboard Functions



Fig. 4  Configuration of the Mobile System



Fig. 5  Operation Phases of the Check-Out-System



Fig. 6  Menu Stationary System

Fig. 7  Menu Mobile System



Fig. 8  Characteristic Curve Deviation

Fig. 9  Maximum Hysteresis



A METHOD FOR OBTAINING REAL TIME RECOVERY
VEHICLE DATA

Dean L. Diebel
Recovery Systems Instrumentation Branch

Code 6421
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China Lake, CA 93555

ABSTRACT

In the development and design of parachutes, select data parameters are required for
evaluation. These parameters give the designer dynamic information in actual
environments providing stress, load, and glide ratio information. At present this
information (altitude, rate of descent, total velocity, acceleration, dynamic pressure and
attitude), is obtained by the use of space positioning methods. Meterological data, used to
calculate some of these parameters, are obtained from rawinsonde balloons which are
launched one half to two hours before and after the drop test. Typical combined data
accuracies are on the order of plus or minus f ive percent with most of these errors being
ascribed to the fact that the weather data is not taken at the time of the test and
atmospheric conditions change rather quickly during the morning hours when the tests are
typically done. A method has been developed which will measure meterological data real
time. Direct measurements are taken via transducers ie. pressure, acceleration, attitude,
temperature and humidity. These transducers are combined in the microprocessor circuitry
to obtain final data prior to solid state recording or transmission.

This paper will describe the methods and justifications for pursuing a different type of data
gathering system.

INTRODUCTION

The present method of data gathering involves space positioning methods and rawinsonde
weather balloons. As an example, Cinetheodolite cameras are spaced about the drop zone
and operate at two frames to five frames per second. These cameras provide space
positioning information from which much of the recovery vehicle data is obtained.
Typically data is between one and eight feet of altitude up to an altitude of fifty thousand
feet. Velocity data is generally +/- 10 feet per second (20% off at 50 ft/sec descent).
Meterological information is gained by the releasing of rawinsonde balloons usually



released before and after the drop test and the results are averaged. Accuracy is within
about 3.1 percent for temperature and relative humidity when applied to the calculation of
air density and 1.6 percent when applied to the ciculation of total velocity (see Table 1).

Problems exist in that space positioning methods such as Cinetheodolite cameras give
velocities with respect to earth, while for recovery system deployment purposes, velocity
with respect to the relative wind is important. On board deployment decisions with respect
to velocity are difficult to intiate which hampers the test capability of the system.
Meterological information is not taken at the time of the test which introduces inaccuracies
into the data. Since meterological information is used to calculate total velocity it is
preferable that these measurements be taken on board the vehicle to enhance the decision
making capabilitles of the recovery vehicle.

It is because of the above problems that an on board real time system for acquiring data is
being researched.

PRESENT SYSTEM UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Figure I depicts, in block form, the present system being developed. Applicable
transducers are interfaced with the necessary signal conditioning to provide low noise
outputs for microprocessor circuitry and telemetry circuits. With this system, on board
measurements, calculation and updating of information can be accomplished within the
recovery vehicle. Transducers comprise the front end of the system from which the
following parameters are derived (see Table II). These are generally off the shelf items.
Pressure altitude is derived by measuring pressure both at the surface and at altitude. The
differential equation for a standard atmosphere:

(1)

(2)

and finally reduces to useful form:

(3)

Z = the pressure altitude
P = the atmospheric pressure at altitude
Po = the atmospheric pressure corrected to sea level. K can be precalculated and stored in
the microprocessor memory circuits for future recall during the drop test, see Table III. For
pressure measurement a static plezoresistive absolute pressure transducer was chosen.



Qualities such as fast risetime ( 20 microseconds or less which was emphasized due to the
high anticipated free fall velocity of some of the recovery vehicles), low hysteresis and
high repeatability were concentrated upon. Rate of descent velocity after canopy
deployment (Vz) is the derivative,

(4)

which is obtained from the static pressure transducer within a time interval. A difference in
pressure altitude is stored in the microprocessor during a programmed time interval, Vz is
calculated on board and raw data is telemetered to the ground. After a time interval, Vz is
again updated. Acceleration in any axis is measured directly by a triaxial accelerometer.
This information is important in measuring “g” loading especially during line stretch and
opening shock. Total velocity (Vt) Is obtained by measuring dynamic pressure (q) and
calculating air density (D) where

(5)

Since recovery system deployments are initiated with reference to a particular airspeed, Vt
is an important decision making parameter, and is also important in that it gives velocity
with respect to air not ground. Dynamic pressure (q) is directly measured by a differential
pressure transducer housed in a pitot-static system. Dynamic pressure measurements will
be applied both to pre recovery system deployment and average rate of descent after
complete deployment. Table IV gives some comparative data for Vt and q at constant D.
Air density (D) is derived from temperature, pressure and relative humidity. These three
contributors to the calculation of air density can be measured directly by on board
transducers. Air density is derived as follows:

(6)

P = static pressure
Tv = virtual temperature which is dependent on absolute temperature (Tk in Kelvin), static
atmospheric pressure (P In millibars), and water vapor pressure (E) then:

(7)

(8)



Tc   = degrees centigrade
RH = percent relative humidity
then E and Tv can be combined with 348.38 P/Tv to obtain:

(9)

This gives air density (D) in units of grams per cubic meter. Multiplying D by
6.242621 @ 10-5 gives weight density in units of pounds per cubic foot or multiplying P by
1.940510103 @ 10-6 gives mass density in units of slugs per cubic foot. Temperature will be
measured by a platinum transducer element for fast risetime capabilities and relative
humidity will be gathered by a capacitive thin film element which has a fast risetime along
with reusability. Canopy-load system oscillation is measured directly by a pair of attitude
gyroscopes which will be telemetered directly for information storage in the ground
computer.

ERROR CONTRIBUTIONS

The major contributor to error in the system is the transducer itself. Microprocessor error
is minor (on the order of 1 part in 64000 or .0015%). Pressure transducer errors are
expected to be at a maximum of .5% f rom 0-200 F before calibration. Table V gives an
example of pressure altitude error and error contribution from each constituent, derived
from an initial measurement error. Error in pressure measurement, therefore, will be the
major factor of error in calculation of air density, pressure altitude and rate of descent.
Total error for the system is expected to be plus or minus three percent of stated values or
better, This is reasonable since recent tests have netted an accuracy within +/- .1% for the
transducer.

SYSTEM ADVANTAGES

Advantages in developing an onboard data meaurement system include:  better accuracy
(minimum +/- 3%), much lower cost of approximately $1000.00 per test instead of
$5000.00 - $7000.00 per test. The ability of the system to make deployment decisions
based on real time data inputs, decisions which are based on air data and not ground data,
immediate automatic data reduction, and redundancies which are built into the system in
the event of a failure. On board solid state data recorders will further enhance system
accuracy with telemetry also serving a redundancy role in case of recovery system failure.



CONCLUSION

In considering a different approach to recovery vehicle data aquisition, cost reduction and
higher accuracies are primarily important. For deployment initiation purposes, gathering
data with respect to air is a primary goal which serves to keep real world conditions in
mind. At this writing tests have been initiated on the pressure transducers for hysteresis,
repeatability, temperature effects and accuracy of reading. Initial results have been quite
favorable and further development will continue through a four year program (completion
1986).

Table I.

Air density/total velocity % error is based on weather data obtained over a time period
during the fall and winter months for a typical clear test day.

Meterological data (N.O.A.A.)

Time Pressure Temperature Relative humidity Air density Error diff.

0800 946.19 mb 3.89EC 60% 1187.53 9/m3

3.1%

1000 948.45 mb 13.3EC 37% 1150.90 g/m3

Total velocity

Time Air density Total velocity Error diff.

0800 1187.53 g/m3 51.67 ft/sec

1.6%

1000 1150.90 g/m3 52.49 ft/sec



Table II.

Required individual parameters determined by on board recovery vehicle measurements.

Relation Function of Nomenclature Units

1.   Altitude P z Feet

2.   Rate of descent dz/dt )P Vz Feet/sec

3.   Acceleration Direct A Feet/sec2

4.   Total velocity D and q VJ Feet/sec
       before deployment

5.   Dynamic pressure Direct q Lb/ft2 or lb/in2

6.   Static pressure Direct P mb(for calc)

7.   Density (for 348.38 P/Tv Tc, P, RH D Slugs/ft3

       calculating Vt)

8.   Temperature Direct Tc EC
        (celsius)

9.   Humidity Direct RH %

10. Attitude Direct EN from
incident



Table III.

Variation of K with respect to altitude Z.

Z feet K @ 10-55
100 3.617

1,000 3.627
2,000 3.639
3,000 3.651
4,000 3.665
5,000 3.677
6,000 3.691
7,000 3.704
8,000 3.717
9.000 3.730

10,000 3.740
20,000 3.889
30,000 4.048
40,000 4.219
50,000 4.336
60,000 4.414



TABLE IV.

Dynamic pressure with respect to air velocity at constant density.

D = 1.89 @ 10-5 in units of slug/ft in2 [0.08709 lb/ft3 ÷ 32 ft/s2 ÷ 144 in2 /ft2

V is in units of feet per second

q is dynamic pressure in units of pounds per square inch

where

V ft/s q lb/in2

15 2.13 @ 10-3

20 3.78 @ 10-3

50 2.36 @ 10-2

100 9.45 @ 10-2

200 3.78 @ 10-11
300 8.51 @ 10-1

400 1.51
500 2.36
600 3.40
700 4.63
800 6.05

1100 (Mach 1) 11.44



FIGURE 1
Block diagram of the recovery vehicle measurement system.



Table V

This table represents pressure altitude error with the values:

P = 13.2 psia (pressure at altitude)
Po = 14.7 psia (sea level pressure)
K = 3.64699 @ 10-5 (constant)
Z = altitude

where

Percent error in altitude is calculated from a percent error in pressure at altitude, the
percent error in pressure at sea level, or the percent error in the calculation of the constant
(K). This is initialized from a percent error in transducer measurement. Total error is the
root sum of the square of p, po & K thus giving the worst case in that percent error area.

Transducer P % of Po % of K % of Z
measurement % error total error % error total error % error total error % total error

% error

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.1 -0.928 47.45 0.928 47.45 -0.1 5.10 1.32
0.1 0.928 47.44 -0.928 47.44 0.1 5.11 1.32
0.25 -2.32 47.45 2.32 47.45 -0.25 5.10 3.29

-0.25 2.33 47.44 -2.33 47.44 0.25 5.11 3.30
0.50 -4.63 47.45 4.63 47.45 -0.50 5.09 6.56

-0.50 4.66 47.44 -4.66 47.44 0.50 5.12 6.61
0.75 -6.94 47.46 6.94 47.46 -0.74 5.09 9.84

-0.75 6.99 47.44 -6.99 47.44 0.76 5.12 9.91
1.00 -9.24 47.46 9.24 47.46 -0.99 5.08 13.10

-1.00 9.34 47.43 -9.34 47.43 1.01 5.13 13.25



COMPANDER CIRCUITS IMPROVE
TRANSDUCER DATA QUALITY
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ABSTRACT

AC-coupled transducers such as crystal accelerometers and microphones can produce a
large dynamic range of signals, but the expected level from such devices in an actual test
situation may be difficult to predict. Use of compander circuits intended for telephone and
“hi-fi” systems can increase dynamic range and accuracy of the signals from such devices
and reduce noise at low levels and clipping at the top of the range. Companders
(COMPressor plus expANDER) can be used in single- or double-ended modes depending
on the data requirements. They do introduce predictable artifacts of their own, but many of
these can be removed.

INTRODUCTION

An analog telemetry channel of typical audio bandwidth (3 KHz or wider) has a signal-to-
noise ratio of about 100:1, or 40 dB. Some AC transducers, notably crystal accelerometers
and microphones, produce signals over a considerably greater dynamic range. In such
instances, channel gain is either set so that low-level signals are strong enough in
amplitude to be seen above the channel noise, in which case large signals are clipped; or
the channel gain is set so as not to overload on peaks, in which case the output will be
buried in noise a substantial portion of the time. In digital systems, dynamic range can be
increased to almost any extent desired by using more bits of resolution, but a 14-bit signal
of fairly wide frequency response may not be compatible with the rest of the telemetry
system.

THE COMPANDER

The term “compander” comes from the combination of two words–COMPressor and
expANDER. The compressor varies its gain to the incoming signal as a function of the
amplitude of that signal so that signals with peak-to-peak levels below the capacity of the
channel are increased in amplitude; the expander reverses the process and restores the
dynamic range of the original signal. Since noise is a constant fraction of the channel



capacity, noise is effectively reduced when low-level signals are transmitted, which is
exactly the point when noise would be most evident. As an example, consider a system in
which noise is 1% of the channel capacity, peak-to-peak. A signal of 100% capacity
amplitude would have 1% noise–barely obvious (Figure 1). A 10 % of capacity signal, on
the other hand, can have 10% perturbation on it under the same conditions, as seen in
Figure 2. A 1% of capacity signal would be equal in amplitude to the noise, as seen in
Figure 3. On the other hand, if the 1 % signal were fed through a 2:1 compressor (where a
2-dB decrease in amplitude at the input causes a 1-dB difference in the output), the 1%
signal would occupy 10% of the channel range as transmitted, thus reducing noise by a
factor of ten, or back to the quality of the signal of Figure 2, a tenfold improvement in
quality.

Compander systems have been in use for over fifty years, generally to solve the problem
that transducers present. In sound film in 1929, for example, signal-to-noise was limited to
about 20 dB, so for sound effects to be audible at all, they were necessarily recorded at a
louder than normal level. To compensate for this, in playback a circuit was used that
increased the gain of the playback amplifier for louder signals. The overall effect was to
restore the dynamics of the original input signals. While system noise increases when the
gain is turned up for full-modulation signals, the increased noise is masked by the stronger
signal itself.

While telemetry system requirements do not generate the business volume necessary for
production of integrated circuits (ICs) for the specific use of telemetry, a variety of the
IC’s now available are general enough in nature that they may easily be adapted to
telemetry uses. Some of these circuits can provide adjustable attack and release times,
bandwidths that can extend to several hundred kilohertz, and operation on single,
unregulated power supplies. Manufacturers of suitable integrated circuits include Signetics,
Exar, Motorola, National Semiconductor, and Plessey, just to name the most common.

WHY NOW?

While the advantages of companders have been recognized for over 50 years, gain-control
circuits had a few disadvantages. The tube count is obviously no longer a consideration,
but several other problems plagued early designs. In systems where the gain-control
element involved a light bulb shining on a photoresistor (Figure 4), nonlinearity of the
brightness of the bulb with respect to input voltage made the compression and expansion
ratios variable; worse, they changed from day to day as temperature varied and the bulbs
aged. On systems using variable-gain tube stages (Figure 5), a change in gain-control
voltage changed the plate voltage, introducing an audible “thump” in the output, which
could only be partially corrected by use of a balanced stage. Integrated circuitry, on the
other hand, allows creation of linear gain-controlled amplifiers with balanced stages



matched well enough that DC shift can be reduced to essentially nothing. A number of
integrated circuits have been produced that provide the gain-control function, and even one
or two complete compressors or expanders have been produced by several manufacturers.
None of these devices are intended specifically for telemetry uses, but a number of them
can be used in telemetry circuits to great advantage.

OTHER SYSTEMS

A number of other systems are used to provide dynamic range expansion in audio and
video systems. While their use in communication equipment and consumer hi-fi systems
are similar and perhaps produce even better results for specific uses, most would not be
suitable for telemetry applications. The other systems are described below, for comparison
purposes only; and their differences are noted:

dbx [Always written in small letters]–A compression/expansion system based on use of
the RMS value of the signal for gain control. RMS values correspond better to
perceived loudness than rectified average levels, but channel capacity is defined in
terms of hard limits. Hence, RMS-controlled gain circuits would tend to clip when
near maximum amplitude, especially with non-symmetrical waveforms. Some
implementations of dbx also involve pre-emphasis of high-frequency components
with a corresponding de-emphasis at the receive end. Compression ratio is usually
2:1 or 3:1. The dbx system is used in audio tape and disc systems, and on the
stereo and foreign-language subcarrier on US television (FCC action on 28 March
1984).

Dolby systems–Actually three systems. Dolby A splits the audio spectrum into four
bands, with separate compression on each. Dolby B and C, used in consumer
equipment, operate on high- and midband frequencies only. In all cases,
compression occurs only above some specific threshold, thus a calibration of the
threshold point must accompany any transmission of recording. Because the Dolby
systems are defined for audio systems, they are not defined outside the audio
frequency range.

Limiting (and “soft-knee” limiting) systems–Limiting systems are made in such a way
as to be linear to the input signal up to some threshold where the compression ratio
changes abruptly or gradually (thus in the latter case the expression “soft knee”).
The purpose of limiting is to prevent signals of the greatest magnitude from
clipping when sent through the channel and thus allow gain to be greater for small
signals. While dynamic range restoration is possible up to the point that the
compression is infinite, tracking problems make such reconstruction inaccurate. A
commercial example of such a technique is the CBS’s CX system.



TELEMETRY USES

In a normal telemetry scenario, a wideband transducer (often a crystal accelerometer) is
connected to a wideband data channel. This data channel may be a voltage-controlled
oscillator, or a group of supercommutated pulse-amplitude modulation or pulse-code
modulation multiplexer inputs. In the ground station, the recovered signal from the
transducer is generally not displayed directly as a chart recording, which would often be
meaningless, but rather fed to a spectral plotter such as a vibralizer to produce a plot of
spectral density versus time. In post-event analysis, a computer program operates on the
data to show power spectral density at specific times as selected by the data analyst. In
either case, the spectral distribution of the data is of the same or greater importance than
the overall magnitude of the data. Consequently, a transducer signal compressed in
dynamic range for transmission need not necessarily be re-expanded on the ground to be of
use. In post-processing, magnitude information may be calculated and re-inserted by the
computer program that calculates and displays power spectral density, so long as the
compression ratio is known and finite. [If an infinite compression ratio were used,
magnitude would not be recoverable for roughly the same reason that division by zero is a
mathematical absurdity.]

If restoration of dynamic range is desired, an outboard expander must be provided between
the ground station data distributor and display/processing equipment. The ground station
expander can be–but is not necessarily–the same type of IC as used for compression on the
sending end, but in any event must match the sending compressor in compression ratio and
attack and release time.

ATTACK/RELEASE TIME CONSIDERATIONS

Since the gain of the compressor is controlled by the compressor’s input voltage, it follows
that the gain change caused is not instantaneous. The output of a compressor with an input
sinewave burst is shown in Figure 6.

The output of an expander to a similar burst is shown in Figure 7. If–and only if–the attack
time constants of the compressor and expander are the same, and assuming the first part of
the input waveform is not clipped by the nature of the channel between compressor and
expander, the sinewave burst is reproduced without gain distortion at the expander output.
If attack time and release time are independently variable, they would likewise be required
to be identical. Attack time for audio circuits is generally set at about 50 ms
–approximately the syllabic rate in human speech, but any rate could be used so long as no
significant distortion of the lowest frequencies present is produced. [Too rapid a response
time will decrease low-frequency response by rounding off waveforms with a control
voltage containing the data signal itself.] Some compander circuits, such as the Signetics



SE 574, allow independent adjustment of attack and release time, which can be
advantageous with certain types of signals.

If the signal level of an input is likely to change radically, or if operation close to the
maximum of the channel is anticipated for a substantial portion of the time, it should be
considered that the channel capacity may be exceeded, and thus clipping might occur,
when the signal momentarily exceeds the channel capacity and before the gain-control
circuit has had time to react. Such a situation is shown in Figure 8. This distortion will be
passed through to the output and is not easily removed. A spectral plot of a clipped signal
will show harmonics not actually present in the original, and possibly intermodulation
products if more than one frequency was present in the original. These effects are
transitory, however, and do not effect a search for resonances, for example, in the data.

CONCLUSIONS

Advances in the art of integrated circuits, and demand for gain-control devices by other
types of users make possible inclusion of such circuits to increase dynamic range of certain
types of AC signals encountered in some telemetry systems. Dynamic range increases of
up to a factor of four can be obtained with manageable side effects. Little or no ground
station modification is required for some uses. As a result of all these considerations, the
use of companding is likely to see greater use in future telemetry system designs.
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FIGURE 1.  Sinewave With 1% Noise.

FIGURE 2.  Sinewave With 10% Noise.

FIGURE 3.  Sinewave With 100% noise.



FIGURE 4.  Photoresistive Compressor and Expander.

FIGURE 5.  Tube-Type Gain-Control Stage.

FIGURE 6.  Compressor Response to Sinewave Burst.



FIGURE 7.  Expander Response to Sinewave Burst.

FIGURE 8.  Clipping Due to Channel Limits.
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When the military and civilian space systems of the future are launched from earth, they
will probably talk to us–and each other–over laser beams. Why lasers? A laser
communications (lasercom) system presents many challenges to the dominance of
microwave communications. First, there is capacity. Lasercom systems have already
demonstrated gigabit-per-second transmission rates in both laboratory and aircraft-to-
ground tests. And even higher data throughput rates, rates unmatchable by microwave
systems, appear feasible for carrying the huge amounts of data generated by space
systems.

Then there is security. Because of their tightly focused communications beam, lasercom
systems provide inherent protection against jamming and eavesdropping. This highly
collimated beam makes possible a third advantage–communication over vast distances. For
example, lasers appear ideal for handling communications with deep-space probes.

Furthermore, the physical parameters of lasercom systems add another advantage. Because
laser light consists of shorter wavelengths than microwaves, a tightly focused beam can be
produced by a transmitting telescope, a unit a full order of magnitude smaller than the
microwave antenna needed for an RF system with comparable performance. To the people
integrating a communication system into a satellite, this means a significantly simpler job.
And with weight and cargo space always at a premium in spacecraft, lasercom systems get
even more points over their microwave competition.

For space-based laser communications to become viable, some tough challenges.in
electrooptical technology must be met. Major issues include pointing accuracy, component
lifetime, system simplicity and system costs.

“Pinpoint aiming accuracy” is no exaggeration for a system that must deliver a tightly
focused laser beam to a receiver tens of thousands of kilometers away. Specifically, this



pointing accuracy must be on the order of microradians, a level only achievable by a
cooperative, closed-looped pointing and tracking technique. Thus, acquisition of the
receiving satellite and establishment of closed-loop fine tracking are technologies that are
critical to lasercom systems.

The lifetime of the components comprising the system is also crucial, since the lasercom
system may have to operate unattended for five years or more. The extensive development
of long-lived electro-optical components and the use of redundancy to eliminate single-
point failure areas are just two of the ways planned to extend the life of lasercom systems.
Advanced technology is also being used to reduce the size, weight and power burdens of
lasercom systems to further increase their attractiveness in space. For example, if
semiconductor lasers can be used instead of optically pumped lasers, such as
neodymium:YAG, system burden will be reduced.

The cost of system development and deployment, while not directly a technology issue, is
still of supreme importance to potential users of space laser communications systems. It
will naturally be high for the first operational systems, but can be expected to decrease for
subsequent systems and should eventually be comparable to microwave communication
links.

THE BUILDING BLOCKS:  LASERS

The major elements of a lasercom system include the laser, telescope, optical system,
detector subassembly and signal processing electronics.

Various lasers have been considered for such systems, but most of them present problems.
Flashlamp-pumped Nd:YAG lasers, for example, fall short because of the insufficient
lifetime of existing flashlamps. Another candidate, the sun-pumped Nd:YAG laser, boasts
long-lifetime and free pumping energy but will have to overcome several burdens: a large
solar concentrating mirror, stringent gimbal requirements to keep the sun on the mirror,
and the need to maintain the satellite within the view of the sun.

Another option is use of a semiconductor laser array using coherent or incoherent beam
combining techniques. This, however, would require higher power and better beam quality
than current laser diodes can deliver.

Actually, the solution to the laser problem may lie in a combination of lasers - the semi-
conductor-laser-pumped Nd:YAG lasers such as the one now under development at
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics. This approach promises high reliability, comparatively
low weight and power requirements, and the potentially excellent beam quality of the
Nd:YAG laser. A Nd:YAG laser pumped by an array of gallium-arsenide lasers would



experience a “graceful” drop in performance over its lifetime as individual laser diodes
failed but the rest of the array kept operating. In contrast, failure of the flashlamp in a
flashlamp-pumped system would result in catastrophic failure.

A variety of equipment would be used in conjunction with a laser-diode-pumped Nd:YAG
lasercom system. To ensure overlap of the laser diode emission wavelength and the
wavelength of the Nd:YAG absorption peak, the temperature of the array would need to be
maintained within a few degrees. Also, an intracavity element would be included to make
possible frequency doubling, cavity dumping or modelocking. One possible configuration
would have three arrays, each with a heat sink, arranged radially around the Nd:YAG laser
rod, which also has a heat sink.

A modelocked laser produces a train of laser pulses about 0.2nsec in duration at a
repetition rate between a few hundred million pulses per second and one billion pulses per
second. Switching to a cavity-dumped laser may produce more powerful laser pulses of
25nsec duration at several thousand pulses per second. Since modulation schemes permit
transmission of two to six bits per laser pulse, modelocking can be used for data rates on
the order of gigabits per second, while cavity dumping is limited to megabits per second.

Engineers at The Aerospace Corporation have been pursuing the design of a diode-pumped
Nd:YAG laser for communications, concentrating on several key areas. These include the
wavefront quality of the output laser beam, output power improvement to the level needed
for intersatellite communication and the wavelength stability of the diode array.

TELESCOPE AND OPTICAL ASSEMBLY

The optical assembly consists of a series of lenses and mirrors to conduct the beam
between the laser and detector subassemblies and the telescope. With dozens of elements
involved, each piece in the assembly must have an optical quality of 0.01 to 0.02 wave for
the telescope to be able to generate a diffraction-limited beam. Also, beam steering mirror
reflectivities should be better than 99 percent and transmission loss for any optical element
should be less than one percent.

After passing through the optical assembly, a beam would be expanded and collimated for
transmission by a Cassegrain telescope with a paraboloidal mirror and a smaller convex
secondary mirror. This same telescope could collect and concentrate the incoming laser
beam for reception by detectors. To produce diffraction-limited performance, it must yield
an exit beam with a wavefront quality of better than 0.1 wave rms. At wavefront values
substantially in excess of this value, excessive beam divergence with a reduction in the far-
field pattern on-axis power occurs, and sidelobes may be generated. These factors may 



preclude successful transmission due to insufficient laser power at the receiver or
difficulties in the closed-loop pointing and tracking.

Further elaboration on the optical assembly depends on the choice between a dual-
wavelength and a single-wavelength system. To isolate the transmission and reception
channels if both use the same wavelength, right-hand and left-hand circular polarizations
can be used for the incoming and outgoing beams, respectively. Since the isolation
between the two beams must be greater than 106, any mixing of polarizations (i.e.,
conversion of the left-hand to right-hand polarization) due to the multiple-layer dielectric
coatings in the optical train must be avoided.

In anticipation of this problem, the Optical Systems Department at The Aerospace
Corporation performed an analysis on the effects of contamination and layer thickness
errors in multilayer dielectric stacks. Our results showed that a one-percent random error
in layer thickness will create an approximately two-degree differential phase retardation
between the s (perpendicular) and p (parallel) waves. Thus, dielectric coatings with the
few-degree-or-less differential phase retardation required by common-wavelength
lasercom systems must use state-of-art fabrication techniques.

CODING INFO FOR COMMUNICATIONS

In laser communications, pulse position modulation (PPM) is a popular signaling scheme
for transmission of digital data. As with any digital link, performance evaluation of the
system is based on the bit error probability. In some systems, error correction coding may
be used to improve performance. As the encoding methods used with PPM become more
complex, the corresponding error probability relations likewise become more difficult to
evaluate.

In standard PPM, binary data is sent in blocks of log2M bits by transmitting a laser pulse in
one of M time slots. The M slots constitute a modulation frame, and a data symbol is
defined by the position of the signal pulse within the frame. It is assumed that the signal
slot has average signal-plus-noise photon count (Ks + Kn ), and all other slots produce an
equivalent noise photon count of Kn. The probability that an incorrect signal slot produces
a count Kn that exceeds the signalling slot count is the probability of an incorrect decision.
A symbol error corresponds to deciding on an incorrect frame slot. Since each slot
corresponds to a binary word of log2M bits, the probability of a bit error can be determined
from the symbol error probability, which depends on Ks and Kn.

The Reed-Solomon block codes are convenient error-correcting codes for use on PPM
links. These are nonbinary codes that use a 2m member alphabet. When used on PPM
links, the Reed-Solomon alphabet size and the number of slots in the PPM frame is



equivalent to a Reed-Solomon code symbol. The code word length for a Reed-Solomon
code is equal to one less than the alphabet size; that is, n = 2m -1 = M-1. Out of the n
symbols in the code word, some number k will be information and the rest (n-k) will be
coding overhead. The number of symbol errors that the code can correct is proportional to
the code overhead and is given by E=(n-k)/2.

For coded PPM links using a Reed-Solomon code, the data is arranged in k symbol blocks
and then encoded into n symbol code words. Each word is then transmitted as successive
PPM frames.

The code can correct patterns of up to E symbol or frame errors (an incorrect decision as
to where the signal pulse occurs in each PPM frame) within the n-frame code word. If hard
decisions are made for each PPM frame, the code word error probability is only a function
of the number of frame errors that are made. This is known as hard decision decoding.

In soft decision decoding of coded PPM, the entire n-frame word is processed before any
decisions are made. The decoder integrates the energy over each allowable code symbol
sequence and compares for maximum. The correct sequence has signal energy from each
pulse slot in the path sequence. The most common errors will result from decisions
between the correct sequence and those that differ from the correct sequence in the
minimum number of symbols.

POINTING AND TRACKING

For pointing and tracking, a pyramid with reflective faces divides the received beam into
four separate beams, all of which land on a quadrant avalanche photodiode detector. As is
commonly done in quadrant detection, the outputs from the different quadrants are
compared to generate an error signal from which pointing error can be determined.
Accurate pointing and tracking can be maintained by driving the difference of the outputs
from the different quadrants to a null–i.e., by fine tuning the laser pointing.

Beam pointing itself is accomplished with mirrors rotated by piezoelectric transducers or
motor servomechanisms (torque motor beam steerers). The pointing error can be kept to
several microradians with a laser beam divergence of approximately ten microradians. This
corresponds to an error of 300 meters at a range of 80,000 kilometers for the position of
the centroid of the Gaussian beam. Adding the output from the quadrant photodiodes
yields the received communications signal. Thus, this subassembly can combine the
functions of pointing and tracking with those of the receiver.

Lasercom subsystems should also be capable of autonomous reacquisition if the pointing
lock-on is lost. They should be able to conduct totally autonomous acquisition of lasercom



satellites in alternate constellations and also to reestablish contact after a major orbit
maneuver of either the transmitting or receiving satellite. A computer simulation developed
at The Aerospace Corporation has shown that the proposed acquisition pointing and
tracking sequence meets satisfactory performance and sensitivity levels. However, some
issues in autonomous reacquisition remain to be scrutinized.

THE SURVIVABILITY QUESTION

Given the harsh environment and remoteness of space, survivability is a critical issue for a
lasercom system. The optical system must be sturdy enough to withstand the shock and
vibration of a Space Shuttle launch. Once in orbit, thruster products and outgassing from
lubricants and gaskets all can contaminate the optical system. This problem may be
alleviated by using a sealed optical system and a gimballed telescope with a solar rejection
window that also acts as a barrier against contaminants. In this case, contamination is
limited to deposition on the outside window.

The long-term space radiation environment existing beyond the Van Allen belts must also
be dealt with. Use of lenses made of cerium-doped glass or fused silica, shielding of
critical components, and rad-hardened electronics all help to counter this threat. Also, the
high off-axis rejection of the receiving telescope provides projection against aircraft and
ground-based jamming threats. To maximize reliability, component redundancy may be
engineered for all components except the structure and primary optical system.

The lasercom crosslinks soon to be realized in hardware are more than just an alternate
method to communicate between satellites. Next-generation lasercom systems now at the
developmental stage may provide an unprecedented capability for inherently secure,
survivable, jam-proof space communication at gigabit-per-second or higher data rates, all
of this in systems with reduced weight burden and power requirements. Alternative
applications of this technology will include satellite-to-submerged-submarine
communication and communication between two aircraft–for example, between a tanker
and fighter plane being refueled.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the architectural philosophy and the interaction between the DMSP
C3 ground system and the strategic and tactical users of DMSP imagery data. Some of the
ongoing activities relating to future enhancements and survivability are also explored. At
the present time, the ground systems Satellite Operations Center (SOC) has been installed
at Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska, and is supported by the two remote Command
Readout Stations (CRS’s) at Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington, and Loring Air Force
Base, Maine. All commanding, planning and telemetry processing is centralized at the
SOC. Backup and redundant subsystems and communications services are provided for
reliable operation plus there is an internet with the Air Force Satellite Control Facility
(AFSCF) for early orbit and anomaly support.

Introduction

DMSP is a space and ground-based system for collection of global environmental data and
its timely distribution to DOD and other Government agencies. The environmental data
consists of visible (V) and infrared (IR) cloud cover and other specialized meteorological
oceneographic and solar-geophysical information required to support worldwide DOD
operations.

DMSP is composed of the Space Segment (SS), the Command, Control and
Communications (C3) Segment and the User Segment (US). The principal function of the
SS is to continually acquire environmental data through its satellite sensors. This data is
stored onboard the satellite for delayed transmission to the C3 Segment. Subsequently, the
data is relayed to strategic elements of the US for processing and analysis. Real time
environmental data can also be transmitted to tactical elements of the US.



Harris Government Information Systems Division is the Prime contractor for the C3

Segment which consists of the Satellite Operations Center (SOC) and Command Readout
Stations (CRS’s). The Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) supports the C3

Segment with its Satellite Test Center (STC) and Remote Tracking Stations (RTS’s) for
launch and early orbit. The C3 Segment conducts all mission planning, generates real time
and stored program commands, provides computer memory uploads to the SS, and handles
telemetry acquisition, processing and post-pass analysis.

The US consists of Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC), the Navy Fleet
Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC), and the Tactical Terminals (Mark IV
Transportable Terminals and AN/SMQ-10 Shipbaord Receiving Terminals). The Tactical
Terminals receive DMSP mission data in real time. Although neither the AFGWC nor the
FNOC are DMSP agencies, both receive and process DMSP data.

AFGWC, located at Offutt Air Force Base in Omaha, Nebraska, is the primary strategic
user and distributor of DMSP data destined for the Air Force and Army. The FNOC,
located at Monterey, California, distributes DMSP data to the Navy and Marine Corps.
Both receive and process DMSP data in combination with meteorological, solar-
geophysical, and oceanographic observations from other sources and disseminate such
environmental information in various forms to the DOD and other Government agencies,
as required.

C3S Philosophy

The initial concept of the ground system design was developed by the Air Force and Harris
in 1978. To reduce manning at the CRS’s, the proposed design approach was to centralize
the C3S functions and to have the CRS’s relay data to/from the satellite without operator
intervention at those remote sites. This “bentpipe” concept required that backup modes of
operation, redundant communications services and redundant hardware be provided at the
centralized Satellite Operations Center (SOC). It was determined at a later date that
survivability of the ground system could be assured by providing a subset of the SOC
capability at one of the CRS’s. This local commanding subset was installed in 1983.

The “bentpipe” C3S concept for DMSP relies on leased communications services to
provide the command and telemetry interface between the SOC, the CRS’s, and other
support facilities. These leased services also provide the media for relay of the
environmental data to the AFGWC and FNOC users. The primary DMSP ground sites are
shown in Figure 1 and include the following:



Figure 1.

Site I (FAIR) located at Fairchild Air Force Base, Washington, and Site II (LIZA) at
Loring Air Force Base, Maine, are the two current CRS’s. These sites are used for direct
uplink and downlink communications with the DMSP satellites. Each CRS has two
antennas; one for satellite tracking and the other for Domestic Satellite (DOMSAT)
communications to the AFGWC, SOC, and FNOC. Planned upgrades may result in the
decommissioning of LIZA and the incorporation of the Thule Greenland RTS into the
DMSP network. Figure 2 shows the configuration of the Fairchild CRS.

Site III, located at Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska, ingests and preprocesses the
meteorological payload data for the atmospheric models on the computer systems at the
AFGWC as well as for hardcopy transparencies of weather worldwide. Input to Site III
also provides the communications interface between the DOMSAT terminal and the SOC.
This site is shown in Figure 3.

Site IV, located at Vandenburg Air Force Base, California, is the Payload Test Facility
(PTF). This site is used for telemetry processing during prelaunch testing and ascent.



Figure 2.

Figure 3.



Site V, located at Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska, is the SOC. This site provides the
planning, command, control, and Equipment Status Telemetry (EST) processing which is
required for spacecraft performance and health. It provides a centralized communications
center for all remote sites. Figure 4 illustrates the SOC.

Figure 4.

To back up the CRS’s, the DMSP communications network also uses the Remote
Tracking Stations (RTS’s) and the Satellite Tracking Center (STC) of the Air Force
Satellite Control Facility (SCF). The Hula Tracking Station (HTS) is a unique RTS in that
it has equipment dedicated to the support of DMSP.

All other RTS’s used in support of DMSP interface to the STC through the Defense
Communications Systems/Satellite Control Facility Interface System (DSIS) and then via
landlines to and from the SOC. The internet of these sites is shown in Figure 5.

As shown in the figure, the primary link from the SOC to the CRS’s is via the DOMSAT.
Command and telemetry data is transmitted over this link and then via the CRS’s RF links
to and from the DMSP satellites. The interface of meteorological data (or payload) from
the DMSP to the FNOC and AFGWC users is also via the DOMSAT. This link also
supports the SOC and CRS control functions including site status and command, echo and
voice communications as well as telemetry and payload data from the HTS.



FIGURE 5.

Meteorological and telemetry data are multiplexed at each CRS with site status data and a
digital voice channel into a single 3.072-megabit/second data stream. Site status, command
data, and digital voice are not contained in the HTS’s data stream. The channels from each
CRS and HTS site are uplinked to the DOMSAT and relayed to terminals located at the
AFGWC and FNOC. Although both the AFGWC and FNOC receive all the data contained
on all three channels, only the AFGWC has the proper interface to forward telemetry,
status, and voice data to the SOC.

The command channel from the SOC to the CRS’s is a single, time-division, multiplexed
channel that contains a composite of command, site control, and digital voice at a 230.4-
kilobit/second rate. The command data stream is code converted at each CRS to a form
usable by the DMSP satellite and is then uplinked to the spacecraft. Normal telephone
communication between the SOC and the two CRS’s is backed up by the satellite digital
voice links. The voice signals from the intercom at the SOC are converted into a 14.4-
kilobit/ second digital signal by a Continuously Variable Slope Detector (CVSD) voice
processor.



The digital signal is multiplexed into the 230.4-kilobit/second data stream. The
14.4-kilobit/second CVSD digital voice data stream is recovered at the CRS and
reconstructed into an analog output which is routed to each site’s intercom system. Voice
signals from the intercom at the CRS are digitized in a similar fashion and incorporated
into the 3.072-megabit/second satellite data stream which is transferred back through Site
III to the SOC. At the SOC, a demultiplexer recovers the 14.4-kilobit/second digital data
stream. The digital voice is again converted into an analog signal and routed to an
intercom.

The primary satellite communication links are backed up by terrestrial lines that are
capable of handling command data, low-rate telemetry data, site status, and command echo
data. The terrestrial lines do not provide backup for meteorological data communication to
Site III. Additional terrestrial lines are provided to other remote sites, including the PTF,
STC, and the DMSP Satellite Factory Site. All lines are designated as alternate voice/data
lines and have special switching equipment to remove the conditioning during voice
transmission.

Other facilities which internet with the C3S’s are:

FNOC, located in Monterey, California, receives DMSP meteorological data to provide
operational, oceanographic products and forecasts for the Department of the Navy.

AN/SMQ-10 Shipboard Receiver Terminals are designed for use aboard aircraft carriers.
This terminal is a complete satellite meteorological terminal that receives, processes, and
displays the DMSP environmental data.

The Mark IV Transportable Terminals are designed for worldwide tactical deployment.
This terminal automatically acquires and receives data from DMSP and NOAA satellites in
real time. Its image processing provides detailed weather analysis in an operational
environment.

SATELLITE OPERATIONS CENTER

The DMSP SOC is under the command of the Air Force Space Command’s 1000th
Satellite Operations Group (SOG). As the primary command and control site, the SOC has
the personnel and subsystems necessary to conduct all mission planning, command of the
spacecraft ingest of telemetry, and post-pass health and welfare analysis. An overview of
the functions of the SOG are shown in Figure 6.



Figure 6.

• Operational Concept

Operational control of the DMSP (Figure 7) is accomplished by transmitting command and
load data from the SOC via a commercial DOMSAT to a CRS. The CRS provides the real
time command and control interface to the DMSP satellites, collects telemetry and
meteorological (sensor) data from these satellites and relays it via the DONSAT to the
AFGWC and FNOC. The CRS normally operates in the “bentpipe” mode. The CRS’s
have the capability to simulataneously receive and record the telemetry and meteorological
data. Recorded data which is not relayed in real time is transmitted post-pass. At the
AFGWC, the meteorological data which is received from each CRS via the DOMSAT is
reconstructed and processed, and the composite telemetry sensor data is then sent to the
SOC where the telemetry data is separated from the meteorological data and processed.
The SOC planning, commanding, telemetry ingest, and post-pass analysis functions are
implemented in a multiprocessor network that interfaces with custom hardware and
commercial communications equipment. Figure 8 illustrates the network functions.



Figure 7.

• Mission Planning

Mission Planning encompasses all tasks associated with scheduling and generation of
control data for both the ground system and satellite operation. It synthesizes the user’s
scheduled data needs, accepts engineering requests for special satellite tests, and processes
satellite status information to create the operational data files necessary to control the
DMSP satellite system.



Figure 8.

The Mission Planning area receives requirements from users via the AFGWC for stored
and real time mission data. In addition, requirements and constraints on satellite operation
are received from the 1000 SOG Engineering Organization and from DMSP support
contractors. These requirements and operational constraints are then processed by PLANS
- the automated Mission Planning system which produces the operational data files used by
the Mission Commanding to control the DMSP satellites.

• Mission Commanding

Mission Commanding transmits and verifies commands and satellite memory loads,
updates spacecraft clocks, and monitors, in real time, selected telemetry parameters in
support of contingency commanding. Individual commands are uplinked at a rate of two
commands/second while the uplink of memory loads to execute commands outside of a
CRS visibility circle is handled at a rate of 80 commands/second. To uplink a command or
memory load, the commanding area formats and transfers the words to be uplinked to the
communication equipment which forwards them to the CRS for uplinking to the satellite.
The commanding area also provides for functional commanding by incorporating a



command expansion capability for use in constructing command sequences. This
functional commanding capability permits the command/control operators to view satellite
operations at a very high level. For instance, the functional command “Load and Verify
Ephemeris” is a collection of many individual spacecraft commands. The Commanding
operator can select different functional levels of display to view the transmission with
increased commanding detail. These command sequences can be transmitted at a specific
time (auto transmission mode) or when initiated by an operator (manual transmission
mode). In addition, the Commanding operator can insert, as required, groups of command
into the command stream in real time.

• Real Time Equipment Status Telemetry (EST) Processing

The EST processing ingests, converts, stores, and displays satellite health and welfare
telemetry data in a form easily read for use by an operator. Two different types of EST are
received for processing real time telemetry which is acquired during each CRS’s visibility
circle and stored outside of the station circle. The telemetry data can be received either
concurrent with, or independent of, the commanding activity. Each real time computer in
the Telemetry Processing area can process one real time (2, 10, 60 kilobits/second) and
one stored telemetry stream (approximately 87.5 kilobits/second).

EST data is acquired at the CRS’s, relayed via DOMSAT to Site III, and forwarded to
decommutation (DECOM) units at the SOC. These specially-built DECOM’s uniquely
identify every telemetry parameter for computer processing. Each pair of DECOM’s is
connected to a single real time computer. These computers integrate the real time EST
commanding and stored EST functions to support a specific satellite.

Real time EST processing provides conversion of raw telemetry to engineering units and
subsequent display for satellite data analyses by engineering personnel. Satellite
subsystems, out-of-limits, and dwell telemetry displays are provided to the data analysts on
colorgraphic terminals. In addition, telemetry steps can be presented graphically on these
colorgraphic terminals, as well as on hardcopy strip charts. Color is used to improve
efficiency of operation by highlighting out-of-limits conditions, rate/direction of changes,
and form fills.

Since real time EST values can change very rapidly, a virtual playback capability is also
provided so that the data analyst can replay significant events. The replays allow slow-
motion viewing of the real time EST. Once contact with the satellite has ended, the stored
telemetry and real time telemetry are merged into the online, revolution-by-revolution
telemetry data base. This data base can then be accessed for post-pass computer analyses.



Certain commanding functions are also handled by telemetry processing. Each telemetry
frame contains a step which is an echo of the last command uplink. These steps are
stripped by the DECOM from the real time telemetry stream and forwarded to the
commanding hardware for command verification. In addition to command verification,
telemetry processing also verifies the memories of the satellite’s computers by comparing
each memory word received with a reference file generated on the ground.

• Stored Telemetry Processing (Post-Pass Analysis)

The Stored Telemetry Processing System (STPS) provides data analysts with the means to
conduct post-pass, long-term telemetry analysis of spacecraft anomalies. The system
operates in either the interactive or batch modes. In the interactive mode, the analyst can
retrieve information stored in the telemetry data base and perform analyses. The menus
lead the data analyst through the processing capabilities of the system. Results of each
processing step are displayed on the operator’s terminal. If, after viewing the results,
additional processing is required, the analyst can continue to interactively perform any
additional analysis on the telemetry data.

In the batch mode of operation, the STPS allows the analyst to execute repetitive and time-
consuming processing. The batch mode can be initiated directly from the console or
delayed awaiting a specific event. For instance, the operator can request processing to start
hours or days from the current time of day, or instruct the system to delay processing until
after a specific satellite revolution occurs.

By using the data base statistics files, the analyst can scan through the telemetry data base
for parameters that are out-of-limits or for other significant situations. Either a single orbit
of data or multiple orbits of data can be scanned. Special user-defined retrieval algorithms
are available to the analyst to aid in searching through EST data and determining key
points of interest without having to read through voluminous telemetry printouts.

Command Readout Stations

All normal data communications with a DMSP satellite are conducted via a CRS. These
sites (configuration shown in Figure 9) receive, demodulate, record, multiplex, and
transmit DMSP data via the DOMSAT to processing equipment at the SOC, AFGWC and
FNOC. Each CRS functions primarily as a “bentpipe” station for L-band (1.75 to 1.85
gigahertz) frequency uplink transmission to the satellite, and S-band (2.2 to 2.3 gigahertz)
frequency downlink reception from the satellite.



Figure 9.

The CRS uplink receives and reformats a 230.4-kilobit/second data stream from the SOC.
The reformatted data contains commands (ternary S, 1, 0, CLK) which are modulated,
compatible with the Space Ground Link Subsystem (SGLS), onto a carrier and amplified
by a high-powered amplifier located at the antenna feed.

The function of the downlink is to receive, store, and forward all incoming S-band signals
to the AFGWC. When the S-band signal is received, it is translated by a downconverter to
300 megahertz and is routed to four Demodulator/bit Synchronizer Units to extract the real
time EST and stored meteorological data for storage and forwarding. All data received
from the satellite is recorded on instrumentation tape recorders. This system of storage
makes it possible to have a post-pass playback in case there is a communications outage.
During the pass, the meteorological data stream with the highest priority is forwarded via
the DOMSAT at 3.072 megabits/second to the AFGWC and FNOC. The alternate data
stream is retransmitted post-pass from the tape recorders.

As the S-band signals are being received by the antenna, a diode scanner connected to four
S-band dipoles (two for azimuth and two for elevation) is switched on at a 94-hertz rate.
This furnishes the pseudomonopulse autotracking antenna pointing error to the Antenna



Positioning Subsystem (APS) for a continuous tracking update. A computer also supports
program track of the antenna position as a backup.

The Fairchild CRS also has a subset of the SOC Commanding and Telemetry Processing
Capability so that there is a local backup for commanding and telemetry processing.

Plans for the Future

The DMSP ground system employs several levels of vulnerability protection. The data
links between the DMSP satellite and the ground are encrypted; and in addition, the
command links are protected against interdiction by authentication hardware and software
algorithms. The program is currently assessing additional measures which will assure
mission data availability in any environment.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the physical environment that can result in random bit changes in
space-borne memory systems. The impact of bit flips in digital telemetry systems is
emphasized, with special attention paid to software requirements for protection from single
event upset (SEU) effects. Some observations on incidence rates are presented along with
an outline of hardware and software methods that can be taken to prevent future SEU
problems. Several conclusions are drawn about strategies for preventing data corruption on
the next generation of satellites in the presence of SEU-inducing particles.

Key Words:  Telemetry, cosmic particles, on-board processing

INTRODUCTION

The memory systems of today’s satellites are quite primitive when compared to ground
computers, but the operating environment is much harsher than that of their earth-bound
brothers. Aside from the difficulty of service calls, one of the major environmental
problems seen by satellite digital systems is that of cosmic-particle induced bit changes in
RAM and processor memories. The relative rates of these single event upsets (SEUs)
depend on the device, number of bits used in the memory system, local cosmic activity,
and the orbital location, among other factors. In telemetry systems, this phenomenon can
cause undesirable jumps in program control, data errors, and system lockups due to infinite
loops. But if the system designer is aware of the dangers of SEUs in digital systems and
uses proper hardware and software design methods, he can greatly reduce the probability
of SEU-induced disruptions or failures.

DEFINITIONS AND MECHANICS

A single event upset in a digital system is the result of the impact of a high-energy cosmic
particle. This particle often contains enough energy to create a partially ionized trail
through the semiconductor memory. This trail can, if the geometry and relative energy



levels are correct, change the data stored in that cell, potentially causing undesirable
results, such as changing the telemetry data transmitted, causing the telemetry system
operating program to process data incorrectly, or placing the operating program into an
infinite loop. All of these effects have been seen on two types of weather satellites the
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) and the Geostationary
Meteorological Satellites (GMS).

Space, as is well known, is not completely empty. As a result of various disturbances and
cosmic activity, many kinds of particles are constantly travelling through the cosmos. In
the vicinity of Earth, the planet’s own magnetic field helps to partially protect ground
systems and low attitude satellites, but at geosynchronous attitude, spacecraft digital
systems are directly exposed to the full flux of energetic particles. These particles are
generated by quasars, supernovas, and solar flares and have energies up to 10^10 GeV.
The typical flux rate of particles due to the galactic background is 1 per square centimeter
per second, and the largest solar flares can increase that by an order of magnitude [3]. As a
result, it is possible that a memory device on a spacecraft will be hit by a particle of
sufficent energy to cause an SEU.

But why exactly does a bit change state when hit with an energetic particle? Consider a
simplified digital memory cell made up of two transistors connected in a tandem feedback
circuit. Once an input signal sets this pair into a logic state, either “ON” or “OFF”, it
remains in that state until a new input calls for a change in the data state. A cosmic particle
can have the same effect as a valid data input by causing one of the transistors to switch
over momentarily. Because of the nature of the Feedback circuit involved, this pulse will
cause the entire cell to change state, thereby resulting in a bit flip.

Such momentary switchovers in transistors can happen when the path taken by an
energetic particle hitting the memory cell is such that the local ionization caused by the
particle’s passing results in a temporary bias in the transistor. This bias is evidenced by a
current pulse with an accompanying voltage pulse. Should the switching threshold of the
transistor be such that this pulse can cause the transistor to turn on (or off), the bit would
change state.

It is important to differentiate the state-change phenomenon from hard radiation damage
observed in space. The state-change or bit flip phenomena is the same as the mechanism
that allows memory to work at all:  input pulses change the information stored in the cell
by the same mechanism, whether the input pulse is a cosmic particle or a normal digital
pulse. The damage caused by radiation results in changes to the semiconductors
themselves, changes that affect the performance parameters of the circuits permanently.
Hard radiation damage is essentially irreversible, but SEU damage is only temporary since
the memory locations can simply be rewritten without any performance degradation.



RELATIVE INCIDENCE RATES

The number of energetic particles causing a single event upset depends on many factors, as
described in Equation (1) below.

U = f (C * A * S * D * B) (1)
where

U = number of upsets per mission life
C =  cosmic particle flux, in particles/unit area/day
A = effective cross-section of memory exposed to cosmic particles, in terms of

area per bit
S = susceptibility factor of the memory type used
D = days per mission life
B = number of bits on board

In this simple equation, the A term is really the only source of complexity. The C and S
parameters are becoming more and more defined [2] as time goes on, and D and B are
defined by the mission, The A term takes into account the system’s tolerance for bit errors,
the amount of error detection/correction coding used, and the shielding effects of the unit
packaging, location, and orientation. Furthermore, the question of whether or not an SEU
is visible to the ground controllers depends greatly on exactly which bit in the system is
hit:  obviously, if the low order bit in a particular temperature telemetry word is changed
by an SEU, the effect would not be noticeable on the ground.

The S factor in equation (1) reflects the deterministic data for the different semiconductor
memories and processors. Tests [2,3,7] have shown that some part types are more
susceptible to SEUs than others. This susceptibility is due in part to the gate capacitance of
the chips: those parts with a very low capacitance are more likely to be upset by cosmic
particles since the currrent pulse from the particle’s passage results in a larger voltage
pulse with a given capacitance. This voltage pulse can be enough to change the logic state
of the cell, Table (1) (after [2]) shows the relative susceptibilities of some common part
types. Clearly, the slower, high power parts are the least susceptible, since they have the
highest junction capacitance. These parts are also the least used in spacecraft digital
systems because of their weight and power disadvantages, but they are the most desirable
in terms of resistance to SEUs.



Table (1) SEU Susceptibility

Technology Flips per bit per year

TTL, CMOS 4000 0.0005 to 0.00005
LP TTL 0.005
LS TTL 0.1
93L422 0.1
2910, 1901 0.05

Although they use susceptible parts, the GOES and GMS programs have had relatively
low rates of SEUs since the telemetry systems on these weather satellites actually use only
a few dozen bytes of RAM, and, as shown in Equation (1), the system incidence rate
depends on the number of bits and the effective memory area in the system. On GOES and
GMS these parameters are very small, hence the low incidence rate of 14 SEUs in a
combined total of 11 years on-orbit operation of 4 satellites.

Two of the GOESs and the GMS use 93L422 RAMs and twelve of the bit flips were in
that device. This is an equivalent rate of 0.1 flips per bit per year as shown in Table (1).
This rate is also confirmed by TDRS experience and cyclotron testing. The fourth and
newest satellite, GOES 6, uses the standard power RAM, the 93422. GOES 6 has
experienced 1 upset in 14 months, which is an equivalent rate of 0.08 flips per bit per year.
However, the small sample creates a large uncertainty in the calculated rate.

A low incidence rate does not necessarily mean a trouble free system, however. Because
telemetry upset are non-permanent and non-catastrophic, the original GOES/GMS
software design did not incorporate bit flip protection, and bit flips cause telemetry failures
on GOES/GMS that require ground commanding to repair. These failures include invalid
downlink data due to incorrect formatting, erroneous telemetry, and infinite loops that
interrupt the telemetry bit stream.

As the number of bits on board increases, so does the incidence rate. The tracking and
Data Relay Satellite (TDRS), currently in orbit, uses several thousand bits of 93L422
RAM memory. This satellite is reported to be experiencing one bit flip per day [3], due
entirely to the large number of bits on-board. Other spacecraft have shown similar
performance in orbit and in simulation [2,3].

PROTECTION SCHEMES

The preceeding information should not discourage anyone from flying an advanced
spacecraft digital system because there are definite, proven ways to prevent SEU



problems. The defense of a digital system can be approached from two directions, with
different trade-offs for each approach. The hardware solution can reduce the susceptibility
of the system to SEUs, with an increase in weight and power consumption. The software
solution can reduce the effective cross-section of the RAM space by making the data
harder to corrupt, with the penalty taken in complexity. The most effective solution is often
the combination of both.

Hardware – The most obvious hardware solution is to select parts for the system that are
least likely to experience bit flips when hit by a cosmic particle, as described in the
previous section. On a parallel with this approach is the idea of locating the RAM and
processor chips so that they are shielded by as much mass as possible, to reduce the
number of energetic particles arriving at the memory area. This solution will not work at
all with the highest energy particles, but if a particular system were very susceptible to
SEUs, bulk shielding would at least reduce the absolute number of hits.

The concept of redundant and/or parallel units, used so often on spacecraft for increased
system reliability, can also be extended to the digital processing system to protect against
SEU problems. By using pairs of identical processors, busses, and memories at the same
time and constantly comparing their outputs, the system designer can be assured of
trapping errors before they cause system-level problems. This scheme has the obvious
disadvantage of requiring double the space, power, and weight of a regular system, which
relegates its use to only the most accuracy-critical applications. A simpler form of
redundancy is to have the hardware recalculate and rewrite the RAM and processor data at
regular intervals in order to write over bit flips in the data area. This solution will do little,
however, if the SEU occurs in the program instruction register or the program counter,
since that data can only be rewritten by restarting the program. The use of a simple
“watchdog” timer can solve this problem by restarting the program automatically if the
timer is not reset within a specific time interval. This type of timer is a common tool for
breaking autonomous digital systems out of infinite loops.

Finally, what is probably the most straightforward and elegant hardware method for
protecting systems from bit inversions, is one that uses error-protection coding. A simple
parity check is the most basic error-detecting code, but polynomial check codes and
Hamming-type codes can be used to detect and correct errors in larger bit fields [4].

Software – In taking the software approach to protecting a digital system from SEUs, one
can save complexity by distinguishing the important data from the not-so-important data.
Clearly, the destination address of the next program “JUMP” instruction is more important
than any single telemetry word that will be updated in some small amount of time. A
multiple storage/majority vote scheme of writing to and reading from memory for
important data is an efficient method for making sure that no single bit error can result in



the wrong data being used by a program. This scheme calls for important data to be stored
in more than one location and for the data to be retreived from all the locations and
compared prior to use. Under the assumptiion that at most one of the data words will be
wrong, the value that is read most often will be the correct value. Likewise, simply
rewriting important data periodicly will also provide some degree of protection by
providing a software “refresh” of the data.

If a large amount of inter- and intra-unit communication is done over data busses, then
some form of error-resistant bus handshake protocol is also recommended. As in the
hardware case, an error detection scheme with retransmission in case of error makes the
most sense for assuring that transmitted data is not corrupted in buffering either before or
after transmission.

A simple, supplemental technique for protecting against program instruction changes due
to SEUs is loading all unused program storage with a Software Interrupt (SWI) assembly
language instruction (or equivalent). Then, should a program counter or other bit error
cause the system to jump outside the used memory area, the program will execute an SWI
instruction, lumping to the programmed interrupt vector and restoring normal operations.

GOES/GMS Experience – Some of both the hardware and software methods are being
used on the GOES and GMS telemetry systems to protect the newest spacecrafts from
SEU anomalies. All new spacecraft will include watchdog timers, multiple storage/
majority vote software protection, and SWI instructions in the unused portions of the
control software PROMs. These techniques reduce the probablity of a disruptive SEU to
below one per seven year mission.

CONCLUSIONS

The problem of cosmic particle-induced bit changes in RAM and processor memories seen
in satellite digital systems is one of the newest hazardous aspects of modern satellite
systems. The relative rates of the interruptions caused by these SEUs depend on the
number of bits in the memory system, the design and construction of the system and the
spacecraft itself, and local cosmic activity, among other factors. Modern satellite designs
are using more and more on-board memory and processing, and the incidence of cosmic
particle-triggered SEUs is increasing proportionally. In telemetry systems, single event
upsets can cause lumps in program control, telemetry data errors, and infinite loops in the
control programs. The use of fault-resistant hardware and software designs can greatly
reduce the probability of upset, and thereby increase reliabity by creating digital systems
that are resistant to cosmic particle upsets.
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ABSTRACT

A twelve foot diameter Single-Channel Monopulse Tracking System, relegated to slaved
backup status at NASA Edwards, was rejuvenated to support research flights for Ames
Dryden Research Center and for tracking orbital passes of the Space Shuttle and Shuttle
landings both at Edwards and at White Sands. Status has been upgraded to that of Stand-
Alone Telemetry Tracking System. A significant factor in this upgrading was the replacing
of the Single-Channel Monopulse feed with a RADSCAN feed developed by EMP.
Previously the system would not autotrack at elevation angles below five (5) degrees.
Since modification the system automatically acquires the Space Shuttle when it appears on
the horizon and autotracks from approximately two (2) degrees in elevation to touchdown.
This, virtually unattended.

This paper describes the RADSCAN and Single Channel Monopulse concepts individually
and then makes a detailed comparison between the two.

MISSION

The Telemetry System is used in support of Ames Dryden research flights ranging from
local touch-and-go lakebed work to high altitude horizon limited flights. These flights all
carry 5 Watt L-band transmitters.

The system has also been designated to take over the duties of the Space Flight Tracking
and Data Network (STDN) site at Edwards which was closed in 1983. These duties
include tracking orbital passes of the shuttle and shuttle landings at Ames Dryden and
White Sands. Covering satellite launches from Vandenberg is another duty assumed from
STDN. These vehicles carry 20 Watt transmitters.



SYSTEM HISTORY

The telemetry tracking system was originally a single-channel monopulse tracker with left
hand circular or vertical polarization selectable through the use of polarization hybrids in
the RF head. L-band or S-band reception could be selected by relay-operated filter
switching in the RF head and by changing the RF tuner in the receiver. This limited the
system to receiving one channel of telemetry data per mission.

The system was usually operated with the antenna servo slaved to the local FPS-16
tracking radar because of intolerable RF dropout while attempting to autotrack local
maneuvering aircraft and severe multipath conditions that made stand-alone tracking
impossible on low angle, long range flights. Consequently this system was used as a back-
up to a second monopulse system with more receiving capability and better tracking
characteristics known as the Triplex.

The Triplex has L and S-band telemetry receiving and tracking capability, an LS band
uplink capability for remotely controlled vehicles, and a C-band TV downlink capability.
These features are all used simultaneously during some missions.

The aging telemetry system became totally inadequate to support the ever expanding
telemetry requirements of current Ames Dryden research missions and Space Shuttle
landings. Present aeronautical missions can require four L-band channels of PCM data and
downlink TV. The Space Shuttle can require a mix of 3 S-band channels of PCM-FM,
PCM-PM and FMFM modulation.

SYSTEM UPGRADE CONCEPT

With the need for a second system with the receiving capability of Triplex well
established, the decision was made to utilize the outmoded backup system as a research
test bed to evaluate new concepts and techniques as a prelude to a complete overhaul. The
goal was to provide an overhauled, updated reliable tracking system with receiving
capabilities similar to Triplex. No uplink would be provided. Cost effectiveness was to be
a prime consideration.

With this goal in mind, the possibility of nesting the television downlink channel between
L-band and S-band telemetry was investigated. This investigation led to the discovery that
the almost forgotten and much maligned technique of conical scanning had been revived by
Electro-Magnetic Processes, Inc. (EMP). The broad band RADSCAN has been designed
specifically for telemetry tracking and bears little resemblance to its predecessors.



Two features of the EMP feed assembly made it attractive for the Ames Dryden
application: (1) its low sidelobes and consequent resistance to low angle multipath
problems, and (2) its broad, flat bandwidth making possible the insertion of a 1727 MHz
TV channel between telemetry bands. Dryden has a severe multipath problem as the
runway approach pattern line-of-sight is across the flat, reflective surfaces of a dry
lakebed.

Another idea was investigated and incorporated into the new feed assembly. The
polarization hybrid was deleted from the design. Two advantages are gained from this
approach: (1) the system noise figure is improved because there is less attenuation between
the receiving elements and their preamplifiers, and (2) the vertically and horizontally
polarized signals from the antenna are sent, by way of the preamplifiers, to separate
Microdyne receivers. Upon leaving the receivers they are combined in a Microdyne
optimal combiner. With optimal combining, the combined signal will always be at least as
good as the better of its linear components.

A concern over the major disadvantage to this approach, ie., unequal phase shift of the two
channels introduced by different system delays between the antenna and the receivers
proved to be unfounded. When viewed from the data rate standpoint, these delays are
usually inconsequential and cause no problem for post-detection combining. When pre-
detection combining is used, the phase-locked loop in the Microdyne combiner will phase
lock the received signals for a theoretical 3 dB noise improvement. Again, no problem is
experienced from system delays throughout the receiver tuning range.

THE UPGRADED SYSTEM

In the upgraded system the 12 foot paraboloidal reflector is fed by an EMP RADSCAN
conical scan feed to receive and track the telemetry or television signal. Horizontally
polarized and vertically polarized channels of RF are sent, by way of wide band
preamplifiers, to two eight-port multicouplers. The multicouplers presently feed four sets
of horizontal and vertical telemetry receivers and their optimal combiners and one
television receiver/combiner unit. The television frequency or any of the telemetry
frequencies can be selected as the tracking source. The telemetry tracking receivers utilize
their combiner in both the post-detection and pre-detection modes to provide the tracking
error and a data channel from the same combiner and receiver set.

After initial tests the upgraded system status was changed from a slaved telemetry source
to a stand-alone tracking system for both telemetry and television. Low angle tracking was
greatly improved over the original monopulse system. System G/T was improved about
6 dB. Tracking of highly maneuvering aircraft was much improved. The system will now 



track research flights in the range of 2 degrees to 85 degrees elevation angle virtually
unattended.

Shuttle landing approach is acquired at the horizon and autotracked from 2 degrees
elevation to touchdown. The system was designed to reach receiver saturation when
receiving a 5 Watt transmitter at a range of 2,000 meters. Saturation was experienced
while tracking the 20 Watt Shuttle transmitter during landing. This problem has been
corrected by installing AGC controlled attenuators ahead of the multicouplers.

The reasons for this dramatic improvement become evident upon close examination and
comparison of the parameters of the two tracking feed types.

RADSCAN

EMP has developed a unique conical scanning feed called RADSCAN which has but one
moving part and no rotary joint. A drawing of the RADSCAN feed is shown in Figure 1. A
pair of stationary orthogonal printed circuit dipoles are used to excite the TE11 mode in the
rotating circular waveguide, which has its axis displaced from the boresight axis. The
displacement of the phase center of the circular waveguide from the boresight axis causes
the conical scanning. The one moving part is driven by a hollow shaft, brushless, two
phase motor thereby eliminating power transmission devices such as gears or drive belts.
The conventional heavy reference generator, required for position reference, is replaced by
an all solid state optical commutator consisting of a pair of LEDs and photo transistors.
The LEDs illuminate a rotating disc, half of which is chrome plated and highly reflective,
and the other half black anodized and highly absorbent. The output of each photo transistor
is a square wave. The dual chips are in space quadrature so the two square waves are in
phase quadrature.

Because of the optimum illumination taper and minimum aperture blocking of RADSCAN,
secondary patterns with sidelobes of 25 dB nominal are obtained over L and S-bands for
reflectors with diameters of 8 feet or greater. Figure 2 is a typical pattern of RADSCAN in
a 12 foot diameter reflector.

SINGLE-CHANNEL MONOPULSE

Single-channel monopulse is a technique for deriving a modulated output similar to that
obtained from a conically scanning antenna. The single-channel monopulse technique
utilizes a three-channel monopulse antenna feed and a device called a scan converter. A
simplified diagram of a scan converter is shown in Figure 3. The azimuth and elevation
error channels are sampled sequentially. Each one is phase shifted between 0 and 180
degrees, in accordance with the timing diagram shown, and added to the sum channel



through a coupler. The result is a sum channel carrier modulated with the error
information.

Single-channel monopulse became very popular a decade or so ago. Most of the arguments
for its use were based on reliability since there are no moving parts. The major drawbacks
of single-channel monopulse are:  degraded low angle tracking caused by high effective
sidelobes and an inherently high level of crosstalk. A three-channel monopulse feed can be
designed with low sidelobes in both the sum and difference channels. However, in a
single-channel monopulse system these sidelobes are not the controlling factor in low
angle multipath problems. The tracking receiver is looking at the output of the scan
converter and it sees the effective sidelobes of the vectorially combined sum and
difference patterns. It is these effective sidelobes that degrade the low angle tracking
performance.

Most single-channel monopulse systems use a 12 dB coupler in the scan converter. Less
coupling would decrease the on-axis gain reduction; however it would also decrease the
sum channel modulation and therefore degrade tracking performance similar to the effect
of using a lower crossover level on a conically scanning antenna. A detailed analysis
indicates that the loss of on-axis gain and tracking sensitivity are approximately equivalent
for single-channel monopulse and con-scanned antennas.

Based on the use of a 12 dB coupler, Figure 4 and 5 show the sum and difference patterns
of a monopulse antenna and the pattern resulting from their vector addition. The lowest
effective sidelobe level obtainable is on the order of 15 dB. 15 dB sidelobe levels cause
severe low angle multipath problems.

It is not possible to achieve low levels of crosstalk in the single-channel monopulse system
because of mutual coupling and parasitic effects between the elements. Crosstalk is usually
limited to about 15 dB at best compared to crosstalk levels of 30 - 35 dB in con-scan
systems.

COMPARISON OF RADSCAN AND SINGLE-CHANNEL MONOPULSE

Reliability

Figure 6 and 7 are reliability models of the RADSCAN feed and a printed circuit single-
channel monopulse feed for a polarization diversity configuration. Table 1 is a reliability
comparison of the RADSCAN feed versus single-channel monopulse. The results indicate
that the RADSCAN feed increases reliability by a factor of 4.5 over single-channel
monopulse. While it hardly seems possible that a device containing all reliable elements
and no moving parts would be much less reliable than a device with a rotating mechanism,



the results are achieved by the simplicity of the rotating device. Although all components
of the single-channel monopulse feed are reliable by themselves the number of components
required exceeds the number of components of the RADSCAN system by Greater Than
An Order Of Magnitude. Antenna elements alone are increased by a factor of five. Diodes
are reliable devices; however, a minimum of twelve are required for single-channel
monopulse and none is required for RADSCAN. Solder connections which are indeed a
source of failure are an important factor in reliability. Single-channel monopulse in its
reliable form, i.e. all stripline construction, consists of 86 soldered connections.
RADSCAN uses six soldered connections. RF connectors which are another source of
operational failure are also considerably reduced by the RADSCAN system, in fact by a
factor of six (6). One of the first RADSCAN feeds was delivered to Naval Air Station at
Patuxent River, Maryland approximately twelve (12) years ago. This RADSCAN has
logged over 14,000 hours of operation without failure.

Low Angle Tracking

Low angle tracking is considerably enhanced because of the low sidelobes of the
RADSCAN system compared to a single-channel monopulse system. The sidelobe levels
in a RADSCAN system are nominally 25 dB as compared to 15 dB in a single-channel
monopulse system. Because of the severe multipath problem with single-channel
monopulse, loss of track can occur since the apparent phase center of the target moves
above and below the target, and in certain dynamic conditions, the phase center movement
is faster than the acceleration capability of the tracking pedestal. Loss of track because of
multipath has never been experienced on a RADSCAN system.

Beam Crossover Variation with Frequency

The variation in crossover with frequency of RADSCAN is comparable with the variation
of crossover level of single-channel monopulse – except that an inverse relationship exists
between the two systems:  the crossover level of RADSCAN varies in direct proportion to
frequency (deepens), whereas the crossover level of single-channel monopulse varies
inversely with frequency (crossover depth becomes shallower with increasing frequency).
The effect of increasing crossover depth with increasing frequency, when the antenna
beam narrows, is to provide a constant acquisition angle over the frequency band. Single-
channel monopulse, because of its inverse relationship, does exactly the opposite –
resulting in the highly undesirable characteristics of a decreasing acquisition angle with
increasing frequency.



Crosstalk

The crosstalk of a RADSCAN system shows an improvement of approximately 20 dB
over single-channel monopulse.

Error Modulation

If a perfect relationship between the sum and difference channels were maintained
throughout the single-channel monopulse antenna and scan converter, the error modulation
of single-channel monopulse would be almost identical to that of a RADSCAN system for
identical crossover levels. It is not possible to maintain a perfect phase relationship in
single-channel monopulse since non-linear phase changes occur in the hybrids, diode
switches and the coupler. The phase error induces phase quadrature effects which reduce
the error modulation.

Boresight Shift with Frequency

Boresight shift with frequency in the RADSCAN system is minimal. The only cause of
boresight shift in a conically scanning system is a change in gain of the beam with position
of the beam which can be caused by surface tolerance errors of the reflector. It is easy to
maintain adequate surface tolerances so this effect is negligible. Improper surface tolerance
of the reflector will cause the same boresight shift with a single-channel monopulse
system. However, other factors such as phase errors and amplitude errors in the
comparator network also induce boresight shift in single-channel monopulse systems.

Axial Ratio

The axial ratio of single-channel monpulse would be comparable to that of RADSCAN
except for the mutual coupling and parasitic effects of the multiple elements. These cause a
degradation in achievable axial ratio.

Cost

The cost of a RADSCAN feed is about one-half the cost of a single-channel monopulse
feed because of simplicity of design.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing comparison between RADSCAN and SCM feeds indicates, on paper, that
RADSCAN clearly outperforms SCM in all respects. The true indicator, however, is in the
real world environment of an actual tracking system. Here, too, the superior performance
of RADSCAN was the primary factor in the upgrading of the system from a slaved backup
status to a stand-alone, broad band, versatile tracking system. The total cost of the
modification was but a fraction of the cost of a comparable new system.
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TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM (TDRSS)
SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND REIMBURSABLE USE
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ABSTRACT

The first satellite (TDRS-1) of the three-satellite TDRSS was launched by NASA in April
1983. A booster failure resulted in a delay in achieving the final synchronous orbiting
position (until the following October) and has caused a delay in the launching of the
second and third satellites. Nevertheless, NASA has obtained considerable operational
experience with TDRS-1 and is generally pleased with the performance to date. This paper
will provide an overview of how the TDRSS operates and its status, and will provide
information about the policy, costs, and procedures regarding use of the system by non-
NASA organizations.
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A TELEMETRY SYSTEM FOR MEASURING STRESS
IN A HIP JOINT PROSTHESIS

R. B. Postal
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ABSTRACT

It has been clinically observed that a significant fraction of hip joint implants fail due to
mechanical loosening, particularly in younger, more active patients. Design enhancements
are hampered by the lack of in vivo data of the actual forces produced on the prosthesis by
various recipient activities.

This paper describes a telemetry system small enough to fit in the spherical ball joint of a
hip joint prosthesis. The system is capable of transmitting sufficient in vivo data to allow
reconstruction of major forces through the prosthesis.

The design allows for total hermetic enclosure of the electronic parts within the prosthesis
which is implanted within the human body. Figure 1 shows 2 engineering model prosthesis
assemblies. Input power coupling is provided through a cuff temporarily placed over the
area of the device. Telemetry readout from the transmitter antenna, also totally enclosed,
allows periodic out-patient checkup and monitoring. In this manner, since no batteries are
used, in vivo monitoring of load forces on the prosthesis can be accomplished periodically
over a several year period without surgical revision.

The data obtained will be used to design stronger implants which will have very low
failure rates even when subjected to activities of younger recipients.
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COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF THE OXFORD CONTINUOUS BLOOD
PRESSURE MONITORING:  DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

P. Palatini
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L. Cordone A.C. Pessina C. Dal Palú
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ABSTRACT

Blood pressure signals recorded continuously in ambulatory patients using the Oxford
system were analyzed by an IBM 370 computer in order to obtain beat by beat systolic
and diastolic blood pressure along 24 hour blood pressure recordings. The method of
digitizing the signal and the analysis of the sphygmogram are presented and discussed.
Synthesis of the several thousands data obtained in 24 hour recordings and plotting of the
data for clinical purposes and pharmacological studies are also reported.

KEY WORDS:  blood pressure(BP), sphygmogram, direct blood pressure monitoring,
analogue to digital conversion, data analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Oxford intraarterial B.P. monitoring system has been introduced since 1969 (1). It involves
placing a cannula in an artery, so that a beat by beat analysis of B.P. for 24 hours can be
obtained. One embarrassing drawback of this technique is the enormous quantities of data
it produces and the necessity for computer data handling. A computer programme must be
used to translate the sphygmic waves into mm Hg and to obtain means of pressures over
long or short periods. In this paper we report our method of data processing.

METHODS OF RECORDING

Ambulatory direct blood pressure recording was performed for at least 24 hours using an
Oxford continuous blood pressure system (Oxford Instruments Ltd.) which employes an
intraarterial Medicut Scherwood catheter placed in the radial artery. The haparinized
saline-filled catheter is connected to an automatic perfusion pump and transducer. The 



blood pressure and simultaneous ECG signals are recorded on the Oxford recorder carried
by the unrestricted patient (2).

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

With the introduction of the Oxford System for continuous direct unrestricted blood
pressure recording different methods have been used for data processing (3). The methods
most frequently employed are the following:
a) determination of the highest and the lowest systolic and diastolic blood pressure

values in an N seconds time (N= 2 or 3). This method overestimates systolic blood
pressure (S.B.P.),and underestimates diastolic blood pressure (D.B.P.).

b) the ECG method based on the constancy of the temporal relationship between the
electric and mechanical systole.

The method used by us is based on the analysis of the physiologic blood pressure wave
form and is made up of the following three steps.
I) the digitalization of the analogic signals
II) a beat by beat check of the pressures
III) statistical analysis and graphic synthesis of the data
The recorded analogic signals are converted into digital data using a DATA GENERAL
NOVA 4X mini-computer with a sampling frequency of 5000/sec corresponding to 83/sec
real time. A brief and adapted signal is then inserted at this stage in order to recognize the
event markers. Pieces of faulty recordings (no carrier) are still signaled out to be omitted
from the processing (fig. 1). The digital data recorded on magnetic tape are then
transferred to an IBM 370 computer. The analysis of the data is carried out at first
subdividing the data in sets each one of 16384 data corresponding to 3 min. 10 sec.
registration time.

Subsequently for each block of data the maximum and minimum blood pressure values are
determined through a FORTRAN routine (fig. 2). The maximum (Systolic Blood Pressure)
and the minimum (Diastolic Blood Pressure) are determined by an algorythm based on the
following definitions:  the maximum is considered the value in the upward part of the
sphygmogram exceeding all values that follow in an established time. The minimum is
considered the smallest value until one finds a new data comparable in size to the
preceeding maximum. To do so we have used three parameters called PAR (1), (2), (3),
corresponding to three segments of the sphygmogram (fig. 3) whose lenghts are related to
heart rate. These parameters are checked every ten cardiac cycles. The PAR (1) is used to
skip the relative segment after the minimum before the maximum is found. The PAR (2) is
used to determine if the value in the upward part of the sphygmogram exceeds all the
values that follow in the segment of wave as long as PAR (2): if it does it is considered the
maximum. PAR (3) is used io skip a segment of the sphygmogram after a maximum before
a new minimum is found.



The analysis includes a long series of controls which cast aside the “event markers”, the
“faulty recording” signals and the data presenting too wide variations in size between two
consecutive cardiac cycles. The output of the system yields the following parameters:
a) Mean values and S.D. of Systolic Blood Pressure, Diastolic Blood Pressure, Mean

Blood Pressure and Heart Rate determined over 3 min. periods, 30 min. periods and
24 hours separating waking from sleeping.

b) Systolic Blood Pressure and Diastolic Blood Pressure histograms are generated again
separating waking from sleeping and kurtosis and skewness indeces are calculated.

c) Beat by beat plotting of particularly interesting parts of the recording.
d) Plotting of the entire recording (fig. 4).
e) Singling out and timing of the event markers are also carried out.

CONCLUSIONS

We consider this method for data processing a very reliable one since:
a) it gives the values of Systolic and Diastolic Blood Pressure for each sphygmic wave
b) it double checks the data by Hardware and Software
c) the output is very flexible for clinical and laboratory needs. In fact the data obtained

enable us to study either short term records, such as dinamic or isometric exercise,
cold pressor test, etc.(4), or longer periods. The statistical computations adopted by
us allow a complete analysis of the 24 hour recording. The mean of the blood
pressures recorded over 24 hours provides a reliable estimate of the over-all blood
pressure overload. Blood pressure variability is studied by means of three different
parameters. Standard deviation and the index of kurtosis express the dispersion of the
values around the mean (5). A positive or negative skewness reflects the presence of
several blood pressure readings toward the higher or lower values (5). Accordingly a
negative skewness would reflect the presence of orthostatic hypotension, while a
positive one would he the marker of several peaks of pressure included in the
recording.

The only drawback of our method is that it cannot be used in patients with atrial fibrillation
where the changes of cardiac cycle lenght are at random and therefore the segmental
analysis of the sphygmic waves cannot be used.
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FIGURE 1.  DIGITIZING HARDWARE BLOCK DIAGRAM.



FIGURE 2.  Main Program Segment (Flow Chart).



FIGURE 3.   Segmental Analysis of the Sphygmogram.
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ABSTRACT

The applicability of telemetering devices in patient care and biomedical research is
extended by the introduction of infrared (IR) light communication techniques. Research in
this field demonstrated a particularly interesting potential for a multichannel/multipatient
monitoring system comprising stimulation, remote control of physiological functions or
drug delivery, and patient location. Compared to radiofrequency links IR-telemetry
features distinct advantages, i.e. a wide transmission bandwidth which is not restricted by
any government regulations, no interference with identical systems in adjacent rooms, no
connector or antenna problems, and a cost-saving simple generation and detection of IR-
carriers. Examples of recent laboratory and industrial developments are described.

INTRODUCTION

The management of critically ill patients requires a coordinated multidisciplinary approach
involving surgeons, specialists of internal medicine, neurologists, anaesthesiologists,
bioengineers, and the nursing staff. A large number of physiological variables of such



patients have to be assessed both in the operating room and in intensive care units. Lines
for drug administration, flushing of indwelling catheters used for sampling and
measurement purposes and a multiplicity of monitoring devices around the patient hamper
the actual nursing and medical care. Any development which reduces the clutter and
confusion around endangered patients, therefore, will enhance their chance to survive and
ultimately reduce costs.

It is in the interest of both patients and physicians to change this unsatisfactory situation
which has often been cited by the press as inhumane and unethical treatment. Actually,
patients refuse to be assigned to intensive care units although their critical condition
requires such care. The introduction of radiotelemetry made possible a substantial
reduction of individual leads which connect the patient to different pieces of medical
surveillance equipment. To date, however, practical reasons have prevented a large scale
integration of telemetric methods into clinical practice. Most of these reasons are found in
the physical properties of Radio-Frequency-(RF)-wave emission and propagation and the
allocation of sufficient RF-channels adequate for the use under the specific circumstances
of clinical applications; there is furthermore the need of body-mounted antennas; the
complexity of RF telemetry equipment which adds to the cost of intensive care; and the
requirement of battery maintenance and/or replacement.

One solution to these problems is the use of a single cable and a connecting unit above the
patient and appropriate multiplexing techniques to transmit several variables giving access
to different processing units. However, the lack of mechanical flexibility of existing
commercial equipment restricts such a single cable device to the sampling of just a few
specified physiological variables (for example blood pressure and heart rate) in the
operating room and in intensive care units. Its rigid mechanical construction handicaps the
alteration or adaptation of existing systems to new requirements and also adds to the
already high costs of complex medical surveillance.

RADIO- VS. IR-TELEMETRY

A recent workshop on Medical Telemetry, sponsored by the Commission of the European
Communities (CEC) (Kimmich and Bornhausen, 1984) provided evidence that telemetry
using Infrared (IR) light transmission is well suited to replace some hardwired connections
to the patient. Already, preliminary investigations (Weller, 1981; Kimmich, 1982) have
demonstrated rather ideal characteristics of IR-telemetry for patient monitoring in
hospitals. Compared to radiotelemetry the major advantages of IR-telemetry are:

- The reliable generation and detection of IR carriers using off-the-shelf IR-diodes and
simple circuit designs permit a cost-saving equipment development.



- The transmission bandwidth is large and generally not restricted by law or government
regulations.

- Transmission and receiving frequencies are adjusted by the fabrication process of
appropriate components and need not to be matched manually.

- There is no interference between several IR-systems working in neighbouring rooms.
Identical IR-systems become interchangeable and may be used throughout the hospital.

- Interference by RF-waves is no problem, and interference by other light sources can be
circumvented. IR mediated data transmission can provide, therefore, a continuous
assessment of important physiological variables.

- Neither the connector problems pertinent to a single cable unit nor a bulky
transmission antenna exist in lightweight IR-systems.

Naturally, IR-telemetry shares the principal advantages of all wireless systems. The total
cost of IR-telemetry equipment is estimated to be substantially lower than that of
conventional RF- or wired systems because of the simple design of preamplifiers. The
major cost reduction, however, lies in the elimination of the wire connections themselves
which simplifies the handling of patients by the medical personnel.

The application of telemetry in biological and medical research also is extended by the
introduction of IR-techniques. Recent investigations in this field demonstrated an
interesting potential for a multivariable/multipatient monitoring system. At this stage of
research and development, this paper emphasizes the promotion of the entire field of IR-
telemetry including stimulation, remote control of patient functions and drug delivery, and
patient location by a cooperation between scientists and physicians involved in the
technical development of such a system and its clinical application. From the very
beginning this cooperation should encompass all aspects of IR mediated data transmission
including the transducers and the appropriate processing, interpretation, and display
techniques for the monitoring of continuous multichannel signals.

ALTERNATIVE METHODS

The purpose of the already mentioned CEC-workshop was to search for alternative
methods in biomedical telemetry and to discuss their potentials and limitations. The
alternative methods in medical telemetry - either not including radiofrequencies or only at a
very low level - were subdivided into:

- storage telemetry or Holter resp. ambulatory monitoring,
- low power telemetry, and
- light telemetry.



Experimental work with IR-telemetry in biology and medicine started only recently. It
showed the limitations inherent to light transmission but made appear applications in areas
where storage or low power telemetry could not be used. Naturally, the workshop
ascertained that the applicability of alternative methods in a biomedical environment is
limited although telemetry using IR-transmission seemed to be most promising, especially
for the critically ill patient. While only a few years ago the applicability of IR-techniques in
medical telemetry was still questioned, it was astonishing to see how far their actual
applications were spread in the meantime. IR-telemetry topics presented at the workshop
dealt with:

- brain stimulation,
- perinatal surveillance and diving research,
- patient location systems,
- external transcutaneous powering,
- locomotion assessment,
- teaching of hearing impaired children,
- transcutaneous optical control for an implantable stimulator,
- transmission of auscultatory sounds,
- measurement of vital variables during extracorporal circulation.

Furthermore, there was a number of reports dealing with the physical aspects of IR-
propagation and reflection, the simultaneous operation of several IR transmitting systems
within a single room and theoretical considerations about optimal modulation techniques
and respective signal to noise ratios. Problems discussed by the physicists and the
engineers - but not by the physicians - were the number of monitoring channels needed, an
interfacing standard for different industrial equipment, and the best evaluation parameters
for individual circuits.
Based upon the evidence presented at the workshop IR-telemetry seemed to be the
alternative method for radiotelemetry with the highest technological and medical potential.

ICS VIA IR

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to describe in more detail one of the cited
examples of alternative biotelemetry: The development of an IR mediated remote control
unit to deliver electrical stimuli to subcortical areas of the rat’s brain.

Operant conditioning techniques have proved to be a suitable tool for assessing functional
changes of the central nervous system in rats (Wauquier and Rolls, 1976). The
instrumental schedules of reinforcement are maintained through food or electrical brain
stimulation reward. Compared with the behavior elicited by food reward, the animal’s 



performance of lever pressing in Skinner boxes can be increased 3-4 times through
electrical stimulation of the hypothalamus (Fig. 1 and 2).

Fig. 1. Standard testsituation for the assessment of operant behavior in rats. Prior to
modern personal computer assisted test management the schedules of reinforcing
brain stimuli were controlled by wire connected electronic modules. The
performance of the animal is registered on a cumulative recorder and the
stimulation parameters monitored on an oscilloscope.

The advantage of a stable performance level which is not interrupted by food ingestion,
however, must be paid for by the mechanical strain of repeated contact insertion and the
wire connections to the animal’s head.
We therefore designed and developed a biotelemetry unit whose receiver part is
permanently fixed to the skull of the rat at the time of stereotaxic surgery. Thus, no further
handling of the animal’s head with the fragile electrode connector assembly is needed. The
stimulator is triggered by pulsed infrared light. It weighs 2.5 g including the battery and
has a volume of about 0.6 CM3.
The infrared light pulses are emitted through an array of 100 IR-LEDs consuming 12 W
and positioned 25 cm above the lever in the Skinner box. The array is driven by a variable
pulse width oscillator (Fig. 3 and 4).
Following the principle of switched voltage conversion with galvanic DC-DC coupling
(Rischmüller und Henke, 1979), our brain stimulation telemetry system uses the self-
induction of a coil to transform the low battery voltage into appropriate stimulation
voltages.



Fig. 2. Intracranial selfstimulation in a Skinner box. The rat is pressing a lever
underneath a cue light to receive a stimulating electric pulse via permanently
fixed brain electrodes. The mechanical stress to the cable and the skull socket by
the free moving animal often results in an interruption of the signal path.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the IR-transmitter and IR-LED driver. The variable pulse width
oscillator circuit is derived from commercial switched power supplies. The IR-
LED array driver/booster is a DC current source which operates up to 200 V.



Fig. 4. Prototype of the IR-transmitter stimulator. Stimulation intensity is adjusted by a
single knob control. Signal transmission is made through an array of 10 x 10 IR-
diodes fixed in an acrylic carrier.

Electrical energy from the battery is stored in the coil during the on-time of the transistor
dependent on the IR-light pulse width. This energy charges the capacitor while the self-
induction of the coil increases the voltage to pass the diode when the transistor is switched
off (Fig. 5 and 6).

Fig. 5. Circuit diagram of the IR-receiver/stimulator which is permanently fixed to the
animal’s skull and connected to the brain electrodes. Stimulation is triggered by
IR-pulses and stimulation amplitude controlled by pulse width modulation.



Fig. 6. Rat skull with unsealed IR-receiver stimulator. Microminiaturization of the
device is limited by the size of the battery and the coil. Ambient light is filtered
out by covering the IR-sensitive photodiode with appropriate photographic film.

The IR-transmission system permits the remote control of brain stimulation parameters,
like pulse amplitude, frequency, and duration. our experiments show that by varying the
pulse width of the IR-transmission signal the stimulus pulse duration can be changed from
about 10 ms to values exceeding 1 m. The pulse frequency can be adjusted from DC to
about 100 Hz and the pulse amplitude from 0 to about 6 V depending on the impedance of
the brain electrodes. Thus, the conditions of conventional brain stimulation experiments
with constant voltage, sinusoidal AC or pulsed DC stimulations through wire connections
are easily met.

At stand-by the IR-receiver consumes about 1 µW. At maximum output the power
consumption rises to about 5 mW. Thus, the capacitance of the miniature 1.25 V battery is
used with high efficiency. The life span of the device passes that of the rat assuming
unaltered incentive functions of the hypothalamic electrodes after many thousands of 0.1 s
stimulations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Procedures for the wireless transmission of signals from and to relatively unrestrained
animals are abundant. The potential of a telemetering methodology using intracranial self-
stimulation (ICS) for research in psycho-pharmacology, environmental protection, and
medical care of patients suggested the development of a micro-miniaturized brain
stimulator triggered by IR-pulses. Switched voltage conversion with galvanic DC/DC
coupling enables the self-induction of a coil to transform the low battery voltage into
appropriate stimulation signals. The IR-pulse width modulation permits the remote control
of brain stimulation parameters, like signal amplitude, frequency, and duration. Thus, the



conditions of conventional brain stimulation experiments via wire connections or
radiofrequency links are met.
Although this “alternative” method for signal transmission to an unrestrained animal is
restricted to the test enclosure it features high immunity against extraneous signals or
on/off artefacts which may influence the performance of animals and the micro-computer-
aided data recording.
Progress in semiconductor technology and the transmission of IR-pulses through tissue will
promote applications in pain therapy or prosthesis command in patients through the intact
skin.
Further efforts are also suggested to improve the technical and physiological properties of
that tele-stimulation system in view of a better understanding of the dynamics of the
electrode/tissue interface. In fact, the responses of an living organism or it’s different
organs to an electrical stimulus are highly dependent on the material and geometry of the
electrode or appropriate stimulation parameters, especially in long term applications as,in
pacemakers (Bücking und Schwartau, 1984; Luceri et al., 1977). ICS-reinforced
behavioral tests provide for an instrument to assess the time and stimulus dependent
functional quality of that interface through in-test measurements of animal performance,
electrode impedance and subsequent histopathological examinations (Fig. 7 and 8).

Fig. 7. Scatter electron microscope (SEM) photograph of ICS brain electrode surface
(cross section of Formvar insulated stainless steel wire) 24 h after subcortical
insertion in the rat.



Fig. 8. SEM photograph of identical ICS brain electrode surface after approximately
10.000 electrical stimulations (50 Hz AC, constant voltage, appr. 100 µA, 0.1 s)
of the hypothalamus in the rat (Courtesy of Dr. U. Heinzmann, GSF, D-8042
München-Neuherberg).
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proceedings. They are republished here by permission of the German Society for
Telemetering.
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1.  Abstract

Fiber-optic sensors will get their share of the sensor market only if they can be made
available at low prices or if they can solve metrological problems that have no suitable
solutions within conventional sensor techniques. Since fiber-optic components are in
general still high cost items, fiber-optic sensors are not likely to become competitive in this
respect within the near future. These sensors do provide, however, important specific
advantages such as isolation against high voltage, immunity against electromagnetic fields
as well as explosive and/or corrosive environments, possibility of miniaturized and
compact packaging of the sensing element, and application within a broad temperature
range. Multimode fiber-optic sensors for parameters such as temperature, pressure, level ,
and refractive index are on the market already or very close to being commercialized.
Monomode fiber-optic sensors are not yet on the market due to their more demanding
technology and the corresponding higher cost level . They are expected, however to
provide at acceptable costs in a forseeable future high precision solutions for metrological
tasks under specific conditions (e.g. Sagnac gyroscopes, hydrophones, temperature
measurement in a microwave field).

2.  Introduction

The development of glass fibers for communication on techniques has since several years
opened up a new field of metrology:  fiber optic sensors (FOS). Application of these novel
sensors for measuring parameters such as position, level , length strain , acceleration,
vibaration, pressure, refractive index, temperature, magnetic field, current, voltage is of
particular interest in environments that are characterized by chemically aggressive or
corrosive atmospheres, explosive gases, radioactive contamination, high voltages, and
large electromagnetic perturbations. Also the high sensitivity that can be achieved with
fiber optic sensors may be the reason to select such a sensor for solving a particular
metrological problem. In addition fiber technology allows the development of sensor



elements adapted to given geometries with small, compact packaging. Finally , the
common technological base of fiber optic sensors with optical communications [1]
presents an important advantage, since many components (i.e. fibers , sources , detectors ,
couplers etc.) are developed for communication purposes , but can be used for sensors and
interfaced with future sensor highways.

Fiber optic sensors represent the third step in the evolution from the electronic through the
electrooptic to the optic sensor. Whereas in the electronic sensor supply of energy and
signal transmission are of electric nature, the electrooptical sensor exhibits an optical
signa1 transmission. In the fiber optic sensor the energy, too, is provided optically through
the fiber waveguide.

Fiber optic sensors in a strict sense are sensors, in which the parameter of interest acts
directly on the fiber and modulates characteristic properties of the guided light wave, i.e.
amplitude, phase, polarization, and wavelength (all fiber sensors). In a more general sense
also sensors with the fiber acting only as a means to guide light to and from a sensing
element are called (hyprid) fiber optic sensors.

Optical fibers consist of a core with refractive index n1 and a cladding with refractive index
n2 (fig. 1.), n1 being somewhat larger than n2 , so that the light waves are totally reflected at
the core cladding interface and thus guided in the fiber. The wavelength, the index
difference )n = n1 !n2 and the core diameter determine whether one ore more light waves ,
called modes, can propagate in the core. In the former case the fiber is called monomode,
having a core diameter of typically 10µm or smaller. In the latter case the fiber is called
multimode with core diameters of usually 50µm or more.

Fiber optic sensors are usually grouped into monomode and multimode sensors, depending
on the type of optical fiber (monomode or multimode) used. A detailed review of the
physical principles and the technology of fiber optic sensors, both, multimode and
monomode, representing the state of the art up to the end of 1981, can be found in [2]. The
present paper deals with some of the progress that has been achieved since then.

3.  Sensors with multimode fibers

This class of sensors relies on the intensity modulation of the guided light wave caused by
the interaction with the measuring parameter [3]. A simple displacement or pressure
transducer can be made with two opposite and axially aligned fibers, one of which is
rigidly fixed and the other laterally mobile. The end faces of the fibers may be polished
normally or obliquely with respect to the fiber axis. The light intensity coupled from one to
the other fiber is modulated by mechanical forces that displace the mobile fiber. This
device has been proposed as fiber optic switch and relais [4].



If at the tip of the mobile fiber a mass of a few mg is attached, this low inertia arrangement
can be used as transducer for vibration, acoustic waves, especially as hydrophone [5]. 0ne
measures the ratio I1 /Io of the coupled to the initial intensity. This measuring priciple
allows for sensitivities of the order of 10 nm for displacement and several mPa for pressure
within a relatively small measuring range of about 100µm. for displacement . A
particularly high resolution (0,1 nm and 0,1 mPa, respectively) can be achieved, if two
grids between the two fiber ends are desplaced against each other according to fig. 2 [6].
The light coupling between the fibers accurs through two gradient index (GRIN)-lenses, so
that the light is collimated at the grid location.

A device in which the light leaving the end face of a fiber is reflected by a facing surface
back into the same or a neighboring second fiber and detected (fig. 3) allows to measure
distance as well as pressure. The double fiber version (fig. 3a) and the one fiber version
with coupler (fig. 3b) exhibit a dependence of the output to input intensity ratio I1 /Io on the
normalized distance L/D according to figs. 4a and b, respectively [7]. Version b allows to
resolve distance variations of the order of 0,1µm within a measuring range of a few mm.

The arrangement provides a pressure transducer, if the reflecti ng surface is shaped as a
membrane, which is exposed to the pressure to be measured. The pressure then modulates
the intensity of the portion of the reflected light that reaches the detector. Fig. 5a shows
such a pressure sensor developed for automobile application [8]. Fig. 5b shows the
calibration curve. This fiber optic pressure sensor for measuring the dynamic pressure in
the combustion chamber of car engines has in contrast to piezoelectric transducers - the
advantages of not being sensitive to electromagnetic perturbations produced by the ignition
suystem and not needing a temperature compensation.

The single fiber as well as the double fiber version can be transformed into a liquid level
sensor, if the light is totally reflected by the conically shaped fiber end or by a prism back
into the single or the neighboring fiber, respectively (figs. 6a and 6b). If the sensor tip
enters a liquid of higher refractive index than the one of silica (n . 145), light is coupled
out of the fiber core into the liquid thus providing a sharp intensity drop at the detector. In
this way liquid levels can be determined within 0,lmm.

The same principle allows to construct a refrectometer to measure the refractive index of
liquids. To this end a portion of the cladding is removed and this piece of “naked” fiber is
bent into a U-shape (fig.7). For this purpose plastic clad silica (PCS) fibers with core
diameters of several 100µm are particularly well suited. In the U region a fraction of the
light is coupled into the liquid in proportion to the refractive index, the intensity at the
detector being varied accordingly. It has been shown [9], that this sensor can measure
refractive indices of liquids in the range from 1,33 to 1,40 with absolute accuracy of 10-3

with a linea r characteristic between transmitted intensity and refractive index.



If a fiber is bent with a sufficiently small bending radius, part of the guided light intensity
escapes into the cladding [10]. This microbending effect which is produced elastooptically
by mechanical stress can be used for measuring pressure [11]. As shown in fig. 8 the fiber
is periodically bent between two plates that are sinusoidally shaped at the surface. With
increasing pressure, i.e. decreasing bent radius, the wave structure of the fiber becomes
more pronounced so that the transmitted intensity decreases due to the increasing
microbending effect. This method allows to resolve pressure changes of the order of 1mPa.

There are some fiber optic temperature sensors already available on the market or are
expected to be commercialized in the near future. The first one, offered by LUXTRON,
makes use of the temperature dependence of the photoluminescence of a phosphor that is
attached to the fiber end [12]. Fig. 9 explains the operation of this sensor in more detail.
The Eu-doped La2O2S phosphor is excited by the 250 to 400 nm spectral portion of a UV
lamp through the fiber. The photoluminescence light emitted in the range of 460 to 650 nm
is guided through the same fiber back to the detectors via two filters that select two
emission lines (R and Y). The signal evaluation electronics produces the ratio of the Y and
R intensities which is a monotonous function of temperature in the range from -50EC to
250EC. The resolution of the sensor is indicated to be 0,1EC.

The second temperature sensor, developed by ASEA, carries at the end of the fiber a
photoluminescent AlGaAs crystal [13]. As shown in fig. 10 light provided by a LED with
intensity maximum at around 750 nm excites the AlGaAs embedded in a silicon resin
through the fiber. The crystal emits photoluminescence light back into the detector section
via two interference filters by which two spectral bands are selected at 800 and 900 nm,
respectively. The signal evaluation determines the intensity ratio I(800nm)/I(900nm) which
depends monotonically on temperature. This ratio method makes the measurement
independent from intensity fluctuations of the LED, in the fiber cable and plugs. The
temperature sensor works in the range from 0EC to 200EC with an accuracy of about 1EC
and a resolution of 0,1EC.

An interesting modification of this sensor principle leads to a vibration sensor. An elastic
body produced by anisotropically etching an AlGaAs cristal is glued to the obliquely
polished fiber end. The elastic body is excited by vibrations so that the photoluminescence
light coupled back into the fiber is periodically modulated. ASEA indicates a resolution of
0,05g and a 70dB dynamic range for this vibration sensor.

A third temperature sensor developed at the National Bureau of Standards for high
temperatures [14] makes use of the thermal radiation emitted by a black body cavity
sputtered to the end of a high temperature resistive saphire monocrystal fiber (fig. 11). The
end of this fiber (5 to 30cm long) is coated by a Ir-film that acts as black body which itself
is protected by a Al203 film. The spectral flux of this black cavity radiator is detected



through a lower temperature fiber in the wavelength ranges 0,4 to 0,5µm and 0,6 to 0,7µm
and analyzed according to Planck’s radiation law. The tensor is suited for accurate (better
than 0,05%) temperature measurements in the range from about 600EC to 2000EC with a
high frequency response for fast temperature fluctuations of up to 100kHz.

In general fiber optic sensor technology does not exploit the fact that optical fibers are of
low loss and low dispersion. These specific properties do gain, however, importance, if
many fiber optic sensors are to be operated at large distances in a so called sensor highway
system. Fig. 12 shows as an example a sensor bus made from microbending pressure
sensors. At each sensor a small fraction (approx. 1 % ) of the guided light of initial
intensity Io is coupled into the cladding of the main fiber from where it is fed into a signal
fiber attached to the main fiber [15]. A mode stripper is attached to each sensor to remove
residual cladding modes thus improving the signal to noise ratio in the corresponding
signal fiber.

4.  Sensors with monomode fibers

In monomode fibers only one light wave mode can propagate so that the phase

(1)

along the fiber axis z is uniquely determined. In equation (1) $ is the propagation constant,
n the effective refractive index, as defined through $ = 2Bn/8o for the wavelength 8o .
Monomode fiber sensors rely on measuring the phase difference

(2)

between a measuring fiber (index M) of geometrical length LM and a reference fiber
(index R) of geometrical length LR. The parameter P acts only on the refractive index nM

and LM of the measuring fiber. The optical length nR LR of the reference fiber must not be
affected by P. In addition the wavelength 8o of the coherent light source must be stable,
since any change *8o produces a phase change *N, which would erroneously be
interpreted as a parameter change *C.

LM is modulated by temperature (thermal expansion), stress (strain), magnetic field
(magnetostriction) and electric field (electrostriction). The refractive index nM is moduled
by temperature (thermooptic effect), stress (photoelastic effect), magnetic field
(magnetooptic effect), and electric field (electrooptic effect).



Optical phase difference is measured by means of interferometers. Fig. 13 shows
schematically the two beam interferometers according to Michelson (A), Mach-Zehnder
(B) and Sagnac (C) as well as the multiple beam Fabry Perot interferometer (D). All these
fiber optic interferometers require directional monomode couplers as well as the specific
preparation and packaging of the proper sensitive fiber section. In order to avoid
undesirable cross sensitivity, i.e. sensitivity of the measuring fiber against several
parameters, special coatings have been applied to reduce drastically the sensitivity against
pressure, acoustic fields, and temperature [2,17].

The Michelson interferometer is mainly used for high resolution (µm range) strain
measurements. Also temperature measurements have been achieved with this
interferometer type [18]. In this case the sensitivity of the sensor has been raised to 320
rad/EC by bonding part of the measuring fiber to a metal strip.

The Mach-Zehnder interferometer requires a second directional coupler to recombine the
measuring and the reference light wave. In addition a phase offset of B/2 must be
maintained by means of a controlled phase shifter in order to operate the interferometer at
quadrature, i.e. at maximum sensitivity and linearity. The fiber optic Mach-Zehnder
interferometer has been applied to measure sound, vibration and ac magnetic fields. The
measurement of static or slowly varying parameters still presents problems due to poor
long term stability of the device. On the other hand, considerable progress has been
achieved on the signal detection and evaluation side by application of the homodyne
(phase modulation) detection scheme as shown in fig. 14 for a fiber optic Mach-Zehnder
interferometer that has been used as microphone and hydrophone [19]. The difference
signal I1 - I2 in which the amplitude noise of the laser is essentially eliminated, is fed
through a low pass filter to an integrator which controls a cylindrical piezoceramic
transducer (PZT), around which the reference fiber is wound (phase shifter). Drift and
fading effects in the phase difference are compensated by stretching the PZT
correspondingly. Fast phase variations due to the effect of the parameter P to be measured
are detected at the output of the high pass filter which also receives the intensity difference
signal I1 - I2 Homodyne-sensors of this type allow to resolve phase changes of the order of
10-7 rad per meter fiber length in the frequency range of about one kHz and above.
Fig. 15 shows a fiber optic Mach-Zehnder sensor for measuring ac electric fields [20]. The
E-field is coupled to the fiber via a coating that consists of vinylidenefluoride and
tetrafluoroethylene which is electrically polarized P(VDE-TFE) and coated with metal film
electrodes. The detector signal is measured directly with an oscilloscope and in addition
analyzed spectrally. The piezoelectric properties of the P(VDE-TFE) allow to measure
electric fields aboved 30µmV/m, with the fiber coated over a length of 1Km exhibiting a
phase sensitivity of the order of 10-7 rad. In the frequency range from 1 to 100kHz this
fiber optic E-field sensor shows a linear relationship between the phase difference at the
fundamental frequency of the oscillating field and the field strength.



The Sagnac-interferometer (fig. 13C) is mainly used so far for measuring rotation rates S
[21]. The laser light is split by a directional coupler and coupled into both ends of a coiled
fiber. Rotation of the coil leads to different propagation times for the clockwise and
counterclockwise wave. The wave propagating clockwise, i.e. in the direction of the
rotation, reaches the detector earlier than the counterclockwise wave. This produces a
phase difference

(3)

which is proportional to S and does not depend on the medium (refractive index). The
proportionality factor simply contains the coil area A, the vacuum wavelength 8o and
velocity co of light. The two opposite and phase shifted waves interfere at the detector, and
the interference fringes are analyzed.

Several technical concepts are pursued in different laboratories to develop sensitive and
reliable fiber optic rotation sensors. One of the most successful laboratory models is the
“all-fiber-gyro” with phase modulator and polarization controle developed at Stanford
University [22]. Its sensitivity is better than 0,1E/h. This may be compared with machine
and robot control for which the required sensitivity is of the order of 500 to 30E/h. For
vehicle navigation it is 10E to 0,1E/h, whereas for air and sea navigation the sensitivity
must reach 0,1 to 0,001E/h.

The sensitivity of fiber optic rotation sensors is practically limited by various perturbations
such as non reciprocal effects (Faraday-effect for example), polarization changes,
variations of the light source, backscatter and back reflection. These perturbation effects
require special care in controlling relevant system parameters. Fiber optic gyros are
particularly interesting, since they do not contain moving mechanical parts and since they
promise low production costs. Their sensitivity, however, does not yet reach the
corresponding values of mechanical gyros.

In ideal monomode fibers the core and cladding geometry is perfect, so that the two modes
carried by the lateral x and y axes are degenerate. Real monomode fibers, however, are
bimode since the lateral modes have slightly different refractive indices nx and ny (nx - ny =
) n . 10-7) s o that the phase propagation constants $x and $y are different, too. This
phenomenon is called birefringence. Strongly birefringent fibers with )n = nx - ny . 10-4 to
10-3 are obtained for example by making the core elliptical or by freezing in mechanical
stress.



Two waves with linear polarization propagating in x and y direction, respectively, acquire
after propagating some length L in a birefringent fiber a differential phase

(4)

which is proportional to the refractive index difference )n. If L as well as nx and/or ny

depend on an outer metrological parameter P, the differential phase R changes with P and
the sensitivity of such a fiber optic polarization sensor becomes

(5)

A laboratory model of a temperature sensor working according to this principle showed a
sensitivity of 2,5 rad K-1m-1 [23]. Another type of polarization sensor is shown by fig. 16.
This sensor makes use of the rotation of the polarization plane of linearly polarized light in
the presence of a magnetic field (Faraday-effect) produced by an electric current I to be
measured. The angle of rotation is

" ( I ) = 2 N@V@I (6_

with N being the number of turns of the fiber coiled around the conductor, and V the
Verdet constant of the fiber material. This sensor has been proposed for measuring
currents in the 0,2 to 2000 A range on high voltage power lines [24].

The fiber optic Fabry Perot (FFP) interferometer as shown in fig. 13D produces sharp
transmission maxima as well as reflection minima as function of the optical length n@L (8o

being constant) due to the multiple interference of the waves which are reflected back and
forth between the mirrors. Fig. 17 shows a sequence of such transmission (IT ) and
reflexion (IR extrema generated by temperature tuning the optical length of the FF [25].
The FFP was produced by polishing the end faces of a 30mm piece of monomode fiber and
vacuum coating them with dielectric mirrors.

Fiber optic Fabry-Perot interferometers can be used as sensors for measuring parameters
that influence the optical length of the resonator. Laboratory FFP-sensors have been
realized for measuring sound, ac voltage and magnetic field [26]. The FFP sensor concept
offers important advantages such as localized measurement (short FFP) and linear
topology (long fiber plus FFP sensing element ). To evaluate the measurement one either
counts the number of transmission maxima (or reflection minima) or controls the
wavelength of the laser diode via its injection current such that the system is locked to a
given transmission or reflection extremum. The latter method has been applied to realize a
FFP-thermometer for medical applications [27] which is shown schematically in fig. 18.
The light of the laser diode (LD) that is temperature stabilized using a Peltier element



(PE) is coupled into the single mode fiber (SMF) via a 3dB coupler to the FFP exposed to
a biological tissue of temperature T. The reflected signal is phase sensitively detected with
respect to an ac current modulation I~ that modulates the laser diode wavelength, which is
linearly dependent on the injection current, at a few kHz. A low pass filter (LPF) provides
integration of the synchronously detected signal (Uin) which serves as input signal for the
current control unit. If the temperature T changes by )T, the FFP signal would be shifted
towards a neighboring interference order, say from k to k+1 (see insert of fig. 18). This
shift is, however, counterbalanced by the current and hence wavelength control unit. The
output voltage UI of this unit is calibrated against temperature. Fig. 19 shows a calibration
curve of such a sensor for a temperature interval of 20EC that is required for application of
this sensor in a hyperthermia system.

The FFP interferometer can also be used as a fiber optic spectrum analyzer to monitor the
spectral behaviour of the laser source in a fiber optic system. Resolution of the order of
100 MHz has been demonstrated which allowed to distinguish the two longitudinal modes
(spectrally separated by 640 MHz) of a He-Ne laser [25].

A third application of the FFP is the frequency stabilization of semiconductor lasers, where
the FFP is temperature stabilized to the order of 1mK and serves as the frequency
reference. This laser stabilization is necessary for both, monomode fiber optic sensors, and
coherent communication systems. Frequency stabilization to within a few 100 kHz has
been achieved with such a FFP stabilized system [28].

5.  Concluding remarks

Many ideas for fiber optic sensors have been investigated in the laboratory, published and
patented in recent years. New ideas and proposals are constantly being produced. It seems
that the potential represented by various effects, materials and techniques is by far not yet
explored and exploited. On the other hand the number of fiber optic sensors available on
the market is very small, a fact that has raised the question “Fiber optic sensors - profit or
prophecy?” [29]. This signalizes specific difficulties and long time constants for
transforming laboratory fiber optic sensor models into commercial versions. Packaging and
larger series production of fiber optic sensors often lead to problems related to materials
and process techniques which have to be solved not only technically, but also with respect
to reliability, systems interface and acceptable price.

Besides the temperature sensors based on photoluminescence that already are on the
market fiber optic liquid level sensors and refractometers have been transferred to industry
for production. Fiber optic pressure sensors based on the reflection of light at membranes
seem to be promising for automobile applications.



Fiber optic single mode sensors still need a substantial development period which reflects
the fact that in optical communications, too, the monomode components and systems
development is lacking behind multimode components and systems by a few years. These
single mode sensors are expected to reach at first market niches that call for specific
properties of optical fibers such as immunity against electromagnetic perturbations,
corrosive/explosive environments, high voltages. These markets are not determined by
price considerations in the first place (military, medical, power plants etc.)

The incrasing interest and financial involvement of the industry in the new field of fiber
optic sensors seems to indicate that in the nearer future this novel transducer technique will
grow out of the prophetic laboratory environment into profitable industrial initiatives.
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8.  Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Schematics of a monomode (a) and a multimode (b) fiber.

Fig. 2 Displacement/pressure sensor with a fixed and a movable grid [6].

Fig. 3 Fiber optic distance sensor making use of light reflection a) into a neighboring
fiber or b) back into the transmitting fiber [7].

Fig. 4 Intensity versus normalized distance for the distance sensor fig. 3.

Fig. 5 Pressure sensor with sending and reflecting fiber and membrane for automotive
application; a) cross section of the sensor head with M indicating the membrane,
b) optical output versus pressure p [8].



Fig. 6 Liquid level sensor making use of total reflection at the conically shaped fiber tip
(a) and at a prism attached to the paired fiber end (b) [9].

Fig. 7 Refractometer for liquids, using a U-shaped piece of fiber with removed cladding
[9].

Fig. 8 Microbending pressure sensor [11].

Fig. 9 LUXTRON fiber optic temperature sensor with phosphor layer attached to the
fiber tip [12].

Fig. 10 ASEA fiber optic temperature sensor with photoluminescent AlGaAs crystal
attached to the fiber tip [13].

Fig. 11 NBS fiber optic high temperature sensor with black body cavity sputtered on the
fiber tip [14].

Fig. 12 Sensor bus consisting, of microbending sensors on a main fiber with attached
signal fibers [15]

Fig. 13 Principle of fiber optic two beam interferometers after Mach-Zehnder (A),
Michelson (B) and Sagnac (C),and multiple beam Fabry-Perot interferometer
(D); L=laser, D=detector, C=directional coupler, P=metrological parameter.

Fig. 14 Mach-Zehnder interferometer with homodyne detection used as microphone and
hydrophone [19].

Fig. 15 Mach-Zehnder interferometer with measuring fiber coated with P(VDE-TFE) for
measuring ac electric fields [20].

Fig. 16 Fiber optic current sensor based on the Faraday-effect [24].

Fig. 17 Sequence of reflected (IR ....) and transmitted IT ...) intensity extrema of a
temperature tuned Fiber Fabry-Perot interferometer (length L=3nm,
Finesse = 35) [25].

Fig. 18 Fiber Fabry-Perot thermometer for medical applications, principle of operation
and block diagram [27].

Fig. 19 Fiber Fabry-Perot thermometer for medical applications, control voltage versus
temperature [27].
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ABSTRACT

Using the actual Off-Shore-Technique large oil tankers do not call at ports but charge and
discharge their oil at terminals anchored as far as 30 km off the shore. Figure 1 shows such
a terminal as a floating buoy anchored to the seabed with a mooring tanker. Tanker and
buoy are connected by flexible floating hoses, buoy and seabed terminal by flexible
submarine hoses and seabed terminal with the shore station by steel pipelines. A control
system had to be developed that would give an early warning before leakage. No details
were given by the manufacturer or the users of the pipelines. Therefore a solution of the
telemetring problems had to be derived from an analysis of the growing leak and the Off-
Shore-System.

PROBLEM ANALYSIS OF THE OFF-SHORE-SYSTEM AND THE LEAKAGE

Analysis of the Off-Shore-System

Figure 2 shows schematically the Off-Shore-System. The pipeline field is structured in
vertical and horizontal lines composed of single flexible hoses with a length of 10 m to
12 m. The hoses are flanged together by flangenipples. Additional connections, e.g. for
electrical energy or signals, are not allowed. The maximum depth and distance to the
tanker are 150 m. There is no control equipment or people on board the buoy; the people
at the control station are telemetrically uneducated. The analysis results in the telemetry
problems shown in Figure 3:

1. A pipeline electronics for data processing and signal coding to locate the growing
leakage arranged by line and hose.

2. An independent selfcontained power supply with a minimum life of 5 years integrated
in the hoses.



3. Submarine, wireless and contactles signal transmitting from a depth of 150 m to the
buoy station.

4. Buoy station signal-and data-converter combined with a conventional radio link to the
shore station.

5. Self-testing and automatic warning of the Leak Guard System.

Analysis of the Leakage

Figure 4 shows the structure of a submarine hose with its dimensions. A textile ply covers
an inner rubber tube. Plies of cable wire, a steel helical and other rubber and textile plies
follow. The flexible body is affixed by flangenipples at its ends. The oil is pumped through
the hoses by a pressure of 15 bar with a velocity of 21 m/s at temperatures up to 82EC.
The leak grows through the inner rubber tube. Then the oil spreads out into the boundary
layer between the rubber tube and the textile plies before it finds a path trough the fabric.
This may take between 3 hours and 3 days. There are three dangered areas for leakage; the
junction areas at the nipples and the waist or center of the hose. The leak analysis leads to
the aditional telemetry problems:

6. Development of oil sensors with a lifetime of 5 years.
7. Covering the three endangered areas in the boundary layer by discret sensors with a

cannula system or by continuously divided sensors.
8. Extending problem 1 by using additional signal coding to locate the endangered area,

where the leakage is growing.

PROBLEM SOLUTION

The development of the Leak Guard System has to be organized in 5 domains:

- Technology of sensors and sensor system.
- Submarine and radio signal transmission.
- Data processing and signal coding in the pipeline electronics, buoy and shore station.
- Independent power supply for the pipeline electronics.
- CAM at shore station.

TECHNOLOGY OF SENSORS AND SENSOR SYSTEMS

Figure 5 shows several types of sensors with dielectric and galvanic functions. The
dielectric sensors consist of a two-wire- or coaxial-line with a porous or opened isolation
in which the oil enters, so that the propagation quality, i.e., the capacitance of the lines,
will change. One of the galvanic sensors uses carbon fibers in a soft rubber cannula. The
leaking oil dissolves the soft rubber and destroys the carbon fiber so that its path resistance



increases from 10 kOhm to more than 500 kOhm. The principal of the other galvanic
sensor is a conductive rubber block. Porous cannulas or wicks are fixed at its ends. The oil
creeps through the cannulas or wicks to the conductive rubber block and dissolves it, so
that its conductivity strongly decreases. The lines, cannulas and wicks of the sensor system
are helically wound around the inner rubber tube in the boundary layer at the three
endangered areas. A suitable sensor is selected by the following criterions:

- Suitable sensor form for constructive compatibility with the hose structure.
- Small sensor volume for not too big inhomogenities in the hose structure.
- Suitable sensor material which will not decrease adhesion between the plies of the

hose structure.
- Mechanical firmness against high pressure and shocks.
- Resistance against high temperatures during vulcanization and oil pumping.
- Quick reaktion for early warning.
- Clear sensor signals for sure data processing.
- Easily processed sensor signals for small volume and weak power supply of the

processing unit.

Some experiments and circuit design showed that the galvanic sensors have some
advantages when integrated in the hose structure and at digital data processing. The carbon
fiber sensor reacts most quickly and is therefore used.

SIGNAL TRANSMISSION

A distinction has to be made between the submarine signal transmission from the hoses to
the buoy and the radio link from the buoy to the shore.

Submarine Signal Transmission

Wireless and contactless submarine signal transmission could be possible by the following
techniques:

- underwater radio
- ultra transmission
- waveguide transmission through the pipeline
- surface-wave transmission outside and along the pipeline
- line transmission with magnetic coupling over the flangenipples

Selection of the Transmission Technique – Seawater has a relative dielectric constant of
,r  = 80 and a medium conductivity of F 0 4S/m. These high values cause high losses and
the very small intrinsic wave impedance in this medium. The loss attenuation amounts to



3.5. dB/m at 10 kHz and 11 dB/m at 100 kHz. To these losses the dispersion attenuation
has to be added. High losses demand high transmitter power and sufficient volume of the
power supply. Because of these disadvantages underwater radio drops out.

Ultrasonic transmission requires not the same but high power, too. Also the ultrasonic
generator needs a big volume. An other problem is, that there is no worldwide standard for
using ultrasonic frequencies and that some of these frequencies are already used by divers
and several services. So the ultrasonic transmission drops out, too.

Inside waveguide transmission and surface wave transmission along the outside of the
pipeline would be very favorable techniques. But there are some problems, that need time
and effort to be solved: The cable wire ply in the hose structure shown in figure 4 is not
connected electrically to the flangenipples in every case. The pressure and the flow
velocity of the oil inside the pipeline are so high that it is very difficult to build wave
exciters for waveguide transmission inside of the hose. At the surface wave transmission,
known as Harms-Goubau-Line, a part of the field spreads into the water with losses. This
part of the field decreases, when the dielectric constant of the outer textile and rubber ply
increases. This problem demands changing the rubber materials. Some research and
development is necessary to realize these transmissions techniques. The transmission
technique using magnetic flange coupling combined with coaxial line in every hose can be
realized with small losses. This could be compatible with the hose structure and developed
in a reasonable period of time with justifiable effort.

The Magnetic Flange Coupling – Figure 6 shows the transmission system with magnetic
flange coupling combined with line transmission. The sensors S1 , S2 and S3 are
connected to the data and signal processing unit by a two-conductor stranded wire with
teflon coating. The transmitter of the processing unit feeds over a branching tee in the two
directions of a teflon coated coaxial line, that connects the exciting coils on the two
flangenipples of every hose. By the branched feeding is guaranteed that the system works
independent from the direction of the hose mounting. Also the coils have the function to
receive the signal of the previous hose and to feed this to the other coil over the coaxial
line to excite the coupling magnetic field. The coaxial line has teflon isolation and teflon
coating because of its resistance against high vulcanization temperature and higher
pressure.

Designing and optimizing the coils was done experimentally in order to get the lowest
coupling attenuation and the smallest coil volume. The variables, that had to be optimized
were the number of turns, n, the distance of the coil from the flange, d, and the operating
frequency, f. Taking the dependence of these variables into account the attenuation a, the
selfresonance of the coils fo and the 1-dB-bandwidth )f were then determined
experimentally. The results of the measurements are shown in Figure 7 and 8. The self-



resonance in inversely proportional to the number of turns, as it is expected theoretically
(Fig. 7, Diagr. a). The 1-dB-bandwidth has a maximum (Fig. 7 Diagr. a), when the
attenuation has a maximum (Fig. 7, Diagr. b). The smallest attenuation of 3 dB in form of a
narrow minimum is reached at the optimal number of turns, nopt. The dependence of the
attenuation from self-resonance shows also a minimum of 3 dB, at the optimal frequence
fopt and is less narrow (Fig. 8, Diagr. a). Two fact explain this minimum: At high
frequencies the scattering of the magnetic field increases and with this the attenuation. At
lower frequencies the field enters the lossy steel of the flangenipple and is attenuated
thereby. This phenomenon explains also the existence of the optimal number of turns nopt.
Both, the optimal frequency and the optimal number of turns vary with the diameter of the
hose and the flangenipple, respectively. A simular broad minimum of the dependence of
the attenuation amounts here to 3 dB, too. This minimum is explainable by two interfering
processes: When the distance increases, the coupling decreases and the attenuation
becomes larger. When on the other hand the coil is positioned too close to the flange
collar, the collar has an effect like a magic shield and the attenuation increases, too.

Signal Level Design – The planing of the signal level has to be done in order to design the
transmitter power. As it is shown later a bandwidth of )f = 10 kHz is necessary. This
results in a noise of

PN = K @ To @ )f = 4@ 10-12 W,

where K is the Boltzmann Faktor and To the temperature in Kelvin. The signal-to-noise
ratio should be at least 6 dB. 10 dB have been choosen so that the receiver gets a signal of

PS = 10 @ PN = 4 @ 10-16 W.

At a maximum sea deapth of 150 m about 20 hoses are needed for one submarine pipeline.
With these datas the following attenuations result:

flange attenuation   3 dB 20 x 3 dB 60 dB
line losses 20 dB/100m 20 x 2 dB 40 dB
losses by parallel transmitters   1 dB 20 x 1 dB   20 dB

complete transmission losses 120 dB
losses by two-directional transmitting   3 dB 1 x 3 dB +    3 dB

Total attenutaion 123 dB
======



The required transmitter power is then

PT = 1012,3 @ 4 @ 10-16 = o.8 mW.

Transmission Method – The carrier frequency of the flange respectivly pipeline
transmission is given by the self resonance of the flange coupling. At these frequencies the
amplitude-, frequency- and phase-modulation are suitable transmission methods. FM and
PM offer a higher protection against interference; but this is not so important, because
under water the propagation of interfering signals is very limited. An other aspect is the
necessary volume and expense of the circuits. For FM and PM the testing of some possible
circuits resulted in higher volume and more expense. This was also optained for the power
of these circuits and of course for the power supply units of them. For these reasons it was
decided to transmit by the method of AM; where the modulating signal is a FSK-24-bit-
word as will be shown later.

Overwater Signal Transmission

For the transmission from the buoy to the shore station commercial radio equipment is
applied. A chanel with a bandwith of 10 Hz guarantees a safe radio link. The equipment,
the carrier frequency and the transmission method are selected considering local aspects or
those of the user.

DATA PROCESSING

Since the circuits and their operating have to be designed primarily under the aspects of
small volume and low power demand, it is necessary at first to define the operating time of
the single circuits by an operation and time schedule.

Signal Flow Graph and Time Schedule.

Figure 9 shows principle the data and signal flow graph of the pipeline electronics. The
sensor logic prepares the sensor signal by impulse forming. These impulses with the
information about condition and position of the sensors are conducted to a digital signal
and data processing unit, where the sensor signals and an identifying hose number are
combined to a serial 24-bit-word. Subsequently a frequency-shift-keying (FSK) signal is
produced by the 24-bit-word. The FSK signal modulates an AM-transmitter that feeds the
exciting coils.

To keep the power demand of the processing circuits as low as possible the single circuits
should operate only during the absolutely required time intervals. Therefore a permanently
operating timer controls with a central controlling unit the other circuits, also the sensors



that need high power because of their low resistance during the leakage free time. The
sensors are activated for a time of 80 ms every 14s to 15 min depending on the demand of
the users. The sensor logic, the digital processing unit and the FSK-circuit process the
signal every 1,2 or 4 h this adjusted also to the demand of the users. The AM-transmitter
starts nearly 20 ms before the other circuits and operates over a time of 100 ms in order to
enable the buoy receiver to build-up safely and to control its signal compressor. Signal
compressing in the buoy station is necessary because the margin betwen the signal levels
of the nearest and the farest hose is too high. In case of leakage the sequence of 1, 2 or 4
hours is interrupted and the leak signal of the sensor is processed and transmitted
immediately. The short rhythm of the sensor scanning is used to detect a leak while the
long rhythm shall test the operation of the Leak Guard System

Block Diagramm and Basic Operating

Figure 10 shows the block diagramm and the basic operating. The three sensors are
connected with the sensor logic, that consists of threshold switchers, via a resistance
network. The resistors are used to control the threshold voltage of the switchers.

The central unit of the pipeline electronics is the timer with a free running RC-oscillator
having a frequency of 1.138 kHz which is subdivided to the clock rates of 14 s to 15 min
and 1,2 or 4 hours. With these clock rates the sensors and the other circuits are connected
to the power Supply UB. The timer gives also the start-reset for the clock-generator and the
gating pulse for the sensor logic and sensors. The RC-oscillator is not stabilized purposely
because there is no synchronization and the scattering of the timer clock will guarantee
that only once the signals of 2 hoses will overlap in the buoy station. After one
interrogation interval the signals will arrive at different moments. A crystal oscillator of
2,4576 MHz is the basic of the clock generator which produces the two frequencies of
3840 Hz and 2400 Hz for the FSK, and the clock of 3000 Hz for the shift register and also
the clocks and 5 further signals for the control unit.

At the first clock the control unit gives a load pulse to the shift register and at the 25th
clock a master reset to the timer.

The 24-bit word at the input of the shift register is composed of one start bit, the three
sensor bits, 16 bits for the identifying hose number, three repeated sensor bits and one stop
bit. Since the bit rate amounts to 300 bit/s the time length of the word shown in Figure 11
is 80 ms.

The FSK-circuits consists of NAND-gates that are fed with the FSK-frequencies of 3.840
Hz and 2.400 Hz and that are controlled by the 24-bit-word of the shift register. These
values of the two FSK-frequencies have been chosen to guarantee the sure building-up



during the bit-time of 3.333 ms. Fig. 11 shows also the frequency distribution and the
necessary bandwidth of the FSK signal of 2 040 Hz.

The bandwidth of the crystal stabilized AM-transmitter amounts to 8 280 Hz which is two
times the highest FSK frequency because a two-sideband-modulation is used. The
modulation is impressed on the emitter current. The transmitter has a power of 2.5 mW.

All circuits are made with commercial IC’s and so far as possible in CMOS technique. The
complete pipeline electronics including the power batteries need a volume of 160 x 100 x
20 mm3 and is shown in Figure 12.

POWER SUPPLY

At the shore stations as well as at the buoy station the supply of power is no problem since
there is enough power available from public supply, or from a generating set or from
batteries. The only power problem appear in the pipeline electronics since the batteries
have to meet the following conditions:

- high energy density, small volume
- long lifetime
- smallest self-discharging, also at storing
- constant voltage during the whole lifetime
- high reliability

Lithium batteries fulfill these conditions. The energy density amounts up to 0,8 Wh/Cm3

with self discharging of 2 % at a temperature of 25EC. The voltage is constant 3.6 V over
the whole lifetime of 10 years at a current of 1.5 mA. The following power rates are
necessary over a operation time of 5 years:

timer, continuous operation 80 mAh
sensor and sensor logic with 14-s-clock 128 mAh
other circuits with 1-h-clock     8 mAh
total power demand 216 mAh

=======

A lithium-mignon-battery with the dimensions of 14.7 mm 0/ x 51.5 mm has a capacity of
1.75 Ah and guarantees a high reserve. This high reserve will be required to withstand
longer storage at higher temperatures in hot regions where the self-discharging is higher,
too, or to bridge over longer transmission distances at greater water depths.



BOUY- AND SHORE-STATION

At the buoy- and the shore-station commercial data processing is used. A display at the
shore station shows the user the undisturbed operating of the Leak Guard System and in
case of growing leakage the-identifying number of the endangered hose with the position
of the leak locating sensor. The exact position of the hose in the pipeline field is found by
comparison with a hose inventory. In the future this procedure will be done by a computer.

CONCLUSION

The Leak Guard System is an efficient and reliable early warning system against leakage
to control submarine- oil -pipelines. The problems of underwater signal transmission could
be solved by a special transmission-technique, the magnetic flange coupling, which results
in acceptable attenuation of 123 dB at 150 m water depth. The developed transmission
method and data processing limit the volume of the pipeline electronics at 160 x 100 x 20
mm3. This can be reduced further. The time schedule of transmission and data processing
and the low power circuits enable the use of small lithium batteries, which supply power
for over five years.
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Figure 1 - Off-Shore-Technique: Seabed Terminal, Submarine Oil Pipelines, Anchored Buoy, Floating Oil Pipelines
and mooring Tanker



Figure 2 - Schema of the Off-Shore-System: Pipeline Field, Lines, Hoses, Buoy- and Shore Station



Figure 3 - Off-Shore-System with the Telemetry Problems: Sensors, Pipeline Electronics, Battery, Signal
Transmission, Buoy- and Shore Station



Figure 4 - Structure of a Submarine Hose with the Growing Leak at the Endangered Areas



Figure 5 - Types of Sensors: Dielectric and Galvanic Types



Figure 6 - Transmissions System by Magnetic Flange Coupling combined with Line Transmission



Figure 7 - Transmission Behaviour of Magnetic Flange Coupling



Figure 8 - Transmission Behaviour of Magnetic Flange Coupling



Figure 9 - Signal Flow Graph and Time Schedule



Figure 10 - Block Diagramm and Basic Operating of the Pipeline Electronics



Figure 11 - Signal Coding by a 24-Bit-Word, Frequency Distribution and Transmission Bandwidth



Figure 12 - Photograph of the Pipeline Electronics including Battery
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